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Di'EEP down in us we know that our work here on

the production front is doing a vital part toward bring-

ing Victory closer, but it always leaves us with a good

feeling when some high-ranking official takes time out

from his busy life to pat us on the back and tell us

what our work means to the Allied cause. That's why
I thought you might be interested in this quotation from

a message signed jointly by Robert A. Lovett, Assistant

Secretary of War for Air, and General H. H. Arnold,

Commanding General, Army Air Forces.

"We wish each of you ... a Happy New
Year and want to express appreciation to you

for a year of great achievement. Working

under pressure and faced with technical prob-

lems of enormous difficulty, you have done

your job well and in so doing you have made
a splendid contribution toward winning the

war.

"During the past year we have visited var-

ious theaters throughout the world and we
know that our officers and men everywhere

share our feeling of gratitude to American In-

dustry working with the Army Air Forces.

Your energy and resourcefulness in adapting

production to changing combat needs have

meant that American airplanes are unsur-

passed on any fighting front.

"We approach the critical days ahead with

complete confidence that you will continue the

excellent work you are now doing."

I think every member of our organization will join me
in answering this greeting with the assurance that our

efforts, individually and collectively, will be even

greater in 1944 than they were in '43.



"The new Ryan project is the 'hottest thing on wheels and

wings' that has ever been designed to make Hirohito rue the

day he conceived the idea that the Japs were a race of super-

men. The sooner this Ryan job gets out and demonstrates its

ability, the sooner this Far-Eastern turmoil will end. It's going

to play a most important part in speeding the day of Victory.

So, all together let's get behind the big job ahead."

So says Lieut. Deitzer, veteran of 27 years service in the

Navy, former Flight Deck Officer on the Aircraft Carrier

"Lexington," now assigned to supervise Ryan's new project

for the Navy.

«*^

"We like you. You're a fine fel-

low. But when we hire someone

to test automobiles we don't expect

them to spend half their time next

door monkeying around the air-

planes," boomed the foreman at the

Speedwell Automobile plant in Day-

ton, Ohio. "You're fired!"

The young man turned and

walked out of the office. Young
Raymond Deitzer had lost his first

job. And all because the found-

ers of the Speedwell plant had

thoughtlessly located their factory

next door to the shop where the

Wright brothers were building air-

planes.

But even though he'd lost his

job, the work at Speedwell had

taught Deitzer one thing — he'd

trade work on racing cars any day

for a chance to be around an air-

plane.

That was about 191 1, and Deit-

zer returned to school. Then, in the

early part of 1917, with war immi-

nent, the Navy was beginning to

think about training additional

pilots. They placed a call for six

civilians from each state to volun-

teer for naval aviation. This young

Ohio lad saw his opportunity. He en-

listed and was accepted as a cadet.

(Continued on page 81
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to Think About

Contributed by WALTER PEDEGO, Final Assembly

A boy died last night. It doesn't make much dif-

ference, now, about his name. The important thing

is that he died, in loneliness, out somewhere on a

waste of sand, ten thousand miles from home.

Missing in action, read an obscure line in the

morning's communique. That was all. Now he lies

there, crumpled beside the twisted wreckage that

yesterday was his plane. The fine face and the

broad shoulders remain only in a picture that looks

out upon a quiet living-room on a shaded street an
eternity away.

Last night, in those agonizing hours, he went
through a thousand deaths without the one thing

that might have helped a little—the sound of a

familiar voice, the pat of a friendly hand. Many
people died last night in their beds at home, sur-

rounded by those who cared. Last night he died in

utter desolation.

The pain was terrible enough. But then there had
to be that dreadful burden of thought in those end-

less last hours. . . . Mom and Pop. The flowers

blooming again in the back yard. The good old road-

ster in the driveway. The last sweetheart kiss at

the station. That half-finished letter in his blouse.

All those plans for the future. Couldn't somebody
find him, please? The wracking pain again. . . .

Too much for you, all this?

But it really happened last night, just like that.

If people could only understand it, if they would
just grind deep into their thinking that terrible re-

ality, every petty, selfish interest would be swept

away. They would sacrifice anything and everything

just to make themselves worthy of that boy.

If people who have basked and prospered and
walked secure in a land that has felt no more than

the shock of a Fourth of July firecracker since 1865
would understand about this boy, they would rise

up and demand that their government take anything

and everything needed, make them walk, take away
every last penny of profit, render uncertain every

commonplace comfort and easy security, just to

avenge that boy.

He died last night, you see. There's no way to get

around that. —Louisville Courier-Journal.
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DoYOU
Have

400
By W. Frank

Persons

Friends?

Of course we don't mean that

individually, but if we could find

400 people, friends of present Ryan-
ites, who could start work for us to-

morrow, we'd go picking peaches
on Broadway tonight . . . we'd be

that happy. Here's why:
First of all, we're badly in need

of more employees. General Eisen-

hower says that if the home front

fulfills its duties, we'll settle the

European situation in 1944. Ryan
can't keep up its important work
without more employees. Just be-

tween you and us and the gate post,

we're not meeting certain of our

production schedules just because

we can't secure enough employees
. . . and that ain't good.

But we're going to meet our

schedules if we have to scour every

nook and cranny in the country for

more workers. However, first, we've

come to you. A lot of you can help

in a lot of ways.

If you have friends . . .

If you have friends, or a wife,

or a brother, or father, or mother,

sister or husband or any of the in-

laws that aren't in the armed forces

or putting their hands to work at

some war job, tell them that Ryan
needs workers so that giant bomb-
ers and transports can keep their

date with General Eisenhower. Ex-

plain to them that this is THE year

and that the planes we can send

over in the next few months are

going to be the ones to land the

K.O. There's work to be done on
those planes . . . work that they

can do.

After you've convinced them that

Ryan and Uncle Sam have a job for

them to do, stop in and pick up
an application blank in Frank Saye's

office, give it to them and tell them
just how to get to our downtown
employment office (on the third

floor above the Owl Drug Store, just

off Broadway on 4th .. . 1023
Fourth Ave.)

Then, do us this particular favor

. . . write a little note of introduc-

tion for them so that our employ-
ment office downtown will know
that they're friends of a present

Ryanite. Why do we particularly

want to know thisP Well, with all

the experience we've had in hiring

people and watching their records

after they go to work, one definite

thing stands out. On an average,

the ones who stay the longest, and
work the hardest, and are absent the

least are the ones who were brought

to us by another Ryanite. Small

wonder, is it, that we'd like to hire

400 friends of Ryanites?

If you're a service wife

If your service husband is going

out on active duty, you've a double

reason for staying on at Ryan.

You've learned your job . . . you

know it well. The company has

invested time and money in train-

ing you for that work. Why? Be-

cause they need you. And that

young man who's just gone over will

need the planes you'll help to build.

Suppose you were to quit and go

back home. Even if you did accept

a war job back there, precious days

and weeks would be lost . . . hours

of production that can never be re-

placed. Another company will spend
additional time training you for an-

other job. Ryan will spend time

training someone else for your job.

It just doesn't add up to getting the

most out in the shortest length of

time.

If you must terminate

And we do mean MUST, give the

company as much notice as you pos-

sibly can. It'll give them time not

only to train someone for your place

but also to have your check ready

for you when you finish work. When
Ryanites have to leave for genuine

reasons, the company will go out

of its way to cooperate with them.

Ryan wants its ex-employees to

think as highly of the organization

as do its present employees. That's

one reason why Bill Jones, the exit

interviewer, talks to each Ryanite

who asks to terminate. He wants

to be sure that the cause isn't some

condition that could be corrected.

The Navy is interested in seeing

that Ryanites stay on the job, too.

They've arranged from now on to

have a personal talk with Ryanites

who want to leave. They know the

loss when a soldier leaves the pro-

duction line.

Ryan's Industrial Relations Director presents the situation

to Ryan employees. We need more workers—and bad
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Would you like to know which
departments have the smallest per-
centage of absentees? Or what in-

dividual factors most frequently
cause Ryanites to be absent? Or
how the absentee rate between men
and women compares?

Well, we would too. For it's only
after we know who's absent and
why they are absent that we can
take steps to help eliminate the
cause of absences. It's been in the
back of our minds for a long time,
and after checking the systems used
by other Southern California air-

craft companies, we've found a sys-
tem which we think will fill the bill.

It went into effect on the first of

January, with a few humps at first,

of course, but by the end of another
couple of months we should be
gathering some very pertinent data.

For each Ryanite a permanent
Absentee Record Card has been
made which will record and show at
a glance an employee's attendance
record for an entire year. At the
end of that time another card will

replace it and the first can be filed

away. The little pink card that will

gather all the information is pic-

tured above.
Each day Timekeeping will collect

all the unpunched time cards from
the racks and return them to Tabu-

The New Pink Card
lating. Here the pink cards, which
are the same size as a regular time
card, will be made up and punched
as your regular time card is punched.
The following morning after a Ryan-
ite's first day of absence, this pink
card will go out to his department
clerk. Sometime during the morning
she will also receive a tabulated list

of names of all members of the de-
partment absent the previous day.
This sheet she will check immedi-
ately, as it must be returned at once
to Frank Saye's office in Industrial

Relations. She will go through the
list of names to determine that each
worker listed is actually "absent."
According to company rules, a work-
er is absent who does not report

for work during the entire period
of any shift on which he is sched-
uled to work; and who is not on
"regular day off," or official leave,

or on vacation. If, however, the
name of Jim Doakes, who is on va-

cation, appears on the list, she
makes a notation something like

this opposite his name: JIM
DOAKES (on vacation . . . return-

ing 1-17).

The pink card or cards are to be
held by the department clerk until

the "absent" employee returns to

work, at which time he fills in all the

cards which have accumulated dur-

— 4 —

ing his absence. These he takes
directly to his foreman for signa-
ture. These will then be turned back
to the department clerks, whose
duty it is to be sure they are prompt-
ly sent on to Industrial Relations.

From these pink cards a posting is

made to the employee's individual

Absentee Record Card showing the
period he was absent and the reason.

From now on, having this infor-

mation on file at Ryan is going to

be particularly valuable to the
many draft-age men working in

the plant. According to recent se-

lective service rulings, the Army and
Navy will ask for productivity and
attendance records when reviewing
requests for deferment. To date we
haven't compiled any complete at-

tendance records covering the en-
tire plant personnel, although de-

partment clerks have kept depart-
mental records. But from now on, an
individual record from January 1,

1944, will be available on each
employee.

You'll be "in the pink'

from now on when

you re absent
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"I'd heard of Ryan as a better place to work,"
says Dr. Granville J. Trinity, "so when I came to

Southern California and found they needed a Plant
Physician I was glad of the opportunity to put my
experience and training to work for them."

That's only half of the story. For the Ryan com-
pany was equally happy to secure the services of a
physician with the background of industrial medi-
cine that Dr. Trinity possesses. Contrary to general
belief, industrial medicine is decidedly a medical
specialty. The Plant Physician has to be more than
a family doctor away from his office. He must have
had special training in meeting all the emergencies
that are part and parcel of industrial operations and
he must be constantly prepared for everything from
the sniffles to the most serious of industrial accidents.

It's no soft spot, being a Plant Physician.

A native of Detroit, Trinity went through grade
school and Cass Technical High School and entered
the University of Detroit for his pre-med training.

From there he went to Wayne College of Medicine,
where, in his junior year, he got his first taste of

factory medical problems. He was working part-time
in the first-aid department of the big Chevrolet
plant during the prolonged heat spell of 1936 and
helped handle hundreds of heat exhaustion cases a
day. When in his senior year he switched to Chrys-
ler's first-aid department and, after he'd finished

his interneship at St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, went
back to Chrysler as Plant Physician.

After a year at Chrysler, Trinity succumbed to an
old medical desire. "Every doctor longs for his own
private practice and I was no exception," he admits.

"So I broke away and started on my own there in

Detroit. However, there was such a demand for in-

dustrial physicians that I soon found myself doing a

lot of industrial work in my own office. At one time
we were carrying as many as 20 different compan-
ies, handling all their injuries and taking care of

all their employment physical examinations. In fact,

I soon found that I was as much an industrial doctor

(Continued on page 14)

He has to be prepared for everything from

sniffles on up— but industrial medicine

is an old story to our new Plant Doc

"'* °" ''" tHe *"* work, whefher j™^.
injury, above ...

— re2rdi"9
° Pa,ient '* bl°°<* Pressure

or faking a blood sample of a new employee

or bandaging an injured foof.
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A general view of the Navy Cost Inspection office.

Anyone who's ever tried to rear a

child by the broad principles layed

down in the many modern books on
child psychology will have some
pre-understanding of the problems
of our Navy Cost Inspection depart-

ment. Child psychology books are

fine—but they never fit YOUR child.

They can never take into account
the hundred and one little things

that caused Junior to spread black
raspberry jam on your new chenille

spread. And consequently, nine

times out of ten, the particular

methods of discipline advocated
produce the most exasperating re-

sults when applied to Junior.

It's the same way in Navy Cost
Inspection. According to the Navy
contracts with Ryan, costs shall be
determined in accordance with a

book called "Principles for Deter-
mination of Costs Under Govern-
ment Contracts"—the Bible of the

Cost Inspection department affec-

tionately called the "green book."
Of necessity, this book, made up
to cover all Army and Navy
contracts with all the different war
material manufacturers through-
out the nation, is written in broad
general terms. It's fine as far as it

goes, but the details and specific

applications have to be worked out

by each individual Navy Cost In-

spection office for each plant that

they deal with.

For instance, there's nothing in

the little green book that says how
much of Mr. Ryan's salary should

properly be charged to our various

manifold manufacturing contracts,

how much is directly chargeable to

the development of the new Navy
combatant-type plane or how much
should be allocated as expense on
the assembly work we are doing for

Consolidated. The same thing holds

for other executive salaries and
miscellaneous overhead expenses
ad infinitum. That's where the

chief problem of the Navy Cost In-

spection department at Ryan comes
in. Their function is to audit Ryan's

costs under the Navy cost-plus-

fixed-fee contracts to determine the

amount which Ryan is to be paid.

Directing this work at Ryan and
other San Diego aircraft plants is

Lieut. H. R. Sutter, who, with his

assistant, Ensign W. J. Wagner,
divides his time between Consoli-

dated and Ryan. Both Sutter and

Wagner have had years of account-
ing experience before joining the

Navy, Sutter as head of the Systems
Department for General Mills and
Wagner with the Texas Company.

In their work at Ryan the Navy
Cost Inspection office comes in

contact not only with every branch
of our Accounting Department, but
also with Purchasing, Outside Pro-

duction, Contract Administration
and other departments. Copies of all

purchase orders, cleared first
through the Bureau of Aeronautics
Resident Representative to deter-

mine their necessity, are then routed

to Navy Cost Inspection, where the

prices are checked to be sure they

are in line with prevailing costs.

Later billings from the vendors on

— 6-
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these same items are compared with

the purchase orders to be sure that

terms quoted are in accordance with

the purchase order.

All original vouchers on direct

charges to Navy contracts and on

overhead expenses go through the

Navy Cost Inspection office. By

the time these vouchers reach the

Navy office they have already been

paid by Ryan, but they must be

absolutely in order before the Navy

will reimburse Ryan. After review-

ing the vouchers, the Navy either

allows them, disallows them, or

suspends them. When the Navy dis-

allows a bill they technically say

that, according to the rules laid

down in the little green book, that

is an expense which Ryan should

stand—one which consequently is

not chargeable on any Navy con-

tract. Whenever there is a question

as to whether or not an item is to be

allowed, the matter is taken up with

Ryan's Comptroller, Jim Noakes.

"The errors that we find in the

vouchers that come to us," Lieut.

Sutter declares, "are very rare. If

the error is extremely trivial, one

in which the correct figure is ap-

parent on the surface, we allow the

correct amount. Otherwise we send

it back for correction—that is, sus-

pend it."

From Tabulating to the Navy
Cost Inspection office comes a tab-

ulation of labor distribution by

work order numbers. But the Navy
wants to make sure those figures are

correct. They can't check each

individual Ryanite on each individ-

ual job, but they can and do keep

a constant spot testing going on,

checking the work orders that Ryan-

ites are putting down and being

sure that Ryan timekeepers are

making the proper distribution. Even

the timecards that Ryanites punch

each day all have to clear through

the Navy office. Here again a few

are picked at random.

All material stocks are divided

into either Ryan stocks or Navy
stocks. When material requisitions

take stock from Navy material, a

duplicate of the original material

requisition is forwarded to the Navy
Cost Inspectoor, where it is checked

for proper extensions and then re-

checked against the ledger cards.

Material taken from Ryan stock is

eventually charged to the Navy and

is verified at that time.

All Ryan's books of original entry

and finally the general ledger are

open to the Navy Cost Inspectors

at any time they wish to use them.

In these they verify the deprecia-

tion accounts which Ryan has set

up on its buildings, machinery and

other equipment along with any

other charges which may originate

within the Ryan accounting office.

At the end of each month a

statement known as a public vouch-

er is prepared certifying the amount
that is to be paid by the Navy to

Ryan for work done during that

month. Upon this certification, the

Disbursing Officer of the 1 1 th Naval

District writes out a check to Ryan

for the amount certified.

Seated, Lieut. H. R. Sutter, and stand-

ing, Ensign W. J. Wagner.

But that isn't the end. Sometime,

probably before the war is over, all

these figures which the local Navy
Cost Inspector has certified will

again be reviewed—this time by the

General Accounting Office under
Comptroller General, who, in, turn,

is directly responsible to Congress.

Assisting Lieut. Sutter and En-

sign Wagner in this enormous task

of detailed auditing are six civilian

employees. W. E. Payton is in charge

of the general supervision of the

office and handles most of the over-

head accounts. G. R. Curtiss looks

after the balance of the overhead

and the charges for materials com-
ing through on vouchers. E. E.

Pember does the actual labor check-

ing in the factory and Mrs. Myra
Talley checks the tabulating distri-

bution of the payroll. Mrs. Isabelle

Lawler handles requisitions for ma-
terial from stock accounts and Mrs.

Inez Palmer does the stenographic

work and assists in certain phases

of the overhead checking. Tney
spend their days checking, but in

the final analysis they keep the

Navy and Ryan records coordinated

and do a mighty job toward creating

good will between the two organiza-

tions. "We've found the folks here

at Ryan exceptionally cooperative,"

says Lieut. Sutter, "and dealing with

them has been a real pleasure."



MEET LIEUT. DEITZER

(Continued from Page 1 )

In March, 1917, he rolled into

Pensacola and was sworn in just ten

days before we entered the first

World War.

As soon as he'd finished his flight

training, Deitzer was transferred

to the staff and began instructing.

He didn't get overseas during the

first war, but many of the fellows

he instructed did. "In those days,"

Deitzer recalls, "any sort of flying,

training or combat, was well

equipped with hazards. We counted
on an average of every fourth

flight being a forced landing be-

cause of engine trouble. Our F5L
Navy - built twin-motored flying

boats were, for the most part, relics

of very ancient vintage and couldn't

hold a candle to the modern training

planes of today."

The only destructive work that

Deitzer did during the first World
War was to assist in sinking four

German ships off the east coast

after the Armistice, in accordance
with the terms of the treaty. Deit-

zer stayed on at Pensacola through
the early twenties, later spending a

few years each on the U.S.S. Aroos-
tok and the U.S.S. Langley as flight

officer and engineer. Then followed

a spell as Superintendent of Shops
at the Naval Air Station in San
Diego, after which he saw duty on
the U.S.S. Saratoga. The early 30's

found him at the Naval Air Sta-

tion in Panama. His first assign-

ment to the U.S.S. Lexington came
in July of 1932, and after a two-
year interval at Pensacola, he re-

turned to that ship in May of 1939
and stayed with her until she went
down in May of 1942.

During his eight years aboard the
Lexington as Flight Deck Officer,

Lieutenant Deitzer witnessed close

to 40,000 landings aboard ship.

Then on that fateful day in May
of 1942, he joined the others of

her crew in fighting to save her
life, a fight that an unfortunate
hit had from the start doomed to

failure. The engagement went down
in history as the Battle of the Coral
Sea, but to the many hundreds of

men aboard the Lexington it meant

Lieut. Deitzer examining outer wing panels for Navy equipment.

the loss of the ship they'd known as

home.

The Japanese fleet had been lo-

cated. Planes took off from the

Lexington at about 9:00 on the

morning of the 8th of May to at-

tack the Japanese aircraft carriers

Shokaku and Ryukaku known to

be in the vicinity some 300 miles

to the north. Reports had already

come back that Lexington planes

had successfully destroyed the two

Jap carriers, when the first wave
of Japanese planes swept out of the

sky headed for the Lexington. At
11:18 the first torpedo hit. During

the course of the ensuing battles,

four other torpedoes and four bombs
also scored, but the first torpedo

— 8 —

was the fatal blow. It hit directly

amidship in the compartment con-

taining the high pressure air flasks

and hydraulic liquid. Since the

Lexington, like all other ships oper-

ating in a war zone, had all com-
partments battened down tight, the

explosion of the torpedo in this

compartment dislocated the flasks

and contents escaping caused the

bulkheads to buckle. The result

was an atomizing spray of hydraulic

oil into the central station. The
automatic fire fighting equipment
was destroyed, leaving only the

hand fire extinguishers. At times

the fire seemed under control, but

as the last fire extinguisher was ex-

hausted, it was again raging wildly.

Escaping gasoline vapors were caus-



ing a series of explosions through-

out the ship and new fires were
breaking out.

Everything had been done that

could be. There had been no panic

in the fire fighting. There was none
when the final order came, "Aban-
don ship." "The wounded were
taken off first and loaded onto life

rafts," Deitzer relates. "Then the

rest of us went over the side. Many
of the fellows knew they had a long

swim before they would be picked

up and we all were thinking of the

possibility of another attack.

"If you think losing a ship like

the Lexington is a blow to the mo-
rale of the crew, you should have
watched the faces of those fellows

standing on the decks of the rescue

ships that night watching the flam-

ing carcass of the Lexington—their

Lexington—sink into the sea. Their

faces— lit with the reddish glare of

the raging fire and still damp from
the salt water swim—were lined

with the determination of American
youth eager for assignment to an-

other ship and a chance to get back
in the fight. Lining the rails, they

stood in silence as our own destroy-

ers laid three torpedoes in the side

of the flaming carrier, which by

that time was lighting the horizon

for miles around."

The Lexington was gone, but in

the official archives of the Navy
she was credited with a total of 26
Japanese ships destroyed, includ-

ing three first-line aircraft carriers,

over 200 Japanese aircraft downed,

and 1,000 Japanese officers and

10,000 Japanese enlisted men
killed. Later the officers and men
could even joke about how the Japs

had announced the Lexington sunk

so many times in the previous few

months that they finally had to

throw in everything and sink her

to save face. The amusing part of

that situation was that when the

Lexington actually had gone down,

the Japs didn't think they'd sunk

her. The last they knew the Lex-

ington was still under way at 26

knots and operating aircraft. Our

Navy made the first announcement
of its loss a couple of months later.

Then there was the interesting

speculation on just what happened

to the Japanese pilots who'd bombed
the Lexington when they got back
and found their home carriers had
been sent to the bottom.

The rescue ships unloaded their

survivors at a South Pacific port

and the entire group was sent back
on another ship which, alone and
unprotected except for a few anti-

aircraft guns, made its way through
the South Pacific waters and on to

the United States. "We'd been
busy and didn't have time to stop

and get scared while we were
on the Lexington," Deitzer re-

calls. "But coming back on that sin-

gle ship with virtually no protection,

we kept our gas masks in one hand
and our life belts in the other every
moment of the day—even at din-
nertime. It didn't seem so much a
question of whether we were going
to be spotted as when."

The Lexington had seen many
exciting battles before the Coral
Sea. She'd been in action off Tu-
lagi, off the Marshall Islands and
around Makin. Deitzer recalls in

particular one encounter with Jap
bombers off Bougainville. A small
American task force was going in to

shell Rabaul. Our planes had al-

ready gone out on scout duty, leav-

ing only a small group of fighters

aboard ship for protection, when
out from Rabaul came 18 Japanese
bombers. The American ships could
not break radio silence to inform
the scout planes of the situation, so

the few Lexington fighter pilots

went up to take on the 1 8 bombers.
As always, those aboard the carrier

shouted and whooped and yelled

and screamed, keeping track of

the American planes with all the
enthusiasm of an Army-Navy foot-

ball game. We accounted for the
entire 18 that day and lost not a
single fighter. That was the day
Butch O'Hare came down waving
seven fingers to announce that he'd
bagged seven Jap planes. "I'd

watched him nail the whole seven,"
Lt. Deitzer remembers, "and I was
the first officer to reach his plane
when he landed. But O'Hare didn't

have time to talk. His only thought
was to get more ammunition and
gasoline and stand by for another
attack."

After his return to the United
States with other survivors of the

Lexington, Lieut. Deitzer was sta-

tioned at Consolidated as Assistant

to the Inspector of Naval Aircraft,
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but in November, 1943, was trans-

ferred to Ryan as Bureau of Aero-
nautics Resident Representative.

When he speaks, we know that be-

hind him lies the knowledge gained
through 27 years of Navy experi-

ence, and that what he says is

backed by actual combat work in

this war. That's why it's no chance
remark when Lieut. Deitzer states

that in his opinion Ryan's new de-

velopment for the Navy, is the "hot-

test thing on wheels and wing" that

has ever been designed. Lieut. Deit-

zer's job here at Ryan is to see that

Ryan products meet U. S. Navy
requirements, specifications and
standards and to coordinate and
assist on Ryan's contracts wth the

Navy. Toward this end he's pledged
the cooperation of his entire staff

of three officers and 33 civilian em-
ployees. "The sooner this Ryan job

gets out and demonstrates its abil-

ity," Deitzer says, "the sooner this

Far-Eastern turmoil will end. It's

going to play a most important part

in speeding up the day of victory.

So, all together, let's go after

them! Remember this," he says,

"An aircraft worker who fails to

perform his or her duty now is as

unpatriotic and detrimental to the

Nation as he who shirks his duty or

deserts his post in time of battle."

-*-

License Plates Can Be

Purchased at Plant
Through the cooperation of the Depart-

ment of Motor Vehicles, the Employee Serv-

ice Division of the Department of Industrial

Relations has again made it possible for

Ryan employees to purchase their 1944
automobile, motorcycle, trailer, and com-
mercial vehicle license tags at the Trans-

portation Desk.

Ryanites will be required to present their

registration slip, which will be either white

or blue, along with their remittance, for

which a receipt will be issued.

Employees are cautioned not to bring in

their yellow or pink ownership certificates

unless a transfer of ownership is required.

This can be done for an additional charge

of $1.00 unless a period of forty days has

elapsed since the vehicle was paid for and

ownership certificate was signed by the

former owner. If the forty days have elapsed,

a penalty of $1 .00 will be added.

License tags, which will be in the form

of windshield stickers, and new registration

certificates will be mailed directly to the

address shown on the old certificates by the

Department of Motor Vehicles. Therefore,

it is of paramount importance that Ryanites

give their correct addresses.
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by SLIM COATS

Written enroute from Moffett Field
to Los Angeles on United Air Lines

It seems to me—and I have gone into
the matter as thoroughly as one can, with-
out doing any thinking about it—that there
is a crying need, or at least a whimpering
need, in this country for the return of the
trading post.

Not necessarily a duplicate of the old
trading post, where most of the customers
seemed to come in out of the night that
was always 50 below, wearing Daniel Boone
derbies and speaking garbled French-
Canadian. That sort of post would scarcely
be successful now. Few of us have fur caps
in our wardrobes, and few of us were for-
tunate enough to have attended schools that
offered courses in garbled French-Canadian.
Furthermore, how many of us if caught out
in a night that was 50 below would have
what it takes to get indoors, even on our
hands and knees?

The trading posts I have in mind would
be for the handling of ration cards. They
would be centers where people could go and
swap the little coupons with their fellow
citizens. For instance, I like coffee and you
are a sugar fiend. So we would meet at the
trading post and get together through the
medium of a ration hostess, who, like other
official hostesses I have met, would be
plump, wear a dress with lots of lace and
arrange bridge and bingo games on the side
when business was dull.

We'd both go away happy. I could drink
all the black coffee that both our coupons
allowed us and you could go on a sugar
binge. The government would be none the
worse off, because each of us would have
used only our proper allotment of sugar and
coffee. The government hasn't yet reached
the point where it cares whose stomach gets
what.

The trading post is even more necessary
now that meat, butter and cheese and all
the other things that are needed for the
Army are on the ration list. I am already
on the lookout for the man, woman or child
who doesn't like butter. To me, butter is

far and away the best part of the cow. You
can have all the sirloins that come from the
sirloin department, or the rump steaks from
the rumpus room. Just let me have the but-
ter.

All my life I have heard of people who,
as children, unwisely ate a pound of but-
ter at one standing (or sitting), and haven't

Ryan Band fi Reality
A little Ryan band, "small and mighty,"

as Al Polhamus, director, terms it, is ready
to play, for Ryan lunch entertainment, and
before this issue is out it will probably have
made its debut.

Polhamus is ready to start rehearsals of
another band group and a regular rehearsal
date will be set within the next week. If
you'd like to join the 15 others who've
already signed up, see Garrick O'Bryan in
Employee Service. A choral group is also in
the process of formation. Let us know if

you're interested.

been able to touch the stuff since. I am
looking for a grown-up version of one of
those little cusses who stole a pound off
a table when mama wasn't looking. When I

meet one, he will be my meat—he can have
my meat.
When the rationing of clothes begins,

and that day probably isn't too far off, the
trading post will be the most popular spot
in town, particularly with the ladies. Take
someone like Mrs. Harrison Williams, who
for years has ranked as one of the world's
best-dressed women. You know good and
well that Mrs. Williams, rather than lose her
high ranking, would swap her cheese, butter,
coffee and sugar coupons for a beautifully-
cut Mother Hubbard by Molyneaux or a
gay, daring boudoir cap by John Frederick.
What is true of Mrs. Williams is true of

the men who pride themselves on their
clothes. At the trading post they will be
able to get a set of matching pearl spats
for five pats of butter, or a pleated bosom
dress shirt for a pound or two of sugar.

This will be very good for civilian morale.
It will enable us to live about as we please.
Those of us who are content to sit at home
looking like animated rag bags, just so our
stomachs are purring with contentment, can
do just that, and those who like to strut
along the boulevards, playing the swell, even
though hunger is gnawing at their innards,
can have their pleasures, too.

The trading posts are certain to foster
friendship and romance. It would be an un-
romantic boy, indeed, who, as he spread his
bread with some lovely blonde's butter, and
knew that she was wrapping her fair neck
in a scarf he had swapped for her butter,
did not have a flutter of the heart.

I know all of us enjoyed the Christmas
carols sung by the choir during the recent
lunch hour. And they were beautiful (the
singers) in the robes, with a background
of the huge Christmas tree. It brought to
mind the first Christmas Eve I spent at the
Ryan Company. We were a lot smaller crew
then, and most of us were on the second
shift. That night rain lashed across the field
the whole evening long. It drummed contin-
ually against the sides of the plant, and just
as the final whistle blew, and we filed out
of the door the rain stopped and the moon
shone through the clouds. Mud and water
completely surrounded the plant, and cars
were bogged down to the hubs. All of the
boys took off their shoes and socks, rolled
up their trousers and pushed each others
cars out to the high strip which is now
Harbor Drive.

Then there was a general round of hand-
shakes, back patting and "Merry Christ-
mases" and then the cars sputtered along in

the mud. Many of that old gang are still

with us. DICK GILLAM, night foreman in

the press department; HANK DAUM,
welder; STEVE DEVER, on special assign-
ment in Manifold; HAROLD OWENS, now
Deputy Sheriff; NORM EDWARDS, welder;
JACK WEIR, Final Assembly; FRANCIS
BETTENCOURT, now in Army; HANK
HANGGI, Assistant Foreman; HUGH DUCK-
ETT, now in Navy; RAY "BUTCH" ORTIZ,
night foreman in Manifold Assembly; JACK
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ZIPPWALD, now Sales Dept.; DICK THOMP-
SON, now Army; DON BRAZEE, captain in
Air Corps; MYRT WILDER, now in the Sea
Bee's. And Officers FRANK BENNETT and
DAN DRISCOLL. There were many others
I don't recall at the moment. A great gang.

It is believed that the best synthetic
Christmas tree in the plant was the one
in Manifold Tooling. It was original in de-
sign and trimming, and carried a Shop Re-
jection Slip on it that read (among other
things) : "Part No. or Spec. O.P.A." "Ac-
count or Dwg. Order, 4Q2." "Salvage Dis-
posal—Remove bird's nest—Remove burrs
and return to Salvage."

During Christmas week we also had visits
from JIMMIE RUPERT, PFC, Army Air
Corps; LIEUT. BUD GROFF, U. S. Marines
and CARL THOMAS and MYRT WILDER
of the Sea Bees. We'd like to tell you
more about them, but mum's the word.
We haven't heard many reports on the

New Year's celebrations yet, except that
our friend PAT KELLY tried to give an
imitation of a fire eater, but his pilot light
went out. JACK ZIPPWALD and BOB
CHASE were sitting in a cafe throwing con-
fetti at each other for about an hour and
a half. HARRY GOODIN finally discov-
ered it wasn't confetti— it was the check.

Most New Year's resolutions are carried
out like Joe Louis's opponents, but I'm in-
clined to agree with the gink who said that
resolutions are like medicine—when you
forget to take it, you don't need it any more

*

Plant Engineering
by Bob Christy

If you don't get to read this (and you'll
be lucky if you don't) it's because I'm back
again and the very capable bunch that made
up the last column refused to do it again.
So at the very last minute I am writing this,

wondering whether Sue will accept it a day
late.

By reading between the lines of last issue
I believe all the news happened while I was
home. We would like to wish all of you a
very Happy and Prosperous New Year from
all of us in Plant Engineering. By way of
starting this New Year, let me introduce
the Plant Engineering gang: D. H. PALMER
M. E. PAYNE, K. O. BURT, O. A SCHULTe'
B. R. McCLENDON, R. G. FISHBURN'
G. McCLARY, L. SCHMICK, L. GREEN
J. A. FERNALD, J. DAVIES, I. COOK'
M. GREEN, F. BORTZMEYER, N B AR-
CHER, I. G. POLTERE, T. C. BOETTICHER
J. H. KERSHAW, W. L. KUYKENDALL
E. BIRDSALL, E. W. MARSH, F. G. MOS-
SOP, G. E. McNITT, F. PARSONS M
CHRISTIAN, B. SWENSON, M. MADRIGAL
J. DOMINGO, A. BACHANT, D. CHAM-
BERLIN, D. COPLEY and me.

Speaking for us all in Plant Engineering,
we are again increasing our efforts to make
this the last year of war for our country
and all countries. God willing, may it also
be the last war for all peoples of the earth.

We have started the New Year by rear-
ranging the drafting room into what we
hope will be a more workable setup. Also
across the hall the main offices have under-
gone a rearrangement. If when you drop
in you don't find the person you're seeking,
ask the nearest person and you will be di-
rected to him or her.

Since I am late as usual, this column will
have to dispense with the news that I didn't
have to write about anyhow.



President T. Claude Ryan Vice-Pres. Earl D. Prudden Vice-Pres. Eddie Molloy Factory Manager G. E. Barton

the

supervisors

take on

nourishment
A Supervisory Personnel Dinner,

given for factory supervisors in ap-

preciation of the work they've done
during this last year, was an event

of Tuesday evening, December
28th, at the San Diego Club. Mas-
ter of ceremonies for the occasion

was G. E. Barton, Factory Manager.
Highlight of the evening was a

special presentation by President T.

Claude Ryan of a review of a recent
War Department conference in

Washington which he attended.
The review included the showing of

pictures and transcribed recordings

of confidential reports from military

leaders.

Around the table left to right, Roy Cunningham, Earl Prudden, Carl Palmer and Sam
Breder.

Down the table from the left are Jake Lunsford, T. Claude Ryan, George Dew, Will

Vandermeer. And coming back on the other side of the table. Bill Berbusse, Whitey
Lehton and Otto Schulte.

In the usual order around the table are Hank Hanggi, Bill Bice,

Eddie Molloy and Doug Beebe.

Left to right: Walter Locke, Ed Carson, Lieut. Deitzer and
Ernie Moore.



You can imagine how I felt when I read

that vain and silly letter of Professor Pil-

fer's that the editor, in unbounded gullibil-

ity, printed in place of my usual "Wind Tun-
nel." For a moment I was shocked, dazed
that the old man should try to bite the hand
that fed his ego; and then I smiled a bitter

sardonic smile (come up and see my bitter

sardonic smile sometime: it is a Lulu), and
passed it all off as the foible of a victim of

senile dementia. Of course, I knew better

than to attempt to submit another column
until the editor's wrath had been tempered
by a shortage of copy. So now I pick up
the> threads where I left them. Also, I mean
to be cruel: I intend to demonstrate, by the

Professor's own words, just what manner
of person he is. I leave for some other time
those papers of his which treat of The Flight

Test of Dedalus, The Aerodynamic Design of

the Bumblebee, The Gross Canard, The Pri-

vate Papers of Da Vinci, and other fasci-

nating subjects, and reprint some of the

autobiographical memoirs which shed some
light on his character, if any. And these

memoirs demonstrate an old contention of

mine: that human beings are not the only
creatures who can learn to read and write.

U o T

Deliciously sleepy, I put aside the classic

I had been reading (it was "Confessions
of a Trolley Car Conductor," by Rob Nich-
ols) , and gazed into the merry flames of the

fire of magnesium chips that was crackling
on the hearth. Every once in a while there
would be a sharp report as the flames set

off a 20 mm. shell which my mischievous
little nephew, Jaroslav, had concealed in the
embers. Playful, prankish Jaroslav! Chuck-
ling, I reached down and patted Baldur von
Schierack (my pet Aard-vark) on the head,
feeling utterly at peace with the world, and
reflecting that here it was my birthday
again, that another of my four score and
seven years had drifted into Aeternity. But,
withal, what a life it was; how rich in ex-
perience, how well and fully lived!

With glistening eyes I recalled the steam-
ing tropics and bitter arctic wastes; strange
temples, strange people, strange harbors.
How glad I was that I had seen all those
travelogues!

Tossing off the remainder of my nightly
cup of cocoa at a single gulp, I got up and
tottered over to my library, of which I am
justly proud. Regretfully I passed by the
bound volumes of the Police Gazette, the
handsome sets of Tom Swift, Edgar Rice
Burroughs, Bulwer-Lytton. No, my mood to-

night was not for "The Bobbsey Twins at

Snow Lodge," nor for Suetonius' "Lives of

the Caesars." I took down instead the vol-

ume, tattered and torn and dog-eared, that

was marked, simply, "Diary."

I tottered back to my easy-chair, placed

another few ice-cubes on the hearth (to

take the chill out of them; I detest cold

ice-cubes), and opened the book at random:

April 15: Mother sent me to the

store this morning. I got a bad report

card, and Pa spanked me with a hair-

brush. This got me angry, and I burned
down the house and barn this even-

ing. I was going to bash in the teach-
er's skull with a hatchet, only the

hatchet handle burned up too.

Ah, childhood, with its precious glowing
days! I felt sorry for the way I had been
cross with little Miltiades, and hoped he
would be able to leave the hospital soon.
I sighed and opened the book of my life

to a more mature year:

July 14: I am proud indeed that my
interests lie not only in science. Today,
while fishing for pennies through a
basement grating, I thought suddenly
of a weapon so terrible that it would
put an end to wars forever. It was
this: one might be able to persuade
certain companies that advertise via
radio to put their commercial an-
nouncements to music, and broadcast
them as often as possible! The very
horror of this notion sent my flesh

creeping, and I resolved to carry this

notion to the grave with me, unless
forced by financial want to divulge it.

Ah yes, I had been weak. Too often this

brilliant brain of mine had been used for
no good end. Well, none of us is perfect.

U N U O T

No, none of us is. There, by his own
revelation, stands Euthanasius Pilfer.

&

Downtown Frame-Up
by Willie Jessup

Well, here I am again. Time to put on
my halo, and scribble down those never-to-
be-broken (are we kidding!) New Year's
resolutions. Old Father Time let me in on
some choice ones coming up before he took
a powder. So pull up a cloud and settle back,
strum your harp, adjust wings and halos.

Ready? O. K.

The Christmas party was quite a success.

A few refreshments were served, and then
presents for everyone. They were all the
usual gifts, except for two—Mr. Odom got
a riding horse (which pleased him) and
Mrs. Hires got a box of vegetables, which
helped with her Christmas dinner. ( I wonder
who had that clever idea?) We were hon-
ored by the presence of Frank Persons, who
helped the gang to have a nice time.

Now for those never-to-be-broken resolu-

tions:

MIRIAM STRICKLAND: Never to get

mad at a colonel again.

MILDRED BRUNETTE: Not to get mar-
ried on my one-week leave of absence.

FRANCES McCLEOD: Make Ryan a "Bet-
ter Place to Work."

EARL KNOTT: Not to go to Tijuana with
Bill Odom again.

MURPHY: All I can say is "Give Me
Strength."

MARILU BLAKEY: I'll always love Sugar.
(Sugar happens to be her husband.)

THELMA: I wonder? Do I have to commit
myself?

Mrs. HIRES: Never to lose my temper with
my dear students.

Mr. HIRES: Try and keep my wife happy.

BILL ODOM: It wouldn't do any good to

make one. I couldn't keep it.

Well, sooooo long until the next issue.

WILLIE JESSUP.
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Machine Shop

by Dorothy Wheeler

New Year resolutions may come and go,

But here is one that will always be so.

I'll never again this column forget

Until the deadline can't be met.
Nineteen-forty-four came creeping along

knee-deep in mud and oozing with flu bugs.

We can stand the mud and rain because
they're good for the crops, and how else

could we get "that food you love to

munch?" But those ornery flu bugs are the
reason so many of us drag our feet.

The perfect attendance record of two of

our Three Musketeers was broken by this

bug. "BARNEY" HOLBROOK and "EGGY"
LEACH have both had to miss a few days.

"MacARTHUR" FUCHES is still clinging to

his record of nearly four years' perfect at-

tendance. Keep it up, young fellow!

Many men are secretly proud of their

wives and their accomplishments, but ART
TOLE is too proud to hide his light under a
bushel. He has been showing us all a sam-
ple of his wife's Swedish embroidery. Quite
beautiful. It is worthy of Art's pride.

Did you know that before coming to Ryan
ROBBIE BRADSHAW helped run a large

Texas ranch? That DARWIN WHETSTINE
can bake delicious cakes and bread? That
ANNE KOTLINEK was the wardrobe lady
for a vaudeville group which toured the
middlewest and of which her daughter was
a member? That a number of years ago
Mr. HUNT got his hair caught in a drill

and that he says it definitely was not funny?
That the girls in first shift Machine Shop
now rate 100% in the wearing of suitable

and safe hair-coverings?

Second shift Machine Shop has gained two
new girls: MARY AGNES FEDDERS and
ROSE BROWN. First shift has gained
BLANCHE RICH, LURABELLE "SALLY"
JOYAL, MARIE ELLIOTT and ALICE MOR-
RIS.

RUTH MOSS and FRANCES POTTORFF
have left us to join their husbands. They
will be greatly missed.

Bond increases are coming along often.

JIMMIE LOUTHERBACK and JESS Mc-
CRAY are to be congratulated upon their

very substantial bond purchases. JIMMIE
MOORBY had the distinction of being the
first purchaser of a 1944 war bond at Ryan.
EDNA "MOM" EASLEY has recently in-

creased her bond deduction.

Machine Shop is being represented by
ROSE McCORMACK on the January Cafe-
teria Committee. Take your "beefs" to her
and she will help bring the beef to you.

J. L. SAYLES was a recent vacationer, but
the flu bug nabbed him as soon as he came
back. ANNE CAPORALE spent part of her
vacation cleaning house, sorting and pack-
ing things away. This she did so well that
her badge could not be found for days.
"PETE" COOKSIE had a good vacation and
a perfect time for it—started Chritsmas
eve and New Years day saw the end of it.



Port of the second-shift group which sow "War Department Report on New Years Day.

Inset shows T. Claude Ryan, president, introducing Lieut. Deitier. Left to r.ght are

G. E. Barton, Lt. Deitxer, Eddie Molloy and Mr. Ryan.

Employees See War Department

Film on Hew Vears Day

Engine mechanics On

Educational Program
New classes just being started at the

Sweetwater Vocational School at 2800 High-

land Avenue in National City include:

A class in aircraft mechanics for those

persons seeking the "A" license meeting

on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7 to 1

p.m.
Two classes in airplane engine mechan-

ics, Airplane Engine Disassembly and As-

sembly on Monday evenings from 6:30 till

9 o'clock, end Aircraft Electrics on Wednes-

day evenings from 7 till 9:30 o'clock.

Other evening classes open to new stu-

dents are blueprint reading, auto mechan-

ics, drafting, welding, machine shop, shop

mathematics and experimental tool making.

A new day class in airplane engine me-

chanics, meeting Monday, Wednesday and

Friday from 10:30 a.m. till 1 p.m., will in-

clude 120 hours on disassembly and assem-

bly of radial engines, carburetion, propellers,

C.A.R., and engine electrics.

A "share-the-ride" plan is in effect to

help persons needing transportation or sup-

plementary gasoline to attend the school. All

classes are free of charge. To register come
to the Sweetwater Vocational School in Na-

tional City or stop in at our own Industrial

Training department.

About half past two on New Years Day,

the executives of the company emerged from

the projection room where they'd previewed

the film "War Department Report." Once

out in the hall, they began to collect in

groups. Then the conference moved to Mr.

Ryan's office. "That's the best we've seen

yet We want everyone in the plant to see

it
" was the thought behind what everybody

had to say. "Wouldn't it be swell if we

could do it today?" The film carried a timely

New Years Day message and, besides,

it would be something interesting and ex-

tra" for the faithful Ryanites who'd been

loyally working during what ordinarily would

be a holiday.

In order to show the film to first shift

workers, the picture would have to be on the

screen at 3 :1 5. That was little more than 30

minutes away. They did some hasty figuring^

Yes, if everything went right, they could

just do it.

~
Then Ryan teamwork sprang into action

all over the plant. Roy Ryan and John Van

Der Linde, with the assistance of D. H.

Palmer and a group of maintenance men,

cleared a space in the rear of the new Final

Assembly building. Bill Wagner and Louie

Plummer set up the sound and picture equip-

ment. Woodshop put up the screen. Mr.

Molloy's office got busy on the phone ad-

vising all personnel to be in Final Assembly

at 3:10.

When Ryanites came pouring into Final

Assembly at 3:10 they found the truck which

had brought in the platform had not even
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had time to back out of the building, and

the carpenters were just climbing down

from nailing up the screen, but as soon as

the crowd had gathered, things were ready

to go . . . all in a record time of 35 min-

utes.

Getting things ready in such a hurry had

some definite disadvantages. There was no

time to secure an adequate loud speaker

system nor to analyze the arrangement of

people so that everyone could be assured

of a good view of the picture. Conse-

quently, some of the value of the picture was

lost to those in the back. And many were

not able to hear the inspiring message of

Lieut. Deitzer, Bureau of Aeronautics Resi-

dent Representative at Ryan, who said a few

words about the tremendous task that this

nation is undertaking for 1944, the huge

responsibility of having the proper equip-

ment at the proper places at the proper

times, the great task ahead of American

production workers. And he concluded by

personally thanking the many Ryanites pres-

ent for having done their share on New
Years Day.

In the future the War Department will

be releasing other pictures of equal or

greater interest to Ryan employees. Under

Secretary of War Robert Patterson has asked

that as many of these as possible be shown

to aircraft workers and with more time to

prepare for the showing of the next picture,

the company will be able to handle the occa-

sion adequately.



Here and

There by

Jonnie Johnson

Well, we seem to be having our share of

unusual weather. You don't dare step out

the door without preparations for rain. Of
course, if you're going to be gone longer

than 30 minutes, don't forget your sunbon-
net either. These newcomers to San Diego
who expect moderate temperatures and a
more even climate (of which we boast) will

be a bit discouraged, but let me say here
and now, we like it. And in time everyone
else does also. So cheer up. "Every cloud

has a silver lining." Or maybe it's "Brighter
days are yet to come."
We are glad to see GENE WILCOX, the

Finishing Department's Assistant Foreman,
back on the job after a two-week vacation,
which included both holidays. Hope you
had a swell vacation, Gene.

Everyone was so pleased with the Christ-
mas Eve surprise which let us out an hour
earlier than usual. Just goes to prove—Ryan
is a better place to work. Also the picture
we saw New Years day. We should have
more of those. Pictures like that prove our
efforts in the aircraft industry aren't just

for fun.

We've had a very good attendance record
since New Years. Guess everyone wants to

start the new year right. Just keep it up,
girls, and we'll get our share done sooner
than scheduled. By the way, that makes a
very good resolution.

It seems to me I heard—you know how
that old story goes. But really now, one of

our little girls in the dope shop is getting
married—but soon. Be sure and let us
known when, ELSIE. We must have time
to buy some rice. My goodness! I just re-

membered she's one of our "Live Five"
bowlers, too. Just forget all the ribbing,

Elsie. You know you're in for a lot of

that. Anyway, congratulations from the
whole gang.

Mr. HARVEY, one of the leadmen in the
paint shop, is on vacation at the present
time. I hear he went to Colorado. Be sure
you don't bring any snow back, Harvey. That
would be the last straw.

You know I've been so busy lately I just

haven't been able to get any news, so here
and now I want to thank Mrs. ALDMAN, of
the dope shop, who is my new assistant.

&

Grouped beneath the Christmas tree, the Choral Society from San Diego High School

sang Christmas carols on all three lunch periods one day just before Christmas. Their

gay red and white robes and youthful melodic voices brought the holiday spirit right

into the factory yard.

MORE ABOUT

DR. TRINITY
(Continued from page 5)

after I established my own practice as I

had been while at Chrysler."

A little over six months after he'd fin-

ished his interneship Trinity had popped the

question and the young lady of his choice

had agreed to become a doctor's wife. Now
that his practice was becoming well estab-

lished, they built a home incorporating of-

fice facilities right into it. But doctors,

like all other human beings, are subject

to the effects of overwork, and the doctor

himself began to develop a case of sinus

trouble. "We'd heard a lot of California's

climate and the wonderful effects it had on
sinus difficulties," Trinity says, "so we de-
cided to give it a try. We bought a trailer

and set sail . . . and here we are."

Dr. Trinity has big plans and hopes for

the First Aid Department at Ryan. "We have
no intention of supplanting Ryanites' pri-

vate physicians," he says, "but we do think

there are a lot of little medical attentions

we could attend to that they probably
wouldn't bother their own doctor with. A
good one-half of all the cases that come
to us are non-industrial ailments—that is,

the common cold, or a sore throat, or some
other little aggravating annoyance. We're
glad to have them come. Quite often we
can be of real help—or, if we can't, we can
at least advise the individual what to try

or where to go for help."

Gradually as time goes on Trinity hopes
to get additional equipment—some of which
is now on order—that will enable the Ryan
First Aid Department to handle the major-
ity of cases which now have to go to an
outside clinic.

There's another function which First Aid
serves here at Ryan and that is helping to

prevent accidents. One might assume that

First Aid's only interest came after the acci-

dent. But First Aid isn't interested in drum-
ming up business. They're interested in cut-

ting down accidents. Therefore, when they
notice that several people are coming in from
the same department with similar types

of injuries, they call L. A. Martin, Ryan's
Safety Engineer, and tell him of the situa-

tion. It isn't long before a thorough investi-

gation is being made. And it isn't long after

that before a way is found to prevent or

at least reduce the chance for that type of

injury. The injury rate in the department
takes a slump and Ryan becomes a safer

place to work.



Smoke From

A Test Tube
by Sally and Sue

Running notes of a busy day (December
16, 1943) as related to an exhuberant Lab-
oratory audience by a breathless and excited

JIM SCURLOCK:
Got up at 3 a.m.—drove like mad to hos-

pital—baby born at noon—blond hair

—

wouldn't open her eyes—bet you two bits

they're blue—20 Vi long—7 lbs. 2 oz.

—

Sue won a quarter from Hub because it was
a girl—Sally almost lost a whole dollar, but

she backed out the last minute—name, Car-
ole Edgerley—boss was generous with candy
and cigars—atmosphere of excitement pre-

vailed in office—whole gang was tickled pink

about "our" baby—congratulate us!

Appropriate New Year's resolutions sug-

gested for Laboratory personnel:

MARTY CHUDNOFF—Straighten up desk

drawers once a month.

HUB—Refrain from smoking so many
foul-smelling cigars.

ED SHELDON—Refuse to be henpecked
by Laboratory women.

SUE—Won't believe anything anyone
tells her without definite proof.

SALLY—Won't wear her overshoes all

day long.

MAC McKEE—Won't wear his painter's

cap all the time for fear of growing bald.

"T. B." BRANCH—Won't ride his motor-

cycle on days when it's gonna rain.

"BO" FLOERSCH—Learn how to answer
two telephones, sign a memo, and talk sign

language all at the same time.

C. HOUSER—Will remember to sign his

time card every day.

MARY ANN—Won't let a little thing

like a mouse interrupt her.

DON HEYSER—Won't let delayed orders

get in his hair.

Manifold Dispatching
by Marian Schumacher

It is with deep regret that we bid JERRY
RYAN goodbye when he left two weeks
ago to offer his services to Uncle Sam. At
the termination of the war Jerry intends

to spend a little time at a university in Chi-

cago, after which you may find yourself

reading another of his columns from some
new source.

Industrious Mrs. D. M. WRIGHT, known
by some of us as "Super-Woman," is re-

sponsible for keeping EARL ROBINSON's
Shipping Accumulation area looking so neat

and free from cigarette butts, as well as

giving that spark of ambition to everyone
around her. About seven years ago, after

the death of her husband, Mrs. Wright came
to San Diego from Iowa with her three child-

ren, one of whom is prominent Gerry Wright,
Mr. Barton's secretary. Her son, a yeoman
first class in the Coast Guard, has been sta-

tioned at Seattle for thirteen months, and
it gives her a great thrill to know he may

MAC MclNTYRE—Will spend his vaca-

tions upon something else beside painting

and overhauling his house.

LES NEEVES—Will tell us more about his

experiences during the time he was a Ma-
rine (and maybe sing us a few songs?)

FORD—Will continue to be a year-round

Santa Claus to the girls who like their gum.
BILL BATZLOFF—Will continue to bring

us abalones from the deep.

BOB FULLERTON—Will surprise mem-
bers of the Lab with a wild "wahoo" and a

yodel once in a while.

KEITH WHITCOMB—Will continue to

promote good lunches from his wife.

MARY ZAGER—Will continue to beam
and dimple for us.

BERN ICE GEACH—Will continue to be

a charming addition to the Lab.

CLAIRE ROMAGNOLO—Will promise not

to rave so loudly about the one and only.

HAL HASENBECK—Will keep that good
personality and infectious laugh.

It was a fond farewell that members of

the Lab staff said to DAVE ADAMS upon
his departure for the Army. Dave has been
with the Laboratory for quite some time,

assisting WILSON HUBBELL. He was well-

liked and we will miss him very much. Good
luck upon your Army career, Dave, and
don't forget to write.

It was with enthusiasm that we welcomed
back to the plant for a visit none other

than HUBERT STANFORD, who has been
gone for almost a year. He looked very

nautical in his Naval Reserve uniform from
medical school, complete with gold braid

on the cap. It seemed good to see him again

and to talk to his sweet wife, Lois. A mighty

fine couple, whom we are proud to count

among our friends. Good luck to them both!

soon be chief petty officer.

Another addition to Dispatching, in Small

Parts, is JENNIE SHINAFELT, who trans-

ferred from Manifold Small Parts. Jennie

represents the state of Kansas, and has been

a Ryanite for nearly two years.

We have two ex-service men recently

added to Manifold Dispatching—DONALD
DERR, a Pennsylvanian from the Air Corps,

and WILLIAM HOLBROOK, who attained

the rating of aviation radio man, serving

two years in the Navy. Bill's home is in

Chicago, but apparently he was attracted

to California when he was stationed here

about a year ago. Don has joined his father

at Ryan, after being in the Army Air Corps

for nine months. He is doing his bit toward

the production of planes now, but it is only

a matter of time until he will probably be

flying them again.

SARAH HASTING's new co-worker is

pretty, blond BETTY J. PETTIT from Chi-

cago, whose husband is a chief petty officer

in the Coast Guard. Sarah has also become
one of the service wives, with husband in

the Army.
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Airplane Dispatching
by Doots and Ginny

We would like to wish each of you the

happiest and most successful new year that

you've ever had, and we join the department
in resolving to buckle down a little more
and work just a little harder for a speedy
victory in 1944. No matter how little and
unimportant our job may seem, it is just as

important as the next one—so let's just

keep right on doing our very best.

We'd like to welcome Mrs. BERNICE
(BUNNY) LEIGHT, formerly of St. Louis,

Missouri, to our department. Her husband,
Lt. (j.g.) Melvin J. Leight, is in the Navy
and is stationed here in San Diego.

Mrs. HAZEL MOORE visited her husband
over the holidays. He is in a sanitarium at

Banning, Calif., and we are happy to learn

that his health is improving. . . . We are

very glad to see MARY GARRETT back
with us again after about two weeks' illness.

. . . Mrs. JESSIE O. PORTER is leaving very

soon on a well-earned vacation to see her

husband, Pvt. Robert H. Porter, of the army.
He is stationed at Ft. Bliss (near El Paso),

Texas. We hope you have a very nice trip,

Jessie.

V. D. (JACK) GRAHAM just returned to

work from a visit with his mother of Elgin,

Illinois. His mother was very ill, but we
are pleased to learn that she is much bet-

ter. . . . JOHNNY PAWLOSKI (night shift)

has returned from a visit with his mother,
who was also very ill. And to both of you,

Johnny and Jack, we hope your mothers will

be well again very soon.

We would like to offer our congratulations

to DON WALKER (formerly of this depart-
ment). He is the proud "papa" of a baby
girl, Mardon Jean, born on Dec. 29th.

Mother and daughter are both doing nicely,

thank you. Well, Don and Margaret, there

may still be a chance for little "Mike"

—

anyway, we know you are both very happy.

Mrs. ELSIE REICHENBACH will celebrate

her 2nd wedding anniversary on the 30th
of this month. Her husband, Chief Dale
(Ricky) Reichenbach of the Navy, is sta-

tioned here in San Diego. Many more happv
anniversaries to you and Ricky, Elsie! . . .

Mrs. JOHNNIE BROOKS celebrated a birth-

day on the last day of the year. We'd like

to mention that Johnnie's husband, GEORGE
BROOKS, a leadman in the Drop Hammer
Department, won two handsome awards re-

cently—one silver, and one gold—for some
very good suggestions. Congratulations to

you both, George and Johnnie. . . . DAL-
TON J. BAKER just celebrated his fourth

wedding anniversary. It seems that "Baker"
and the Missus were very fond of the number
"1." Their marriage ceremony occurred the

1st minute of the hour— 1st hour of the day— 1st day of the week— 1st week of the

month— 1st month of the year— and 1st

year of the decade. Mr. and Mrs. Baker,

who were both former residents of Oklahoma
City, have a son 14 months old, named Gary
Dennis. Baker is just beginning his third

year with this company. Congratulations,

"Baker"!

We'd like to add that at least one mem-
ber of this department made a good resolu-

tion. HOWARD SMITH resolved never to

make any more bets unless he has at least

a 50-50 chance of winning.

So long until we see you again.

DOOTS and GINNY.



KJ
From

The Beam
by Pat Kelly

Tattling in Tooling
by Mary and Kay

The holidays, with their rush and bustle,

are past and a brand-new year is at hand.
This year promises to be jam-packed with
events of major importance in which we
will have no small part. Methinks it's the
time for all of us to begin taking double
doses of vitamins "U.S.A.," dig in our cleats

and fulfill General Eisenhower's prophecy.

Well, glancing back a few days, I know
I had a most excellent Christmas. Of course
I received the usual number of socks, hand-
kerchiefs, shirts, and a couple of spots of
Duggan's Dew, though from all accounts
of Colin Glencannon's exploits in Burma, I

had doubts of ever again having the pleas-
ure of grasping another container of that
famous elixir. Allah be praised for my not
receiving a single necktie. Perhaps that is

due to a bit of strategy on my part. For
the past several years I have, on each Christ-
mas, mailed out the ties I had received on
the previous Christmas. It is quite possible
that I sent a tie to the origin of its career
as a gift. Two packages of rather unat-
tractive proportions proved to be gifts that
today express sincere friendship. They con-
cealed a pound of sugar and two cans of
string beans!

I made only one New Year's resolution,

but I didn't promise to keep it. If it is kept,
however, the editors of the Reporter will get
the copy for this diatribe on the deadline day.
There was a time when it was not difficult

to pick up choice bits of news about the lads,

and lassies, too. Now, when they catch
sight of me, they shut up like Hitler's radio
stations do when the AAF are on a raid.

Of course I might mention that CORNE-
LIUS, CLAIR WEST, McCUNE, STEWART
JACKSON and ENGLANT, all of M-2, were
off-side on Christmas Eve. Undoubtedly
a penalty was imposed later. Cornelius Stew-
art did a novel bit of bike riding—riding
blind, for instance, and cutting fancy capers
in a frivolous sort of way.

And electrician BILL KOBER has been
going around the plant with a far-away look
in his eyes, calling us "d civilians," and
probably dreaming of the not-too-distant
future when his chest would be covered with
many decorations.

And then there was the report of some
strange sea monster that frightened bathers
from the La Jolla cove, but it turned out to
be STARKWEATHER searching for abalones.

As I said before, I might mention these
things, but I won't.

Whoopee! Southern Cal made it seven
straight wins in the Rose Bowl. The ballyhoo
artists really created a masterpiece on that
game, making Washington a 3-to-l favor-
ite or giving away twelve points on S. C.
I think they also fooled themselves, but they
failed to impress one chap. "SAGE" LEON-
ARD gobbled up all the twelve-point wagers
in sight.

We are mighty glad to hove "SUGAR-
FOOT" CONDE back on the job after a long
and severe illness. Welcome, also, to

"TONY" SAN EMETERIO, who recently

made a forced landing and bashed in a few
short ribs.

The holidays are over and we watch their

going with just a little touch of sadness, for

it is the gayest time of the year, when we
come close to old friends and acquaintances
through greeting cards and presents. But
there are also sighs of relief when the last

piece of tinsel and last glittering light has
been removed from the tree and packed
safely away for the next year.

When all our presents have been ex-
changed for the right size, when Father
has tired of Junior's new toys, when our
resolutions have been made (and the ma-
jority of them broken), then we know that

the New Year has taken hold, and we must
settle down to a year of hard work. Who
knows but what this year may bring the

Victory that we have been praying for, and
each of us wonts a share in it.

January first we said goodbye to a clever

artist and a swell girl, LEE SKELTON, of Tool
Design. We wish her lots of luck in her
Blessed Adventure, and the prosperity that
is sure to be hers in the future.

Birthday greetings to DORIS SCOTT ond
LA VERNE MOORE, who celebrated their

birthdays not long ago, and vowed never
to have another so close to Xmas.

We are a little late in welcoming some
new friends, whom we are very glad to have
with us, and who are probably old friends
to most of us now—ART BOLAND, PAUL
CHANEY, JOHN SMITH, TONY GIAN-
NINI, STEWART NELSON and HAP HULL.

If you happen to have a small worry

—

a big worry—a medium-sized worry—or
someone else's old worn-out worry, don't let

it keep you awake at night or leave you
with jittery nerves, for we have discovered
something that will help you more than
Carter's little liver pills. There are no charges
if you want to deposit your burdensome wor-
ries with either PAPPY LAMAR's large
worry-bird or with FRANK CARMODY's
smaller one, and they are guaranteed to

do the trick while you go merrily on hunt-
ing more business for them.

Need we mention the fickle-minded lad

who promised to take no less than six girls

to Ryan's New Year show, and to add injury
to heartbreak, deserted them all at the last

moment?

6* Mo Loft Sez
by George

Since the last time this column appeared

two issues have passed, and this being the

first issue in the new year, we'll at least

try to get off to a good start.

A lot has happened and a lot more is

taking place. There is never a dull moment
in the Loft group. Trouble seems to be sec-

ond nature to the loftsmen, but for those

who wish to know the secret of how to get

along with them, there are only two rules:

Never speak or have anything to do with
any of them. And, second, give them every-
thing they ask for. If these two rules are

followed, all the loftsmen will pass out of

this world from shock.

Now that the editorial policy of our group
is completed, we will go into the lower
strata and give out with the juicier bits of

gossip.

The really big news item of the month
was the announcement of LUKE "LOCHIN-
VAR" BRUNOLD's engagement to none
other than DOROTHY POGEMEYER, a very,

very nice two-some. Perhaps by the time
this appears they will be Mr. and Mrs. and
poor Luke will be enjoying some of those
featherweight biscuits that feel and taste
more like cast iron than cast iron does. The
big thing we have not been able to figure out
is why Dorothy has not been up to show us
the ring. Perhaps she thinks we're all

wolves. Well, maybe?

One of the elite members of the group
SQUIRE BOB ANDREWS, has made up three
New Years resolutions. Piperoos, too. Any-
one interested in what they are is privi-

leged to inquire and then gently pick him-
self up from the floor and go back to his
corner.

Our old standby, PAT CARTER, is in it up
to his neck again. It's the same trouble as
before. Yeah, you know the girls just won't
leave Pat alone. How he gains all that popu-
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larity is beyond all. Perhaps one reason may
be his boats. Well, I guess most gals like

playing second fiddle to a couple of old

tubs sitting in the bay. Who knows? Does
Pat?

Well, the dope on HERBERT "WONDER
BOY" CROUCH isn't so encouraging. He
has been keeping himself in line, except
perhaps for a few minor details which are
not important enough to mention. How-
ever, it does cause us to stop and wonder
if Margie isn't treating him a bit too rough
making him spend all those hours of over-
time at work. Poor Herb.

There are a couple of us, names not
mentionable, who hope that a certain Mrs.
R. has forgotten about a couple of phone
calls on Christmas eve. If all is forgiven
we'll look for a raise on the next checks.

And now, in ending, I wish to thank those
boys who helped so much in writing the let-

ter to DUKE SARVER, namely Mr. WEED,
Mr. WILLIAM BURTON and FRANK REED.
Thanks, fellows. I'll bet Duke enjoyed it.

Before we finish we must mention the
fact that FRANK THORNTON wants a
room near State College. I wonder if it

could be that he likes to be near the coeds.
Or is there a special gal? Must be a special
gal, as I seem to remember an engagement
ring not so long ago.

Now remember, fellows, no threatening
letters or it will be bad for you the next
time. Anyone wishing to bribe me can do
so with a carton of cigarettes. Phillip Morris,
please, and the line forms on the right.

Thanks, fellows, but opened packages will

not be accepted.

A very last minute flash: Our old CHIEF
RASMUSSEN has really made a name for
himself as a hunter. Yep, to show all the
other boys up, Razzy went out and got him-
self a swell 3-point buck the last day of the
season. Since then our dear Mr. WELS-
BACHER has turned very green. After all

his attempts, he missed going out on the
right day. That's O. K., Choppy. Don't feel

too bad. The way you shoot you probably
wouldn't have gotten one anyway.



Putt Putts Ou Parade
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by Millie Merritt

Golly, it surely is a relief to have the

holidays over and to get back to a normal

way of living again. Hope each and every

one of you had a bang-up Christmas.

We received our departmental Christmas

present a couple of days after the holiday.

Yes, some new Mobilift Fork Trucks—three

of them. They will make our work run a

whole lot smoother and our service much
faster. I learned to operate one of them as

soon as they were checked over and ready

for use. Confidentially, 1 surely had a bad
case of nerves after each of my first few
trips into the factory. But it's O. K. now and
I feel at home there, the same as on a Buda.

ELELAND LEFEBURE is going to operate a

Mobilift regularly and we are anxiously

awaiting the arrival of two new employees
for our department for both first and second

shifts. Then we will have all of our equip-

ment moving. You will be meeting these

people in the next issue.

MAE McKENZIE came back from her

Christmas week vacation looking mighty

good. Looked as though she had enjoyed

every minute of her stay with the family in

Los Angeles and had found some time to

relax, too.

Last week DOTTIE HALL's youngest gave

us all a scare. She took a tumble and it

was thought she might have a broken leg.

We're glad that such was not the case.

She did have a sprain, though, but is get-

ting along all right now. We're very happy
to know that it wasn't more serious.

We also had a casualty on our second

shift. JENNIE GRIFFITH was cranking her

"Bucking Buda" and it took a "kick" at

her. Doc told her to keep away from that

kind of work for a few days, but she's back

in the saddle again now. It is rumored that

she holds the crank a little differently these

days.

Maybe this first issue for the year should

contain a few departmental facts that will

better acquaint you with our operations and
their effects on all of us.

One of the main phases of our service is

the Auto Call, through which the URGENT
needs of all departments are handled. The
necessity for quick moves on important jobs

was the reason for its inauguration. It is

our job to get all parts and materials moved
through the regular channels of this depart-

ment's operations. Also to see that "excep-

tionally hot" jobs are moved promptly. We
realize that every move we make is impor-

tant, but ask that you do not use Auto Call

unless the materials you want moved are

of an urgent nature. By this consideration,

you are giving us the opportunity to put

items through that must go through with-

out delay.

At the present time we do have our diffi-

culties. If you do not receive a reply to your

call within a few minutes, it is quite pos-

sible that the Move Girl is loading or un-

loading in the new building where there still

is no Auto Call system. As soon as her job

is finished there, she will check with the

switchboard operator for calls that came in

during her absence and will then call you.

Another cause for delay is the choking

up of the main switchboard. Your call is not

the only one being handled by our tele-

phone operators and must await its turn.

After making your request for Transporta-

tion, check the Auto Call and be sure that

number 23 has been put on. When the

Move Girl contacts you, she will tell you how
soon she will reach your station. In most

cases it will be a matter of a few minutes,

but we have had as many as eight calls

ahead. So, you see, the Move Girl has no

picnic.

Should the material you have to be moved
require a fork truck or call for two people,

call extension 265.

We are handling more than fifty factory

points (each one important) and are try-

ing to give the utmost cooperation to each

of them. We request the same in return.

Your prompt acceptance of all deliveries

routed to you and your following procedures

in sending out materials will eliminate much
delay to all stations. The less delay at each

station—the more often the pick-up.

Let's all get together and start the year

off right! Our present equipment will handle

more work than we could have handled in

any two past years. We like that and will

meet your increased production requirements

with pleasure. General Eisenhower predicts

the close of the European campaign this

year, and it's our job to see that he is not

let down by our share of the production line.

Manifold

Production

Control
by F. Marie Louden

Another chapter has been closed, only to

start on a new one with added determina-

tion—knowing that this chapter of our lives

will have added deprivations which we shall

all be ready to meet with "chin up."

Looking around the department, I no-

tice everyone is looking and feeling great

once again after the Holidays. At our small

Christmas party Friday, RAY NEARING, our

Supervisor, was presented with an $18.75
War Bond. Another gift—not quite as val-

uable but almost unobtainable—wos a huge

cardboard box containing five neatly-

wrapped packages of Juicy Fruit gum, re-

ceived by ADA LEWIS from none other than

ADRIAN ALOYSIUS ATWILL.

Despite the signs posted on the mistletoe

in our office last Friday, "Please don't heed

due to the present flu epidemic," several of

our men employees are still trying to figure

out what hit them—No, and it wasn't two

men named TOM and JERRY?

JIM BARRY has returned from his vaca-

tion spent in Los Angeles. From what we
hear, he had a very enjoyable time.

After several weeks absence due to illness,

LILLIAN McNEIL is back with us. It's good

seeing you again, Lillian.

Bosses Have Birthdays Too

Yes, T. Claude Ryan has his birthdays too—but he didn't suspect that people knew

about it. Here he is carving the fine cake that Jean Bovet surprised him with at lunch.

In the background are Ben Salmon, George Woodard, Dale Ockerman, G. E. Barton,

and sitting beside Mr. Ryan, Eddie Molloy.
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Whispers From Final Second Shifters
byUa

A good new year, everybody! We are
proud of every one of you that did your
best in the past year. Will "Better for 44"
be our motto?

Caps on, ladies? Even a certain gentle-
man tried a nice brown hat a day or so.

Never can tell what that could start.

New Year came in with a big bang in

the new building and everybody did their
little bit on the noise. The movie was en-
joyed by everyone and afterwards we all

went back to work with a more determined
effort. Most everyone was on the job.

The Leadmen of B-24 rudder and ele-
vator wish to take this opportunity to thank
all the gang for the nice presents received
Christmas. They are deeply appreciated.
We would like to welcome LEE EDWARDS.
Congratulations are in order for VI AR-

NETTE on becoming a grandmother for the
first time. Could that have been the cause
of her running into the furniture at home?

Welcome to the gang who came up from
Trailing Edge to help us out. BUZZ wants
to thank all the gang for the nice Christmas
presents, also the fine spirit of cooperation

£•

With the Dawn Shift
by Ralph Geist

Apparently everyone had a fine time
Christmas and a happy New Years day.
Two diamonds show up! MABEL AL-

DAHL, welder, has a beautiful diamond
ring. BOB QUARRY is the lucky boy. Then
CHRIS SHEPHERD has a sparkler and ROSS
(HAPPY) MILLER is the donor. "IRISH"
WHALEN is another one to purchase a dia-
mond. Looks like the boys slipped in under
the line—Leap Year this, you know!
GEORGE LANE, arc welding leadman, re-

ceived a swell set of golf clubs as a Christ-
mast present. Now he is challenging all

comers. No. 5 Iron Kid, he calls himself.
Third Shift's pool-playing quartet broke

up when JACK BALMER, arc welder, was
called into the U. S. Navy. Balmer won the
Ryan men's tennis championship and
teamed with CARMACK BERRYMAN as the
No. 1 doubleteam. He is a product of San
Diego High. Jack was a member of Ryan's
All-Star basketball team—incidentally, a
good chap, who has his sights set for West
Texas Teachers after his stretch in the Navy.
Jack was coaching the Ryan Girls' basketball
teams for swing and third shifts this fall.

Good luck, Jack, from all the gang and gals.
CARL THOMAS, ex-leadman on the swing

shift, showed up just before Christmas to
greet old friends. In the Sea Bees since July,
Carl looks fit as a fiddle.

And about some of our entertainers'
"JACKIE" TRIVISONO, anodizer, comes up
with some old ballads at 4:30 lunchtime or
some of those tear-jerkers such as "Face on
the Barroom Floor," "Dangerous Dan Mc-
Grew," etc. Tumbler ILO MARSHALL, tack
and trim, did a couple of front rolls for us
the other morning.

BOB "PANCHO" TATO, spotwelder, is a
"ten-second man" in wriggling out of his
"leather britches" at the 7:25 a.m. whistle
EDITH HARDMAN, small parts, decides to
start 1 944 by washing her face with de-
greaser fluid.

nd Me
in the past year, and the large attendance
over the holidays.

You'll often hear BEEBE complain about
the running condition of his car. Well, no
wonder! He has to push NORTH'S "Hor-
net" about 20 blocks after work. The Hor-
net Special is a 1927 Chevrolet.
We gladly welcome two new folks, RALPH

CANNON and FRANK MOSHER.
It is a pleasure to have PINNIE HELMS

working with us, but we would like to see
her more often.

That big game hunter of Swingsters is

right on "How big was that deer, Paul?"
"Oh, about five foot two and just legal

"

MILDRED MORGAN had a grand New
Year's surprise. Her husband returned from
foreign duty after twenty-six months. We
are all happy for you, Mildred.

Up northward a grand bunch of girls
used mistletoe just everywhere and not one
man showed up. Well, have hopes. The
right parties will show up when you least
expect.

Tool crib reports a woman asking for a
rat-tail file. "My," said she, "and I never

could stand even the sight of the pests."
There was another lady who, when asked
at the^tool crib to show her pink slip, re-
plied, "I'm wearing slacks."

Isn't that a fine leather jacket "OLIE"
is clinging to? He is mighty proud of it

and the fine bunch that gave it to him.

We are sorry a certain party is going
about with a sad face because her boy
friend may join the Merchant Marines.

BERN ICE is back after a short leave with
her sister and family. Did she have her
hands full taking charge while her sis was
in the hospital! We are glad to have you
back, Bernice. NAOMI is out; she called
MIKE on the phone early in the morning
when he was having a nice dream, to tell

him she would be absent. Say, listen: "He
sleeps mornings." GLENN has been out for
a few days with the flu. We missed him
lots. Say, JUNE RIZZO over there in Dis-
patching, did you really trip out there in

the parking lot?

Ah, and can I remind you this is leap
year? Better watch out, GLENN, FRANK,
MIKE, CECIL and the rest of you around
about.

Come on now, you others who were too
busy to drop a line for this issue. No excuse
next time. I repeat—A GOOD NEW YEAR.

Roy T. Kelley, left, with Bill Hoffman

O. R. McNeel

Hew Appointments
Due to the problems arising from con-

tract terminations and revisions which are,
of necessity, a constant factor in plants
working on war contracts, it has been con-
sidered advisable to designate an individual
to specialize in this particular phase of our
operations. Newly designated as "Contract
Readjustment Supervisor" to handle this
work is Roy T. Kelley, formerly Contract
Administration Supervisor. Mr. Kelley's
work will bring him into close cooperation
with Bill Hoffman, who has been designated
as "Contract Termination Supervisor" in
the Accounting Department.

Filling the position of Contract Adminis-
tration Supervisor left vacant by the promo-
tion of Mr. Kelley will be O. R. McNeel, a
long-time Ryanite who has had a broad
practical experience in the construction of
airplanes. He will be responsible for the
coordination of airplane prime and sub-
contracts.



Stacks V Stuff
by Manny Fohlde

Imagine, if you can, trying to play a

slide trombone in a telephone booth and
you will have an idea how we in Ball In-

stallation work. In fact, we are so cramped
for space that eating condensed milk on our

cereal has become a source of enjoyment.

A few of us, however, take it in stride,

as we had toiled under similar conditions

before coming to Ryan. ROY THOMAS
picked up expenses by plucking tunes out

of a banjo entertaining patrons of crowded
"barbecue pits" in and around Indianapolis.

ZED LEWTON worked his best while com-
pletely surrounded by traps, he being a for-

mer drummer. L. J. LIGNOSKY played for

choral groups in various choir lofts. JOHN
JEWETT drew sonatas from his fiddle be-

tween song writing sessions. And I (so help

me, 'sa fact) beat out ditties on the piano

in hotel basements for a bunch of drunks at

two bucks a night and beer.

We find ourselves now in the same band
beating out a symphony of doom for Hitler

and Tojo.

When it comes to doing things right,

LILLY KNOLER, NORMA DRAKE and HA-
ZEL JONES are strictly first class. These
three ladies, I was told, were responsible

for the Christmas eve dinner served up
in such grand style for CARL KRUEGER's
gang at the eight o'clock lunch period. The
dinner was arranged en a cooperative basis,

the men of the department bought "shares"
to defray the cost of two huge turkeys, and
the women, God bless 'em, took it upon
themselves to furnish the trimmings.

Several benches were swept clean of steel

filings, emery dust and surplus parts; paper
table cloths were spread, and dinner was
served. Personally I never saw such a gang
of bench hands in "all my born days."

"Butch," who viewed the proceedings from
a distance (he arrived late, yet in plenty

of time) seriously considered reclassifying

them all to Bench Hands "A."

CARL KRUEGER, grinning from ear to ear,

led the procession and I was much impressed

by the neatness and dispatch with which
he speared his portion.

For the benefit of those who missed out,

I shall reconstruct the menu. Fruit salad,

roast turkey, potato salad, sweet potatoes,

cabbage slaw, stuffed olives, cranberry

sauce, buttered rolls, pumpkin, apple and
cherry pie and coffee. I was keenly inter-

ested in how all this food had been kept

warm and upon inquiring found that it had
been deposited atop the normalizing oven
when brought in at the start of the shift.

The success of this affair was obvious, as

all those fortunate enough to be a partici-

pant were so enthusiastic they demanded
a similar affair for New Year's eve. The
cooperation and good neighborliness that

characterized this event is just a sample
of why Ryan second shift, to quote the

phrase, is "a better place to work." Need-
less to say, these three gals deserve a lot

of credit for doing their part to make it so.

The next few paragraphs are devoted to

a bit of nonsense brought about by the re-

cent atmospherical disturbances. Getting

around the Chamber of Commerce was com-
paratively easy, as the word "rain" was
in no single instance mentioned. With your

permission, I shall entitle this little opus

"A Matter of Course."

As I sit comfortably behind the wheel

of my cruiser, thinking of the pleasant holi-

day leave just ended, my attention is sud-

denly focused on the many storm warnings

posted by the weather bureau. These are

positive signs that before completing my
journey, I will be in for a bit of rough

going.

After entering the anchorage area, I

spend several precious minutes scanning the

water in an effort to locate the buoy bearing

the large figure "2."
I finally sight it and

after much backing and filling I succeed in

securing to same in spite of the angry, swirl-

ing currents so prevalent in this particular

spot. Another few minutes are taken up
in casting the lead line for soundings, mak-
ing a hasty inspection of check valves in

the bilge lines revealing that they are

holding and battening hatches fore and aft.

I then check my submerging equipment
consisting of hip boots, slicker, sou'ester,

Mae West and oxygen mask. Finding them
all in order, I take one final glance at the

low scudding clouds, noting direction of wind
and drift before lowering myself over the

side. As the cold, murky water closes over

me, I slowly engage propulsion equipment
to avoid slippage, put my helm hard over

and gradually increase pressure till maxi-
mum speed is attained. After cruising for

what seems an age, with the sole aid of

instruments, I up periscope and note that

I am slowly nearing Ryan straits. My radar

equipment is warning me constantly of hid-

den reefs, forcing me, at times, to veer from
my plotted course. Every now and again

a series of "green ones" come over, render-

ing my periscope useless.

After what seems to be an interminable

period, I find it necessary to surface for

battery recharging. Upon so doing, imag-
ine my surprise and delight to find that I

have reached the half-way mark in my per-

ilous trip! An alert coast guardsman, wear-
ing badge and gun, notices my plight and
promptly heaves me a line, which I secure

to the forward winch and slowly haul my-
self to dock at the quarantine station. As
the station master is going through my be-

longings and scrutinizing my credentials, I

am engaged in renewing my oxygen supply

preparatory to the second phase of my voy-

age. This should be comparatively easy, as

from previous soundings I have noted the
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existence of a solid and fairly even bottom,

The investigation over, down comes the

yellow flag and surging forward with re-

newed energy, I gain steerage way in mid
channel and head for No. 1 beacon, illumi-

nated every now and then by a chance gleam
of light reflected from the water. Occa-
sionally I find it imperative to back her

down to rid the propellers of accumulated
debris, then again force onward with a

dogged tenacity so peculiar to seafaring

men. At long last, after much puffing and
snorting (this stretch of water having been
navigated only half submerged) I reach the

harbor entrance. My joy is short-lived, how-
ever, as I must close throttle and lower

my speed cones to one-third because of the

vast number of the "first squadron" get-

ting up steam for a swift departure at eight

bells (4 p.m.) Cautiously picking my way
between dreadnoughts, cruisers and destroy-

ers. I finally reach my station a matter of

seconds before zero hour. Upon signaling the

CO. (Herb Simmer) that all are present

and accounted for, I head for what is nor-

mally considered shore duty, only to find

that my operations area has become inun-

dated with several inches of water. This, of

course, calls for breaking out flotation gear

and I am grateful for the long hours spent

in acquainting myself with their functional

properties. I have threatened at times such

as this to procure a nice cozy job on the

beach, but have never gotten around to it.

I suppose, though, I would never be happy
working at a job where, when looking to

windward, I couldn't feel the sting of wind-
driven spray in my face!

CHARLIE WELDON, dispatcher par ex-

cellence for our area, picked all the bowl

games with the result that he netted the

price of a war bond or two. "Yes," said

Charlie, "you bet I'm buyin' 'em!"

New Years eve was hilariously greeted by
the second shift. The tooting of whistles of

all sizes and tones, and the ringing of gongs
welcomed the new year in a very fitting

fashion. The celebration was very orderly,

lasting but six minutes, and then, though
there was less than one-half hour remain-
ing, all went back to work with a vigor

and a spirit that spells tough times to Tojo.

I would like, at this time, to extend to

all my friends here at Ryan a most hearty

wish for a New Year filled with health and
good fortune.
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Christmas and the New Year celebrations
have come and gone. Many Inspectors have
made resolutions, so here they are . . .

MANIFOLD INSPECTION
Reporter, Mary Durand

ELNORA AXLEN—Resolved to drink a
glass of milk every day, even if it gags me.
MARGIE STEVERDING — Resolved that

my New Year's resolutions will be easier

to keep this year because everything is get-
ting harder to get.

MARCELLA MILLER— Resolved that I

will be in the pink when I get over the Boot
Camp Blues.

D. J. DONNELLY—Resolved to be my
same old self.

CLARENCE FOWLER— Resolved to not
get married. Why make one woman happy

—

when there are so many?
MARGARET BILLINGS—Resolved to use

no more profanity.

HAZEL CLARK—Resolved the same as
Margaret Billings.

NAVY INSPECTION—For all girls in

Manifold—Resolved to keep up the same
standard of work. Remember that 1944 is

Leap Year and that Navy Personnel and
Leap Year go hand in hand.
LEONA DAY—Resolved not to bite

finger noils during 1944.
MOLL IE TWITCHELL—Resolved to

to work early, for a change.
MARGIE OWEN—Resolved to clean my

stamps every day instead of once a week.
LENNIE CHESTNUT—Resolved to spend

more time with my son, who is an air cadet.
VERA MALEY—Resolved to never make

a resolution. No one ever keeps one anyway.
SUSAN ROWAN— Resolved to learn

something new every day.
ALICE JOHNSON— I resolve to be pleas-

ant at all times and be more considerate
ERNIE COPPINGER— Resolved to cut

down on my rations.

VIRGINIA PRICE—Resolved to get more
enjoyment out of life; for instance, taking
a more active part on my hunting and fish-
ing trips.

VICKI BOLEN—Resolved to behave this

year as I have in the past.

IRENE JUNGER— I resolve to take ad-
vantage of the chance that comes but once
every four years— (Look out, men!)

LUCILLE STONE— I resolve to extend the
fullest cooperation to all my fellow em-
ployees.

MANIFOLD WELDING INSPECTION
Reporter, Evelyn Duncan

EVELYN SMITH— I resolve not to eat so
much in 1944.
HELEN NORTHERN— I'll try to work one

full week in 1944.
Mr. MacCLESTER—Be it resolved, that

I, "Mac," will be a better fellow toward
the employees who are working for me.
MILDRED BARNUM— I'll be at work more

often.

VERGE WILLIAMS— I'll try to be a good
boy in 1944.

BILL WATTS— I resolve to make no fur-
ther attempts to figure out my pay checks.

ALICE FRUITT—May I be able to share

my happiness with those whom I contact
and may I always be as happy as I am now
EVELYN DUNCAN

—

I'll work a little harder,
Think a little more,

I'll smile a little brighter,

Than I ever smiled before.
I'll be a little braver and

I'll pray a whole lot more;
I'll buy some extra War Bonds

In the year of '44.

WALT ALWIN & J. L. JOHNS—We here-
by resolve to work well, invent wisely and
believe wholly in our ultimate victory.
WILMA HARPER—My resolution for

1944 is to help in my small way by work-
ing every day to end this worldly conflict.

C. W. PINNON— I resolve to do my part
in helping to make 1944 a better year.
ALMA MOSELY— I resolve to double my

efforts toward winning the war so that every
one may return to normal living—and so
that EVELYN DUNCAN and I may return
to our Lone Star state.

BEVERLY MOORE— I resolve to do my
best in doing my part to see that the next
New Year will be worldly peaceful in 1945

IDA THRUNELL — My resolution is to
help win the war in 1944. I will never, of
my own fault, be absent or late and will

always work with the thought in mind that
our boys are waiting for parts in places that
will enable them to end their job and get
them home safely in time to victoriously
celebrate the birth of 1945.
ANN BODIE—Resolved that during 1944

I shall never forget to pull out the little

gadget on the alarm clock; pay my taxes
with a smile (?) and praise God that I am
an American.

FINAL ASSEMBLY INSPECTION
Reporter, Marjorie Bolas

FRANK POWELL—Resolved, that New
Year's resolutions are not to be made—they
do little good.

T. DOWNEY— Resolved, to keep my eyes
on the ball.

M. DASHIER— I resolve to improve my
disposition and be in bed by 12:00
SHANNON LONG— Watch the little

things and let the big things take care of
themselves. (He didn't say what.)
CLARENCE COLE— I resolve to quit beat-

ing my wife and two kids. (Kidding, of
course.

)

IRENE WHITE—Resolved, that I will stay
away from Pacific Square on Sunday after-
noons (too many jitter bugs).
DUSTY PRETTYMAN—Resolved, that I

will quit pulling my hair.

H. POWELL— I resolve to attend more
and better poker games.

L. SALBY—Resolved, that I will not get
the luncheon menu unless I am adequately
reimbursed.

JIM PADFIELD— I will try to remember
that my daughter has jelly on her face be-
fore she kisses me goodbye in the mornings.
"HANK" BILBEN—Resolved, that I hope

to again live in Minnesota and hunt and
fish as I once did.

CRIB No. 5

Crib No. 5 would like for everyone to

know that they were very hurt over the
remarks made about their Christmas tree.

Well!!!??? Okay, so it was a little grue-
some! Nevertheless, we surely had a lot of
laughter.

Santa was good to everyone. ANN is

surely beaming, and no wonder! Did you
see the "beauty" MEL put on her third
finger, left hand?

Speaking of gifts, TOM and LARRY had
to pick theirs up in person—Santa's rein-
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deer broke his leg 'bout half a mile from
the plant! Guess where.

E. BLACK spent the holidays with her
family in Long Beach. Outside of drinkin'
too much turkey, everyone had a grand
week-end.

Yes, we, too, made our resolutions'
LARRY ANDERSON—Resolved, that I

will do better work, so that I will have to
make fewer trips to Final Assembly
ETCHA PORTER— Resolved, that I will

make no more resolutions—in order that
I will keep out of the doghouse with myself
ERNA PERRY— I firmly resolve not to

rush
—

"Follow-up Men" or no "Follow-up
Men."
RODNEY RAILSBACK— I resolve to help

"Keep Production Rollin' " and stir up a
good "Mickey" for Production Men.
ELEANOR BLACK—Resolved, that there

will be no more "T" town trips for me
TOM HICKEY—Resolved, that I will wait

patiently until next Christmas— then I'll

probably have a mistletoe branch in each
hand.

M. K. SIMPSON— (Beginning Jan. 9) I

resolve to start looking for the person who
started that expression "Love, Honor and
OBEY."

Seriously, though, everyone in Crib No. 5
promises to give Ryan the best support pos-
sible.

Guess that is all, except "POCO" SIMP-
SON would like to say goodbye for a while.
It has been swell working with such people
as TOM HICKEY and LARRY ANDERSON—
and all the fellow inspectors. My inspection
days aren't over, though— it's just pots and
pans instead of ribs and more ribs. So long,

everyone, and a very Happy New Year.
CRIB No. 3

We, too, make resolutions—and here they
are:

CARMACK BERRYMAN— I resolve to get
married!
LEON PARKER— I resolve to make good

in Inspection.

J. ROYCE KENNEDY—My most impor-
tant resolution is not to write any more
resolutions for the Flying Reporter.

F. A. KENDRICK— I resolve to keep my
mouth shut and my feet out of other peo-
ple's mouths.
LARRY HOWLE— I resolve to send out of

state for a new alarm clock and try to get
to work on time.

ELOISE MINIX— I resolve to be a better
wife.

JIM RING— I resolve to evolve a method
to solve Engineering data that may not mat-
ter, but drives me gaga.
WIN ALDERSON— I resolve that in spite

of the Engineering Department and the Ma-
chine Shop (including Mr. HUNT), or their
combined forces, I shall not lose my temper.
DOROTHY TRUDERSHEIM— I resolve to

be a better wife and a better war worker.
I want to see this war finished.

CHARLIE BROWN— I resolve to fight for

clearer and more workable blueprints.

We want to give our thanks to Mr.
GEORGE MANNING, who so conscien-
tiously sweeps our Crib every day. Also we
must not forget a certain Navy Inspector
by the name of SMITH, of the La Jollo
Smiths, who gave us candy at Christmas
time. We wish happiness to couples like

TOM SWIFT and PAULINE MUSSMAN,
who are "that way." We wish a "harmoni-
ous attitude" to all who work in any war
plant, but whom we know would rather be
out in the fresh air doing as they please.

Don't any of us forget that our millions of

fighting men want all this struggle to end
as soon in 1 944 as possible.



Manifold Small Parts
This time, a local girl made good. Our

RUTH WILKINSON has won a silver award
for her suggestion for a saw block for the

C-54 short stack. The third woman at Ryan
to win an idea prize, Ruth is the tallish,

dark-eyed one in the group of pretty women
working on the C-54 line on the western
boundary of Small Parts.

An attractive replacement will be needed
for GLADYS PIGG, who has bypassed
JONESEY's jigs to transfer to Inspection,

and for another of the group, who has moved
to a new job in the department. MARTHA
HAUGEN, one of the nicest-looking, has
been called "Murderous Martha" ever since

she left the C-54 jigs and started operating
the guillotine.

The pet turret lathe JERRY STATEN left

behind him when he transferred to Tool-
ing, has been turned over to newcomer
PEARL SEE, who is putting it through its

tricks very smoothly indeed. The seam
welder was entrusted to HARRIETT EASTIS
for a while, so she has reason to feel pleased
with her progress.

When WILLIE HOBB changed to the

graveyard shift, it was a fair exchange, be-
cause ELSIE STEINRUCK left third shift for

a daytime job.

Those darn cards seemed to be all over
the place for a while, but now most of the
flu casualties are able to be back on the
job. OLIVE CAREY had a terrible time
dodging pneumonia, and hadn't a chance to

get back before she had to turn nurse for

her children. MYRTLE BYRD had a long,

hard siege of the flu, too, up on her ranch.
Both Carey and Byrd live so far back in the
country that they are distanct relatives of

the department.

The holidays brought greetings from
some of our ex-members who are really a
long way from us. The former ETHELYN
MASON sent the news of her wedding. She
and Edward Jordan were married the eve-
ning of December 20 in the little chapel of

the Presbyterian church at Des Moines, la.

Mr. and Mrs. Latham, San Diego friends,

recently transferred to Solar plant there,

were the only attendants. It was a candle-
light service, Ethelyn writes, and she pinned
her bridal corsage of sweetheart roses on
the special blue suit she wore. The Jordans
have found a house at 818 West 33rd St.,

and Ethelyn is spending her days at home-
making and cooking instead of metal fit-

ting.

GERRY McCRORY rode with her cousin
Ethelyn as far as Altus, Oklahoma, to join

her husband, who is serving at an Army
post there. CONNIE MEYERS, back home
with the folks in Kansas, sent greetings
to the "collar gang" of the department. She
doesn't think she'll be able to work as well

away from "the red-headed slave driver."

[Naturally, she doesn't mean she misses her

former leadman, RUSTY SCHAEFER.]
A report in person was made by Sgt. A.

E. BOWEN, of the Army Air Force, who
used to be ARKY, of Punch Presses here.

He walked in, just like that, on a holiday

home leave, wanting to greet his old friends

at Ryan. It was good to see Arky looking

so trim and assured. "He has grown up into

quite a guy," was the verdict of his old

outfit.

FRANK WALSH celebrated his birthday

New Year's day by coming to work as usual.

He succeeded in ducking most of the well-

wishers, but was grateful for the support

of ERMA LONGMIRE, recently pulled off

the beading machine to chase travelers.

New jobs are the problem of the bunch
Manifolds hijacked from us a week ago.
In one raid we lost BLANCHE MARTELL,
MARY MAYABB, MAE GOODWIN, UFA
ARMSTRONG, LOMA WILSON and CHAR-
LEY DIETRICH to Dept. 15. Bookkeeping
won JO VENABLE from us the same day.
Only a short time before that MAXINE
MASON left us to become a welder, and
is doing a fine seam already over in Mani-
folds.

Welders in Small Parts must be pretty
strenuous people. Their leadman, WOODY
YOUNG, was in the hospital for a couple
of weeks. He suffered with a serious bone
ailment that kept him, literally, off his feet
for about a month. Except for vacations
and the day his son was born, that's the
only time Woody has lost from work, and it

was hard to get along without him in 14.

ft

Hot Air From Manifold
by Evelyn Duncan

Hi, neighbors! I hope that everyone has
made a lot of resolutions for the New Year
and will be able to keep them. You will find
mine elsewhere in this issue. I think that
a good resolution for each person here on
the home front would be to settle down to

the job before us and get it done as quickly
as possible. After all, are we not as brave
and as proud to be an American as the
boys on the fighting front? A fellow on the
front isn't missing from the job because he
stayed out late the night before and he
doesn't have ten minutes off in the morn-
ing and afternoon as a rest period. We face

none of the hardships they have to face, but
some of us give mighty poor thanks. Come
on, people, let's fight in 1944. Really
fight!

Welder CLAUDE NEWBILL seems to have
a way with welding inspectors—especially

IRENE JUENGER. You all know what hap-
pens to the girl under the mistletoe. Well—he dood it!

Just about the brightest thing that has
been seen in Manifold lately was AL
FROMLATH's little red hat. And we thought
all the time that only women had taste in

hats!

I just happened to look at the wrong time,
I guess, but I saw MARIE CARSON demon-
strating the art of putting on one of Ryan's
new caps.

Just a warning, boys! Leap Year is here—366 Sadie Hawkins days! And the list of
local eligibles is rapidly growing smaller.

WILLIAM HEINDEL took his vacation last

week in Avenal, California—and from what
we hear, he had a swell time.

Some of the new arrivals in Department
14 are VIVIAN KINSELL (who hails from
Alaska), and BOBBIE HOAGLAND, a na-
tive of California (believe it or not) .

JOE RODERICK had better watch out this

year. After all, it is Leap Year and there are
a lot of unmarried girls at Ryan.
JIMMY LARSON had too much New

Year's celebration, eh, Jimmy? And by the
way, Santa Claus brought EMMA PELLEY a
nice, big teddy bear. ALICE PULLIN spent
a Christmas vacation in Los Angeles.

KENNY, we hope you like your new job
in Experimental.
RUTH McELROY doesn't know har tele-

phone number yet. Or maybe sleep is so
good she just can't wake up.

Among the New Leadmen

Left: L. M. Moore, newly-appointed
leadman in Wing on second shift.

Right: S. Knudtson, new leadman in

Machine Shop.

Left: R. G. Stock well, second shift

leadman in Machine Shop. Right:
Dean Brogan, recently appointed lead-
man in Manifold Assembly.

Left: New leadman in Pattern over the

foundry section is Raymond Hoermann.
Right: A. O. Anderson is new leadman
in tack, trim and seam weld in Mani-
fold Assembly on second shift.
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Left: P. F. Veal appointed leadman of

gas tacking in tack, trim and weld sec-
tion of Manifold Assembly. Right: H.
Coons, new leadman in the pre jig sec-

tion of Manifold Assembly.
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If your'e running a fever You don't belong at work. Just crawl back into bed And drink lots of liquids.

Here'i What To Do When Vou Have The Flu . .

.

So you think you've got the bug! Well,
if you're running a temperature, the best
thing for you to do is crawl back under
those covers and take an overdose of rest,

according to our Plant Physician. It may
take two or three days to break the fever,
but you'll save in the long run by not try-
ing to force yourself to work when you're

generating heat like a steam engine. Not
to say anything of the danger of spreading
the bug to those around you.

Keep warm, keep fresh air circulating in

the home, avoid fatigue and rich food,
drink plenty of liquids and isolate yourself
as much as possible. If your cold doesn't
respond readily, call your physician and fol-

low his instructionsiv his instructions.

The symptoms of the present bug are so
ried that they're hard to put down in one-
o-three order. Most common svmntnmtwo-three order. Most common symptom
a feeling of exhaustion, generally with

fever. This may be accompanied by a sore
roat, head cold, earache, chills or any of

u ** » si i . i i no iinjy uc Ul_l_vjl

throat, head cold, earache
a number of things

Stress Report
by Virginia Pixley

This department has been so busy lately

that when I find time to ask what's been
going on, no one has the time to answer

—

or the time to do anything worth reporting.

However, in regard to New Year's resolu-

tions, I did discover that CAPTAIN LEO is

determined to confine his swearing to just

one language in the future; PETER VAN-
DERSLOOT admits he was so perfect last

year that there is absolutely no room for

improvement, and last, but not least, BER-
NARD BERNES is giving up—that's all, he's
just giving up! Says he gave up the day he
got married, but having met his wife, we
know he's just talking again the way he
did the day he was contemplating Army
life. Said he, "The only thing dealing with
bending stresses he'd have to worry about
in the Army would be the calisthenics"!*
I offered the boys a penny for every slang
word they heard me say, but lost so much
money in the first half-hour I had to give up
my resolution!

Heard one of the fellows advising another
not to ever tell a woman that her stockings
are baggy at the knees or ankles. She might
have used leg make-up!

We were glad to see FRED ROSSACKER
and BOB EVANS back from vacation, even
if they did look as though they'd much
rather still be "where they had been" than
behind their respective drafting tables. Oh
well, we can't blame them for looking so sad.
After all, they have a whole year to wait
before they get another vacation.

Do you suppose that LOUISE "PINKY"
WILSON washes her hair with tomato juice
to get that beautiful hue? If she does I

know a lot of people who will be using up
their ration points. Thought redheads were
supposed to have fiery tempers, but have
yet to see a sweeter disposition than Pinky's.

We think LEM KOHLI, the newest mem-
ber of our group, is mighty nice, but were
we ever surprised to hear the reaction of all

the girls up and down the aisle. Their
little hearts go pitty-pat when he goes by.

Lem was twice as jarred as we. Guess he
bears watching! Speaking of hearts, LLOYD
LOOMER's has been working overtime since
a certain beautiful blonde columnist has
been seen down this way. He wishes she'd
put her phone number at the head of her
article sometime.

VIRGINIA FRANKLIN is wearing the
cutest watch. It dangles from a red leather
thong on her wrist. CAPTAIN LEO has an
unusual watch, too. It's one of those self-
winding jobs where the slightest arm motion
jiggles it back and forth in its case. RAY
PYLE's chronometer is something to see, if

you haven't already noticed its three stems.
JACK O'BRIEN got a new ticker recently,
and it's strange how much faster the day
goes by when he doesn't ask us the time.

Everyone in Stress who heard the joke on
Red Skelton's program about Okies could
hardly wait to ask DREW ALLEN the next
day if he had one or two mattresses on his
car, but the joke backfired as Drew had
heard it years before.

*

Sheet Metal Shorts
by Marge and Jean

Hello "Shorts": Our column seems to have
been rightly named as we really are run-
ning short of news. Sheet Metal is one of
the biggest departments at Ryan, and still

we can't get you folks to turn in any items
for YOUR column. Now let's all get busy
and put Sheet Metal on the map for our
next issue—we want everyone represented.

Everyone seems to have survived the holi-
day season, and let's hope some of those
New Years resolutions were to cut down
absenteeism. The lucky people who had va-
cations over the holidays were MYRTLE
THOMAS, RAY GEISINGER, MARY GILES
LUCY BOOTS, and MAUDE SNODERLY.
They are all back with a new lease on life

and a new gleam in their eyes. What vaca-
tions can't do for a feller! (If the shoe fits,

JEAN, put it on.)

Blue Bar badges are more numerous now,
with our department growing by leaps and
bounds. DON NELSON has been made
leadman in Department No. 3, 1st shift, and
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M. J. "RED" THOMPSON has been made
leadman on 3rd shift. Congratulations, boys.

We wish to extend greetings to all our
new people coming in daily. Department
No. 3 seems to have a real heart-throb in
HELEN LYON, who has a pleasant wink for
everyone, and we mean everyone. News does
get around, doesn't it, Helen?

Foremen and Leadmen wish to express
their thanks to their departments for the
gifts received for Christmas. That goes for
me, too, folks; stop in and have a cup of
coffee

!

In signing off, we wish to relate that
"GRANDPAPPY" WALLACE KNIGHT just
turned the corner on two wheels getting in

here to tell us that it was a bouncing baby
boy. Congratulations, Wally, it isn't every
day that we are a grandfather for the first

time so we understand your haste and flurry.
Alright, folks, let's get some news in

here to represent your column. Surely out
of 300 employees on day shift someone has
done something interesting!

Turn your shorts in— I'll accept them all!

Bye now. MARGE.
Jeepers, this is strictly a deadline deal,

and apparently the people on second shift
aren't interested in this column, because no
one has even turned in one little bit of news.
We have two new leadmen in Sheet

Metal Assembly. They are W. L. FANNIN
and P. H. "CURLEY" STILLMAN. Congrat-
ulations! We also have had an exchange
of Leadmen in Sheet Metal Parts. TERRY
KELL has left us for the day shift and ART
KILMER has taken his place on nights.

If the day shift would like to make
Terry completely comfortable and at home
in his new job, his pet name has been
"Uncle Bulgy." Try it— I dare you!

It seems like deer season is all over
and none of our rough-and-tough hunters
managed to bring home the bacon.
We want to welcome all of the new em-

ployees on the second shift, and I'll be
glad to hear any interesting subjects they
would like to have in this column. I guess
that's all for now, so next time help me out
a little.

Bye. JEAN.
P. S.—Don't you think "HUMPTY DUMP-

TY" HUMPHREY made a charming clerk
while I was gone?



Time Study Observations
By Dortho. Dunston

Lacking in trimming of tinsel and gilt

Our cute little Christmas tree stood

—

Barren and nude as the day it was built,

And dress it, we knew that we would.

Then the question arose—what could we
use?

Unable to buy anything

—

HELEN then brightened for she had good
news;

Some slightly stale popcorn she'd bring.

The men and the girls worked stringing that

corn;

At lunch hours two days we did toil

—

Red and green gum drops—not balls did

adorn
That sweet little gift of the soil.

Gee, when we were through we all were
amazed.

Those snow-covered branches looked

bright.

We each one stepped back and admiringly

gazed
At the festive and Christmassy sight.

But mistletoe didn't mean a darned thing!

Right over the doorway it sat

Completely ignored in the holiday fling,

But kisses?—None! How about that?

Happy Birthday, Merry Christmas and stuff

We combine to extend to VAN.
Santa Claus helped Mr. Stork in the rough
When he tried to deliver this man!

Gee, KENNY has gone and got a transfer!

Now what will we do in a pinch?

For gadget fixin' to him we'd refer.

Mechanics to him is a cinch!

Maybe a lap full of coffee is right;

VIRGINIA just loves a hot bath!

But here's not the place, and the time is at

night;

Believe me she's sweet in her wrath!
MARCELLA has quit, we're sorry to say,

But ALICE is taking her place.

We're sorry in loss and wish she would stay,

Yet welcome a new smiling face.

HELEN is now taking over dispatch

Of cards for the shop and elsewhere.

Good luck and best wishes—best in a batch
Of well-wishing typists so fair.

Our absentee file has grown pretty thick.

The cold germ has really been 'round.

We drink to the health of those who've been

sick

And may a wealth of health be found!

What Secretary of what Tooling Superin-

tendent, of the Ryan Aeronautical Com-
pany, dashed out of bed one morning, drove

like a demon to a Drive- In for breakfast?

Was told they didn't open until 7:00 a.m.

She then stated she would wait. The wait-

ress looked at our heroine rather strangely.

Well, the young lady in question then asked

what the time was. "Two-thirty," replied

the waitress. "Two-thirty!" screamed our

secretary—started her car and drove back

home, where she decided she would retire

again. Well, to top it off, she checked in .4

of an hour late. The moral of our story is,

please set your alarm clock before retiring.

The surprise of the week: EDDIE O'CON-
NELL, formerly of our Inspection Depart-

ment, dropped in to see us the other day.

During his year-and-a-half absence, Eddie

saw action as a merchant mariner. He is

now an ensign in the merchant marine. It

was good to see Eddie, and hope it won't

be another year and a half before we can

look upon that Irish face again. Good luck!

BUD GROFF, now a lieutenant in the Ma-
rine Corps, dropped in to see us also. Also

HAROLD "PICKLES" DILL, now a buck

private in Uncle Sam's Army. Good to see

both of you.

Romance: PAULINE MUSSMAN, Salvage

Office, came to work the Monday following

Christmas with stars in her eyes, a smile on

her lips and a diamond ring, third finger

left hand. TOM SWIFT, also of the Salvage

Office, is the lucky man responsible. The

best of luck and all the happiness in the

world.

Blessed Adventuring: Mr. and Mrs. DON
WALKER (Maggie Walker, formerly origi-

nal Tom of subject column) really beat the

deadline. They are now the proud parents

of a 7 lb. 2Vz oz. baby girl, better known
as Mardon. Congratulations are in order

for Don and Maggie.

JOE WILLIAMS, Material Control Super-

visor, is going around popping all the buttons

off his vest. His wife presented him with a

7 lb. 6 oz. baby boy. Asked Joe what the

name of the new member of the Williams

clan was, but he's still holding out for

Junior.

JIM SCURLOCK, Director of Laboratory,

was passing cigars and candy to all who
came in to the Lab on December 16.

Farewells: TOM DAVIDSON, Salvage En-

gineer, is leaving us. Sorry to see you go,

Tom, but the best of luck.

Heard that BETTIE FORBES, better known
as the "Ditto Girl" for two years, is now in

Boston.

For the sixth time now GORDON KIESEL

and MAURIE LEVIN have received their

draft papers.

Vacationing: JIM BARRY returned from

his vacation this week from a jaunt in L. A.

What's the attraction, Jim?
Also BILL VAN DEN AKKER returned

from his vacation looking like the cat that

ate the canary.

Well that's all for now, people—see you

next issue.
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Library Lore
by Dorothy Elder

The library has a file of current as well

as back issues of periodicals dealing with

aeronautics, industry and current events. The
magazines may be borrowed from the library

for a three-day period. All duplicate copies

are carefully clipped for specific articles and
for pictures of different types of airplanes.

Extra copies of magazines may be left at

the library, to be used for filling in missing

numbers and for clippings.

Some of the magazines filed in the library:

"Journal of Aeronautical Sciences"— In-

cludes papers of scientific and technical in-

terest. Now published quarterly.

"Modern Plastics"—Plastics are under

full steam in America's war effort. New de-

velopments in plastic materials and manu-
facture are being rushed from laboratory

to production line.

"United States News" — Interprets and

forecasts the news of national affairs. Ana-
lyzes current developments to bring out the

business meaning and future influence.

"Modern Industry"—For all management
men concerned with making and marketing

better products at lower cost.

"Western Flying"—Covers in general the

American aircraft industry.

"Machine Design" — The professional

journal of chief engineers and designers.

"Aircraft Production"—English publica-

tion of the aircraft manufacturing industry.

"Aero Digest"—America's premier aero-

nautical magazine.
"Canadian Aviation"—Commercial, mili-

tary and civil air news of Canada.
"Aviation"—The oldest American aero-

nautical magazine.
"Air Trails"—A pictorial magazine.
"SAE Journal"—Published monthly by

the Society of Automotive Engineers Inc.

Publications of Aircraft Companies:
United Aircraft Corp.

—"The Bee Hive."

Bell Aircraft Corp.
—"The Bellringer."

Boeing Aircraft Co.-
—"Boeing News."

Curtiss Wright Corp.
—"The Fly Leaf."

Douglas Aircraft Cc. — "Douglas Air-

view."
Fairchild Engine & Airplane Corp.

—"The
Pegasus."

Fleetwings
—"The Fleetwings Arrow."

North American Aviation \nc. — "The
Skyline."

Pratt & Whitney—"The Wasp Nest."

Solar Aircraft Co.
—"The Solar Blast."

Chance Vought Aircraft — "Southern

Flight."

Magazine Articles

"Well ... It Happened This Way!" in

Douglas Airview for December. An oldtimer

recalls beginnings of Douglas Aircraft Com-
pany; tells how Douglas built their first air-

plane, the Cloudster, which was later bought

by T. Claude Ryan. An amusing tale.

"Essential Points in Post-War Aviation,"

by T. Claude Ryan in Western Flying for

December.
"They Call It Plant Protection," by Keith

Monroe of Ryan in Western Flying for De-
cember. "Plant protection isn't just a mat-
ter of dull routine. At times it can be dra-

matic, exciting and dangerous, as this story

proves. At all times it is an important

function in the business of making military

airplanes."

"The Fabrication of Stainless Steel," by

Wm. J. van den Akker of Ryan in Western
Flying for October. Advances in sheet metal

handling at Ryan.



DO S & DASHES" - NEWS

FROM MATERIAL CONTROL
by EARL VAUGHAN

All of us from Material Control have again
survived another busy Christmas season.
We are now off to a bigger and better
New Year, with one unanimous New Year's
resolution

—"To help Uncle Sam and the
Ryan Aeronautical Company make the year
1944 an outstanding year of airplane pro-
duction and help bring the present world
conflict to an end."

News and flashes of the month from this
department are as follows:

Santa Claus Presents

JOE WILLIAMS and C. B. JONES can
now put their troubles in their new kit

bags and smile, smile, smile. These two
Supervisors were presented with genuine
leather brief cases for Christmas by the per-
sonnel of this department. Their paper work
troubles will now be well in hand—we hope
HOWARD ULBERG was at the receiving

end of a sparkling gold-filled key chain with
a belt buckle and tie clasp to match. This
beautiful gift was presented by his Govern-
ment Reports group.

R. S. SMITH can now put it in his new
Flame Grain Kaywoodie pipe and smoke
it. Yes, sir! This selected grain pipe was
given to him by his Manifold group.

New Arrival

That popular stork these days has been
flying around over this department again.
This time with a silent motor, as, to the
surprise of all, J. B. WILLIAMS, our Gen-
eral Supervisor, announced the arrival of a
son, Lloyd Leslie, three days before Christ-
mas. Lloyd, no doubt, will follow in his

dad's footsteps, as he has been presented
with a Ryan Blue Badge labeled "Supervisor
of Diaper No Control Department, Badge
No. 1

." Material Control personnel also
presented Lloyd with a $25.00 bond, the
start of a successful and happy career. Con-
gratulations, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Williams!

Vacations

This department has missed the pleasing
disposition of Miss PEGGY PAASKE from
December 18 to January 18. For several
months Peggy has been dreaming of a white
Christmas and talking her boss into granting
her a leave of absence. After the final
O. K. she left sunny California, where it

never rains (but the light fog will wash
out a bridge now and then), to enjoy her
white Christmas with her family in Minne-
sota. (Glad to see you back, Peggy.) By
the way, how do the Minnesota Gophers com-
pare with the California Bears?

Little MARY WILLIAMSON, the person-
ality girl of the Government Reports & Sta-
tistics group, is now spending her well-
earned vacation in old Chicago. Mary and
her commando husband, Lloyd, platoon ser-
geant of the U. S. Marine Corps, left San
Diego January 1 8 to visit their relatives in
their windy home city. Have a good time,
Mary; take plenty of woolen undies along
and take your time going, but hurry back,
as we sure miss you.

From Ryan to the U. S. Army and Back
We of Material Control are glad to wel-

come back to our group BILL HANSON

from the U. S. Army. Bill previously worked
with us as our Manifold Material Control
Supervisor. He was employed from Febru-
ary, 1942, to February, 1943. Bill joined
Uncle Sam's "Rolling Caissons" February 26
and raked his way from yardbird to private
1 st class. His honorable discharge as of
November 17, 1943, gave him the oppor-
tunity of again enlisting in our ranks De-
cember 8 as liaison man for the AN Parts
group. When asked his opinion of our Army
he said the following (quote) : "The best
fellows in the world are in the U. S. Army
and it is a darn good experience for any-
one. However, I sure am glad to be em-
ployed again by the Ryan Aeronautical Com-
pany and do what I can for my many friends
in the Army."

News from the Alumni
Greetings for the New Year, on cards and

V-mail stationery, from our alumni have
been received by Ryanites of this depart-
ment. Your reporter is now able to publish
the location and news of the following
ex-Ryanites, who are now scattered all over
the globe:

PRICE ALLRED, formerly our Aluminum
group leader, is now employed by the U. S.
Steel Co. near Salt Lake City, Utah.
HAROLD DILL, formerly in the AN Parts

group, is a U. S. Army Air Corps cadet
and perhaps is now flying in the planes that
were built with AN parts, which he worked
with here at Ryan's.

FRANK DAVIS left our Airplane Material
Control to attend the Army Air Corps Intel-
ligence School at Kearns, Utah.
MARGARET LEACH left the Manifold

group to give the Marine Corps that femi-
nine touch and see the world. Her training
center was located in North Carolina. How-
ever, her first assignment carried her back to
San Diego Marine Base, where she is now
located.

DOROTHY FRANKEL, of the Manifold
group, is now employed by a defense plant
in Los Angeles.

PHIL LEVIN, an old-timer of Miscellane-
ous Raw Material follow-up, is now keeping
'em flying somewhere over that small body
of water, the Central Pacific. He is a first

lieutenant in the U. S. Army Air Corps.
This U. S. Eagle of the sky has eleven sor-
ties or missions over enemy-held territory
to his credit, with a goal set for fifty.

BUD GROFF, formerly Supervisor of Mani-
fold Production Control, is now a lieutenant
in the U. S. Marine Corps and is stationed
temporarily at Camp Elliott.

OPAL GORHAM, formerly of the Steel
group, is now using her experience gathered
at Ryan's in a defense plant in the Old
South—Birmingham, Alabama.

BILL PLANT, from the Aluminum group,
is now a private with the U. S. Marines
(location unknown).
GIL SIEGMUND, formerly of the Miscella-

neous Raw Materials group, is also a private
and is with the U. S. Army Air Corps (loca-
tion unknown)

.

BILL GARTSIDE, of the Aluminum group,
is now a lieutenant in the Meteorological
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Division of the U. S. Army Air Corps, Court-
land Army Air Field, Alabama.
Burning That Midnight Oil
An apology is in order from this reporter

to our hard-working night crew, as they
have been sadly neglected in this column.
At this time perhaps this oversight can be
mended by publishing the names of all
those who have been burning that mid-
night oil:

Airplane Material Control: HARRY
HOLTHUSEN, Night Supervisor; LEO AR-
NOLD, ANDREW BREUER, JOHN BROOKS
JOHN CALDWELL, ARTHUR COOK ROB-
ERT CHILDS, LLOYD THOMAS LAW-
RENCE FRENCH, BERNARD GREER
DWIGHT LAMM, ELIZABETH MITCHELL'
ROBERT SHANLEY, LYLE TIPPIE MAE
STEVENIN, CHANCE WHITEMAN.

Manifold Material Control: LUCILLE AN-
DERSON, IDA BROWN and LEONA KING.

Government Reports group: IRENE M.
WACHTEL is holding down the fort alone
and has volunteered to cover the news and
flashes concerning these night owls.
First Anniversary

That first milestone representing one
year's service at Ryan has been passed and
one-year service pins have been presented
to HELEN FREY and PEGGY PAASKE: These
two hard-working girls are now looking for-
ward to receiving their three-year service
pins. Congratulations and good luck to
Helen and Peggy.
New Recruits

The new recruits enlisting in the service
of Material Control are: ARCHIE FISHER,
working on follow-up and special assign-
ments, 1st shift; LEO ARNOLD, ARTHUR
COOK, ROBT. SHANLEY and CHANCE
WHITEMAN, all on the night shift. Good
luck, folks, and we hope you will enjoy
working with us.

-*-

This Is It
by Sheridan and Charles

Things that always kinda amuse, sur-
prise and delight us: STEVE typing when no
one else is available. A rainy day and
CORKY tramping in with pigtails. LOLITA
WALKER leaving AL COX to take up house-
keeping. BOB GROVE and his promise of
Nylon hose. JANE GRAHAM doing the hair
combing for the gals. RIG officiating at the
last moment, just before the bell rings,
with presents to the going-away and newly-
weds.

EDITH PIERCE and JOHN ROBERT and
Algebra. BERYL trying to decide what to do
with her hair. "One-and-a-Half-Step"
PAULY telling all she is going skating again
Sunday so she can sprain the other ankle.
SARA passing out those hard-to-find Her-
shey bars. ROSIE bringing us the daily mail,
and, on Friday, those welcomed checks'
MARCELLA RODAL and her new job as
COX's secretary. MARIE HAMILL tripping
herself and breaking her foot, instead of her
neck, we are happy to say. GLADYS strug-
gling over MARIE's work until she returns.
FEENY coming out with his cute quips.

Snatched by the flu bug: JANE, BERYL
CORKY and ESTHER. DREW SUTTON
leaving Mr. WILKINSON. Mr. L. HOLLIER
is replacing him. CHRIS JONES fleeing the
office when her husband unexpectedly ar-
rived home. RALPH RAMSEY greeting us
every morning with his coffee in one hand
and the morning newspaper in the other.
BOB GROVE and his wild letters he always
dictates but never mails.

So long for now, guys and gals. This is it.



Are you grumpy in the morning and starved by lunchtime?

Have you a mid-morning slump? Do you do

your best work in the afternoon?

J%ea . .

.

Get Up In Time To Eat!
Start off by taking a jaunt to the kitchen

and fixing yourself a glass of orange juice.

Sip it while you shave or while you scramble

into your clothes. By the time you're dressed

you'll be hungry as a bear. Then sit down

to a hearty breakfast—none of this coffee

and doughnut business, but an honest-to-

goodness breakfast that'll stick with you

through the morning. Try it for a week and

see how much difference there is in the way

you feel all day long.

Wives, if it's your husbands who're the

breakfast offenders, try putting on a super

breakfast that'll hold an even greater ap-

peal than that extra forty winks. Don't dig

out the same old thing morning after morn-

ing. No wonder the man prefers to sleep.

Give him a change! Breakfast, according to

many of the experts, is the most important

meal of the day. He'll learn to look for-

ward to it if you put as much thought

into it as you do the other meals of the

day. Make interesting menus ahead of time

—even mix up the things you can the night

before. Set the table before you go to bed.

It's a lot easier to get up if you know

breakfast's that far along.

Vary the menus you plan. Orange juice is

an old standard starter, but sliced oranges,

a half grapefruit, grapefruit juice, pine-

apple or tomato juice, applesauce, baked

apple with cinnamon, apple fritters, cooked

dried apricots or prunes, or canned berries

furnish delightful changes.

Edited by MRS. ESTHER T. LONG

The foods that stick by you through the

morning shouldn't be neglected either.

Mostly that means cereal. Use the ready-

to-eat cereals, but vary them with cooked

ones as well. Try fried mush with apple

rings or waffles or old-fashioned buckwheat

cakes. Make as much use as you can of

the whole-grain cereals—they're the best

for you by far.

You'll want to have eggs now and then,

so try fixing them in different ways. Boil

them, fry them or poach them. Try them

baked, shirred and scrambled. Or use them

in an omelet with a bit of bacon.

Toast is an old American standby, but

it would be an interesting surprise for any

man to find hot biscuits and honey on deck

some morning, or French toast or bran or

com muffins.

Treat yourself and your family to a good

breakfast. You'll do a better day's work

and you'll get along better with yourself

and your co-workers.

you can't

breakfast like a bird

and work like a horse!

COPYRIGHT 1<»43 - WALT
DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

THIS IS A GOOD BREAKFAST

Grapefruit, orange juice, melon or berries. Coffee. Oat-

meal or other cereal with milk. Eggs now and then. 2

slices whole-wheat or enriched bread ond butter.

Designed by Walt Disney for the Food and
Nutrition Committee. California War Council.
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by Frances Scalier

Now that the New Year is once again
upon us, this is the time to take stock

—

how's yours? High or low?

Why not make up your mind right now
to get off to a flying start and decide that
this year you're really going to make the
most of your assets— if you have no assets,
then decide to devise a few.

On your next free day—the Sunday Jim
couldn't get a leave from camp—why not
begin your new routine by cleaning out all
your dresser and bureau drawers—surprising
what you'll run across.

Toss away only what you know you'll pos-
itively never use again, but think hard and
perhaps you'll think of something you can
resurrect out of the gamut of haberdashery
and slightly tarnished finery. In your job
you must employ system, so why not try it

with your personal belongings? Is everything
you own right at your finger tips—there
the minute you want it? Undoubtedly it isn't— I'll admit it's hard to keep things just so.
However, while cleaning out your drawers,
devise a plan to have a specific place for
everything and keep it neat.

Separate boxes in which to keep your
hankies, gloves ond costume jewelry will
help your New Deal program along immeas-
urably. If you desire, there are many types
of compartment boxes in the stores made of
chintz, or if you want to be really ultra
quilted satin. Your costume jewelry should
always be kept in separate boxes in order
to prevent it from becoming scratched and
tarnished.

A good tarnishing preventative is to go
over your "phony" silver jewelry with a silver
polish cloth and then apply a coat of clear
nail polish to each piece.

For your gold pieces (not the kind they
have at Ft. Knox) face powder makes a fine
polishing agent and likewise coat with clear
nail polish.

Now that that's out of the way, and your
drawers are on the way to recovery start on
your closet. Check over all of your clothes
hats, shoes, etc. Are they all clean and in
perfect repair? No doubt! But if they aren't
put it off no longer. Mend all those minute
rips and tears, sew on the buttons and snaps
and wash those soiled white trims. In other
words, the order of the day is to do an
entire renovating job, but good! There is
a likelihood, however, that this will take
considerably more time than one day, espe-
cially if you have been rather lax in keeping
your clothes up to snuff during the Christmas
and New Year's rush.

When you're ready to send your clothes to
the dry cleaners, do take the time and
trouble to pin a note on that spot or stain—this not only helps the dry-cleaner in

these trying days, but also assures you of
having your dress come back in perfect con-
dition.

Check over your cosmetic supplies. If
they're incomplete, make out a list right
then and stock up the next time you're on
a shopping tour. But remember, don't buy
foolishly—only what you absolutely need.
Remember also to buy your creams and lo-
tions in large sizes—you save money that
way. However, don't keep the large jars on
your dresser, but fill small ones for every-
day use and keep the excess tightly covered
in the refrigerator.

Just as a reminder, check through the fol-
lowing list—which includes the minimum
cosmetic requirements for the well-groomed
woman:
A mild bland face soap (to be used at

least once day) .

An all-purpose cleansing cream.
A night cream (usually of heavier consist-

ency and used for lubrication).
A make-up foundation (the type you pre-

fer—cake, liquid, etc.) .

Rouge (if you use it) .

Powder (ditto) .

Mascara (black for brunettes, brown for
the rest)

.

Eyeshadow (the best guide is to follow the
color of your eyes)

.

Eye wash or drops (for those tired work-
worn eyes)

.

A mask (to be used not more often than
once a week to clear the skin) .

Lipstick (three's the minimum—for day-
time, night wear and that hard-to-wear
color) .

Faintly reminiscent of the Civil War days
this dress is perfect for that formal evening
where vour passe long evening dress just
won't do. The simple bodice is a perfect foil
for rhinestone clips, an old-fashioned locket
or flowers.
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A lipstick brush (you know my conten-
tion on this item)

.

An astringent (to add sparkle to your
skin before applying make-up).

Hand lotion or cream (you can't use this
too often ) .

Deodorant ( a must) .

A FEW EXTRA ITEMS, if your purse al-
lows:

Powder brush (to dust off the excess pow-
der) .

Innumerable creams (for any and all
sorts of skin conditions)

.

Bath powder, bubble bath, bath salts.
Complexion brush (to be used in lieu of

a wash cloth) .

Beauty grains (to facilitate the removal
of blackheads, etc.).

Take good care of your manicure imple-
ments, too, for they're difficult to replace
these days—as is most everything else. Give
your scissors, tweezers, combs, nail files,
brushes and clippers a weekly warm soapy
ba'-h, but be sure to dry them well to pre-
vent rusting.

Vogues cooperated with "Pocketbook
Editions" and compiled "Vogue's Pocket-
book of Home Dressmaking," which is ac-
tually a short training course in sewing. This
handbook teaches you dressmaking step by
step, and explains in detail everything you'll
need to know about cutting, fitting and
finishing. This little book will make your
chore of revamping your wardrobe a great
deal easier, as it even goes into the sub-
ject of how to change the countenance of
your old-but-still-good dresses, suits, etc.
Twenty-five cents at your magazine stand.

And while making your New Year's reso-
lutions, firmly resolve to set aside one night
a week for an intensive and more intricate
than usual beauty routine. Shampoo your
hair, give yourself a facial, manicure and
pedicure. By the time you've done all these
things, you'll have depleted a well-spent
evening. But the rewards will be bountiful.

Also resolve to do an about-face this
year in your extra-curricular activities. In
other words, develop an avocation, as an
alert mind will add a brilliance to your face—and I don't mean the kind that comes
from not having time to powder your nose
either. Take up a foreign language, catch
up on your reading, learn a new sport

—

something that you've never done before

—

anything at all to prevent you from becom-
ing dull and uninteresting. Beware of falling
into that well-worn rut. Did I hear you say
you can't find the time? Take time—years
can fly by before you realize it and you'll only
be digging yourself in deeper and it will
be that much harder to find your way out
of the maze of doing the same old thing day
in and day out. In other words, greet the
New Year with a New You.



***SPORTS***
Departmental Basketball

The Ryan Departmental League really

turned out to be one of the best leagues

in the city.

Teams that will be active are Ryan Sheet

Metal, Ryan Manifold, Ryan Final Assembly,

Consolidated Engineers, Consolidated Jigs

and Fixtures, Rohr Aircraft Company, Solar

Aircraft First Shifters and Concrete Ship

Company.
Awards will be made following the play-

off game. A trophy will be given to the

sponsor of the winning team.

The league will be played in two halves.

The winner of the first half will play the

winner of the second half. To attain the

League Championship, the winning team
must win two out of three games.

In order to make this league possible,

the Ryan Departmental League was forced

to draw to a close after playing eight games.

The teams finished in the following order:

Sheet Metal—Won 8, lost 0.

Manifold—Won 6, lost 2.

Final Assembly Hawks—Won 3, lost 6.

Inspection—Won 2, lost 6.

Final Assembly Aces—Won 1, lost 7.

TRAVIS HATFIELD.
#

Dubbs and Putts
Golf news for this issue is rather slim.

Due to California liquid sunshine and pro-

crastinating fogs, our golfers have not been

very active. However, I have a couple of

scores to report for the championship flight

of the elimination tournament: Keith Whit-
comb 85 and Harry Goodman 95, Charley
Smith 94 and Frank Finn a snappy 99.

For the next issue of Flying Reporter, we
will have all the winners of the elimina-

tion tournament together with the winners of

the monthly sweepstakes tournament held

at Coronado Country Club on January 9,

1944.
M. M. CLANCY.

it

First Shift Bowling
That Experimental Department team is

coming right along and can be expected to

make all teams hustle to beat them. Bowling

anchor for them is HARRY (HAP) IRWIN,
a former bowler with Shell Oil and General

Motors teams in Nebraska state tournament
and match plays. Hap, as he is known by
old baseball cronies, likes to bowl and car-

ried a 1 91 -1 93 average for years. He's mak-
ing a strong comeback and recently turned

in a 240 single game and a 637 series, only

to be beaten by his team mate, CARL HUET-
TER, with a 248 single and a 648 series.

A friendly fued is on between these boys,

and they'll be knocking a lot of wood and
having fun. Watch out for them!

Here are the standings as we go to Press:
Won Lost

Crags 37 15
Experimental 37 15

Jigs & Fixtures ... 34 18

Woodshop 34 18

Manifold 33 19

Drop Hammer .... 32 20
Thunderbolts 32 20
Sub Assembly 31 21

Plant Engineers ... 28 24
Bumpers 28 24
Bees 28 24
Arc Welders 27 25
Dog Catchers 27 25

GORDON MOSSOP.

Skate Date
This being the season ice skating comes

into its own, what is more timely than to

say a few words about the "Ryan Skating
Club." To coin a word Webster never
dreamed of, some of you skaters may have
some unfond memories of sloppy ice and
a chilly ride home with a wet aft deck re-

sulting from a spill. The wet ice was due
to necessary restrictions on the use of re-

frigeration. The restriction has been lifted

and the ice is once again dry and cold;

anyone doubting it will be reassured the
first time he or she goes into a flat spin.

Regular skating sessions will be resumed
after the termination of the ice show now
in progress. Regular sessions are held every
Friday night from 6:15 to 7:30 o'clock

at special rates to Ryan Skaters. At 8:00
the rink is open to the public, but skating

may be continued through the evening until

1 1 :00 o'clock closing time.

Skating enthusiasts need no urging, of

course, but to you who fall in the novice

class, we urge you to come out and join

us in a sport we are sure you will enjoy

once you are on speaking terms with it.

An evening on the ice will send you home
tired, but pleasantly so. You, too, will be
looking forward to the next skating session

as do the dyed-in-the-wool enthusiasts.

Recalling the old adage, "You can lead a

horse to water, but . .
."—no need to fin-

ish it. So, in winding up this invitation,

let's just say: "We hope to see many new
faces along with the familiar ones at the

next session."

The Score Board
In the absence of Bill Billings on vaca-

tion, here's the baseball news:
The Ryan All Star team has been forced

off the diamond for the past four Sundays
because of the rain. The League, composed
of the best service teams and our plant team,
will continue playing every Sunday at 2
p.m. on the various city playgrounds . . .

that is, as soon as the weather permits.

These games are listed in the Saturday af-

ternoon and Sunday editions of our local city

newspapers.

Many of the service teams are considered

as strong as coast league teams, for their

players are all professionals belonging to

outstanding major or minor teams. The
Ryan team, although going into every game
as the underdog, always plays a very fine

brand of baseball and has a record for the

past two years of winning two-thirds of its

games. A lot of credit is due our former
professional baseball star and manager of

the Ryan nine, Bill Billings.

Notices will be posted, and if you stop

chomping your food long enough at noon-
time I wouldn't be surprised if you heard
something relative to the date of the next
"Skate Date."

The "Skate Dates" are held at Glacier

Gardens on Friday nights. If you don't own
your own, skates can be rented there. The
Gardens are located at the foot of 8th Ave.
on Harbor Drive. For further details call

G. A. Ohlson, Ext. 282.
G. A. OHLSON.

the Month
- <=*-*
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A few moments of tense action in the Ryan Girls vs. Waves basketball game recently.

Despite a valiant fight, the Ryanites came out losers by seven points. Members of the

team shown in the top picture are, left to right, Catherine Ponsford, Elfreda Wilkerson,

Bee Myers, Lanell Dodds, Ruth Robinson and Mary Gomes.

Basketball — Second and Third Shifts

The Ryan Nite Hawks team is just about
ready for league competition. However, the

team is desirous of having a few more play-

ers on their roster. They are undefeated to

date, after having played against Consoli-

dated, Y.M.C.A., Vocational School and
Eleventh Naval District.

The league will start on January 16th at

10:00 a.m. at the San Diego High School
gym, and games will be played every
Wednesday at the same time and place.

Awards will be given league team win-

ners and a trophy will go to the sponsor

of the winning team. The league is com-
posed of Ryan Nite Hawks, Consolidated Eye

Closers, Consolidated Owls, Rohr Aircraft,

Solar Dawn Patrol, Concrete Ship, and Stan-

dard Parachute Company.
If any Ryan employees working either

second or third shifts would like to practice

or play with this team, contact at once
Travis Hatfield in Personnel Department,
Ext. 316.
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Girls' Basketball
The Ryan First Shift Girls' Basketball

team has shown the most improvement of

any team in their league. Slow getting

started, the team is now rated as a threat

to all others in the league. Proof of this

is seen in their last two league games. Thev
lost to the Waves 27-22 and to San Diego
Club by a score of 23-22, but it was any-
body's game all the way.

The team is greatly strengthened by the

addition of Velma Grubbs, one of the best

forwards in the city. Last year Velma was
the outstanding forward on the Ryan team,
and now that we have her again, things

are looking up. Manager of this team, which
plays every Tuesday evening at the San
Diego High School gym, is Walt Jaeger.

-ir

The Ryan nil Stars

The Ryan All Stars, representing the Ryan
Company, is playing in the City League.
This league is composed of the best teams
in the city and county.

The teams composing the league are:

Ryan All Stars, Consolidated All Stars, San
Diego All S fars, San Diego Club, Y.M.C.A.,
Solar Dawn Patrol, Rohr Aircraft and San
Diego High.

The Ryan All Stars have to date played

the tops in service teams and have won 7

games, losing only 2. Those 2 games were
the result of our team playing with the

Naval Training Station and the U. S. Ma-
rine Base.

Victories have been chalked up for our

Ryan five after playing the Coast Patrol,

Destroyer Base, North Island, Section Base,

Ships Repair, and Camp Miramar.
The team plays every Wednesday night

at the San Diego High School in the boys'

gym. The next feature game booked is

against the State College five on January
20th at 8:00 p.m. at the State College gym.

*

Second Shift Bowling
As we go to press, and in lieu of a regu-

lar article for second shift bowling, here are

the standings of the top five of the league:

Won Lost

Nite Hawks 13 3

Plutocrats 12 4
Precision 5 ....... . 10 6
Electrocu'ors 10 6
Manifold No. 1 ... . 8 8

The Precision Five held both the high

team game for the last play and also high

team series, and Carlson did the same for

the individual game.

•&

Pin Busters League
Here are the standings for the Pin Busters

League, which only has three more weeks
to go. The competition is getting a little

strong. Everyone is hoping for the best and
doing some serious bowling. Next issue will

give you the winner, but here are the stand-

ings now:
Won Lost

Dead Five 20 4
Alley Rats 16 8

Live Five 14 10
Rac's 12 12
Five Roses 6 18
Gutter Rats 5 19



Ryan Trading Post
For Sale (continued)

FOR SALE For Sale (continued)

1936 Pontiac Deluxe 6. Motor overhauled.

Tires like new. Economical and com-
fortable riding car. Ext. 354. W. B. Klein,

6484. Home address 2133 Westinghouse,
Linda Vista.

One pair men's CCM Winter Blades figure

skates, size 9. With guards. Good condi-

tion. Sse G. A. Ohlson, Ext. 282 or Tal-

bot 4967^

'39 Har. Dav., excellent condition. Two
brand-new pre-war tires, shield, saddle-

bags, jump seat and rack. All for $525.00.
For quick sale see Robert Evans, 72, En-

gineering, or call at 3731 Jewell St., Pa-

cific Beach, after 6:00.

Philco Deluxe refrigerator, 6V2 cubic feet.

Like new, perfect condition. W. B. Klein,

6484, Ext. 354, 2133 Westinghouse
Street, Linda Vista.

Baby's play pen. Good condition. See Ernie

in the Paint Shop of Finishing.

Copeland 5V2-foot refrigera'or; as is, $50.
R. L. Wood, 1931, Manifold Assembly.

2V4x3'/4 Speed Graphic, 105 mm K.A.

anastigmat lens. Kalart range finder,

film pack adapter, lens shade. $180.00.
Call Frank Martin on 298 or home phone
Talbot 6355.

1931 Ford 1 '/2-ton truck. See R. L. Wood,
1931, Manifold Assembly.

One lawnmower. See E. E. Hyder, 1 846,
Ship Welding.

1935 Harley 74 motorcycle. New paint job.

High lift cam. J. M. Skains, 1251, Mani-
fold Development. Ext. 381.

Box spring and hair mattress for double bed.

Has been fumigated. $36.00. See Mada-
lyn Toohey, Industrial Rela'.ions. Ext. 317.

Good buy for transportation. 1931 Buick

four-door sedan. Motor and brakes in

good condition. Tires not so good.

$125.00. Grace Monroe, Tool Room, Ext.

346.

Graflsx camera using 1 1 6 roll film. Picture

size 2Vz x 4V4 (8 exposures) . 54.5 lens.

Focal plane shutter 1/10 to 1/1000. 12

rolls of Super XX film. Can be seen at

528 Gavin (near 44th and Market), or

call H. M. Braverman in Power Plant En-

gineering. Home phone Main 6041.

Upholstered fibre davenport lhat makes out

into double bed. See E. E. Hyder, Air-

plane Welding. Or call Humboldt 8-3274.

Lathe bench. Maple top 2"xl3"x53". Cast

iron legs. V. J. Park, Service Engineering.

Home phone B-7070.

Washing machine in very good condition.

Contact Clyde Buckner, Mechanical Main-
tenance, Ext. 231 .

Chess President Gets

Timely Christmas Gift

The broad grin belongs to the head of

Ryan's Chess Club, HARRY KISTER of Ac-

counting Inventory. And the reason behind

that million-dollar smile could very well be

the beautiful chess set that he is displaying,

a Christmas present from the folks in his

department.

The Accounting Inventory department had

plans for an informal Christmas luncheon

Friday, but Kister spoiled that ... in a

pleasant sort of way ... by inviting the

whole crew to lunch at Bernardini's.

Kister may look calm and collected in the

picture, but reports have it that he was as

nervous as a pup in a bucket of water while

he was opening his package. The rest of

the group were so interested in watching

his reac ions that HAZE TOUDOUZE, who
was helping him cut the string, forgot to

give him the gift card. Toudouze had earlier

suggested the appropriateness of a "Think-

ing Cap" to accompany the chess set, and

MARK CRIPE had rigged one to size.

Members of the department attending

were MARY ADAMS and DELPHI GEM-
MELL of second shift; ROBERT BETTS,

MARK CRIPE, CLARE GOODRICH, LOUISE
DAVIS CHARLES HOGUE, F. J. OFFDEN-
KAMP, ELLEN SCHROEDER, BEE SWATEK,
CELIA SWANSON, ALDEAN SCHULZ, VIR-
GINIA MONTGOMERY and HAZE TOU-
DOUZE. MARY APPLEGATE was on vaca-

tion and HELEN KING was ill and unable to

attend.
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"Blessing-Elkhart" cornet. A good instru-

ment in a good case. $25.00. F. A.

Kocher, Ext. 288, second shift. Or call

H-4-5657.

Two pairs of used field boots, size 8. See

Harold Blevins, Tooling, second shift. Or

call T-6854.

1 Coleman range (gasoline) and 2 natural

gas cook stoves, all in good condition. See

Clyde Buckner in Mechanical Mainte-

nance. Call 231 , second shift.

WANT TO BUY
Taylor-tot. Call Bill Baldwin, Ext. 381.

Fishing reels, fresh or salt water. Guns of

all kinds. Golf clubs. Outboard motors.

Contact Sid Smith, Airplane Dispatching.

Used or unused postage stamps from the

following countries: Curacao, Surinam,

Dutch Indies, Netherlands and Luxem-
burg. See Frank DeMoor, 2098, Manifold

Small Parts.

Electric water pump for ranch. Also large

garage 10 move. E. W. Noble, 1157,

Manifold Small Parts, second shift.

Large house trailer by good manufac-
turer. Will pay cash. E. W. Noble, 1 157,

Manifold Small Parts, second shift.

Good two-piece bedroom set with double

bed and chest of drawers. Sue Gunthorp,

406, Public Relations. Ext. 298 or H3-
4323. ____

Table top range and electric refrigerator.

Late models. Cash only. E. W. Noble,

1457, Ma nifold Small Parts, second shift.

8 mm Mauser, .270 W.C.F., and 30-40

Krag shells. R. I. Jones, 4758, Wood
Shop. Home phone T-9182.

Liberty seated silver dollars or halves. Also

Indian cents prior to 1880. See Al

Conyne, 2181, Tooling, second shift.

MISCELLANEOUS
Will trade one (1 I bedroom furnished house

in walking distance to plant, for larger

furnished house (near University Ave.

preferred). Now paying $40.00 per

month. No children or pets. See or call

Lt. G. R. Bills, Plant Protection Office.

Will pay ransom up to $15.00 for return of

trench coat with gloves in pocket kid-

napped from engineering coat rack. Check

it in a locker at railroad depot, put key

and instructions for payment in envelope

and drop in Flying Reporter box. W. Kohl,

581, Engineering.

If you want to buy, sell or trade a horse, see

Bob Bradley, 7434, Airplane Dispatching.

Lost, strayed or stolen. Will the person who
purloined the pen from my desk set (pre-

sented me by the Airplane Planning De-

partment as a Christmas gift) please stop

by my desk and pick up the base also.

I also still have the greeting card which

accompanied the gift. Perhaps it should

go with the base. J. D. Light, Airplane

Planning

Will trade 1937 Chrysler Royal, complete

with overdrive, radio and cash difference

for any 1939 model. Call Harold Miller,

Material Control, Ext. 276.

Found—Identification bracelet. Contact E.

B. Grinnell, Finishing.
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RYAN BROUGHAM, widely used
commercially and for many famous
flights. "

RYAN S-C, cabin plane for private-
use, featured all-metol con-

struction.

194L

RYAN YO-51 "Dragonfly", Army
observation plane with unique pei
formance ability.—

Why the Score was 93 to 6

RYAN NR-1, low-wing trainer used
for formation flight instruction by

RYAN ST3-5, seaplane trainer of
some series as Army's PT-22.

The report on that recent amazing air battle,

when 93 Japanese planes in the South Pacific

were destroyed in the air with a loss of only

6 American aircraft, has been confirmed and

made official.

The analysis of military experts gave much

credit to the superior fire power and arma-

ment of the American planes. But they all

came to one conclusion : That the American

pilots were better because they were better

trained. To this rhey gave most of the credit.

Close to the heart of every member of the

Ryan manufacturing and training organiza-

tions are the thousands of combat pilots-

trained in Ryan planes and by the Ryan

schools — who are now fighting on every

front. Seventeen years' experience training

commercial pilots and four years training

military flyers has enabled the Ryan School

of Aeronautics to play an important part in

giving America the better trained pilots,

whose superiority is attested by outstanding

combat records and hundreds of decorations

for aerial skill.

For years Ryan training has been based on

thoroughness and exactness. Now entirely

devoted to training military pilots, Ryan

Schools in peacetime will continue to be

dedicated to the same high standards.

RYAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS, operating

bases; Hemet, Calif., Tucson, Ariz.

K^M/ cm. Ji^an. 1-e Bt±LUL U/eUl

RYAN
BUILDS WELL

truction.

RYAN PT-25, superbly engineered
plastic-bonded plywood trainer.

RYAN
TRAINS WELL
Ryan School of Aero-
nautics, fomous peace-
time air school, now
training fine U.S. Army
pilots, follows one
creed: Thoroughness.

RYAN
PLANS WELL
Modern engineering
+ flying experience.
Typicol result: Ryan
exhaust manifold sys-

tems ore now used on
the finest planes of
other manufacturers.

GENERAL OFFICES: LINDBERGH FIELD, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNI
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TAX INSTRUCTIONS THAT WILL EASE YOUR JOB
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I
All of us have wanted for a long time to show our

families what the inside of the Ryan plant looks like

—

to show them the exact spot where we work, and the

sort of operation we perform.

At last we're able to do exactly that!

Through cooperation of Navy and Army officials we're

holding an Employees Day here at the plant, on Sunday,

February 13. It's not for the public at large—just our own
organization's families. Every Ryanite will play host to

his guests: show them through the plant, explain the work

he does, introduce them to his fellow Ryan employees.

There'll be displays of airplanes and eguipment, actual

machinery in operation, and many interesting features to

help entertain your guests.

I think we're all proud of our company. This is our

chance to show it off. Let's all bring our famiiles to the

plant on February 13, and let them see for themselves

what we're doing to help win the war!

o?%l^



by JAMES C. NOAKES
ComptroHer,

Ryan Aeronautical Company

ject. Its only purpose is to attempt
to ease the pains of March 15th for

those Ryan employees whose prin-

cipal income is from salaries or

wages plus perhaps some interest

from bonds or bank accounts.

Who Must File A Return

Persons in the following classes

must file a return for the year 1943.
Check this list carefully to see if

you are included:

All single persons who had an income
of $500 or more for the year. This class

includes those who have never mar-
ried, divorcees, widows, widowers, and
married persons voluntarily living apart.

(2) All married persons with a combined
income of $1200 or more.

(3) Every husband or wife with an indi-

vidual income of $624 or more.
(4) Everybody, married or single, who paid

or owed a tax for 1942.

If income or Victory taxes have
been deducted from their wages,

(Continued on page 2)

Most of you, no doubt, have al-

ready received your income tax
blanks in the mail and if you looked

at them at all you found them to

be very imposing documents. Form
1040, which must be filed by all

taxpayers with gross incomes of

$3,000 or more, consists of four

pages for reporting the income and
computing the taxes; there is a sep-

arate schedule for reporting capital

gains and losses, and still another
schedule for reporting income in

excess of $20,000 over pre-war in-

come. All this is accompanied by
four pages of instructions printed
in very small type. The optional
Form 1040A may be used by tax-

payers whose incomes do not exceed
$3,000 and, as income tax blanks
go these days, it is comparatively
simple. However, there is one full

page for entries and another full of

tables but, if the taxpayer is able
to compute percentages up to four

decimal places, he can probably
complete this form without too
much difficulty.

The tax returns are more com-
plicated this year than they were
last year because of the added com-
plexities of the income tax laws.

This year, in addition to figuring

out the normal tax and the surtax,

the taxpayer must compute his Vic-
tory Tax as well as the unforgiven
portion of his 1942 tax. When these

calculations have been made, he
must, in most cases, add the

amounts paid in 1943 on his 1942
tax, to the taxes withheld by his

employer in 1943 and deduct the

result from the total of the normal
tax, surtax, Victory Tax and un-
forgiven portion of the 1942 tax to

find the amount he will owe the

Government on March 15, 1944. If

he made any payments on Septem-
ber 15 and December 15, 1943,
these amounts would also be de-

ducted.
This is all unavoidably compli-

cated but the job has to be done so

let's get started. Please remember
that this discussion is not intended
to be a full explanation of the sub-

Sooner or later you'll have to

do it. When you do, here are

some detailed directions from

our Comptroller that'll make

the job easier
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MORE ABOUT

TIPS ON TAXES
(Continued from preceding page.)

persons with incomes of less than

$500 in 1943 should also file re-

turns because they might be elig-

ible for refunds which can only be

established in that manner.

It may be mentioned here that

the company is required to furnish

the Government with a duplicate of

the slip given to each employee
which shows the amount of wages
earned and the tax withheld during

the year. This information is com-
pared with the return filed by each
individual to insure that all income

is reported. Severe penalties are im-

posed for not filing a return, for

filing a fraudulent return and for

not filing on time — that is, by

March 15, 1944.

The normal tax and surtax are

based upon the net income after

the deduction of the personal ex-

emption, credit for dependents and,

in the case of the normal tax only,

the earned income credit. Practic-

ally none of these deductions apply

to the Victory Tax which for most
taxpayers amounts to a flat per-

centage on all income in excess of

$624. Although the Victory Tax in-

formation is reported on the same
blank as the normal tax and sur-

tax, it is suggested that the tax-

payer first compute the normal and
surtax before tackling the Victory

Tax because of the differences

above mentioned.

Gross Income

For the purposes of the normal
and surtaxes, the taxable income
which must be reported includes

Cartoons by George Duncan.

salaries and wages, interest, divi-

dends, commissions, bonuses, rents,

gain or loss on sales of securities

and real estate, royalties, etc. How-
ever, there are some receipts which
the Government does not consider

to be taxable income and which
need not be included in the return.

Examples of such non-taxable re-

ceipts are gifts, inheritances, com-
pensation insurance payments, un-

employment insurance benefits,

pensions, social security benefits

and proceeds from life insurance
polic'es.

Income Deductions

Generally speaking, expenses in-

curred in earning taxable income
are allowed as a deduction and may
be subtracted from the gross in-

come before the tax is computed.
Among these expenses are labor

union dues, employment agency
fees, unemployment insurance con-
tributions up to $30.00 and the cost
of any tools required to be furnished
by the employee. However, personal
living expenses such as rent, cloth-

ing, etc., are not deductible nor is

the expense of going to and from
work. Such expenses are supposed
to be covered by the personal ex-
emption, credit for dependents and
earned income credit, which w'll be
explained later.

Contributions to churches, Red
Cross, Salvation Army, Community
Chest, U.S.O., etc., are deductible
up to 15% of net income. Interest

paid on bank loans, mortgages or

other debts is also deductible but
finance charges on installment pur-

chases are not deductible because
they are considered to be part of

the purchase price.

Taxes are also allowed as deduc-
tions but usually only by the per-

son against whom they are assessed.

In this category are real estate and
personal property taxes, California

State income and sales taxes, auto-
mobile license fee, automobile use
tax, admissions and amusement
taxes, and taxes on transportation,

safe deposit boxes, telephone bills,

telegrams and cables. Other taxes,

by the wording of the law, are im-

posed on the seller and therefore are
not deductible by the buyer. Exam-
ples of non-deductible taxes are

those imposed on tobacco and
liquor and the Federal and Califor-
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nia taxes on gasoline. Last year the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
ruled specifically that the California

gasoline tax was deductible for Fed-
eral income tax purposes. However,
this ruling has since been rescinded
so the tax is not deductible in the
Federal return for the year 1943.

Deductions are allowed for losses

on property resulting from fire,

storm, theft or accident which are
not covered by insurance. The ex-

penses of medical and dental care
(including the premiums on health

and accident insurance) are deduct-
ible to the extent that they exceed
5% of the net income, computed
without the deduction for medical
expenses. This deduction is limited

to $2500 for a husband and wife
filing a joint return, or the head of

a family, or $1250 for a single per-

son. Alimony and separate mainten-
ance payments are also considered
to be deductible expenses. However,
the person receiving such payments
must report them as taxable income.

After entering on the return the
items of gross income and subtract-

ing therefrom the allowable ex-

penses, the remainder is the net in-

come. This brings the taxpayer to

Item 18 on page 1 of Form 1040.

Computation of Tax

The net income, determined as

described above, is again entered as

Item 1 on page 4 of the return.

From this amount is deducted the

personal exemption of $500 for a

single person or $1200 for the head
of a family, plus a credit of $350
for each dependent. In determining
dependency the taxpayer is not al-

lowed to take credit for the depend-
ent which makes him the head of

a family. For example, if a man sup-
ports his mother and sister he is

allowed an exemption of $1200 for

being the head of a family but is

only allowed a credit of $350 for one
dependent.

After deducting the personal ex-

emptions from the net income, the

balance is the surtax net income
which is taxable at 13% for the

first $2,000, 16% for the next

$2,000, 20% for the next $2,000
and so on. The surtax net income
is then reduced by the amount of

the earned income credit to arrive

at the normal tax net income,

which is taxable at a flat rate of

6%. The surtax and the normal tax

are then added together to find the

total income tax, which is Item 10
on Page 4 of the return.



Community Property

Under the laws of the State of

California certain income when re-

ceived by either the husband or the

wife becomes community property,

which means that the property be-

longs to both husband and wife dur-
ing the continuance of the marital

relation. The wife has a vested
property right in the community
property equal to that of her hus-

band and in the income of the com-
munity including the salaries or

wages of either husband or wife, or

both. The California community
property laws are recognized for

Federal income tax purposes and a

husband and wife, living in Califor-

nia, may each render separate re-

turns and report one-half of the in-

come which, simultaneously with its

rece'pt, becomes community prop-
erty. The tax advantage of such a

procedure is that it reduces the per-

centage bracket of the surtax net
income and results in the payment
of a smaller tax. For example, as-

sume that a married taxpayer with
no children has a gross income of

$5500 and allowable expenses of

$300. His wife has no income. If

this couple filed jointly or if the

husband filed alone, the tax would
be computed as follows:

Tax
Gross income $5500.00

Deductions 300.00

Net income $5200.00

Personal exemption 1 200.00

Surtax net income $4000.00 $580.00

Earned income credit 520.00

Normal tax
net income $3480.00 208.80

Total tax $788.80

If the husband and wife theoret-

ically divided their income and ex-

pense and each filed a separate re-

turn, the tax would be calculated

as shown at top of next column:

SEPARATE RETURNS BY HU

Husb

Return

$2750.00

SBAND
and

Tax

$260.00

84.40

AND WIFE

w
Return

$2750.00

150.00

fe

Tax

$260.00

84.40

. 150.00

$2600.00 $2600.00

600.00600.00

$2000.00 $2000.00

260.00Earned income credit

Normal tax net income

Total tax

260.00

> $1740.00 $1740.00

$344.40 $344.40

The use of separate returns pro-

duces a tax of $344.40 for both the

husband and wife or a total of

$688.80. This results in a tax sav-

ing of $100.00 over the first meth-
od. However, this procedure is in-

effective if the surtax net income
is less than $2,000.00.

Victory Tax

So far, we have discussed only the

normal tax and the surtax. The Vic-

tory Tax is in addition to these

taxes and must be computed on the

same form and paid at the same
time. It amounts to 5% of the so-

called Victory Tax net income after

deducting an exemption and other

credits which will be explained later.

With the exception of capital

gains and interest on Government
securities issued prior to March 1,

1941, the gross income for Victory

Tax purposes is the same as that

for the normal and surtax. It is re-

ported in Column 2 on the first page
of Form 1040. However, the deduc-
tions for computing the Victory Tax
are considerably different than

those allowed against gross income
for the normal tax and surtax. If

the expenses were incurred in ( 1 )

a trade or business; (2) the produc-

tion or collection of income; or (3)

the maintenance of property held

for the production of income, they

are deductible for Victory Tax.
Otherwise they are not. Thus, in-

terest paid on a mortgage on the

taxpayer's residence would not be
allowed. However, interest on the

mortgage of a house rented by the

taxpayer to another person, would
be deductible. The same test applies

to taxes and other items.

In preparing the return, the tax-

payer should remember that union
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dues, unemployment insurance con-
tributions, the cost of tools, and
similar expenses are considered
necessary in earning taxable income.
Accordingly, such items should be
shown opposite the caption "De-
ductible Expenses," Item 1, Page 1

of the return, and deducted from
income for both income tax and
Victory Tax purposes.

After entering on the return the
items of Victory Tax income and
subtracting therefrom the allowable

deductions, the remainder is the
Victory Tax net income which is

shown as Item 19, Page 1 of the

return. This same amount is carried

to Page 4 and entered as Item 1

of Schedule K. The specific exemp-
tion is then deducted to determine
the amount subject to the Victory
Tax.

Single persons, previously defined
herein, are entitled to an exemption
of $624. However, the California

community property laws mentioned
above, operate to increase the ex-

emption of married persons. If the

taxpayer decides that he will gain
no tax benefit by filing separate re-

turns; i.e., if his surtax net income

Study these tax details carefully.

Then if you have questions, get them

all lined up to ask the

Deputy Tax Collector

who will be at the plant for two weeks

beginning February 14th. Further de-

tails will be posted on bulletin boards

and announced over the public address

system at noon.

(Continued on page 16)
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The Walking Reporter

By Ye Ed

Those peculiar newspaper items you see now and

then about William Wagner are the brain children

of our demon publicity manager, Keith Monroe. A
year ago, as a joke on Wagner, Monroe inserted a

pseudo-news story about him in the mimeographed
publicity bulletin which Ryan sends monthly to editors

all over the country. The item asserted that Wagner
grew up among gypsies who kidnapped him as a baby.

It was widely reprinted, to Wagner's consternation,

and Monroe decided that anything which pleased

editors so much was worth continuing. He embarked
on an all-out, publicity-at-any-price campaign in

Wagner's behalf; a Wagner item has appeared in

each monthly press bulletin issued by the company
for the past year.

Consequently, newspapers and aviation magazines

have variously reported that Wagner spent his winter

vacation digging in his grandfather's coal mine to

alleviate the fuel shortage; scaled a three-story build-

ing to retrieve an airline ticket in a locked room;

shot at a midnight intruder in his victory garden who
proved to be a scarecrow he had constructed that

morning; was reported a suicide when he absent-

mindedly left his automobile aboard a ferry and took

a streetcar home.
Growing more daring, Monroe recently put out a

release speculating on the possibility that Wagner
might run for the U. S. Senate on a platform support-

ing the Declaration of Independence and opposing

marijuana smoking. This flight of fancy hit the jack-

pot. Smaller newspapers all over California printed

it; national aviation magazines picked it up. Cash

contributions for a Wagner campaign fund began

coming in, and an undercover investigation of him was

made by one San Diego political group. Time Maga-
zine wired its San Diego representative for a full

report on Wagner's candidacy. Now Wagner is

wondering whether it might not be a good idea to run

after all.

One of the more evil-minded members of our En-

gineering department attended a wedding recently

a strictly formal church wedding, with bridal train,

society reporters, and all the trappings of the haute

monde. Our subject was commandeered at the

eleventh hour to act as a reluctant usher, with in-

structions to seat the bride's friends on one side of

the aisle and the groom's entourage on the other,

in the Emily Post-approved style. He found this duty

onerous, so added zest to the performance by whisper-

ing to friends of the groom as he seated them "Isn't

it shocking about the bride?" and to the bride's people

"What a shame about the groom." That was two

weeks ago, and the repercussions haven't quieted yet.

That radio commercial for Dr. Lyon's tooth powder

sounds better the second time you hear it: "Millions

have tried it and millions have turned to powder."

— 4—



to show your family the Ryan plant

On Sunday, February 13, the Ryan Employees Day

will be held. Its purpose is to give you an opportunity

to show your family where and how you work.

This Employees Day will be distinctly different from

similar affairs at other plants. In the first place,

machines will be in actual operation. In the second

place, attendance is deliberately being held to relatives

of employees, in order to avoid crowding and give your

family a good look at what goes on. Thirdly, ample ar-

rangements are being made for parking space and other

conveniences.

Special visiting schedules are being arranged so as

to avoid a big afternoon jam and spoil your trip. All

kinds of interesting exhibits will be set up in the plant.

In the yard there will be five famous planes: a Ryan

PT-22, a Grumman Hellcat, a Douglas A-20 (the deadly

Boston attack bomber), a giant Douglas C-54 cargo

plane, and a Consolidated B-24 bomber.

A large committee of Ryan employees has been work-

ing for weeks to make this Employees Day a success.

They've done it just for you. Take advantage of their

efforts!

Bring ^<ww family to the

RYAN EMPLOYEES DAY

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 13

TO REMEMBER

II Employees must wear their Ryan

badges.

2 Invitations are limited to employ-

ees' families—except in the case

of single workers, who can bring

one friend.

Q Only U. S. citizens can be ad-

mitted.

A Tickets are good only at the hours

shown. This is to insure a steady

flow of visitors, instead of a big

jam at one time.

C In case of rain, Employees Day

will be postponed to the following

Sunday.

R No packages or cameras can be

brought into the plant.

"T The "No Smoking" rule will be

in effect throughout the whole

plant area.

8 The gates will open at 9 a.m. and

close at 4 p.m. All visitors will

be out of the plant by 5 p.m.

Q Engineering and office employees

will be able to show their guests

into the office building as well as

the factory. Others will necessarily

be restricted to the factory.

| ft Visitors cannot be admitted to a

few restricted areas—because of

fire hazards in the case of the

paint shop, because of military

restrictions in certain other cases.

||
After seeing the Ryan plant, some

of your relatives may decide they'd

like to work here. Direct them to

our downtown office at 1023

Fourth Ave.

I 9 An Adjustment Desk will be set

up at the gate to take care of

guests who lose their tickets, extra

relatives who turn up at the last

minute, and similar difficulties.

Strict military rules must be fol-

lowed but the company will make
every effort to accommodate bona

fide relatives.

— 5-



Meet

Scmfocfc

"Someday after the pressure of the pres-

ent war's over," says Jim Scurlock, Director

of the Laboratory, "I think I'll settle down
and live the life of Cano Cruz, a big tall 6-

foot Mexican I met down in Caborca. He'd
gather his in-laws together and they'd all

go up about 10 miles out of the milpa to

the mine and dig out as much ore as they

could carry back. They'd grind it up in

the arastras collecting the gold from it by
means of quicksilver. Then Cano would

take the proceeds down to the merchant in

the nearby town and pay off his debts. With

He's had enough of cos-

metics and Japs but he still

believes that science should

pay dividends

whatever was left he'd stow in a few cases

of tequila, hire some dancing girls and an
orchestra and he and his friends and rela-

tives would drink and dance—day and night

— till the money and drink was gone. Then
Cano would live on credit as long as he
could. One day the merchant would say,

'Sorry, Cano, no more credit. You've got

to go back to work.' And again Cano would
gather his in-laws together and once more
they'd make the trek to the mountain. The
cycle went on endlessly."

Jim Scurlock's first scientific interest was
in mineralogy—a hobby he acquired back
in high school days which later became a

means of livelihood.

Born in Spokane in 1905, Jim was reared

on a ranch just north of that city and
received his first introduction to the three

r's in a little red schoolhouse at the cross-

roads. Later his folks moved to another

ranch in Bitter Root Valley, Montana, where

his father continued his work as a horti-

culturist. In 1918 they settled in San Diego

and Jim graduated, without any particular

laud, so he says, from San Diego High.

The oil refineries offered Jim his start

and he worked his way up until he was in

charge of the laboratory at the Richfield

refinery at Wilmington where he did re-

search work on oil and gasoline. Later he
worked in a similar capacity for Shell devel-

oping methods for refining higher octane
fuel. Here he had his first opportunity to

put to work a pet theory of his—that science

could be made to pay economic dividends.

From there he did a right about face and
a double handspring to land in a job of

cost accounting with Byron Jackson, a cen-
trifugal pump manufacturer in Berkeley.

This he followed up with a general account-
ing position with a CPA in the Imperial

Valley and Yuma. Yuma at the time was
the center of quite a little mining interest

and when some of the local business men
found that Jim was a mineralogist at heart,

they offered to furnish the equipment if he'd

became a registered assayer. In this con-
nection Jim made numerous surveying trips

frequently into Mexico. And it was in this

capacity that he met his erstwhile friend,

Cano Cruz.

At Desert Center Scurlock had the job of

setting up a mine on a paying basis, estab-

lishing ore dressing facilities and secur-

ing personnel capable of doing the work.

"There's one thing I learned there that

I've tried to remember in all my dealings

with people since," Jim recalls. "Nobody
that has anything on the ball needs to be
pushed or driven. The best loyalty and the

most production comes from the people who
ore given respect and encouragement. Make
a man proud of his work and the people he's

working with and he'll bend over back-
wards to do a good job."
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In 1932, along with a great many other

people, Jim joined the ranks of the unem-
ployed. But not for long. It took some tall

talking, and a lot of persuasive arguments to

convince a Los Angeles laboratory man who
was even at the moment afraid of going on
the rocks, that he could use another em-
ployee. Jim's arguments were strong. All he

wanted was a chance to show the owner
that he could make money for the firm.

He had an idea and he felt sure it would
work. The owner agreed that it might—at

least that it was worth $8 a week. So Jim
Scurlock went to work. Here was another
opportunity to show that science can be
practical as well as theoretical and Jim was
anxious to get started. He located a place

where he could get room and board for

$6 a week which left him an extra $2 a

week to splurge on such luxuries as laundry,

transportation, clothing, etc. Anything that

was left over he decided to spend foolishly.

Jim put his heart and soul into crankcase
oil. Applying his knowledge of oil chem-
istry and metallurgy, he set about develop-

ing methods of analyzing crankcase oils so

as to determine as much as possible about

the condition of the motor, and how often

the oil should be changed. Such an analysis

took the question of when to drain oil from

a crankcase out of the class of habit, such

as say every 1000 miles, and put it on a

factual basis which took into consideration

operating conditions, the condition of the

motor, type and weight of oil used and
climatic conditions. With the thousands of

vehicles being operated by the Los Angeles

bus lines, trucking companies, chain bakeries

and dairies, this information meant thous-

ands of dollars saved in maintenance.

Scurlock's tests showed that while some
vehicles should have oil changed more often

than every 1000 miles, some can operate

perfectly safely up to a mileage as high as

8000 miles. In addition he found a cor-

relation between the metal particles, dirt



and sludge in the used oil and the wear on

the engine so that through this analysis

major overhauls were in many cases de-

ferred through corrective measures taken

by the operators, and the trucks on the

road could be kept running at optimum

efficiency.

Needless to say, it wasn't long until Jim

Scurlock was receiving considerably more

than $8 a week and during his four years

with the firm he was chief chemist in charge

of the laboratory.

In 1936 Jim decided that he should be

putting his talents to his own use. Gather-

ing together a little capital he started out

as a manufacturing chemist, developing and

manufacturing industrial products for textile

industries, building supply manufacturers,

electric wire and cable companies, and so

forth. Not long afterward he heard of some

desirable equipment up in a small San

Francisco cosmetic factory for sale at a

bargain. A considerable amount of good-

will was wound up with the equipment as

the particular brand of cosmetics had been

very popular among the Japanese on the

West Coast. The equipment was cheap and

the profits appealing. Cosmetics could be

worked in very nicely with his chemical

business as a sideline and Jim decided to

give it a try.

Scurlock found an enterprising young

Japanese lad to take complete charge of the

sales, advertising and distribution of the

cosmetics in the local Japanese market.

During the next two years the young Jap

built up the sales from about $60 a month

to well over $1000 a month. The Jap was

good . . . too good. After the business had

built up to his satisfaction, he pulled a

Pearl Harbor and absconded with what he

thought were the formulas and a few weeks'

supply of the cosmetics which he had accu-

mulated over the two years. What the Jap

didn't know was that the formulas Jim had

left accessible to him weren't genuine. Con-

sequently, after his supply ran out and he

tried to duplicate the formula, he got an

inferior product. He was only in business

a few months. But the damage he'd done

to Jim's cosmetic enterprise was fatal and

a contributing factor to throwing into bank-

ruptcy his entire chemical business which

had been having a tough time anyway be-

cause of various business conditions in the

area.

Jim returned to San Diego and took a

job with Smith-Emery Engineers, making soil

test surveys and ground loading tests for the

last two buildings of Consolidated's Plant 1.

Jim had a brother who had worked for T.

Claude Ryan back in 1925. For a long tim2

he'd been trying to convince Jim that the

Ryan organization had a future. Jim de-

cided maybe he was right. He stcrted in

the Purchasing Department as follow-up

man while waiting for an opening in the

lab. At that time he was able to take care

of all the follow up and still managed to

find time to match all the invoices with

receiving tickets.

Jim soon found out he had a lot to learn

about aircraft. He began devoting four

nights every week to night school classes on

engineering and aircraft materials. In July

of 1940 Jim got his chance to become No. 3

man of the Ryan laboratory where he was
given the job of establishing control over

incoming materials. Up until that time

defective materials were not discovered until

they came up for use. With the new system

the stock in the warehouse was known to

be free from defect and departments didn't

run the chance of being thrown off schedule

by coming up against a batch of defective

pieces. Through a series of circumstances,

the last of which was the promotion of

Wm. Van den Akker from head of Ryan's

lab to assistant to Ernie Moore, production

superintendent, Jim Scurlock became ace

man in the lab.

Soon after Jim started at Ryan he was
asked by a friend to help locate a bunch

of stag dates for a group of Ohio school-

teachers. He did and arranged a hayride

party for the gang for one week-end. The

day before the party, Jim came down with

the mumps. Later, however, he met one of

the Ohio teachers (who, incidentally, has

given up teaching to work in the Illustra-

tion division of Engineering) and through

her also met her sister. The sister is now
Mrs. Scurlock. According to an announce-
ment out just about a month, the Scurlock

& Scurlock Laboratories have developed a

new model which they describe as "a con-

tinuing project. Budget adjusted accord-

ingly." Carol Edgerly Scurlock now weighs

in at 8V2 pounds.

Jim doesn't know just how he happened
to grow up. "So many times I came out of

experiences by the skin of my teeth until

I don't think my folks planned any future

(Continued on page 33)

Jim Scurlock checking the yield on a tensile specimen in the Ryan laboratory.



E. L. Williams Win Alderson John Killian George Brooks

Gayle F. De Lamater W. S. Brown H. A. Faris

Lots of people have lots of ideas. Many
people have lots of good ideas. Some people

not only have good ideas, but they do some-
thing about them. These are the Ryanites

who've won Production Drive awards this

last year,—not just once, but several times.

They are the outstanding suggestion con-
tributors of the year.

The most outstanding single contributor

of the year has been E. L. Williams of

Inspection whose alertness and ingenuity as

evidenced in his numerous suggestions have
saved many many manhours on the produc-
tion line. Williams has received the highest

award, a gold Production Drive award, with

two additional gold bars for other ideas.

Since that time he's continued to turn in

suggestions deserving of awards. The Labor-
Management Production Drive committee
say they guess they'll have to have a

special award made to order for Williams.

At the last presentation of awards, Ernie

Moore, Production Superintendent, was
guest speaker. So impressed was he with

the increase in the quality and quantity of

Ryanites' suggestions and the fact that so

many of those receiving awards were
"repeaters," so to speak—people who are

continually making new and good sugges-
tions—that he challenged the group with a

couple of problems which are confronting

the production experts at Ryan. Just how
much these folks were really interested in

production problems was shown by the fact

that several of those present came to Moore
the next day asking him to show Ihem in

more detail just what the problems were so

they could go to work on it.

One of the problems Moore presented
dealt with a method of putting on flux

which would cut down labor and waste. The
other concerned an improved method of

bending C-54 short stacks in the Drop
Hammer department. The method now used
involves the use of lead and necessitates

a more economical way can be found which
will make the job less messy and more
quickly and easily performed.

Gold awards were presented by Ernie

Moore to Fred Hill, Arthur W. Kilmer,

George Brooks, John Killian, Warner Beary
and Gayle De Lamater.

(Continued on page 26)

The first of two articles on outstanding
suggestion contributors.
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They Had ideas and they did some-

thing about them. As a result,

more planes are in combat today.

HIGHEST AWARD OF THE YEAR AMONG THE
WOMEN WENT TO ROTH WILKINSON OF
MANIFOLD SMALL PARTS—A SILVER AWARD
FOR TWO SUGGESTIONS FACILITATING THE
CUTTING OF SHORT STACKS TO THE PROPER
LENGTH.

— 8-



Samuel Jerome Pinney is probably unique
among Ryan foremen for several reasons.

In the first place, he can doubtless run

faster than any of his colleagues. When he

was a high school student in Minnesota, he
ran the hundred-yard dash in 9.8 seconds,

which is close to the best time recorded by
Charlie Paddock in the days when he was
"the world's fastest human."

In the second place, Sam is almost cer-

tainly the only Ryan foreman who possesses

a horse, a sailboat, and a paddleboard—all

of which he rides indefatigably whenever the

opportunity arises.

In the third place, he is one of the few
foremen, if not the only one, who has quali-

fied for a private pilot's licetise and is itching

for the day when he can renew it. "One of

the first things I want to do after the war,"
he says, "is to get myself a plane and start

flying again."

Furthermore, he is one of the youngest of

our foremen—he is only 31—and one of

our few bachelors. He denies that his state

of single blessedness has any connection
with his sprinting ability.

This unusual and energetic young man
was born in Minneapolis, and lived in var-
ious parts of Minnesota until he was 25.
His father was a school teacher and later

superintendent, who made several moves
from one community to another—which
meant that Sam got his schooling in a
variety of places.

Wherever he went, though, he was an
outstanding performer in his chief interest—athletics. He ran lead-off on the 880
interscholastic relay team which won the

Minnesota Relays. He played forward on the

basketball team. And he has two broken
fingers to show for his favorite sport, ice

hockey. There was no hockey team in high

school, so he played forward on semi-pro
teams.

One day a barnstorming old Curtiss plane
landed on a lake near the Pinney home, and
Sam persuaded his father to let him go up
for a ride. Ever since, Sam has had a pas-
sion for flying.

However, for several years after his first

flight he had no chance to indulge this

enthusiasm. When he finished high school

he went to work installing radios for an
automotive supply store, but it was too con-
fining for his restless spirit, and he soon
turned to driving a truck for a milling com-
pany.

He stuck to this through three winters

of the ice, snow, and painful cold which
make midwestern truck driving such a haz-
ardous and uncomfortable occupation. He
had no accidents, but many close squeaks.

He still remembers one heart-stopping
moment on the main street of a Minnesota
town, when a car turned sharply in front

of him just as another auto, loaded with
passengers, pulled out from the curb. Pinney
was moving only 1 5 miles an hour, but his

When a visitor to San Diego

happened to stroll past the

Ryan plant, it changed his

whole life. Here's the story

Portrait sketch by Glenn Munkelt

Sam ^ivutetf
Sheet metal Assembly

truck was hard to stop because it was carry-

ing a full load—eight tons of grain.

"The street was a solid ice sheet," Sam
recalls. "I didn't dare put on the brakes

because I knew I'd skid right into all those

people. There was a small gap between the

two cars, so I just stepped on the gas and
headed for that space. As I went through,

my bumper clicked on the fender of one
of the cars—that was all. Afterward my
partner in the truck just looked at me. We
were both too frightened to say anything.

We wouldn't have been hurt, but the truck

sure would have smashed a lot of bones in

that carload of passengers. I still don't

think the space was big enough for the truck

to get through."

This sort of thing happened regularly,

and Sam finally tired of truck driving. He
did shop work for an engineering develop-
ment company for a year, then decided to

visit his brother in Seattle.

"My brother was working for our uncle,

who was general manager of a lumber com-

— 9—

pany. We've got all kinds of uncles in the
lumber business, and they all wanted me to

start in with them. I guess they were pretty

burned up at me when I only stayed in

Seattle three weeks, and then decided to

see some more of the country."

After spending a few weeks working for

various logging camps in Oregon, Sam moved
on to Los Angeles. There he entered the

(Continued on page 31)
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'M,TSSING IN ACTION."
can mean.

You know what that

Mom says you must be brave. "It's what your father

would expect of us," she tells you when it's bedtime and

your chin starts to feel shaky. Then she kisses you extra

hard and turns her head away so you can't see her eyes.

You've never let her see you cry. Not once, since that

telegram came and she twisted it all up in a ball, then

smoothed it and put it in the desk.

But, lying in bed, you play "Pretend"—pretend you can

hear his step as he comes up to your room—pretend you

can feel a stubble brush your forehead. And sometimes,

in the dark, you can almost smell a cigarette-y suit close

to your face.

Later you dream—dreams that you don't tell about.

And in the morning you wake up with that funny, empty

feeling in your stomach.

Poor little guy. We—all of us—wish there were some-

thing we could do. Perhaps there is. Why shouldn't it

be this?

We can resolve that the plans your father had for you

shall remain within your reach, that you shall have the

chance to grow and learn, that your opportunities will

be bounded only by your own get-up-and-go, that you

will progress and prosper in direct relation to your own
ability—in a land of freedom and opportunity.

Those are the things your Dad valued, the things for

which he gave his life. Though some may strive to change

all that—provide you with the "benefits" of an all-powerful

government, the "advantages of regimentation, the "bless-

ings" of bureaucracy—we can resolve they won't succeed.

This advertisement was originally produced and pub-

lished by the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and is

reprinted ivi/li its permission.

You, son, won't read these words, and if you did, they

wouldn't mean much to you now. But your father's friends

—known and unknown—are making you a promise, just

the same.

You may never hear it from their lips. But if you

were older you would read it in their faces—recognize it

in their spirit. They are determined to keep America free.

To keep it a land in which government is the servant,

not the master of the people. To keep it the kind of

America your Dad wanted to preserve—for you.
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We've a Job to Finance

It's old stuff to say that they're

giving their lives—we're loaning our

money. Yep, that's old stuff now.

The first time we heard it we were

impressed—we even thought of it

several days afterwards and we
bought an extra bond that month.
But we're sort of calloused now.

We've grown used to being at

war, to hearing terrible tales of

action at the front, to reading in

the paper of billions of dollars being

spent on war materials. When we
read of the Fourth War Loan drive

starting, and the goal of fourteen
billion dollars we said to ourselves,

"Gee, that's a lot of money." Then
when we went on to read that in

order to meet this goal, we'd each
have to buy an extra $100 bond in

addition to our regular bond pur-

chases—well, then we began to sit

up and take notice. Fourteen bil-

lion hadn't sounded so much for the

country as a whole but when it came
down to $100 for an individual

—

well, that's a lot of money right

after Christmas.

Actually, that isn't a lot of money.
That is, no individual's quota
amounts to much when it is com-
pared to a billion dollars.

Do you know how much a billion

dollars is? This may give you an
idea: If a person born at the time
of Christ had been given a billion

dollars to spend at the rate of

$1,000 a day and could live until

his money was gone, he'd still have
about 800 years to live. He would
now just about have finished spend-
ing the first $700,000,000. That is

just ONE billion dollars. America
must now raise FOURTEEN billion

dollars.

Nice to be able to sit at home
in an armchair of an evening and
reflect on the power of America.
How the Germans and Japs are
learning first hand from American
guns that you can't down a nation

like the United States. It's nice to

imagine our boys, crawling over the

sides of American ships, thundering

ahead in landing barges to the

shoreline, streaming onto the
beaches, forging on into the towns

and villages and liberating the en-

slaved nations from the oppressor's

hand.

Nice to imagine, yes. Except that

it doesn't happen that way.

It was going to be a wonderful

experience for Johnny Smith down
in the next block to see some for-

eign country before he finished col-

lege. Johnny saw foreign country all

right. He was among the first ashore

at Salerno. But he'll never go to

college. Then there was Mrs. Jacob-
sen's boy Jack. Another lad from
the same squadron came to see his

mother later—told her Jack had
shot down three zeros before his

plane crashed in New Guinea. And
Dorothy's husband . . . just re-

ported missing in action. And
Ralph's brother who's back from
Italy now . . . with one hand miss-

ing. There were the heroes and
there were those just in the ranks
—who never distinguished them-
selves by any particular bit of hero-

ism—except that they gave their

lives out there.

Oh yes, American power is

mighty, isn't it? We're teaching
those brutal aggressors a thing or

two. We're building planes the likes

of which they've never dreamed.
We're rapidly developing a Navy
that can rule the seas. Our men,
schooled and trained all their lives

in peaceful ways, have courage and
stamina in battle that the enemy
thought impossible.

You're right. But we're paying the

price. In lives. And in money.
Heard somebody say the other

day
—

"Well, John, I trust your bank
account isn't any bigger this year
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than it was last." The statement
struck me and I listened a little

further. A powerful bit of salesman-
ship for the Fourth War Loan was
under way. Do you realize that sav-

ings deposits in the country are in-

creasing month after month. Ordin-
arily that would sound like a healthy

condition. But it isn't. Those dol-

lars that are lying idly in savings

accounts are needed by our govern-

ment on a loan basis. In bonds it's

just as accessible, it's drawing more
interest, and it's helping finance the

greatest battle for freedom the

world has ever known. Idle dollars

in these times are traitor dollars.

You don't have a savings account
that should be fighting, do you?

Yep, it's old stuff, this "They give

their lives—we loan our money."
Old stuff ... but it's true.

Ours is the war, ours the soldiers

landing on foreign soil, ours the

guns and planes that cover them,
ours the men that have fallen, ours

the ones who are moving on.

Yes, we have a job to finance
.... a war for freedom, and free-

dom doesn't come cheaply.

^WAHE/lp
with
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&&.

BUY AN

EXTRA

$100 BOND

SAN 0IEG0 COUNTY WAR FINANCE

COMMITTEE



PARKING
ON THE FIELD
BY ORDER OF

US ARMY
US COAST GUARD

HARBOR DEI

Did you ever stop to wonder where Ryanites would park if

they couldn't park on the field— it's a thought that has given

Ryan executives some serious concern

tyutt

Or did you realize that when you

say parking on the field, you are

actually doing just that—parking

on Lindbergh Field. That the ground

used as a parking lot in back of the

plant does not in any way belong

to the Ryan company and that

Ryan workers have taken it over on
sort of a squatters rights basis. In

the meantime the Ryan company is

keeping its fingers crossed and do-

ing everything it can to explain our
urgent need for that space to the

Army, the Coast Guard, the C.A.A.
and the Harbor Department.

But they have their answers too.

And when the Coast Guard comes to

George Woodard, corporate secre-

tary of Ryan, and says, "Look here,

we're tired of having Ryan workers
going back onto the field and tear-

ing - - - - out of the road that we
use for taxiing planes. Besides it's a

nuisance to have to watch out
for them when otherwise we'd

have clear sailing." . . . And the

Army comes along with, "The Ryan
people shouldn't be allowed on that

road in back of the plant at all.

They're getting too close to the

runways." . . . And the C.A.A.
claims that Ryanites driving to and
from the back parking lot "are an
additional hazard for planes landing

and taking off."

Well, about that time little beads
of perspiration are standing out on
George Woodard's forehead and his

braincells are working overtime try-

ing to organize all the arguments
that he can think of. He knows how
important it is to convince these

people that Ryanites should be

allowed to continue parking on the

field. What he doesn't know is just

what we'd do if suddenly these three

groups got together and decided

that it was no soap—that Ryanites

would have to find a new parking

space.

We've got the parking lot at the

west gate, yes. And if plans had

12-
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worked out, that parking lot would
have been big enough to take care

of all plant employees on all shifts.

But plans didn't work out.

Before the Ryan company started

construction on the new final

assembly building and the present

west gate parking lot, they had an
option on 20 acres of ground ex-

tending to the west of us. They
took up that option. But the catch

in the whole thing was that Camp
Consair and Camp Sahara were al-

ready occupying approximately 15

out of the 20 acres. That left only a

little over 5 acres of land that was
actually usable to Ryan. This is

the space now occupied by the final

assembly building and the west gate

parking lot. All the land is in use

except a small section in back of

the new building which will very

shortly be prepared to accommo-
date about another 150 cars.

With neither the west parking lot

nor the space on the field in back
adequate to accommodate the en-

tire plant personnel, some serious

consideration had to be given to

methods of parking which would get

traffic in and out of the lots the

fastest, and at the same time allow

Ryanites to park as close as possible

to the plant. This was no matter
of "let's put this group here and
that group there." It was the result

of much careful study and timing.

Here's the way they figured it out.

True, the back road isn't always
in perfect condition. The Harbor
Department has gone a long ways
toward keeping it up, but the Har-
bor Department has its problems
too. Since this condition does exist,

wouldn't it be better if the road

were used only in the daytime when
drivers can see and avoid any ruts

or holes. And since the back gate

is as central a location as any Ryan
entrance—more so for people work-

ing in the plant— it would be logical

for first shift factory workers to use

this parking area on the field at

the back of the plant. Furthermore,
it's a shorter walk to the gate for

those who park in back than for

the majority of those parking in the

west gate area.

Here's another advantage. The
line of traffic is all going one way
on the back road. In the morning
the cars are all coming in. At night

they're all going out. There are no
second or third shift workers com-
ing or going at odd hours to create

a traffic problem.

In the west lot, designated areas

for parking have been marked off.

Most Ryanites have cooperated
beautifully. A few have fudged.

Perhaps they are the kind that will

always fudge a little if they can.

More probably they just haven't

realized the reasons in back of the

request that they park in their own
area.

Parking Area A on the west gate

lot has been set aside for the physi-

cally handicapped, people who in

spite of disabilities are doing their

share to help win the war. We're
glad to have them with us and we'll

certainly do our share by seeing

that they have a place to park close

to the gate. Not many Ryanites

would sneak in that area. Spaces in

this area have also been assigned to

a few Ryanites who must use their

cars on business during the day for

quick trips downtown or to other

locations on the field.

Areas B and C are assigned to

the first shift salaried workers and
general office workers respectively.

Area B is also used by third shift

Ryanites who come in when the B

area is absolutely clear and are gone
before many of the daytime group

arrive in the morning. Area 2 is

for second shift workers.

As a plan, it's fine, but it depends

on the cooperation of every Ryan
driver to keep it working smoothly.

If there are a few extra spaces left

in another area, stick to your own
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area anyway. Those extra spaces

may be filled later in the day by

the proper parties. If not today,

then tomorrow or the next day as

new employees join our ranks and
are assigned to parking areas.

Recently we've had even a more
serious difficulty. Some first shift

factory workers have been parking

in the west lot instead of the back
parking lot. That has meant that

some second shift workers coming
in at the last minute haven't been
able to find a place to park. Finally

they've had to drive around to the

back parking lot. That's made them
late and at the same time has
slowed up first shifters leaving work
by creating two-way traffic on the

back road. If you're one of the
guilty parties, here's our request

—

tomorrow start parking on the back
lot again. Or look at it from this

angle. Any other first shift worker
has just as much right to that extra

space as you have. If we're not all

going to stick to our designated
areas, we might as well declare open
house with the first car there get-

ting the choice spots. When we do
that, we'll all want to stick in an
extra couple of sandwiches to eat

while we're getting out of the traffic

jam at quitting time.

That's the story, folks. The rest

is up to you. With the facilities

available, the company will do its

best to provide you with a parking

area that you can get in and out

of in a minimum length of time.

The success of those efforts depends
on you. But if first shift factory

workers will park 100'/, in the back
lot and office workers, second and
third shift workers will stick to their

proper areas in the west gate lot,

we'll all get in and out quicker and
the Ryan guards, who do their best

to keep Ryan traffic running

smoothly, will be able to smile in-

stead of scowl at the end of the

day.



There's Plenty of Gas

In Southern California
At a meeting in Los Angeles last month,

attended by Garrick O'Bryan, of Employee

Service, the possibility of gasoline short-

ages in Southern California was the topic

of discussion. Dr. Charles Phillips, Chief of

OPA Mileage Rationing, assured the group

that there is and will be no actual gasoline

shortage in Southern California during Janu-

ary or February. The only difficulty in this

section is due to distribution, he says. Ac-

tually, San Diego is receiving 5,000 barrels

of gasoline per day more than it is using.

If a shortage does develop in the San

Diego area, Garrick O'Bryan assures Ryan
employees that there will be gas for Ryan-

ites driving to work. "That is definite," Gar-

rick declares. "Those Ryanites who are

driving to work and bringing other Ryan-

ites with them need have no fear of not

being able to get gas."

#

Hew OPH Ruling

On Basic "B" Books
Effective January 1st, 1944, no person

will be able to receive a basic "A" gaso-

line ration for a newly-acquired automobile

unless he con present a receipt on OPA
Form R569 showing that all gasoline rations

issued to the former owner have been sur-

rendered to the issuing board.

This form will be issued in duplicate and
must be given by the seller of the automo-
bile to the purchaser. He, in turn, will be re-

quired to present one copy at the time ap-

plication is made for basic gasoline ration,

and the other copy must be turned in to

the Motor Vehicle Department when appli-

cation is made for a change of registration.

All transactions will be handled by the

Transportation Desk in the Employee Serv-

ice Division of the Industrial Relations De-
partment. By adhering to the following pro-

cedure, no difficulty will be experienced.

If you sell your car, turn in all remaining

coupons, for which you will be given a re-

ceipt in duplicate on OPA Form R569.
Then give both copies to the purchaser along

with your tire inspection record.

If you buy a car, be sure to get both
copies of the receipt from the seller. Sur-

render one copy at the time application is

made for a basic ration and the other to

effect a change in registration.—a
Ray Rearing Holds

Office in S.H.I.E.
New vice-chairman of the San Diego

chapter of the Society of Aircraft Industrial

Engineers is Ray Nearing, Production Con-
trol general supervisor.

The local chapter of SAIE organized last

spring, was for its first year under the chair-
manship of Roy Cunningham, Production
Control superintendent. Cunningham was
recently succeeded by Robert Peck of Con-
solidated and Nearing was elected to the
vice-chairmanship. Other Ryan members
of the group include H. F. McCann, J. E.

Cooper, and John Zihlman. The member-
ship consists of about 1 30 representatives
from Consolidated, Rohr and Ryan.

Music maestros of the Manifold Melodiers seen in the picture are Harley Ruhnow,
Walt Alwin, Jimmy Whitfield, Ed Harris, director Al Polhamus and pianist Bob Fergu-

son. Ryanites liked their music—they recently played for the first shift lunch periods.

Breder Takes Bride
musit Iluh Uaier»

In Pasadena nuptials
A pleasant surprise to Ryanites came

last month with the announcement of the

marriage of Mrs. Marston Daniels of Pasa-
dena and Sam C. Breder, Ryan sales man-
ager. The wedding took place in the chapel

of All Saints Episcopal with only imme-
diate members of the families present. The
honeymoon trip included Chicago, New York
and Washington and the Breders are now
at home in La Jolla.

^bue^t, frdfa.

Well, folks, I gotta tell you about
my operation. First off, I want to make
it clear that I am no candidate for a

fourth term. The vacation was nice

and the rest was grand, but the price

I paid wouldn't class it with the bar-

gain-day specials.

Doc came out to see me and sez:

"Boy, I think it's about time for you
to get to the hospital." I think they
had seven counts on me before I got
to the operating room. After that I

don't know what happened to the
referee.

I must have come out the winner
'cause I woke up next morning float-

ing on clouds. Needless to say I left

the hospital in due time without a
single pang of regret, even though
they had treated me like a king.

But honestly, folks, what I really

want to say is, "Thanks a million for

all the kind expressions of sympathy
that you have extended me during my
absence. I can still sense the fragrance
of all those beautiful flowers."

CHARLES M. FRANTZ.

The Ryan Music Talent Club made its

first appearance before the public at the

Ryan plant in a "Jam" session. This small

but mighty orchestra really showed how
much real talent Ryanites possess.

First, we of Employee Service, want to

thank the members of the band for their

efforts. The personnel of the orchestra was
composed of Ed Harris, trumpet and vocal;

Bob Ferguson, piano; Harley Ruhnow, vibes;

Jimmy Whitfield, drums; Richard Swink,
sax and vocal; Walt Alwin, sax and clari-

net, and Al Polhamus, leader. Ray Hitzman,
guitar and bass, and Bill Rossi, piano and
vocal, were not available for this perform-
ance due to sickness. They'll be on hand
the next time. All of the members are

working first shift and all are working in

some part of Manifold. So from now on, if

you need a band to entertain you, you can
get your talent from Manifold, but the price

will be high because Joe Love, foreman of

Manifold, will take out his price for man-
aging the band. If you do secure the band
through Joe he'll act as Master of Cere-
monies, sing a few numbers and tap dance a

couple. Joe now calls the band the Mani-
fold Melodiers.

Now back to the Ryan Talent Club. On
every Wednesday afternoon from 4:45 p.m.

until 6:45 p.m. for any Ryan employees on
first or third shifts who think they possess

ony musical talents whatsoever, there is a

meeting at Al Polhamus' studio located at

441 C Street. This group practices and
receives all the necessary instruction from

Al Polhamus, who really knows music and
is doing his best to organize a Ryan Band, a

Ryan Girls' Glee Club, a Ryan Girls' Quar-
tette, and to help those not yet ready to

ploy with an orchestra. If you wish to be-

come a member of the Ryan Music Talent

Club, contact Travis Hatfield, Ext. 316, at

once.

TRAVIS HATFIELD.
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Daily's Top Rir Jllei

Visit Ryan Piuni

Top Navy administrative and technical

aviation men visited San Diego last month
to inspect the facilities of Ryan and other
warplants.

Heading the official group were Artemus
L. Gates, Assistant Secretary of Navy for

Air, and Rear Admiral D. C. Ramsey, Chief

of the Bureau of Aeronautics. Also in the
official party which toured the plant and
conferred on aircraft production matters
were Capt. Joseph Bolger, Secretary Gates'

aide; Capt. Leland D. Webb, Bureau of

Aeronautics' General Representative; Com-
mander C. M. Huntington, San Diego Repre-
sentative; and Lieut. R. O. Deitzer, Resident
Representative at Ryan.

Quite by coincidence while visiting the

factory, Admiral Ramsey ran into an old

shipmate, A. S. "Bill" Billings, veteran of

many years service in the Navy and now
Ryan's Chief Quality Control Supervisor.

Billings and Admiral Ramsey were on the
U.S.S. "New Jersey" together in 1912,
just after Ramsey graduated from the Naval
Academy. In 1916 they both went into

Naval aviation and from 1926 to 1930 were
on the U.S.S. Langley during the period
when the basis for aircraft precision land-
ings was being laid. In 1930 Billings left

the Langley to go to Florida and Admiral
Ramsey was sent to London as Naval
Attache. With the exception of one chance
meeting in 1932 the two had not met again
until Admiral Ramsey's visit to the Ryan
plant last month.

"He's a real Naval officer," Billings says
of Admiral Ramsey. "The country is in-

deed fortunate in having a man of his

caliber to handle the Bureau of Aeronautics
at this time."

Nat Warman, now assistant to the Chief
Engineer, also remembers Admiral Ramsey
from Naval Academy days. The Admiral
was in charge of all flight detail at the
academy during the summer of 1929 when
Warman, a midshipman at the time, took
his flight training. A mechanic in the same
squadron was Machinist Robonic of the Navy
office.

Upper: Ben Salmon, Rear Admiral D.

C. Ramsey, Artemus L. Gates and T.

Claude Ryan during the recent visit of

top Navy air officers to the Ryan plant.

Center: Artemus Gates talking to Capt.

Leland D. Webb in the foreground with

Lieut. R. O. Deitzer, Lieut. S. H. Zeig-

ler and Larry Martin in the back-

ground with Mel Thompson in extreme

background.

Lower: Admiral Ramsey and A. S.

"Bill" Billings renew an old friendship

when they chance to meet in the Ryan

factory. President T. Claude Ryan and

Chief Engineer Ben Salmon join in the

spirit of the occasion.

— 15—
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MORE ABOUT

INCOME TAX
(Continued from page 3)

(Item 4, Page 4) is less than $2,000,
he should file a joint return and
claim an exemption for Victory Tax
of $1248. If separate returns are
filed, the husband and wife should

each claim an exemption of $624.

After making the above described
computations, the next step is the

calculation of the gross Victory Tax
which is 5% of the amount subject

to Victory Tax. The gross Victory
Tax is then reduced by certain cred-

its shown on the return, the amount
of which depends principally on the

marital status of the individual. The
balance is the net Victory Tax which
is carried up to Item 13 of Page 4.

The income taxes and the Victory
Tax are then added together to de-
termine the total tax payable. This
brings the taxpayer to Item 16 on
Page 4 of the return.

To illustrate the foregoing discus-

sion, take the case of Albert G.

Plantcop whose return is reproduced
herein. Mr. Plantcop is married and
has two minor children. After mak-
ing preliminary calculations, he de-
cided that he would gain no tax
advantage by filing separate re-

turns for himself and Mrs. Plantcop
because his surtax net income ( Item

COMPUTATION OF INCOME AND VICTORY TAX. (See Tax Computation Instruction.)

..X.2W.W
700.I.Q0-

.354180

Income Tax net income (item 18, page 1) _

Less: Personal exemption. {From ScWuU Hi)) _ ,_

Cretiit for dependents. (From Schedule i-<Z))

Balance (surtax net-income) _

Less: Certain interest on Government obligations (item 4 (a), page 1)..

Earned income credit. (From Sch«ue Hi) or H«)
Balance subject to normal tax ,

Normal tax (6% of line 7)

Surtax on amount in line 4. (SeeSujmT..bu.p*se 3 of instructions).

Total Income Tax (line 8 plus line 9). (If Schedule B it wtd and nlitmsiive tai computation msdt. enter line 16. Schedule B)..

Less: Income Tax paid to a foreign country or U. S. possession. (Amch Form nit)

BALANCE OF INCOME TAX__ „

NET VICTORY TAX (line 6 of Victory Tax Schedule, below)

Total of lines 12 and 13

Income Tax paid at source on tax-free covenant bond interest. (See Footnote 1)

Line 14 less line 15

Income Tax for 1942. (See Statement, Form 1 125, from Collector) (First, sec page 4 of Instructions).

Enter line 16 or 1 7 whichever is LARGER, (Members of the armed forces see page 4 of Instructions)

FORGIVENESS FEATURE (Don't fill in (a), (b). and (c) below, if either line 16 or 17 is $50 or less):

(a) Enter line 16 or 17, whichever is SMALLER. ^
|
$ _17X

(£) Enter $50 or three-fourths of (a), immediately above, whichever is LARGER. This is

the FORGIVEN part of the tax..

20

$ 12B.UQ.

(c) Enter the UNFORGIVEN part ofthe tax which is the BALANCE (subtract (A) from (a)). (See

Footnote 2) _ _

TOTAL INCOME AND VICTORY TAX. (Total of lines 18 and 19 (c))

Less: (a) Income and Victory Tax withheld by employer—

(b) Income Tax paid on 1942 income..

(c) Tax paid on 1943 income on account of Declaration of Estimated Tax.

(d) Total payments —
. UNPAID BALANCE OF INCOME AND VICTORY TAX. (If line 20 is larger than line 21 (A enter the

difference here and also as item 20, page I ; if not, see item 23, page 1) -.

..3,548

1.900
.1,648

.354

1.293
..72

214
.291

.291

.22
$ 371 13

00.

00.

00

20

3711 13

42 80.

$ 413 .93

,J22

$ 81 13.

80

FOOTNOTE 1.—If you claim a credit In lino IS, disregard lines 19 (a) and (b), complete Schedule L-l on poB» 4 of Instructions, end enter result in line 19 (c).

Attach completed schedule.

FOOTNOTE 2.—If your surtax net income for 1942 or lM3csceeded S20.000, requiring you to complete Schedule L-2, enter here the amount shown on line 10

or 27 of such schedule $ and increase 19 (c) by such amount.

Schedule K-—VICTORY TAX. (See Tax Computation Instructions)

1. Victory Tax net income (item 19, page I) _

2. Less: Specific exemption ($624 if return reports income of only one person; otherwise, see Instructions, page 3).

3. Income subject to Victory Tax (line I less line 2)

4. Victory Tax before credit (5% of line 3) _ ......

5. Victory Tax credit:

(a) Single person, or married person not living with husband or wife: 25% (plus 2% for each dependent)

of line 4, but not more than $500 (plus $100 for each dependent)

(b) Married person living with husband or wife if separate returns are filed: 40% (plus 2% for each dependent)

of line 4, but not more than $500 (plus $100 for each dependent)

(c) Married person living with husband or wife if only one return or a joint return is filed, or head of a family:

40% (plus 2% for each dependent) of line 4, but not more than $1,000 (plus $100 for each dependent).

(See Schedule I-(2), for exclusion of one dependent by head of a family)

. Net Victory Tax (line 4 less line 5). (Enter in line 13. above)

4,080
-lr2A8
-^832
..la

..62

79

00.

oa
Q0
60

30

Schedule L.—To be used only by individuals whose surtax net income for 1942 or 1943 exceeded $20,000

Schedule to determine whether Section 6 (c) of the Current Tax Payment Act of 1943 is applicable

1. Surtax net income for 1942 (item 23. Form 1040 (1942)) $

2. Surtax net income for 1943 (line 4, above) *

3. Surtax net income for base year, $ __ plus$20,000: $ (Check year used: 1937....; 1938....;

1939....; 1940.....)

If either line 1 or 2 is greater than line 3, separate Schedule L-2 should be secured from the collector and filed with and as a part of

this return.

Note.—If a joint return Is filed for either 1942 or 1943 end separate return, for the other of such year., enter the oBE«G<»to °< »•"> "parnte .urto* net

income, for the separate return year. Tho surtax not income to be entered in line 3 shall be determined In the same manner as the surtax net

Income, entered in line 1 or 2, whichever la the lesser.

4, Page 4) amounted to $1648
which, of course, is less than the

$2000 minimum previously de-
scribed herein under the heading of

Community Property. Accordingly,
he prepared a joint return. His Vic-
tory Tax net income aggregated
$4080 and, following the above sug-
gestion, he claimed an exemption
of $1248, leaving a balance subject
to Victory Tax of $2832. The gross
Victory Tax was 5% of this amount
or $141.60. He then determined
that he was entitled to the credit
of 44% described in Item 5 (c),

Schedule K, Page 4 of the return.

Because he and his wife were filing

a joint return he obtained a credit

of 40%, plus 2% for each child.

This credit amounted to $62.30
which he deducted from the gross
tax of $141.60, leaving a net Vic-
tory Tax of $79.30.

Tax Forgiveness

When the change to a pay-as-

you-go tax basis was being consid-

ered, Congress had to decide

whether to require taxpayers to pay
both the 1942 and 1943 taxes dur-

ing the year 1 943 or whether to go
to the other extreme and forgive all

of the 1942 tax. The problem was
solved substantially as follows:

(1) The forgiveness feature is applied to

the smaller of the 1942 or 1943 tax.

(2) If the tax is $50 or less, the entire

amount is forgiven.

(3) If the tax is more than $50, only 75%
thereof is forgiven. The remaining
25% is payable in two equal install-

ments, March 15, 1944 and March
15, 1945.

Fortunately, this complicated calcu-

lation is made exceedingly simple
on the return.

Returning again to the case of

Mr. Albert G. Plantcop, we find that
his 1943 tax liability (Item 16,

Page 4) totals $371 . 1 3. His tax for

1 942 was $1 7 1 .20 which he entered

as Item 17, Page 4 of the return.

Since the 1943 tax of $371.13 was
the larger, he entered it on the re-

turn as Item 18 and the smaller

1942 tax as Item 19 (a). He
then determined that three-fourths

(75%) of the 1942 tax amounted
to $128.40 which he entered as

Item 19 (b) and deducted from the

total 1942 tax of $171.20. The re-

mainder of $42.80 represented the

portion of the 1942 tax he would be
required to pay, so he added it to

his 1943 tax and found that his

(Continued on page 18)
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total tax liability amounted to

$413.93 (Item 20, Page 4).

Referring to his receipt for In-

come Tax Withheld On Wages
(Form W-2), Mr. Plantcop found
that the company had deducted the
sum of $247.20 from his wages for

income and Victory Tax; this he
entered at Item 21 (a) , Page 4, of

the return. As Item 21 (b) he en-
tered $85.60, the total of the
amounts he paid March 15, 1943
and June 15, 1943 on his 1942 tax.

Since he made no payments on
either September 15, 1943 or De-
cember 15, 1943, he had nothing
to enter as Item 21 (c) . According-
ly, he added the taxes withheld from
his wages, $247.20, to the 1943
payments on his 1942 tax, $85.60,
and arrived at a total of $332.80
wh'ch he subtracted from his total

tax liability of $413.93.

The remainder of $81.13, repre-
senting the balance of his unpaid
1943 income and Victory taxes, was
first entered as Item 22, Page 4.

Turning to Page 1 of the return,

he then entered the same figure as

Item 20. Times being what they are,

Mr. Plantcop decided that he would
pay only half of the unforgiven por-

tion of his 1942 tax at this time
and postpone the payment of the
balance unt'l March 15, 1945.
Therefore, he deducted $21.40
(one-half of $42.80, Item 19 (c)

Page 4) from the total unpaid bal-

ance of $81.13 and found that he
was required to pay $59.73 when
he filed the return on March 15,
1944.

Optional Return

Citizens or residents of the
United States with gross incomes
from salaries, wages, dividends, in-

terest or annuities of $3,000 or less

may elect to file their tax returns
on Fo-m 1 040A, and compute the
tax in accordance with the table
shown thereon. This table has been

prepared so that it automatically
gives effect to the allowable deduc-
tions and the earned income credit.

Accordingly, no further deductions

are allowed other than the credit of

$385 for each dependent. This form
also simplifies the Victory Tax com-
putation by means of a special table

which has spaces to enter the total

income as well as the exemption to

be subtracted therefrom. The result-

ing figure is multiplied by the net

Victory Tax rate which is given in

another table. This rate takes care

of the Victory Tax credits allowed.

Married persons who file separate
returns must use the same kind of

form. That is, one cannot file on
Form 1040 and the other on Form
1040A. If they file a joint return

they must have been living together
on July 1, 1943.

Generally speaking, the optional

method is advantageous to the tax-

payer who has few or no deductions

or had additional dependents prior

to July 1, 1943. However, the tax

computed under the optional meth-

od is sometimes larger than the tax

computed in the regular way and

the taxpayer should make his com-

putation in both ways before decid-

ing on which method to use. It is

often found that the extra time

spent in these calculations is well

worth the savings that are effected

thereby. As an illustration, assume
that a single person has a gross in-

come of $2,000 and allowable de-

ductions of $500. Under the op-

tional method h ; s income tax would
amount to $249. Computed in the

regular way it would only be $181
as shown below:

£>«",»*/

Tax

Gross income $2000.00

Allowable deductions .... 500.00

Net income $1500.00

Personal exemption 500.00

Surtax net income $1000.00 $130.00

Earned income credit 1 50.00

Normal tax

net income $ 850.00 51.00

Total tax $181.00

Time for Filing

Income tax returns for the year
1943 must be filed not later than
March 15, 1944, with the Collector

of Internal Revenue, San Diego,

— 18—

California. All returns must be

signed under the penalties of per-

jury but are not required to be no-

tarized. If husband and wife file

jointly, both spouses must sign the

return. The entire amount of tax

shown as Item 22, Page 1 of Form

1040 or Item 16 of Form 1040A
must accompany the return. The

privilege of paying in installments

has been discontinued because the

taxpayer is now supposed to be on

a pay-as-you-go basis. If the return

shows an over-payment of tax, the

taxpayer may either obtain a refund

in cash or a credit on his 1944 tax

by checking the appropriate box at

the foot of the return.

There is still another statement

that was to have been filed by

March 1 5, 1 944. This is an estimate

of the total income and tax for the

year 1944, similar to those filed last

September and December by many
taxpayers. However, the delay by

Congress in passing a new revenue

bill may postpone the date for filing

this form.

State Income Tax

Residents of California are re-

quired to file a return and pay a

State income tax. In general, the

items of income and expense al-

lowed by the State are exactly the

same as those allowed by the Fed-

eral Government. However, the fol-

lowing differences are important

and should be carefully noted:

( 1 ) The personal exemption is $2,000 for

single persons and $3,500 for married

persons and heads of families.

(2) Federal and State income taxes are

not deductible in computing the*

amount subject to State tax.
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(3) The State does not allow an earned
income credit.

(4) The tax rate is 1 % on the first

$10,000 of taxable income, which is

the net income less the personal ex-

emption.

(5) The return is due April 15, 1944.

(6) The tax may be paid in three equal

installments, in which case at least

one-third of the amount due should

accompany the return.

(7> The State also has an optional return

for persons with incomes of less than

$5,000.

Persons becoming residents of Cali-

fornia during the year are required

to report in their State return only

that portion of their income re-

ceived and deductions applicable

since their arrival in the state. How-
ever, the full personal exemption
may be taken.

Check List

When preparing your return,

check the items below under "Non-
Taxable Income." If you have in-

cluded income from any of them

—

take them out; they do not have to

be reported. Then carefully check
the list of allowable deductions to

make certain that you have claimed
all the expenses you actually in-

curred during the year. Remember,
in most cases, only the deductions
under Item 1 are allowable for the

Victory Tax. The item numbers cor-

respond to those on return Form
1040:

Non-Taxable Income

Accident insurance proceeds.

Bequests and devises.

Damages:
Alienation of affections.

Breach of promise to marry.

Slander or libel.

Dividends on unmatured life insurance poli-

cies.

Gifts.

Husband to wife—allowance for acting as
housewife.

Inheritances.

Interest on bonds of a state, city, or other
political sub-division; interest on most
federal securities issued prior to March 1,

1941; interest on postal savings deposits,

if made before March 1, 1941.

Life insurance proceeds paid on death of

the insured.

Pensions received by veterans from the
United States.

Unemployment insurance benefits.

War veterans' pensions.

Workmen's compensation insurance bene-
fits.

World War veterans' bonus.

Allowable Deductions

Item 1—Deductible Expenses:

Union dues.

Employment agency fees.

Unemployment insurance contributions up
to $30.

Cost of any tools purchased.

Item 11—Contributions Paid:

Donations to church, Red Cross, Com-
munity Chest, Salvation Army, Y.M.
C.A., U.S.O., etc.

Item 12—Interest paid on:

Bank loan to purchase automobile.

F.H.A. loan.

Mortgages.
Notes and other debts.

Item 13—Taxes paid:

Admissions.
Automobile use tax—$5.00.

Safe deposit boxes.

Telephone, telegraph, radio and cables.

Transportation.

Real estate and personal property.

State income taxes.

California sales tax.

Automobile license plates and driver's

license.

Dues and initiation fees.

Item 14—Losses—When not compensated
for by insurance or otherwise:

Residence:

( 1 ) Damage by fire.

(2) Damage by storm.

(3) Water pipes freezing and burst-

ing, etc.

Automobile:

( 1 ) Due to casualty:

(a) Even though due to faulty

driving of taxpayer or other

person operating automobile,

if not due to wilful act or

negligence.

(b) Caused by faulty driving of

driver of car collided with.

(2) Due to fire.

(3) Due to theft.

Item 15—Medical, Dental and Hospital Ex-

penses:

Including premiums on accident or health

insurance, in excess of 5% of net income
but not exceeding $2,500 for heads of

families or $1,250 for single persons.

Item 17—Other Deductions:

Alimony and separate maintenance pay-
ments.

Pat Kelly, who writes "From the Beam

Just to be positive, we checked back
through the old Flying Reporters. Sure

enough, Pat Kelly's name appeared on the

Flying Reporter staff clear back in Volume
1 . No others of the present staff date back
that far. So in this little column dedicated

to giving you the low-down on those who
get the low-down, we figured that Pat de-
served the Number One spot. From here

on out, it's a name in the hat affair, but
each issue we'll try to give you a little in-

sight into these folks who gather the news.
Pat, whose Irish grin is known all over

the factory, is strictly a San Diego product.

Born and raised here back in the days when
San Diego was a rather quiet little resort

town—and that isn't so far back—Pat went
through grade school and graduated from
San Diego High. However, he insists he
didn't acquire any literary talents enroute— in fact, he detested anything that had
to do with writing.

Once out of school, Pat headed for the

oil fields and worked for several years

throughout Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kansas,
Wyoming and Texas. Then deep in the

heart of Texas, Pat developed heart trouble.

The cause, the present Mrs. Kelly. We
don't know whether Mulligan Stew had any-
thing to do with it or not, but the recipe

of Mrs. Kelly's which Pat included in a

recent column could easily have been a

consideration.

Pat came to the Coast in 1934 and
worked for Richfield in Long Beach for

a while before coming back to his old

haunts in San Diego. He came to work
in Mechanical Maintenance at Ryan just

three years ago last December and started

putting the funny happenings around the

department down for posterity very shortly

thereafter. The evening before each dead-
line rolls around, Pat takes his little brown
notebook out of his pocket and sits down.
Jotted down hither and yon on its pages he
finds a few significant names and remarks,

notes of the month's happenings—and a
column starts to brew.
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Stacks Y Stuff
by Manny Fohlde

A native Californian, it seems, should be
regarded as a museum piece! This fact has
been brought to my attention several times

of late when reading some of the articles

appearing in the "Reporter." In the last

issue a writer who has hopes of returning

to her native Texas "ohed" and "ahed" over
having met a native Californian working here

at Ryan. Now I have nothing against Texas,

or any other state for that master, but from
what I've gathered from various and sundry
sources, Texas is the only state in the Union
where one can stand in mud up to his chin

and still have the wind blow dust in his

face! But to continue, I would like to inquire

as to where but in California does one ex-

pect to find a native Californian? It might
be most interesting to take a census to

determine not the number of native Cali-

fornians but the number of native San Die-

gans employed at Ryan.

CHARLIE WELDON, a native San Diegan
by choice, and I, a native by birth, maintain
that San Diego is the only real spot on
earth to live, and gladly welcome any and all

arguments to the contrary!

Years ago, before the influx of "adopted
natives," San Diego was famous as a cradle

of better things, including avia'ion. Prior

to the advent of Mr. Ryan's flying service

on the waterfront adjacent to the old

"Dreamland" boxing arena, noted fliers such
as Joe Boquel and Lincoln Beachey were
making the nation aviation conscious. Even
earlier than this, Glenn Curtiss was doing
things for the navy on North Island.

I hadn't reached the age of being keenly
interested in aviation until after Mr. Ryan
had moved his outfit to "Dutch Flats," a

site across from the Marine Base. Here in

a garage-like building was located the Ryan
Flying Service, factory and repair station

—

a far cry from the present set-up. It was
here that I first came to know who John
Wan der Linde and Dan Burnett were. The
men I came to know better were "Red"
Harrigan and Jack Hewson. For a considera-
tion of $2.50 one was presented with a little

yellow slip that stated, if my memory serves

me, "This is to certify that so and so has
made a sight-seeing flight over San Diego
and vicinity in a sister ship to the "Spirit

of St. Louis." This was in 1927 and during
that year I had a sufficient number of these
little yellow slips to fill a fair-sized book.
My first flight as a passenger was made
sometime earlier in a Ryan M-l. Sitting

side by side in the open forward cockpit
beneath the wing, a friend and I were
flown by "Red" Harrigan out over Point

Loma, Coronado, the south bay district and
return. This took only a matter of minutes,
but I shall never forget the thrill of that

first flight!

As I remember, Mr. Ryan had a competi-
tor just east of his place who employed
Travelair and Eagle Rock planes to lure his

customers. Flights, as advertised, could be
had for a dollar, and being a bit short one
day but still with the yen to go up, I decided
to try them out. The "flight" consisted of

cranking up, taking off, one circle of the
field barely clearing the telephone wires and
back to earth. Needless to say that was
my last flight with those people, as at my
age a dollar looked pertty big, and I had
expected a ride just as good.

I could go on recalling various things

concerning San Diego and its history, but

I feel that perhaps I should await the re-

actions, if any, to this bit before doing so.

JOE LOVE, day foreman, relieved BUTCH
ORTIZ for a couple of weeks while Butch
enjoyed a vacation. We found that Joe
could see just as well at night as in the
daytime. Glad to have had you with us,

Joe, even for a short time.

Any time you folks have a yen to attend
an old-fashioned revival, drop around by
ball installation most any Saturday night and
join in singing such old-timers as "Let the
Lower Lights Be Burning," "Throw Out the
Life Line," and "Brighten the Corner." It's

sort of a variation of "Whislle While You
Work."

PHIL BARSON has returned to night duty
after a thirty-day "leave" on day shift, en-
abling him to spend evenings with his fiance
from Ohio, who spent the holidays with him.
Upon his return, BILL GRAY, erstwhile day-
shifter, switched over, realizing the advan-
tages of second shift manifolding. "Wel-
come, Bill, we're glad to have you with us!"

One of the ladies responsible for the
Christmas Eve dinner, discussed at some
length in the last issue, was not "Lilly Kno-
ler" as reported, but Mrs. LILLY KNABE.
Our apologies are most sincerely extended.
So sorry!

Airplane Dispatching
by Doots and Ginny

Let's take a trip through the Dispatching
Department. We will tell you who's who and
give you the low-down on each individual

who makes it tick, telling you as much as
possible in this issue.

Heading the list is our Chief Dispatcher,
PAUL W. MILLS. Mr. Mills was born at

Braymer, Missouri, January 26, 1915. He
came to Redlands, California, at the age of

six months. He went to high school at

Redlands and attended college for two years
at an Agricultural College at Davis, Calif.

His major in college was forestry, which
became his work immediately after he left

college. He worked at this for two and one-
half years for the Forest Service at San Ber-
nardino mountains. After leaving the For-

est Service, Paul became a salesman at Riv-
erside, California, for a while. He came to

San Diego three and one-half years ago and
went to work for this company. Paul was
married very recently to a former Ryanite
and is a very happy person. We join the
department in wishing Paul a very happy
birthday, which he celebrated Jan. 26, and
we'd also like to wish him many more happy
birthdays that are milestones between suc-
cessful years.

Next in line is DENVER "DICK" LUNS-
FORD, our Assistant Chief Dispatcher. Dick
was born at Hackleburg, Alabama, on March
1, 1915. He graduated from Hackleburg
high school. Dick came to California in the

year 1936 and was in the grocery business

before coming to work at Ryan. He was
married to ELLEN ERVIN on March 1, 1939.
Ellen is also a member of this department,
doing dispatching work in the Stockroom.
Dick also has a brother, JAKE LUNSFORD,
Assistant Foreman in Sheet Metal Assembly.
Oh yes, it seems that Dick became a genu-
ine "trail-blazer" recently. He was strolling

nonchalantly down the main aisle, pulling a

truck of unfinished parts. Sort of blazed a
trail from one end of the aisle to the other,

nea'ly depositing parts hither and yon along
the way. Could have been Yehudi, aye, Dick?

Dick has been with this company nearly
three and one-half years, and has been very
successful in his work. We are all proud of
you as a leader, Dick, and we also wish you
many successful years in the future.

In the next issue we will give you as
much as we can on those next in line, the
Shop Follow-Up men, whom we call the

"eyes of production."

The flu epidemic has taken quite a toll

in our "family." JIMMIE NEWMAN,
JOHNNIE BROOKS, TEDDIE VIZZINI and
HOWARD SMITH have all lost time on ac-
count of that "nasty ol' flu bug." We are

happy to see them back at work.

Anniversary congratulations are in line

for GREGORY GURBACH, our "outer panel
man," who will celebrate his first wedding
anniversary on February 14th. Well, the first

year is always the toughest, Greg. Now you
can relax and look forward to many more.
May you and Maxine always be very happy.

JOHNNY CRAMER, who is Shop Follow-

Up on "the hottest thing on wings" (and
we don't mean you, Johnny), also celebrates

a wedding anniversary on February 1 5. Con-
gratulations to you, too, Johnny.
We would like to wish a happy wedding

anniversary to DON SAUL, too. Don has re-

cently been given a medical discharge from
the Army, where he spent about a year serv-

ing his country well. This is Don's third

wedding anniversary. Many more happy an-
niversaries to you and the lady, Don.

Mr. BROTHERTON, one of our newest
members, who at present is working in Sheet
Metal Detail booth, will celebrate his 27th
anniversary on February 17. Gee, that's a

long time, and you and the missus really

deserve congratulations!

Birthday greetings go to ACE KNOWLES
on February 18th, and Mrs. KATE WEEKS
on February 25th. Belated birthday greet-

ings go to Mrs. ALICE SWITZER, who works
on Spares, and KATHLEEN SHAMBERGER.
We're very sorry to have missed your birth-

days, but we sincerely hope you have many
more happy ones!

We are happy to see that MARGARET
MARTIN is back with us again after a leave

of absence of five weeks. Welcome back,
Margaret.

We've stumbled upon the fact that we
have two "swoon-crooners" in our midst.

DALTON BAKER, Shop Follow-Up, and J.

L. "TUBBY" DAWSON of Production Con-
trol are members of the Ryan Glee Club.

Come on, boys, give out with some jive dur-
ing our lunch period. We want to see whether
or not you can really make the gals swoon.
You really don't have that starved look yet,

but ... ?

It seems that some of our boys—ROSS
EASLEY, SID SMITH, BOB LANE, JOHNNY
CRAMER and FRED STEPHANSON—took
a little fishing trip to Otay Lake recently

(and we do mean a tittle trip) . Three whole
fish were caught and a few wagers were
won. Fred caught the first fish, Ross the
largest one, and Sid the smallest. Hmmm,
we wonder what happened to Bob's and
Johnny's fish? It seems the only thing that

Johnny ever caught was Bob's hat. Every
time he cast his line, off came Bob's hat.

They both spent most of their time unwind-
ing their lines from each other's neck. Some
fishermen! Better stick to building airplanes,

boys. Anyway, we know you did have lots

of fun, and better luck next time!
I, GINNY, wish to add a small note (with-

out Doots' knowledge) that I know you'd
all like to hear. DOOTS went bowling last

night and scored a net 220 and was awarded
a medal. Not bad, huh?
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New Executive Appointments

R. Jack McAfee, who joins Ryan as

Assistant to the Vice-President in

charge of manufacturing. McAfee for

the last four years has been with Con-
solidated, coming here from their Fort-

Worth branch. Prior to his work with

them, he covered South America and
Mexico as engineering representative

on diesel engines.

Mel Thompson, who has been promoted

to the position of Assistant Contract Ad-
ministrator. Under Thompson's author-

ity come the activities of Contract Ad-

ministration, Contract Readjustment,

Priorities and Statistics, Airplane Serv-

ice, Office Service and Automotive

Service.

Whispers From Final Swingsters
by U and Me

miss

ing

Well, here it is February. That could re-

mind us of Valen'ines—and that could re-

mind us of the Fourth War Bond Cam-
paign. Wouldn't a bond be a nice Valentine

to give? Millions of our men are facing the

gunfire of the enemy; thousands will per-

ish for the preservation of liberty and free-

dom.
When it comes lunch time, how we do

familiar faces from the other build-

That is the way it is in this, our

'friendly organization." When you are ab-

sent the rest of us miss you greatly, and

we know you wouldn't be away if some-

thing wasn't wrong. So we hope you are

back soon. It is nice to pull together.

You will be missed, SIDNEY WILSON,
when you leave for that operation on your

foot. A speedy comeback is our wish. . . .

After playing about for'y games, Final

Assembly won four in a row over the Ten
Pins at Hillcrest. ... We would like to

welcome SARAH UNDGRUN, GEORGIA
ELLIS and ALBERT WILSON. We hope you

will like working with us. . . . Sorry to see

PEGGY MENTEL leave us to go to Michi-

gan. Isn't it cold back there? Don't stay

too long.

Uncle Sam called two good men this week

from our department, when JOE SCHARFF
went 10 the Marines and JIM STUCK to the

Army. Needless to say, we will miss you

and will be wishing you success. . . .
Glad

to have DON MUELLER, a four-hour boy

with us. These boys are doing so much to

help in the short time they have. . . .

BESSIE ANGiUS is back on the job after

being out with her sick mother. It's good

to have you back, Bessie. . . . BILL MOR-
TENSON leaves us for awhile to be with

his father, who is very ill in Arizona. Our
thoughts are with you, Bill. . . . JEN-
NETTE came back from her vacation so full

of pep she tackled a rivet squeezer. Ah,

such a sore thumb. Moral: eat spinach or

Wheaties. . . . We missed you, HOR-
TENCE, but hope you had a nice vacation.

. . . Received a letter from one of our stcck

chasers, KENNY RUSH, who is in the Navy.

He is fine, and wants you guys and gals

to know he thinks of you.

KATIE MORRISON warns us to remind
clerks when you hand them a 1en-dollar bill.

Could be short-changed. She was. . . .

HARRIET HAYDEN, VIVAN FLICK and a

gentleman who sits in the preacher's box
had a date with a dentist. If you don't be-

lieve it, look. . . . Isn't that Ryan emblem
stunning on those caps? If you could see

yourselves as others see you, you would feel

proud. They look grand.

EDDIE ROGERS they say may go down
Arkansas way to retire. Good southland. That
other fine fellow in the tool crib, ART
SKINNER, must have a good brand of cigars

he smokes rest periods. He can spin joke

after joke. More power to you. A man who
makes another smile does not live in vain.

CLARENCE ROPER can say the nicest

things about Oklahoma. Wonder if that

kindly smile grew on him down there?

Nurse McCLAIN is a grand person. She

makes us look good as new after a patch

here and there. But say that "merth" in

merthiolate sounds like mirth. But it doesn't

do it?

Several are getting so much good out of

the blueprint reading class here at the plan 1-

,

room 292, Monday, Wednesday, Friday

afternoons 1 :45 to 3:45. How about joining.

It's free and Mr. Kerr the teacher knows his

stuff, say those who have studied with other

teachers. Come on— beginners too.

We mentioned in the last issue 1hat a cer-

tain party was going about with a sad face.

It seems she did something about it. Re-

cently she met a staff sergeant of the Army.
Now she sees him frequently, and could it

be love?

GLENN is still out. He came back for

one day and had to leave again. That flu

seems so hard for him to shake off. We
hope you will be back soon to stay. . . .

NAOMI was out and showed us how the

dentist treated her. What she will know
about soup before this is over! Her boy in
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Downtown Frame-Dp
by Willie Jessup

It seems as if everyone has been such
good children these last few weeks, I can't

find any dirt to tell on them.
I do want to apologize to Nordis Gibson,

Kermit Sheetz and our one and only

Bill Jones for not mentioning their names
for being at the party. We enjoyed their

company, and wish they could be with us

more often.

Instead of the usual frame-up, I'm dedi-

cating a poem written by Marilu Blakey to

all the "Ryan Employees." I hope they will

all be with us in "Back the Attack" for the

4th Bond Drive, and I'm sure they will.

WILLIE JESSUP.

"BACK THE ATTACK"
Something new has been added
In the line of employment,
Every day we have concerts

For our applicants' enjoyment.

We are close to the Plaza,

And our windows are large,

So we hear of all the doings

Of the Fourth War Loan "Barge."

Our applicants sometimes
Become a bit tired

So we just raise the window
And—"It's fun to be hired."

For the bands are inspiring

And stir every heart

To sign up with Ryan
And help do their part.

No one else in the world

Ever hopes to play

Like our sailor boys' band
When it's "Anchors Aweigh."

And our Leathernecks, too,

Unequalled in vim,

Make us stop where we are

As they play the "Marine's Hymn."

It's an all-out affair,

And we've all got to fight

With our dimes and our dollars,

Our strength and our might.

So we'll "Back the Attack,"

We're all in the ranks,

We'll all buy more bonds,

We'll all help the Yanks.

blue was ordered destination unknown. . . .

Did you see those pictures taken over at

MIKES? JUNE RISSO looked so jolly in

curlers. She couldn't believe it. . . . We
sure miss you since you have been trans-

ferred to the other building. Hope your

father, MARION, will not be ill long. . . .

Speaking of snaps again, didn't MILDRED
and BEULAH look good in their Sunday best?

But, Mildred, why the nose so high. . . .

CECIL is going to leave for inspection. Good
luck to you, and we hope you like it. . . .

We would not fail to welcome the following

new folks: DAVID BRAMBLE, M. V.

TUCKER, RUTH DAVIS, E. K. S1TTS, A. C.

EMMERT, D. M. SHORT, J. V. MARTIN,
D. S. CALIHON, MICKY SLINGER, E. A.

GIBSON and V. H. FULTON. We are glad to

have you with us. Hope your efforts will

make us proud of you.

MILDRED CAMPBELL was heard to say

she just felt she should work Sunday even

though a show would be nice. Her husband
is "out there," and maybe they would just

need that extra part she helped to put out

Sunday for that plane "out there." That's

fine, Mildred. That is the spirit we have

here.



Manifold Dispatching
by Marian Schumacher

Every Friday night (after payday) HAP
ATHERTON invites his hard-working asso-

ciates out for a friendly liitle game of pool;

it must be a profitable business for Hap, be-
cause you can always hear the jingle of his

winnings on Saturday morning. It is no small

wonder, though, when you see him spring

those surprise attacks on JIMMY EDGIL's
"shootin' arm" just a few hours before a

game.

RAY "AIR CORPS" SANDERS created

a new cause for a bet with his interest in

the armed forces. However, it has become
more than interest now, and we're still up
in the air wondering. What is your bet:

will he be a cadet? Or will he stay right

here?

About three years ago, R. C. MUSGROVE
(the initials stand for Robert Charles) left

Miss'ssippi and joined the U. S. Marines
to get into the big fight. Cpl. Musgrove
spent much of that time in the South Pa-
cific area, and says it was "all right, but
it takes a good man to 'take it'." Well, my
guess is that he is good enough, especially

so in fighting, as he is a welterweight Golden
Gloves boxer, winning eleven figh's out of

thirteen. The two defeats were by the same
opponent. TRAVIS HATFIELD, from Per-

sonnel, is his manager.

That swing session, presented by the
"Manifold Melodiers" during the lunch hour
a couple of weeks ago, was very good en-
tertainment and it was evident that everyone
liked it. I hope someone will promote a re-

turn engagement soon. Two of our dispatch-
ers were part of the orchestra. Of course,
all of you recognized JIMMY WHITFIELD,
that ace drummer of San Diego, and DICK
SWINK, doubling on tenor sax and clarinet.

Dick has been playing since he was eight
years old, when he began violin lessons.

Just in case he doesn't have an instrument
around, he can always rely on his voice as
a substitute.

The dispatching unit in Drop Hammer
was recently annexed to Manifold Dispa'ch-
ing. This group incudes DOLLEE JACK-
SON and WILLIAM P. BALDWIN on the
first shift, HERMAN MORTON on second,
and BEN NEALEIGH on third. We also ex-
tend a welcome hand to PAT SPEAR, an
authentic pre-war San Diegan.

Incidentally, if any reader has a spare
alarm clock, I'm sure BILL HOTCHKISS
could use it. I believe that Bill worries so

much about getting to work on time that

he frequently puts his unsigned time card in

the box immediately after clocking in. You
can't make any money that way, Bill!

I would like to have someone from the

Second Shift volunteer to take up half the

space of this column, or at least supply me
with any little bits of news concerning the

Swing-Shifters.

Best wishes to GLENDA HOSTER, who is

wearing a "third-finger, left-hand" diamond
now. I don't know how soon the big day
is, but we wish you luck.

fooling Promotions Made

H. F. Wallen steps up to fill the posi-

tion of General Supervisor of Tool Plan-
ning and Design left vacant by the pro-

motion of Paul Sauter. Wallen for-

merly was Foreman of the Tool Room.

Appointed to the newly-created position

of Assistant Tooling Superintendent is

Paul Sauter, who formerly was Super-
visor of Tool Planning and Design.

Librarg Lore
by Dorothy Elder

Current Events, Callers and Quotations in the Library

KAY LARKIN—Bringing in blueprints!

Mr. OFENSTEIN—Asking for Aero Digest!

Ordering data—for CAPTAIN LEO!
RAY PYLE and VICTOR SKOGLUND:

"Any word yet?"
EDNA, CATHERINE and Mrs. NICOL

from Inspection with their green receiving

reports!

MORTON BRAVERMAN: "What do you
have on bushings?"

Eternal grief with Mr. WOOD and our

specifications!

FRED THUDIUM, across the aisle: Heck-
ling!

Headache: Looking for prints in the Power
Plant Group!

BILL OTEY: "Has Modern Plastics come
in yet?"

BILL WILLIAMS, at

"Anything good to read?"
JACK EDMONDS, with

to the steel files: "How r

we move these files, Dorothy?"
VICTOR ODIN: "The Fafnii

please!"
SCHUYLER WHITNEY: "My book is

overdue, Mrs. Elder!"

the noon hour

a measuring eye
Tuch farther can

catal*

AMY STEVENS: Too thrilled over the news
of her husband to ask for information co-
herently!

VIRGINIA PIXLEY: "I'll find it, Dottie,

just give me a little time!"

MAXINE LITTLEFIELD.thumbing through
the NACA files: "How are you this morning,
Mickey?" "More or less."

BOB FINSTAD: Always a welcome caller

on Fridays!

BERNIECE McCAUSLAND, reports in her
hand: "More work for you, Mrs. WALKER!"
EMMA JEAN SUMMERVILLE, with an

armful of specifications!

FRANK THORNTON: "Hello, Shorty!"

SALLY from the Lab: "How are the ra-

nunculas growing in your garden, Dot?"

AL CROOKS' reply to librarian's plea for

more files: "Where haven't I heard that be-
fore?"

Chorus from the masses: "Could we bor-

row your typewriter?"

Echo from EARL KOPS: "How about a
stool, pigeon?" to Mrs. BROCK, bringing

in a new draftsman!!

Cafeteria News
by Potsu

Those two extra gray hairs that you see

on genial JEAN BOVET's head are caused

by those pre-whistle rallies around the cof-

fee stands at the rest periods. Incidentally,

folks, the problem is really getting serious.

First sessions of the separate first and
second shift employee cafeteria committees
were held and many constructive suggestions

were offered. Orchids to fhe committee mem-
bers, for the swell job they are doing.

On leave of absence from the cafeteria

staff are Mrs. BEATRICE BROWN, called to

Minneapolis by the serious illness of her hus-

band. NILA WASHAM is attending a family

reunion occasioned by her brothers leaving

for military service.

Strange doings . . . how come cafeter-

iaites have birthday parties when no one
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n Panz
has a birthday? Anyway, it's a good excuse
to have a nice get-together.

Pretty swell looking, those new caps worn
by all of the women employees in the cafe-

teria. Feathers should be added for BESSIE
HAMILTON and NILA WASHAM, who are

sporting one-year service pins. They were
both formerly in the factory.

Can't help but notice the friendly, helpful

attitude of the personnel. It's a pleasure to

spend our money with you. Nice going,

everyone. The new canopy awning is cer-

tainly appreciated. Now let 'er rain! Little

by little, bit by bit, we are getting a cafe-

teria deluxe.
Incidentally, did anyone notice the very

unusual—and very attractive—safety pin

necklace that one of the cafeteria girls was
wearing the other day?



Tattling in Tooling

<fU*NEL/
THE PASSING OF PILFER

Hating to let even so unsubstantial a

friendship drop, I became acutely worried

when a number of months passed by and I

had no word of Pilfer himself. My worry

reached considerable proportions when I

drove up to his ranch and found it converted

into a Convair modification plant. Forthwith

I hired two famous detectives, Ellery Queen
by name, and gave them carte blanche to

discover the whereabouts of this unpredict-

able creature.

Their reports, sent in daily by carrier pig-

eon, were truly amazing. I learned that Pil-

fer had gone to work as consultant for the

West Streamlined Oxcart Co., that he had
left this position soon after and had joined

a firm of concrete ship manufacturers. From
them his trail led to a submarine manufac-
turing company; thence to Detroit, where
for a few weeks he had helped design tanks.

Leaving that firm, he was next reported in

the employ of the Baldwin Locomotive Com-
pany. There his trail vanished into—how
shall I say it?—into thin air.

I pondered the sheaf of reports and tried

to fit them into some pattern, to give them
some meaning. There was no apparent con-

tinuity in his choice of work, no geographical

connection. Then suddenly the notion struck

me: he was trying to get as far away from
the airplane as possible—trying one firm

after another in hope of avoiding his chosen
and crowning profession. But why?

I said that the trail ended at the locomo-
tive works. Not strictly true. The trail ended
forever in a little mining town in Florida,

where he was apparently in charge of the

mineralogical laboratory. I saw a report in

the paper stating that a Dr. E. Pilfer had
been killed in an explosion of undetermined
origin. I obtained a California passport and
rushed immediately to Florida, arriving one
cold rainy morning. I was told by officials

of the mining company that the entire lab-

oratory had been demolished by a tremen-
dous blast, and that nothing was left of the

good professor but his superorbital ridges

and two dental cavities (one bicuspid and
one incisor) .

Sorrowful at heart, I took his pitiful re-

mains back to California, and had them
interred with honors befitting the Great Man
of Modern Aviation. To the local papers
I gave out the news that he had been killed

while on the threshold of discovering the

secret of releasing sub-atomic energy; ac-
tually, I feel, the dear absent-minded old

man had held a match too close to one of

those rather potent highballs of his. The
death had been appropriate and swift.

Great tributes were paid him at the

funeral. A delegation of Nobel laureates

from Cal Tech laid a floral wreath twelve
feet tall on his grave, with "Good Luck Old
Pal" spelled out in orchids; I mysc'f brought
a bouquet of immortelles; and a dozen tots

from the Cajon Valley School intoned the
sad measures of "Pistol Packin' Mama" as

we put him to rest.

Since then, the days have been unquiet
and brooding, and I have fallen prey to fits

of melancholy. Like Brother Juniper, I am
eaten by curiosity about Pilfer, the inner

man. Why did he die? And why was he

by Mary and Kay

What is more hilarious than waking up in

the morning to find yourself in the bureau
drawer because someone forgot to tell you
that the furniture had been moved? Well,

it isn't quite that bad, but we have discov-

ered an habitual furniture mover in our
department. Each morning is a guessing
game as to where fate will have us seated
when we arrive. Aside from the furniture

we have noticed o'her important changes.
H. F. WALLEN is the new Supervisor of

Tool Planning; and the former supervisor,

PAUL SAUTER, is now Ass't Superintendent.

Sporting a shiny sparkler on her third

finger, left hand, was none other than my
co-partner, MARY LA RUE. The lucky boy—PETE JAEGER, of Tooling Department.
JIM McMANUS, Tool Design, also an-
nounced his engagement recently to a Con-
solidated lassie. Can this be June in Janu-
ary?

Our column would be incomplete if we
didn't have a few new people to introduce

to you. IVA WILLIAMS, GLEN HUFF,
EDITH SANDS, WILLIAM MORROW,
FRANK SKALA, BUD HIGGS, KENNETH
CUSHMAN, CATHERINE HOLLENBECK and
JUNE HUNTER make up our list for this

issue; and we hope that they enjoy being
here as much as we enjoy having them.

What young lady after working late one
afternoon proceeded to wait for a half hour
on the corner before she realized that her

ride had gone home several hours earlier?

Could it be that you were thinking of "the

one" over there, DARLENE?
Things we hear: CHARLIE PARNELL giv-

ing with the hot licks at Ratliff's. WALT
LEITNER is back from his wintry vacation

in Chicago. It was a baby girl, Linda Jane,

for ELEANOR EGOLF January 4th.

The gals in this department got together

for a farewell party Wednesday, January
19th, with LA VERNE MOORE as guest of

honor. It began with putting on the feed

bag at a local grub shop—later a movie

—

and finally ended up over chocolate malts

with everyone expressing her sincere regrets

at having to sever friendship with such a

swell gal. A super time was had by all, and
we really should have more get-togethers in

the future.

When you're six, the chicken-pox is a
series of clucking tones of sympathy from
Mother; when you're sixteen and the

chicken-pox strikes, it's a good excuse for

cutting classes; but when you're out of your

teens, the chicken-pox is a downright nui-

sance, and a great source of embarrassment.
Ask the guy who has it—PAUL CHANEY.

Notes From Dawn Workers
by Ralph Geist

Big news of the Third Shift is the transfer

in the personnel of Small Parts. For months
Small Parts ran three full shifts, making
an enviable production record on the Third

Shift. Many workers have been transferred

now to Manifold Assembly, Sheet Metal
and other departments. We of Third Shift

welcome you to the Sunrise Group at the

east end of the building.

Welcome back to Third Shift are bumpers
J. W. "DANNY" DANNEVIK and "BILL"
OXLEY, Dannevik coming from Second
Shift and the latter from First Shift. Bill

is one of the "Copenhagen" boys. 'Snuff

said. . . . Mrs. JOANNE M. BELL, in

Tack and Trim, has returned "home again"
from Second Shift. "Jo" lost one son at

Pearl Harbor, has three sons in overseas

service, and cares for three grandchildren at

her home during the day. Orchids to Joanne
Bell.

"NICKY" GOLDEN and HELEN FOGEL-
SONG, arc welders, and H. E. WALTON,
assembly man on the B-29, are with us,

coming in from "Swing" shift.

Leaving the employ of Ryan for the uni-

form of the WACs is our BARBARA
"BOBBY" JONES.

During lunch period from 4:30 to 5 a.m.
hobby conversations run all the way from
cross-word puzzles (DWIGHT BEMENT,
MARY MILLER and RALPH GEIST, all three

past masters of the Queen's English) to the

raising of fancy poultry, authorities being

A. T. CURTIS, maintenance chief; DYKE
WARREN, leadman of sandblaster group;

OLEN HUDSON, third shift clerk, and
GEORGE LANE, gas welding leadman.
Then, too, there are the sky shooters, GOR-
DON JOHNS, chief of Small Parts; FRED
LETCHER and JACK DENNIS, who go after

wild ducks—and we learn that some of

the ducks fail to fall to the ground. Why,
Gordon?

Letter from Private First Class "JUNIOR"
KRAUS, ex-heat treat man, now at Lawson
Field, Ft. Banning, Ga. "Junior" was one
of Ryan's top-flight golfers and an accordi-

onist with the Ryan Entertainment Unit.

Mrs. HELEN KOLO, gas welder, leaves for

her home in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Febru-
ary first, an "A" welder, and plans to

continue her work back there.

Mrs. PEARL WHITCOMB is back on her

job at sandblast after being very ill for

some weeks. We're all glad to see you back,

Mrs. Whitcomb.

heard to cry "Rosebud!" just before the

blast? I think his secrets have gone off this

planet with him, and we are the poorer. The
sea-winds of California will blow forever

over that high sunlit promontory where he is

buried, and we shall never again have the

equal of those pure exuberant bursts of

mediocrity that constitute his life-work.

History records that the Pilfer line first

came to prominence with that moody knight,

Sir Lemminkainen Pilfer, who in the reign

of Eldred the Meanie discovered the secret
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of Excalibur: that the sword in the stone

was really in a bayonet mount—which sec-

ret was written down so that one day Arthur
might push the sword back slightly, give it

one-quarter turn counter-clockwise, with-
draw it, and thus become King of England.

Likewise history records this moment when
the Pilfer line ends, illustrious to the last,

with Euthanasius Pilfer. Let us remember
him in the touchingly fitting words cut into

his tombstone:
NO DOGS ALLOWED AT LARGE



Chin Music
by

Herman
Martindale

Was reading the other day about the

Serman general who, to install fear in his

-nen, while fighting in Italy, told them they

were up against some tough fighters, calling

rhe Americans "Dose tough fighters from
Dexas."

This in turn brings us io a new addition

o our group from Texas. When I asked

Tim if he had any brothers in the service,

ie smiled and said, "Sure, a few." His

nother is Mrs. H. J. Brown of San Diego,

ihe is a special service mother with six

;ons in the service.

Here are the service boys: Pvt. Willie

3rown (Inf.), somewhere in the Southwest
3acific; Pfc. Howard Brown (Inf.) c/o
3ost Office, New York; PFC Paul Brown
(Air Corps), Camp Campbell, Ky.; PFC
vleal Brown (Air Corps), Majors Field,

rexas; David Brown, PhM 3 c, USN. Camp
'endleton, Calif.; Pvt. Joe Brown, Signal

Zorps, Army Air Base, New Orleans.

Besides these, serving our country are

wo more sons, a daughter and a son-in-law
lere at Ryan. HALMER O. BROWN, Mani-
;old second shift; JOHN E. BROWN, in
: inal Assembly first shift; HELEN BUTLER
n Wing Assembly second shift, and A. R.

SUTLER, who is shop steward in Manifold.

With six sons in the service, two more
]nd a daughter on the production line, I

hink Mrs. Brown has much to be proud of.

Not long ago J. C. DYKES left us and
vent back to Texas. Recently he showed
jp on the job again and this is the way he
explained it to me: "Well, I quit Ryan and
vent back to Texas. While I was there 1

jot a Christmas card from my son, who
s in the Air Corps in England. I figured with

he coming invasion he was doing to need
;ome help. We need planes—so here I am.

BENNIE MARTINEZ left us and is going
"iome to Denver because of his wife's health.

We hate to see you leave and we'll miss

/ou, Bennie. Best of luck.

DOROTHY RUSH and MARY MIS-
ALZY handle the small parts on PT-22
nd are doing an efficient job.

LYNN BLACKBURN was a happy man a

hile back enjoying a visit from his son,

eoman Bob Blackburn, on leave after

rving in the Pacific for fourteen months.
Our leadman, DAVE WHITTIER, has a

n in the Navy also, so you can see why
keeps things moving.
This is a letter I received from a Moron
end of mine:
ar Mr. Moron:
I sit myself down to type you a le'ter,

th pen in hand—pardon the pencil. I

n't live where I lived before because I

lived where I live now. When you come
i see me you can ask anyone where I live

qt no one knows. I am sorry we are so

together.

Ve are having more weather this year
t(n last. My aunt Mildred died and is

g fine. Hope you are the same,
am mailing you a coat by express. I

cl off the buttons to make it lighter. They
al in the pockets. Sincerely,

SOMEBODY ELSE.

Brother of Gerry Wright—secretary to Mr. Barton—and son of Mrs. D. M. Wright of
Airplane Dispatching, is Bill Wright, Yeoman 1 c of the U. S. Coast Guard. Bill has
been stationed in Seattle for about a year.

Stationed at a British Post in Arabia is Flight Officer Bill Boyd, whose parents are Ada
Boyd in Manifold Small Parts and William Boyd in Manifold Development.

Pfc. Joseph Bennett of the Paratroopers is the son of Frances Bennett working
chine Shop. Bennett is now stationed at Fort Benning, Georgia.
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Slim 4 Plckin'i
by SLIM COATS

m

Slim, now travelling service representa-

tive dashed this out while en route from

Los Angeles to Chicago on a United Air

Lines plane.

Dear, dear Emily Post:

I am probably outraging Chapters 4 to

6, inclusive, of your etiquette by writing

you without ever having met you, but some-

thing that came through the mail yester-

day upset me tremendously.

It was a copy of your wartime supple-

ment to etiquette, listing certain details

which must be adjusted to wartime situa-

tions. I was going along quite happily until

your autographed booklet arrived. Soldiers,

sailors, marines, waves, wacs and spars

nodded to me in a friendly manner. I hadn't

realized how I had been blundering around

in my relations with members of the armed

forces until my large violet eyes fell on your

latest effort to keep us all ladies and gentle-

men.

Now, much to my horror, I know that the

smiles the armed forces gave me were pat-

ronizing ones—ones that understandingly

recognized the fact that a dolt is a dolt, and

to make a silk purse out of a sow's ear is

child's play as compared to making a proper

wartime host out of a Coats.

Take your paragraph on how to invite

soldiers to your home. Until I read it, Miss

Emily, I just always bumped into a soldier

on the street and said, "Hey, what about

coming home with me and having a drink

and a bite to eat?"

Now I know how gauche I was. I won-

der why some soldier didn't pop me in the

eye and say, "Listen, Buddy, don't you know

no better than to expend an invitation in

such a manner?"

You make it so clear. There must be peas-

ant blood in my family or I would have

thought about the approach you suggested

myself. May I quote you? If you haven't

the say-so, let Funk & Wagnalls sue me.

Here's what you say about asking strange

soldiers into your home:

"If you don't know any soldiers person-

ally, the proper procedure is to go to the

director of the USO or the morale officer

of the camp and tell him what you have

in mind. It might be helpful to leave a writ-

ten memorandum such as this: 'Mr. and Mrs.

John Brown, 24 Town Road, dinner for four

soldiers every Thursday evening. Mr. Brown

is associate editor of the Ryan Flying Re-

porter.' This shows that he would be in-

teresting to men who like to talk or listen.

Or, if you and your husband have a good

collection of records—symphonic or oper-

atic or swing—or if you play or sing parts

in a quartet, say so. In other words, tell

them what your special interest or hobbies

are. You might also make a note of your

Southern or New England or any other spe-

cial style of cooking."

Now, Miss Emily, you can see my plight.

If I leave my name as Mr. and Mrs. John

Brown even a ranger, with all his studies

in map reading, won't be able to find my

home. I've used a lot of names in my life,

but John Brown isn't one of them.

Too, I've never been editor of the Ryan

Reporter. Not that I wouldn't like to be.

I'd like to be editor of anything so I could

do the editing and I could do the writing.

Also, if 1 tell a soldier that my wife and I

are half of a good quartet, I'll be lying. We
both sing in a monotone and don't know

anything newer than "Drifting Along on

Moonlight Bay."
As for the cooking in our home, we are

one of the few families that take pot luck

three times a day, and on the following day

we have the left-overs from pot luck. To

say our cooking is Southern is to libel the

Confederacy, and to call it New England

style is to make a Cabot whirl and spin in

his grave. Our cooking comes pretty close

to being pseudo-Gothic.

Now, Miss Emily, how many soldiers

would I get to come to our house if I fol-

lowed your advice and left a note like this

with the USO?
"Mr. and Mrs. Slim Coats, two flights up

in a garage apartment, dinner for four sol-

diers every Thursday if they can eat it. Mr.

Coats, no editor of nothing, will talk most

of the evening. No phonograph. No radio.

And, boys, we can't sing."

Later from above the clouds

between Chicago and Denver.

Most of us have been unable to figure out

why the OPA banned the second pair of

pants with a suit. Just think of the extra

pockets Morgenthau could have had his

hands in.

Military experts now find that a perfectly

erect posture isn't conducive to health. This

would seem to hold true, particularly of

the boys in fox holes.

Goebbels is reported to be suffering from

stomach trouble. That's what happens when

you are compelled to eat your words.

So Frank Sinatra now has a program of

his own. As far as I'm concerned he always

has had. I just hope Sinatra's baby will

not be visited by the sings of it's father.

(Get it?)

"What did you get for Christmas that

wasn't cardboard?" a youngster asks in a

recent cartoon. We were just about to

mention our Christmas cigars. On second

thought, however, we aren't exactly sure.

Secret improvements in American anti-

aircraft guns have boosted their fire range

ceiling. This is sure to make the Axis

bombers soar.

The labor shortage in Hollywood is so

acute they're hiring women "yes" men.

A headline in Chicago News says, "Three

saw out of county jail." What happened,

did they wash the windows?

Famous Last Words—
Well, I'll give you credit for trying to

sing, anyway . . . And that, my dear, is all

there is to it. . . . This ice is safe enough.

That noise you just heard was a pressure

crack. . . . It's just as easy for you to

hang them up as for me to have to be

forever picking them up. ... I apologize.
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MORE ABOUT

RYANITES OF THE
YEAR

(Continued from page 8)

Silver medals went to C. L. Baker, Ruth

Wilkinson, James Lassetter, Harold E. Ingle,

Dell Kirk, Jiulio Orlando, George Sherman,

S. C. Wayte and Maurice S. Clark.

Bronze awards were received by Benjamin

A. Boeh, Bob Swinehart, N. E. Newton,

Harry H. Park, Louis Nicot, Dean Brogan,

Samuel Halley and Elizabeth Sorenson.

Certificates of Merit were presented to

L. E. Syrios, Albert G. Britton, Win Alder-

son, C. F. Brown, E. E. Mayberry, H. R.

LaFleur, Harry S. Wisner, Jr., Glenn E.

Murphy, John S. Howell, George Shirkey,

M. W. Young, M. V. Moyer and George

Earl Vaughan.

Hot Air From Manifold
by Evelyn Duncan

Looks like another deadline has rolled

right under my nose while I wasn't looking

—and it catches me almost speechless. You

can't really expect much of a girl just after

her husband has shipped out, though. But

you can expect to see more of EVELYN
DUNCAN around the plant because now

that he is gone her only desire is to do

more so that the Marines may soon come

sailing back—and bring the soldiers and

sailors with them.

You know it isn't just a blast of hot air

when I say that Manifold has some real

music makers. And crooners! If we didn't

hove a vital war job to do, we girls might

do a little swooning. Only our job demands

"All Or Nothing At AH" on "Sunday, Mon-

day and Always." (Couldn't we write a swell

story using the titles of songs only?)

FRED SANDERS has been promoted to

leadman over collars in Department 14.

Congratulations, and more power to you,

Fred.

Won't someone tell us why SCOTTY DERR

is so quiet la*ely?

RUTH VERRET from Louisiana is doing

her part here in Manifold while her husbanc

does his in North Africa.

GEORGE PEGLIN seems to have quite c

bit of trouble with his car. If it isn't a fla

tire, it's an empty gasoline tank. That'

nothing new these days, though, George.

WILMA SCHOENWALD is no longer wit

us. She preferred to keep house and rais

a family to the rush of the factory. LADDI

KREGLI is leaving us, too, for life on

farm back in Nebraska. RUTH McELRO
has left to care for her mother, who fell ar

broke her ankle. We hope she will soon r

okay so that Ruth will be back with us agi
ri

ETHA MARSHALL has also left us.
, (

Poor KENNY is still waiting for a r /

arrival. Cheer up, fellow, it won't be Icj

now.
JOE RODERICK should be a good can

for someone. He doesn't smoke or drii.

And that's something!

Eva PINNEY has been ill. She is our -

porter for the Tail Pipe department. Oh vs,

MARIE CARSON has a new helper in ?r

Department 14 reporting — pretty LIS

DAVIS. Guess I'd better make a mad ch

for it now before some of you mob meor

overheating the building with this hot ir.

So, Keep 'Em Flying!
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N. H. Edwards J. V. McCallister D. R. Owen
I

Donald Nelson

G. E. Christian M. J. Thompson P. H. Stillman A. G. Simpson
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Ernest Faber M. R. Sanchez

FIRST SHIFT LEADMEN

Ernest Faber, leadman in Wing Department.

J. J. Fromlath, welding leadman in line-up

section of Manifold Assembly.

G. E. Lawton, leadman in Machine Shop.

Joseph McCallisrer, leadman in tailpipe sec-

tion of Manifold Assembly.

J. B. Muse, leadman in Wing Department.

D. A. Nelson, leadman in Sheet Metal As-

sembly.

D. R. Owen, leadman in Final Assembly.

M. R. Sanchez, leadman of arc welding in

jig section of Manifold Assembly.

L. B. Smith, leadman in Drop Hammer.

SECOND SHIFT LEADMEN

Louis Arbuckle, leadman in Press Depart-

ment.

R. W. Brownyer, leadman in Wing Depart-

ment.

A. W. Dudley, leadman in Drop Hammer.

N. H. Edwards, leadman in Manifold Small

Parts.

W. L. Fannin, leadman in Sheet Metal As-
sembly.

L. E. Haffener, leadman of welding in pre-

jig section of Manifold Assembly.

A. G. Simpson, leadman of arc welding in

jig section of Manifold Assembly.

C. H. Starrett, leadman of welding in tail-

pipe section of Manifold Assembly.

P. H. Stillman, leadman in Sheet Metal As-
sembly.

H. A. Stone, leadman of gas welding in jig

section of Manifold Assembly.

Dave Whittier, leadman in Manifold Assem-
bly.

THIRD SHIFT LEADMEN

G. E. Christian, leadman of arc welding in

Manifold Assembly.

M. J. Thompson, leadman in Sheet Metal
Assembly Department.
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Australians Tour Ryan Plant

Well, it finally happened. The deadline

for the last issue passed me by before I

could even get my pen and ink out.

Have you been wondering why all the

dust flies around the department on Fri-

day? Well, that is the official clean-up day
for the factory. A committee makes the

rounds of the different departments grading

them for cleanliness. Our first grade—well,

we had better not say 'oo much about it.

We were caught with our dirt showing, so to

speak. Our grades are getting be'ter. Let's

all try to make our department the cleanest

in the new Final Assembly building.

If you have been wondering why that

man kept looking over your shoulder with

a stop watch in his hand, don't let it

bother you. He's a Time Study man check-
ing the time spent in building one outer

panel.

I personally would like to thank the Wing
Assembly gang for the nice presents that

I received for Christmas.

We are sorry that Christmas did not turn

out so well for BESSIE WHEELER. She was
in the hospital over the holidays with a

broken jaw received in an automobile acci-

dent. A collection was taken up and the

money sent to Bessie. We received a nice

letter of thanks. We hope to see you back
to work soon, Bessie.

JESS, is the Army really interested in buy-
ing your 1936 oil burner to use for making
smoke screens?

Do you remember, J.J. JOHNSON? Well,

for those who do, you may be interested to

know he is at Dodge City Army Airfield

in Kansas flying B-26 Marauders.

CONNIE SUCKER says that it took her a

year to make the catch, but she is now Mrs.

Chidester.

There seems to be some confusion about
E. SHUETT. I cannot find out for sure if

the woman he took out is a Wave, his

mother, or maybe both. He claims that she is

his mother.

The girl who has been walking through
Wing Assembly muttering something about
"Why doesn't it happen?" is LOIS ANDER-
SON. Lois is helping her brother-in-law
worry about the stork. That is, until she
got a phone call saying that it had hap-
pened. "It" is a boy weighing 8 pounds
1 4 ounces.

ERNIE FABER is the newest leadman on
the B-24 outer panel. His wife, "MICKEY,"
who recently quit to keep house for Ernie,

says hello to everybody.

J. MUSE was made leadman on the B-24
aileron.

IRENE HARRIS was proudly displaying a

one-thousand-dollar bond last week around
the department. TEX NORRIS thought
it was a new kind of ten-dollar bond. We
finally convinced him that the last two zeros

were dollars and not cents.

BILL CRONER is the newest leadman in

Wing Assembly.
ANN and LOIS are still wondering, as

they feebly limp around the department,
why riding horses want to trot all the time.

Left to right, looking over a manifold assembly jig are M. L. Lodge of Commonwealth
Aviation Corporation of Melbourne, Larry Boeing and Hayden Gordon of Ryan, and
A. J. Wilson also of Commonwealth

Here Boeing is pointing out features of the manifold line up jig operation to J. Fry,

D. Hutchings, M. L. Lodge and A. J. Wilson, all of Commonwealth. Mel Thompson
is looking on in the background. Other members of the Australian delegation were

R. H. Price and R. A. Slipper.

Find manifold Facilities Interesting
Visitors at the plant recently included a

party of six Australians, engineers and ex-

ecutives of Commonwealth Aircraft Corpora-
tion of Melbourne, Australia, who were par-

ticularly interested in our manifold pro-

duction and in our methods of tooling for

production.

The visiting Australians were intrigued

by the various employee accommodations
offered at Ryan, especially the cafeteria,
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the vending machines in the factory, and
the ten-minute rest periods. These are not

provided in Australian factories, where a

much more rigid control of personnel is

maintained. It is impossible for a worker

in the country "down under" to quit his

production job. If the worker quits by just

refusing to report for work, there's a six

months' imprisonment or 200-pound fine.

It's much cheaper to stay on the job.



Putt Putts

On Parade

^ by Millie Merritt

Production has picked up so much in the

last month that Transportation has been
just about the busiest little department in

the factory. We all are glad to see things

speeding up, because when Transportation

is busy more parts are being moved, and
more planes are rolling off the Production

Line.

Our girls are really pitching in and doing

their part. We have even been working
the past two Sundays. However, we are glad

to see things moving so fast and we enjoy

doing our part of this tremendous job.

Since I have learned to drive one of our

new Mobil if ts, I have no trouble getting the

people to clear the aisle so I can get through.

In fact, they usually run for cover when they

see me coming. After getting over my first

day's case of nerves, I don't mind driving it

at all. I will have to admit that I got stuck

in one place and had to call the Automotive
Service mechanic, RALPH GIFFIN, to come
and rescue me. The Mobilifts have certainly

helped us speed up the moving of trailers

and heavy boxes. Before, it took two men
to push a heavy trailer. Now it takes only

an operator, and the other man is free to

work on one of his many other important

jobs.

Some of the parts and material that the

girls have to haul on their trucks are apt

to be heavy and difficult to handle. At
times like these the girls call on you people

in the Dispatch Booths to lend a hand. We
really appreciate your cooperation in help-

ing us comply with company safety orders

regarding lifting. It's a safeguard for all.

Our gal, MARY PHILLIPS, has become so

capable at handling a Buda that she no
longer shies away from backing into tight

places. In fact, she crushed her finger while

backing into one of these spots, that we
all have to get into once in awhile. Well,

Mary, we hope it didn't hurt too much.
But don't let it happen again.

One of our prize employees is DAN
DELSO, who never misses a day and is

always busy. Dan manages to get all the

work, which has been a lot recently, done
before 4 P. M. We never hear a complaint
from him. We are proud of you, Dan, and
really appreciate the efforts that you are

putting into your work.

JENNIE GRIFFITH, night shift move girl,

has been transferred from our department
and is now working dayshift over in fabric.

Sorry to see you leave, Jennie, and sincerely

hope that you like your new job.

We also have a new employee on night

shift, Ruth E. White, formerly of Sheet
Metal. Good luck, Ruth, and we hope you
will like our department and enjoy working
with us.

Out in Auto-Service we have a whizz-
bang brother act. Keeping our company
cars, busses, bikes, scooters and other fac-

tory vehicles in good condition is quite a

job, but RALPH and LARRY GIFFIN, and

L. V. and JAMES CORLEY, aren't bothered
in the least. Good work, fellows.

Mr. R. C. BERG, night shift Transpor-
tation man, has set quite an example for the

rest of us. Out of the seven months that
he has been employed at Ryan he has been
absent only one night. Not only is Berg
very good in attendance, but a hard and
steady worker as well.

Hope you all enjoyed the newly organized
Ryan band, as much as we did, and we
are hoping to hear from them often and
soon. They are really solid jivers and help
to divert our minds from the toil of the

factory. The boys in the band say that it

is quite a task to set up their instruments
and play for an hour and a half, but maybe
if we give them more generous applause next
time it will lift their morale.

DOTTIE HALL was having a little bit of

trouble the other day. Dot had traded off

her regular Buda for another one, which,
incidently, didn't run very well. In fact it

didn't run, except at 10-minute intervals.

It ran for 10 minutes, then quit and Dottie

had to let it rest for another 10 minutes
in order to make it start again. Every time
I turned a corner, there sat Dottie, looking

so sad and forlorn, letting her Buda' cool.

You're a good sport, Dottie, and you'll have
to pardon us for laughing about it.

GLADYS SHAMBLIN, another night shift

move girl, has terminated in order to stay

home with her baby. You had a very good
reason to leave us, Gladys, but we regret

losing you.

Transportation will soon have four new
employees. Two on days and two on nights.

The volume of business has increased so

much that our present number of employees
are really unable to handle it all. We will

soon have our two Mobilifts and one more
Buda running, which will enable us to give

faster and more efficient service to all sta-

tions throughout the factory. We desire to

give all stations the best service possible

and with the increase in our force we will

be able to do this.

That's all, folks.

Machine Shop

by Dorothy Wheeler

Ethel Rut?er, who is secretary to Jim
Nookes, Comptroller, recently com-
pleted her second year at Ryan—two
years in which she'd never been absent

or tardy.
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N. F. NEWTON and JAMES MOORBY
are our two latest winners under the sug-
gestion box plan. Both men are to receive
bronze awards for their time-saving, scrap-
preventing contributions.

GLENN STRICKLAND, who has been ill

for so long, recently underwent a serious

operation. Although still quite ill, he is re-

cuperating.

RUTH GATES, who has been out on sick

leave, will be back on January 31st.

F. M. STEVENS, janitor on the day shift,

has been ill for nearly a month. Everyone
hopes he will soon be back, for his jolly na-
ture and hard-working ways are definitely

being missed.

Flash! Sudsy is better! What? you don't
know him? Why, he's WANETA SOUTHER-
LAND's little purr-machine—the cat who
caught the cat fever. She calls him Sudsy
because he's "tattle-tale gray."

Machine Shop has gained several new
members. On day shift there are IRENE
HOBBS, who was born and raised in Canada;
WANDA PAPINEAU, who came to us from
Experimental, and HAZEL AUDRITSH, who
hails from Michigan.
On second shift are JAMES COLEMAN

(he's single, girls) and JAMES HOLMES
(shucks, he's married) .

Formerly on the night shift, but now on
days, are ART WELLS, JIMMIE LOUTHER-
BACK and ROBBIE BRADSHAW. Robbie's
second shift friends presented her with two
surprise gifts—a beautiful crystal cake dish

and a nice hassock.

Recent vacationers were BERNARD BILLS,
LAWRENCE COLLY, JIMMIE LOUTHER-
BACK, EDNA "MOM" EASLEY and Mr.
CLARENCE HUNT, our foreman. Mr. DON
MILES, second shift foreman, stood-in on
first shift for Mr. Hunt, while BERNARD
BRUCE, our singing maestro, was in charge
of second shift.

To the colors has gone CALVIN MEL-
LISH. Wallop the Japs and Jerks one for us.

MARVIN TOOLEY, that genial and well-

liked second shift engine lathe operator and
layout man, is back from his leave.

Have you heard about the letters CON-
RAD ADAMS receives?—scented, so they

say, and delicately edged in blue.

And how about that tangled-up phone
number SALLY JOYAL gave her husband?
JOHN JACOBS has a brand - new

daughter-in-law and is really quite happy
about it. Those of us who have been for-

tunate enough to meet her agree she's tops.

There seems to be something on JESS
McCRAY's mind of late—something that's

haunting him or some fear that's dogging
his steps. Could it be that he's afraid of

receiving that certain protective gift from
his loyal but concerned friends in the drill

press and burr bench section?

Last of all is the "Beard." The owner
and cultivator of the adornment is BASIL
KELLEY. Moses would have grown green
with envy, Gable doesn't rate, and Sinatra's

swoon clubs have turned from the soulful

singer to that beard-bearing example of

all that's best in even a better place to

work.



Promotions

William "Bill" Truchan who last month

was promoted to the position of fore-

man of the Tool room.

W. J. Carter has been appointed assist-

ant foreman in the Tool Room in

charge of all cutter sharpening.

Sheet Metal
by Marge and Jean

The better half of this outfit (meaning

Marge) has taken a little vacation to go

back and visit her family in "Ye Olde Hills

of Montana." She asked me to tell all

of you day shifters that she would have a

bigger and better column next time to make
up for the complete loss of one today. I

know everyone hopes she has a nice trip

and we all will be glad to see her back.

Especially Me! !!

Has everyone heard about SAMUEL
JEROME PINNEY'S brand new horse? (Ha!)

His name is Choppo and he slipped right out

of our prize horseman's hands and ran

frolicking over the hills with Sam madly
chasing him. Finally, when our hero gave
up hope and went back to the barn, old

Choppo very calmly waltzed in to his stall.

No one seems to be having any babies or

weddings or vacations or anything—why
can't some of you lugs give out with a little

news. I always have to go back to my old

broken record, HUMP, who seems to be

the only one who does much of anything

interesting. His latest venture was a trip

to the snow where he supposed he could

be the star sled rider (or sumpin'). Maybe
our good old California snow isn't quite

the same as it is in Illinois, but Vernon, at

present, is taking applications for pupils!

Yes, anyone who would like to learn the fine

art of coming down a nice sloping hill in

a little bit of snow on their tummy, contact
V. E. HUMPHREY. This was supposed to

be a little exclusive, but I wanted everyone

to have a chance.
Our new, tall, and very purty girl, RUTH

WHITE, transferred to Transportation the

other day. What a break, fellows, and I

don't mean a good one. We have been
having so many transfers, new employees
and so forth that I couldn't really begin to

name all of them, but I do want to welcome
everyone to Sheet Metal. I hope you all

like it and will let Marge and I know of

anything interesting you would like to have
in print. We sure will be glad to have
material to write about.

Also, I want to take this chance to wel-

come back MARRIETTE KOHLER. She has
been off a few days recovering from an
injury. Hope you are feeling much better

Mrs. Kohler.

Last, but not least we hove a new girl

in the Sheet Metal Dispatch crib. She is

about five foot, two, eyes of blue, etc. Just

call her Tex!
Well, I guess "That's all brother"— (ex-

cerpt from "Tales by Terry Kell").—JEAN.

Manifold

Production

Control
by F. Marie Louden

Wave tfoec noticed

the two new Flying Reporter boxes

recently nstalled in the factory ? One

is located next to the suggcstic n box

by the tool cr b and the other in the

new fine 1 assembly building. Drop

your ads and Flying Reporter contri-

butions i 1 any of the three red. white

and blue boxes.

With rain beating down in torrents, boats

lashing against the pier, and lightning flash-

ing to make the clouds look like flaming

torches lighting the sky, I start on another

column. ( I ask you, could YOU write a

column with such conditions prevailing?)

BERT YOUNG's department was rather

tranquil for the past two weeks. Could it

be because of WINEMA ELLIS's trip to

New Mexico to visit her parents and

firends? She had a wonderful time and we're

glad she remembered to come back to dear

ol' Ryan.

H. G. HAYES, from Material Control, is

now working in our department. As you are

rather a small addition, only as far as stature

is concerned, H. G., we feel it our duty

to warn you of the dangers of the heavy

traffic in this department. We have thought

seriously of building a subway and a via-

duct to remedy the situation, but priorities

have prevented the completion of such an
ideal arrangement.

We welcome four lovelies into our de-

partment—all of whom hail from the East:
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ELEANOR WEEKLEY, a striking brunette
with brown eyes, from Gulfport, Mississippi.

Her opinion on the western so-called

"wolves" is, "The boys from the South are

much smoother." (Members of Stress Con-
trol, please note the above understatement.)
Eleanor was recently transferred to Per-

sonnel. We are disappointed that you didn't

stay with us, E.

ROBERTA O'DELL, a blue-eyed, dark-
haired southern miss from West Virginia,

says "that she hasn't been heah long

enough to tell whether she likes you-all,

but she thinks that she will."

As it isn't safe fooling with the Navy,
it might be best to leave CATHERINE
SMITH—a newcomer recently from San
Francisco—alone. That is, if one takes cog-

nizance of the Navy emblem she wears on
her lapel. A nice person to know, she

worked in the shipyards in S. F. before

she elevated herself into an aircraft plant.

She, like the other three, have the unusual
combination—brown hair with blue eyes.

The fourth addition to this department is

recently-married Mrs. ALICE BOLLERT.
(Her husband works right across the field

for the United Airlines.) Alice has had ex-

tensive training at schools in Chicago and
Oakland as a radio operator. Her job was
such at United Airlines before she came to

Ryan, but rules have it that husband and
wife may not work for the same company.
We're sorry about the rules, Alice, but glad

that you chose this place to work.

With these inadequate introductions, I

hope these girls find Ryon "the friendly

place to work" for which it is noted.



MORE ABOUT

SAM PINNEY
(Continued from Page 9)

Aero Industries Technical School, in fulfill-

ment of his long-standing ambition to learn

about airplanes. At the school he got to

know another ambitious young fellow named
Al Edmiston.

Sam's idea in taking the course was to

learn enough to go back to Seattle and get

a job with Boeing. But when he finished the

course he decided to visit his aunt in Na-
tional City before heading north again.

During the visit, he took a walk around
San Diego one day, and happened to notice

a humming little aircraft factory on Pacific

Boulevard called the Ryan Aeronautical

Company.
The year was 1939, and the company had

just received its first order to build a few
trainers for the Army. Sam wandered into

the yard—the outer gates weren't as closely

guarded in those peaceful pre-war days

—

and looked over the layout. There were sev-

eral Ryan planes in the yard, and the work-
ers were at lunch. He listened in, unob-
trusively, on a little of their talk.

He liked the looks of the people at Ryan,
and of the plant itself. "I got to thinking

that maybe I'd be better off in a small com-
pany, where I could do a lot of different

things, than in a big outfit where I might
be tied to the same bench for years," he

says. "So I decided to ask Ryan for a job."

Walter Locke, who was employment man-
ager in those days, hired him on the spot

and wanted him to go to work the same
afternoon. This was a litile too speedy for

Sam, but he did agree to come back the

following morning, and he has stayed ever

since.

The company was going hammer-and-
tongs on its Army contract, and for the first

six weeks Sam was working all seven days
a week and six evenings, with only Sunday
nights off. But he liked it. His job in the

sheet metal department was interesting,

his fellow workers were all the kind of men
he liked, and his friend Edmiston had also

landed at Ryan (where Ernie Moore promptly
dubbed him Ace because of his initials) .

It wasn't long before the company moved
across Lindbergh Field to its new plant, and
soon afterward Sam found himself on the

second shift, where he and two other men
comprised the entire Sheet Metal depart-

ment. "We ran our own stuff through the

punch presses, brakes, and everything," he
remembers. "Whenever we needed a part,

we got some metal and made it up."

After about three months, when the de-
partment had doubled, the foreman stopped
at his bench one day and told him "From
now on I don't want you to do any work
of your own—just watch the others and give

them any help they need." In such casual
fashion did Pinney become the equivalent
of a leadman.

In December of 1942, when the depart-
ment was split up, he was made night fore-

man of Sheet Metal Assembly—the position

he still holds.

"I think I've got just about the best

bunch of people in the factory," he says.

"I get along fine with everybody. When-
ever a tough job comes along, I just explain

to the gang what the situation is and how
fast we've got to get the work out. Then
they go ahead and do it, without any driv-

ing or coaxing from me. They've never let

me down."
Which speaks well for Sam Pinney as well

as his department, doesn't it?

Rganettes

by Tom and Gerry

/ :: i

It has been rumored that two well-known
superintendents, on a recent trip to Los An-
geles, attended a radio party. Mr. Frank
(Swoon Artist) Sinatra was present and
honored them with a few of his favorite se-
lections. While Frank was crooning, a com-
motion was heard and shortly afterward our
famous superintendents were carried out.
Yep, that's right, folks, Sinatra has such
powers as to make our boys swoon at the
sound of his "magical voice."

Farewells: DOROTHY MANNING, Ac-
counting Department, left us on January
14. Sorry to see you go, Dottie, but the
best of luck.

JOE "WEATHER BUREAU" WILLIAMS,
Supervisor of Material Control, claims he
and TOM PITTS, Assistant to Production
Control Superintendent, saw snow on their
way to work January 25, 1944.

Mr. and Mrs. PAUL MILLS, married re-

Inspection

Notes

by Dorothy Trudersheim |j

The whole department has been so busy
that there hasn't been a great deal of time

to report the goings on. . . . MARY
DURAND of Manifold and MARJORIE
BOLAS of Final Assembly have a few bits

of news which will be of interest to our read-

ers.

Headlining the news this week is a glean-

ing concerning a certain cold spot in Don-
nelly's Ice Palace. Believe it or not, some
of our girls are wearing long, red underwear,
and I do mean red and long. . . . "BOB"
SOTHERN has returned to work from a two
week's siege of the flu. . . . DELL KIRK
has won a Silver Award for his suggestion

pertaining to the outer panel. . . . LA-
VERNE SELBY of Final Assembly is leaving

us to return to her home in St. Louis, Mis-
souri. . . . Wanted: One pair of 100%
wool longies; gauge, .500; tolerance, .001-

.000. . . . H. R. MELI says he never has

anything to say, for nothing ever happens
to him. (How can an Inspector say that?)

. . . F. DOWNEY, Final Assembly, says

he's happy as long as he can have that nice

smelly cheese. . . . "DUSTY" PRETTY-
MAN is in favor of giving LES KING a gold

loving cup for not being absent a single day
in four months, including Sundays. . . .

G. L. PARKER, formerly of Plating, lately of

Magnetic Inspection in Crib 3, has gone
back to his home in Dallas, Texas. Our com-
pany has lost a most conscientious worker.

. . . What eligible bachelor in our plant

will no longer be an eligible after January
24, 1944? . . . We wish to thank CLAIR
SKINNER, Crib 5, for consenting to report

news from Crib 5. "POGO" SYMPSON, who
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cently, were presented with a set of sterling
silver from the gang.

Welcome homes: Several of our prodigals
have returned and we are certainly welcom-
ing them back with open arms, such as

—

CONNIE SULLIVAN, who left us some
months ago to join her husband, is now
working on the second shift in Aiplane Plan-
ning.

NANCY NANCE, Material Control, after
an absence due to illness.

MARGIE SCOTT, Contract Administra-
tion, is back after being in Oklahoma for
two months.

PRICE ALLRED, Material Control, after
an absence of several months which were
spent in Salt Lake City.

So we will close for this time, and hope
to have bigger and better comments in our
next issue.

'Bye for now. TOM and GERRY.

formerly reported from Crib 5, is now busy
with household duties in the role of Mrs. Paul
Mills. . . . PERRY, in Crib 5, has changed
her name to Mrs. HEASTY. Congratulations
and good luck to you. ... By the way,
we do appreciate the help contributed by the
girls from Manifold. . . . Have you no-
ticed the change in LARRY's upper lip?

I wonder how he could part with it after
having had it for nine years.

Until next time—and don't forget our
Fourth War Loan Drive.

Carl J. Huetter who recently was ap-

pointed assistant foreman in the Ex-

perimental Wing Department.
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FROM MATERIAL CONTROL
by EARL VAUGHAN

The new 5th column—That flu germ has
been a busybody in this department during
the last few weeks. Several of our key men
and women have been afflicted by the work-
ings of this new member of the 5th col-

umn in America. The epidemic has done
more damage in the United States than
several direct bomb hits on our defense
plants. Let's try to prevent any future

spread of it. Pay a visit to our efficient first-

aid stations when you feel the first sign of

a cold. If it has finally overcome you, con-
sider your fellow workers by remaining at

home until you are feeling normal again.

Those of this department who have suffered

an attack of the flu and are now back on
their feet and working harder than ever are

as follows: JOE WILLIAMS, R. S. SMITH,
HOWARD ULBERG, MORRIE LEVIN, MAX-
INE CARMAN, BETTY HIGGS, NORMA
WEIDLEIN and HELEN FREY.

Sports—The Manifold Slugs nosed out the

Airplane Lugs in a "hot-to-the-finish"

three-game bowling series, with a total

score of 1722 to 1679, at the Pacific Bowl-
ing center on the night of January 20, 1944.
These boys not only bowled 'em over, but
had to set the scattered pins back up again,

due to the lack of pin boys at the center.

Anyhow, a swell time was had by all, with

lots of side bets flying high and low. Due
to the photo finish, and so-called bad
breaks, CAPTAIN FARKAS of the Lugs re-

quested CAPTAIN LEVIN of the Slugs for

a return match. Honors for the highest series

went to J. L. HALLEY, with a score of 553,
and to O. MEELING, with a score of 480.
Other scores were as follows:

Manifold Slugs: B. GUERIN, 107, 121,
137; total of 365. R. S. SMITH, 1 14, 127,
161; total of 402. M. LEVIN, 128, 171,
1 03; total of 402. J. L. HALLEY, 1 85, 1 57,
21 1; total of 553.

Airplane Lugs: O. MEELING, 159, 125,
196; total of 480. A. FARKAS, 121, 131,
145; total of 397. H. WRIGHT, 107, 101,
167; total of 375. E. VAUGHAN, 142, 143,
142; total of 427.

(Nice bowling, Slugs and Lugs, and let's

see some more close matches with higher
scores and more luck and breaks for the

Lugs.)

News from the Swoon Department—
MORRIE LEVIN, that jitterbug of Manifold
Material Control, created excitement when
he walked in the other morning wearing an
underslung zoot suit with a drape shape
and a reat pleat. You would think he was
Frankie Swoonatra, the way the girls sighed

and swooned. The only difference is that

Morrie looks like he eats now and then

and doesn't need a mike to hold him up.

Of course, Morrie can't sing, either, so they

do have something in common.

News from the Night Shift by IRENE M.
WACHTEL—LUCILLE ANDERSON, of the

Manifold Group, has been on leave for sev-

eral weeks, but is expected back any day
now.

JEANNE ROBERTSON, formerly in Final

Assembly, is our new typist on second shift.

MIKE RESCINETO has returned to work
after being detained in New York due to

illness.

CONNIE SULLIVAN is back at Ryan as
our ditto machine operator on second shift.

Connie left a few months ago to be with
her husband, who had been transferred.
Welcome back, Connie.

So sorry please— Due to a mix-up in

dates our last column, your reporter has a
new slogan

—
"Tomorrow's News Today" and

"Yesterday's News Tomorrow." You see
these dots and dashes, news and flashes
must be submitted to the Flying Reporter's
staff two weeks before they are printed;

therefore, you must excuse any deviation
from the actual dates or facts of each case,

and remember my intentions are good

—

sometimes
Time out for a commercial— If any of

you readers wind the cat and put the clock
out, or climb a horse on the right side, or

get in the doghouse now and then with the

wife or girl friend, you will be interested in

the following announcement:
BOB AMMONS, our AN Parts Group

Leader, is teaching a San Diego State Col-
lege extension course in applied Psychology.
The course will cover applications of Psychol-

ogy to human problems or human engineer-
ing. Topics covered and a central meeting
place will be determined by those attend-
ing the class. College credits will be given
if so desired. For further information con-
tact Bob Ammons or San Diego State Col-
lege.

A new recruit—Mrs. ELSBETH HOISENG-
TON is our new file clerk in the Govern-
ment Reports group. Elsbeth comes to Ryan
with lots of aircraft experience, having
worked a year at Consolida'ed in the Ac-
counting Department. She also handled ma-
terial records for Convair. (Welcome to our
department, Elsbeth, and good luck in your
filing for this company.)

Transfers, goodbyes and farewells—The
Government Report group misses the efficient

work of HARRY HAYS, who has been trans-

ferred to Manifold Production Control,

where he is assisting in handling order re-

leases for outside production. Harry came
to Ryan about a year and a half ago and
was assigned to handle the tough job of

the SOR transfer. When this deal had cooled

off and was under control, he transferred

to the Government Reports group, who
needed an expert on figures to fill in a

vacancy. Harry likes to get into the thick

of the battle when it comes to airplane pro-

duction, as he knows he is doing his best

to back his two sons and two sons-in-law '

who are serving their country in the armed
forces. (Good, luck, Harry, in your new
venture into other fields of aircraft produc-
tion. What is our loss is the other depart-

ment's good fortune.)

MARY WILLIAMSON, who has just re-

turned from a visit to her family in Chi-
cago, has found a new job and classifica-

tion awaiting her. She was formerly the

Government Reports group file clerk, but now
has been promoted to the job of Material

Anaylist on Reports and Statistics. (Con-
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gratulations and good luck, Mary, on your
new job.)

0. B. KISSELL, who has been covering
special assignments for R. S. SMITH, Super-
visor of Manifold Material Control, will be
greatly missed. O. B., as he is known to his

many friends, has purchased an avocado
ranch near Mt. Helix and has decided to

take life easy for awhile by scheduling the
growth of avocados instead of steel for mani-
folds. (So long, O. B., and here's to bigger
and better avocados from the Kissell avocado
g rove .

)

Your reporter prophesied a few issues back
that those boys in those long white coats
would get this chap sooner or later. So long,

folks, for now, and I will be back in next
issue with more Dots & Dashes. EARL.

A new flash — Hard-riding, leather-

pounding, pistol-packing JEANNIE HARRIS
with the light-brown hair has cast away
those red spots under her eyes and is back
on the job again. Jean has fully recov-
ered from her attack of measles and has
something much more important on her
mind and finger. You guessed it—a beautiful

diamond engagement ring. The lucky man—Warrant Officer Earl Miller, U. S. Navy
flyer. (Congratulations, Jean and Earl, and
"won't you tell us when?")

Our ranks of ladies-in-waiting is really

growing: We now have a total of five pretty

young ladies awaiting the return of their

husbands-to-be from the front lines.

Back the Attack—The year 1944 has
now been launched and is already proving

itself a year long to be remembered. The
events of this outstanding year will be re-

corded in history books for future genera-
tions. Yes sir, the allied nations, our gov-
ernment, our boys at the front, and the

Ryan Aeronautical Co. will stretch their

powerful war machines and airplane produc-
tion to the peak. Even that final knock-out
blow for Adolph and his would-be, but
couldn't-be, supermen is now in sight. The
ninth round of this main event will also give

that little slant-eyed son of heaven,
Tojo, something to worry about. He will

hear the reports of this all-out effort and
see the second, third and maybe the fourth

front open up in his lap. That slick tooth-

paste smile will then vanish from his ugly

pan. Let's make these predictions come true

by backing our boys and our government
with our best work possible here at Ryan.
Let's stretch our pocketbooks to the limit

with money to back the Fourth War Loan
Bond drive. With our work, our money and
our prayers to God, perhaps this year will

make complete victory possible and bring

our boys back home to America, the land
of the loyal, the free, the true and the
brave.

Last minute flash: Material Control wel-

comes back two outstanding personalities:

MARY NANCE is back after an absence
of seven weeks, part of which was spent in

the hospital. Nancy has been greatly missed

by the Government Reports Group, and it is

a great relief to have her back to help

HELEN FREY with the B-24 contracts. (Wel-
come home, Nancy, and don't try to overdo
it for awhile.)

PRICE ALLRED is back in our fold, work-
ing as a staff assistant to C. B. JONES. As
your reporter previously announced, Price

returned to his home in Salt Lake City for

his health. However, he found no relief and
decided that the Utah climate was no better

than the climate of California. (It's nice to

see you back, Price, and good luck with

your work and health.)



Smoke From

A Test Tube
by Sally and Sue

Ever heard of sulphuric acid? Well,
MARTY CHUDNOFF has, and believe you
me, he intends to keep a safe distance from
now on. It seems that a little of this potent
solution spilled from the container he was
carrying and landed on his legs and feet.

No wonder that we saw him leap gracefully

into the air and land precariously on the

edge of a sink, dangling his feet thankfully
in the cool, refreshing water. He really was
a sight with his pants legs rolled up and
bicarbonate of sode smeared all over the
affected areas. His socks he discarded,
there being little left but a neiwork of

holes. His shoes were salvaged through the
use of more bicarbonate of soda. The rest

of the day, I'll wager more than one per-
son's curiosity was aroused at the sight of
Marty wearing cheesecloth socks that flared

out like ruffles all around his shoes, and
pants legs rolled up (with maidenly mod-
esty, of course) . We've decided we don't
need the funny papers anymore—we have
our own Li'l Abner!

Amid the din of hammers, saws, and all

the other sounds a remodeling job brings
with it, the Laboratory is still carrying on.
Some of us are wondering whether there
wouldn't be more working space in Washing-
ton, D. C, right now. All of the desks (of

course, occupied) have been moved into the
Chemistry Department, and is it crowded!
Yessiree, it is going to be a great day when
the long-anticipated changes are complete.
There are also rumors of someone throwing
a party somewhere to celebrate the occa-
sion. Sounds good to us. Several humorous
incidents occurred during the exodus of the
Messrs. SHELDON and HASENBECK from
their once well-established litile niche in the
new Laboratory room (once Stationery
Stockroom) which is being remodeled. To
their aid during the moving came ever-
helpful Mac MclNTYRE. In moving a water
cooler, Mac accidently opened its push-
button valve by pressing it against him.
Mac came out the loser in this tussle wi.h
his boots full of water. It took him some
time to live down the ridicule of his moi-
stened britches. Other incidents as we looked
around the room: JOHN McKEE made the
statement that he would have to start re-

ducing in order to sit in the half-inch space
allotted him in front of his desk and to make
room for the Physics Department. When the
move was made, HAL HASENBECK was
thoroughly involved in a contraption that
would make Rube Goldberg's face red. To
carry on his invesMgations without too much
interruption, he insisted on planting his in-

fernal machine on FLOERSCH's desk with
the statement, "This will only take me a few
minutes, and then I'll be out of the way."
Due to a burned-out fuse, or something, the
con'.raption is still there.

DON HEYSER has certainly lost all of his

Eskimo ancestrial traits, because last week
we found him conversing with the engineers
in the Engineering Department with his

muffler still around his neck. This particu-
lar afternoon just happened to be the hot-
test day this winter.

We almost lost one of our most competent
chemists two days ago, when she literally

"kicked the bucket." She came briskly in

from (he cold outside and, in the process
of hanging up her coat, kicked over a pint
can of blue dye. To clean up the dye, she
applied ammonia water, which is an old
remedy for removing dye from the hands,
but instead of removing the dye, she turned
it red, and gave everyone in the Laboratory,
including all the personnel in the factory
offices, a crying jag. To kill the odor of
ammonia, she applied hydrochloric acid,

which served the purpose intended, but
turned the dye back to blue and removed
part of the cement—and yet the dye re-

mained. Perplexed and exhausted, MARY
ANN TOUFF returned to her test tubes.

First, the storm blew out the hot water
heater so that he couldn't shave. Well,
that wasn't so bad, but when he went to

go to work, the Model A had a dead bat-
tery. Well, thought he, he would take the
Plymouth today. Good idea, but the Ply-

mouth had a flat tire. That is when he
began to think "Everything happens to

me." By putting the good battery in the
Model A, everything was going to be all

right. (All this on the coldest morning of

the year.) At last, he started off in the
Model A, only to discover within a few
blocks that every time he put his foot on
the brake, a short was caused in the bat-
tery line, which in turn caused a slight fire

to break out underneath. Merrily, HUB,
DOC and BOB rolled to work, and merrily

they barely escaped a streamliner and ar-

rived intact.

P. S.—Thanks, Bo, for your help! We
were positively stuck.

MORE ABOUT

JIM SCURLOCK
(Continued from page 7)

for me but just kept hoping from day to

day that I'd pull through my next mishap."

One of the first ones that Jim can re-

member happened when he was four. His

dad was a past master at fishing, and one
day Jim decided to accompany him. Wan-
dering off by himself, Jim rambled on up
the Columbia river, got out on the rocks,

and fell in. The current was plenty strong

and his 4-year-old legs couldn't get a

foothold. Finally he went bubbling, swirling,

thrashing down the river past the spot where
his dad was fishing. Looking up just as

he was ready to cast, his dad caught a

glimpse of Jim well out in the stream.
There was only one way to get him out

—

fish him out. He tossed out his line, made
a perfect hit, and brought in the wettest,
most bedraggled and humblest looking fish

he'd ever caught.

Later Jim had another experience when
he found himself surrounded by wild and
apparently hungry dogs on the ranch-house
porch of a Mexican whom he had gone to

see about a mine survey. Jim had backed
up as far as he could, had tossed everything
within reach at the dogs and still was on
the losing end of the battle. No one was at
home at the ranch to call the dogs off and
it looked for a while as though Scurlock
might be just so many pounds of good dog
food. Finally Jim decided there was no
choice but to beat them at their own game.
He bent over, growled viciously and at the
same time began lunging at first one and
then another of the dogs. The poor dogs,
wild eyed, backed off and gazed in wonder-
ment and fear at this new creation, then
turned tail and ran. "I don't know just

what the moral of this is, if any," Jim says,

"unless it's that when you're up against a
stone wall, you can't lose anything by ex-
perimenting."

It's a surprise birthday for Sally in the Lab

now and won't tell us how many candles sho

She still insists she's counting backwards

uld have been on it.
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Time Study

Observations

By Dortha Dunston

We are now settled and harmony reigns,

Putting forth effort of both brawn and brains.

Changes in methods we take in our stride,

And watch their outcome with infinite pride.

JACK, for the time, has abandoned his pipe.

He himself says it was mellow and ripe.

Contacting machinery with it in his mouth
The bowl stayed outside, but the stem went

down south

!

With a tender sore throat he doesn't dare
sing,

And swears up and down
from the thing.

he'll shy

Was a little slow about getting this news
together (about four months slow) , but after

several reminders from Sue managed to get
it done. I know the other contributors will

understand when I say that the deadline

tries its best to slip by without notice.

A two-weeks vacation with pay that ended
today has been enjoyed by all members of

the template group. At least that's our
story as far as DEAN, who's just returned
from vacation, is concerned. Even Dean,
however, couldn't stay away all the time.

He dropped in one day about noon, and
I am sure it was a mere coincidence that it

was payday.
PARMAN seems to have lost that carefree

matching attitude he used to have. Guess
he has too many worries from responsibili-

ties. However, I can prove that he is work-
ing hard by the fact he doesn't know the

name and address of the new girl in the
office and she has been here two days.

Little do people realize how much they
miss out on when they don't work on Sun-
days. It is a common sight in our depart-
ment on Sundays for the supervisors to come
to work attired in overalls and the rest of

us to come in looking as though we didn't

have time to change clothes. Could be.

For the latest in ties you might contact
Mr. JOHN ROBERT HOLT. His latest love

is Tiajuana Special that reminds me of a
cigarette ad with a dash of red mixed in.

Fashion plate: It has been a by-word
among men that you can spot married wo-
men by the way they fix their hair, but
NELL must have been out to prove or dis-

prove something recently. She certainly re-

ceived her share of whistles, and it wasn't
just Parman and Holt, as you might have
expected. If any of the new members are
interested I am sure Nell could be persuaded
to tell them how she does it.

Can't understand whatever happened to

GROUCHO HEITZMAN lately. He has had
a smile on a mile wide. Maybe he had bet-
ter luck hunting than he was willing to

admit.

Whether he means cement mixers or smoke,
At his sore expense we have made it a joke.

I've left MAJ. alone undisturbed for nine

weeks,
But the Chrysler again had one of its streaks.

Of all things on earth to pick on for fun

—

A convoy this time—not only on one!
Now you know it makes it tough on poor

Maj.
When that car of his goes on a rampage.
He can alibi out with just one or more,
But it's really too much—the whole Marine

Corps!
One HELEN has quit, another came in,

Another stays on—that's three in this spin!

Then YVONNE, JUDD and SHARON joined
the gang.

That's thirty-five in the whole shebang!
Now do you suppose that MAC was just

scared
Or did I approach him quite unprepared?
It may have been it was just self defense,
But sharpening my pencil was no pretense.
I bear the scar of his hot cigarette

Where my arm came in contact and upset

Hot ashes that burned when he jumped two
feet,

And I jumped back too when he left his seat!

Time Study sketches are sometimes quite
rare.

Facsimiles often need a repair.

To identify some I can't respond,

For making good sketches is not a blond!
WOODY says hearts are trumps—Valentine's

Day!
A heart on the sleeve—What does it say?
I may be wrong, but I still contend
That women aren't nearly so fickle as men!
BESSIE has Bonus now during the day,
DICK guides the night crew and going full

sway.
By working two shifts we're up to the day
So you can get bonus right with your pay.
NELSON, with all of his fighting career,

Says he's no wolf as he scratches his ear.

California meat-hungry girls are his bane

—

To escape them he'd better get out his cane!

Was handed a note recently referring to

a Casanova in the foundry. Sorry, fellows,

that is all I know about it. Will see what I

can do about it for the next issue.

Never knew a wolf to smile, but maybe
it was all on account of a certain Friday

night supper. Wish I had known about it

sooner so I could have asked JANE for more
details.

I have it on good authority that a cer-

tain plasterman has a new slogan
—

"For
the best mileage ask for five and no more"—and he isn't talking about butane.
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Accounting Notes
by Kay and Mary Frances

on
First lady guard weds. Helen Goodrich,

who was the first woman guard to join

Ryan's plant protection force two years ago,

became Mrs. Barkley Kent last month. Her
husband, a Marine sergeant, has just re-

turned from the South Pacific, but hopes
now to be stationed in this area, where Mrs.
Kent is continuing her work with the Plant

Protection department.

A letter from Japan. One of the hap-
piest women in the plant this month was
Mrs. Edith Smith, who drives the station

wagon between the downtown employment
office and the plant. Cause of the rejoicing

was her first letter from her husband, who
was taken prisoner at Manila. Mrs. Smith
was waiting in Honolulu on December 7th
for her husband, an employee of Consoli-
dated, to return by Clipper from the Phil-
ippines. He didn't return, and Edith went
to work as an Army hostess at Schofield
Barracks, and when she could get trans-
portation back to the States, decided her
place was in a war plant.

Last May she heard through the Red
Cross that her husband was a prisoner. Last
month she received her first direct word.
Here it is:

Los Banos Internment Camp,
Los Banos, Lag., Philippines,

August 10, 1943
Dear Edith:

I am well and very much alive although
you and your good cooking and some beer
would, no doubt, give me a few pounds.
My job now is on the coconut milk detail,

grating coconuts two hours each evening for

the next morning's breakfast milk. I make
and sell coffee to the internees in the morn-

Edith Smith and

husband Alfred,
now Jap prisoner.

Our deepest sympathy goes to BILL FER-
GUSON, who has a double headache this

year with income tax. Not only does he
worry over other people's statements, but his
own—you know what! . . . VIVIAN HUB-
BARD, a Ryan old-timer, has left to join
her hubby, who is stationed up-state. . . .

We are sorry to lose teacher CHARLIE
HOGUE to the Grossmont School, but wish
him the best of luck in his chosen profes-
sion. . . . Welcome back, HELEN KING;
hope you are feeling much better. . . . We
are most happy to bring PERRY MINGLE,
ALDEAN SCHULTZ, VICTOR FELTER,
JANICE SMITH and FRIEDE ZALECKIS
into our fold. . . . PATRICIA EDWARDS
is new to Traffic. . . . ALBERTA JOLLY
is back from a three-month leave of ab-

sence. Welcome home, Alberta. . . . Ac-
counts Payable welcomes ALICE DUSSO

—

hope you like our clan. . . . BARBARA
O'NEIL has been with us about a month,
but we feel she should be mentioned; also
WILLIAM HETRICK, who is doing a swell
iob. ... Mr. MORSE spent 10 days in

Los Angeles. Can one have fun on a busi-
ness trip? . . . Ask MAE OWENS about
her extended trip to Frisco. . Have
you noticed how lonesome GRACE PAUL
looks here of late? Seems hubby is on desert
maneuvers. Chin up, Gracy; he will be back
soon. ... As we close today we feel
good inside for even a tiny speck of sun-
shine will blot out the rain.

KAY and MARY FRANCES.

ings and attend Spanish classes in the af-

ternoons. Life in this camp is O. K. and I

like it here better than Santo Tomas from
where 790 men and 1 1 nurses were moved
in May. ALFRED.

The folks in Manifold Assembly will be
interested in news received that Laverne G.
Marsh, an ex-Ryanite from that department,
has just been released from an Army hospi-
tal. Marsh, who has been in the Army a
little over a year, has been seeing plenty of
action in Italy for several months now.

Drop Hammer takes the lead. It started
in Drop Hammer, but the members of that

department have secret hopes that it'll be
picked up and carried on by other depart-
ments from time to time. Here's what it

was and how it happened:

Lynn Harrington and Paul Lane were talk-

ing one noon about what a swell depart-
ment Drop Hammer was to work in and
how they were sort of just one big family.

If one member of the department had an
accident or was seriously ill or was hit by
some financial misfortune, the other mem-
bers all got together and raised a kitty.

Sometimes it ran up well over $100. And
whatever it was, the recipient knew that it

carried the wholehearted good wishes of the

entire department.

Then Harrington and Lane started think-

ing of the fellows up in the Navy hospital,

most of whom have very little money to

spend and very little realization that peo-
ple here in San Diego are thinking of them.
Wouldn't it be swell if we did a little some-
thing for them, just the same as we'd do
for one of our own departmental members,
they agreed.

The men contacted Lieut. Deitzer in the

Navy office and found out whom they should

see at the hospital. The chaplain there told

them magazines and cigarettes would fill the

bill. The next day a letter was put up at

several spots in the department explaining

the proposed project and calling for dona-
tions of cigarettes, magazines or cash. When
the deadline date for donations rolled around
the Drop Hammer department, all shifts,

had collected 17 cartons of cigarettes, a

goodly number of magazines and about

$150. Some of the men in the department
hod given as much as $10 apiece and many
contributed $5. Last week they received

a reply from the hospital. The fellows in the

hospital knew that the Ryan Drop Ham-
mer department was thinking of them.
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Not many months back there was on
unusual presentation made here at Ryon. A
one-year service pin was presented to a
75-year-old man out in Manifold Small
Parts. That man was John Olson. For many
years Olson owned his own box manufactur-
ing firm in Ogden, Utah, with a branch
office in Tacoma, Washington. It was quite
a thriving business when he retired several
years ago.

Then one day he was down supervising
a construction job for his daughter here in

San Diego when he decided to see if he
could get a war job at Ryan. Interviewer
Bill Odom was mighty reluctant at first be-
cause he was afraid Olson was too old for

the work. Everyone in Manifold Small Parts
today, however, will vouch for the fact that
he's a good conscientious worker who is cer-

tainly doing his part to help win this war.
Olson has one grandson in the Navy and
one in the Air Corps. One of his sons is

also in the service and three more expect
to go in shortly.

John Olson at his bench in the Mani-

fold Small Parts department.



From

w The Beam
by Pat Kelly

It might be called "The Flight of the

Time Card." Have you ever breezed up

to the time card rack of a morning, eagerly

reached for your card and found it—miss-

ing? Ummm, I thought so. A quick glance

covering the immediate section of the rack

where your card should be convinces you

that it is not there. About that time some-
one behind you remarks, " 'Smatter, Bub, ja

lose somethin'?", and before you have time

to figure out an answer to that another

wise guy says, "If ya can't find it, git

outtc the way for somebody who can."

Then the first whistle sounds and you feel

that extremely uncomfortable red glow

creeping up your neck. You are, to say

the least, nonplussed. "Steady, Old Boy,

steady," you mutter as you attempt to con-

trol your emotion. You start at one end of

the rack and closely check the name on

each card in turn until . . . you find yours

. . . right in its proper place!

Some years ago, on the vaudeville stage,

there was an Irish comedian by the name
of Tom Kelly. Nope, no relation. He was

a fashion plate from top hat to spats, and
a fine vocalist. There was one story he

told at nearly every performance. It never

failed to bring down the house. It concerned

a Paddy and his wife, the wife complaining

of the drudgery of house-work, continual

scrubbing and washing and all that, don't-

shaw-know, and the pay-off was when she

accused him of having nothing to do but

work in a nice, cool sewer. That story came
to mind when COLE and "WALKIE-
TALKIE" LOTTES were making a "routine"

inspection of one of "CHIC SALE" BORTZ-
MEYER's latest designs. I told them the

story, but evidently made a poor job of it,

'cause they started throwing things at me.

Y'know, when coffee and sugar were first

rationed, it really wasn't too hard to get

used to. The same might be said with

regard to milk and butter. As for gasoline,

a few more miles of gravel crunching to and

from work might be a good thing for us, es-

pecially if we agree with Bernarr McFad-
den. But when the powers thai' be cut off

the supply of onions—well, that is almost

going too far!

While on the subject of rationing,

"BROWNIE" BROWN, chief M-2 welder,

wishes to make it clear that any rumors to

the effect that apples have been rationed

are highly exaggerated. Furthermore, any-

one desiring his services must produce one

of those big red apples he dotes on, other-

wise the ante will be railed to one and
one-half apples.

BELLE DRAKE, the "Belle of M-2," has

just received a letter from her husband
'way down under in Australia. LIN DRAKE is

a member of the justly famous Sea Bees.

We expect to hear more of him.

We are most happy to see DAN DRIS-
COLL, chief of the fire eaters, back on the

job after a long absence. Dan looks fit to

enter the ring and step a few fast rounds

with any challenger. Congrats.

Electrician SLATTER was making a con-

nection in one of those fox holes in the

Final Assembly building floor when a lady

tapped him on the shoulder and inquired

what he might be doing. Slatter, after brush-

ing the cobwebs and metal shavings from
his face, smiled sweetly and replied, "Mam,
I wuz lookin' for a Meditteranean fruit

fly."

LYLE, another wire-puller, isn't allowed

to work in the fox holes at present because

of his bulk, but when the overhead crane
is in operation and a means of hoisting

him is at hand, this restriction will be can-
celled.

DOLLIE JACKSON and JOHNNIE
BROOKS, comely dispatchers, finding time
hanging rather heavily on their hands a

few Sundays ago, donned aprons and stepped

up production. Dollie operated a power
punch while Johnnie ran a drophammer.
That's what is meant by the term "vitamins
U.S.A."

BOB FISHBURN dropped by the other day
and abruptly, out of a clear sky, remarked,
"Chum, I can open my mouth and put my
own foot in it quicker and more often than
anyone else in the plant." Wonder what
was behind that frankness?

The day it hailed I couldn't convince
BILL DURANT that it actually had done
so until BILL McCUNE backed me up. Had
not McCune assisted, my star witness was
to be LARRY MARTIN, who presides over
the "Sanctum Sanctorum" (experimental),
because he pushed open one of the big

doors far enough to verify the fact that it

was hailing. When are you leaving for Ohio,
Durant?

ART REISS, tinner, picked up a nick-

name and is now known as the "Zombie
Kid." Particulars are not available, but we
assume that he gathered the cognomen at

some local haberdashery.

"JOHNNY" MARTINEZ insists that his

name is "Ralph," and so be it. Who are

we to question such a statement?

'Meet nni wife wild daughter—or vice-ver:

Drwwn for O/lice cf ~i ^formation
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LUNCH BOX
CHOOSE FROM THIS

WIDE VARIETY FOR THE
THERMOS BOTTLE

HOT SOUPS—
Cream of corn, potato, pea, bean, tomato,

asparagus, celery, fish chowder. Also

vegetable and meat soups of all kinds.

HOT DISHES

—

Stew, chili, creamed fish, chop suey,

macaroni, creamed dried beef, creamed

eggs.

COLD DRINKS

—

Milk, fruit juice, lemonade, tomato juice,

iced coffee, tea, cocoa, or chocolate milk.

HOT DRINKS

—

Cocoa, coffee or tea.

i*

SANDWICHES
(AT LEAST TWO)

BREAD

—

Whole wheat, enriched white bread, raisin,

rye, cracked wheat, and pumpernickel.

-fr

AND EACH DAY
INCLUDE ITEMS FROM
TWO OF THESE GROUPS

RAW VEGETABLES—

Tomatoes, carrots, onions, celery, radishes,

turnips, cucumbers, peppers.

SALADS—
Pack in jars.

FRUITS—
Fresh or stewed carried in a jar.

DESSERTS—

Pack in glass jar. Baked apple or apple

sauce; fruit gelatin, stewed prunes, choco-

late, rice, tapioca or butterscotch pudding,

also, cookies, cupcakes, cake wrapped in

wax paper.

a goofy lunch

pulls your punch!

'V

COPYRIGHT 1943

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIO

THIS IS A GOOD BOX LUNCH

A half-pint of milk. Two meat or cheese sandwiches

on whole-wheat or enriched bread. A raw carrot and an

orange. Cookies or other dessert.

Designed by Walt Disney for the Food and
Nutrition Committee, California War Council.

V 4

Edited by MRS. ESTHER T. LONG

SALADS THAT CARRY WELL
Vegetable Combinations—Cooked

Potatoes with celery, peas, and mushrooms.
Potatoes with carrots, sweet potato, turnips, and

string beans.

Asparagus with peas and cauliflower.

Asparagus with beets or kidney beans.

Peas with celery, carrots, beets, string beans, and
cauliflower.

Vegetable Combinations—Raw
Cabbage and carrots—shredded.
Cabbage and green peppers—shredded.

Cabbage with pickled beets.

Grated carrots, ground peanuts, and a bit of onion.

Grated carrots, chopped celery, and chopped green
pepper.

Vegetable Combinations—Cooked and Raw
Cooked carrots, cooked green beans, and cucumber.
Cooked carrots, cooked peas, celery, and ripe olives.

Cooked beets, cooked peas, cooked carrots, and
raw cauliflower.
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Chips From The Ten Pins

Well, here we go again on personalities.

I imagine all the readers of this column are

familiar with the smiling face of that grand

old man of bowling, Denny Miller, Assistant

Foreman of Woodshop. I finally tracked

Denny down the other day and, after a bit

of coaxing, managed to get a few high-

lights of his tenpin career.

Miller has been bowling for 50 years

now—ever since he started in Fostoria,

Ohio, where he learned to bowl in, of all

things, rubber boots. The highest game of

his career was 298, although he once rolled

1 6 consecutive strikes without getting that

coveted 300 game. Back in 1916 Denny
was rolling a 195 average for that season.

During the years 1923 to 1929 he was
owner, manager and instructor of Miller's

Alleys, where he taught many of the top-

flight women bowlers of today. Around
about 1930 Denny thought he was getting

tired of the sport and quit bowling. It

wasn't until 1942, at the persuasion of his

son, who wanted to learn the game, that

he started in again. Since then his highest

game has been 278, rolled in a commercial
league at Pacific Recreation. A little over

a year ago Denny was one of the five men
on a team called the Oldsters, who were

bowling an L. A. team. The prerequisites for

both teams being that the ages of the five

on each team must total greater than 300.
He shot a 606 series in that competition.

Now, every Monday night you'll see Denny
Miller down at the Tower managing his

team, the Woodshop team, which incident-

ally is now in second place.

Here are the standings to date:

Won Lost

Crags 47 17
Woodshop 43 21

Experimental 41 23
Drop Hammer .... 41 23
Jigs and Fixtures. . . 41 23
Manifold No. 1 . . . 41 23
Sub Assembly 39 25
Thunderbolts 38 26
Plant Engineers . . . 36 28
Bees 36 28
Arc Welders 34 30
Dog Catchers 34 30
Engineering 32 32
Bombers 31 33
Low I. Q 31 33
Ryan Silents 31 33
Bowlerettes 31 33
Tool Room 28 36
Maintenance 28 36
Tool Crib 27 37
Laboratory 26 38
Modeling 25 39
Inspection 24 40

F. GORDON MOSSOP.

First prize in the Pin Busters League went to the Dead Five. Left to right they are Mr.

and Mrs. Del Chandanais, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Young and Dave Bentley.
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Basketball— OH Stars

The Ryan All Star Basketball Team is

considered one of the top-notch teams of

the city. It is playing in the Ci'y Industrial

League and to date in league games has
defeated the City Y.M.C.A. team, the Con-
solidated All Stars and lost to the San
Diego All Stars. The team draws a bye for

the January 26th games, but plays Rohr
on February 2nd. On February 9th the Ryan
team plays the Solar boys at 7 p.m., also

at the San Diego High School Gym, and on
February 1 6th they take on the San Diego
Jayvees at 9 p.m. at the same place. The
Ryan All Stars also have a scheduled game
against San Diego State College on Febru-

ary 10th at 8 p.m. at San Diego State Col-

lege Gym.

This team is managed by Carmack Berry-

man, who is now on vacation out of the

city. During Carmack's absence Edie Her-
rin, star guard of the team, will manage.

TRAVIS HATFIELD.

Hillcrest Bowling
Well, as the second shift bowling is near-

ing the second half of the competition, there

is going to be some real competition between
the Nite Hawks and the Plutocrats, as

there is only one point separating them. The
second half will finish on February 3, and
the following week will be the play-off for

the trophy.

The Precision Five won the first half,

but they are now in fourth place in the

second half. The Nite Hawks are sure to

win—according to their captain, Pop Mil-

ler.

There is quite a coincidence this week in

the schedule, as the two top teams bowl

each other. Watch the results very closely,

as this is going to be a real contest.

GLEN MILLER.

Pin Busters

League

At last our league is over and everyone

can be heard breathing a sigh of relief. Even

though we had lots of fun, most of us

worked hard to finish with a good league.

If we could have had a better attendance,

it would have been perfect.

The prize money is being divided so that

each team will get a certain percent.

First prize goes to the Dead Five with

a team average of 127.

Second prize, to the Alley Rats with an

average of 117.

Third prize goes to the Live Five with an

average of 108.
There are three other prizes and in due

time all team captains will be notified of

their amounts.
JONNIE JOHNSON.



Ping Pong-ers Battle For Trophy
Ping Pong

The trophy and the gang who are fighting for it. In the center is latest champ.
Ken Cushmonn, with Arnie Farkas, Logie Bennett, Roy Cunningham and Glenn Huff
on the first row and Ross Plumb, Jim Atwell and Don Wasser standing.

It's the final game of the evening and paired up for the last bout are Ken Cushmann
and Logie Bennett, while the balance of the players do a noble bit of coaching from
the bench.

men's Basketball

The Industrial Departmental Basketball

League is composed of the following teams:
Ryan Sheet Metal, Ryan Manifold, Ryan
Final Assembly, Rohr Aircraft, Solar Air-
craft, Concrete Ship Co., Consolidated Jigs

and Fixtures and Consolidated Engineers.
Some of the best games of the season are
being put out by this league, playing every
Thursday evening starting at 6, 7, 8 and
9 o'clock. To date the Ryan Sheet Metal
team is tied with Concrete Ship for number
one spot in the league. Each have won
three games and lost none. Ryan Final

Assembly has won one and lost two, and
Ryan Manifold has a steady losing record.

This is a departmental league and any
new employees or old employees wishing
to play for the balance of the season may
do so by calling Travis Hatfield on Exten-
sion 316. All of these Ryan teams are in

need of additional help, so call at once.

Girls' Basketball

The Ryan Girls' Basketball Team, playing

every Tuesday evening at the San Diego
High School Girls' Gym, has finished the first

half of the 1943-44 basketball season. The
team finished with one game won, one game
tied and four lost. Two of these losses were
by two points, one by five points and the

other by nine.

The Ryan team will bear watching as a

threat during the second half, because it

is now set with a roster of twelve players

and with the addition of forward Ellen

Mosely, it's going to be a tough team to beat.

Ellen was with the Ryan team during the

1 942-43 season, but did not play this year
because of illness. The team is coached
by Walt Jaeger working in Sheet Metal.
Walt is one of the outstanding forwards in

the city. Much credit is due him for his fine

ability in handling the Ryan team.

TRAVIS HATFIELD.
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January 18th, 1944, Jim Atwell ap-
proached the USO at Ash and Front streets
confident that this night would be the night
he could proudly and justly take home the
Ryan Cup for Ping Pong. But, by some
strange telepathy or other communications,
contestants not often on the scene appeared
this night, all intent on keeping the cup in

competition. (The handsome trophy is in

competition until one individual has won
it three times in a row. Jim had won it

twice before the night of the 18th.)

Atwell, as usual, approached the semi-
finals, but this time—and I do believe it

was their first official match together

—

Logie Bennett upset Atwell in two straight
ma'ches only to be taken similarly by a
new and decidedly outstanding player, Ken
Cushmann. This happened to be Ken's first

match with Ryan, so as yet no one knows
how well he really fares. Next week we'll
again have a chance to disrupt another
potential champ.

Travis Hatfield approached the tourna-
ment with one arm around Frank Martin,
Ryan photographer, and the other firmly
clasping the cup.

Plans are progressing now to class all

contestants in suitable brackets to afford
strict competition for all entries. This will

allow handicaps and give all entries the
same chance for honors.

Another thought stirring in our minds is

the idea of stepping out with a Ryan team
to oppose other aircraft teams. Maybe you
might think these are mere hallucinations
from an overly-imaginative mind, but they
aren't. There is no reason in the world why
we can't present an outstanding team for
competition from our several thousand em-
ployees. So, Hatfield still resides in the
Industrial Relations office awaiting any in-

terested contenders.

ARNIE FARKAS.

The Score Board
The Ryan All Star Baseball team is play-

ign every Sunday afternoon, the games
starting at 2:15. All games are being sched-
uled by the San Diego Managers Baseball
Association and are listed in Saturday's and
Sunday's newspapers. January 23rd with
more clement weather, the Ryan team played
its first game in several weeks, losing by a
score of two to one to the San Diego Music
Makers. The score was tied one and one
until the eighth inning when Joe Estes sin-
gled, was sacrificed to second, went to third

on a fielder's choice and scored the winning
run on Moon Mullin's single to left field.

The Ryan team is the most popular sandlot
team in the Winter League, the reasons
being that the players are younger in age
and experience and the entire team is com-
posed of non-professional players. The rest

of the league teams have over half of their
players belonging to a professional baseball
club.

The team did not have their able manager
with them last Sunday. Sickness kept Man-
ager Arthur "Bill" Billings away from both
the baseball diamond and his work at the
plant. We all wish him a speedy recovery.
On the baseball diamond the players missed
"Bill's" wonderful help in coaching and
directing the team. One of the players re-

marked immediately after last Sunday's
game, "If our Manager had been here, we
would have won today's game without any
trouble."



Dubbs

and

Putts

Keith Whitcomb who works in the Ryan
Laboratory won the final round of the Ryan
Annual Handicap Elimination Golf Tourna-
ment. The final match was played at

Rancho Santa Fe with Charles Smith from

Navy Inspection. Keith took the lead right

from the start and held it all the way to

finish 6 up with 5 to go. (On the eleventh

green Keith sunk a 1 5 foot putt with a No. 2
iron for a birdie to halve the hole.)

M. M. Clancy won the Consolation Finals

from Ray Morkowski, 2 up with 1 to go at

Municipal.

Prize winners for this tournament are as

follows:

Keith Whitcomb—$50 War Bond.

Charles Smith—$25 War Bond.
M. M. Clancy—$25 War Savings Stamps.
Frank Finn—$10 War Savings Stamps.
Harry Goodman — $10 War Savings

Stamps.
Ray Morkowski — $10 War Savings

Stamps.

Don Wasser—$5 War Savings Stamps.

W. M. Putnam—$5 War Savings Stamps.

Prize winners for our January sweep-

stakes played at Coronado on January 9,

1 944 are as follows:

Whitcomb—low gross, trophy.

Finn—2nd low gross, 3 balls.

Clancy—3rd low gross, 3 balls.

Berbusse—low net, trophy.

Nordlund—2nd low net, 3 balls.

Wasser—3rd low net, 3 balls.

Dobkins—most pars, 3 balls.

Sturgis—most birds, 3 balls.

Carmona, Dew, Putnam, Riesz—2 golf

balls for blind bogies.

Again Dave Bracken won a special prize

for high score. Ask him what it is.

M. M. CLANCY.

Ryan Ruders

Golf Tournament Winners

M. M. Clancy, Charlie Smith and Keith Whitcomb, top golf winners of the Annual

Ryan Handicap Eimination Tournament.
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Rainy weather and holidays played havoc
with the plans of the "Ryan Ryders," but
they are back in the saddles again as of Sun-
day, January 23rd.

Mr. Fry got us all mixed up with Solar

so we rode with Bob Bradley at the Balboa
Stables. Bob is a member of the Ryan family
now, working in Dispatching. He is a swell

guy and he picked us a good string of

horses for our Sunday morning canter. And
what a canter!

We gathered at the stable at the ap-
pointed time and would have gotten away
on schedule but . . Girls, have all of
you met tall, handsome Ed Spicer? Well, his

manly figure proved a handicap to us Sun-
day morning. His "Marlene-like" gams were
just too long for the stirrups on hand! We
finally got him almost comfortably fixed and
started down hill to the beautiful trails

through the park.

George Craw was quite the "feature" for

the day! He did a jumping act to get on
"Pancho" that would be a credit to any
rodeo star. You have heard of horses that

were "jumpers," well Frances rode a "kick-
er." We had to put her in the rear and keep
her there with "Chester."

Those enjoying the ride were: George
Craw, Louise Wilson, Leonard Gore, Ed
Spicer, Irving Wischmeyer, Marion Miner,
Ann Mikus, Frances France, Gladys Gunter
and Winona Mattson. We were glad to have
Tom Davidson ride as our guest.

Next time we plan to ride at Balboa at

9:30. WINONA MATTSON.

Basketball— FlitE Hawks
The City Industrial Swing Shift League

got under way Saturday, January 22nd. The
Ryan Nite Hawks coached by Ray Holke-
stad lost their first start to the Consolidated

Wolves by a score of 28 to 42. According
to Manager Holkestad, the low was due to

sickness which forced four members of his

team to be absent from the game. During
the past six weeks the team defeated Con^
sair, Solar, Y.M.C.A. and a Navy service

team.

The team will play every Saturday, games
starting at 1 1 , 1 2 and 1 p.m. Any Ryan em-
ployees working either second or third shifts

who would like to either practice or play

with the above team will be welcomed. The
team is looking for more members to com-
plete the roster. Nine more games complete
the schedule and a sudden-death tourna-

ment will follow to end the season. For

further information call Travis Hatfield, Ext.

316. All games are being played at the

San Diego High School Gym.

TRAVIS HATFIELD.

Skate Date
We're on the ice every Friday night at

Glacier Gardens, located at the foot of 8th

Avenue and Harbor Drive. If you're look-

ing for an evening of fun—and cheap, too—come down and skate with the Ryan,
Solar, Rohr bunch from 6:15 to 7:30 next

Friday evening. You may continue skating

until 1 1 :00 p.m. without additional charge,

if you wish. Special price for Ryanites is

55 cents, including skates. Get in touch
with G. A. Ohlson on Ext. 282 or Travis

Hatfield, Ext. 316, to get your membership
card which will entitle you to the special

rate.

G. A. OHLSON.



Ryan Trading Post
FOR SALE For Sale (continued)

1936 Pontiac Deluxe 6. Motor overhauled.

Tires like new. Economical and com-
fortable riding car. Ext. 354. W. B. Klein,

6484. Home address 2133 Westinghouse,
Linda Vista.

Baby's play pen. Good condition. See Ernie

in the Paint Shop of Finishing.

Lathe bench. Maple top 2"xl3"x53". Cast
iron legs. V. J. Park, Service Engineering.

Home phone B-7070.

Lufkin inside micrometer. One and one-half

to nine inches. Like new. Starrett Last

Word indicator. Starrett four inch caliper

used very little. See J. McCarthy, 1541
Tool Inspection, first or second shift.

Double spool bed, Seely innerspring mattress

and box springs. Also unfinished dressing

table. See Bill Brown, 2530 A Street.

1938 Studebaker President coupe with five

good tires. Motor A-l. New brakes and
radio. See G. E. Quidort, Plant Police or

phone R-7488.

1937 Pontiac deluxe town sedan. Douglas
Lawrence, Tool Room. Or call at Campo
Highway at the Casa de Oro signs.

1936 Ford sedan. Two door. $350 cash.

J. F. Maher, 3445, Wing.

1942 Gypsy Caravan house trailer, sleeps

four. In excellent condition. Douglas
Lawrence, Tool Room. Or call at Campo
Highway at the Casa de Oro signs.

All metal, pre-war Taylor Tot. See Bill

Brown, 2530 A Street.

Set of golf clubs, G. Huff, Tooling Superin-
tendent's office.

1941 Buick special. Just like new. See
Carl Hatfield, Plant Police.

Two pieces of luggage. One piece gentle-

men's airplane luggage. One piece ladies'

airplane luggage. G. Huff, Tooling Super-
intendent's office.

Small table radio. $20,00. See G. P. Ded-
man, 2548, Electric Crib, second shift.

9x12 rug and pad (never used). Alexander
Smith. See G. E. Quidort, Plant Police,

or call Randolph 7488.

32 cal. Colt automatic pistol. This gun
has nickle finish and pearl handle. It

has been fired less than a dozen times
and is in perfect condition. Price $45.00,
including holster. See L. B. Teller, Time
Study.

Davenport made in three sections; each sec-
tion can be used as a separate lounge
chair. Pre-war construction, custom built.

Can be seen at 4009 First Avenue. A. J.

Jacobsen, Ext. 320.

1940 Pontiac six, 4-door sedan, paint spot-

less, motor perfect. A-l tires. 16,000 ac-
tual miles. Deluxe features throughout.
Best offer takes. W. B. Klein, 6484, Ext.

354. Home address 2133 Westinghouse,
Linda Vista.

Four-poster bed complete with coil spring

and innerspring mattress. $35.00. G. Fesf,

Accounts Payable, Ext. 327. Home ad-
dress 290 Shasta Street, Chula Vista.

"Kiddie Koop" baby bed and innerspring

mattress. Mattress needs recovering. As
is, $10.00. Adrian Price, Manifold Pro-

duction Control, second shift. Home phone
B-6932.

Federal house trailer. Sleeps four. See C.

W. Laws, 8245, Machine Shop.

Sky Liner trailer, butane gas, breakfast nook,

couch. M. M. Miller, 5949, Manifold As-
sembly, bumping, second shift.

5 passenger coupe with new tires, paint, ra-

dio and heater. See M. M. Miller, 5949,
Manifold Assembly, bumping, second
shift.

Electric type refrigerator, all porcelain, 6
cubic feet. $25.00. G. Fest. Accounts
Payable, Ext. 327. Home address 290
Shasta St., Chula Vista.

1936 Plymouth 2-door. Tires and motor ex-

cellent condition. See Lucile. Bartling,

Final Assembly.

Riding boots made by Peal & Company, Lon-
don, Eng. Excellent condition, complete
with trees. Approximately size 8. L. S.

Moore, Service Engineering, Ext. 283.

140 pound Bar Bell outfit, complete with

course. $20.00. Jean McClellan, Pay-
roll, Ext. 339.

52 Winchester, Standard barrel with Wea-
ver 4x scope with barrel mounts and
sling. New. 5x20 Wollensak telescope and
case. Lyman rear sight for Springfield 30-
06. H. H. Simmer, Home address 1109
Sapphire.

Forty foot, all mahogany auxiliary sloop.

Perfect condition, fully equipped for

cruising and racing. Two suits sails. Moor-
ing at San Diego Yacht Club. Best offer.

Terms to responsible party. Russ McCrea,
Ext. 371 or J-2735.

1 940 Mercury Club Coupe. Deluxe push-
button radio, heater, five good tires, low

mileage. A-l. J. McCarthy, 1541, Tool

Inspection, first or second shift.

1942 RCA radio phonograph combination,

console model, walnut cabinet, Bill Brown,

2530 A Street.

Mossberg bolt action target rifle, 5 or 1

shot clip. Lyman micrometer sights, ad-
justable rear peep sights, adjustable

swivels and leather sling, cheek rest, gun
excellent condition. 150 rounds ammuni-
tion. $39.00. See N. V. Descoteau,

1979, Manifold Assembly or call W-0845
between 5:30 and 6:30 p.m.

Davenport and matching chair. Davenport
one year old, pre-war stock, good condi-

tion. Also three occasional chairs, and
a gateleg table. See Bill Brown, 2530 A
Street.
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WANT TO BUY
Fishing reels, fresh or salt water. Guns of

all kinds. Golf clubs. Outboard mo'ors.

Contact Sid Smith, Airplane Dispatching.

Electric water pump for ranch. Also large

garage to move. E. W. Noble, 1157,

Manifold Small Parts, second shift.

Elite portable typewriter, Ernie Moore, Ext.

225.

Hot wa'er car heater. If you have one

you want to sell or know of someone

who does, contact Russ Nordlund, Priori-

ties, Ext. 214.

Used postage stamps on or off cover (en-

velope) from Curacao, Du*ch Indies or

Surinam; also U. S. Flag stamps (used)

on or off cover. Will buy or trade for

unused U. S. commemorative stamps or

defense stamps. Frank DeMoor, 2098,

Manifold Small Parts. Home address, 2124
Westinghouse St., Linda Vista.

One drill press, band saw and one jig saw

in good condition. Cash on the head. W.
Kane, 3087, Inspection Crib 5, second

shift.

Table top range and electric refrigerator.

Late models. Cash only. E. W. Noble,

1457, Manifold Small Parts, second shift.

Tricycle for three-year-old boy. Please con-

tact C. F. Cole, 1582, Inspection, Final

Assembly.

Set of lathe wood turning tools. See Russ

Nordlund, Priorities, Ext. 214.

Radio, any size, shape or form. See Vici

Bolen, 4695, Inspection Crib 4.

Two large trunks, either wardrobe or box

type G. Fest, Accounts Payable, Ext.

327.

Small radio, any model. See Mildred Sher-

wood, 5772, Final Assembly.

Large house trailer by good manufac-

turer. Will pay cash. E. W. Noble, 1 1 57,

Manifold Small Parts, second shift.

MISCELLANEOUS
Will trade one ( 1 ) bedroom furnished house

in walking distance to plant, for larger

furnished house (near University Ave.

preferred). Now paying $40.00 per

month. No children or pets. See or call

Lt. G. R. Bills, Plant Protection Office.

Wanted to rent by four reliable girls, 2 bed-

room furnished home or apartment. Call

Miss Uhler, Ext. 354.

Will trade one bedroom furnished apartment
renting for $50.00, including utilities and
within walking distance of plant, for two-

bedroom or large single bedroom, modern
furnished apartment up to $90.00. Gen-
erous reward for latter. Russ McCrea,
Ext. 371.

Will make out your income tax return.

Complete service. $10.00 for long form.

5.00 for short form. C. E. Strailey, Meth-
ods Engineering. Home phone J-5187.

Lost, lower half of earring, shape of a little

leaf, solid gold. Please return to Katie

Gardner, 6195, Airplane Dispatching.
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RYAN S-C, cabin plane for private-

owner use, featured all-mclal con-
struction.
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RYAN PT-25, superbly engineered
plastic-bonded plywood trainer

WhyWyan Manifolds
ON SO MANY FAMOUS PLANES?

Back of Ryan's long position of leadership

in the engineering and production of ex-

haust manifold systems is a different way
of working—

A golf champion knows that how he

hits the hull is mostly a matter of the

"hack swing" and the "follow thru".

Similarly, Ryan's enviable reputation for

"hitting the ball" has resulted from a policy

of encouraging design and engineering con-

sultation before production and by following

through after production with expert assist-

ance on service problems and prompt and

adequate parts supply.

Time and again it has been proven that

Ryan can save its customers' money, weight

and precious engineering time if Ryan engi-

neers are called in for consultation with the

customers' power plant experts and given the

manifold design assignment when the origi-

nal airplane design is being laid out. And

JL&lq on. JZtyasi. t-o BuJ-UL WsJ.1

RYAN
iUILDS WELL

row produce

peacetir afl.

besides these savings are the extra benefits of

better performance and service character-

istics.

Ryan engineering and production experts

have demonstrated their leadership in the

specialized field of manifold design and
manufacture. Evidence of this is that Ryan
technicians are responsible for what design-

ers consider important development in mani-

fold design in the past 15 years—the patented

Ryan "ball and socket" universal joint, an

essential to most modern power plant in-

stallations.

These are typical of the reasons why Ryan
manifolds and other exhaust system applica-

tions are standard equipment on so many of

America's most successful military and com-
mercial planes.

If you have an exhaust systems problem we
invite you to let Ryan apply its "know how"
to it in the designing stage.

RYAN
PLANS WELL
Modern engineering

flying experience.
Typicol result- Ryon
exhaust manifold sys-

the finest planet of

Other manufacturers.

RYAN
TRAINS WELL
Ryan School of Aero-

nautics, fam

school, now
Ine U.S. Army

eed; Thoroughn

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY- MEMBER, AIRCRAFT WAR PRODUCTION COUNCIL, INC.

GENERAL OFFICES: LINDBERGH FIELD, SAN DIEGO — EASTERN OFFICES: 420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK
Ryon Products: Army PT-22s; Navy NR-ls; Army PT-25); S-T Commercial ond Military Trainers; Exhaust Monifold Systems and Bomber Assemblies.
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D,URING the past month Ryan employee committees

have simultaneously carried through two very impor-

tant projects.

The Fourth War Loan Drive and the Employees Day

program are now in the past. Both took weeks of plan-

ning and hard work, on their own time, by hundreds

of Ryanites. The results speak for themselves.

Among all the companies in America, Ryan is one

of those most noted for enthusiastic teamwork by all

members of its organization. We demonstrated that

teamwork again this month, in the high-powered thor-

oughly-organized programs which put over Employees

Day and the War Loan.

As I write this, our final total is not known for the

Fourth War Loan Drive, but it is already many thou-

sands of dollars above the amount we raised for the

Third War Loan. Everyone who took part in the drive

can look back on it with real satisfaction.

Let's all try to show the same spirit of teamwork

every day, all year 'round. It's one of Ryan's biggest

assets in plane-building!

Or^^^



Ryan's first Employees Day is

history. To judge from the com-
ments of the thousands of visitors

who poured through the plant in

a steady stream, the affair was the
most successful of its kind ever held.
A huge sideshow of wartime ex-

hibits was spread before the eyes
of the endless parade of guests. At
every point in the plant there was
something interesting to see, plac-
ards and speakers to explain it, and
demonstrators to show how it

worked. Outdoors in the sunny fac-
tory yards there were famous war-
planes, powered gun turrets, Japa-
nese weapons, and even rivet guns

(Continued on page 3)

Thousands of Ryan friends and

families enjoy the factory tour

Mrs. Frank Dare and Frank, Jr., learn

about B-24 outer panels ;from dad, who
works in Manifold Welding.



Ralph Haver points out different sections of the engineering of-

fice to his wife and twin daughters, Elizabeth and Marjorie. The
twins are more interested in the photographer. Winston Marchman, Jr., son of Frances

Marchman of Wing Assembly, tries his hand

at riveting on the outside riveting display.

A steady stream of Ryan families were coming fn the factory gate practically the
entire day.

T. Claude Ryan greets Major Fernald, Commanding Officer at the Ryan School of Aero-
nautics, Hemet. At the right is Paul Wilcox, resident manager of the school and at
the left are Mrs. Wilcox and Mrs. Fernald.

Mrs. Robert Plummer, whose husband works

in Manifold Development and is co-chair-

man of the War Production Drive commit-

tee which helped plan the day, and their

son, Robert Wayne. "I enjoyed the trip im-

mensely. It's something I've always been

curious about."

Lauren Wright of Tool Room explains to his son Joseph how the turrets are mode.

First through the gate on the morning of

Employees Day was Stanley Teston of Drop

Hammer with his daughter Evelyn Marie in

his arms.



Of special interest1 was the collection of Japanese clothing,

equipment and firearms. A constant stream flowed past all day.

Navy gun turrets furnished a lively display all day with constant demon-
strations of just how they're maneuvered for the kill.

at which visitors could try their own
hands.

There were no bottlenecks, no
crowding, at any point. Tickets were
evenly distributed for various hours
of the day, so that the crowd never
grew too great at any one time.

Parking problems were handled
smoothly by Plant Protection offi-

cers, and there was always room for

the incoming cars.

The plant was spick and span
throughout. No oil stains, no dust,

no grime—the second shift worked
like Trojans on Saturday night to

make everything spotless. The metal
machinery shone like mirrors, and
you could have eaten supper off the
factory floor.

Jean Bovet, the rotund chef,

beamed all day long as guests de-
voured his stock of 12,000 dough-
nuts and 1500 gallons of orange-
ade. There were enough refresh-

ments for everyone—all free—and
the only time Jean looked flustered

was when a bystander asked if his

wife had objected to staying up all

night to bake so many doughnuts.

The First Aid rooms were on the
alert all day, but had little to do.

The special telephone for Fire

Alarm rang once during the day,
and the whole crew was aboard the
fire engine, with another man wait-
ing to cut the guard rope, before
Fire Chief Dan Driscoll even had
the telephone receiver to his ear.

The call turned out to be a wrong
number.

The force of soldiers detailed for

special guard duty had little to do
except stand watch. There were no
disturbances. The gates closed
shortly after four o'clock, the plant
was empty by five, and then the
guards and police gave the entire
factory a thorough combing to make
sure everything was in order. It was.

Cover picture: Henry Hall of Drop
Hammer and his wife, Dorothy, of Fac-

tory Transportation show Grandmother
Hall and their three children, Sue,

Nancy and Maureen the manifolds

they help to build.

"Here's how a lathe works," says George Lawton of Machine Shop as he takes

his wife, daughter Caroline and son George Emmett through his department.
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Helen Kent and Ruth Green of Plant Protection were
busy all day at the Adjustment Desk just outside the

entrance gate, checking credentials of unexpected
guests.



Marvin Teel, son

of Mrs. Ruby

Teel of Manifold

Assembly.
"Those planes

are super," he

said, "I want to

fly one."

Jane Graham,
daughter of Mrs.

Jane Graham of

Purchasing says,

"It was sure fun.

The rivet guns

were best of all.

I'd like to work

at Ryan."

Richard Childs,son

of Bob Childs of

Material Control,

decided, "The
planes and drop

hammers were

swell. ... I liked

the doughnuts
best." Lieut. S. H. Zeigler explains the rib construction of an airplane to his

guests, the Misses Mary Vivian Conway and Ruth Hilyard.

Major Thomas Kilcourse, U. S. Marines, and Mrs. Kilcourse of

Manifold Assembly. "I wish everybody in the United States

could see the inside of a plant like this," Major Kilcourse said.

"There wouldn't be any squawking about taxes and War
Bonds if people got a good look at what is being done with

their money in factories like Ryan."

The manifold display on the shipping platform gave visitors a better

idea of the work of this large Ryan division. Of particular interest was
the exhibit demonstrating the vibration-free action of these Ryan
manifolds.

"Maggie" Fuson Walker, formerly of Airplane Pro-

duction Control and co-columnist of the Ryanette

column, decides things look a little different at her

old desk now. Husband Don is also of Airplane Pro-

duction Control.

The display of airplanes on the field was
and drew a steady crowd all day.

— 4—
a particular delight to the youngsters



Albert McNeal of Manifold Welding shows his wife and daughters Georgine and Betty

Ruth, his welding booth in Manifold Welding.

Mrs. J. A. "Vivian" Haywood of Final As-

sembly shows her service husband around the

plant.

Stag line. Left to right Tom Hickey, Inspection; Art Coltrain,

assistant to the factory manager; Garrick O'Bryan, Employee

Service; Earl Prudden, Vice-President, and Dan Driscoll, Fire

Chief. The work of Coltrain, O'Bryan and Prudden was one

of the big reasons why Employees Day proved such a success.

T. K. Heth, Florence Heth of Sheet Metcl, Miss Eva Strayer, and Mr.

R. E. Snyder. "I've been through other aircraft plants," Mr. Heth said,

"but this was the most businesslike one I've ever seen. The whole fac-

tory looked neat and well laid out. The thing I enjoyed most was

watching workers actually demonstrate the machinery."

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Figenshaw and daughter Susan enjoy

refreshments after their tour. Figenshaw works in Sheet

Metal.

A. Tario, assistant foreman of Cutting and Routing in Sheet Metal on

second shift, demonstrates the use of a drill to interested families.

— 5-



No, I'm not working in the Bonus

Department nor do I receive a

bonus, but somehow I find myself

an intermediate factor between the

two. That's plausible enough when
the facts are presented. The Time
Study department is in possession

of figures, which, when credited in

reasonable quantity to the produc-

tive labor of a certain department
enable that department to be paid

for the man-hours they save.

Contrary to what you may think

about the little tear-off tags cover-

ing a job, they are valuable ! Brother,

they're dollar bills to you. Don't

be careless!

Have you ever held a ticket on
the winner at the races, and upon
presenting the ticket for what
should be a swell payoff found, to

your consternation, that the one cor-

ner with the winning name or num-
ber somehow got itself detached
during the excitement? Well, no

race track ticket ever looked worse
or meant more than some of these

tear-off tags. Some of the dog-

eared data is actually illegible! If I

told you to use $5.00 bills for

scratch paper, hat linings, shoe soles

or stuffings, you'd think I was crazy

—and what's more, you'd be right.

But the same thing holds for these

tear-off tags! They are, or could be,

money in your pocket if you'd only

realize it.

Work should be done from the

tear-off tags and shop orders (trav-

elers). Follow and watch the se-

quence of operations to the fullest.

Those travelers should travel ! They
should follow right along with the

work when it is brought into a de-

partment. If, for any reason, you
find that the operations so listed

cannot be done in the manner desig-

nated, you should consult your lead-

man and discuss possibilities of hav-

ing the traveler changed. Lost hours
can easily be traced back to a devi-

ation from the routing sent out. It

is taken for granted that the work is

being done as it is laid out and
times are credited accordingly. All

legitimate changes will be made
gladly. Follow the routine listed.

Any additional operations may be
credited on time allowance until

such time as the change is made.
Your leadman will take care of this

for you on the proper forms.

HOW
your

BONUS
DEPENDS

ON YOU

ftttct

DORTHA DUNSTON

Incidentally, it's a waste of time

and energy to pencil in changes of

part numbers or other data when
the travelers are released. If

changes are needed you probably

also have an up-to-date traveler,

— 6—

covering the same parts. Bonus is

paid by the station identification

and the quantity of parts received

and signed for by the dispatcher.

Now another thing—we all like

to do jobs for someone else. We're
proud of our good will policy here

at Ryan but gosh, none of us are

angels. It's only human for us to

expect recognition of our good

deeds. What I'm trying to say is

— if your department does work for

some other station you should, of

course, receive the credit. A special

routing transfer, which your fore-

man will automatically take care of,

covers just that.

If you, by any chance, are trans-

ferred to another department, there

will be a transfer form sent to the

Bonus Department with your name,
work, work order, previous depart-

ment, and present department
listed. This is the Employee Tem-
porary Transfer. In case of a per-

manent transfer you should check
with the clerk in both your present

and previous departments to see

that your work is being properly

credited. A temporary transfer will

automatically take care of your

group and department number
changes. Do not change your time

card.

Now why do you suppose the com-
pany asks you to sign your work
order number as well as your name
on the time cards? Did you know
that the work order number that you

report is a definite portion of the

productive time credited to your de-

partment? It's not fair to either

you or your department to report

your regular job work order number
if you're actually spending part of

your time working on another job or

waiting for materials. So don't be

afraid of reporting 9718 "Idle and

Lost Time" on your card. It's no

reflection on you and it's a great

help to the company in keeping pro-

duction running as smoothly as pos-

sible and correcting any maladjust-

ments in the flow of material. In

addition, that time isn't lost to you.

You actually receive credit for the

time, but it is a credit to non-pro-

ductive work. In that way, it doesn't

penalize your own production figure

or that of your department.



Inexperienced beginners aren't

holding you back. Don't get any

fancy ideas on that score. A full

forty hours is allowed for those peo-

ple and your leadman is given a per-

centage for his time spent in pro-

ductive work. Show these new peo-

ple how to handle their jobs easily,

and before long they will be able to

gain time for your department.

Day work and Time allowance

sheets must be turned in every day

because of the fact that such allow-

ances take care of the "odd" jobs,

lost time, and bad material etc., and
explain your time off productive

work. Such items will be credited

to your department.

Travelers will soon be complete

with operations and corresponding

unit times listed on the backs. This

will act as a check on your particular

job. Now, in case the operations as

listed are out of order or do not

carry correct station numbers or ac-

curate times, you will still have the

privilege of voicing your opinion.

The Operation and Time Change
requests are at your disposal. Upon
investigation of the requested
change the proper routing or times
will be reissued on a new traveler
form or you will be advised as to

why your request cannot be put into

effect.

For the convenience of Ryanites
in knowing where parts are to be
delivered we are going into a four
number station. The first two num-
bers represent your department, the
third represents your group, and the
fourth is a delivery station for

material. Be sure you know the de-
partment and group to which you
are assigned. These new changes
are illustrated on the traveler shown
here. Note the main features
marked on it. Along with this con-
version, departments will be broken
down into smaller groups thus per-
mitting a better control of work.

Why does the company have a
bonus plan. Well, it's their means
of rewarding Ryanites for that extra
effort on their jobs. Just how much
bonus you realize depends not only
on your effort but also on how ac-
curately you attend to that little

detail of recording your time. Don't
forget it—bonus figures are produc-
tion figures. The company is glad
to pay you for that extra production—and you can use that extra money
to buy another war bond.

Details about the bonus system that'll help you and

your department realize full benefit from your efforts.

The opportunity's there— the rest is up to you

SHOP ORDER
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Unsung heroes of the War Loan drive:

JACK GRAHAM, who spotted interesting people
all over the plant for the impromptu interviews at
the mike, and worked hard lining up other program
features. He made a special trip back to the plant
one evening to help put over one of the second-shift
rallies. . . . HARRY SIEGMUND, the "prop man"
who chased all over town getting chalk, blackboards,
bells, and a million other things which had to be pro-

cured to make the rally programs a success
RAY MORKOWSKI, JACK KING and other employee
leaders who spent hours of their own time in the plant,

almost every day of the drive, backing up their solici-

tors. . . . BOB CODDING, who spark-plugged En-
gineering to a place at the very front of the parade
in this War Loan drive. . . . MADGE DOSHIER,
FRANCES STATLER, EVELYN DUNCAN and ART
COLTRAIN, who gave away kisses at the price of a

$100 War Bond per osculation.

Memories of the campaign. . . . The jitterbug

who tried desperately to make a deal to work over-

time in exchange for permission to stay and listen to

the colored jive band through all three lunch periods.

. . Earl Prudden's mystification at the crowd's
amusement when he spoke of himself as an enthusiast
for "boojie-woojie music." . . . The sly musical
salute the Marine bandsters gave to the gal who
walked briskly in front of them three times in suc-
cession while they were waiting for the program to

start. . . . The dry-eyed and bitterly determined
widow who came to work and bought a $500 bond
the day after receiving word that her husband had
been killed in action. . . .

Quite a few of our Ryan people seem to be getting
involved with national magazines lately. On page 34
of the February 1 Pic, you can feast your eyes on a
half-page photograph of HELEN COX, CORINNE
WRIGHT, and MARIE LOUDEN. ... One of the

aviation magazines is considering the purchase of

one of VIC ODIN's humor columns which he wrote
for Flying Reporter. Vic is also dickering with the

New Yorker. . . . FRED PERLIN of Engineering is

scribbling hard on an article for the Saturday Evening
Post. He is lashed to a frenzy by the knowledge that

his brother George, an Army sergeant, has just had
a second article in that publication, in spite of the
fact that Fred considers himself the writer of the
family. Fred sold a serial and a number of short

stories in his younger days. . . . Vice-President
EARL PRUDDEN could probably have appeared in

Life magazine had we sent in that certain photograph
taken in the factory yard during the War Bond rally

when kisses were being auctioned off. . . . GORDON
RUPP of Photography, who sold a story to Liberty

some time ago, is just finishing another one
And the piece of fiction about BILL WAGNER's
ferry-boat escapade, which we mentioned in our last,

turned up again this month in an aviation magazine
in England.
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San Diego Attacks

T*o*tt Mc^ *)?

March 10th, 11th and 12th

BALBOA STADIUM

M
"*L,i|i

Here's your chance to see

fighting in the South Pacific

with all the light and sound

effects of the real thing.

Don't miss it!

More thon 1 000 men and 1 00 pieces of
military equipment will be on hand in San
Diego for the big Army and Navy War
Show in the Balboa Stadium on March 10th,

I 1th and 12th. The show—"San Diego
Attacks"—will be staged in a setting rep-

resenting a Japanese atoll and will be pre-

sented as a tribute to city and county war
workers.

The show will be presented by a War De-
partment team composed of Maj. Clifford

W. Macfarlane, of the 9th Service Command,
and Maj. Melville H. Ruick, Army Air

Forces, Radio Production Unit, aided by a

highly-trained staff of specialists in Army
and Navy battle tactics. It will be virtually

the same as one presented recently in Los
Angeles. Pictures show the Los Angeles
performance. Watch for further announce-
ments.

3 ~
'

?3*36Rr* '•%£*=•

iw*fc"
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7i*e Say it TVitA SWk.
As we go to press the latest figure on the

Fourth War Loan drive at Ryan shows a

total of $455,000. That's a good showing,

but don't pat yourself on the back yet; it's

still short of our goal of $500,000.

Starting off on a serious vein, the Fourth

War Loan drive gave us all something to

think about. Our personal contribution to

the war is very small when compared with

the price that so many are paying. Working
in a war plant is not enough. Donating blood

is not enough. We have to support our men
with our money, too.

Switching to a lighter theme on the re-

maining days of the Ryan drive, many Ryan-
ites had an opportunity to tell just why
they were buying war bonds. And we began
to realize how earnestly most Ryanites feel

about this war. Five hundred- and thousand-
dollar bond purchases began rolling in.

The organized campaign is over. But it's

still not too late to buy a bond for cash.
Let's take Ryan over the $500,000 mark
by the 29th.

We'll fight the war with every ounce of energy and every

dollar we have say Ryanites as they pledge an extra $450,000

From top to bottom, here's the story of the pictures. Ray Morkowski collects a kiss from Madge
Dosier for the war bonds the Union bought. Lieut. R. 0. Deitzer and Dick Jergens, who was
with the Marine Band. In star, Catherine Jankus tells why she thinks bonds are worthwhile.
Marine Band. Bob Rankin and Bill Wagner bring in another $100 "volunteer," Slim Coats.
Coats, short of cash, signs on the cuff for his $100 worth. Bill Danyluk puts in a plug for

War Bonds. . . . Earl Prudden is master of ceremonies. And in lower circle, Frances Statler

bestows a $100 kiss on Bob Rankin.

— 10—



A hard-driving, concerted cam-
paign to get a crosstown bus line for

San Diegans was launched this

month by Ryan, Solar, and Consoli-
dated, with the help of Army and
Navy representatives.

That's the meaning of the ques-
tionnaire about transportation you
probably received a few days ago.

The results of this questionnaire
are expected to provide ammunition
for the campaign. It will show how
much need for the new bus line ex-
ists among Ryan employees.

A transportation survey by the
Employees' Service Department
shows that 40% of the Ryanites live

in the northern residential section
of town, from which they must ride

downtown and then backtrack to

Ryan if they use public transporta-
tion.

This roundabout route probably
takes 15 to 45 minutes longer than
a direct bus route would, Ryan
transportation experts think. In

line with the company policy of con-
tinuously making Ryan "a better
place to work" the Employee Service
division is determined to keep push-
ing for a crosstown bus line if the
results of the questionnaire justify

it.

This isn't the first time the mat-
ter has come up, of course. Ryan
has tried several times before to

get crosstown service for its em-
ployees, but officials have thrown
cold water on the proposal. "Private
automobiles aren't being used as
fully as they can be," has been the
decision. "Ryan people will have to

use car pooling right up to the hilt

before we can tackle such a her-
culean job as putting through a
new bus line."

But previous refusals will not stick

this time, Ryan believes. With auto-
mobile tires wearing thin, and the
gasoline famine growing steadily
worse, more and more war workers
will have to depend on street cars
and buses.

Solar and Consolidated face the
same problem. Accordingly the
three companies are working shoul-

der to shoulder. While Ryan em-
ployees were filling out their ques-
tionnaires, workers at the other two
companies were receiving similar

blanks.

The tabulations from all three

companies will be laid before some
of the Army and Navy officers in

San Diego who are responsible for

liaison work with the aircraft com-
panies.

Will We Have A
Crosstown Bus Line
However, they are only playing

the role of fact-finders just now.

They are waiting to be shown that

the aircraft workers really need a

crosstown bus line.

The same is true of the Ryan
executives involved. Eddie Molloy,

Frank Persons, Walter Locke and
Garrick O'Bryan are all accustomed

to battering down obstacles in be-

half of Ryan employees. All four

have made up their minds to get the

bus line if the questionnaires show
that it's really needed.

The first moves in the campaign
will be made jointly by Ryan, Solar,

Consolidated and the Army and
Navy, who will present the facts to

the San Diego Electric Railway Com-
pany, the Office of Defense Trans-

portation, and the Committee for

Congested Production Areas.

"We're pretty sure that we'll get

hearty cooperation from all of them,

once we show the urgent need for

the new bus line," one of the Ryan
executives said. "We'll carry on

— 11 —

from there just as far as necessary

—all the way to Washington if we
have to."

However, the campaign will be

stopped before it starts if the ques-

tionnaires aren't turned in. The
returns are still being tabulated, and
there's still time for you to fill one

out if you haven't already done so.

Get yours in at once, if you need

crosstown bus service!

Do we need it, or don't we?

You're one of the aircrafters

who will make the decision.

Fill out your questionnaire

and take it to your

Department Clerk

at once



Here are some Ryanires who could spare

a pint. At lower right two Ryan women
whose brother and brother-in-law are

serving in the same regiment overseas

send their contribution on its way.

The coral reef of Tarawa was littered with the bodies of Americans who

had given all their fourteen pints of blood for you. Can you spare one

for them? All along the road to Rome, to Berlin and Tokyo, plasma will

be needed. Not a day passes that your local Red Cross Blood Bank couldn't

take many more donations if more donors were available. It may take

thirty pints to save the life of a soldier lying wounded on a beachhead.

Call F-7704 and make your appointment to contribute one of that thirty.

Or better still, find four or five others from your department who would

like to donate and make it a party. Then sit down afterwards and enjoy

the doughnuts and coffee.

Here's the phone number again, F-7704.

(five a 'Ptttt' a*tct Save a ^.tfe,
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Warner W. Beory

These are the folks the world

can't do without. Working and
thinking is the home front's job,

and these folks during the last year

have done a full measure of both.

They've been among the top idea

contributors at Ryan during the past

year. Their suggestions have been
many and they've been consistently

good. They've done a lot to speed
production.

A company committee is now giv-

ing careful consideration to sug-

gestions which have been turned
in during the last year. They will

analyze each suggestion which has

received an award from the joint

labor-management Production Drive

Committee and will make War Bond

P

S. C. Wayte

Ryanites
of

The Year
Tomorrow's production

depends on today's

ideas. And that's where

these six come in

awards to those suggestors whose
contributions merit additional re-

wards. Probably we'll have some
news by next issue on the first of

these War Bond winners.

Most recent among the Ryanites

to receive awards from the Produc-

tion Drive Committee are the fol-

lowing: Gold bars to H. A. Faris,

0. F. Finn, John Kill ian and Arthur
W. Kilmer. Silver awards or bars to

Franklin Dixon, C. F. Brown, Earl

Vaughan, Gerald Haight, G. F.

Sherman, H. W. Graham, Delmar
Conde, C. F. Brown, Marion Baker,

Glenn L. Humphrey, Glenn E. Mur-
phy and A. L. Jones. Twenty-four

bronze awards were also made and
twenty certificates of merit.

Fred Hill 0. F. Finn



Inspection

Notes

by Dorothy Trudersheim

Assistant Reporters:

Edna Farnsworth, Receiving Inspection.

Marjorie Bolas, Final Assembly.
Mary Durand, Manifold Inspection.

Claire Skinner, Sheet Metal Inspection.

Now that Employees Day is over, we can
settle down into our ordinary routine. Many
commented upon the neatness of our plant,

the well-kept equipment and the friendly

spirit which prevails. We recommend a Vis-

itors' Day oftener, in order that much-
needed clean-up work be taken care of. . . .

Thanks to the company for the free meals

Librarg Lore
by Dorothy Elder

Aircraft electrical systems: their mainten-
ance and servicing by Jorch.

America fledges wings: the thrilling story

of the contribution of aviation's greatest

benefactor, Daniel Guggenheim.
Elements of mechanical vibration: by

Freberg and Kemler.
Four miles south of Kitty Hawk: published

in celebration of the 40th anniversary of

the Wright Brothers' successful flight on
Dec. 17, 1903.

Metals and alloys data book: by Hoyt.
Tungsten: its history, geology, ore-dress-

ing, metallurgy, chemistry analysis, appli-

cations and economics by Li and Wang.

New Magazines Received

Aero Digest January
Air Force—AAF Journal February
Air Force Review January
Air Tech February
American Aviation February 1st

American Pilot January
Automotive & Aviation

Industries February 1 st

Canadian Aviation January
Civil Aeronautics Journal . . January 1 5th
Modern Machine Shop February
National Aeronautics January
Skyways February
U. S. Air Services January
Western Flying February
Western Industry February
Western Metals February

Quips and Queries

STEVE ORBAN, looking through a file of

Aero Digest magazines. . . .

Librarian: "Please keep them in chrono-
logical order!"

Steve: "What does that mean?"
FRANK GORDON ... as librarian sets

forth to collect specifications: "Here comes
Mrs. J. Edgar Elder."

LOUISE WILSON and VIRGINIA FRANK-
LIN from Project, always eager for accuracy,
"May we borrow your dictionary?"
DOROTHY ELDER feeling duly chastised

after being reprimanded by a State police-
man when she stopped to take MARION
CONTRERAS to the gate.

for those who worked on Employees Day
and for the doughnuts and orange juice

served for the guests. . . One of the

couples which were in evidence was Mr. and
Mrs. CARMACK BERRYMAN, newlyweds as

of January 24, 1944. You will remember
Carmack has been in the inspection Depart-

ment for three years. We were afraid that

he was a confirmed bachelor, but it took

Shirley Gordon to get him to Yuma on Janu-
ary 24, at 7 p.m., and take from him those

rights of single blessedness. She is a grad-

uate of local schools and until her marriage

she was employed at the Naval Hospital.

Carmack was born at Dingerfield, a small

town in eastern Texas. Since coming to

San Diego he attended the local schools, was
graduated from Fullerton Junior College and
San Diego State College. During the sum-
mer of 1943 he completed his graduate work
for teaching credentials at Whittier College.

Mrs. Berryman is a top-notch athle'e. Car-
mack played on several champion basket-

ball teams and at present is a player and
manager of the Ryan basketball team,
which ranks among the first in this area
He was Ryan tennis champ last year and
came out second in the last tournament.
They are at home at 4276 36th Street, San
Diego. We wish nothing but the best for

them. . . . After one and one-half years
at Ryan, DON GOULET, Receiving Inspec-

tion, wants to go back home to Chicago
on his vacation. He says it will be a quick
trip, for he will say "Hi" to his Mom, look

in on some of his old hangouts and grab
that first train back. After the experience
he has had here in San Diego in dodging
cars, he'll be a whizz at home, unless this

warm country has slowed him down. . . .

MARTHA (MICKY) DAVIS, of good old

K. C, Missouri, is new in Receiving In-

spection. She comes to us from the same
department at Convair DOROTHY
BARKOVIC is now in Crib No. 5. Her hus-
band is already employed in Manifold Small
Parts. . . . GARRIE PINNON, formerly of

Manifold, is now in Crib No. 5. . . . WM.
FUNK, from the Machine Shop, is in Re-
ceiving Inspection. . . . HENRY (HANK)
KRUTZ, formerly a Convair electrician, is

in Receiving. . . . HELEN GOULD, for-

merly an employee of our neighbor across

Lindbergh Field, is also in Crib No. 5. . . .

MAYME GRAY, of Crib No. 5, was called

home, so MARIAN PAPINI is inspecting

Cowl-wells . . . MELVIN VALE, from
Sheet Metal Production, is the new Mag-
netic Inspector in Crib No. 3. . . . ELINOR
BLACK, of Crib No. 5, knows the meaning
of Valentine's Day. She celebrated with a
nice gesture by passing a large box of

chocolates. Why don't the rest of you think

of those things? Oh well, we ate free dough-
nuts on the same day with our half-pint

of milk. . . . MARY NICOL, Receiving
Inspection, has gone to join her husband,
just out of the Navy. Guess she will be back
with the Douglas Company. We need not
ask, "Is the Nicol family doing its part?"

The two sons are in the Navy and Mr. and
Mrs. are on the job every day in a war
plant. . . . Hats off to MADGE DOSHIER
for those kisses she gave to the fellows for

buying those hundred-dollar bonds. . . .

"SPEEDY" COLE must have had his mind
on money the day he wrote out a Rejection

Report and put a dollar sign in front of

the number being rejected. The reason
could be because he is in Final Assembly
Inspection or because it is income tax sea-

son. . . . We have some more new per-

sons in Final Assembly Inspection—F. F.

BURLEY, J. C. & R. L. ATKINS and P. F.

DUKELOW. We will try to give a better

introduction of them next time. ... I am
sure I can speak for the entire department
in saying that congratulations are in order

to the committee in charge of Employees
Day for the fine way in which the factory

was presented to the visitors.

So long, until next time. Think this over:

Don't be what you isn't.

Just be what you is.

For if you is what you isn't

You isn't what you is.

A recent treat for Ryan swing shifters was the special lunchtime performance put on by

Bill Hilton's Band, which is managed by Bill Magellan of Manifold.
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FROM MATERIAL CONTROL
by EARL VAUGHAN

o

Pearl Harbor, December 7 — "He was

there." BILL GUERIN, of Manifold Material

Control, was interviewed by your reporter

and related the following unforgettable tale:

A rude and early awakening on that

"fateful Sunday" transformed Bill's pre-

viously pleasant life on Oahu to a continu-

ous "hot deal." He had been working on
the Pacific Naval Air Base contract as Cost
Engineer and Cost Accountant since the latter

part of 1939. Bill was called out to Pearl

Harbor on that upset day and was afforded

the opportunity of first-hand observation of

the so-called "peace efforts" of our little

cutthroats across the Pacific. In addition to

sinking our ships, killing and wounding
hundreds of Americans, they had a bomb
placed in the exact center of the dispensary

patio. However, through luck on our side,

no patients or workers were injured, al-

though the floor was completely removed
by the bomb. Cost and red tape were quickly

ignored that day, and Bill became a body
retriever, a messenger and boat operator all

in one. Rocketing machine guns and bombs
loosed from enemy planes transformed a

vacation spot of paradise into a grim de-
fense center. The confusion was short-

lived and was very quickly replaced by well-

organized "digging in." Carefully-tended
lawns were graced with splinter shelters,

stocked for a long bombing attack. The re-

quest for blood donors was answered by so

many that the hospitals were unable to

handle the many volunteers. Martial law
was declared and idleness forbidden as a

misdemeanor, punishable by a jail sentence.
But the total population was 100% behind
our government, with no favors asked other
than the opportunity of doing all possible

to defend and enforce their freedom. Bill

says "Remember Pearl Harbor" is a fine

slogan, but an additional thought for the
marvelous effort and freely-given support
of the Honolulu civilians should not be over-
looked. Bill left Honolulu with the other
civilians by request of Uncle Sam and ar-

rived in San Diego to work at Ryan. He is

doing his work well, and hopes that some
of it will be a return blow to the Japs to

partly even up the score made in their favor
that day of December 7, 1 941

.

News Flashes from the Second Shift by
Irene Wachtel: Saturday afternoon, Febru-
ary 12, at the Baptist Church, corner of

Bancroft and Wightman streets was the
scene of a beautiful wedding. Marriage
vows were exchanged between WALTER
SAYER and NORMA JEANNE ROBERTSON.
This event marked the climax performance
of school days spent together in Oklahoma.
(Congratulations to the groom, best wishes
to the bride and good luck to you both.)

The home of ELIZABETH MITCHELL, in

Pacific Beach, was open to members of the

Airplane Production and Material Control

departments on February 20. The occasion
was a shower for the new MRS. SAYER.
After the many beautiful and practical wed-
ding gifts were presented, games and refresh-

ments wound up the day's entertainment
for these night owls of the swing shift.

Advice to the Travel-Minded: MARY
WILLIAMSON, having returned from Chi-
cago after an enjoyable visit with her family
and her husband's family, tells the follow-

ing tale:

All was peaceful in my home town of

Dixon, located 100 miles west of Chicago,
and I informed my family and friends at

home that there is a war going on in the
Pacific and how busy the western aircraft

manufacturing companies are these days.

Also, I advise none of my friends here at

Ryan to travel by train unless they are

prepared to hang from the ceiling, sleep

on the floor, or dangle in mid-air from a

train sky hook with elbows and feet push-
ing you here and there. (Glad to see you
back, Mary, and thanks for the advice.)

Dots and Dashes From a Bomber Squad-
ron, Central Pacific: PHIL LEVIN, our

flying Ryan representative in the Central
Pacific has sent in the following flash: "Just
returned from another successful mission

over that yellow-infested territory and
through my bomb bay doors dropped a large

load of my calling cards. On each bomb
was written 'From the Ryan Employees' and
they were left where they did the most good.

It does my heart good to see those little

yellow rats scatter piece by piece after the

way they have treated our boys of Bataan
and Corregidor. During our return trip to

our home base, we ran into a little opposition

and more Jap zeros were marked off the

Tokyo roll call." Phil says for your reporter

to tell the boys in Material that the B-24
"Pistol Packing Momma" is in there pitching

for them. We, here in Material Control, are

looking forward to seeing Phil in the near
future as he now has sixteen sorties to his

credit and when he reaches thirty, his fur-

lough will be granted. Phil says to keep
buying those U. S. war bonds and the Pistol

Packin' Momma will stay in the air—fight-

ing. (Keep 'em flying, Phil; good luck,

and here's a toast to bigger and better

bombing raids to set that rising sun forever.)

New Recruits to Material Control: RUSH
CARROLL, H. E. DENISON, EDWARD
JENKINS, CHARLES KELLY, W. M. BAIN-
BRIDGE and EVELYN DeLAY are indeed
welcome to this busy department and we all

hope you enjoy your work with us.

Little Drips Save Lives—Blood, Blood,

Blood—They need it, we've got it; Brother,

Sister, can you spare a pint or two? A few
issues back, this reporter announced with

pride the names of those of this department
who had given the best from their veins for

our boys over there. I am again proud to

announce that more employees of this de-
partment have rendered this extra special

service to their country and fellowmen.
Four Time Donor: MARIE RYAN has been

a steady customer at the San Diego Red
Cross Blood Center and carries part of the

high honors for Material Control. Marie
has given her blood four times and is looking

forward to her fifth donation. You see, she
has five of her relatives in the service. Her
husband is serving in the U. S. Engineering

Corps in England, a brother-in-law is a

Sea-Bee in New Guinea, a nephew is flying

a bomber with the U. S. Army Air Corps in

New Guinea and another nephew attending

the U. S. Air Corps State College at Raleigh,

North Carolina. Marie says she wants to

give a pint for each of these boys, but hopes
that they will never be in need of it.

To VELMA GRUBBS, goes equal honors,

as this young lady has also given her blood
four times and expects to continue her every
eighth week visit until victory is ours. Velma
also has several of her relatives serving the

colors. Velma's husband is now stationed at

Camp Elliott with the U. S. Marines and
one brother, a Marine, is somewhere in the

Gilbert Islands after having fought in the

battle of Tarawa. Velma has another brother

with the U. S. Army, Randolph Field, Texas,
and a brother-in-law in the U. S. Navy.

BILL GUERIN, the boy who was at Pearl

Harbor on that day of December 7, 1941,
gave four pints at the time our country and
service boys needed it the most. (Congratu-
lations, Bill.)

Three time donor: MYRTLE ANDERSON.
Two time donors: MARY WILLIAMSON,

MAXINE CARMAN, HOWARD ULBERG,
EARL VAUGHAN.

One time donors: OWEN MEEHLING, PAT
SANFORD, HAROLD WRIGHT, R. S. SMITH,
J. L. HALLEY, MORRIE LEVIN, D. LAMM,
LYLE TIPPIE, EDWIN JENKINS, CHARLES
KELLY.
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Smoke From

A Test Tube
by Sally and Sue

First, we moved all the furniture around
to what we think are new and attractive

locations, cleaned out from under every-
thing, washed and polished all the windows
(now we can see through them!), and even
painted the chemical work bench and faucets

and things in a two-tone color scheme. It's

all quite artistic. Dust was flying every-
where, and your faithful columnists were
wheezing and sneezing as we never had be-

fore. It was beautiful when we finished

—

in fact, everything dazzled and sparkled no
end—everything, that is, but the personnel.
All I can say is: it's a good thing Saturday
night is bath night! Our chests swelled with
pride the next day when we brought Mom
and Dad, the youngsters, and the rest of

the family down to view the place in which
we labor, and to see our own special little

nooks and crannies. It's been suggested

—

and a mighty good idea, too—that we have
a visitors' day more often. This open house
was a huge success as far as we're concerned,
and we were proud to show our families and
friends that Ryan really is a better place
to work.

Wise remarks by Ryan wives following
open house:

Petite and pretty Betty Fullerton, wife of

BOB FULLERTON, said that the thing that
impressed her most was—of all things

—

her husband's tool box.

WILSON "HUB" HUBBELL went to great
lengths to explain various and sundry com-
plicated mechanisms to Jerry Hubbell— in

fact, it took some time—and after they
returned home she said, "Just what do you
do down there?"

Then there was Dorothy Neeves, wife of

LES NEEVES. While Les was explaining var-

ious plant processes to Dorothy, he felt a

steady tug on his sleeves, and she whis-
pered, "Just look at that fur coat!"

Introducing new members of the Lab Staff:

GRACE "GAY" SHAW, recently from
Schenectady, New York, where she was asso-
ciated with General Electric. SALLY and
SUE think they are mighty lucky to have
someone as nice as Gay working with them.
She was fortunate to be able to drive across

the continent (imagine, in these days I , so

we asked for a mile-by-mile description of

what it feels live to travel from coast to

coast. We have found out that, among other
things, she is a ski enthusiast.

Also—ELLEN HARRINGTON joining the

ranks of chemists. Recently graduated from
the College of the Pacific, we find she is not
a newcomer to San Diego. (My, my, how
did that happen?) She adds another one to

the list of Marine followers in our midst, her
father being stationed with the Marines here,

so SUE and CLAIRE are mighty happy.

To the Radio and Electrical group we have
ED KOPS, a transfer from the Electrical

Crib. We don't know much about Ed, ex-
cept that he is quiet and smokes a pipe

(No cigars, we hope). Another good addi-

tion. Has a brother, Earl Kops, in Engineer-
ing. We could say he hails from Michigan,

but he has been in these parts since 1 926,
which makes him a native (well, almost) .

As assistant to BO FLOERSCH, Process

Engineer, we have the small person of TIM-
OTHY PAUL FLOERSCH, born at Mercy
Hospital on February 8th, weighing eight

pounds. Over-all dimensions, 21 inches

from stem to stern. Father doing well under
the circumstances. Yes, sir; he walks dif-

ferent, acts different, talks different— it's

amazing what a young son will do for one.

The candy and cigars enjoyed by all. Con-
gratulations to Bev and Bo!

We now have an expert rat exterminator
on the Laboratory Staff in the person of BO
FLOERSCH. He prepared a Mickey Finn for

the little rascals in the form of an innocent
ham salad sandwich. It cost several of us

two pennies each, but it was worth it. We
girls of the Laboratory find it quite difficult

to concentrate on dictations, and typing and
the like while trying to avoid these bold

creatures that have suddenly invaded our
department. Although all of the poisoned
food disappeared overnight, we are not sure

whether we are killing them or making them
fatter, but we have hopes on the former.

You should have heard CLAIRE singing

"A Tisket, a Tasket, I Lost My Little Gas-
ket" while pressure-testing some water-
tight seals. And that is nothing to what
she sang when she found her hubby was
back in this country again, after being over-

seas.

Hither and Yon
HUB HUBBELL is somewhat stymied

—

he figures he owes Uncle Sam $1 50 as of

the close of 1943, but in September of that

year the government owed him $1. What
became of the withholding tax taken out
since September? he asks. He has even got

the master income tax figger-outer, WHIT-
COMB, puzzled.

We of the Laboratory wish to thank Mrs.
LIPSEY, Sally's mother, for the wonderful
treat she gave us Monday after the open
house. The cookies were perfect. It wouldn't
make us mad if she did it again.

Wing Assembly had another get-together
at the Red Cross Blood Center. There were
some new faces this time. I'm afraid that
some of us forgot to show up. BOB PHELAN
was so interested in the girls around him
that he did not even hear his name called.

Our next meeting will be March 31 . Make
it a point to be there at 4:20 p. m.
SPEEDY COLE advertised for a tricycle in

the Flying Reporter. From the latest re-

port he now has one. I am waiting to see
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if he really is going to give it to his boy
or keep it to ride around the plant.

Some of the boys in the Outer Panel are

still wondering if McDANIELS really had his

ears lowered or did some Indian lift his

scalp.

TEX NORRIS finally parted company with

his faithful car. KEYS, the man who bought

it doesn't think it's so good. The cops

didn't think it was in the best of shape either

and Keys has a ticket to prove it. Some-
thing about the head light, horn and tail

light didn't meet with their approval.

MARTIN was sent home last week with

the measles. You should see the people

who thought that they had spots on them.
They all recovered when Martin's measles
turned out to be the flu.

SANDERS, the red headed boy of Wing is

now known as Buck Private.

Who is the barber on the B-24 Aileron

that is known as "just one of the girls?"

I want to pay tribute to GEORGE, the

Greek, for keeping up the morale on the

B-24 aileron, especially that of the women.
They say that there is never a dull day when
George is on the job.

We send our sympathy to GENNELL
ROGERS, whose father passed away Febru-

ary 2.

SCHUETT has been worrying ever since

the last issue of the Flying Reporter came
out. He thinks that I am going to print all

I know about him this issue.

Downtown

Frame -Up
by

Willie Jessup

Hello Again Folks!

My little bird gave me a tip Sunday, I

think it's a pretty good idea so I will try

his suggestion and see what happens. He
said, "Why not tell about some of the things

you saw and heard Sunday, the 13th, when
Ryan had Employees Day.

It was really quite a sight. Everyone was
anxious to get into the factory, and I never

heard so many questions from so many
different people in my life. Everyone cer-

tainly enjoyed it. Then there were refresh-

ments of orange juice and doughnuts, and
boy, were they good! Think I had three

myself. It was all free, of course.

Saw JOE LOVE, and his family, I do mean
family, a lovely wife and three children,

the youngest looked so much like Joe, you
couldn't tell who was who, but of course Joe
has a few more years to his background.
SLIM COATS and his family were there.

Wow, what a wife—she is really beautiful!

Can't blame him for going home nights.

GARRICK O'BRYAN and ART COLTRAIN
seem to be doing all right in a business man-
ner, of course. ROY CUNNINGHAM looked

very nice with his yellow tag, but a little

tired (I think). BILL JONES seemed to be
keeping up the entertaining all right, and
Hattie, his wife, was there to watch him.

ERICH FAULWETTER was going to town
with the doughnuts. POCO MILLS and
BALDY MILLS were there without their

child, Skippy (Skippy is a dog). She prob-

ably had the apartment torn down by the

time they got home. They're such a cute

couple, just married you know. DOROTHY
WELLS and NORDIS GIBSON were buzzing



around, rushing as usual. I noticed Mrs.

Dell Saye was quite interested in the Drop
Hammers. I overheard FRANK SAYE say

he thought he might get her a job—but who
could work with a beautiful creature like

that around.

Last but not least I heard several people
calling Mr. Saye the new "Pin Up Man" from
Ryan. I finally found out he got his new
name from a little embarrassing moment he
had in First Aid.

All in all I think everyone had a nice time
and I think everyone will agree "Ryan is

a better place to work."

*

Cafeteria News
by Potsun Panz

Our operative number 00001 has finally

filed a complete report on the so-called birth-

day parties of the cafeterites which, we are

now informed, are on the 5th of each month.
The latest low-down is that these gatherings
are to celebrate any and all birthdays of

cafeterites for the month. JUANITA
BARNES cut the cake at the last gathering.
Pretty nice family spirit, eh what?

The Employees Cafeteria Committee has

placed their stamp of approval on the new
seating arrangement for the cafeteria lunch

area. Comments were all favorable and
concessions of opinion was that it provides a

much neater appearance and is highly desir-

able when programs are being presented from
the speakers stand or public address system.

It is hoped this new arrangement can be con-
tinued indefinitely.

Never saw so many attractive salads on a

lunch stand before in my life. They're
really tempting.

Any lost hammers, saws or celotex found
around the cafeteria area please return to

JEAN BOVET, who is remodeling his home
and it's just possible he may forget and bring

some of the tools or material to work with

him. It couldn't be that the house was too

small for Jean.

Night supervision of the cafeteria is now
under the direction of Mr. ROBERT MOFFAT
who is Jean Bovet's right hand man handling
the many details that have contributed to

such a marked improvement in service for

the second shift employees. Take a bow,
Robert.

Mrs. MILLIE DODGE just transferred from
factory to cafeteria. Your loss, our gain,

Mr. Factory.

CHARLES L. PAXTON, formerly of the

] 04th division, United States Army, is the

smiling young fellow you see at the fruit

stand in the lunch area.

Sorry to hear Mrs. MAY BENGE was called

to the bedside of her mother in Omaha,
Nebraska, who, we understand, is seriously

ill.

JUANITA BARNES, whose husband is in

the United States Army, is considered one of

our top women golfers.

LILLIE MAY BARR, leadwomen at the

cafeteria has finally received word from her

husband who is with the Marines in New
Caledonia.

The new coffee service at the rest periods

inside the plant has certainly been a worth-
while addition to our constantly improving

cafeteria service. Breakfast in bed is still

under consideration, that being about the

only service Jean Bovet has failed to give us

for the asking. Nice work, everybody.

Double reason for Mrs. Marjarie Steverding being on the job are her two service men.
Her husband, Corp. Frank Steverding is stationed at the Marine Base here and her
son, J. Robert, in the Air Corps, is now at Mountain Home Air Base in Idaho.

f
m

Amy Stevens in the Weights and Measures group of Engineering carries a snapshot

of her husband, Staff Sergeant Edward of the Marines. Stevens participated in the

Battle for Guadalcanal.

John Kotlinek, MM 2 c, husband
of Anne Kotlinek of Machine Shop,

has been aboard an aircraft carrier

in the South Pacific for about seven

months.
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Production

Control

by Maynard Lovell

Ever worry about getting to work on
time? Mr. HIGGS, one of our new em-
ployees, did, and after looking all over town
for an alarm clock decided to request Second
Shift. We are glad to welcome Mr. Higgs
to Airplane Dispatching.

We of the Second Shift Production Con-
trol extend to JEANNE ROBERTSON and
WALTER R. SAGER of Manifold Depart-
ment, her husband of a few days, our best

wishes for a happy future. We are sorry to

lose Jeanne on the Second Shift Material

Control. She informs us that this was not a

Leap Year proposal; that it was made last

year, and that Leap Year just happened to

come along while she was making up her

mind. This is a woman's prerogative any-
way.
"HOT FOOT" GEER's footsteps aren't so

easy to fill, as I found out last Friday night

while substituting for him in delivering pay
checks, etc. Byron was absent with a slight

attack of flu.

We are glad to welcome DICK BRASS
as a new member of Production Planning,

Second Shift in the Spares Group. Dick for-

merly was with Time Study.

We are going to miss GLADYS DENNE
and BETTY WALLER, both of whom have
transferred to First Shift. Our best wishes

go with them.
At this time we are glad to welcome GENE

RUBISH to our midst on Second Shift. Mr
Rubish is substituting for Mr. KELLEY, who
is working days for awhile. Gene should

be right at home on the Second Shift, hav-
ing been an old "Second Shifter" himself.

We are glad to have LUCILLE ANDER-
SON back with us after a siege of illness.

Ryan's Family Day is over and was en-

joyed very much by all who attended. I

overheard one wife tell her husband that if

he could keep the place he worked that

neat, there was no reason why he couldn't

help clean house.

There was another woman who asked
CECIL HAMLET why the rope on the Drop
Hammer was so large when there was only

one man pulling it. His explanation, that it

was because the die was so heavy, satisfied

her and she went on her way enjoying her-

self because she knew all about Drop Ham-
mers.

ED GRANELL tried to get his small son
interested in the Hydro Press, but the boy
only said, "I know, Dad, it comes down and
forms parts just like these. I want to go see

the Grumman Hellcat:"

Tattling in Tooling
by Mary and Kay

We are thinking now of men—our men

—

sons, husbands, and brothers. Those who
are in the fox holes knee deep in mud. Those
who have returned minus arms and legs

—

wounds that will never heal. Those who will

be leaving soon. A carpenter cannot build

a house without tools and so it is with our

fighting men. They cannot win this war
without the planes—ships—and ammunition
to work with. There is hardly a family that

has not been touched closely by this war,
and although this isn't the beginning it is

still a long way to the end. An end that

can be measured to a great extent by your
will to back your country. We all know that

our duty is to buy an extra $100 war bond
for the Fourth War Loan. Don't just give

what is easy for you to give, but make it a

sacrifice. You'll be repaid in more than
dollars and cents.

Wanted—a red head—for each of the

three bachelors in Tool Design who have
offered the following recommendations.

No. 1—Blonde, medium height, attrac-

tive; and an expert with the wolf calls. It

seems that he spends most of his free time
practicing.

No. 2—Young, dark wavy hair, good
dancer, but is very tired of cooking his

own breakfast.

No. 3—Talks of big money—his inheri-

tance.

DARLENE MOTE'S vacation timing was a

little "off the beam" for after spending a
quiet week at home she found that it could
have been spent for a better cause. The

following week her boy-friend returned home
from over-seas duty. Will there be wedding
bells?

We are glad to see EDITH SANDS back
on the job again after a week's illness.

Maybe you've been taking the wrong vita-

mins, Edith!

Some newly acquired friends whom we
wish to welcome are NELLENE PARISH,
JOE McGUIRE, RUTH MUSGRAVE, and
O. D. MERRILL. Also a farewell to AVA
COLLINS who left Tool Planning Feb. 4th.

Spring is in the air, and although our
mornings are still a little nippy, we find

that the fever has taken a few victims.

LAURA HARRISON dreaming of that tall,

dark, and handsome man who strolls through
our department too infrequently. And who
is the admirer who keeps INEZ SMITH well

supplied with candy?
We have all seen the mouse, but ALICE

PETERSON has the biggest complaint to

make. "He eats my apples, and leaves me
with just the core. Why doesn't he patronize

our cafeteria and get a warm lunch for a

change."
ANNON HOLT'S pipe-lighting troubles

are over since NELLENE came to work. Be-
cause of the long stem he has been unable
to reach far enough to light it, but since

Nellene sits but four feet away she can
easily aid him.

AARON WEST (so the story goes) took a
stroll through the factory recently and was
given a citation for not wearing a snood.
We're wondering if that was his reason for

parting from that grotesque mustache.
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Hot Air From

Manifold
. by Evelyn Duncan

Well—seems like I forgot another dead-
line until the last minute. Family day at
Ryan has just come to a very successful

conclusion and I'm sure we all enjoyed the
interesting exhibits on display throughout
the plant and on the grounds.

The Fourth War Loan Bond drive is well

on its way to a successful end, too. Thanks
to the wonderful program presented by the
Marine Orchestra, we all entered the drive in

the dead seriousness that is war. We wiped
tears from our eyes and vowed in our hearts

that those whom the graves represented
should not have died in vain but shall rest

in peace and that those who still stand on
foreign battlefields shall return to their

homes soon.

Hundred dollar bonds are high prices for

kisses, as most of you will agree, but there

has to be a little laughter even in the grim
reality of war. But even if a hundred dollar

bond is a high price for a kiss, let us not
forget that it is a cheap price for freedom.
My husband and your son, or brother, or

sweetheart are risking their lives over there

to keep the world free for us. The least we
can do is lend them a hand by working
steadily and buying still more bonds. God
knows we love those boys— let's prove it by
standing by.

After the excitement of the Fourth War
Loan had died away and we get sort of

settled after the deep dig into our pocket

books, a lot of us may think, "Well— I can
buy that new suit now. I needn't feel like

a cheapskate about it either. I bought my
bond in the Fourth War Loan." But think

twice—and buy another bond. Those boys

will need equipment in April, the same as

in February. Don't let them down.

Well—seems like bonds are my theme this

time. But let's all get in earnest and get

this thing over with.

HARLEY and MARDIE have returned from

a trip home and we're very glad to see them
back at work. And KENNY is home playing

nursemaid—at last.

GUNDA WIATT won a bond last week.
Good for you, GUNDA.

Topics of arguments, "Texas or Wyom-
ing?"

Say, JOE, we know it's wartime and girls

are plentiful—but do you really need three?

Might run into complications you know.
Then—there's a certain blonde who runs

a race with ROBIN HOOD cutting on the

saw.

After a thirty day sick leave, we were
glad to see BRITTY LAPAGE back at work.

RAY REYNOLDS left Department 14 last

Friday for Experimental. Good luck, RAY.
Pit. Sgt. JACK WOODY, and wife, PEGGY
WOODY, spent last Sunday at the lake. They
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. ELISKA
COOK, JR.

Well, until next time may yours truly say

a cheery "so long" and don't forget the

boys on the front.



Ryan Ryders
One would think the Riding Club was

performing in a rodeo Feb. 6, 1944, for

most everyone had a show all his own. With-

out a doubt the most spectacular perform-

ance was that of Mrs. Winona Mattson, one

of our most prominent riders. Due to cir-

cumstances beyond her control, Winona was
thrown and was seriously injured. Her ad-

dress at the present time is Quintard Hos-

pital. We hope she'll be back with us soon,

for we know that we are going to miss her

very much.

As a result of this accident, I'm substi-

tuting as columnist for this issue, so if you'll

bear with me, I'll try to give a few more

high-lights of our ride.

At the early hour of 9:30 a. m. (well, that

is early on Sunday morning) we all gathered

at Balboa Stables and after much confusion,

we finally got under way. The horses were

particularly frisky that morning, so each of

us had our hands full. We rode down through

the Park and it was really a beautiful ride.

Shivering with us that morning were five

new people, three of whom showed us some
very fine horsemanship on English trained

horses. They were Don Durr, Lowell Teller,

and Karl Kabulitz.

"Ragtime Cowboy" Joe White of Engi-

neering, used the stepladder as a means of

mounting his horse, as this was his first ex-

perience as a rider. P.S. He's still bow-
legged. His guest that morning was Carol

Clark of Purchasing.

Regular Cowhands were Leonard Gore,

George Craw, Marion Miner, Ed Spicer, Virgil

Johnson, Irving Wischmeyer, Gladys Gunter,

and Dick Sypnewski.

That seems to cover everything pretty well,

so I guess I'd better close the old corral gate

for this issue.

LOUISE WILSON.

it

Chips Irom The Ten Pins

It was 40 years ago that Silent Yokum
took a pledge not to open his mouth unless

there was positively something important

enuff for him to say. Well I haven't taken

a pledge like that but I don't have anything

important this week about our league so

instead of filling this space with idle chatter

I'll just list the standings Next issue there

should be some news and new developments

of import for we shall be nearing the end

of the league.

The standings:

Team Won Lost

Woodshop 54 22
Manifold 52 24
Crags 51 25
Sub Assembly 50 26
Jigs & Fixtures 49 27
Drop Hammer 49 27
Experimental 47 29
Thunderbolts 46 30
Bees 44 32
Arc Welders 42 34
Plant Engineers 41 35
Dog Catchers 38 38
Tool Crib 38 38
Ryan Silents 38 38
Bumpers 37 39
Engineering 37 39
Maintenance 37 39

F. GORDON MOSSOP.

In the play-off between first and second half winners at Hillcrest, Precision Five showed

their colors and brought home the trophy. Left to right. Chuck Carlson, Hal Glenden-

ning, Gail Simpson, captain, Roy Starr and Bud Dillon.

Winners of the second half who made it a tough struggle for the champs were the

Nit« Hawks. From the left. Mace Fillmore, Andy Furdock, Glen Miller, captain, Lao

Peterson and William Sandberg.

Hillcrest Bowling

Well the play-off is over and the grand

old Precision Five team won. You should

have been there to see those boys roll that

ball. They were really doing their stuff.

I'm sure they all bowled the best games they

have ever bowled— I know it was the best

they've had during the 1 8 weeks of play.

They look quite distinguished with their

trophy that any team should be proud to

possess.

Anyway, there is going to be another 7

weeks of play with only two teams dropping

out—the Electrocuters and Manifold No. 2.

These next seven weeks will show real com-

petition as quite a few real good bowlers

have joined some of the teams.

GLEN MILLER.

SPORTS Top individual honors at the Hillcrest

alleys went to Chuck Carlson, who

headed the list with high individual

series.
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The Score Board
by A. S. Billings

Ryan All Stars swung back into action on February 6, Sunday
at Lane Field against the Rohr Aircraft Company in a benefit ball

game for the San Diego Crippled Children's Home. This benefit
game resulted in being able to contribute the entire proceeds,
$2,375.00 in cash, to the Children's Home for the benefit of these
children who cannot help themselves.

The Ryan Company was represented at the ball game by Earl D.

Prudden, Vice President; Frank Persons, Industrial Relations Man-
ager, and E. A. Moore, Production Superintendent. Some 3500
fans attended the ball game.

The ticket sale at Ryan was handled by the Plant Protection
Department under the supervision of Al Gee and the Chief of
Police, M. J. Peter. This department deserves a great deal of
credit in the manner in which the handling of these tickets was
expedited.

The details of organizing this ball game in which Lane Field,
the umpires, announcers, and players all contributed their services
were handled by Garrick O'Bryan, Industrial Relations Department
and Travis Hatfield, Athletic Director, at Ryan.

The ball game resulted in a 1-0 win for the Rohr Aircraft who
had the services of Frankie Dasso, San Diego Padres leading pitcher,
but the Ryan club turned in their best performance of the season.'
The fielding of Erv and Jack Marlett was outstanding in all re-
spects and a good time was had by all.

The U. S. Naval Destroyer Base Band
furnished the music for the occasion.

The Ryan Club has engaged in three prac-
tice games in the last four weeks in which
we have lost all three by a score of 1 run
and if there are any hitters in the plant we
could use them.

During the past week, Uncle Sam has
taken Nino Barnise and George Kemp has
gone out on a Carrier. Injuries to Bob
Ballinger and Bob Roxborough have wrecked
the pitching staff of the club and Jack Bill-

ings is on the shelf in the Naval Hospital
due to an automobile accident. These boys
have all been of considerable help to the
Ryan club in emergencies and it is hoped
their recovery is speedy and that they will

be back with us in a short time.

A benefit dance is going to be held for

Bob Ballinger and we sincerely hope it goes
over with a bang. The details of this dance
are being handled by Travis Hatfield, Ath-
letic Director.

In winding up the various activities that
have taken place at Ryan during the past

two weeks, it is believed that Bill Wagner
should be handed a bouquet for his excellent

handling of details in the War Bond Drive
and the Ryan Employees Day. Both events
were run off in Big League fashion.

Inset top: Left to right. Earl Prudden of
Ryan; R. D. Henschel, Rohr; Fred Magula,
Rohr; Arthur Shoven, Director, Society for

Crippled Children; Frank Persons, Ryan;
and H. R. Wiseman, Rohr, during the
presentation of $2,300 in War Bonds to

the Society as a result of the Ryan-Rohr
Charity game. Shown at left: N. Barnise,

Bob Roxburg, George Kemp standing, and
George Anderson, Bob Peterson and Arthur
Billings in front. In circle: Bill Billings,

manager of the Ryan All Stars. Below:
Jack and Erv Marlett. Lower left: Luther
French. Lower right: Del Ballinger.
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Whispers From

Final Swingsters
by U and Me

Since the last time we met here so many
nice things have come to pass. The Bond
Rally started otf with the nicest meeting
even though it rained so hard. Then that

Informal Wandering Reporter later. It didn't

rain that night but if it had Mr. GEER
would have caught a cold. Next time re-

member, "Walk, don't run." Some say

they felt a draft as he passed by running

to that fur coat wrapped around such a nice

bundle of loveliness in it.

We will never forget that grand body of

fine young boys, The Bonham band, a great

sight to behold and listen to. Some of our

people had never had the pleasure of meet-
ing this band before. We do all hope that

fine bandmaster and the boys pay us a visit

again soon.

We missed seeing JERRY JACKSON
around a few days. "He was sick." Could
eating his own cooking since his wife has
gone away have caused it?

We are glad to welcome a new inspector,

E. A. SCHACK. He goes about as if he likes

it here. Says "He does." He has the nicest

little wife and four of the most wide-awake
kiddies you ever saw. Have you met GLADYS
SIMONS. She came here from Kansas City

where she was working for North American.
Her husband is "over there" and she says

she is glad to be here at Ryan in aircraft

work. MARTH BLOCK is back from Salina,

Kansas, where she visited her husband who
is stationed there. By her grand smile we
know she is glad to be back on the job.

Have you met BETTY BLAU, from Falls City,

Nebraska? She likes bowling and golf and
says she is so glad to be with us here at

Ryan.

Say, can't LESLIE BEQUETTE bake the

best cake? She had a birthday this month.
She is another of those girls you find here at

Ryan doing her part on the night shift.

"GRANDMA" BROOKS had a birthday too

this month, one cake had two candles on it.

Just how many years could each one repre-

sent? Have you heard LUCILLE SMITH
wants to sell her car? What, and walk back
to Oklahoma, or up to Alaska? Can't tell

what leap year will mean to her yet.

That chicken dinner over at FRANK'S
home was really something to remember.
MARION got some on her stocking, and
MICKEY was splattered. The chicken seemed
to be still alive and flying around. How-
ever MARION CASTEL, MICKEY SLIGER,
DOROTHY CALIHON and her husband
TONEY said after they cooked it and made
all the other preparations, it just couldn't

be. My, two months of leap year has passed,

MARION. Time marches on? We were so

glad to see GLENN back after his long ill-

ness. We can't express how much we did

miss you.

BEULAH was having a happy time at

Mission Beach Sunday at the dance.

Shouldn't wonder, in the arms of such a fine

looking fellow in blue. ARLENE EMMERT
had one of the happiest surprises. Her hus-

band returned from "out there." She was
just as happy as many of you girls will be

when you learn your loved one has returned.

We would like to get acquainted with the

dentist NAOMI goes to. Seemed after her

mentioned appointment she acted as if she

wni

Farewells were said to Agnes Broaker of Manifold second shift by means of a surprise

party in her honor during a recent rest period. Gifts and cakes were plentiful along

with loads of wishes for her happiness as Mrs. George Spencer.

should go north instead of south, and that

boy in blue—ah.

Final Assembly ended the bowling season

by splitting with the Plutocrats and it sure

was a battle. After the smoke cleared away
we were tied for total pins, and after every

one had figured it with every one else watch-
ing to see that an extra pin wasn't slipped

in, we settled it by having TEX WILKERSON
and JERRY JACKSON toss a couple of balls

apiece. JACKSON put up a good fight by

getting a spare but TEX cut loose with a

couple of strikes. We will "getum" next

time. All who attended the ball game be-

tween Ryan and Rohr saw one of the best

games of the year.

Isn't it thoughtful of Ryan to allow em-
ployees to get all the scrap lumber they

want from the back lot? Some of the boys

have built little fences and rabbit hutches

and they look good. It is wonderful what
the little lady can do with a little paint on

those boards.

Thanks for the party Mr. and Mrs. KIRK-
HARD; we did enjoy ourselves. Everyone

had lots of fun. VERDIA "HONEY CHILE"
ORTEGO, is back on the job after taking a

little rest. We missed you lots. Hope the

rest did you good.

Something new has been added. It's the

Leadman's Club now, and at the first meet-

ing last week things started to roll. About
thirty-four leadmen were present. Hope

to have more of you next time. Any lead-

man has an idea on how, and what, he

wants the club to be, get in touch with the

committeeman in your department and give

him your idea. It is YOUR club, and it will

be just what YOU make it. So let's get in

and see what does happen.

Glad to have FLORENCE "MA" PERKINS
and ALENE SEABORG back from a sick-

leave.

Congratulations to the Precision Five on

their clean sweep over the Nite Hawks. You
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fellows deserve to win but look out for Final

Assembly the next half. Come on, POP MIL-
LER, get ready to dig out that dollar.

Weren't you proud "Family Day" to wear
your badge to show you were in on the job

here at Ryan? The nice words heard spoken
from "the folks" made us very proud of our

plant. Some said they were going to come in

and join us. Ours is the friendly organiza-
tion, and a better place to work because
of YOU, and YOU and YOU. So come on,

stick to it steady; always putting your
thoughts behind your work.

Skate Date
A great improvement has been shown in

the attendance of our Friday night skating

parties. After issuing 95 admission cards,

the club now has some very good ice skaters.

If you are interested in skating come down
any Friday night and watch Claudie do a

series of her fancy spins; they are really

good. If you like dancing on ice, I la Bell

and Willis will do a Tango which will be as

good as any professional team. Roy and
Marcia will do a Fourteen Step that will be

almost letter perfect. There are others who
are good at dancing. If you are in the

novice class like the most of us, Norman
Roulett will be glad to give you pointers on
both plain and fancy skating.

These sessions are being held jointly with

the Rohr-Ryan-Solar Skating Clubs, and
everyone attending is having a good time as

the ice is super duper.

The special sessions for the Ryan Skating

Club are on each Friday night from 6:15
p. m. to 7:30 o'clock at special rates. The
rink is open to the public at 8:00 p. m., but
skating may be continued through the eve-

ning until 1 1 o'clock, the closing time.

For admission cards call G. A. Ohlson,

Ext. 378, or Travis Hatfield, Ext. 316.
G. A. OHLSON.



TAKE CARE OF
YOUR SHOES

The durability of shoes depends

on the leather, on the manufacture,

and on the use to which the shoes

are put. However, the life of shoes

may be prolonged in several ways:

1

.

Use shoe trees. When shoes are

taken off the foot, they have a

tendency to curl up and become

bow-shaped. Shoe trees correct

this tendency.

2. Shoes should be repaired before

the soles have worn through.

3. Heels should be kept straight by

repair.

4. Since leather rots in water, pro-

tect the shoes in rain. If the

shoes have been wet, they should

be dried slowly, not near a radi-

ator. To prevent cracking, they

may be rubbed with castor oil

while being dried.

5. Shoes should be polished fre-

quently with the best polish.

Poor, cheap polish cracks the

leather.

Contributed by Mrs. Bessie O. Owens

of Wing Assembly

When you've sprinkled your clothes

and can't find time to iron, put them
in the refrigerator to keep them from
mildewing.

To flour chicken evenly, put flour

in a paper sack, add several pieces of

chicken and shake well.

Salt the water that you boil your
eggs in. If the egg cracks the salt will

keep the white from oozing out.

SPEND YOUR RATION STAMP
WISELY—GET SHOES THAT FIT

1

.

When you go to buy shoes, wear socks or stockings that fit perfectly

and that are not too pointed or too long.

2. The shoe you buy should be one inch longer than the foot and not
more than Va inch wider. Shoes that are too short may cause bunions,
corns, ingrown toenails, and bad arches. Shoes that are too wide may
cause blisters.

3. The inner line of your shoe—the left side of the right shoe—should

be as straight as possible for comfort.

The ball of your foot should rest on the widest part of the sole.

The toes must not touch the front of the shoe. Buy shoes in which
your toes feel as though they were all in the natural place.

The counter must not feel too tight or too loose.

Do not depend on the size you have always worn or on foot measure-
ments by machine. Try out the various lasts and sizes and find the

one that suits you best. The wrong shape is as bad as the wrong size.

A bad last causes foot trouble.

For business it is best to wear Cuban or sports heels, not higher than
1% . For walking, the lower heel is to be preferred. High-heeled
shoes should be worn only for evening dress and parties. It is bad
hygienically to walk much on high-heeled, thin-soled shoes. Men should

wear low heels only.

If your feet are sensitive, non-porous leathers (horsehide) should be
avoided because they may "burn" the feet.

Children should wear shoes with broad toes, heels, and soles. The coun-
ter should fit closely to the heel of the foot. The heels should be low.

10.

TiJ&afo @oo6i9t?
Edited by MRS. ESTHER T. LONG
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by Frances Staller

Heavenly Twins

Yardley has done it again! A new cleans-

ing cream that has the look and feel of

wedding-gown satin. Especially compounded

to soften and lubricate the tired, drawn, or

lined face, it will gradually coax your com-

plexion back to the clarity and freshness

of a healthy, normal skin. Since it is feather

light and, at the same time, so rich in bene-

ficial oils, it is as good a massage cream as

a cleanser. Best results obtained by using

before making up and at bedtime. $1 .00

and $2.00 jars obtainable at Marston's.

A co-worker with Yardley's Dry Skin

Cleansing Cream is their Toning Lotion. The

effect on your skin is so refreshing, exhilarat-

ing, without the slightest trace of dryness

afterward, that you'll never want to cleanse

your face unless you have the lotion too.

For Yardley Toning Lotion, reminding you

in appearance of fresh strawberry juice, will

help refine your skin, wake it up, and keep

it glowing, because it completes the job of

cleansing. $.85 and $1 .35 sizes.

Head Light's

And that they are, light as a cotton ball,

the new Spring head gear. They answer

to the names of Calot, Bonnet, Moyen Age

Templet and "Half a Hat" all in miniature

editions. Most of the new hats seem to have

been designed with the thought in mind that

all of us are adopting the newest sleek

topped hair-do. Veils, flowers, feathers and

ribbons vie for popularity atop these so-

called hats. Berets are once again com-

ing into their own.

Fit to Print

Print dresses always make their debut

with the first sign of Spring and this year

is no exception, what with floral polka dots,

and abstract designs from which to choose.

An always neat looking dress is a black-

and-white floral print. You can choose

from huge peonies to petite forget-me-not

patterns. Suitable for all ages. You might

wish to carry out the black-and-white color

scheme exclusively throughout your ensem-

ble or spice it up with yellow, red, green or

the new calypso-pink accessories.

Strawberries and Cream

Delectable, whether you're thinking of

nature's palatable berry or Kathleen Quin-

lan's New Strawberry Cream Mask. This

cream is a delicate baby pink and helps

to lighten signs of time and weariness and

to give an appearance of unusual fresh-

ness to your skin. Easy to use too, just

apply a generous amount to your face and

throat, being careful not to get any in your

eyes, and leave on for twenty minutes. You
can almost see your skin brighten up. It

makes your skin tingle like an icy blast of

winter's breath, but with quite different

results. Perfect as a special treatment be-

fore that special date.

Marston's has this in stock too.

Crow's Feet?

Crow's Feet, or smile wrinkles as some

people like to call them, can be alleviated

or prevented to a great extent by using a

good eye cream every night before retiring.

Kathleen Quinlan offers % ounces of her

Eye Cream for $1 .50—which is enough to

last for many a blue moon. You know an

ounce of prevention, etc.

No Waste With

a Waistcoat

Cotton waistcoats are an ingenious brain

child of the fashion world! You can wear

them under your spring suit, a sunback model

with tennis shorts or slacks and even with

a gay skirt for the bareback look on a sum-

mer night. Easily laundered too, no sleeves

—the bugaboo of ironing blouses.

Chins Up

Dowagers aren't the only collectors of ex-

cess chins—even the very young are suscep-

tible to this misfortune—mostly from bad

posture. The throat and neck are the most

easily detected timetable of age so begin

early to use cream regularly every day on

your neck. This will postpone the tell-tale

crepiness of age. First, stimulate the circula-

tion by patting your neck with cotton wrung

out in cold water then soaked in astringent.

Then dry and apply neck cream pushing up

with your right hand to the left side and with

your left hand pushing up to the right side.

Also with the backs of your hands, pat gently

under your chin which will aid in breaking

down the fatty tissue that has collected.
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No One Will Call You
a Lemon

That is if you will make it a daily habit

to take the juice of a half of lemon in a

glass of water upon arising. This counter-

acts an acid condition and does much for

clearing up the complexion.

Hearts and Hands

Don't envy beautiful hands—have them.

It's not rinsing off the soap entirely, failing

to thoroughly dry the hands that brings all

the trouble and causes chapping. Try wash-

ing your hands and wrists with Yardley Hand
Cream, for Yardley Hand Cream is a mar-

velous cleanser, as well as lubricant. So

wash your soiled hands in it, skipping tem-

porarily the soap and water regime; then

wipe them dry with tissues.

Of course, hands, like the rest of you, are

all the better for regular exercise. 'Though,

nowadays, with so few idle hands, it is really

more a question of learning a few tricks to

relax your finger muscles rather than to

exercise them. The simplest form of relief

for those cramped fingers is to let your

arms drop to your sides, completely limp,

and then shake them hard. Now, clench

and unclench them. Another easy one

—

'though more convenient, probably, to do at

home— is to bathe your hands in Yardley
Hand Cream and then, elbows out, smooth
the cream down over each finger with a good
strong pull. Repeat until tired!

Hard as Nails

Just because our grandmothers weren't

vitamin conscious doesn't mean they didn't

know a thing or two about health. Sulphur-

and-molasses sounds awful—but a lack of

sulphur and calcium in the system can and

does cause the nails to peel off continuously,

in layers. Under these circumstances, no

nail polish will stay on and the general

effect is one of total war and destruction.

Milk, eggs, orange juice and lots of cooked

and raw cauliflower, cabbage, and brussels

sprouts should remedy matters, with per-

sistence.

Dream Stuff

A few novel expectations of the post-war

era will be quick-drying nylon, crush-resist-

ant nylon velvet, pleated nylon skirts that

may be laundered without the need of re-

pleating, moth- resistant, non-shrinkable ny-

lon sweaters, nylon artificial eyelashes, and
last, but not least, our precious nylon hosiery.



Sheet Metal

by Marge and Jean

Hello Gang:

Yes Sir—yesterday was Family Day at

Ryan's and did our chests stick out as we
escorted our families through the plant and
pointed out where WE worked! Everything

ran as smooth as silk and I'm sure every

Ryanite can be proud as punch for the way
their departments were slicked up and dis-

played. In fact the departments were SO
slicked up that Monday we noticed several

upset tummies over the absence of those

brass receptacles. (No slam against you
tabaccy chewers, we just extend our sym-
pathy!) CLARENCE HARPER and family

were very outstanding as they toured the

plant that fine day, and I do mean "family."

Our hats off to lit. Harper, the oldest son,

who along with his mother, proudly displays

a pair of silver wings. One more word about
"Family Day"—ERICH P. FAULWETTER,
General Foreman of Sheet Metal Department,
wishes to quote the following letter he re-

ceived to all of the Sheet Metal Employees
and Staff Assistants:

"I would like to express my sincere per-

sonal thanks and appreciation to you and
members of your department for the most
excellent manner in which they conducted
themselves before and during 'Ryan Em-
ployees' Day.'

"The supervisors created an 'esprit de
corp' that reached new heights and it was
in evidence from the time the cleaning and
painting began until the last guest left the
factory.

"The conduct and spirit of cooperation of

your people who went through the factory

as guests also deserves commendation. Let

me, at this time, make a deep bow from the
hips to you for what, in my humble opinion,

was a job well done."

Signed—A. W. Coltrain

Assistant to Factory Manager
Vice Chairman, Ryan
Employees' Day Committee.

But then, folks, Erich says he knew when
he made his Saturday midnight inspection

tour that he knew the job was well done
and extends his thanks to all.

We are glad to see MAHALIA LEMIEU
back to work after her operation. Our
hearts go out in sympathy to RAY GEI-
SINGER over the death of his baby girl. We
would like to know why "Captain of the Bond
Drive" JOE SWINGLE was so reluctant to

contact a certain dark haired girl on his

list. Could it be because this black eyed
beauty named Helen, has just changed her

name?

Sheet Metal is growing every day and we
extend a welcome to all of our new em-
ployees. As a last request—please turn in

some news to me, I need every scrap you can
dig up and this column is going to be strictly

absent if you don't help me out!

"Turn in your Shorts and help make Head-
lines!"

MARGE.

I sure do appreciate my good old second
shift. I knew they would come through on
this news business sooner or later (mostly

later), but anyway I had quite a few con-
tributions for the column this time.

To begin with, we had two parties down
here tonight. One was in Sheet Metal Fab-
rication to celebrate St. Valentine's day. All

the girls brought a wonderful lunch and we
all envied them as we walked by. They
were: MINNIE YOCUM, EMMA GRADY,
CLARA SETTLES, OPAL PARKER, HELEN
THOMAS, MARY ANN JANATOWSKI,
DARLENE CONN, CLARA TOLBERT,
HILDA McAFFE, DELZA ALLEN, EULA
ANDERSON, NANNIE BELLE HOOKER,
LILY KNOWLES, and NELLIE VILLARINO.
The other party was in Sheet Metal As-
sembly, a surprise birthday for ALVERTA
SMITH. They had two lovely cakes and
coffee for refreshment at lunch time.

HELEN EVANS, who just returned to work
the other day, not completely recovered from
a bad fall she had due to the carelessness

of someone. She was just leaving work
when someone in a hurry accidentally tripped

her. Boy, we ought to watch that stuff.

She also told me about her husband, D. M.
Evans, Aviation Machinist Mate 2 C, who
was one of the six fellows chosen from
North Island to make a picture for us movie-
goers. If you see Helen running around with
dark glasses on, remember that she hasn't
a black eye, she's only going Hollywood on
us.

MILDRED WILSON took a one day vaca-
tion Saturday to run up and see her hus-
band, who is a new Army man, stationed
near L. A. Have fun, Mildred?

HELEN "GINGER" THOMAS was married
secretly January 1 6th. Congratulations,
Helen, we still don't know your new name.

Family day really was swell. I'm sure

everyone enjoyed it and appreciated the

chance to show their families around Ryan.
What tickled me most though, was watching
the fellows' eyes pop out as they saw some
of the women employees in a dress. Was it

that much of a shock, boys?

Bye,

JEAN.
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Manifold Dispatching
by Marian Schumacher

With the successful completion of both
the Fourth Bond Drive and Employees Day,
we have only last-minute income tax worries

to contend with. I, for one, have been dis-

cussing and figuring the approximate amount
of income and tax due for over a month, and
still the form has not been filled out.

RAY SANDERS is headed for the clouds,

and the former Phoenix citizen, who has de-
veloped a reputation for being a pretty

shrewd trader during his two and one-half
years at Ryan, hopes that his gambler's luck

will continue to run when he gets up there

where the chips aren't always up. Ray's
memories of Manifold Dispatching date back
to the time when he was one of four men
handling the details. His service at Ryan's
ranged from "Move Boy," his first title, to

"Shop Follow-Up Man," and from now on
he shall be known as "Air Corps" Sanders,
practicing the rugged life in the training of

a fighting man. Before leaving, Ray prom-
ised with utmost sincerity to miss all his

friends at Ryan, and it is a certainty that

his loss will be felt, both at the plant and
around the "pool room."

Since Ray's departure, I guess it will be
left for me to nominate a new "floor-

sweeper" and "waste-basket emptier" each
week. Although it is ED BARKOVIC's turn,

I'll skip him because I don't approve of his

tactics. (A lighted match is the simplest

method, it's true, but DEL CHANDANAIS
may not always be around to put the fire

out) .

BEN SMITH, from Pre-Jig Area, is taking
shoe- rationing seriously by getting the most
wear possible out of a pair of black-and-
white oxfords which he purchased in Beverly
Hills sixteen years ago. (Yes, 1928!) He
declares that he decided "to wear them out
at Ryan's before they become a family heir-

loom."

The remainder of this column is self-

explanatory, and I'll let you, as readers,

decide if he (or she) shouldn't be unani-

mously elected Permanent Swing Shift Re-
porter.
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Until a regular second shift reporter
is found, I was appointed (or perhaps the
word is annointed) to help out Mrs. SCHU-
MACHER. Who am I to refuse? Shoe-
makers are hard to find. This is supposed to

be the news of the Manifold Dispatching
on the second shift, or the swing shift, as it

is called because its hours are on the off-

beat. It will have to be nom de plume
(without spinach) because of the ASCAP
or the madcap or from a professional sense
of safety.

There is one way to get news, and that
is to go ask for it. So I started in by asking
ELEANOR FORSBERG, whose husband is in

the South Pacific and who is the champ
bond buyer. In fact, she buys bonds until

her check each week is worth more in the
scrap paper drive than at the bank. But she
did not know of any news. Incidentally, any-
one needing any "spots," see Eleanor.

"MAC" McDANIELS, Shop Follow-Up
for Small Parts, had not heard any news
since he returned from Atlanta, Georgia, a

couple of weeks ago. He has been too busy
getting thawed out. Built like a thermome-
ter, the weather sure gets him. Down the
line, in Jig, is ONEIDA ENGEL, who pays off

lost bets with home-made cake—and, by the
way, just paid off to J. L. HANSON. Nobody
seemed to know what the bet was, but they
all agreed on the cake. But no luck—no
news.

The only news LOIS ARLICH knew was
the news from her husband, who is a Cor-
poral in the South Pacific. And PAT DOYLE
(she), her running mate and partner in

Dispatching, says her husband is in the serv-

ice also, she thinks—but she has not met
him yet. But neither of them have heard

anything of interest since their Adonis Dis-

patcher, VAUGHN SHAMBLIN, got his

"Come and Get It" from the Board back
home.

No better luck with "ANDY" ANDER-
SON, who was busy making out his income
and outgo tax report; share and share alike,

half the income to his wife, half the twins.
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etc., but not half the tax. There was noth-
ing new so far as he is concerned. He does
not hear much news since he tied the family
mattress on top of the car and in true mi-
gratory style moved to East San Diego, where
he has become a 20x20 farmer.

Then I tried the El Torro Luncheon Club
that meets in the office every night for lunch
and general discussion. Here there should be
some gossip, news—not to mention politics

(too loudly). "CHARLIE" WELDON, an-
chor man on the dispatch line, should be
full of news. He has been a prime factor in

the club and athletic life of San Diego for

many years. But his mind seems occupied
with the return of his daughter and her
husband, who is completing a medical course
in Chicago.

By the way, there is about 25% of this

department on this shift who are native

Californians. One wouldn't think it possible.

Please stand in line if you want to see them.
Well, news gathering is rather boring

when there is no news, but perhaps some-
time later someone else can find some.

Register For Uoting

Right In the Plant
Thousands of young men will die this

year to defend America's right to freedom.

Yet thousands of folks here at home won't

think enough of that freedom to take part

in the greatest chance we have to make
democracy workable—the right to vote.

Don't be one of those who don't care.

If you voted in the last general election

(Nov., 1942) and have not moved since,

you will not have to re-register for the pri-

maries on May 16th. If you didn't vote at

that election or if you've moved since, you

must re-register. You can do it right here

in the plant. Several members of the Em-
ployee Service division of Industrial Rela-

tions have been deputized to register Ryan-
ites in this area. Registration for the May
primary closes April 6th. Stop in before that

date and register for the primaries.

In order to register you must be going

to be 21 or over by May 16th, and you
must have been in the State of California

one year prior to that date. If you should

move after registration closes in April and
before the primaries in May, you can still

vote in your old precinct.
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H. A. Austin, leadman in the Experimental

Final Assembly department.

Mrs. Hilda Breese, leadwoman in Finishing

on second shift.

Earl P. Bowers, leadman of machines in the

Tool Room, third shift.

D. W. Cook, formerly leadman on second

shift, now leadman in Manifold Develop-

ment on first.

W. Cronor, new leadman in Wing depart-

ment, first shift.

R. S. Eckert, now leadman in Fuselage on

second shift.

R. L. Eckhardr, leadman of gas tacking in

Tack, Trim and Weld Section of Manifold

Assembly, second shift.

P. C. Fleischer, new leadman in Final Assem-
bly, second shift.

R. W. Marino, leadman in Experimental

Fuselage Assembly.

V. C. Ross, leadman in Finishing, second

shift.

T. B. Shows, leadman in Experimental Wing
Assembly.

Roy Taylor, leadman in Tooling Inspection

of Modeling, Template and Foundry.

M. W. Young, leadman in Manifold Small

Parts.

H. Zook, new leadman in Experimental Wing
Assembly.

MANY THANKS, FOLKS

Many thanks to the folks at Ryan

for their lovely flowers. It's certainly

nice to be remembered, says Marge

Best, formerly of the Finishing depart-

ment, who is now at Vauclain Home.
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by SLIM COATS

En route San Diego to Salt Lake City

My Dad, who has been living in Tucson,
Arizona, has just come to visit me, and with

him he brought the family albums.

"You haven't seen these in a long time

son," he said, "and I know you'll enjoy look-

ing through them." I didn't tell him, but

one of the reasons I ran away from home at

the age of two to sail before the mast was
to get away from those albums. When I

was two, it was fashionable to entertain

guests by showing them the family albums,

and many is the uncomfortable evening I

have spent smoothing down my skirt and
diaper in an effort not to be overcome by

embarrassment at the rogues gallery I knew
they were looking at.

Now, after all these years, the albums
have been brought to me personally. They
have come home to roost and haunt. Dad
advised me to take good care of them while

they were in my home. I ached to tell him
that if there is anything thief proof in the

United States today, it is the Coats family

albums, with their blue and green plush

coats and gilt edge clasps. You couldn't hire

a burglar to steal them.

I ran through those albums the other

night— I wished I were Charley Paddock or

Nurmi and could have run through them
faster—and before I turned the last page I

almost had snow-white hair from pure fright.

You should see my Great Uncle John on the

first page. If he wasn't a horse thief I'll

bet there was only one reason—he couldn't

get a horse thief to go with him. Across
from him is another great uncle, a gent who
either has prison pallor or had his picture

taken on a day when the light was mighty
poor.

The one distinguishing feature of all my
early male ancestors is the mustache. If

there was ever a razor in any of their homes
it must have been kept under lock and key.

If beards and mustaches were the order of

the day, my forebears were the most law

abiding citizens of their age. The albums
bristle with whiskers. Not one of them suf-

fered from 5 o'clock shadow, but 20 year
eclipse.

In the later albums I begin to creep into

focus. Why my parents wanted to preserve

the likeness of anything that looked the

way I did in those days, mystifies me. There
is little Slim aged nothing, wearing same,
stretched out on a moth-eaten bear rug.

There is Slim aged this, and Slim aged that,

freckled faced and stiff as a headwaiter's
shirt front in a suit that obviously didn't

take too many octagon coupons.

I remember when some of these pictures

were made. Let anyone drop in with a
Brownie No. 2 and I was upstairs slipping

into my cowboy suit or Indian suit, and out
on the lawn striking poses which I hoped
would appeal to them. The family group
pictures—and the albums are filled with
them—were always made by the town pho-
tographer, who was always in his 70's and
shook like a leaf.

In those days, in the small towns in which
I lived, it seemed that no one became a

professional photographer until he was just

about in his dotage. Between the shaking
of the photographer, the shaking of his

equipment which was always as old as he
was, and the shaking of the family for fear

the picture wouldn't "turn out well," we
got some pretty shaky results. I'll swear
that some of our group shots look like some-
thing that Sir Oliver Lodge might have
taken for a spiritualist meeting. In several

of them I could double for ectoplasm.
Yes sir, the more I think about those

albums the more I hope the government
finds a use for salvaged albums. I'll lead

the parade to the scrap heap.

Well, it has been nice to drop in on the

plant once more to see the old gang, and
believe me, there is more action here than
there was at the Battle of San Juan, and
with fewer principals too. Why just today
there was a terrific crash in the Sales Dept.

We thought we'd been bombed, but on in-

spection found that one of the new victory

swivel chairs had collapsed, and we had to

sweep parts of it along with Horace Sweet
from under the desk.

Following happened at a local market:

IDA BYERLY: "Hey, got any horse meat?"
Butcher: "Nary a bit."

LILLIAN SURLES: "Whinny ya goin' to

get some?"
Butcher: "Gee, haw kin I tell."

LUELLA SARTAIN: "It behooves you to

know more about the main part of your
business."

Butcher: "Guess there's a hitch to gettin'

meat."

PHYLLIS MOORE: "Maybe Gallup should
take a poll on it."

Oh, you don't care for it huh? Well, that's

nothing. ELLA "CINDERS" NEILSON said

to the butcher, "Could I get a fine mess of

bones? My dog is coming home from the
army tomorrow—on furlough."

Guess we were all impressed with the
energetic way in which our bond drive was
conducted. Special credit we believe should
go to KEITH MONROE, EARL PRUDDEN,
RAY MORKOWSKI, JACK KING, GARRICK
O'BRYAN, BOB RANKIN, and ART COL-
TRAIN. Also to MADGE DOSIER and
FRANCES STATLER who made it such a

pleasure to buy bonds.

The best part of it was the fact that all

speeches were short and apropos. And that
reminds me, commenting on the value of
brevity in the national campaign to save
paper, the St. Louis Globe-Democrat has
observed:

"The story of the creation of the world is

told in Genesis in 400 words. The world's

greatest moral code—The Ten Command-
ments—contains only 297 words. Lincoln's

immortal Gettysburg address is about 266
words in length. The Declaration of Inde-

pendence required 1,321 words to set up a

new concept of freedom. The Office of Price

Administration uses 2,500 words to an-
nounce the reduction in the price of cab-
bage seed."

And speaking of news items, that rev-

elation that mince pie contains beef,
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which falls under the heading "What's
Cookin'?" by MRS. LONG, has shocked this

column deeply. We had always regarded
mince pie as a gastronomic crime, but had
thought that it contained sugar of lead and
croutons of old overshoes. A dash of pto-

maines too, eh? Well, the Americans are

a hardy race, parlez-vous.

And another item: A sending and receiv-

ing radio set so small that it can be put in

a man's vest pocket. That's what a radio

expert says we'll have after the war. Won't
it be fine when your wife and you are in

touch by two way radio at all times?

Imagine the little lady broadcasting:
"Calling Joe Doakes, Calling Joe Doakes."

"This is Mrs. Doakes broadcasting from
the beautiful Doakes home in the heart of

suburban San Diego. Listen, Mr. Doakes,
wherever you are, in office or cocktail bar,

dinner will be on the table at 6:30 sharp.

That is all."

And this is all for me, too.

Chin Music
by

Herman
Martindale

The Employees' Day was pronounced a
success by all that attended. Everyone had
pride in showing his family the work we are

doing. The management has a vote of
thanks coming for everything was arranged
so as to give everyone a clear picture of what
is being done here at Ryan.
WALDO OPFER, Leadman, seemed to be

having trouble with his little boys. It seems
their attention was attracted more to the

candy machines than to the job their Pop
is doing.

RAY LAWTHER and his father are back
at Ryan after spending a couple of months
in Iowa.

VERNE MADISON'S wife began working
in Manifold Welding recently. They say
she's really on the beam, or seam, I should
say.

Our Leadman, DAVE WH1TTIER, was
stewing about his picture that was in the
Flying Reporter last issue. It seems the
photographer put all the light on one side

of the picture and DAVE says it looks like

half and half.

"PARKY" and MURDOCK were having an
argument last week trying to find out who
had the largest chest and the smallest waist-

line. After trying to measure with belts and
whatnot, they were last seen trying to find a

tape measure.
HOLMES BROWN reports that two more of

his six brothers in the service have been
shipped overseas. That makes four of them
overseas now.

Our deepest sympathy to our foreman,
HERB SIMMER, whose father, A. A. SIM-
MER, also a Ryanite, passed away Febru-
ary 7.

Having misspelled MARY MISCOLCZY'S
name last time, I'm trying again to see if I

can get it right.

Noticed MARIE LOUDEN'S picture in a

recent issue of "Pic" magazine. MARIE
writes a column, "Manifold Production Con-
trol" in this magazine.

Having been on the sick list for a spell,

I am not so full of "Chin Music" so will

sign off for now.



DON and I (MAGGIE WALKER, formerly
Tom of subject column) would like to take
this means of saying thanks and to show
our appreciation for the very lovely gifts to

our baby daughter, Mardon Jeanne.
Farewells

That lovely red gold light will soon be
extinct in the Airplane Production Control
Department. JEAN VARDSVEEN and GRACE
SPOTTSWOOD are leaving, cause it seems
as though Jean's husband is being trans-

ferred.

MARIE RYAN, Material Control is leav-

ing also. The best of luck to you.

E. S. (SWEENEY) PERRY and THELMA
SUMMERS of Sheet Metal left for back east—pleasant trip to you both.

After a five-month absence we see two
of our well-known boys back at work again.
They are FRANK JANOS and LEE YAR-
BROGH. Lee tells me that anyone who
leaves the Ryan plant should have their

heads examined. Also Lee thinks San Diego
is right on.

A certain young lady in Material Control

has been seen wearing the most beootiful

orchids lately. Any reason why?

CLAIRE of the Lab. had a surprise phone
call last evening from her hubby who has
been overseas for the past four months. We
are certainly happy for you Claire and hope

you can join him shortly.

We wish to express our deepest sympathy
to CLAUDE COPPOCK, Assistant Foreman in

Manifold Assembly, at the recent loss of his

mother, and to H. H. SIMMER, Assistant
Foreman in Manifold Assembly, at the recent
loss of his father.

Belles and Wedding Belles

JEAN HARRIS, Material Control, will

soon be middleaisling in Pasadena. Con-
gratulations, Jean, and best of luck.

Wonder why JEANNE STUTZ, Airplane
Production Control, is sporting a vacancy in

her bridgework of late?

We are sorry to report that CARL PAL-
MER, Foreman, Finishing Department, will

soon be in the hospital. Golly, Carl, we
really don't know the right words, but any-
way the best of luck.

Sorry to report that NANCY NANCE, who
just recently returned from the hospital had
to leave the Ryan Company by order of her

doctor.

We are glad to see the smiling face of

M. M. CLANCY in the Inspection Depart-
ment now.

Well folks, think this will be all now, what
with the 4th War Loan Drive, Income Tax,
Ryan Family Day, etc., it's really been a big

week for all of us. Oooooh that income tax.

So with this, we'll say 'bye for now.

Dimes To the President

When Ted C. Hacker, left, and Clifford Borrow, center, had the idea of making up a

plaque of dimes to send to President Roosevelt for the March of Dimes campaign, the

dimes were provided within 90 minutes by their fellow workers in the engineering

department. Joan Harvey holds the finished plaque.
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Notes From

Dawn Workers
by Ralph Geist

Third Shifters have the advantage of start-

ing the week on a clean footing. When they

come into the plant at 12:30 Monday A. M.
everything is quiet—especially so this St.

Valentine morning, and so clean and orderly.

Jigs in order, not a lead hammer on the

floor, all this as recovery of the Ryan Em-
ployees Day, Sunday, February I 3th.

JACK CHESS, manifold leadman, threw
an open house that was a honey, January
29th. Mrs. Chess can really put out super-

duper hamburgers.

New Manifold foreman is Mr. CLIFF E.

SCATES, an old timer at Ryan, who came
up from the ranks. C. E. "MICKEY" MEYER
is going on Swing Shift for a couple of weeks
or so, while "BUTCH" ORTIZ, Swing Shift

foreman goes back east on official business.

Lots of changes in welding. LOIS CRIS-
WELL, ONITA and EVA BLOUNT all trans-

ferred to First Shift. New to Third Shift

are PEGGY HANAK, and CARMAN CAS-
TILLO (Hey, GEORGE DUNCAN, Castillo is

another native Californian) . Also coming

into Third—MEL LADROOT and LOUIS
RUGG, old -time welders. Mary BARNETT
took a stretch on First but is back. In the

Dispensary, Mrs. McCLAIN takes over the

nurse's job replacing Mrs. FREDA DOLAN,
who transferred to First Shift.

Hazards of the day shift, ex-Third shifter,

EDITH HARDMAN, comes up with a

sprained thumb, the result of a fall off the

steps as she hurried to catch a car early in

the morning.

Very sorry to report the death of DON
CHAMBERLAIN, maintenance tool crib man
on Third Shift, who passed away February

6th. Also, the death of A. A. SIMMER,
father of HERB SIMMER, assistant foreman

of Second Shift. Mr. Simmer worked on

rework until about two months ago, a fine

old gentleman, well liked by all. He cer-

tainly will be missed. We are sorry to learn

of the death of our MERT FULLER's mother

Mert is inspection leadman on our shift.

Taking Fuller's place for a couple of nights

was HOMER D. PUGH of Strawberry Point,

Iowa, First Shift inspector.

Evidently deciding the Third Shift better

than the First, MARILYN SMITH is back on

inspection. MILTON THACKERY comes to

inspection from Swing Shift, while CHARLEY
MEYER forsakes us for a stretch on the Sec-

ond. CORP. TED KERR, ex-inspector, visited

San Diego and Ryan friends recently while on

a furlough. In the Army Air Corps, Ted was
enroute to Shreveport, La. to continue train-

ing.

The golf story of the week: Pros, IRISH

WHALEN and DEL BALLINGER go a fast

round with GEORGE LANE, and—the "No.

5 Iron Kid" takes them to the cleaners. Boys,

boys!

Sgt. JOE BASSO, formerly manifold lead-

man, is reported in England. Joe was a

member of Ryan basketball and Softball

teams before joining the ground crew of

Army Air Corps. Good luck, Joe, and tell

us all about it some time.



Saw If
Our roving cartoonist, George

Duncan, of Manifold Second

Shift, put down for posterity a

few impressions from our first

Employees Day
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Stacks Y Stuff
by Manny Fohlde

Employees Day at Ryan's will no doubt

be long remembered by the vast numbers of

people that took advantage of the oppor-

tunity of touring a modern war plant. The

factory buildings were spotless (first and

third shifts please note) with the route

clearly marked and so arranged to show the

various displays to the best advantage.

After entering the yard through the main

entrance, the first display to appear was

"BUTCH" ORTIZ and "SLIM" COATS who

seemingly were the official greeting commit-

tee. Each was nattily dressed for the occa-

sion even to their particular brand of hair

oil. "No son, neither of those men are Mr.

Ryan."

I spent the next few minutes trying to ex-

plain to the members of my party that the

lucite used in making the gun turrets was
not glass but something made out of some-

thing to look something like glass. As this

became so involved I quickly ushered them

away, being somewhat anxious to get around

to where I do my bit for Ryan. As we

passed the huge hydro-press 1 overheard a

lady asking if it were head gaskets that

were being punched out of the sheets of

metal. Looks like 'em, don't it?
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Finally after rounding several corners we
came into Manifold Department where I

was perfectly at home. Blaring out over

the loud speaker came a voice, faintly

familiar, saying, "You are now entering the

Manifold Department where you will wit-

ness fabrication of exhaust systems used on
our most famous fighter and bombing planes

. . . Sunday, Monday, and always." HUGH
JONES' aspirations carried him away for

the moment I suppose.

We spent quite a while roaming around
this section of the factory before going out

to get a look at the planes lined up on the

field. This, of course, was very interesting

to me and my guests as here we were able

to see exactly what purpose my efforts

served.

Various exclamations greeted us upon
entry into the final assembly building. The
one that impressed me most was "John, John,

I think your liver has gone bad!!" What
those lights won't do to people.

The most impressive parts of the whole
affair in the eyes of the kids, were the air-

planes displayed and the refreshments.

Needless to say I enjoyed these too, as much
as any of the little ones did. All in all I

thought it a very fine party and would
certainly like to take this opportunity to

express my appreciation to those responsible

for a most enjoyable day.

AGNES BROACKERS leaving Ryan to

become Mrs. George Spencer, inspired a sur-

prise party in her honor the other Friday

evening at the six o'clock rest period.

LILLY KNABE and HAZEL JONES, aside

from baking two swell wedding cakes, were
co-hostesses for the affair.

The cakes, one a pink and white creation,

the other a chocolate one, were of the tra-

ditional wedding variety in that well within

their delicious interiors was hidden a wed-
ding ring, a thimble, a but'on and several

pennies. Those of you familiar with wed-
ding cakes will know the meaning of those

various thing.

R. S. Hoover bit down on the wedding
ring but when interviewed on the subject,

stated emphatically that he was married,

had been for some time and didn't propose

to change.

EARL GREEN nearly gagged on the thim-
ble and upon coughing it up declared that

there was nothing to it but superstition.

I was rather fortunate in this instance as

my piece contained one of the pennies which,

I was told, signifies good luck. I was in-

deed pleased to find this token in my cake
as I'll probably be in need of all the good
luck I might lure my way.

At this writing the button hadn't been
found. Button, but'on, who's got the but-
ton?

Those attending the party to wish AGNES
BROACKER happiness and all that goes with
it were: LILLY KNABE, HAZEL JONES, SUE
KUTCH, BETTY STEVENS, KAY AIKEN,
KAY COOPER, RED JONES, ORVILLE
COVEY, CARL KRUEGER, S. H. HERSOM,
EARL GREEN, Mr. and Mrs. COE, E. E.

KOPKE, SIDNEY DOHERTY, MAX SNIPES,
ERNIE SIMONSON, EDWARD LAMPE, WIL-
LIAM WAYNE, OVITA ENGLE, T. JACK-
SON and R. S. HOOVER.

Mr. CHENEY of dispatching, reported for

work last Monday looking very chipper. He
informed me that he was now a commuter
having acquired a sow and a cow plus a

home and plot of ground in Santee. He also

stated that he was feeling quite rustic as

he had already spent one night on his farm.

WHITEY MURDOCK does most everything
in reverse but apparently has a reason. He
always starts eating his lunch by consum-
ing his pie first. The reason? If he gets

full before finishing he won't have to leave

the best part.

Machine Shop

by Dorothy Wheeler

Bond drives are probably always exciting,

but to me this last drive had more heart

and soul to it than any of the former ones.

The reality of this war as a personal struggle

is occurring to most of us. Many things re-

mind us: the enthusiastic war bond rally at

a recent lunch period; the uncontrolled

weeping of a Navy wife in the pause follow-

ing the Naval chaplain's stirring benediction;

the fact that many of our fellow workers

have either been in the service or may soon

be there; the growing conviction that this

war which is so high in human costs needs

a lot of financial help to speed it to an end.

One of our girls, ROSE McCORMACK, re-

ceived fifteen proposals in one day during

the bond drive. Without even the lure of

one of Mr. Coltrain's kisses, she bought a

thousand dollar bond. JIMMY MOORBY
and OSCAR NELSON each bought a five

hundred dollar bond, and Jimmy bought an

additional one hundred dollar bond a few

days later.

RUTH GATES gave us her recipe for the

future—budgeting bonds. For every luxury

she wants now but either can't afford or that

isn't available at present, a bond is being

earmarked for that very thing in the future.

Her plan has added zest and purpose to her

bond buying.

For this issue of the Flying Reporter we
have a great many new members of the

Machine Shop whom we hereby heartily wel-

come. On our first shift are BARBARA
BONNER (from Rhode Island); MARTHA
COX, mother of two sons in the Navy (and

who is helping so much in keeping us spic

and span); HARRY HECHT (who can make
a turret lathe sit up and talk); WILLIAM
LAWSON (who worked as a machinist- fore-

man at the Panama Canal for thirty years,
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was retired, but came into Ryan anyway be-

cause he saw where he could help the war
effort); BETTY JONES (dark hair, petite,

and industrious); VALDA GINDLING (who
is "MOM" EASLEY'S daughter, and whose
husband is a lieutenant in the Navy); and
PHYLLIS KOTLINEK (ANNE KOTLINEK'S
daughter and looking very much as Anne
must have looked at her age) .

On the second shift the following new
people are with us: MICHAEL SZARAFIN-
SKI (he formerly made motorcycle parts);

GERALD DIMPEL (who hails from the middle

west's land of the black gold, Oklahoma);
EUGENE RAWSON (a veteran of this sec-

ond world war); NORMAN GINN (he very

recently came from Memphis, Tennessee);
GEORGIA AKERS (a transfer from Sheet

Metal to the Machine Shop); ROBERT
BROWN (saw action and was injured at

Pearl Harbor) ; PHYLLIS RICHARDS
(wolves, take heed! A single girl at last!);

RUDY WITZ (newly from frigid New York
to this sunnier clime) ; HELEN O'BRIEN
(too bad, fellows, but she is married);

GEORGE HULSE (a transfer from Small Parts

to the Machine Shop—originally from Grace,

Idaho).

BASIL KELLEY, who has reduced his beau-

tiful beard to a mere Hunt-like mustache,

regretfully tore himself away from the joys

of a leadman's job recently and enjoyed a

week's vacation.

OSCAR NELSON has a very interesting

hobby, raising camellias under glass. Al-

though at work every week day and on most
Sundays, too, he still finds time to cultivate

his collection of over one hundred varieties

of beautiful camellias.

IVA "JOHNNY" JOHNSON is the proud

mistress of a lovely new home which she and
her husband recently acquired on Evergreen

Street in Point Loma.

STANLEY "IRON MAN" KNUDTSON
and his wife Bonnie brought their small son,

Darryl Jewel, down to the plant on Em-
ployees Sunday. At the age of five months
he weighs twenty-three pounds six-and-a-

half ounces.

OSCAR WESTLUND is our latest winner of

a Suggestion Box Plan award. He has been

given a silver medal for his production-

speeding accuracy-inducing jig to grind the

scarf for welding on keys.

HAZEL AUDRITSH has taken time out for

a blessed event which will occur some time

in the future.

Machine Shop's newest leadman is LLOYD
RADER of second shift. He is in charge of

the turret lathes—and a more capable man
for the job could not have been found. He
is replacing JIM HUMPHREY, whom we were

all so sorry to have leave Ryan. Good luck,

Jim, in your ventures away from us, and
congratulations, Rader, upon your advance-

ment!
"BUD" DILLON and HAROLD GLENDEN-

NING are our second shift bowling cham-
pions, and we are all quite proud of them.

Bowling is a sport, the art of which few of

us seem to master.

WANETA SOUTHERLAND wants us to

know that last issue's copy hurt her pet cat's

feelings. It seems that "Sudsy" is a little

girl cat and really quite feminine. Please

apologize to her for us, Waneta.
When MILTON GORMAN says goodbye,

he can quite truthfully say "Well, I'll see

you in church." Several of us went to the

First Baptist Church not long ago and there

was Milton. It rather made us feel ashamed
of our own laxity in such matters. Congratu-

lations, Milton, for having a habit that we
all need.



Airplane Dispatching
by Doots and Ginny
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Here we go—continuing our tour through

the dispatching department. Our next stop

is our shop follow-up men, "the eyes of pro-

duction."

GREGORY BURBACH, shop follow-up on
the Outer Panel, was born in Vancouver,
Washington, on March 13th, 1916. He was
graduated from Mapleton High School in

Oregon. His favorite sport is basketball.

Greg was in trucking business for him-
self before coming to work at Ryan. He will

receive his five-year pin this coming July.

Greg celebrates his birthday on March 13.

Happy birthday, Greg!

JOHNNY CRAMER, shop follow-up on
"the hottest thing on wings," was born in

Carroll County, Ohio, on March 12, 1919—graduated from Hoover High here in San
Diego—claims he was a "general flunkie"
at a used-car lot before coming to work
at Ryan four years ago. He married Mary
Ann Athey Feb. 1 5, 1 942, and has a lovely

little daughter, Mary Ann, age 3 months.
By the way, Johnny, where are all those
pictures of Mary Ann that you were going
to "force" on us? Johnny celebrates his

birthday on March 12. Happy birthday,
Johnny!

HAROLD (JACKIE) TATE, another shop
follow-up man, working on same project

as Cramer, was born in Yakima, Wash-
ington, January 30, 1914 . . . graduated
from high school at Los Angeles . . . has
been in our employ 3/2 years. Jackie mar-
ried Ellen Thomas of San Diego on August
12, 1943. His favorite pastime is bragging
of being the "handsomest guy in the plant."

Before coming to work here Jackie worked
with the Fowler Engineering Company at Los
Angeles.

We are happy to welcome two old-timers
back into our circle. FRANK JANOS, JR.,

who was on a leave of absence following

the death of his mother, and LEE YAR-
BROUGH. We are glad to see you back
with us, boys!

We have some "brand new" employees
whom we are very happy to welcome— B.

H. SHECKLES and W. E. WOMACH of the

Sheet Me^al Detail crib—JOHN A. (JACK)
LYONS, who is just a month back from
the Panama Canal Zone, where he worked
the last five years—EDITH GRAVES, who
hails from Michigan, single, and works in

the Stockroom—Mrs. BETTY MEADOWS,
a former worker of the Boeing Aircraft of

Wichita, Kansas, who is a brand-new bride

of one month, came to San Diego and mar-
ried T/Stg. Clyde Meadows of Miramar,
Calif., who has just come back from overseas
duty, where he served 28 months—GLADYS
TRENHOLM of the Sheet Metal Detail crib.

We are happy to welcome all of you as

new members into our "family circle" and
we do hope you enjoy your stay here at

Ryan.
In the Spring a young man's fancy

—

yes, we have two serious notes of romance
in our department. ALICE MUMPER recently

became engaged to Bernard Gann, age 26,
of the Ace Electric Co. It seems that "spe-
cial day" will occur sometime in June

—

MABLE TIBBETS, af'er a leave of three
weeks' absence, came back sporting a dia-

mond on her "third finger, left hand." The
lucky guy in this case is none other than
BILL WARD of Experimental Dept. Bill re-

cently received a medical discharge from the
Army, where he served for about a year. Con-
gratulations to you girls and guys, and we
wish you much happiness and success in

the future.

Anniversary congratulations to our Assist-

ant Chief Dispatcher, DICK LUNSFORD and
wife, ELLEN, who works in Sheet Metal
Assembly crib. March 1st will be the five-

year mark of happy married life for this

couple. May you both continue to be very
happy in the other years to come!
And to ESTHER WATKINS we say "An-

niversary Congratulations." Es*her celebrates

her second anniversary on March 1st.

Esther's husband, Sgt. Robert M. Watkins,
of the Marines, is now overseas. Sorry to

know you will celebrate alone, Esther, but
we know that when duty calls, we must
serve, so we all join in wishing you and
Bob lots of happy anniversaries together
in the future, and may he come home to you
soon, safe and sound!

Adieu Fair Tresses

It started quite some ago when Marian
Leonard of the downtown employment
office heard that Bendix needed long

blonde hairs for navigation instruments.
She sent in a lock. This month, her hair

was accepted and went into service.

After cutting off 29 inches she still

has plenty to spare. The money for the
hair which amounts to over $30.00 will

be divided between the USO and the
Red Cross.
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Accounting Notes
by Kay and Mary Frances

The fair sex of the Accounts Payable De-
partment were represented by an eighty-five
percent attendance at a get-together dinner
at the Savoy Friday, January 28th.

The girls found their seats by means of
ingenious little place cards with a verse
pertaining to their respective work in the
department.

The verses on the cards were as follows:

HELEN BOND
Your invoices are the "A's";
They must leave you in a daze.

ALICE DUSSO
We don't know you very well,

But hope you get along just swell.

MARY FREEL
You are our right-hand man

—

You help us out of a jam.

ALBERTA JOLLY
Check the quantity, price and such;
Sounds like a lot, but isn't much.

(or is it?)

JUNE LONG
You type vouchers neat and quick;
It is an art, and a trick.

ALIENE McDANIELS
Extensions and change notices don't

rhyme

—

Maybe I can do better next time.

BARBARA O'NEIL
You file vouchers day in and out;

You push them in, you pull them out.

MAE OWNES
You stamp our invoices in;

With you our work will begin.

KAL PATTON
Your work on the "C's"
Must leave you busy as the bees????

GRACE PAUL
Your statements left unpaid
Must be a pain in the haid.

GEORGIA PURDY
You type the checks
By gosh, by golly, by heck.

MARY FRANCES WILLFORD
Ten-day invoices, what a doom,
They must be paid so ?! ** soon.

The girls planned to go to a show aftei

the dinner, but you know how women are
when they get together! Oh, well, a good
time was had by all!

We wonder if the rest of the departments
are growing as rapidly as Accounting. After

being off a little over a week we arrived back
amid a throng of new Ryanites. . . FRANK
O'DONNELL, a New Yorker, has joined

Mr. MORSE's group. Frank has served in

the U. S. Navy for the last two years. After

receiving his medical discharge, he came
to serve Ryan. Welcome, ma*e. . . . EDITH
KEEVER, native of Cleveland, Ohio, has

recently joined the Accounts Payable group.

We understand she was on the San Diego

School Board for awhile. . . . DOROTHY
HAAG, from Kansas City, Missouri, has in-

vaded Inventory—only to have JIM NOAKES
pick her for ETHEL RUTTER'S place while

Ethel is on her vacation. . . . HILDA FREE
came to us from El Centra. She is also in

Inventory. Look out for the wolves—that

department is famous. . . . MARY (BEAI
AVANT, a bride of two months, came down
from Hollywood to join her Marine hus-

band who is stationed here. "Bea" is a

southern gal, hailing from Alabama. Luck
to you, Bea.



We want to wish the best of luck to MAE
OWENS, who has left us for San Francisco

and her husband, who is stationed there.

. . . We miss the friendly smiles of BAR-
BARA O'NEILL, who had to leave under
doctor's orders. . . . Old man flu cer-

tainly is getting everyone down. . . . Mrs.

BESSIE CARSWELL, Office Matron, known
to all the girls as "Bessie" or "Scotry,"

spent several days home fighting the flu.

Sure glad you are back, Bessie—did we miss

Putt Putts

On Parade
by Millie Merritt

you

!

GRACE PAUL has also been

out because of the flu germ. . . . IRENE
LOUTHERBACK, in Timekeeping, has trans-

ferred from the second to the first shift.

How do you like working in the daylight,

Moving from the front of the office to

the back sometimes means a demotion

—

not so in Mr. MILLER'S domain, as proved

by HELEN BOND, who has moved from the

front of the office to the back—from De-
partment Clerk to Mr. Miller's Secretary.

Nice going, Helen.

Must be sure and welcome back my pen
pal, MARY FRANCES WILLFORD, to the

old homestead. Mary Frances and her hus-
band Don, who is in the Purchasing Depart-
ment of Consolidated, had a combined va-
cation, honeymoon and business trip to Los
Angeles and San Francisco. Don's folks live

in Navoto, thirty miles north of 'Frisco,

where they spent most of the time. They
took in San Francisco, Oakland and the Bay
Area. They spent an interesting day tour-

ing the B. F. Goodrich plant at Los An-
geles, where they saw many—shshsh— it is

a military secret!

We've all heard the tales of cats and
men having nine lives—but one thing is

certain: some of our men on the fight-

ing fronts won't have even one life if we
don't all pitch in and keep the guns, tanks,

and planes rolling by buying more war bonds.

First off the bat, I would like to introduce
to you our five new employees. You'll be
seeing a lot of these people in the future

and you might like to know a little about
them.

On days we have GEORGE CAMPBELL,
who, believe it or not, is a native Californian.

George comes from Sacramento, but has been
in San Diego for the last three years, which
makes him practically a pioneer. Before
coming to Ryan he was employed by a local

construction company as a crane operator,

so transporting isn't as new to him as it was
to most of us. George's main hobby is being

Scout Master to a group of Boy Scouts and
apparently he enjoys it very much as he
usually has some new achievement of his

boys to tell us about.

Then we have SARAH LEVICKAS, we
were definitely instructed to call her "Sally"

so it shall be so. Sally hails from Cleveland,

Ohio, and has been in San Diego all of three

months. Sorry fellows, but she is married

and her husband is stationed at the Marine
Base. Prior to becoming a Ryan employee
Sally was employed by Consolidated.

The night shift has been increased by three

employees who are:

PAULINE M. NEWTON, a former inspec-

tor in a glass factory at Okmulgee, Okla-
homa. Pauline has been in San Diego only

a month. We hope you will enjoy working

His age didn't mean a thing to Stanley A. Shields when war came. He emerged from

retirement to operate a punch press here at Ryan and has been on the job ever since.

Recently he celebrated his 75th birthday and fellow workers presented him with a

birthday cake during rest period.
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with us, and stretch that month into years.

F. A. "AL" JOHNSON, was employed by
Ryan from December, 1941, to February,
1943, but was drafted and went into the

Army Air Corps as a Radio Operator and
Technician. After receiving a medical dis-

charge, Al came back to Ryan to work.
THELMA DONALDSON, comes from Re-

serve, New Mexico. Thelma taught school

and did office work for 1 4 years. Before
coming to Ryan she was employed by the

U. S. post office at Pacific Beach. Thelma
terminated there to come here and do her

"bit" for the war effort. Mr. Donaldson is

also employed at Ryan.
Here is a new version of a Patriot, you

might try it sometime and find out if it

really works.
INGENUITY

A little old lady on tired, aching feet

Climbed up on a street car with no vacant
seat

And realized soon that the chances were
small,

Throughout a long journey, of sitting at all.

So the same little lady, so proper and prim,
Sang "The Star Spangled Banner" with

vigor and vim.
And all who were seated there quickly

arose

—

Yes, even the ones who had started to doze.
Then while the crowd rocked and swayed on

its feet,

The cute little lady sat down on a seat.

Oblivious quite to the threatening frown
On the face of a man who had been sitting

down
The lady remarked as the car rolled along,

"The Star Spangled Banner is a wonderful
song."

We now have our new Yard Magnet for

picking up nails, and scrap metals, in the

factory yard. This piece of equipment is

proving very efficient in lowering the number
of flats on all of the company equipment.
We all know how hard tires and inner tubes

are to get these days and that applies to

defense plants, too. We have had, in the

past, any amount of nails lying in the yard

just waiting to pierce our tires. The Magnet
a'taches to a Buda and covers the yard from
one end to the other. The number of nails

picked up is almost unbelievable.

It seems that the gals just can't stop

thinking about the Budas, so they go home
and dream about them all night. We have
had reports about everything from Budas
with wings to driving a Buda around town
looking for vacant houses.

We are proud to report that our day shift

was a hundred per cent in the purchase of

War Bonds for the Fourth War Loan Drive.

Under the glass on Mr. HUMPHREY'S
desk I noticed some literature that "hit the

na ;

l on the head" concerning some people's

answer to the suggestion that they put some
money away for their future—at a good rate

of interest.

It is titled, "I can't afford to."

"I can't afford to buy more bonds." What
this person means is, "I can't buy any more
bonds without sacrificing." Who are we to

complain of sacrifice when we think of the

thousands of men who have given up com-
fortable homes, good jobs, and left their

families to fight on battle fronts all over the

world? Some of them will come home with-

out a leg, or an arm, or blind, or worse.

And some won't come home at all. Did

someone say sacrifice?

To my way of thinking that is a condensed

world of truth and each time I read it over

I am more impressed with how little I ac-

tually offer, and am asked to offer, toward

our VICTORY.



Stress Report
by Virginia Pixley

At the urgent request of the male mem-
bers of this group, both married and single,

Stress Report this month will concentrate in

part, on WIMMIN. They want my opinion

on the Engineering girls I would recommend
as the ideal date type, and I feel it only fair

to explain that I have never taken any of

these girls out, and don't know all of them,

so my opinion is to be taken, not with a

grain of salt, but with a full-course dinner!

If you go for beautiful hair, we have
LOUISE WILSON and VIRGINIA FRANK-
LIN in the Project Office. These two girls

have other qualifications too, of course, but

this one particular item is outstanding. (Oh,

no, they comb it quite often.) Louise is

considered by those who should know, to

be an excellent dancer, a much desired

characteristic for a good date. Virginia

wears snazzy clothes and really puts a lot

of what it takes into them. She always
makes an enviable appearance. (The girls

envy Virginia and the fellows envy Eddie!)

For girls who would furnish a lot of witty

chatter to the evening's fun, I recommend
FRANCES FRANCE and MAXINE LITTLE-
FIELD of the Vault and Development Group
respectively. Frances can surpass her escort

at most outdoor sports and is an accom-
plished horsewoman in particular. She has
never been known to fall from her mount
except when pushed, and is a very good
sport in general—and certainly not lacking

in darn good looks. Maxine is more the

indoor type but having no research material

upon which to base my opinion, I don't

want to be pinned down on this statement.

(Don't pin me down, Maxine!) Mickey is

an expert at delayed-action wise cracks;

they go over so subtly that the full impact
doesn't hit you until later. Maxine has very
beautiful hands so those faithful readers
and believers in the "dish-pan" ads, need
never be embarrassed by Maxine in this

respect. IRVING DICKENS prefers his

wimmin' beautiful but very silent (like

Garbo) so he can just sit and enjoy looking

at them. Maxine would never, never do in

this case.

F. MARIE LOUDEN, fellow columnist,
would be a very nice dish for any fellow, but
instead of going into detail on her various
qualifications, may I mention that any girl

who can just appear for a second and throw
the whole department for a loop, stopping
production and making them all turn red,

white, and blue, doesn't need to play bad-
minton, or bake cookies or keep up a bril-

liant conversation, or ANYTHING. This is

the type IRVING prefers—also LLOYD

—

also, men in general.

No doubt you have noticed that luscious

hunk of femininity, name o' JOAN HARVEY.
Joan has the bluest eyes you EVER saw with
the possible exception of GORDON McCOR-
MICK'S, but Joan's look better on her! She's
got the sweetest smile, the prettiest white
teeth, and a jolly laugh, can keep up with
Maxine on the wise cracks, etc., etc. Girls

of this type always have a waiting list un-
fortunately, but so do the previous types

—

just don't give up too soon.

Another fellow columnist, FRANCES
STATLER is a living example of everything
she preaches on beauty, and she combines
beauty with brains—a deadly combination!
Frances was the cause of all the sighs and
cheering on the lunch area during the 4th
War Bond Drive as she was the little gal all

the $100 war bond buyers were kissing.

It was a thrilling experience for Pat Eldridge of Tabulating when she was invited to

attend a cadet review at Santa Ana last month and receive for her husband, a technical

sergeant in the Army Air Forces, the Distinguished Service Cross. Sgt. Russell Eldridge

is presumably in a German prison camp after being shot down during a raid. However,
others from his crew have escaped to England and are now on their way home. Mrs.
Eldridge, holding the medal, is showing it to Vera Smyth, Gertie linger, and Lorraine

Fletcher. Pat's mother-in-law, Mrs. P. H. Eldridge, and sister-in-law, Eda King, are

also Ryanites.

Not only would Frances be a perfect date as

far as appearance and personality is con-

cerned, but look at all the money you'd be
saving. She's a patriotic "regular guy."

Please don't scan these pages for any
more names of glamour girls, as all the rest

automatically fit one way or the other into

the above types. Just test them and see!

We've had some fine hand-outs in this

department lately and request more of same.
JOHNNY MUCHEMORE brought some toll-

house cookies, baked by his bride, Detta,

and they were super and went like hot cakes.

We want more, Muchemore! Much more!!
RALPH DARLING, not to be outdone by a

bride, baked some cookies and brought them
for our approval which we give very heartily.

It was DREW ALLEN'S birthday and he got
one of Ralph's cookies with a lighted candle
on it. Many happy returns, Drewpy. Sorne-

one donated a swell box of chocolates but
requested that I keep mum on the source.

Far be it from me to give secrets away but
you've got to admit he was just a DARLING
to do it. The best treat we've had yet was
the time Drew's mother cooked three differ-

ent kinds of melt-in-your-mouth fudge and
fixed up a box for him to pass around, which
he did. Boy, was that wonderful! More!
DOROTHY ELDER, librarian, is a fudge ex-
pert too and maybe if someone in this de-
partment could find some cooking chocolate
to donate to a good cause, Do'tie might
make US a batch. It's soft and creamy, just

loaded on the outside with flaked walnut
meats, and my only complaint is that the
minute you put in your mouth, it disappears,
but it sure tastes like more. More!

The Weights Group, which is a very im-
portant part of this group, really did ED
SPICER'S birthday up proud. AMY brought
a beautifully decorated cake which tasted
just as good as it looked and Ed was com-
pletely surprised when he saw it all lighted
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on his desk. WALLY BORDEN did a fine

job of enticing him away from his office but
we thought for a while that he wasn't going
to ever bring him back on time. All ended
beautifully however, and the little party

was a complete success. The very least

those of us who chizzled in on the cake
can do is contribute a little poem. (We like

to call them poems.)

A birthday wish for Edgar Spicer

Who's a swell guy—he COULDN'T be
nicer.

Many happy returns to you, old Mate
We hope that this wish will carry some

weight.
Now the cat is out of the bag at last!

Often wondered what the attraction could

be at the ice-skating rink for GUS OHLSON
and CARL KABELITZ and understand now
that a blonde has been chasing them out-
rageously. They pretend they don't like it

but I'll bet they do even if she is only 1 1

years old. Gus devotes a lot of time and
trouble to the Skating Club and hasn't got-
ten the turn-out he deserves. Come on,

fellows and girls, a little healthy exercise

will make you young and frisky and if you
don't believe me, just take a look at dynamo
Ohlson.

SCHUYLER WHITNEY should be blamed
for starting it. And then GORDON Mc-
CORMICK and JOHN MUCHEMORE fol-

lowed suit. Butch hair-cuts! Gordon is young
and can get away with it, Schuy looks like

one of these bald-headed dolls you buy in

Florist Shops in which you plant grass seed
and watch it grow slowly and straight up.

Johnny, well all I trust myself to say about
Johnny is that he got clipped. He didn't

get a hair-cut, he got them all cut!

TON I CONTI got a touch of flu recently

and we wonder could it have been caused
from the chill he received from a certain

young blonde when she turned down his date
invitation.



Ryan Trading Post
FOR SALE For Sale (continued)

1 936 Pontiac Deluxe 6. Motor overhauled.

Tires like new. Economical and com-
fortable riding car. Ext. 354. W. B. Klein,

6484. Home address 2133 Westinghouse,
Linda Vista.

Lufkin inside micrometer. One and one-half

to nine inches. Like new. Starrett Last

Word indicator. Starrett four inch caliper,

used very little. See J. McCarthy, 1541
Tool Inspection, first or second shift.

1938 Studebaker President coupe with five

good tires. Motor A-l. New brakes and
radio. See G. E. Quidort, Plant Police or

phone R-7488.

Set of golf c

tendent's i

lubs,

nffice

G. Huff, Toolirig Su perin-

1941
Car

Buick
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spec
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:ial.

Plant

Just
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like
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new See

32 cal. Colt automatic pistol. This gun
has nickle finish and pearl handle. It

has been fired less than a dozen times
and is in perfect condition. Price $45.00,
including holster. See L. B. Teller, Time
Study.

1935 Hudson 6, four-door trunk sedan.
$250 cash. New battery, 4 good tires, 16
gallon tank. Needs a little work done.
Excellent transportation. M. W. Oder-
man, 2484, Tool Room.

38 Cal. Colt Army Special Revolver for $50.
With holster and 36 rounds ammunition.
See J. V. Shamblin, 4696, Manifold De-
velopment, second shift.

4x7 Box 2 wheel trailer, Ford wheels. Grade
3 tires. Like new. 1944 License. $75.00.
See C. E. Carmichael, Fuselage.

A good buy on a swell -looking modern dav-
enport, tilt-back style. A bargain. Con-
tact Mrs. Jackson, 2734, Drop Hammer
Dispatching.

Electric record player— turn-table, cabinet
and pick-up. Plays through radio. $15.00.
See Gordon Rupp, Photography. Home
Phone M-9668.

Federal house trailer, all steel body, 22 feet

long. Vacuum brake, sleeps 4. C. W.
Laws, 8245, Machine Shop.

Ladies' walnut dressing table. See Bill

Brown. Sheet Metal. Home address, 2530
A Street.

One good, well trained bay gelding. Contact
Jean Phibbs, 2nd shift, Sheet Metal of-

fice.

'40 Nash $975.00. Will consider trade and
terms or 5% off for cash. Is clean, good
rubber, has every accessory including

overdrive. Contact McCanna at ext. 236
after 3:30.

'36 Ford tudor, built-in radio, trunk, good
tires, runs fine. Clean. $425, and it's

yours. Contact Mrs. Violet Brooks, Final

Assembly. Home Phone T-9481

.

Two tennis racquets. See Carmack Berry-

man, Inspection Crib 3. Ext. 343. Home
phone, Talbot 7784.

, Ltd., San Diego

Four-poster bed complete with coil spring

and innerspring mattress. $35.00. G. Fest,

Accounts Payable, Ext. 327. Home ad-
dress 290 Shasta Street, Chula Vista.

"Kiddie Koop" baby bed and innerspring

mattress. Mattress needs recovering. As
is, $10.00. Adrian Price, Manifold Pro-

duction Control, second shift. Home phone
B-6932.

Electric type refrigerator, all porcelain, 6
cubic feet. $25.00. G. Fest. Accounts
Payable, Ext. 327. Home address 290
Shasta St., Chula Vista.

Davenport and matching chair. Davenport

one year old, pre-war stock, good condi-

tion. Also three occasional chairs, and
a gateleg table. See Bill Brown, 2530 A
Street.

1936 Plymouth 2-door. Tires and motor ex-

cellent condition. See Lucile Bartling,

Final Assembly.

52 Winchester, Standard barrel with Wea-
ver 4x scope with barrel mounts and
sling. New. 5x20 Wollensak telescope and
case. Lyman rear sight for Springfield 30-

06. H. H. Simmer, Home address 1109
Sapphire.

Forty foot, all mahogany auxiliary sloop.

Perfect condition, fully equipped for

cruising and racing. Two suits sails. Moor-
ing at San Diego Yacht Club. Best offer.

Terms to responsible party. Russ McCrea,
Ext. 371 or J-2735.

1940 Mercury Club Coupe. Deluxe push-

button radio, heater, five good tires, low

mileage. A-l. J. McCarthy, 1541, Tool

Inspection, first or second shift.

1942 RCA radio phonograph combination,

console model, walnut cabinet, Bill Brown,

2530 A Street.

'32 V-8 Ford coupe. D. C. Buckner, Mani-
fold Small Parts.

Solid mahogany spool bed. See Bill Brown

in Sheet Metal. Home Address, 2530 A
Street.

Sandblaster Golf Club. M. M. Clancy, Ext.

315.

One set of golf clubs consisting of 8 Kroy-

don irons matched. 3 Harry Cooper woods
matched. 1 golf bag, all leather, zipper

pockets. Covers for woods, leather. 2 pre-

war golf balls, 2 golf gloves. Also one

deluxe Penn Long Beach surf reel and
one rubber life raft for duck shooting.

Sid Smith, Airplane Dispatching.

A good 5-room stucco house in Lemon Grove,

Buena Vista, 59th Ave. Nicely furnished

and will consider taking a good trailer

house in payment. D. C. Buckner, Mani-

fold Small Parts.
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WANT TO BUY
Used postage stamps on or off cover (en-

velope) from Curacao, Dutch Indies or

Surinam; also U. S. Flag stamps (used)

on or off cover. Will buy or trade for

unused U. S. commemorative stamps or

defense stamps. Frank DeMoor, 2098,
Manifold Small Parts. Home address, 2124
Westinghouse St., Linda Vista.

Table top range and electric refrigerator.

Late models. Cash only. E. W. Noble,

1457, Manifold Small Parts, second shift.

Deep sea fishing outfit. Call W. M. Dean,
133. Ext. 246.

Small upright piano. Also black male police

pup. Carmack Berryman, Ext. 343. Home
phone T-7784.

Mixmaster or similar, with attachments.

Phone Roy Feagan, Ext. 296 or B-4470
evenings and Sundays.

Portable typewriter with elite (small) type.

Call Ext. 224, M. Koenig.

Shot gun shells, any gauge. Contact G. E.

Greer, Template Crib, or call R-7004.

Will pay cash for small radio, portable pre-

ferred. R. A. Clyde, 6929, Machine Shop.

Vacuum cleaner, Carmack Berryman, Ext.

343. Home phone T-7784.

12 Bass beginners accordion in good con-

dition. See Frank Dare, 2429, Manifold

Welding.

Man's bicycle in good condition. Must have

balloon tires. For cash. See Robert Evans,

72, Engineering or at 3731 Jewell St., Pa-

cific Beach after 6:00 p. m.

Large house trailer by good manufac-

turer. Will pay cash. E. W. Noble, 1 157,

Manifold Small Parts, second shift.

MISCELLANEOUS
Will trade one bedroom furnished apartment

renting for $50.00, including utilities and

within walking distance o-f plant, for two-

bedroom or large single bedroom, modern

furnished apartment up to $90.00. Gen-
erous reward for latter. Russ McCrea,
Ext. 37K

Will make out your income tax return.

Complete service. $10.00 for long form.

5.00 for short form. C. E. Strailey, Meth-

ods Engineering. Home phone J-5187.

Would like to have a nice furnished apart-

ment. Will settle for comfortable room

with kitchen privileges. Prefer Hillcrest or

North Park district. Lottie Fisher, Dept.

15—1931.

Wanted—To rent 2 or 3 -room apartment.

2nd shift worker. Edith H. Potter, 8568,

Manifold Small Parts.

it

Due to limited space, it may be necessary

to limit ads to a run of two issues. If you

ask for your ad to be continued a third time

and it doesn't appear, you'll know we tried

but space didn't permit. Remember too that

no ads will be printed unless you include

your name in the ad.



RYAN S-T metal-fuselaged primory
Itoiner: led trend lo low-wing types.

RYAN S-C, cabin plane for private-
owner use, featured all-metal con-
struction.

RYAN PT-25, superbly engineered
plastic-bonded plywood troiner

ON SO MANY FAMOUS PLANES
Back of Ryan's long position of leadership

in the engineering and production of ex-

haust manifold systems is a different way
of working—

A golf champion knows that how he

hits the hall is mostly a matter of the

"hack swing" and the "follow thru"

.

Similarly, Ryan's enviable reputation for

"hitting the ball" has resulted from a policy

of encouraging design and engineering con-

sultation before production and by following

through after production with expert assist-

ance on service problems and prompt and
adequate parts supply.

Time and again it has been proven that

Ryan can save its customers' money, weight

and precious engineering time if Ryan engi-

neers are called in for consultation with the

customers' power plant experts and given the

manifold design assignment when the origi-

nal airplane design is being laid out. And

besides these savings are the extra benefits of

better performance and service character-

istics.

Ryan engineering and production experts

have demonstrated their leadership in the

specialized field of manifold design and
manufacture. Evidence of this is that Ryan
technicians are responsible for what design-

ers consider important development in mani-

fold design in the past 15 years—the patented

Ryan "ball and socket" universal joint, an
essential to most modern power plant in-

stallations.

These are typical of the reasons why Ryan
manifolds and other exhaust system applica-

tions are standard equipment on so many of

America's most successful military and com-
mercial planes.

If you have an exhaust systems problem we
invite you to let Ryan apply its "know how"
to it in the designing stage.

TLsUuf cm. JLj^slti. to BuuXd. UJs.lt

RYAN
1UIIDS WELL

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY- MEMBER,

GENERAL OFFICES: LINDBERGH FIELD, SAN DIEGO —
Ryon Prodocli: Army PT-22i; Noyy NR-H, Army PT-25i; S-T Commerciol

RYAN
TRAINS WELL
Ryon School of Aero-

lime air school, now
training fine U.S. Army

d Thoroughness.

RYAN
PLANS WELL
Modern engineering

flying experience.
Typical result: Ryan
exhaust manifold sys-

the finest plones of

Other manufacturers.

AIRCRAFT WAR PRODUCTION COUNCIL, INC.

EASTERN OFFICES: 420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK

ind Military Trainers, Exhaust Manifold Systems and Bomber Assemblies.



VIA BURMA By Keith Monroe

AN EXCITING TALE OF A CHINESE PILOT

AND THE RYAN PLANES IN CHINA

LIEUT. R. B. LAKIN
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qK-JOMEHOW we always feel more deeply about a

thing after we've seen it with our own eyes.

That's why the War Show, which most of us attended

in San Diego last week, was so worth-while.

When the explosions seemed to blind and deafen

us, when the heat of the flame throwers fanned our

faces, when the earth was shaking with concussions

—well, it meant something to us, didn't it? It meant that

at last we realized, a lot more vividly, what our brother

Americans who are fighting for us are up against in

the battle areas.

And probably, as you thought about what those

Americans are going through, you said to yourself

more fervently than you've said it before: "Anything

I can do to help those men—anything—will simply

have to be done no matter how tough it is for me. I can't

fail those fellows."

Which was the whole point of the War Show. This

country's fighting men are depending on us to "stay

on the job and finish the job." They're headed for

Tokyo, and we've got to build the material to take

them there. Let's get in and bear down, all day, every

day, and finish this big job as quickly as our all-out

united efforts can make possible.

or^g^«
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Let's call him Captain Chang
Hsu-Li. His name is disguised for
the sake of his family in Occupied
China.

I talked to Captain Chang in the
quarters of the Chinese Air Force
at the U. S. Army Air Base in Santa
Ana. He is there with many other
Chinese officers who have come to

this country for special technical
training; and of all the fliers who
know about the Ryan STM military
training planes in China, he knows
the most. So I talked with him.

You would never have guessed,
to look at Captain Chang Hsu-Li as
he sat placidly smoking and talk-
ing in the quiet detachment office

at the Air Base, that he has been
fighting the Japanese for eleven
years. You wouldn't even guess right
about his age. Like so many of the
educated Chinese officers sent to

this country, he looks deceptively
young. Captain Chang has the
smooth face and soft black eyes of
a boy in his early twenties, although
he is thirty years old. There is no
bitterness in his face, no lines or

(Continued on page 2)
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What happened to the

Ryan planes that made

the long journey from

San Diego to Asia?

by

KEITH MONROE
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Chinese officers, many of whom hove already participated in numerous campaigns
against the enemy, are now taking technical training in this country in preparation
for returning to their own country and continuing the fight against the common enemy.
The above class, composed of engineers and communication officers, is learning the
technical terms used in meteorology.

wrinkles to hint at what he has seen.

Chang joined the Chinese Army
in 1932. That was the year after
the Japs first crossed the frontier
into Manchuria. It was the year
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek told
the boys at China University, where
young Chang was studying, that it

might take a generation to drive
out the invader and that they would
have to dedicate their lives to the
task.

With all the others of his class,
Chang answered to the Gissimo's
call. He made a journey to say good-
by to his father and mother, his
three younger brothers and his lit-

tle sister, at their ancestral home
in northern China.

There are no furloughs in the
Chinese Army. Chang has not seen
his family since that day in 1932.

For five years he received regular
letters from them. But in Septem-
ber, 1937, even the letters stopped.
The Japs had moved into Tsang-
hsien. There were no soldiers nor
airplanes to oppose them.

There is no flicker of emotion in

Captain Chang's eyes as he tells of
this in his slow, precise English. "I

have heard that my mother is dead,"
he says quietly. "As for my sister,

and the men of the family, I do
not know. Tsanghsien is still occu-
pied by the Japanese." His calm
tone is the same he might use if

he were telling you that his family
had had a rather poor harvest last

autumn.

But this calm is the timeless mask
of the Chinese. They are always
calm. Their sorrow and their hatred
remain hidden, until they can pour
it through the hot barrels of smok-
ing guns, or write it with bayonet
steel. I know, from Captain Chang's
record, that he did not accept the
news of his family's captivity with
such bland indifference as he told
it to me.

He has killed Japs from Mukden
to the Burma border, on the ground
and in the air. In action he is a
devil. Like so many of his country-
men, he kills Japs with equipment
far inferior to the enemy's, and
against far superior numbers. Jap-

-^-2—

killing is his delight, his business,
and his consecrated mission.

Captain Chang fought for several
years as an infantry officer, but
when his country had painfully
scraped together enough airplanes
to enlarge the Chinese Air Force, h
was sent to flight school as a stL.

dent officer. "That was when I really
began to live," he says—and for the
first time he grins. Obviously, h
really means it.

China was using some old Ger-
man planes, some Russian ones, a
few American and a few home-
made planes in the days when Chang
was a cadet. He had his troubles
learning to fly in this nondescript
array. He also had his troubles, later
on, when he took the air in what-
ever was handy to fight the fast
Nakejima 93's of the enemy. But
he learned fast, shot down a few
Japs, and always managed to sur-
vive no matter how heavy the odds
were against him.

Eventually the day came when
his superiors decided he would be
more valuable teaching younger
fliers the tricks he had learned. He
was made a flight instructor. It was
then that he met the new planes
from America called Ryans.

They were lined up, sleek and
shiny, on the primary training field

when he arrived there. There were
others at other fields. Purchased by
the Chinese government from the
Ryan Aeronautical Company, they
had been crated in San Diego,
shipped across the ocean to Burma
by freighter, uncrated and assem-
bled there, and flown over the moun-
tains into China.

These Ryan planes were called
STM—military versions of the pop-
ular Ryan S-T

—
"sport trainers." He

took one up that first day, as soon
as he had checked in and unrolled
his blanket on one of the wooden
bunks in the school barracks.

Oh ho, he said to himself in the
air, this is very different from the
days when I learned to fly! This
little plane can swoop and turn and
roll like the lark of the forests of
Shantung. It responds as quickly to

the touch of my foot as would the
blooded horses of Szechuan. See, it

will do six continuous slow rolls

without faltering! How quickly our
students will learn in planes like

this!

After their own training exper-
iences in decrepit planes salvaged
from the ends of the earth, Chang
and other Chinese instructors found



the new Ryan STM's a sheer delight
to fly. For aerobatic maneuvers, for

durability in the endless pounding
of take-off and landing practice, for

ease and sureness of handling, the
Ryans were the finest training planes
hey had ever flown. They mounted
3chine guns on them and used

the planes, not for primary instruc-
tion, but for more advanced practice
-> combat work after the cadets
.ompleted their first eighty hours
of flying.

For the next two years Captain
Chang flew Ryans almost daily, in

company with an endless procession
of Chinese youths who came to him
as blundering farmer boys or nerv-
ous college students and left him
as smart Army pilots. He moved on
from the primary school to the
school for flight surgeons; to an-
other primary school where there
were sometimes two hundred cadets
in training at once; to the advanced
school on a mile-high field. Where
ever he went, there were Ryans in

use, and Chinese flight instructors
who swore by them.

Training at these fields was not
the smooth clockwork routine it is

at American flight schools. Any day,
any hour, a flight of Mitsubishi
bombers might come over to leave
the hangars in flames and the land-
ing field a wilderness of bomb cra-

ters. Or a fighter might swoop out
of the clouds, like an eagle descend-
ing on a chicken yard, to make

mincemeat of all the training planes
luckless enough to be caught in the
air.

But the Chinese had learned to
guard well against these dangers.
A three-belt system of air raid
alarms almost always gave warning
of approaching Jap planes more
than an hour before they appeared.
Only once in Chang' s experience
were there students in the air when
Jap fighters appeared. On that occa-
sion, the students did as they had
been trained; flew low, where the
Japs dared not follow them because
of the waiting machine gun bat-
teries on the ground. Not a single
training plane was lost that day.

Several of the Ryan planes were
lost, however, on another day at
Kunming. Twenty of the STM's were
lined up on the field when the third
alarm sounded. Somehow the first

and second alarms had not come
through; Jap bombers were only a
few minutes away, and there wasn't
time to disperse the planes. The Jap-
anese, who are very neat and exact
in their bombings, destroyed most
of the Ryans on the ground.

But that was an unusual occasion.
Ordinarily, when the Mitsubishis
come, there is not a plane in sight

anywhere. They have all been cun-
ningly hidden. The big hangar, most
inviting target at any Chinese
school is empty. The Chinese sit un-
der the trees and laugh as their

enemies painstakingly bomb it.

Even the endless bombing of their
landing fields does not disturb
China's flying schools. Coolie gangs
and modern steamrollers combine
to smooth out the pockmarked flight
strips within a few hours. The dirt
fields may be bumpy, but that
makes no difference to such sturdy
training planes as the Ryans.

Soon after Captain Chang fin-

ished his tenth year in the service
of China, he was transferred to
India. Chinese cadets are now sent
there for advanced flight training
under American, British and Chinese
officers after completing their pri-

mary training in China. (The Chi-
nese primary schools give the equiv-
alent of both primary and basic
training in U. S. Army schools.)

In India, Chang encountered
other Ryan planes: The PT-22's.
Scores of them had been shipped
from San Diego in the spring and
summer of 1942, as part of the
United States Lend-Lease program.
Of these, some arrived at Rangoon
just before the Japs did. Most of
them were gotten out in time, but
a few were still in their crates on
the docks when the final frantic
evacuation of the city began.
Whether the Ryans were captured
by the Japanese, or destroyed at
the last moment, Chang does not
know.

There were other PT-22's else-

where in India which have been of
greater service. Not all the Ryans

(Continued on page 23)

Above: Like American pilots in training,
Chinese youi-hs have their period of
calisthenics. Favorite sports are soccer,
basketball, volleyball and swimming

At right: Particularly enjoyed by in-
structors and students alike are the
informal, round-table classes such as
this one at the Santa Ana Army Air
Base.
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By Ye Ed

If you pick up your inter-office telephone and dial

d-a-d you will get none other than "KIRK" KIRK-
PATRICK, the dean of Office Service. On the other

hand, if you want to telephone the office of the Fac-

tory Manager, just dial b-c-g and you'll be connected.

These are some of the interesting discoveries made
by those playing the latest game around Ryan— tele-

phone spelling. It's easier to remember a word than

a string of digits, so some of the clever boys and girls

are now doing their telephone dialing by words rather

than numbers. They dial a-x-e to get Experimental,

b-e-d for the Carpenter Shop, and d-i-g for Salvage.

Sometimes they can get crossed up, however. When
they dial A-c-e they get, not Mr. EDMISTON's office,

but Plant Engineering; and when they dial D-e-w they

are connected with Payroll instead of Inspection as

they would be if this were a better ordered universe.

Here are how some of the other departments line

up in the new numbers game: Navy Inspection is

B-e-n, Modeling is E-l-i; Accounts Payable is f-a-r

and Electrical Maintenance is A-d-a. Too bad you

can't phone the Plant Police by dialing c-o-p—instead

you get Purchasing on that number. You have to dial

a-l-l if you want the police.

FRENCHY FOUSHEE'S number works out to f-l-y,

which ought to prove something or other, but it es-

capes us at the moment. Likewise with the Janitor

Service, which you can ring by dialing c-u-t.

If you want to get really tricky in the new dial

game, try figuring out what your friends' home phone
numbers spell. A few interesting ones have developed

so far. BEN SALMON'S is p-r-o-o-f, O. F. RIGLEY's
is b-o-g-e-y, and EARL PRUDDEN's is l-u-v-l-y. The
best ye editor can figure out for his own is b-e-e-r-s.

Maybe we've had too many! Anyhow, we offer a spe-

cial prize of a fur-lined teacup to whichever Ryanite

turns in the most apt set of code words for his friends'

telephone numbers. There will be a special added
bonus if the list is composed of feminine numbers.

Maybe the story isn't strictly true. But one of Ryan's

field service representatives claims that he called on

an executive of another aircraft company near the

close of a rush day. When he was admitted, the dig-

nitary said, "You are lucky, my friend. During the

day I have refused to see eleven men."

"I know," responded Ryan's f. s. r. "I'm them."
* * *

A life editor, the advertisement says, can dress up

so successfully you can't tell him from King Ibn Saud.

No wonder it's so hard these days to keep a magazine

editor at home.

— 4 —



There was music in the air on the night of March

2nd . . . and Ryanites who listened vote for more

For those Ryanites who attended the

March 2nd showing of "The Battle of Rus-

sia," at Roosevelt Junior High School there

was a special treat in store, a musical treat.

With very little advance notice, the Ryan
musical group which was at the time just

in the process of organization, mobilized

its forces and put in some hard work to

provide a fine piece of musical entertain-

ment as a prelude to the movie.

Special credit goes to Russ Nordlund of

Priorities whose efforts were responsible for

the organization of the group and to El

Berry of Tooling for the musical direction.

Many thanks also to Helen Eley of Airplane

Production Control who accompanied all the

groups. And to Caroline Miller of Illustra-

tion and Dortha Dunston of Time Study for

their solo selections.

Members of the choral group were Betty

Kaller, Eleanor Pearson, Virginia Bridges,

J. Anderson, Peggy Paaski, Caroline Miller,

Virginia Tipton, L. Huffstutter, J. Dawson,
Marjorie West, Jane Snyder, R. Nordlund,

G. Becker, C. McCafferty, J. Westler, J.

Stonestreet and J. Newman.

Above: Helen Eley, pianist. El Berry,

violinist. Dortha Dunston, cellist.

Below: at left: The Male Quartet left

to right: Lloyd Huffstutter, John Daw-

son, Russ Nordlund and Jack Westler.

En circle: Soloist Caroline Miller.

Directly below: El Berry leading the

choral group in "The Lord's Prayer."

— 5 —



A War Bond

For Their Thoughts
The ideas were good— in practice as

well as theory. That's why six Ryanites

took home extra war bonds this week.

Here are the latest. And there'll be more
from time to time. Yes, they're cash win-
ners, war bond winners, if you please. Men
whose ideas have proved so valuable in
actual shop practice that the management's
special shop suggestion award committee has
found them worthy of monetary awards in
addition to the medals presented by the
labor-management War Production Drive
Committee.

The company suggestion award commit-
tee and special investigators who have been
tied up with other matters for the post sev-
eral months, are now operating full blast in
reviewing all the suggestions which have
received awards from the WPD committee.

They've secured the help of Time Study
men in verifying the man-hours- these sug-
gestions save. They've been delving into
other possible future uses for the suggestion,
how much accumulative time and material
they have saved, how much they may save
in the future.

On the first group of suggestions, here's
what they found:
A number stamping device submitted by

John Killian of Sheet Metal eliminated the
additional number stamping operations by-

incorporating in the form dies themselves,
the identifying number in a reverse stamp.
This, although it has only been in use since
December, is proving very helpful for both

present and future operations. To John
Killian on January 13th the labor-manage-
ment WPD committee presented a gold
medal. Congratulations to you, Killian, and
a $100 war bond from the company com-
mittee for your idea!

Last October, E. L. Williams received a
gold Production Drive award for an idea
on a marking device which he submitted.
This device could be attached directly to
the die box, thus eliminating a helper and
saving a considerable amount of operator
and machine time. Investigation showed that
during the year which it has been in opera-
tion, it has greatly reduced rework and
scrap materials and has saved several



hundred hours of machine time. To Wil-
liams from the company goes a $100 war
bond.

For a suggestion on the fabrication of

PBY cowl wells, and another suggestion

made at the same time, William S. "Bill"

Brown of Sheet Metal received a gold Pro-
duction Drive Award last December. It is

found that the procedure he suggested
eliminates the use of one spot weld ma-
chine and one helper on spot welding opera-
tions. In addition to the machine time
saved, it has also eliminated considerable
handling time. An additional award of a

$50 war bond went to Brown.

For an adjustable sine plate that eases
the job of obtaining angle measurements,
Win Alderson of Inspection received a gold

medal in October. These plates have in-

creased accuracy and saved time in inspec-

tion. They are expected to be even more
widely used in the future. A $25 bond went
to Alderson.

A gold Production Drive medal went to

Stanley Knudtson of Machine Shop last

October for an idea involving the automatic
operation of a cross slide attachment for

use on the turret lathe in making repeated
cut offs in material. This suggestion proved
very useful over a period of approximately
three months and the company suggestion
award committee judged it worthy of a $25
bond.

Before he became an assistant foreman
and thus became ineligible for war bond
awards for suggestions made after that date,

W. D. "Easy" North of Wing Assembly,
second shift, submitted an idea on a joggle

die for B-24 aileron nose ribs. This die
eliminated hand work on ribs and proved
very useful prior to the completion of our
own dies on the B-24 aileron. In October
the labor-management War Production
Drive Committee awarded North a gold
medal. The company committee now makes
an additional award of $15 in war stamps.

New Rating System

And you'll want to know about the new
method adopted by the War Production
Drive Committee for rating suggestions. Up
to now we've been in somewhat of a di-

lemma. We hadn't anticipated that so many
Ryanites would turn in so many good ideas.

Consequently we came up at times with
John Paul Jones having two award-winning
suggestions, one worthy of a bronze award
and one of a silver. What to do? Ryanites
wouldn't want to go around bedecked in

medals like a returning Army general, so a
temporary solution was adopted whereby only
the highest medal won was given.

Now a permanent numerical value has
been assigned to each medal on the follow-
ing basis:

Certificate of Merit 5 points

Bronze Medal 15 points

Silver Medal 50 points

Gold Medal 110 points

Bronze Production Star... 500 points

Silver Production Star .... 1000 points

Gold Production Star . . . .2000 points

At its last meeting the War Production
Drive Committee set the Silver and Gold
Production Star awards at 1000 and 2000

(Continued on page 15)

At right: Ernie Moore, production superintendent, on a

surprise tour through the plant presented war bends to

these Ryan suggestion contributors. From top to bottom.

Win Alderson, Inspection; Stanley Knudtson, Machine
Shop; E. L. Williams, Inspection; John Killian, Sheet Metal

and Bill Brown, also cf Sheet Metal.

At left: This small device designed by E. L. Williams of

Inspection, won for its suggestor a $100 bond. It is

attached directly to the die box and has been responsible

for saving a considerable amount of both machine and
operator time.

Below: E. L. Williams poin's out some of the advantages

of his idea to Floyd Bennett, foreman of Manifold Small

Parts.
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By

KEITH MONROE

Here and there around the country, in
the early years of this century, there were
young men who became infected by a new
and powerful virus, and have never been the
same since. There are several such men in
the Ryan Aeronautical Company. One of
them is Walter O. Locke.

The virus which got into his bloodstream
and brain cells was nothing less than the
burning desire to build airplanes. A third of
a century ago, when this fever got started,
aviation seemed foolishly visionary. A flying
machine was merely an animated box kite,
an unpredictable deadly contraption which
might carry a man to destruction at any
moment. But Walter Locke, like other lonely
and determined young fellows, knew he'd
never be satisfied in any other pursuit than
aviation, even if friends did wonder about
his sanity.

He was born in 1903 at Framingham,
Massachusetts. By the time he was in his
early teens the Army had built an emergency
landing field near the town, and he hung
around the field in all his spare time. Soon
he got to building model airplanes, and de-
vouring every book or magazine article that
dealt with flight. When he was ready for
high school, this New England boy hod al-
ready made up his mind to devote his life to
the designing and building of flying ma-
chines.

His family was not happy at the decision.
Walter had an older cousin, Weldon Cook,
who had been one of the real pioneer avia-
tors. Cook was killed in a plane crash, and
the memory of that tragedy made the fam-
ily wince a little at any mention of aviation.
Walter's parents tried gently to dissuade him,
but he persisted, and in the end they sighed
and gave in.

He won a scholarship to Phillips Exeter
Academy and worked his way through by
washing dishes, waiting on table, and doing
other chores. Then he entered Massachusetts
Institute of Technology to take its sketchy
and rudimentary aeronautical course—the
best available at any college in those days.

But after several years at M.I.T. he began
noticing magazine advertisements by schools
which specialized in aeronautical instruc-
tion. He decided to switch to one of these
schools. Long study of advertisements and
catalogues convinced him that the Ryan
School of Aeronautics was the best yet, so
he left Boston in 1 926, crossed the conti-
nent to San Diego, and enrolled at Ryan.

He enrolled for both flight and mechani-
cal instruction, because he wanted to com-
bine engineering technique with a first-hand
knowledge of flying and actual construction.
He got a lot of mechanical knowledge which
he hadn't bargained for—because in those
days the Ryan School had just two Jennies
for flight training, and it was up to the
students to keep them in repair, under
supervision of the maintenance chief. If al
least one Jenny wasn't in commission, the
students didn't fly that day.

On the "earn-while-you-learn" deal
which the school offered, Locke found him-
self working for Ryan while still a student.
When he finished his s'udies, he simply
kept on working. The organization was just
beginning to build planes of its own design,
and Locke became the lone engineer of the
company.

He was installed in a small corner of Haw-
ley Bowlus' office, with a drafting board and
a T-square. His quarters were so cramped
that he had to cut a hole in the wall to get
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his T-square over the top of the board, which
meant that he had to contend with wind,
rain and dust as well as the perversities of
aeronautical design. However, he liked it.

He was doing the kind of work he wanted
to do.

He wasn't making basic layouts for new
Ryan planes, of course—those were done by
veteran aircraft designers on the outside
who worked for a fee. But once a funda-
mental design was set, Locke carried on
from there.



When the Ryan Bluebird, a cabin version

of the original Ryan M-l mail plane, was
built, he had to work out the weight dis-

tribution, which involved a type of engineer-
ing in which he'd had no previous practical

experience. However, he simply worked out
the balance problems by rule of thumb, and
was delighted to discover that the Bluebird
flew as sweetly as anyone could wish. He
ran into trouble, however, when he tried to

do the same thing on the first of the Ryan
Broughams.

According to his rough reckoning, the
Brougham would balance perfectly— but on
the flight test it proved to be so nose-heavy
that it couldn't fly safely, even after filling

the tail post with lead. So the factory cut
off some of the nose, did a little juggling
with the fuselage, and finally got the
Brougham in balance—only to discover that
the stabilizers had been set wrong on the
test fight, and Locke's engineering actually
had been satisfactory. The plane never was
changed back to his original design, how-
ever.

When the company was handed the

However, when he arrived he found that
Ryan had not yet definitely decided to em-
bark on a manufacturing program, so Locke
went to work for Northrop. But when Ryan
actually launched the S-T project, there
was a place waiting for Locke, and he
jumped into it.

Locke started as a sort of man of all work—doing rough and ready production engi-
neering, including instruction of a drafting
class for the Ryan School, planning produc-
tion, making all purchases for the com-
pany, and acting as stock clerk, personnel
manager and any other odd jobs that came
along.

In 1935 he was made production man-
ager and from then on he has gradually
been given more and more responsibility
for less and less,-as he expressed it. In other
words, one by one his various functions have
been turned over to other men as full-time
jobs while he retains only the most im-
portant chores. However, there seems to be
no end to the new problems arising which
fall to his lot to unravel.

He has been successively Service Man-
ager, Contract Administrator, and Assistant

Aviation is no chance pursuit for Walt Locke. An
old-time Army landing field gave him a start . . . then

young Locke took matters into his own hands

1903—Arrived.

1 9 1
9—Won scholarship to

Phillips Exeter Acad-
emy.

1922—Entered M.I.T.

1926—Spring. Enrolled at

Ryan School for flight

and mechanics course.

1926—Fall. Went to work for

Ryan.

1927—Worked on "Spirit of

St. Louis."

1928—The Ryan Company
changed hands and
Locke left the firm.

1928 to

1 934—Held a variety of jobs
in aircraft plants.

1 934—Came back to work for

Ryan.

1940—Became Contract Ad-
ministrator and Assist-

ant to the General
Manager.

famous rush order to build the Spirit of St.

Louis for Lindbergh, everyone went on a

day-and-night schedule, and Locke worked
almost continuously to get plans ready in

time for the installation and piping of the

plane's complex fuel and oil system together
with certain other installations. During the
last ten days there was little sleep for any-
one.

It was his last big engineering job for

Ryan. The company had changed owner-
ship—this was the period when T. Claude
Ryan had sold out to B. F. Mahoney and he
in turn sold the company to Lindbergh's
backers from St. Louis—and Locke had
some disagreements with the new owners.
So he resigned to take a position with Waco.

For the next six years he moved through
a succession of jobs with various aircraft

companies. "I just tried to keep ahead of

the sheriff," he recalls. "One company would
fold up, and I'd look for another one. They
all seemed to be run on a shoestring in those
days."

Doing both production and engineering
v/ork, Locke served with Metal Aircraft Com-
pany in Cincinnati, Veville Aircraft Company
in Detroit, Bowlus Sailplane Company, Pit-

cairn Autogiro Company, and finally with

the engineering department of a boiler fac-

tory when there were no more aircraft jobs

to be found.

During the boilermaking interlude, Locke
heard that T. Claude Ryan, who had re-

mained in San Diego, was preparing to build

S-T's. Locke promptly packed up and started

for San Diego to offer his services.

to the General Manager (the job which he
now holds). They have all been hard, high-
speed jobs—which is probably the reason
why Locke always looks tired, and why he
has a nervous habit of looking at his wrist

watch every few minutes. But his smile is

still as boyish as ever when it flashes across
his face, and he has lost none of his fact

and consideration in dealing with both b'g

and little employees. Locke is not a glad-
hander, but everyone seems to like him.

After concentrating on Aviation for 22
years, Locke could scarcely be expected to

think of leaving it. And after 12 years

with Ryan it would be surprising indeed, if

he did not plan to stay. "Conditions were
plenty tough in the old days, and no doubt
we shall have to take in our belts again
when the war boom ends, but if all the fel-

lows who had been advised to give up Avia-
tion had followed that advice," Locke says,

"we wouldn't have an Aviation Industry.

And we wouldn't have a Ryan Aeronautical
Company—because everyone from the bank-
ers down used to advise Claude Ryan to give
it up before he went broke or broke his

neck."

When dignitaries visit Ryan, Locke is frequently on hand to escort them through the

plant. Here he is seen with Capt. J. F. Bolger, left, aide to Artemus L. Gates, Assistant

Secretary of the Navy, and Commander C M. Huntington, Inspector of Naval Aircraft,

San Diego
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Where Every Day Is Move Day
In Factory Transportation "moving" is

their job. And they take it seriously.

Every part that Ryan manufactures they

move . . . not once but many times.

Honk, honk . . . honk, honk, honk . . . honk,

honk . . . honk, honk, honk . . . blats the auto

call throughout the plant and somewhere along the

line a Buda stops and Mae McKenzie listens. Honk,
honk . . . honk, honk, honk ... it comes again.

Mae steps on the gas and wheels to a stop by the

nearest telephone. Generally it's just a minute or two
after the auto call goes out that the operator on the

other end of the line hears a clear low voice answering,

"Transportation."

That's the secret of rush deliveries at Ryan. While
three girls on Budas are regularly covering the sta-

tions, picking up normal routine deliveries, Mae
McKenzie is the auto call girl, the hurry-up girl and
the girl who picks up in out of the way spots. Here's

how the system works:

Ninety-six points within the plant have been des-

ignated as stations. Each of the regular Budas, or

putt-putts, as they're affectionately known, covers
most of these stations about four or five times a

day, making a total of twelve to fifteen calls at each
point during the course of the day. In addition, the

Mobilift covers the stations with heavier materials

to move . . . but that's getting ahead of our story.

Not all the stations have material to be picked
up each time, so the average number of pick-ups

per Buda per day runs around 1 50. But that's plenty

of work, involving thousands of parts. When we con-

sider that a part going into an outer panel may be
moved within the factory eight or nine times before

it actually becomes a part of the finished product,

we begin to understand the tremendous job of the

people who do the moving. The Buda girls must be
familiar with the travelers used in the plant; they
must know by whom these have to be signed at each
station, when templates must accompany the parts,

when a Navy and company inspector's stamp must
appear. They must know how to get to every nook and
cranny in the plant. And since they come in contact
with people all over the plant, they must be able to

get along with everybody. Furthermore, they mustn't

be crank-shy when the engine kills. In fact, they have
to be just short of super-gals. Who are they? Well,

on days they are Dot Hall, Sally Levickas and Donna
Johnson. With Mae McKenzie on auto call. At night,

under the direction of Transportation's second shift

leadwoman, Nina Ray, Mary Lester handles auto

calls while Pauline Newton, Thelma Donaldson and
Ruth While cover the stations. And do they like their

work? Ask them. Or just read it in their faces as

they drive around the plant.

"One of the things that makes our jobs most en-

joyable," the girls say, "is the cooperation we get

from the fellows around the plant. Someone is usually

johnny-on-the-spot to help when he sees us stop.

And believe me, we appreciate it."

L. L. Lefebure on the Mobilift is a familiar sight around the

plant. His job . . . doing the heavy work. Moving the ma-

terial that's too weighty or cumbersome for the Budas.
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While covering their route the

girls keep their eyes peeled for other

materials, heavier materials, that

are ready to be moved. If the items

bear a pink traveler, the identifica-

tion for material that must be

pushed through with the greatest

possible speed, they stop and call

the home office. Either a second
Mobilift is sent out to dispatch the

goods or someone locates the Mobi-
lift in the factory.

The Mobilifts are the small giants

of transportation. Their sturdy arms
can grovel in the dirt, pick up their

heavy load and hoist it head high if

necessary. During the day, it's L. L.

Lefebure who handles the controls

and at night Walter D. Bright takes
over. When the daytime work is

heavy, George Campbell lends a
hand if he isn't preoccupied with
Dan Delso on the hand trucks, also

under Factory Transportation. At
night, it's R. C. Berg who does the
hand moving.

Back in the home office there's

plenty of paper work that has to be
done. Not only is factory transpor-
tation responsible for all the ma-
chinery which moves the materials
and for the containers for them
while they're being moved, but it is

also responsible for all storage
racks. These have to be kept on
regular inventory and their where-
abouts checked at frequent inter-

vals. That's one of the jobs of Millie

Merritt, the oldest girl from point
of service in the department and
general utility girl for any job that

Mae McKenzie, auto

call girl in the factory,

is just one of these

Transportation girls
who can make a Buda
turn around on a dime.

may require attention at the mo-
ment. Be it running the Buda or

Mobilift, tracing down a missing de-
livery, or just making sure that all

the stations are being properly cov-

ered, Millie knows all the ropes.

"Oldest from point of service" in

this instance is a very significant

fact, especially this month. For as

of the 1 5th of March, Transporta-
tion celebrates its first birthday as

a full-fledged Ryan department.
Always a function of Production
Control under Roy Cunningham, it

originally was affiliated with the

Dispatching group. However, Dis-

patching, with the continued growth
of the company, became too large

for most efficient operation and last

year Transportation came of age
under the direction of J. D. Light.

At that time the department
boasted two Budas and one hand-

push truck with a total personnel of

eight . . . two on nights. In its first

year it has practically doubled.
Eight people on first shift and seven
on second now keep busy four Budas,
a hand-push truck and two Mobilifts.

Under the direction of L. L. "Lon"
Humphrey, who came to Transpor-
tation with a good background of

dispatching about eight or nine
months ago, this small and mighty
group have figured in the produc-
tion of every part that Ryanites
have produced. Nothing goes out
of the Ryan plant that Transporta-
tion has not at some time or other
carried by Buda, by Mobilift or on
a hand truck . . . not once but
many times. Yes, transportation in

an aircraft plant is a whale of a

job. As the folks out there put it,

"We're a small group with a big

job . . . and we like it."

Here's the whole department. Roy Cunningham, head of Production Control, is on the extreme left and L. L. Humphrey, Transpor-
tation head, at the extreme right.
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Tattling in Tooling
by Mary and Kay

Flash! Flash! And Super Flash!

Hollywood has its pin-up girls, so why
shouldn't our department have its pin-up
boys? That's what the gals decided several

days ago; so without too many prelimi-

naries we got together and selected our
heart-throbs of '44. There are so many
swell guys that it was a little difficult to

decide the most outstanding ones, and we
feel that we still could have made room
for a few more; but we did our best and
the verdict stands. So if there are any com-
plaints from some of you fellows who con-
sider yourselves Don Juans but were ex-
cluded from our list, please mail them to

Dorothy Dix, as she has a priority on
Kleenex.

Leading our list with the majority of votes
we give you—Our Hero—Our Superguy

—

Our Tooling Pin-up Boy for '44:
* * S T U A R T NELSON"*

This doesn't mean that the rest of you
are to be left without any consideration, for

we have made a place for the runners-up
in the following list:

Best dressed CLAYTON RICE
Most pleasing smile PAUL CHANEY
Most temperamental AARON WEST
Friendliest CHUCK SALTZER
Most pleasant disposition TONY GIANNINI
Regular Guy "RED" WEBSTER
Nicest Hair BOB WALL
Nicest Eyes KENNETH CUSHMAN

Downtown

Frame-Dp
by

Willie Jessup

Well, I just got a no'e from SUE GUN-
THORP and she said "Rain or shine, it's

Flying Reporter deadline time." Gosh, I

don't know what I'd do without Sue to re-
mind me.

I'm sorry to write we are losing another
one of the swell gals at the Employment
office. First it was PEARL SMITH, our "In-
dian Gal," to Engineering, and now it's our
one and only "Southern Gal," MARILOU,
to Engineering. Congratulations to BOB
CODDING!

Before Marilou leaves I asked her to write
a poem about the excitement we had here
at the office when the Commandos took
over the Plaza. I know we will all miss her
poems when she is gone.

We were plugging away
Just enjoying our work,
When all of a sudden
We arose with a jerk.

The sky was just filled

With B-24's,
So we climbed to the roof,

Which is up just two floors.

And lo and behold
By the time we got there,

Biggest Wolf JIM McMANUS
Broadest Shoulders AARON WEST
Our "Atlas" ART BOLAND
Most Gallant KARL ROSENBERGER
Most Pleasant Voice LEWIS REID
Most Witty DUSTY SMITH

Notes of Interest: BOB WALL sporting
pictures of his six-months-old daughter.

"I'm achin' for Lakin" became the theme
song of BETTY PHILLIPS after an appear-
ance of Lt. Richard Lakin during our lunch
period March 4th.

EDITH SANDS recently transferred to the
second shift.

RICHARD MACOMBER and ERNIE MEL-
LINGER were appointed leadmen in Tool
Planning last month.

HELEN SMITH left March 10th to resume
a full-time job of housekeeping.

Miscellany: A word of praise to DORIS
SCOTT, who spends six hours a week as a
nurse's aide at Mercy hospital. She is also
a four-time blood donor.

Birthday greetings to my co-partner, KAY,
who celebrated her birthday recently and
received a beautiful corsage from her hus-
band, who is with the Army overseas.
A few new personalities who have come

to join us in our fight for victory are: JOE
LEDETTE, DUSTY SMITH, JEAN RON-
DEAU, ED POEHLMAN, RAY RAIBLE
BILL BARRETT, WESLEY KLINE and
GLADYS INGERSOLL.

Anti-aircraft had started
And shots filled the air.

And rushing down Broadway
In big trucks and jeeps,

The Commandos came charging

—

(They gave us the creeps.)

Some surrounded the Grant
Firing layer on layer,

While some went inside

To capture the mayor.

They got what they went for;

Out came Harley Knox,
And a bunch of his "henchmen'
Who'd been playing fox.

But it worked out okay,
No bloodshed or loss,

It was part of the drive
For the American Red Cross

It brought closer home
Their need over there,

And made us more anxious
To do our own share.

So let's give our dollars,

And yes, our blood, too,

And do all we can
To see our boys through.

Manifold Small Parts
Fourteen is the department where prac-

tically everyone wears an idea award. Floor
Inspector BILL WILLIAMS has a chestful of
decorations at one end of the territory and
GEORGE SHERMAN keeps his collection at
the opposite corner.

RUTH VERRET has a souvenir sent by her
Army husband in North Africa. There seems
to be no leather shortage around Bizerte,
because the kind of slippers Gertie wears
have wedge-type scles made of layers of the
very best. The pair Ruth showed us had
handsomely embroidered uppers, with very
pointed toes.

FRED SANDERS has a nice decoration in

that blue leadman's s*ripe he has been wear-
ing on his Ryan badge since January 22.
The collar outfit says Fred's nice disposi-
tion has not been hurt by his new job.

Two of our former members tried life

away from us, but couldn't stay. GEORGE
WILSON has come back to the first shift and
JOE YAZEL to Swing, leaving the middle-
west to get along without them.

Another ex-member provides us with news
that the LEE L1NCOLNS have a baby
daughter, Linda Lee, born Feb. 7. Our BETTY
has said nothing yet about a return to Ryan,
but hopes that when she gets husband and
child all fixed up she can give some atten-
tion always remains the same.

ERMA LONGMIRE, back from vacation,
admits that she spent more than half her
holiday having flu. She was truly glad to be
back at work by the end of her week off,

she said.

NORA SAWATZKY, who was a tonsil

casualty for a month, has come back to her
drill press. GEORGIA SIMMONS apparently
didn't recover from her illness as easily as
she had thought she would for she was
missing even longer than Nora.
Mariane Lightfoot Observes:

There has been a hue and cry in our
territory for some news, and so, after wres-
tling with such problems as hangers, con-
necting tubes, collars and joint assemblies,
we'll attempt something a little different

and present the news as we find it.

First of all, we'd like to welcome back
Mr. BUCK KELLY, whose absence from our
shift was very strongly felt by all. Glad
to see you, Mr. Kelly.

Our genial foreman, FRANK MARSH, was
lucky indeed this week when he won one
of BILL LA PORTE's hand-painted pictures

in a raffle.

We are all sorry to know that GEORGE
ANDERSON of Dispatching Small Parts is

leaving us soon. George, by the way, is on
his way to play some major league baseball

with those bums from Brooklyn, the Dodgers.

Our sympathy to "JACKIE" COE in the

recent loss of her father-in-law.

RUBY FLICK is leaving us to be with her

very ill mother in Texas. We'll all miss you,

Ruby.

BERNIE BRIDWELL is quite a popular
fellow among the other employees since he's

started telling some of the tales his brother-

in-law brought back from Iran and Australia.

He even has foreign money, too— 10 shil-

lings and a pound note.

ED MAZZUCHI and PEARL BROWN
finally found themselves a couple of houses.

I can't seem to find an ending for this

so—so long until next time.
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The traffic jam downtown proved to be

nothing more than the Don Cossack Chorus
passing through San Diego again; and while

waiting for the parade to terminate I stud-

ied the display of stills outside the movie
theatre on the corner and discovered that

they were showing "For Whom the Bell

Tolls" from the Hemingway book of the same
name. Instantly my mind flashed back (just

like the movies) to the time I had read

the book; and, before I knew it, I sighed

in regret of the fact that there is, as far

as I know, no artful translator who can

make our own American speech sound as

fascinating and exotic as Hemingway can
the Spanish peasant's.

Suppose we did talk that way . . .

You built an airplane knowing that it was
good and that maybe if it was good enough,
truly it would be good, but maybe if you
did not do your best and have faith in it

then some of the goodness would go out

of it and leave it hollow and dry, and that

would not be good. What the devil are you
moping about, brother? Snap out of it. All

right, I will. Don't moralize. All right, I

won't moralize.

Then he saw the checker coming and
he went all hard inside and thought that

maybe this was the moment, and touched
the two-foot straightedge to reassure him-
self. It felt cool and suddenly he remembered
the clatter of hooves on cobblestones and
the blueness of the sky. If this was the mo-
ment he would have it over with quickly

and then he could have another shot of

the giant killer and perhaps it would be
easier to forget than last time.

"How is it with thee?" asked the checker.

"Equally. And with thee?" said the drafts-

man.
"As you see." The checker took his

hands from behind his back and placed the
layout on the draftsman's desk. "This draw-
ing. This drawing with the rare title. Is it

from your hand?"

"It is from my hand. I drew it. You do
not like it?"

"It is not for me to like or dislike. No,
I do not like it."

So he's going to moralize on me too,

thought the draftsman. I wonder if the
climate makes everybody moralize. "You are
not in agreement with me in this of the
layout?"

"No, I am not with you in this of the

layout." The checker tapped the drawing
with his fingernails. "This is much drawing,
but it is not good."

"It lacks something?"
"It lacks much. I have a child at home.

He can make better drawings in the dark."

"Seeing you are his father."

"If you put it that way."
"I put it that way. Are you moralizing,

or is there something in this layout you do
not like?"

"Much. This of the clearances is silly."

"It is what the specification wants."
"A pity you have not learned to read."

He will be telling me he has a child at

home again, thought the draftsman. "I will

change this of the clearance. An obscenity

to your carping."

"An obscenity to your stubbornness."

"Equally."

"That you cannot make a drawing."
"That you cannot read a drawing."
Then the earth moved under them (there

was a slight earthquake, as a matter of

fact), and the checker went back to his

desk.

This is truly a scoop of the first water

for the Flying Reporter. (That poetic state-

ment looks ambiguous, I know, but let's

let it stand.) As far as I know, no publica-

tion in this region has as yet printed any of

the Orders of the Day which have been

found on the persons of various German
officers captured in Italy. My old friend,

Major Featherprop of the R.A.F. has been

kind enough to send me copies of these

documenls, and the editor of this jour-

nalistic bijoux persuaded me, after a severe

slugging, to let him publish them first.

These orders are chiefly important be-

cause they reflect the spirit of the German
Army, perhaps even the Weltanschauung
of the Herrenvolk (ja, das ist ein Herren-

volk) , and enable us to judge someihing or

the other. Just what, I don't know.

Field Order No. 2929
Effective today, all ambulance units are

to discard their Valkyrie costumes, and dis-

continue the practice of collecting our casu-

alties by charging down the battlefields on

horseback and crying "Ho-jo-to-ho." This

seems no longer appropriate. Heil Hitler!

(Signed)

General Friedrich von Kartoffelherz.

REPORT ON

A REPORTER

Doitha Dunston, who writes "Time
Study Observations."

We thought Dortha Dunston's abilities

were confined to cello and poetry . . . that

is until she branched out last issue and, as

a member of Methods Engineering and an

eye witness, so to speak, did an article for

us on the Bonus System.

At poetry Dortha's a whi.z, but that's

really a second-best love, for her heart

belongs to music. She graduated from Colo-

rado University's College of Music, majoring
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Field Order No. 1313
All soldiers under your command are

urged to send in suggestions for new and
inspirational songs which are suitable for

marching, air sorties, etc. It has come to

my attention that our pre:ent song, "Wir
fahren gegen England" has become a trifle

hackneyed, since we have been fahring

against England for some four and a half

years now, and the end is not yet in sight.

Suggestions on the theme, "England fahrt

gegen uns," will not be accepted.
Similarly, our marching song, "Today we

own Europe, Tomorrow the World," will be

modified to read: "Today We Own Some of

Europe, Tomorrow the Berlin Zoo." Heil, e'.c.

(Signed) General von Schafskopf.

Order of the Day. Jan. 1

Hereafter all Army communications shall

be dated Jan. 1, 2939, in order to fulfill the

prophecy made by our Fuehrer in 1940 that

the next thousand years are Germany's. Like-

wise, the unit of weight formerly known
as the ounce shall be referred to as a ton,

to fulfill the promise made by ReichmarshaJI
thai- for every pound of bombs dropped "oh

Germany, a thousand shall fall on our ene-
mies. Heil, etc.

Fieldmarshall Rausmittem.

Field Order No. 711

In line with our policy of super-prepared-
ness, portable oil refineries were issued as

G.I. equipment to all soldiers of the Reich
stationed in the Mediterranean theater.

Since it does not seem likely that we are

lo occupy the near-east oil fields, please

donate these to the local scrap drive.

in cello. For six years she played with the

Colorado University symphony orchestra as

first cellist, and has been in the professional

music field ever since she left high school.

Along the line she also picked up four and
a half years of teaching music and three

years of radio work. In addition she had her

own dance band. Dortha takes particular

pride in the accomplishments of some of

the musical groups she taught. Her glee

clubs, orchestra and band took first place

in county contests. Scheduled to go on a

European tour, her passage was cancelled

when war broke out in September of 1938.

Just how such a talen'.ed musician came
to Ryan involves a plain gold band placed

on her fourth finger left hand by a young
man who is now with the Marines in the

southwest Pacific. "I decided then," Dortha

says, "that music could wait until later and

I came to Ryan to get into war work."

That was in August of 1942. The only

thing Dortha finds time to do with her

music now is a little bit of composition.

She's working on three songs the words for

which were written by other Ryanites.

Writing, however, is no new field to

Dortha. She got her start as reporter on

her high school paper and wrote for the

college annual at the university. From there

she branched out into magazine writing

and has had three stories published, all

under fictitious names. One of these ap-

peared in Liberty and another in Cosmo-
politan.

We were curious to know just how one

goes about writing a column in verse, so

we asked. Dortha says she starts her column

for the next issue just as soon as the present

issue is out. (That sounds like a good idea!)

As things happen she jots them down. But

most of the actual writing she does just be-

fore she goes to sleep at night. If something

comes to her mind, she turns on the light,

jots it down on a piece of paper and then

drops off to sleep.



Lieut. Lakin Speaks to Ryanites

Left to right: Lieut. Klein, public relations officer, 11th Naval District; Lieut. Lakin;

Earl D. Prudden, vice president; Lieut. R. 0. Dietzer, Bureau of Aeronautics resident

representative, and Fred Schubert of the San Diego Chamber of Commerce.

British Officer Tells Of Sub Experiences
With a personality that sparkled in every

sentence he spoke, Lieut. Richard B. Lakin

of His Majesty's Navy held Ryanites en-

thralled with his tales of submarine adven-

ture and enchanted with his delightful sense

of humor. Although only 29 years of age,

Lakin has served 16 years in the British

Navy and in this war has received the DSC,
the DSO and the Medal of the Legion of

New foreman

Appointed as Assistant Foreman in the

Tooling Department last month, A.
Torgerson will be in charge of Airplane

Jigs in that department.

Merit for outstanding acts. On one occa-
sion he is credited with having sunk a Ger-
man submarine with gunfire from his own
British submarine. At his home in England
he is billeting fifty American enlisted men.
Lakin spoke three times for the first shift

lunch periods and twice again for the sec-

ond shift. To say that Ryanites were im-

pressed is putting it mildly. They were thor-

oughly taken.

Library Lore
by Dorothy Elder

"We appreciate your chatter

—

Keeps our issue getting fatter;

So everything is set to go
And this is just to let you know
That come next Monday, rain or shine,

It's Flying Reporter deadline time."

With genius like this to start out the week
It's hard for one of my type to compete.
No outstanding books, no choice bits of

news

—

Nothing but dull reports and specs on
glues!

Some library requests of the last few days:

KAY LARKIN: "Does your dictionary give

the word, 'Toxophilite'?"

SAM BEAUDRY: Borrowing the Thomas
Register to illustrate the weight of a bat-
tery!

FRANK E1CHOLTZ: "Do you have pic-

tures of a sailor, a soldier and a marine in

action?"
RAYMOND HOGAN, asking for stars!!

AMY STEVENS, asking if we had her
Steve hidden in one of our files!

FRANK ANDERSON, asking for the names
of mathematical symbols.

FRED THUDIUM, ordering an engineering
report: "Librarian: "I'll let you see the ab-
stract on this." Fred: "What's that . . .

vanilla?"

Employee Service
by W. Paul Wright

That cake with 35 candles caused no
little excitement in Employee Service Sat-

urday afternoon, March 4. It was in honor
of the boss, GARRICK O'BRYAN, but for

the benefit of a few curious Ryanites, the

35 had no connection with the luxurious

14-inch golf trophy that sits on the book-
case in his office. Mystery of the golf tro-

phy, however, was revived when one em-
ployee suggested that the 35 on the cake
might stand for the number of strokes under
par in which O'Bryan toured a "phantom
links" months ago. His golf game isn't that

good, of course, but Garrick did shoot an
83 once. He's going to try the second nine

in the near future.

O'Bryan's man Friday, Bob Rankin, al-

ways turns the subject to bowling when the

Employee Service manager starts on golf.

"I once rolled 180," Bob said, proudly.

"Game or series?" asked the office wit.

. Rankin wished he were bowling or

spending a vacation when the new tele-

phone system was installed in our office.

The buzzer system, with six switches, sent

wrong calls to the wrong desks for several

hours until all learned the mecahnics of

the thing. Now it works smoothly, and saves

many footsteps.

Mrs. CLIFFORD McCAUL, Ryan's Select-

ive Service expert, was so busy moving to her
new home in Riverlawn the other evening
she forgot to inquire whether any mail had
come from her sailor husband overseas.

Clifford didn't discover, until the next day,
three of his letters which sister had placed
in a suitcase, and had forgotten to tell her

of their arrival!

Thermos jugs are fragile. For scientific

proof, ask Mrs. MADALYN TOOHEY, who
has had four of 'em broken during the

past few months. Latest was knocked off

the desk by a telephone repairman. "The
next time a thermos jug breaks, I'm going

to bring coffee to work, but it will be inside

of me," she explained.

Employee Service's No. 1 theater fan is

Mrs. ETHEL GILL. If you want a review on
the latest picture or stage show, just ask our
housing representative. . . . Mrs. BLANCHE
ATTRIDGE says she and her husband, who
is now in the service, plan to go into busi-

ness for themselves after the war. Among
other duties, Blanche has the task of regis-

tering Ryan employees for the next election.

She has learned a lot about them after ask-
ing their name, address, place of birth,

height, profession, etc., for the records.

BEE JOHNSON, visiting nurse, is kept

busy these days cheering up Ryan employees
who have been temporarily confined with

illness. . . . LOUISE WOMACK has been
helping Mrs. McCAUL with Selective Serv-

ice when not answering the many incoming
calls on the department's new switchboard.

. . . ELEANOR WEEKLEY has been hand-
ling details on group insurance and war
bonds.
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Contrary to current opinion in our de-
partment, my associates and myself were not

missing from the last issue because of cer-

tain remarks made about our health. We
knew you fellows were just kidding.

It has become quite a popular thing in

our department to wear colored glasses. The
movie stars used to wear them for a dis-

guise, but that could hardly be the reason

for wearing them while at work.

Have finally heard RIGGS made a re-

mark which wasn't all sunshine and good
cheer. Usually he has a pleasant good morn-
ing for everyone and never a gripe about
anything, but he finally admitted that one

item on the shortage list had begun to

bother him. It is needless to mention what
it was.

There is one item that bears special at-

tention, but I doubt if I can do it justice.

In recent weeks a new model cast was cast

and because the man of honor was not avail-

able his co-workers took it upon themselves

to celebrate the occasion for him and sub-
stituted CHARLIE to act as the man of

the hour. From all accounts the substitute

did very well and in some ways surpassed

what could have normally been expected,

since he had such a short time to prepare
himself.

An interesting but very unprofitable dis-

cussion was under way the last of the week
dealing with the question, "Was Marriage
a Woman's Idea?" But, as could be ex-

pected, we didn't get very far trying to

argue with a woman. I won't state my
views here, as I still remember the response
brought about by a remark I made in a

#

Stress Report
by Virginia Pixley

Everyone thought it was very sweet and
generous of VAN SICKLIN to invite the

whole department out to his new house for

free beer, but we discovered just in time
that he had extra mops and scrub brushes

ready for his guests to make the house spic

and span. Thanks just the same, Van, but

the only kind of suds that appeal to the

stress department are those in the beer.

Besides, if we are going to indulge in any
housework, we ought to go over to WALLY
BORDEN's house and wash at least some
of the dishes he has piled in the sink so

that he can start eating again.

JOHNNY MUCHEMORE also made a big

hullabaloo about moving, but when he found
he was just going across the street we lost

interest. Now why would anyone go to all

the trouble of moving just across the

street?

Y. B. LEO just couldn't stand seeing all

the butch haircuts without joining in on
the fun, so he got one, too! Heard HELEN
YOUNG ask what frightened him, and there

was Leo with his hair standing on end and
a grin from ear to ear! We get a big kick

out of Leo trying to get some privacy out

of his telephone conversations. When he

previous article and the editor had to come
to my rescue.

Was told on good authority that CHARLIE
finally broke his vows of bachelorhood and
had a date. Could it be that working at

Ryan has that effect on some people? Can
I still ride evenings with you, Charlie?

JIM C. had a birthday recently and did

quite well at keeping it a secret. He should
have told us so we could have helped to

celebrate.

Would like to add a word of welcome to

RUDY, who is back on days again after

several weeks on the swing shift. Working
nights didn't seem to change anything for

him for he is still as sleepy-eyed as the

rest of us in the morning.

HOLT has had trouble with his coffee

recently whenever he sits within range of

"DEADEYE" NELSON. That sort of thing

could develop into a feud. I hope not, but

it would give me something to write about.

Being a father has its troubles as well as

its blessings. At least that is what NOBLE
says when he comes in late.

DEAN was a couple of days late getting

back to work from his vacation, but said

he had a touch of the flu. We sympathize
with anyone sick, but what we can't under-

stand is why his wife wanted to know who
was calling before saying whether or not

he was there. We wouldn't think of doubt-

ing Dean's word, but PARMAN accidently

dropped out on business and Dean was sick.

Eddie has been having it tough. For

several weeks he suffered from a cold and
now it seems that no matter where he

turns it turns out wrong.
I have become a real source of informa-

tion for the fellows in our department and
not because of the odd bits of news placed

at my disposal. Well, why not? After five

sets of induction papers, two appeals, five

blood and screening tests, and now my in-

duction physical exam. I should know how
selective service operates. In case I am ac-

cepted and the Plant can't figure any new
angles some of you fellows whose names
have appeared here can breathe once more.

sees anyone listening, he switches to Chi-

nese and gets more attention than ever, as

we love to hear him sing-song those com-
plicated phrases!

Weather Report No. 1 : Out-of-State em-
ployees please note that the substance pour-

ing from the skies recently which so much
resembles Eastern rain is really orange juice!

Speaking of oranges, BERNARD BERNES
has been showing off the big juicy ones he

raised so carefully, and they are almost as

wonderful as he says. Reminds me of the

time my father brought a dinner guest out

into his canyon one dark night, let him

feel the grapefruit and told him they were

some of his smaller oranges! The man has

been raving about Dad's fruit-raising tech-

nique ever since. Some technique!

Item in this column last month about

DOTTY ELDER's fudge has gotten excellent

results! GUS OHLSON donated a whole box

of that rare delicacy, cooking chocolate, and

has commissioned Dotty to make a batch

for Weights and one for* Stress. We have

plenty of offers from professional pan and

spoon lickers, but no one has offered to

crack the nuts or do the dishes, which is

very discouraging for our little librarian.

Tried a new hair-do like TREVA GLAS-
SON's, but nobody whistled at me! I made
a lot of people happy anyway, judging from

the way they laughed.

BILL RAGER and BERNARD BERNES and

MORE ABOUT

SUGGESTIONS
(Continued from page 7)

"Easy" North, left, receives $1 5 in war
stamps for one of his time saving sug-

gestions. Night superintendent Buck
Kelley makes the award.

bronze and the other of a silver medal,
he will be entitled to a total of 65 points

and he will wear the silver medal. If his

next suggestion is also worthy of a silver

medal, he will be due for another 50 points,

making a total of 115, just over the gold

medal line . . . and he will wear the gold

medal.

As soon as the total points of past awards

have been tabulated, new presentations will

be made on the basis of the above listing

to all employees who have received awards

in the past for their suggestions.

You'll also note the three additional

awards which have been added to the list

—the bronze, silver and gold production

stars.

Keep the suggestions coming. Make your

information full and specific; a good sketch

and a good sales talk may help the investi-

gators evaluate your proposal.

his wife are going in for Spanish in a big

way! They are attending classes, and those

of us who haven't the advantage of know-

ing the language like BURGESON, MUCHE-
MORE and O'BRIEN had better buy Spanish

dictionaries so we'll know whether or not to

be insulted!

We get a bang out of JACK EDMONDS,
who is constantly changing the Project Of-

fice furniture around and then back again.

If he behaves like that at home, his poor

wife must always be picking herself off the

floor.

Somebody tattled that FRED ROSSACKER
hung up his jacket and put on his sun glasses

before going out to lunch one rainy, windy

day. Dreamer?
Rode downtown behind BOB CLOSE'S car

one day and everyone in our car was yelling,

"Get Close, Get Close." P. S.—We got close

all right, but missed!

BOB HAYWARD bragged one chilly morn-

ing that he had gone swimming the day

before with snow piled all around him, but

we stopped admiring his remarkable stamina

when we discovered he had spent the day at

Hot Springs!

Mr. CODDING's very funny joke about

Roosevelt in Chicago didn't go over very

well in Engineering— it sesms the place is

full of Republicans.
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Above: These are the hands
of Harold Powley of Manifold
Development reaming the
holes in a flange. His work
has to be within a tolerance

of .005 of an inch.

Above: Ruby Pace of M.
Assembly is welding the

onto the slip joint colic

one of the Ryan manif

difficult operation thi

be skillfully done.

Right: Ada Boyd of Manifold
Small Parts is preparing to cut
a nipple assembly on a high
speed band saw. She has
placed the material in a saw
jig which holds the part firm-
ly so that a finished cut can
be made.

Below, Within the r u I

gloves are the hands of

Acke. This sandblasting

ation cleans the metal

leaves a dull gray finis

Above: The hands of Velma Hendon of Airplane Welding are burring the

weld off of a nipple assembly so that it will fit snugly into the engine.
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At left: These are the hands of Abe Myers of Manifold Development making
a net cut on a stack section of an exhaust pipe.
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Above: These are the hands of William Boyd.

He's grinding the surface of an exhaust port

flange, which must be correct to within .003 of an

inch.



DASHES -— NEWS ft

FROM MATERIAL CONTROL
by EARL VAUGHAN

The boys of this department have become
quite bowling minded the last few weeks.
A new league has been formed called the

"Ryan Trio League." Four teams, each with

three men, have been organized, and the

competition has really begun. These teams
are quite evenly matched so the bowling
average of one team does not excel that

of the other three teams. After two rounds
or six games of heavy competitive bowling

at the Tower Bowling Alley, the team and
individual scores are as follows:

Playboys—Won 4, Lost 2
D. BENTLY (Captain) .... 143
B. YOUNG 136
E. VAUGHAN 161

Team average 440
Wolves—Won 4, Lost 2

J. L. HALLEY (Captain) . . 161

J. E. BARRY 118
R. S. SMITH 122

Team average 401
Lotharios—Won 3, Lost 3

M. LEVIN (Captain) 167
A. FARKAS 120
W. GUERIN 127

Team average 414
City Slickers—Won I, Lost 5

D. CHANDANOIS (Captain) 137
H. WRIGHT 1 30
O. MEEHLING 139

Team average 406
These teams play each Thursday at 4:30

p.m. at the Tower Bowl. (Come and root

for your favorite team.

)

Ringside News: In Material Control we
have two proud papas, who each boast that
their tiny miniature can out-perform, out-
smart and out-fight the other.

In this corner we have heavyweight
CYRUS ULBERG, age 4 Vi months, weight 1 8
pounds, height (when stretched out by his

dad) 27". In this corner we have feather-
weight LLOYD WILLIAMS, age 2 months,
weight 1 pounds, height 22" with knees
doubled up (so says his old man).

The other day the dads of these two min-
iature ring champions were doing a little

chest expansion and, according to eye wit-
ness C. B. JONES, the remarks went some-
thing like this:

WILLIAMS to ULBERG—My baby is

smarter and stronger than yours, as he can
pull himself up on all fours and he is 8
pounds lighter in weight.

ULBERG to WILLIAMS, after a little

thought on this serious subject, replied: "Oh,
I don't know if he's so smart. Just strap

an eight-pound weight to his stomach and
see if he can lift the weight my baby has
to navigate."

Chicken in the Rough: MARGE WEST,
that popular debutant of Material Control,

found herself in need of a Sir Galahad at

the corner of 6th and Broadway a few
evenings back. Marge reached the corner

to cross, only to find "Lake San Diego"
rising fast between her and the other side.

Without a rowboat or a Sir Galahad in

sight, what could she do? She remembered
the stories about the so-called "Oakies"
and removed her shoes and stockings, rolled

Lip her slacks and waded across to the
other side. She received cheers from her
many admirers who were a little hesitant

about following suit. (Three cheers to

Marge, and it will take more than rain,

floods, soap and duds to s'op this girl.)

"100% for War Bonds:" This reporter

is happy to announce that both first and
second shift employees of this department
subscribed 100% for additional war bonds
during the recent fourth war loan drive.

Yes, sir! Material Control personnel is 100%
behind the war effort with their work on war
materials, their money for U. S. War Bonds
and donating their blood for the service

men at the front.

Machine Shop

by Dorothy Wheeler

Our biggest scoop for this issue is the
awarding to BERNARD BRUCE the position

of assistant foreman in the Machine Shop.
Bruce is a good boy, has a brilliant mind,
and is sure to be very successful at this new-
est undertaking.

Several of Machine Shop's former mem-
bers have returned to Ryan. HELEN LYNN
and GENE JACK have gone into Inspection,

and JESSIE CAGLE is back at her old job on
the drill presses. It is good to have you girls

back.

IRMA LEE JOYCE and OPAL HALL have
gotten their heart's desire—they're both on
days now. As single girls they will know
how best to make use of all those free eve-
nings coming up.

"WILLIAM JENNINGS" BRYAN is get-
ting better looking every day. Nobody else

knows his recipe, but "EGGY" LEACH is

working on it, and hopes to learn the secret

soon.

JIM HUMPHREY, whom everybody ha fed
to see leave Ryan, is going into the Navy
on March 12. All the best of luck, Jim.

GLENN STRICKLAND is rapidly regain-

ing his strength since his ulcer operation,

and has sent in word that he can hardly
wait until the doctor says he may come
back to work. Hope it's soon, Glenn!

ROBERT BROWN, who made himself so

well liked during his time here, has had to

return to a military hospital for another
operation on his injured knee. Tough luck,

fellow! Hope you're not gone very long.

It's amazing how different a girl looks

when she has her hair undone and is all

dressed up. Saw IRENE HOBBS the other
evening and wish I could whistle in print.

Glamour was the word for it!

SALLY JOYAL has to be out on sick leave

for a while, but will probably be back about
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News from the Pitch and Warble Depart-
ment: MARGE WEST and PEGGY PAASKE,
as members of the newly organized Ryan
Choir, had 'em laid out in the aisles on
the night of Thursday, March 2, in the

Roosevelt Junior High auditorium. These
swoonsterettes of Material Control are doing
O. K., and they need no bird seed to keep
up those high and low notes.

Wedding Bells: Congratulations and good
luck to Mrs. JEAN MILLER (alias JEAN
HARRIS), who exchanged those "I Do's"
and "I Don't's" with Warrant Officer Earl

Miller, U.S.N., in Las Vegas, Nevada, Feb-
ruary 24. The honeymooners visited rela-

tives in Utah as well as several points of

interest in Utah and Nevada, one of which
was Boulder Dam. Jean's husband is expect-
ing to ship out on the briney deep to points

unknown in the very near future.

Farewells: MARIE RYAN, of the AN
Parts group, has bid farewell to her many
friends at Ryan. Marie has been quite active

in this department for a year and a half,

and is now enroute to Chicago to visit her
mother. After a short visit, she will return

to North Hollywood to settle down and wait
the return of her husband, who is serving

with the U. S. Army in England.

A New Recruit: Welcome is extended to

PATRICIA LENDGREN, our new typist on
the second shift. We also welcome back
JOHN CALDWELL, of the Aluminum Group,
First Shift, who has been on the sick list for

some time.

the last of March. Sally, besides being gen-
erally well liked in the shop, is one of the

most courageous girls I have ever known.
MARIE ELLIOTT will be gone on a leave

for about the same period as Sally. Marie's
husband was granted a furlough and the two
of them have been visiting his family while

there was an opportunity to do so.

Miscellaneous Notes: What is it about
CHESTER GAVRE that makes him such a

successful wolf? What more-than-human
power is there in the eyes of EDDIE MAY-
BERRY? Little escapes his all-seeing orbs.

What about those frequent notes MARTHA
COX carries for one of the girls on a turret

lathe?

"WAVEY" OLSON has decided he likes us

and we like him, so, folks, meet our new
lay-out man. In his own words, he is the

machinist from Chicago and other points

East.

New people in the Machine Shop, all of

whom we welcome wholeheartedly, are as

follows: JAMES STONESTREET (who is an-

other of our former bankers); JEANNE
PAGE (no fooling, she's cuter than a bug's

ear); ALICE COURTRIGHT (from Texas, and
as proud of it as are all Texans) ; BEATRICE
ABBOTT (who has certainly shown herself

to be a good sport in her good-humored ac-

ceptance of the streak of hard luck she has

fallen victim to during her first three

weeks here); EDITH NICHOLS (another

who came to us from Consolidated); MAR-
THA BRUGGER (can it be that she is a

native Californian?) ; CLIFFORD MORRIS
(who once lived in good old Wichita, Kan-
sas); ISABELLE CEHAN (from industrial

Detroit) .

JAMES COLEMAN has had quite a time

recently. First he suffered a broken jaw. He
came back to work as soon as he possibly

could, but has had quite a bit of trouble with

it. His face looks just a bit pugnacious be-

cause there's so much swelling, and we know
that even when he smiles it hurts.

Description of a scholar and a gentleman:
MARVIN TOOLEY.



Assistant Reporters this month:
Receiving Insp.—Edna Farnsworth.

Sheet Metal Insp.—Rodney Railsback.

Manifold Insp.—Bill Rossi.

Final Assernby Insp.—Marjorie Bolas.

We wish to ask again of those persons

who work on the second or third shift to

please turn in any information they might
have concerning the Inspection Department.
The above reporters will be more than happy
to receive any news that any employee
chooses to write. We want this column to

be for the whole Inspection Department, but

it cannot be without the help of those who
are on the shifts other than the first.

You will notice that RODNEY RAILS-
BACK's name is new on our list. He is aiding

us in the absence of CLAIRE SKINNER,
who is taking care of her daughter. Crib

No. 5 must have some nice people in it or

else they have some excellent bosses, for

they always come through or get some one
who can. My hat is off to Crib No. 5.

BILL ROSSI's name is new. He has been
with the Inspection Department for quite

some time, and is a leadman. We like his

style and hope he will continue to write.

Manifold Department
Did You Know? . . . that we're glad to

have BESSIE ROBBINS, MAYDALENE RUH-
NOW and HELEN GREENE with us as new-
comers? . . . that SUSAN ROWAN and
LENNIE CHESTNUT have that certain gleam
in their eyes? . . . that WALTER ALVIN
plays a mighty fine saxophone? . . . that

HAZEL CLARK never gets angry? . . .

that JAKE JOHNS invented airbrakes for air-

planes in flight? . . . that VERA MALEY
is now known as "Toothless Jane"? . . .

that MAYDALENE RUHNOW is an artist of

the dance? . . . that BESSIE ROBBINS
trains horses? . . . that BIG BILL WATTS
is a champion weight lifter? . . that

ALICE JOHNSON is going in for the San
Diego Club? . . . that HOMER PUGH is an
agricultural authority from Iowa? .

that IDA THURNELL loves to raise pigeons
and daughters? . . . that BILL KING is

a railroad man from 'way back? . . . that

MARCELLA DANIELS is one of the most
energetic inspectors at Ryan? that
E. M. TWITCHELL is reported to have the

sweetest disposition in the department? . . .

that ROBIN SOUTHERN wore out another
pair of shoes shining them?

Crib No. 5
LARRY ANDERSON has been ill. Old Man

Flu tried to tussle with Larry, but Larry

came out the winner. Larry says he's con-
sidering keeping the Flu family in a pickled

condition in the future to prevent a recur-

rence of the trouble. . . . ANN ENGERT
says: "It isn't the time at the skating rink

that makes me tired— it's the long trip

home after the rink closes." . . . CLAIRE
SKINNER is missed in more ways than one.

When you see the dust and parts flying

around in Crib No. 5 you can guess that

Claire is at the bottom of it. . . . The
strong-arm man, P. 0. POWELL, is confined

to his bed at this writing. Hurry up and get
well, P. O., and give us a hand on the
heavy. . . . The new faces in Crib No. 5

are those of Miss BETSIE GRANT and MEL-
VIN LOMB from the East, and Mrs. EVELYN
DUNCAN and Mrs. MARJORIE STEVER-
DING from Crib No. 4. Boys, Betsie still has
"Miss" in front of her name. . . . A-20
and Gun Turret inspectors are wondering
when WALLY ADAMS is going to get his

blankety-blank Income Tax Return com-
pleted. . . . Those ladies (and men, too)

on the Second Shift in our Crib are really

energetic. On Saturday night, February 26,
they had four frying chickens and all the
trimmings. No, they weren't roasted in the

crib, but at the home of HELEN CHAZENS.
The trimmings were furnished by LEO
STAMPER, ECHO PORTER (formerly of the

First Shift), K. BALLENGER, LIVIA MAN-
UEL, MARY BRUNER, RICHARD PORTER
and CLAIRE CARROLL. The little Manuel
girl is quite a worker. She wanted lemon
tarts for the "feed," so she packed her

needed ingredients in a little basket, ped-
dled her bicycle down to the USO and baked
the tarts for the Crib No. 5 party. We need
more girls like Livia. By the way, she has
been ill, so her Swing Shift friends sent her

a lovely bouquet in expression of their ap-
preciation for so nice a girl. . . . We
mustn't forget HELEN CHAZENS, from
Buffalo, New York. She thinks California

is wonderful and gets a big thrill every time
she sees a Bell Airacobra, for she is a for-

mer employee of Bell Aircraft.

Final Assembly Inspection

TOM DOWNEY's son, who is a Chief Spe-
cialist in the Navy, was married on the

25th of February in Louisiana. Tom, Jr.,

brought his new bride to California to meet
her new mother- and father-in-law. You
should see Tom, the father, strut.

"DUSTY" PRETTYMAN wishes that this

rain would end so that his wife could get

out and dig up the back yard and plant the

garden. Fine thing, Dusty. . . . We had
quite a bit of excitement the other day out
in Final Assembly. An inspector hit SHAN-
NON LONG on the head accidentally, and
JACK BOULDIN tore out the seat of his

trousers and had to go home and re-dress.

Oh, my! Life is never dull. . . . SPEEDY
COLE advised me (M. B.) to take permagum
for a sore throat I was developing. What
I think he meant was Aspergum. (At least,

I hope so.) . . . Our newest Inspector

in Final is C. COOPER in Wing. We hope
you like it.

Crib No. 3

There have been several changes made in

our personnel and in the arrangement of our

crib. GILBERT BRANDIES, from Racine,

Wis., is having a hard time finding a home
for his family. He states that he still has
ten children at home and four are mar-
ried. We hope he finds a home and that his

work will be as pleasant as that at the

Christensen Machinery Co. in Racine. . . .

GORDON TASCOTT, formerly of the Miller

Printing Co. and the Naval Ordnance Di-

vision of Pittsburgh, Pa., came back to his

native state. He lived here for about thir-

teen years, although he was born in New
York. . . . LLOYD HUFFSTUTTER has

been advanced to the position of Leadman
of Machined Parts in Crib No. 1 . Power

to you, Huffy. . . . KATHRYN SWITZER,
from Crib No. 1, is at Huffy's bench. She'll

do all right, too. Katie has been with Ryan
for about one year and a half. What was
Crib 1 's loss is our gain.
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Sheet Metal

by Marge and Jean

To begin with—we want to be real sym-
pathetic with all our employees who have
been absent with colds, etc., evidently

brought on and held tight by this Cali-

fornia fog everybody is talking about. De-
partment No. 3 really had an absenteeism
last week due to illness. That includes

JAKE LUNSFORD and BILL BROWN, who
have been laid up with every ache and
ailment the flu could drop on them. Bill

also had four wisdom teeth yanked out,

with the aid of a little surgery (on the

operating table three hours, didn't you say,

Bill?), and that has been enough to make
"Misery" his middle name.

Leadman HAROLD WALL has the largest

group of women employees of any leadman
in our department. Thirty-three (33)

women he has—most men would be envious
of your position, my boy.

VIRGINIA MATSON is all smiles, and the

reason—well, you would smile, too, if you

had just made a trip to San Francisco to

see your sailor husband for the first time

in two years. We don't wonder you are

happy, Virginia.

We notice the great O'KEEFE is already

starting to pace the floor, tear his hair,

and get that strained look on his face.

By the time this issue comes out, we hope
Bob will be a proud father. Further results

in next issue.

We would like to have names from every

Sheet Metal Department in this news col-

umn. I am depending on everyone that reads

this issue to help me out. How about news
of what you are doing? MARGE.

&
Well, here I go again without an overdose

of nev/s. Come on, guys, some of you must
have done something interesting. 'Tisn't

possible for the second shift to be this dull.

We have one wedding on our little list

today. The happy event was on our Family

Day, February 13, 1944. The happy girl

is ETHEL CRONCE. Lots of luck, Ethel. Can
anyone possibly guess why FREDDIE ELMER
has been going around the last couple of

weeks with such a long face? Only two
weeks more, Fred! It sure is a long time,

isn't it, but at least you have letters.

We have heard rumors of a horrible dis-

aster. It seems that CLAIR "the barefoot

boy" SACHS beat RAY "GAS" BERNER
out of six bits in a little game of golf. You
sure are losing your grip, Ray. I thought

you taught that rhumba dancer how to play

golf in the first place. By the way, Sachs

is giving dancing lessons again in prepara-

tion for a week from Saturday night. The
only requirements are to be able to dance
barefooted on a sandy floor, for at least

six hours, with only a couple of broken
glasses strewn around. Anybody game?
What are you afraid of? You can't even
feel it (till the next day, at least!)

In case you are interested, I'd like to

know who (among the Plutocrats) has been
taking all of the money bowling? 'Bye.

JEAN.



Manifold

Production

Control
by F. Marie Louden

To get back in the rhythmic swing of
things after being absent from the last issue,
this department would like to inform the
other departments that we are still hitting
on all notes with added vim, vigor, and vi-

tality.

One might jump to the conclusion by my
foregoing statements that being a member
of this department, I'm showing partiality.
But the authenticity of it is very clear.
Everyone will doubtlessly agree with me.
After weeks of gathering information, all

reports and observations seem to point to
the fact that Family Day at Ryan, Sunday,
February 13, was "Family Day to see Ryan
Manifolds." The limelight shown on the
Ryan Manifolds throughout the afternoon.
When asked what they thought of Ryan,
the visitors invariably mentioned the "A-l
Manifolds" first. You may reach your own
conclusion.

No More Stubs in Manifold. All Mani-
fold Production Control members have cut
down 100% on cigarette smoking after
hearing of ROY NEARING's experience with
them. One might label this "Believe it or
not," but our Supervisor's left leg was be-
coming paralyzed due to nicotine forming
on the inner cartilage. After daily treat-
ments and the use of strong willpower (no
more cigs, ordered the Doc), he will be in

good running condition again in a few
weeks. May you have a speedy recovery,
R. N. Members of this department have now
turned in all fog-horns to the Scrap Drive.
It is no longer necessary to carry one, since
it is now possible to distinguish the desks,
people and various other objscts in the
office.

If, when entering into the literary realm,
any of you indulge in reading Lil Abner of
the comic page, you'll recognize the charac-
ter "Silent Yokum." DEAN MARSHALL, a
recent addition to our department, has been
labeled "Silent Yokum" by this reporter.
The only result I received when asking him
about his past, present and future was a
a glimpse of three pictures—of his three
beautiful dependents—wife and two child-
ren. (He is a very congenial person—when
not being interviewed.)

RUSS NORDLAND, organizer, and every-
one participating in the fine program pre-
sented by Employee Service before a large
attendance last Thursday evening, March 2,
are to be commended. At the end of the
program, "The Battle of Russia" was shown.
"Who's Who" of Ryan's was well repre-
sented. Let us have more programs like this
one

!

VIRGINIA PIXLEY, reporter for the Stress
Group, please note that this columnist
acknowledges her last column—with thanks
for the build-up. May this reporter inquire
as to how you ever manage your "harem
of men?" What is your secret? You see, V.
is the lone woman secretary amidst a pack
of engineers. Incidentally, who is LLOYD
LOOMER?

In the next issue, CORKY WRIGHT and
JOAN SHUTNER will be the combined force
reporting the news from this department,
as I have been transferred to Office Service.
Good luck, girls. It was fun writing this col-
umn. Will see you around. Adios, Amigos.

Whispers From Final Swingsters
by U and Me

My, how time marches on! Here comes St.

Patrick's Day, and for those who still re-
member those rains we had, the 21st is the
first day of spring.

Could that be the reason JOHNNIE
WALKER bought such a nice new Buick?
It is a beauty, Johnnie, and you have a
right to be proud of it. ARKIE says it just
can't rain much more, so he bought a box
on wheels. It putt-putts along. Did you hear
about Hero Archie? He was downtown at
the right time and place to pull some ladies
back who were in clanger of being run over
by a bus. Good work.

Overheard some mention the other night
that the meat was tough. Then it was found
out it was the paper forks they were eat-
ing. If the metal forks we started out
with hadn't disappeared down foxholes, we
wouldn't be reduced to this wartime substi-
tute.

CLAY PELL has been home sick for over
a week. We all miss him. One leadman said
he would buy Pell a quart if it would speed
his recovery. We wish we knew something
we could do to help him to get on the job
again soon.

It is good to see EDDIE back in the tool
crib. His mother is greatly improving after
her accident.

KATIE MORRISON has been singing
"Night and Day." She is lonesome for a
"someone" that we hope will be back soon.

Heard the other day Marines were so

scarce during a Navy Day celebration that
a bluejacket was detailed to relieve one of
the soldier sentries on a regular Navy yard
post. By and by a civilian strolled up and
asked, "Young man, are you a marine?"
"No, sir," the sailor replied, "I'm just a
submarine."

Wonder if that fine little lady is going to
"sub" for the boys on the crane. JERRY
and she did fine on the tryout.
We were glad to see CLAUDE RYAN

the other night sitting on the left of the
"jovial" lad from England. We on the swing
shift like to see you. We have heard that
most Englishmen are a bit dry in their wit
. . . which reminds us of a story of Abe
Lincoln. It seems he and a friend were dis-
cussing a book. Lincoln had just read it and
found it extremely dull. He said so with
his usual clarity. "You shouldn't say that,"
protested the friend, who liked the book.
"The author is a profound thinker. No man
of our time has plunged deeper into the
fount of learning." "Nor come up drier,"
Lincoln remarked. Boy, that chappie had
plenty of laughs for us the other night that
were far from being dry. We all wished him
success in the job "way down under." We
wish more of the folks who eat inside of the
building would have known and turned out
to listen. Wish we had a "loud speaker"
reminder in the plant, too.

BEULAH was out for a spell, but is back
again happier than ever. MARION CASTLE
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^wi
Hot Air From

w- Manifold
\V .by Evelyn Duncan

Hi, people! Here's that bore again!
But maybe this will be the last time. By
the time this issue is out I will probably
be in another department due to my long
absence from work on account of illness
(and not the measles, either.) I haven't
a lot of news this time.

I can truthfully say, however, that each
and everyone of us enjoyed the perform-
ance of the Army Coast Artillery Band, es-
pecially that "Johnny Doughboy" and
"Tiger Rag." Such music puts us in the
mood for working.

1 missed the talk by the lieutenant from
the British Navy, but heard much about what
an interesting talk it was. Lunch time be-
comes more enjoyable for Ryanites day by
day.

HARRIET EASTIS is back with us once
more after a sixty-day leave of absence.
Welcome back, Harriet. She has taken over
the tube cutter, and from what we hear
she is doing a swell job.

IRMA LONGMIRE is on her vacation this
week. Have a nice time, Irma.

ED KUMKE, a welder, had to leave his
work the other day en account of measles.
We're hoping for your speedy recovery, Ed.

Of course, there are those mornings when
we just can't get our sleepy eyes to open.
EVA PINNEY had one of those recently and
appeared at work with two styles of shoes on.

I wish to express my thanks to MARIE
CARSON, LOIS DAVIS and Mrs. EVA PIN-
NEY for faithfully helping me to keep this
column before you every three weeks. Per-
haps the next reporter who writes "Hot
Air" would like to know that they are good
reporters.

And for ail the rest of us— let us keep
the ball rolling both in production and war
bonds. Yes— let's keep 'em flying! So long!

took sick. What did she have with her
carrots? PEGGY BALL overdid it Sunday at
a party she gave for some friends from
Hollywood. We are sorry to lose DOROTHY
GOODMAN, a fine person to know and
work with. She hopes to return as soon as
her health is better. KATHERINE must
have had a nice trip when she flew up to
Los Angeles over the week-end. OLIE is

marking time against the day when he is

going to be a "papa." See where DORIS
WOLFE and HELEN WEST are back. Glad
to have you. Say, EARL, what was that
bandage on your hand? It looked large
enough to use as a hammer. Did you ask
the nurse to make it that large? Do you
think those glasses "do anything" for a
very nice someone that we all like a lot?
Now don't all answer at once. How we
do miss you when you have to stay away for

only a day.

So ours is the job to "construct," and
we are glad to have a big part to do in

this great job before us. Let's all "KEEP
ON KEEPING ON."



Accounting Notes
by Kay and Mary Frances

Congratulations go to Mr. and Mrs. MARK
CRIPE on the birth of their second daughter,

Pamela Marie, born February 12. Inven-

tory presented Mark with a pink and blue

quilted satin comfort for Pam. . . . VIOLA
BUCK, new in Inventory, came to us after

spending four years with Marston Depart-
ment Store. . . . Blonde EILEEN ELROD,
from Bedford, Indiana, has joined us in Ac-
counting. Eileen was a dancing teacher at

home, and after this war hopes to go back
to teaching. In the meantime how about a

few lessons for the amateurs, Eileen? . . .

RUTH BARTHOLOW came and left us be-

tween deadlines. Ruth worked for the Con-
struction Company at the Marine Base. She
left us to go back to that company and those

Marines. . . . CARYNE (JEAN I Mc-
CLELLAN in Payroll went home with the

measles on February 1 6. She is now back
on the job as spry as ever. . . . ERNES-
TINE (ERNEY) ROGERS, new in Timekeep-
ing, came down from L. A. to join her

husband, who is a seaman second class in

the United States Navy stationed here in

San Diego. . . . JANE ANDERSON, from
Timekeeping, left our ranks for a thirty-

day leave to Texas. Have fun, Jane. . . .

ROBERT (BOB) NEBLETT came to us from
the Concrete Ship Building Company, where
he was Assistant Safety Engineer for two
years. Bob got off to a bad start. He
came in for an interview and went home
with the measles. He is alright now and
doing fine work in Timekeeping. . . .

Pretty RENE BARTON, from Denver, Colo-

rado, has joined Timekeeping force. Her
Marine husband, who plays in the Marine
Band out here, was her sole reason for

coming to the West Coast. Good reason,

huh? . . . GODFREY FEST went to New
Jersey to see his mother, who is quite ill.

Sincerely hope things aren't too bad when
you get there, Godfrey. . . . DOROTHY
(DOT) WAMPLER joined the Accounts Pay-
able force after a three months' illness due
to a fractured back. Dot has a son with

the Marines somewhere in the South Pacific.

We wish you a lot of luck, Dot, and hope
that son of yours gets home right soon.

. . . HAZEL TOUDOUZE, who was working
with Bill Hoffman, has gone on a thirty-

day leave. All flustered, Haze told us her

Navy husband was going to Officers' Candi-
date School at Platsburg, New York. I

understand the town is a beautiful place,

overlooking the Hudson river. Haze, you
lucky girl, have fun! . . . VIRGINIA
WILLIAMS took leave of the Traffic De-
partment for a couple of weeks to go to

Oklahoma City. Her Navy husband, who
recently rated Chief Petty Officer second
class, was given a furlough, so home they

went. Virginia says the old home town has
changed with all the old friends gone, but
the train ride was very interesting. I've

always heard people were funnier than
monkeys. Right, Virginia? . . . Mr.

NOAKES graciously offered his services in

helping to fill out these income tax blanks,

so lately a stream of taxpayers flowed into

his office and came out with beaming smiles

because he saved them some money. We do
appreciate it so much, and here and now
wish to thank him for all he has done in

making this year's income tax return much
easier. . . . As we close today we want
to remind you that this is the month of the

Red Cross—today we give that a boy may
live.

Six brothers in the service, four of them overseas, is the record of this family. Left

to right, they are Halmer Brown, Manifold, second shift; John E. Brown, Final Assembly,
first shift; Helen Butler, sister of the Browns, in Wing Assembly, second shift; and
A. R. Butler of Manifold, second shift. With one brother in North Africa, one in

Australia, two with a new "c/o Postmaster, New York" address, two stationed in the

states, two brothers, a sister and a brother-in-law working at Ryan, this family is

making a real contribution to Victory

Cafeteria News
by Potsun Panz

Teamed for Victory is really a fact with

employees of the Cafeteria, twenty of whom
have either sons or husbands in active serv-

ice. That's what we call pulling together.

We are sure that everyone will be glad

to hear that additional loud speakers will

be installed under the canopy so that those

eating in this area can clearly hear the

popular musical programs and various an-
nouncements.

Newcomers in our midst are: LOIS HALL,
ANNE ROBSON, FRANCES JONES, all of

whom recently transferred to the Cafeteria

from the factory. We also bid welcome to

FRANKIE RATLIFF, who has just recently

joined the ranks of the cafeteria-ites.

We can't help mentioning that orchids

are in order to AUNA LOVELAND HEATH-
MAN for that extra nice arrangement of

tempting new salads. Incidentally, we are

told that all gelatine salads are made with

pure fruit juice, which gives additional vita-

min consent. Yes, we are learning something

every day.

A ten-minute closing period between

lunch service at the cafeteria has certainly

enabled JEAN BOVET and his group to re-

arrange their trays in such a manner that

service almost seems individual. Nice going.

HELEN DEARTH and MONROE MERIOTT
may feel a little older, although to your

reporter they certainly don't look it, as

both celebrated birthdays this month. I

understand JEAN BOVET has a birthday

coming up next month, but inasmuch as he

has deliberately lost count there is no way
of telling how many years young he really

is. Anyway we will look forward to a piece

of cake.

Rumor has it that the cafeteria would
like to establish a special salad booth where
iced salads could be served to those pre-

ferring this type of lunch. All those in
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favor raise both hands and tell Mr. Bovet.
I am sure he can be talked into it.

We are glad to hear that RAMOLA KIHM
is fast recovering from a serious operation
and will soon be back with us.

KAY BALDWIN is leaving for Indiana
in company with her husband, who will

then go overseas. Kay will return to us,

which is good news.
MARIE KURTH has received the good

news that her husband, who has been sta-

tioned on Guadalcanal, is being transferred
to the United States.

ELIZABETH BURCH is anxiously awaiting
a visit from her son Loren, who is attached
to the Medical Corps and stationed at Fitz-

simmons Hospital.

The new first and second shift employees'
Cafeteria Committee has taken office and
it is certainly interesting to hear their com-
ments and suggestions regarding the cafe-
teria. We never realized they cared so much.
These committees ore certainly doing a

fine job, and they deserve cooperation.
First shift departmental Cafeteria Com-

mittee members for March and April are
T. REININGER, Manifold Assembly; J. F.

SOUTHWICK, Wing Assembly; R. R. AN-
DREWS, Engineering; C. P. ALLRED, Plan-
ning, Production Control; Mrs. M. S.

BUTTERFIELD, Sheet Metal; A. S. KUNZ,
Fuselage Assembly; Mrs. R. E. GROW,
Manifold Small Parts; Mrs. E. M. JOYNER,
Manifold Welding; Mrs. C. M. GROSS,
Plant Protection; L. E. ANDERSON, Inspec-

tion; C. C. ROUTH, JR., Shipping, Receiv-
ing and Stores, and BELLE DRAKE,
Maintenance.

Departmental representatives on the sec-

ond shift committee for March and April

are: L. M. MOORE, Wing Assembly; M. H.

NUSSBAUM, Fuselage; LOUISE S. THOMAS,
Finishing; L. STAMPER, Inspection; Miss

S. D. SAYRE, Dispatching; D. POLLOCK,
Tooling; L. V. JAUSSAUD, Modeling; Mrs.

A. H. CAPORALE, Machine Shop; W. T.

WEBSTER, Maintenance, and H. W. BALL,
Manifold Welding.
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by Slim Coats

Scratched out while waiting for a plane
in Salt Lake City.

It used to be that one associated court-
ship and marriage with moonlight and soft

music, lovers' lanes and orange blossoms.

But that day is rapidly passing. War has
streamlined Dan Cupid and he has laid

down his bow and arrows and gone to work
for the telephone company. He has folded
his wings and sits in front of a switchboard
assisting in the marriage of couples by
phone.

Not a day passes without some girl and
her soldier, sailor or marine sweetheart tying

the knot through the facilities of Alexander
Graham Bell's invention. There have been
cross-country marriages and marriages in

which the "I do's" spanned oceans. These
electrical hook-ups are becoming so com-
mon that I hesitate to use the telephone.

I happen to be on a party line and there

is always the chance that a mix-up in con-
nections will get me in trouble.

Say a man from the loan shark's office

called up and said to me, "Don't you need
a little ready cash?" As always, my answer
would be, "I do."

Say, again, that just at the moment when
I gave my heartfelt "I do" about the ready
cash, the lines got mixed and I found my-
self in the middle of a telephone marriage.
The bride would take my "I do" as mean-
ing that I had accepted her as my lawful
wedded wife. The clergyman would turn
around for his fee, the telephone company
would mark down $1.55 for charges, and
there I would be with another wife on my
hands.

A bigamist no less. A long stretch in

Leavenworth or Atlanta. Bad haircuts. Social
service workers who need brightening up
themselves trying to brighten me up. The
junior class of some junior college peering
at me as part of its field work in sociology.
Cakes with saws and files in them. A $10
suit and a $5 bill.

Rehabilitation.

No sir, I'm going to be mighty careful
of what I say over the telephone from now
on. Of course, it would be rather nice to
have another ration book in the house,
but I think I'll struggle along with the help-
mate I have. Two is company, three is a
crowd.

Let us look at telephone marriages and
enumerate some of the advantages and dis-
advantages.

Advantages first.

You don't have to have a best man. That
eliminates the presence of the tall, vague,
slightly inebriated guy who can never find
the ring. It also eliminates the necessity of
having to give a present to that same guy
and also the ushers. I suppose that after a
telephone wedding the gracious thing to do
would be to send a gift or, say, o pair of
cuff links, to the telephone company.

It also rids one of the pranks always
played on newly married couples. You just
shut the door of the phone booth, and go
on about your business, without having to

cut away "Just married" placards, pick the

rice out of your ears and dodge thrown
shoes. On second thought now that shoes
are rationed, it might not be a bad idea

to play catch when shoes are thrown.

As for disadvantages, there can be no
denying that when a man is going through
one of the most important and sacred mo-
ments of his life, it would be disturbing to

have to be yanked back into reality to drop
a quarter in the pay station slot and hear
the resounding "bong" that accompanies the
dropping of two bits in a pay phone.

Here's another disadvantage, too. There
is that split second when you take your
girl's hand in yours and hear her say "I do."
There is a look in her eyes, an expression on
her face that I am quite sure no man in

the world has ever been quite worthy of.

Bad grammar that last sentence, yes. But,

that's the way I feel, and so I'll let it go
at that.

From 10,000 feet above Arizona.

Just a few items picked from the grape-
vine during my few days stay at the plant.

Try to get MARIE HAMMIL to explain how
she fell off the porch to break her ankle
during the holiday festivities. She didn't even
crush her paper hat.

It is nice to see CARL THOMAS back
with us again. As you remember, he was
one of our top flight leadmen in the Mani-
fold dept. But left to join the fighting "Sea
Bees," because of his superior ability and
experience, he's back with us again, grind-
ing parts in Manifold Development. Also,

while I'm about it I'd like to thank a
couple of pals, DON HEYSER of the Lab,
and JIMMIE LARSEN, Manifold foreman,
for their valuable tips, gags, and stories fre-

quently used in this column. Also would
like to thank General HATFIELD of the

Plant Police for his tips on some of the city's

damper spots.

Would like to introduce a couple of very
good friends of mine who have just recently
started to work for Ryan, JOE SAMARI-
TANO, now in Final Assembly, formerly the
Terror of Chicago, and PAUL WRIGHT,
former newspaper man known as "Scoop"
who is now in the Industrial Relations de-
partment.

And speaking of newspaper, we hear that
the OPA is now going after paper. It will

make paper so scarce that forgery will be-
come too expensive for amateurs. That hits

us where the pocketbook used to lurk. What
makes the glucose more starchier is the
fact that there will be a famine of paper
hats for next New Year's Eve.

There will be no paper plates at picnics.

How do you find the food? Follow the ants,

per usual. No paper sleeves on lamb chops.
Much paper tape has been thrown from
windows on past celebrities. Now they are
ready to throw the tickers, too.

Nobody ever sent a paper dickey to the
laundry and ever clasped it to his bosom
again, but I must confess that I have worn
papyrus cuffs, collars and shirt bosoms, and
have stirred Jean Bovet's soup with paper
spoons.

But with no paper hats on Dec. 31, how
will we tell friend from foe? The paper hat
carries an air of camaraderie difficult to

circumvent. Its only fault is its non-resis-
tance to high velocity insults such as bot-
tles, chair-legs and brass knuckles. A man
wearing a paper hat and carrying a trom-
bone used to be welcome to any neighbor-
hood party.
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I believe the essential essence of Liberty,

Equality, and Justice is the inherited pre-

rogative of selecting your own method of

going nuts. If this keeps up it is going to

start a black market for silly looking hats,

tin horns, confetti and general all-round
uselessness.

Before we call it "thirty" we'd like once
more to congratulate everyone connected
with the War Bond Drive on the marvelous
job it succeeded in doing. As Rudyard Kip-
ling once said, "— it ain't the individual

nor the army os a whole, but the everlastin'

team work of every bloomin' soul
—

"

&lfc

Production

Control

by Maynard Lovell

TOMMY PITTS we know is "Hot Stuff,"

and if he had been in his cor when it caught
fire we would have blamed it on him. But,

as he was at work and the car caught fire

in East San Diego, we will have to lay it to

defective wiring. Just the same, Tommy, we
are sorry to hear of your misfortune.

New additions to Production Control since

the last issue include M. C. BALDWIN,
Dispatching, in charge of Sheet Metal De-
tails Booth. M. W. NEILL, Shop Follow-up
on our new project, is replacing J. D.

PAWLOSKI, who has been transferred to day
shift. J. ROPPLE, Dispatcher, is replacing

R. L. RUGGLES on PBY Gun Turret Line,

Ruggles having transferred to day shift.

We also welcome to our midst E. SANDS,
replacing Mrs. Z. Toiler, who is now work-
ing third shift in Shipping, and M. DAN-
IELS, B. MARQUIS and WILLIAM C.

NITZ, who are working in Planning on sec-

ond shift. We are going to have NORMAN
SEELY with us shortly on second shift Plan-

ning. Norman formerly was in Manifold Dis-

patching.

As I came in the other night, I walked
into a heated discussion between DON
WALKER and JOE WILLIAMS. I overheard
Walker say, "I bet she does, too," and
then watched him grab a telephone. A little

later he went over to Joe's desk and said,

"You are right, your baby does out-weigh
mine, by two ounces." It's all right, Don.
Little girls shouldn't out-weigh little boys,

especially when they are younger.

ELSIE HOLMES had a very pleasant sur-

prise visit from her mother, the shock of

which had not quite worn off when she came
to work, as it wasn't until quitting time

that she realized she had not punched her

time card. We of Planning hope they have
a nice visit.

GERRY WRIGHT left last Friday and hopes
soon to go overseas as a member of the

USO entertainment unit. We are going to

miss Gerry a lot and send our every good
wish with her in this new undertaking.

We welcome M. W. KELLEY back on
second shift after two weeks of first shift.

GENE RUBISH, who took Mr. Kelley's place

during his two weeks on days, has returned

to day shift. According to Mr. Kelley, getting

up in the middle of the night to go to

work isn't so good, especially when you are

not used to it.



MORE ABOUT

VIA BURMA
(Continued from page 3)

In both India and China, Chang
found that spare parts were the big-

gest problem for the schools using

Ryans. In China, the native main-

tenance crews actually built their

own Ryan parts. A Chinese main-

tenance chief must be a highly edu-

cated engineer and production man
—because at every air base in the

country, the maintenance men are

given the finest equipment the gov-

ernment can secure, and are then

expected to construct their own re-

placements for any ruined parts

brought to them. There is no doubt

that they do it, too—the Ryan STM's
in China are still flying after three

years of military service.

As for the PT-22's in India, the

Ryan factory has been able to fur-

nish some of the needed parts. A
shipment of spares started from an

Army Air Forces Supply Depot long

ago for the journey across the Pa-

cific, the Indian Ocean and the

Arabian Sea. To make that ship-

ment possible, Ryan men had to do

some scrambling. A long distance

telephone call from Patterson Field

one day was their first news that In-

dia was asking for parts. Among the

parts wanted were exhaust collector

and shroud assemblies for the three

point suspension engine installa-

tion. The Ryan factory had long

since stopped making these particu-

lar parts, but by combing Califor-

nia, the company was able to locate

some old ones which were repairable.

So the used manifolds were rushed

to the Ryan factory, reconditioned

there, and fitted with whatever new
parts were needed, and then rushed

to the Army Depot in time to catch

the transport for India.

"We appreciate such things,"

said Captain Chang slowly, as he

finished the last usable fraction of

his cigarette stub and neatly

crushed the tiny remnant. "In China,

every favor from our allies means
a great deal to our army. All over

the country, there are pilots and in-

structors today who will always

think warmly of the Ryan company
and the Ryan planes."

Ryan Families In The War

Jean Hutton, in Payroll, is all-out to support her husband, William L. Hutton, S 2 c,

who has just returned from overseas service in the South Pacific.

Harry Siegmund of Public Relations has an Army son Gilbert who used to work in Pro-

duction Control. Young Siegmund is now with the 13th Airways Communication
Squadron in Africa.

Fred Sanders of Small Parts and Miche Sanders of Fin-

ishing have two Army sons to think about. Above is

Pfc. Leland who is stationed in Burbank with the Army
Air Corps and at right is Sgt. Leonard who is with an

Army Hospital Division, probably in Africa.
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Edited by MRS. ESTHER T. LONG

TAMIN
BEST SOURCES

fish liver oils

liver and kidney
vegetables (green and yellow)
fruits (yellow)

tomatoes
butter

margarine (fortified)

cream
cheese
egg yolk

FUNCTION
essential for:

growth

proper functioning of the

eyes

structure and functioning

cf the cells of the skin

and mucous membranes

DEFICIENCY SYMPTOMS
retarded growth

lowered resistance

defective teeth

The approximate value of a food as a source of

Vitamin A may be gauged by the following range.

Units per serving

20,000 or more superior

1 0,000 or more excellent

1 ,000 or more good

1 00 or more fair

50 or less not significant

Approx.
units

Vitamin A*

Liver (beef)— Vi pound 7,000
Butter— 1 tablespoon 500
Margarine— 1 tablespoon 385
Milk— 1 pint 800
Cream— 'A cup thin cream 800
Egg—one 750
Spinach

—

Vz cup 1 3,000
Chard

—

Vz cup 1 3,000
Lettuce—6 large leaves 700
Kale

—

Vz cup KSgggX ,-rv. 6,500
Turnip greens

—

Vz tup 13,000
Mustard greens

—

Vz cup . . . .IfR^ 1 3,000
Cabbage

—

Vz cup 20
Carrots (raw or cooked)

—

Vz cup 2,000
Sweet potato

—

Vz medium 1,000
Tomatoes (raw or cooked)

—

Vz cup 600
Broccoli

—

Vz cup 1 ,500
String beans

—

Vz cup 400
Squash (yellow)— Vz cup 2,000
Peas— Vz cup 650
Dried apricots (stewed)— Vz cup 3,000
.Peaches (yellow-fresh)— 1 medium 1,500

* As computed from "Food and Nutrition"

American National Red Cross—1942

DAILY NEED 5000 UNITS

DISHES THAT WILL SEND

YOUR "A" COUNT SOARING

LIVER AND HAM LOAF

1 pound cooked liver

Vz pound cooked ham
Vz cup bread crumbs

1 egg, beaten

Vz teaspoon salt, paprika

1 tablespoon grated onion

1 tablespoon minced parsley

milk

Force liver and ham through food chopper and combine
with remaining ingredients, adding enough milk to bind mix-

ture together. Place in greased loaf pan and bake in moderate

oven (350° F.) 30 minutes. Unmold and serve for 4.

SPINACH RING

3 cups cooked spinach

1 cup white sauce

3 eggs, beaten; Vz tsp. salt

1

s teaspoon pepper

Chop spinach fine, combine with white sauce, add eggs,

salt and pepper and pour into greased ring mold. Place in

pan of hot water and bake in moderate oven (350° F.) 30 to

40 minutes. Serves 6 to 8.

KIDNEY AND BACON LOAF

1 pound beef kidneys

1 cup milk

8 slices bread
1

4 cup bacon drippings

2 eggs

1 No. 1 can pimentoes or Vi cup

green peppers

1 Vz teaspoons salt

Va teaspoon pepper

3 tablespoons grated onion

Vz teaspoon powdered sage

Sliced bacon

Wash kidneys in cold water. Drain and trim. Grind, includ-

ing internal fat. Soak bread in milk. Combine all ingredients

except bacon. Line bottom of pan with slices of bacon.

Pack loaf mixture firmly into pan. Bake in a moderate oven

(350° F.) for one and one-half hours.
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From

The Beam
by Pat Kelly

Without further ado, we will open with

the case of "KOPO" KOPS, erstwhile wire-

puller of LEHTON, GORDON, Ltd. Kops has

been elevated to that highly specialized

department known in the vernacular as

"Lab," where he will be under the scrutiniz-

ing eye of our old friend, JIM SCURLOCK,
the mountain climbing rock-hound of the

early twenties. Congratulations to Kopo are

in order; we hereby present them. However,
a close examination of the events leading

to his promotion seems apropos. It appears
that a short time ago Kops was preceded
up the ladder to the penthouse atop the

paint shop by his pal, SLATTER, who, purely

by accident, dropped a wrench that scored
a direct hit on Kops' head. It is conceiv-
able that this severe blow on the pate set

up some sort of cerebral disturbance that
aroused Kops to the full realization of his

abilities. We leave this for you to mull over.

And we warn SALLY and SUE that Kops is

definitely not quiet.

Mrs. RICHARDSON, who has much to do
with keeping the plant spick and span, re-

cently misplaced her car in the parking lot

and was forced to wait until the area was
nearly empty before she located it. We sug-
gest she peruse Hansel and Gretal for in-

struction in trail blazing.

Mrs. ELIZABETH LARSON, who is infan-
ticipating, was given a shower by her co-
workers in the Electrical Crib. She received
many exquisite gifts, particularly the "snug-
gle bunny" from the Union, presented by
its spokesman, BILL SALMON. Refresh-
ments were served. The piece de resistance
was the excellent demonstration given by
DAVE GORDON, using "SCOTTY" ROBB,
the wee laddie from the crags of old Cale-
donia, as a model, of the proper applica-
tion of those large three-cornered doodads.

As the Ides of March approached, argu-
ments waxed warm on what was, and what
was not, deductible from the tax on last

year's income. Some called it outgo. INA
MOORE, school marm from Oklahoma City,

was found to be an expert on the subject
and graciously gave of her knowledge.

We will not dispute the fact that OSCAR
KUTSCHE is again a grandfather, but we
do question his claim to being a cyclist. As
a cue-ball bounces around a billiard table,

so did Oscar wobble from pillar to post
in mad frenzy until taken in hand by ROY
DARR.

The most noticeable thing about Em-
ployees' Day was the startling alteration

in appearance of those we daily associate
with. STARKWEATHER, for instance, in

brand-new bib and tucker, was recognized
only by his familiar contours. We didn't

know IVY LEE CORNELIUS until we heard
his Texas drawl say, "Hi, boy." It was a

pleasure to grasp the hand of MARIE MAD-
RIGAL'S eldest son. MOLLY TWITCHELL
and daughter, Ann, were particularly stun-

ning.

From the grim look in BILL DANYLUK's
eyes, he must have thought much when

Fort- Rosecrans Band and soloists which

entertained first-shifters this month.

military Bands Play

at Lunch Periods
Through the courtesy of the Army-Navy

War Show, Ryanites this month listened to

lunch-time programs by two of the finest

bands we've heard in a long time. Through

the cooperation of the Commanding Officer

at Fort Rosecrans, Col. Peter Ottosen, the

Fort Rosecrans Band directed by Chief War-
rant Officer Semer played for all three lunch

periods on first shift. Despite the rain which

poured down in the earlier morning hours,

the spirit of the band members hadn't been

dampened a particle and some of the music

they put out would have dried up the rain

before it hit the ground anyway. Thanks
especially for "Johnny Doughboy."

Second shifters thrilled to the tunes put

out by the Camp Callan Band under the

baton of Master Sergeant Vallee which

came to Ryan through the cooperation of

Commanding Officer Col. Geo. F. Humbert
of Camp Callan. Every number brought a

round of applause that fairly rocked the

area, but "Stormy Weather" came out the

headline favorite.

we knocked his tool box to the floor and

spilled its contents, though he said little.

Our apologies, Bill.

We have been wondering why SUE GUN-
THORP spent a half day riding a putt-putt

throughout the plant. Were it not that we

knew better, we might think that Leap Year

had something to do with it. Perhaps the

answer will be found in another part of this

issue of the Reporter.

Carpenter JIM AUSTIN, in a hurry to

get home, pulled out of the parking area

with his lunch box dangling from the bumper
of his car. The quick action of MINNIE
ISOM, who retrieved the box, probably saved

Jim from calling himself a d old so-

and-so.
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Received another streamlined V-mail

letter from ELMER RUSSELL in the Aleu-

tians with the Sea Bees. He reported every-

thing is on ice in that theater. We quote:

"What a beautiful place this is. Just full

of rain, snow, wind, dust and sunshine all

combined in one day. You might slip in a

hearty hello for me."

To those of you who enjoy reading, may
we suggest another "must" book? "The
Robe," by Lloyd Douglas, is one you will

be loath to lay aside.

Dear me! I must be getting absent-

minded. I nearly forgot to tell you of our

new quarters—the Salad Bowl—just south

of the center section of the Receiving build-

ing. Drop in sometime, won't you?



bnip lide
by Leigh MacDonald

Maybe it's a surprise to the Ryanites,

but we of the Shipping Department are ready
to launch the new Ship "Tide," and hope its

journalistic journey will be welcome and a
success with all. We had to build her quickly,

what with notification Saturday 4th, and
only two days until Monday 6th, deadline.
(But the hull is ready and we'll try to brush
her up with time.) We christened her with
the last week's rain, and now feel she'll sur-

vive any verbal storm, rain OR shine!

In introduction to our crew, may we
name some of the members whom I've con-

tacted so far, and if any mentions are neg-

lected, please feel free to introduce your-

selves, and honorable mention will be made.

As follows: T. J. GETZ, Captain; J. WIL-
FLEY, Commander; CHARLIE BERNARD,
Lieutenant Commander; ART SELNESS,
ROBBIE ROBINSON, BOB WILSON, VIC
ROBINSON, JACK LATTMAN, PAUL FRA-
SER, J. N. HOWES, W. CRAWFORD,
F. W. POWELL, Lieutenants; FRANK
MONETTA, HENRY REYNOLDS, SKIN-
NER, Inspectors, with their "swabbies," con-

sisting of PAT HOYT, ERNESTINE LAW-
SON, DELMA GILLARD, DORACE WEST,
DOROTHY BATTEN, GLADYS McLEES,
TUNIE NEIMI, JUNE LEEPER, JUNE AN-
DERSON, MILDRED WOLF, EMMA STUR-
DIVANT, MARION CHARBONNEAU, EDNA
TAYLOR, BESS KULANDER and self.

PAT HOYT will be leaving us soon for the
East. We all of the Shipping Department
will miss Pat and her ever-ready good hu-
mor, but wish her every success.

DORACE WEST played hostess to the
measles, which kept her company with said
party's daughter for nine days. We are glad
to see you back, Dorace! And JEAN AN-
DERSON has been gone nearly two weeks—also ill, but returned in good spirits. Her
side-kick at work, GLADYS McLEES, will

transfer today to the downtown office;

we're sorry to see her go, but know she'll

treat the new applicants with care! DELMA
GILLARD left on her vacation Saturday,

February 26th. Said she was going to Warner
Hot Springs

—

but was afraid it would be too

cold! We gather she referred to the weather!
FRANK MONETTA looked Tuesday as if the

Monday night skating party kept him awake!
Please, Frank, don't you know yawning is

contagious?

Service News
BEA GILLEBO's Quality Control husband

has left for parts unknown. Hope it won't be
long before he returns.

The reason for that starry look in GRACIE
MONROE's eyes is due to the fact that that
certain man returned, all unbeknownst to

her. In case you don't know who he is, it's

Mr. Monroe, after an absence of about two
years.

CLAIRE, of the Laboratory, will no longer

be with us because she's joining her husband
up North, after his return from overseas.

Former Ryan Employee Success
as Song Writer

MILLIE KEINS, for-

me r I y of Stationery
Stockroom, composed
and wrote the music
and words to "When
the Clouds by the Sun
Are Shifting." It was
introduced on Febru-
ary 28, over KGER,
Long Beach and Los
Angeles stations com-
bined on the "Songs
of Tomorrow" pro-
gram. Millie's pen
name is Vievenne
Dawn. Other I y r ic s

which have been published, were in the
"Outstanding Poems and Lyrics" by Expo-
sition Press, New York. These are "Jungle
Orchid" and "Statue of Liberty." We
thought this would be of interest to all Mil-
lie's friends at Ryan.

The best of luck, Millie.

Millie Keins

Recuperations

TALLEY, Navy Cost Office, is recuperat-
ing from an operation. Hurry back, Talley.

Will be glad to see you again.

WINONA of Engineering still is in the

hospital after her recent fall from a horse.

Special

J. E. COOPER, Special Assignments of the

Production Superintendent's Office, was pre-

sented with his One Year Pin on Thursday,
March 2, 1 944. Telegrams, letters and
telephone calls poured in by the dozen.

"Coop" was guest of honor at a luncheon
with flowers, candle, cake, and with the

main item "Rivet" soup. Ask "Coop" for

the full particulars.

Well, Ryanetres, all good things must
come to an end, and it's happened again.

GERRY WRIGHT is leaving our company to

go overseas to entertain. We know that she's

leaving for a great and appreciative cause,

but we're all sorry to see her go.

Best of everything to you, Gerry, and may
you have lots to tell us when you return.

Sincerely,

TOM.
P. S.—Gerry wishes to thank everyone for

being so kind in presenting her with the

beautiful two-piece set of airplane luggage,
after the luncheon. Gerry was quite surprised,

and that's putting it mildly.

So g'bye for now—or should we say Tom
and Gerry "ain't no more."

TOM AND GERRY.
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Said reporter was given a lift downtown
way Friday by J. WILFLEY, JACK LATT-
MAN, VIC ROBINSON and FRANK PIERCE—two of whom, J. Wilfley and Jack Latt-
man, "tete-a-teted" a bowling game. For
twenty minutes at the Tower Bowl they
mowed down the pins—then, darkness! The
lights accidentally went out and never did
come back on in time to finish the game
before the League teams came in. No bets
won on that game, fellas! But nevertheless,
nonplused, Jack Lattman made a success
of the evening when he and his wife Gen
(Genevieve) attended an entertainment at
the Orpheum Theatre.

But—speaking of bowling! We are very
proud of TOMMY GETZ, who made the
superb score of 232 (!) last week. Three
cheers for a champ, but we think the good
dinner at Bernardini's was a great help,
too.

The most interesting event of the week
to all was the appearance and entertain-
ment of Lieutenant Richard B. Lakin, R.N.,
British submarine commander and holder of
the D.S.O. and D.S.C. medals. We all lis-

tened intently Saturday noon, March 4th,
to his discussion of the British submarine
in the European war area. It was a great
relief to see a man who could still laugh

—

still retain a sense of humor after many
trying times and horrible experiences, and
we realize that we don't have it so tough
after all! So why be so glum, hm? Many of
us, after his speech, were really stirred by
the music of the "Star Spangled Banner"
and "America," and it will be a "sweet land
of liberty" if we here at Ryan, as well as
others, will do our best—even in the face
of danger— and still keep our sense of
HUMOR!

The Shipping Department pays tribute to
CARL H. HUTCHING, Shipping Department
employee, who has composed a waltz ballad,
"Mommy Dear," which was sung Sunday,
March 5th, by Bonnie Allbee for service-
men, at the San Diego Elks Club. His com-
position, just published, was dedicated to all

mothers; is also being featured by a num-
ber of dance orchestras, and has been placed
on sale by a local music store. Carl also re-
ceived a nice writeup in the Progress-Jour-
nal, along with the printing of his picture.

EMMA STURDIVANT, our little Miss
from "Miss-issippi," had quite a laugh at
the expense of the bus company. She told

us she'd never been on a bus till she came
to California, so perhaps that's the reason.
It seems that Emma and her Navy husband
were boarding a bus downtown, and her
husband stepped in first in order to pay
the fare. When he turned around to speak
to his wife, he saw Emma still standing on
the street corner as the bus cruised away.
Husband Johnnie informed the driver, who
consented to make up for his mistake by
waiting for Emma. But Johnson abandoned
the bus and hastened back to Emma. They
both succeeded in getting on the next bus—but a Marine asked their assistance in

getting on, and thanked them very politely.

Then, to the amusement of everyone, he

sat down directly behind the driver, put

his weary head on the driver's broad shoul-

der, and snored his way into dreamland!

Emma felt that people would think the Ma-
rine was their property, so at the first chance

they abandoned bus No. 2. Better luck next

time, Emma and Johnny!

Well, Ship "Tide" will pull her anchor

now, but will dock again with more news

next time.
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Want- to raise hair on your chest? Then come out and join the other volleyball enthusiasts and we'll show the rest of the league

members where the real power lies. It's a swell sport and there's room for folks from all three shifts. We'll guarantee you a

good work out and a peck of fun. Call Extension 316 for further details.

VOLLEYBALL
As the basketball season is drawing to

a close, it's time again for that sport of

sports, volleyball, to take the limelight. And
it's jolly well doing it.

Ryan intends to have two teams from the

first shift and one team from the second
shift. The games will be played at the San
Diego High School gym and the City Y.M.
C.A. court. Practice games will be played

at the Army and Navy Y.M.C.A., Admiral
Sexton gym and the San Diego Club courts.

The teams will start practicing March

16th to March 31st. The leagues will start

the first week in April.

Teams will be represented from the fol-

lowing companies: Consolidated, Rohr, Con-
crete Ship, Solar, Ryan. Ten teams are ex-

pected to compose the league on each shift.

The second shift team will be managed by

Ray Holkestad and the first shift teams
by Bob Chase and "Moose" Siraton.

Ryanites, no matter what shifts you're

working, if you'd like to play volleyball, con-

tact Travis Hatfield at once, Ext. 316.

Badminton
The Ryan Badminton Club, although not

active in inter-plant competition, is still

using the San Diego High School Girls' gym
for their practice play every Thursday even-

ing at 7:30 o'clock.

The gym is also open every Tuesday even-

ing to the public for badminton. If you play

badminton, this large court is open for your

use. For further details contact Travis Hat-

field, Ext. 316.
TRAVIS HATFIELD.

Chips From The Ten Pins

The heat is now on as we enter the last

four weeks of our league. Today finds the

Manifold team in first place with 60 wins
to their credit. Woodshop & Crags are

breathing down their necks, and only three

games behind are Drop Hammer and Jigs

& Fixtures with 57 games to their credit.

When I said the heat's on, Drop Hammer
meant it—and how. The boys seemed to

follow the scorched-alley policy, Lynn Har-
rington in particular. Lynn took first place

in the league for high individual game with

a 278 for his first game. Not being satis-

fied with high game, he stepped right up
and bowled 246 for his second game and

217 for his third for a total of 741, cor-

nering first place for high individual score.

Ray Treat of Drop Hammer was also in

there with a beautiful series rolling— 184,

207, 229, for a 620 series.

The rest of the boys back them up to

the extent that Drop Hammer took first

place in high team game with 1002, and
high team series with 2858. Their three

games were 935, 1002, 921. Jarvie, Bolger,

and Giamanca are lamenting the fact that

Harrington's and Treat's hot games cost

them $2.25 for their many turkeys. They've
decided that for all the glory they got to

wallow in it was worth it.

Here are the standings three weeks from
the end of the league:
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LostTeam Won
Manifold 60
Woodshop 59
Crags 59
Jigs & Fixtures 57
Drop Hammer 57
Bees 55
Sub Assembly 54
Thunderbolts 51

Experimental 50
Arc Welders 49
Ryan Silents 48
Dog Catchers 48
Plant Engineers .... 46
Engineering 44
Tool Crib 43

F. GORDON MOSSOP.
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The Score Board
The Ryan All Stars have been idle for

the past three Sundays due to weather con-

ditions. The club resumed play on March 5,

1944, at Navy Field, losing to the strong

ABG2 team by a score of 6-0. The game
was used for the purpose of trying out new
material from the plant. . . . Ryanites

have endeavored to come out and assist in

strengthening the club in various positions.

I sincerely hope that this condition contin-

ues. If you have played average semi-pro

baseball or league ball of any class, we can

surely use your talents.

The following boys have signed with the

Brooklyn organization for 1944: Bob Rox-
burg; George Anderson, formerly of San
Diego High School, and Clancy Smeyers,

former Los Angeles High School all-around

athlete. They leave for Bear Mountain,

New York, on March 1 I. These boys will

be missed and therefore we are now in what
is known as a reclamation program in rela-

tion to baseball talent. Shorty Engler, of

Manifold Small Parts, who was a great hit-

ter in any league when playing, has agreed
to fill in for awhile, and, with the addition

of Bob LaFollette, Bobby Bryan and the oc-

casional appearance of Luther French and
Del Ballinger at the ball park on time and in

uniform, we should start to get back in the
win column.

Although the Industrial League is still

in the formative period, starting April 9th
they'll be seeing some real competition.
Games will be played every Thursday after-

noon starting at 4:45 o'clock at Navy Field

and the various playground fields.

A Ryan team composed entirely of Ryan
employees is being organized. Some are

already practicing and others have expressed
their intention to come out. Among the
potentialities are Jack and Erv Marlatt,
Luther French, Jack LaFollette, Mose Mar-
tin, Cliff Skates, I. E. Turner, Al Unser,
Jack Graham, Frank Voll, Moose Siraton,

Chief Walker, Ross Easley and Ralph Giffin.

The team will be managed by Arthur Billings

assisted by Cliff Skates. If you're interested

in playing with the team call Hatfield on
Ext. 316. A. S. BILLINGS.

Chess
The Ryan Chess Club played their first

set of games on Wednesday evening, March
8th. Teams represented: Ryan, Consolidated,
Rohr, Solar and Concrete Ship.

The tournament is scheduled to start

Wednesday, March 1 5th, and continue for

two rounds. A representative from each
team will help make the necessary rules of
play.

The Ryan team is composed of John Wil-
liams, Robert Metz, W. McNeil, R. Erskine,

and Capt. H. Kister.

The Ryan Chess Club wants more mem-
bers, so if you are interested you may get
further details by calling Travis Hatfield on
Ext. 316. TRAVIS HATFIELD.

Ping Pong
The Ryan Ping Pong Club is seeking a

larger membership. The club is for men
only, and all games are played on a handi-

cap basis so that everyone has a chance to

win.

Games are played on the second and
fourth Tuesdays of the month at the USO,
located on the corner of Front and Ash
Streets, from 7:30 until 10:00 p.m. New
members are more than welcome.

Play starts with a drawing for opponents.
Those winning the first round stay in the

winning bracket on the score sheet while

those who lose go on the losing side. Two
defeats eliminate a contestant from further

play. The final bout provides a tournament
winner and a runner-up.

Our last session was really a thriller. Our
coach—and, in everybody's opinion, the

number-one man—Kenny Cushman, was
eliminated from the winning bracket by our
hard-working friend, Jim Atwell. Atwell,

after coasting along in fine style, appeared
the certain tournament winner, only to

come up against giant-killer Logie Bennett
in the finals. After a hard-fought series,

Bennett claimed the championship.

Others playing in our last tournament
were Roy Cunningham, president of the
club; Frank Finn, Ross Plumb, Glenn Huff,

Jack Howard, Art Coltrain and Mart Chud-
noff.

Three tables are used for the tournament
play, and the balls are furnished. All you
need, if you'd like to become a member of

the club, is your own paddle. Join us at the

USO on the second and fourth Tuesday
evenings of the month. For further details,

call Travis Hatfield, Ext. 316.

Dubbs and Putts
About 25 Ryan golfers waded through the

mud at Emerald Hills on Sunday, March 6,

for the monthly sweepstakes tournament.
When Kenny Barnes and Russ Nordlund
cleaned the mud from their score cards,

Kenny discovered he had the low gross score

with 77, and Russ had low net with 63. Dave
Bracken came through for high score, as

usual— 144. M. M. CLANCY.

Basketball— nil Stars
The Ryan All Star Basketball team has

completed the regular league season and
at present is playing practice games until

the season throughout the city and county
draws to a close.

The team played in the City League,
which was considered the best in the county,
and finished second, losing but one game.
The winning team, the San Diego All Stars,

will receive gold basketball charms and the

Ryan team will receive silver charms for

finishing second. These charms will be pre-

sented to both teams at a later date by Mr.
Royal Thomas, chairman of the USO Indus-
trial Council. TRAVIS HATFIELD.

Softball

The 1944 Softball Season is just around
the corner and the practice time is already

started. Well-lighted playground fields are

now available for any Ryan team. We intend

to have the following representative teams
for the coming season: The Ryan All Stars

—a team to be picked out of personnel of

first shift; the Ryan Blues—a team which
will play in the A league; the Ryan Golds,

who will play in the Industrial League spon-
sored by the USO Council. Ryan will also

sponsor an eight-team Departmental
League, the winners to receive individual

awards and the winning department to have
its name placed on the large Ryan Softball

trophy.

The Sheet Metal team won the 1943
league and will enter a team for the com-
ing season. The Ryan second shift team will

again be captained by Ray Holkestad and
will represent Ryan in the Industrial League.
Two girls' teams will represent Ryan, one
being organized from employees working first

shift and the other picked from employees
working either second or third shifts. All

captains may receive equipment from T.

Hatfield. For furJher details call 316.

TRAVIS HATFIELD.

Industrial League Basketball

The Industrial Department Basketball

League finished the first half of their split

season basketball league. The winner was
the Ryan Sheet Metal team, which won
seven games and lost none.

The league is now playing games every

Wednesday and Thursday evening at the

San Diego High School Boys' gym. At the

conclusion of the second half of league

play the winner of the last half of the league

will play the Ryan Sheet Metal team for the

league championship.

The league is composed of the follow-

ing teams: Ryan Sheet Metal, Ryan Mani-
fold, Ryan Final Assembly, Consair Jigs &
Fixtures, Consair Engineers, Rohr, Solar,

Concrete Ship. TRAVIS HATFIELD.

Girls' Basketball
The Ryan Girls' Basketball team is just

about ready to draw to a close one of its

most successful seasons. The team is man-
aged by Walt Jaeger and plays every Tues-

day evening at the San Diego High School

gym. To give the team added strength,

Walt has added Ellen Mosely to the roster.

The team is composed of twelve players,

all of whom are able to play a brand of

ball that we are proud of. The balance of

the league schedule dates are as follows:

Tuesday, March 21st, 7 p.m.—Ryan vs.

Jeeps at San Diego High School Girls' gym.

Tuesday, March 28th, 7 p.m.—Ryan vs.

San Diego Club at San Diego Club.

TRAVIS HATFIELD.
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Manifold basketeers are left to right,

standing, Mike Turner, Luther French,

and Erv Marlatt, captain. Kneeling are

Moose Siraton, Charlie Balistreri and
Ralph Giffin.

Basketball— (lite Hawks
With the end of the season drawing near,

the Ryan Nitehawks second shift basketball
team will bring the season to a successful
end.

Playing a rather full schedule of thirty-
two games, the Nitehawks' record to date
stands at 1 6 won, 9 lost and 7 left to play.

The Nitehawks represent Ryan in the In-
dustrial League and the Consolidated Swing
Shift League. The league games are played
on Mondays and Saturdays in the Y.M.C.A.
and San Diego High School gyms.

Harold (Swede) Sjulson, with his brother
Paul, made up a powerful scoring punch.
Swede has an average of 14 points per
game, and Paul an average of 1 1 points
per game.

Anderson, playing offensive guard, for-
mer S. D. High star, has a scoring average
of 9 points per game. Dobbins, former
Pittsburgh U. star, is team captain and
key man of the team. Campbell, star guard,
was instrumental in breaking the opponents'
scoring combinations. Nava, with his clever
offensive maneuvers from the corners of the
court added color to the game. Noll's ability

to play any position made him the handy
man of the team. Others on the team are
Lutherback, Chavez, Jardine and Mallory.

Ray Holkestad, who managed the team,
played four years of high school basketball
and was captain for three years on an un-
beaten high school team. Ray also played
one year of college basketball at the North
Dakota Agriculture College, the year that

the team won the North Central Conference
championship. "It's been lots of fun man-
aging the Nitehawks, and their cooperation
has been excellent."

RAY HOLKESTAD.

Above: Final Assembly team goes

into practice before the game. Mem-
bers of the team are Gavre, Toughy,

Lindsey, Newman, Berryman,
Schmitz, Smith, Dunham, Balmer
and Graham, captain.

Left: Winners of the first half of the

league play was the Sheet Metal

team, scoring seven wins and not

losing a single game. Members of

the team are standing left to right.

Art Weers, Jerry Lowe and Ed Her-

rin. Kneeling, Loren Parman, Larry

Unser, captain, and Walt Jaeger.

Second shift Ryan Nitehawks are receiving last-minute instructions before the game.

Left to right they are Harvey Noll, Harold Sjulson, George Anderson, Joe Mallory, Ray

Holkestad (manager), Jim Dobkins, Paul Sjulson, Jim Lutherback and Rudy Nava.

/
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Manifold Dispatching
by Marian Schumacher

I asked JIMMY EDG1L for a bit of news

for the column this morning and he was
willing to "dish out some real dirt" but

decided it was unprintable, so I will take it

upon myself to gather together a report

of the happenings of this department dur-

ing the past three weeks.

It is no longer news that a maintenance

crew was almost required to restore the

beams of the balcony to their normal sta^e

after ED BARKOVIC so brutally shoved

TOMMY THOMPSON toward the floor. Of
course, RALPH CALLOW'S foot being in the

way as Tommy backed up is a minor detail.

Poor Tommy stretched as he met the floor,

but his trousers didn't, so Tommy, embar-
rassed to the point of blushing, pleaded for

a pass out for a half hour to go home and
make amends.

You never can tell what surprising tal-

ents lie hidden within the people you find

yourself working with. For instance: I didn't

know that HAP ATHERTON was a poten-

tial magician, and that GORDON GREER
has taken on the new title of "Rhumba
King." These talents were displayed Satur-

day night before a party of eight couples,

all from Manifold Dispatching, who were
making a brave attempt to forget such

things as income taxes. It's a pity, though,

that it took JIMMY EDGIL such a short

time to remember his taxes again. Every

time he so much as glances at his tax form
the figures jump a little higher.

About a month ago BILL HOTCHKISS
told me that what he needed in order to

be on time every morning was a little

incentive, such as a gold star at the end
of a perfect record week. It seems that his

kindergarten teacher used to do that when
he was a child, and he was never late.

When he was promoted there was no gold

star system, so Bill has had trouble ever

since. I decided to come to the rescue in

this situation, and now Bill has three gold
stars after his name in the attendance book.

I wonder if it wouldn't be a good idea to

adopt this system for myself.

SARAH HASTINGS left Saturday to join

her husband in Sacramento, where he is a

part of the U. S. Army, and Mrs. D. M.
WRIGHT has taken her place in Jig. W.
C. WEBBER has also been added to this

area.

In Small Parts, we have WILLIAM POW-
ELL, not from Hollywood, but from Denver.
When he first started in this department,
about three weeks ago, he worked with
BOB FAILING, who is also from Denver.
They had not been acquainted in Colorado,
so it was a pleasant surprise to discover that
they were from the same part of the coun-
try. Before the war, Bill was a school teacher
in Nebraska.

The new dispatcher added to Drop Ham-
mer is another Bill—WILLIAM LaBREE,
who travels all the way from Vista to San
Diego every day. Bill has an Eastern ac-
cent, and is from Massachusetts. Before
coming to work at Ryan, he was a radio
operator in the Air Corps for nine months.
From a recent conversation I had with him,
1 wouldn't be at all surprised if wedding
bells would ring for him in June. If you are
interested in cartoons drop by the Drop
Hammer Dispatch booth, as that is one of
Bill's hobbies.

The First Shift's work day is nearly over,

so I'll put on my coat and let the Second
Shift take over from here.

*
Dear Marion: (I noticed the Mrs. that

you tossed into the last copy, but let's keep
this informal.) This is another message from
those "down under." In fact, we have been
covering the waterfront for you the best we
could the last three weeks. Up to now, how-
ever, there have been no sea-going casu-
alties on the midnight nautical mile from
plant to car. Surprising though how much
an auto radio aerial reminds one of a sub-
marine periscope.

Speaking of sea-going, WAYNE HAR-
GRAVE, Shop Follow-up, has been trying

to get into the Merchant Marine so long
that he is now soliloquizing the "Ancient
Mariner" or reciting it to the Balboa Alba-
tross.

HAROLD FULKERSON, who had been
putting forth his efforts in Tack and
Trim Dispatching, has gone back to his

avocado trees. Ah, me, but ain't nature
grand? But what have avocado groves got
that we haven't got?—hold it; don't answer
that one. We miss that pleasing smile that
Harold flashed around, and besides we lose

another native Californian. Yes, if you avo-
cado advocates must know, you will find

Harold pickin' 'em up and layin' 'em down
up beyond La Mesa.

Since NORMAN SEELEY hopped over to

Airplane Production Planning, DICK YOUNG
has taken over in his place, and as a partner

in tailpipes he has a good helper in MARVIN
WILSON, ex-Marine and a native of Ala-
bama.
A newcomer to this department is E. O.

GILBERT, "Gil," in Small Parts, who comes
from Consairways and has lived in San
Diego for the past 'teen years. Asked as

to his hobby, he replied that it was sleeping.

And he gets on a shift where sleeping is an
avocation instead of a habit—off the job,

of course.

So sorry. We slipped up on some news
last issue. Dispatcher LLOYD HAEGEL and
Mrs. Haegel made a flying trip January 25th
for another baby daughter, but did not

make the Flying Reporter. We congratulate
Mr. and Mrs. Haegel; in fact, we congratu-
late the daughter also. She could not have
made a better choice.

Another newcomer is J. J. CONLEY, who
has spent much of his life pounding up
and down the Pacific Coast oil fields, but
from here on in is going to pound out his war
effort in Drop Hammer Dispatching. Drop
Hammer Dispatching was recently adopted
by Manifold Dispatching, so we want to

welcome Dispatcher HERMAN MORTON,
who has been dishing it out in this depart-
ment for better than a year.

A. M. CHENEY, Shop Follow-Up, prefers

folding chairs, but not when they fold up
spontaneously and without prior warning.
He plunked his "block-buster" avoirdupois

on a stable-appearing chair, only to find

himself eating his lunch from a sub-tabletop
position. Another patient for the chair hos-
pital. It, the chair, is recovering, but—

.

Dispatcher of the month is NANCY
LYNN, Dispatcher in Shipping Accumula-
tion area. Nancy hails from South Dakota.
She is not a newcomer at Ryan, but a

newcomer-backer, as she came here last

summer from another aircraft plant, but
left to attend the University of South Da-
kota. She went through college (sightseeing)

in three months, but decided to return to

work. In her own words, she does not want to

be intelligent. Well, it is said (no libel)

one cannot be both. She returned to San
Diego so that she could use up her sta-
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tionery from South Dakota with the em-
bossed initials. Nancy lives with her mother
and sister, both of whom work in war plants,

her mother being a Ryan worker.
Miss (we don't mean perhaps) Lynn is

young, brunette, slender and on the sunny
side of the altar. What better qualifica-

tions for a good dispatcher? In fact, what
qualifications, period. And she writes left-

handed and upside down.
SALLY THE SUBSTITUTE.

Putt Putts

On Parade
by Millie Merritt

There is a time and place for everything
and this seems to be the time and place
for me to settle down and let all you people
in on the latest gossip. The grapevine sys-

tem has let me down this time. I guess I

don't bribe them enough, but anyway here
goes nothing.

Transportation's latest lovely is DONNA
JOHNSON and she comes to us from the

state of Michigan. Welcome to the "Buda
Bouncing Mama Club," Donna, and we sin-

cerely hope you will enjoy working with us.

On night shift our newest employee is

WALTER D. BRIGHT, from Arkansas. Walt
has only been in San Diego a few weeks
and we hope that our recent rains haven't
disillusioned him.

Automotive Service is growing right along
with Transportation. Last week two addi-

tional employees were added to Mr. SEL-
LEW's group. RUSTY STACKOWITZ, from
New York, and ROY FLEMMING, trans-

ferred from Shipping. We are also glad to

have WALT SELBY back with us. Walt has
been off due to illness. We all missed him
and are glad to see him looking "in the
pink" again.

DOTTIE HALL has been taking a ribbing

about being Ryan's Pin-Up Girl. The only

trouble that we had was—trying to distin-

guish the daughters from the "mama." We
think that congratulations are in order for

Dottie and Hank Hall. Anyone that can have
children that size and still look like school

kids themselves deserve a lot of praise.

In fact, all of you Ryan "working mothers"
deserve a handshaking. It takes a lot of

courage and good "old-fashioned grit" to

stick to the job and raise a family too. That
is the kind of spirit that will win this war, and
then we can settle down and enjoy the

peace we are all fighting for—but, until

that day of Victory, let's "Keep 'em Flying."

Happy birthday to Mr. HUMPHREY,
DONNA JOHNSON, SALLY LEVICKAS and
DOTTIE HALL. They all celebrated their

birthdays in March, and we hope they will

be with us for the next one.

Did you know that: Tact is the ability to

give a person a shot in the arm without

letting him feel the needle.

As the street car conductor says to the

sleeping passengers, I say to you: Wake
up, this is the end of the line.



Stacks V Stuff
by Manny Fohlde

That sudden eye-searing splash of color

one is confronted with upon entering the

Manifold Department is not caused by the

arc welders, as some have been led to be-

lieve, but simply by a congregation of the

"Exponents of Amplified Haberdashery,
Inc." Head man of this group, by virtue of

his ear-splitting shirt, is J. P. NEWMAN,
closely seconded by HAROLD GRAVES,
CHARLIE WELDON, GIL BELL and others

too numerous to mention. It is a known fact

that this group has been pointed out to the

new employees as being one of the greatest

occupational hazards in the industry, but

the new employees are quickly assured that

the safety engineers have the problem under
consideration and promise a rapid solution.

These glorified saddle blankets certainly

are confusing to those trying to accustom
themselves to working under artificial light.

Speaking of hazards, the mortality rate

on those paper forks furnished by the cafe-

teria is certainly terrific. No casualties from
their use have been reported as yet, but
several of the customers, grown weary from
chasing their victuals around their plates,

have resorted to bringing their own silver-

ware with which to spear their spuds. We'll

Around The Campus unthViuncan

certainly be glad when wartime shortages

are over and stainless steel can again be
used for such simple purposes as the con-
veyance of food to the mouth.

CARL THOMAS, recently returned from
service with the "C.B.'s," is the proud owner
of a "smudge pot" with a three-foot stem.

When questioned about the originality of

this diabolical atmosphere contaminator, he
promptly informed all that during his basic

training he discovered the fact that he was
a bit short-winded and had devised this

long-handled pipe to lengthen it. We are of

the opinion that this is quite an obstacle

course in itself.

The "Mutual Admiration Society," men-
tioned elsewhere in these columns, is a so-

ciety for the promotion of the feeling of

well-being among one's fellow workers. If

one is able to outdo the other in laying

his tongue to words of praise, he is consid-

ered good material for prospective member-
ship. "You're a good man, John."

Mr. CHENEY of Shop Follow-up, who ac-

quired the sow and the cow, now has several

chickens to keep them company. BILL
MONTGOMERY, ace welder, employs chick-

ens to keep his country estate devoid of devil

grass and other unwanted plants. His method
is quite simple. He has his chickens cooped

in a pen mounted on wheels and when the
birds have picked the ground clean he
moves the pen, chickens and all, from spot

to spot in one operation. Mrs. WHELAN
goes in for fancy flowers and raises some
beautiful black lilies. She brought one of

these lilies to work the other day and it

was wonderful to watch the changing ex-
pressions pass over the faces of those cur-

ious enough to sample its fragrance. It had
an odor strangely akin to over-matured eggs!

Isn't it peculiar how you had it all

figured out that the Government would owe
you upon filing income tax returns only

to come to the conclusion that no matter

how you figured it, you came out on the

short end? Noted in the paper just the

other day where the smart ones were shop-

ping around from tax expert to expert,

finally filing the lowest return that these

notables were able to supply. It's no won-
der that we have so much trouble figuring

the things out when no two tax experts can

supply the same answers! Oh, well, if I sur-

vive the March 15th blues I'll try to have

a newsier column for the next issue.

RALPH GEIST, please note: We are well

aware that there are several native Califor-

nians working here in the plant. What I

mentioned, I believe, and what I'm really

interested in is finding the number of native

SAN DIEGANS!!!
*

Hither and Yon
We say it with regret, but it's goodbye

this issue to Gerry Wright, veteran of two

and one-half years as co-columnist of the

Ryanettes in Flying Reporter. Perhaps it's

only when we lose people that we begin

to realize their true worth, but when Gerry

told us she was leaving, we had that sudden

sinking feeling that a portion of the Flying

Reporter had gone floating out the window.

Our best wishes go with Gerry as she whistles

her way across foreign continents for the

entertainment of the boys at the front. We
hope they'll enjoy her as much as we at

Ryan have on so many occasions.
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Notes From

Dawn Workers
by Ralph Geist

That "swish" going out of the plant on
March 2nd was ROBERT "PANCHO"
TATO's race with the stork. Congrats to

Mr. and Mrs. Tato upon the birth of a son,

named Ronald.

Transferring to second shift from third

were Misses ELLA VAUGHN and JEAN
EDWARDS, and Mr. BILL CAMPBELL, all

arc welders. Miss Vaughn and Miss Edwards
are often mistaken for sisters, but hail from

different sections of the country. The for-

mer is from South Carolina and has a South-

ern drawl, while Miss Edwards is a Wyo-
ming product.

Mrs. JOANNE M. BELL suffered an un-

fortunate accident last week when she cut

her index finger. She was off work for four

days, but is back now.

Transfers to the third shift are LUTHER
FRENCH, ELVA COCKY and Mrs. EVELYN
JOHNS in Manifold, all from first shift. Also

transferred is GILBERT SHEPHERD and Mrs.

ZUBA TAILOR in Shipping and WES BUR-
ROUGHS of Drop Hammer, both from sec-

ond shift.

Lt. (jg) JIM ROBINSON visited the plant

last week. Robinson formerly worked in

Manifold on third shift.

Bumper BILL OXLEY suggested a Liar's

Club on third. So far LUTHER FRENCH
seems to have the fur-lined cuff links with

the tale of the man driving his car down
a muddy road. He saw a man waist deep in

the mud beside the road, and asked him if

he wanted a lift. The man in the ditch

replied, "No thanks. You've got no place

in your car for my horse."

Couldn't have been California!



Airplane Dispatching
by Doots and Ginny

Continuing our tour through Dispatching
and meeting more of our shop follow-up
men, we find that FRED HAYNES, recently
promoted to Night Supervisor over the dis-

patchers in the Final Assembly building hails

from Kansas. . . . After he finished high
school, he was in the trucking business with
his father until he came 'o San Diego and the
Ryan Aeronautical Company in January of
1941. Fred's favorite sport is horseback-
riding. Fred does a nice job here at Ryan
and we are very proud of him. Haven't been
getting your addresses mixed up lately, eh,

Fred?

LEE YARBROUGH, shop follow-up, was
born in Montgomery, Alabama, in 1916.

He later moved to California and
graduated from San Diego High School.
After finishing school, he worked with the
Exposition for two years, and with the Union-
Tribune for about six months. . . . Lee
came to work at the Ryan School for two
years and then here at the factory for

three years. . . . We'd like to add (for

the girls' information) that he is unattached
and his favorites are "swimmin' and wim-
min'." . . .

ROBERT T. (BOB) LANE, shop follow-up,
was born in Urbana, Ohio, on November 29,
1914. . . . Finished High School at Scott's
Bluff, Nebraska. . . . Was married to Miss
Lois Hanway in 1 936. . . . They have two
lovely children—Jack, age 6 years, and
Liane, age 1 Vi years. . . . Bob worked as
a salesman before coming to work at Ryan
four years ago. His favorites are ice skating,
flying, and singing. How about fishing,

Bob? Remember? . . .

FRANK JANOS, JR., follow-up on Outer
Panel, was born in Detroit, Michigan. . . .

Graduated from Brown City High School.
. . . Attended the University of Michigan
for 3Vz years, studying medicine, which he
hopes to resume in the near future. Frank
worked at the Stimson Aircraft at Wayne,
Mich., for 1 Vz years and came out to Los
Angeles, California, in October of '42.

. . .

He worked at the Vega Aircraft Co. for six

months and then came on to Ryan in Janu-
ary of '43. ... He, too, is single, girls.

Says his favorites are "wine, women and
song" (with the emphasis on women).

JOHNNIE PAWLOSKI, shop follow-up,
doesn't disclose much about himself; says
he is a man of few words (but he didn't
say anything about action) . At any rate we
are also proud to have him in our "circle"
. . . (another eligible young bachelor) .

We know that you would all like to hear
a bit of news about one of the old gang.
Remember RONALD J. (SPIKE) SPIKING?
He is now a private in the Army Air Corps,
stationed in Texas at present, and is getting
along just fine. . . . Sends a cheery "hello"
out this way to everyone.

We ore happy to know that we have a
number of new employees in our "circle"

... J. TENNYSON, who is a native of

California, worked at Consair for three years

and is now working in our sheet metal as-
sembly crib. . . . HARRY MILLARD, work-
ing on the Outer Panel. . . . MARTIN C.
BALDWIN, from North Dakota, who has
been an employee of Consair and has been
in S. D. 2'/2 years, will be Assistant Super-
visor over Sheet Metal Detail Crib on second
shift. . . . J. E. GLASGOW, who works in

the Template Crib, and is a naiive of Penn-
sylvania, came here from Haddock Engi-
neers . . . has a son who is an infantry
captain, stationed in Italy. . . . MARGE
FEY, a former employee of Consair, who has
a husband in the Navy serving overseas.

There are some of our second shift work-
ers who are transferring to days. BOB RUG-
GLES, follow-up on Gun Turret. . . . Mrs.
LUCILLE NELSON, working in Sheet Metal
Detail Crib. . . . DAVID CROWLEY, from
second shift of Final Assembly, is now on
the day shift at the Stockroom.

We are glad to see EUNICE CARTER back
with us again after a month's leave. Wel-
come back, Eunice. . . . We are also very
glad to see JOHNNIE BROOKS and BILL
CROVER (recent pneumonia victims) back
with us. . . . MARY HEMPHILL, who re-

cently had a tonsillectomy, is back again.
. . . We hope you guys and gals are all

doing well.

Wing Tips
by

,\^
r |\ Jimmie Southwick

Here's your chance to have your bit of
news put into the Flying Reporter. This
means the night shift, too. I will have a
box up at the desk where you may put your
article. Remember the censor!

Do you know what the Cafeteria Ad-
visory Committee is? Well, for those that
don't know, it's a committee composed of
Ryan employees. Its purpose is to handle
complaints or suggestions to better the Ryan
Cafeteria. If you have suggestions to make,
please let LEON MOORE or myself know
what they are. We are Wing Assembly rep-
resentatives for the next sixty days.

Did you know that we have a special

mess sarge working in Wing Assembly? His
name is JESUS MIRAMONTEZ.

ALICE SHOOK and LEON MOORE, both
on the swing shift, are planning on making
it Mr. and Mrs. Flash! Since starting this

article I have learned that they are now mar-
ried. Say, things happen fast around here!

Not having much to write about this

week, I dug up a few things of interest

about the history of this column. Have you
ever heard of the Kite Maker? Well, that
was the name of this column back in 1941.
PAUL WEELAND, foreman of Covering, was
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By the time this is printed we hope to

see GREG BURBACH with us again. . . .

Our sincerest sympathy to Mrs. ELSIE
REICHENBACH, who lost her mother very
recently.

There are always people who have birth-

days. Some get gifts and some of us just

get older, but we'd like to wish quite a num-
ber of our employees "Happy Birthday" this

time. . . . TEDDIE VIZZINI, who cele-

brates her birthday on March 11....
DICK LUNSFORD, March 1. . . . ESTHER
WATKINS, March 1. . . . MARY GAR-
RETT, March 2nd . . . and very happy but
belated birthdays to Messrs. BROWN and
OLSON.

What "she crooner" suddenly lost her

voice a few days ago at a Ryan program?
Don't know whether it was stage fright or

laryngitis. She did manage to open her

mouth, although no notes poured forth, or

didn't anyone notice?

Note of thanks from Doots: My very good
friend, MARJORIE BOLIS, of Final Assem-
bly Inspection, had a very nice social gath-
ering a few days ago, and I'd like to say
"Thanks" to her and a certain very nice

inspector who contributed a bottle of cham-
pagne. A swell time was had by all, and
you can plainly see the reason.

We'd like to mention the promotions
in our department. They are as follows:

BYRON GEER has been made Night Super-
visor over the dispatchers in the main build-
ing; H. E. (JACKIE) TATE, Day Supervisor
of the day dispatchers there; GREGORY
BURBACH, Day Supervisor over the dis-

patchers in the assembly building, and FRED
HAYNES, Night Supervisor of the assembly
building dispatchers.

Time to sign off now.

the writer at that time. The column changed
hands in February of '42, when CHUCK
ANDERSON took over the controls. He was
the one responsible for the name Wing Tips.

In August of 1942 CHUCK KELLOGG and
MEL MINOR did their best to get the news
of Wing Assembly. Kellogg took over alone
from December of '42 to May, 1943. Chuck
needed an assistant about August, so he
got HERSEY to help. This ended when Her-
sey took the oars and began to row alone.

About November, 1943, Hersey transferred

from Wing to Inspection. I picked up the
lines from there, and I'm still trying to

keep going. That brings us about up to

date on Wing Tips.

I thought that it might be interesting to

look back and see what happened in March
of '41, '42 and '43. March of '41

: Here's
an article about BUD BEERY and FRED
SIMONIDES spending Sundays working
around their new homes. It looks like BOB
MROSS transferred from Sheet Metal to

Wing in this year. JOHN BURKE seems to

have had his nose caught in a stub wing.
(That's what was written in the Flying Re-
porter, Burke.) March of '42: SMITHY
(now in Experimental) was passing out
cigars for a new baby girl he was very
proud of. CARPENTER lost three flash-

lights and two Cleco pliers. I wonder if he
ever found them. "GEORGE THE GREEK"
was in an au fomobile accident. Now for

March in '43: Wing Assembly was just re-

covering from a picnic held at Big Stone
Lodge. Several of us had been loaned to

Convair. We were just returning and sure

glad to be back.



Ryan Trading Post
FOR SALE For Sale (continued)

One Sensenich propeller (Ryan type), beau-
tiful wood, ideal mantel decoration, with

clock in center. Jack Graham, Cu'.ting

Dept.

1937 Ford sedan, perfect condition, radio,

extras, new paint, cheap. George Throne,
Shop Follow-up, Ext. 387.

Assorted clocks; a few alarms, some mantel
type, ivory model vanity, and both elec-

tric and wind type kitchen clocks. Jack
Graham, Cutting Dept., or 4488 Central

after 5 p.m.

Beautiful set of Continental and European
art pictures. Authentic, of rare beauty
and display. Also slightly used, hand-
somely bound set of Boccaccio's Decam-
eron. Call G. Kiesel, Ext. 275.

Two balloon-type bicycle tires and tubes;

brand new. Jack Graham, Cutting Dept.,

or 4488 Central af er 5 p.m.

1940 Ford coupe, A- 1 condition; five good
tires. G. L. Bailey, 7143, Stock Room 2.

Weathered-oak dining table and six chairs.

$22.50. Harry E. Wright, 7350, Methods
Engineering, or 4774 Kansas St.

Westinghouse Va h.p., D.C., 1 1 5 volts,

1725 r.p.m., 2.5 amps. $25.00. L. S.

Moore, S. Engineering, Ext. 283.

One pair of figure ice skates, black, size

8. Used only a few times. Sou hwick,

1908, Wing Assembly, Ext. 355.

1936 Willys sedan, good shape and good
rubber, $195. See W. A. Lee, 2594,
Manifold Assembly, or phone J-3051.

Or trade—One Ithaca hammerless 1 2-gauge
double-barrel shotgun with 5 boxes of

shells. E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.

Paint high-pressure spray gun. A. C. Berry-

man, Insp. Crib 3, Ext. 343, or phone
T-7784.

1933 De Soto coupe with rumble seat, radio

and 5 good 700x15 tires mounted on it.

Best offer takes it. E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.

22 Remington repea'er. Hank Hanggi, Mani-
fold Pre-Jig, or 2541 State St., M-8666.

De Luxe tandem cozy coach trailer. R. A.

Olson, Machine Shop.

'40 Nash, $975. Will consider trade and
terms or 5% off for cash. Is clean, good
rubber, has every accessory, including

over-drive. Contact McCanna, Ext. 236,
after 3:30.

Deep-sea fishing pole, fly rod, and bass

casting rod. Hank Hanggi, Manifold Pre-

Jig, or 2541 State St., M-8666.

'39 Master Deluxe Chevrolet; also '39

Dodge, completely overhauled. Inquire

Baldridge, Tooling Department.

'40 Nash, $875.00. Will consider trade and
terms or 5% off for cash. Is clean, good

rubber; has every accessory, including

overdrive. Contact McCanna at Ext. 236
after 3:30.

Ltd.. San Diego

One set of golf clubs, consisting of 8 Kroy-
don irons matched, 3 Harry Cooper woods
ma:ched. 1 golf bag, all leather, zipper
pockets. Covers for woods, leather, 2 pre-
war golf balls, 2 golf gloves. Also one
440 Weaver telescope and one rubber
life raft for duck shooting. Sid Smth, Air-

plane Dispatching.

6-tube General Electric radio, table model,
$20.00; good condition. Eunice Carter,
Airplane Dispatching.

One pair of lady's riding boots, size 6V2AA;
also one pair of lady's riding breeches,
size 12. Both items are brown and have
been worn only a few times. The price

is only $12.50 for both items. See Danny,
2226, Bumping Dept. Manifold, third

shift.

Pre-war studio couch, $50.00. See Marcella
Daniels, Dept. 26, Manifold Inspection.

Male English mastiff dog, 1 yr. 9 mos.;

excellent family dog, wonderful with
children. Griffin, 7072, Template Making,
second shift.

Westinghouse electric roaster. See Marcella
Daniels, Dept. 26, Manifold Inspection.

Beautiful lady's solitaire diamond, over 3

karats. Value, $1200. An ideal gift for

an engagement ring and a safe and sound
investment. Will sell for $900 cash or

exchange for late model car, equity in a

3-bedroom furnished house, or what have
you? Bob Vizzini, Master Scheduling, Ext.

278.

High oven gas range. Inquire M. M. Miller,

Manifold Dept., third shift.

Four-piece bedroom suite, rug and 3 lamps,

nice davenport, chair, rocker, lamp, stand

and large rug. Also kitchen table and
chairs. All furniture is quite new and in

good condition. J. L. Johns, 5494, In-

spection, or 4470 Monaco St., Ocean
Beach.

One inner-spring mattress, like new, $30
cash. W. A. Taylor, Mechanical Mainte-
nance.

1938 5-passenger Ford convertible; clean,

good condition. Heater and radio. Betty

Skinner, Public Relations, Ext. 298.

One good, well trained bay gelding. Contact
Jean Phibbs, 2nd shift, Sheet Metal of-

fice.

MISCELLANEOUS
Lost—A brown billfold containing $14.00,

gas books, and other very important

papers. Anyone who returns it to Marie

G. Humphrey, 9639, Sheet Metal Assem-
bly, will receive a reward. Name given

on driver's license is Marie Gifford, but

due to recent marriage it is now Marie
Humphrey.

Will trade—% h.p. Neptune outboard (12

hours!, two 7 ft. oars, umbrella tent

(steel frame), and 25 cal. automatic for

Afga Speedex or equivalent 2 ,/4x3'/4

F3.5, flash gun and light meter. Gor-

don C. Rupp, Public Relations, or 2266
2nd, Apt. 8.
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WANT TO BUY
Cheap model A or Chevrolet car; will pay

cash. Eddie Glidden, 2709 Template
Dept., or phone J-2545 after 6:00 p.m.

Urgently wanted, .38 cal. special revolver.

Must be in good working condition. Name
your price. See R. Benham, Drop Ham-
mer, third shift.

2- or 3-room apt. Edith H. Potter, 8568,
Manifold Small Parts.

Power tools, lathe, circle saw, drill press,

or what have you. Eddie Glidden, 2709,
Template Dept., or phone J-2545 after

6:00 p.m.

Will pay cash for good portable electric

heater. Mrs. M. Kohler, 3354, Sheet Metal
Assembly.

Small dory (skiff)

1239, Manifold.
Contact Wilkewich,

One electric corn popper. Mary Pollock,

Contact Engineering, Ext. 379.

Outboard motor (Sea Horse preferred). G.

E. Greer, Template Crib, or call R-7004.

For cash—Studio couch or tiltback small

walnut dinette set, walnut coffee table,

pots and pans, dresser and night stand,

preferably maple. Lee Heffnan, Ext. 242,
or call B-6504.

12- or 1 6-gauge shotgun shells. G. E.

Greer, Temolate Crib, or call R-7004.

Have a party who would buy a 1941 Chev-
rolet club coupe. Hank Hanggi, Manifold
Pre-Jig, or 2541 State St., call M-8666.

Small upright piano. Also black male police

pup. Carmack Berryman, Ext. 343. Home
phone T-7784.

U. S. 5c Flag stamps, U. S. 5c China
stamps, or 5c and 10c famous American
stamps. Will give 25c war stamp for any
10. Frank DeMoor, 2098 Manifold Small

Parts, 2124 Westinghouse St., Linda
Vista.

An electric toaster in good condition, pop-
up type preferred. Maxine Littlefield, En-
gineering, Ext. 37 1 .

Vacuum cleaner; will pay top price. Jack
Graham, Cutting Dept., or 4488 Central

after 5 p.m.

A table radio. Anne Niks, 2843, Final As-
sembly.

One small boy's two-wheel bicycle. See
Twila Buck, 3752, Final Assembly, or

phone H-82857.

Deep sea fishing outfit. Call W. M. Dean,
133. Ext. 246.

Vacuum cleaner, Carmack Berryman, Ext.

343. Home phone T-7784.

Tfotics,

Due t-o limited space, it may be necessary

to limit ads to a run of two issues. If you
ask for your ad to be continued a third time

and it doesn't appear, you'll know we tried

but space didn't permit. Remember too that

no ads will be printed unless you include

your name in the ad.
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-STANDARD cabin
|

RYAN BROUGHAM, widely used
commercially and for many famous
flights.

RYAN S-C, cabin plane for private-
owner use, featured all-metal con

1940

RYAN YO-51 "Dragonfly"
1

, Army
observation plane with unique per-
formance ability.

RYAN NR-1, low. wing trainer used
for formation flight instruction by

j^r*
**4*

RYAN ST3-S, seaplane trainer of
same series as Army's PT-22.

^Qj±^.
,943

Tt
RYAN PT-25, superbly engineered
plastic- bonded plywood trainer.

Wings Across the Sea
THAT FREEDOM MAY NOT DIE

Half surrounding Japan's ill-won new terri-

tories are Chinese, Indian and Australian air

bases. In these countries are thousands of

potentially fine pilots, as eager as their

American brothers in arms to fight the com-

mon enemy.

HELPING ARM OUR ALLIES

But grounded valor is of little avail against

Japanese air power. Only modern training

and modern equipment can turn this eager-

ness into effective military use.

Ryan is proud of its contribution in Asia

and Australia toward this end. Widely used

for training military pilots for the U. S. Army

Air Forces, Ryan planes were in China and

the Netherlands East Indies in training op-

erations before the war. Now Ryan planes

are doing their full share in important mili-

tary assignments for China and in Australia

and India. Of course, details of these military

assignments cannot now be published.

TO STRIKE HARDER BLOWS

In addition to other vital war work, Ryan

activities now include the engineering de-

velopment and manufacture of advanced

type combatant airplanes and important as-

semblies for the armed services. Into these is

going knowledge that will make Ryan peace-

time planes and other products safer, more

useful and more economical.

TLsXi/ an. JLt^cur. t-o BuMM. U/sJ.1

RYAN
PLANS WELL
Modern engineering

flying experience.
Typ.col result: Ryon
exhousl manifold sys-

tems are now used on
the finest plones of

other manufacturers.

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY, SAN DIEGO— MEMBER, AIRCRAFT WAR PRODUCTION COUNCIL, INC.

Ryon Products; Army PT-22s, Novy NR-ls; Army PT-25i
;
S-T Commercial ond Mililory Trainers; Exhoust Manifold Systems ond Bomber Assemblies.
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'LETS KEEP
THE RED CROSS
AT HIS SIDE. &,

RYAN «.000.
ni "

LUCKY JIM COMES HOME
"THE WAR'S NO PICNIC," SAYS THIS VETERAN COMBAT

PILOT. "THE GERMANS ARE STILL PLENTY STRONG."

VOl.7 NO. 5

APRIL

1944



Once again Ryan employees have proved what I've always

contended—that they are as patriotic and warm-hearted a group

of people as can be found anywhere in America. They not only

contributed the full amount asked for in the Red Cross War Fund

drive—they went considerably farther, and oversubscribed our

quota by a thumping 30%.

We at Ryan were asked to give $10,000. Instead, we gave

more than $13,000. Forty-six of our departments exceeded their

goals. Although the Re Cross allowed a month for the campaign,

Ryan's drive went over the top in just three days.

Not only do Ryan workers hang up magnificent production

records, but they also respond wholeheartedly to every charitable

or patriotic appeal. That's why so many Army and Navy men
say the Ryan organization is one of the finest in the world.

or^^^(^^



Luck, Fussy Face, and good

flying bring Jim Miller

home again

Circling around in the blue sky on the

wings of a Ryan PT-20A primary trainer

during the spring days of 1942, there was
nothing in Jim Miller's manner of flight,

nothing in his jovial disposition to indi-

cate that here was a pilot with his pockets
full of luck. Nothing to foretell that later

in critical moments of combat, when skill,

training and determination had run their

course, luck would step in to weigh the
scales in his favor. James Miller was then
just another of the many aviation cadets
who were taking their primary flight instruc-

tion for the Army Air Forces at the Ryon
School of Aeronautics.

But to two Ryanites, Lieut. James Miller,

piloting a B-17 over southern Europe, was
"Lucky Jim." Caroline Miller, Jim's sister,

who works in Illustration, and Jim Scurlock,
a brother-in-law, who is head of the Ryan
Laboratory, felt sure that Jim would deal

out plenty of death and destruction and
come back to tell the tale. Jim had always
had the guts and determination to get what
he went after. And he'd always been lucky.

But Jim Miller wouldn't call it luck. He
says it's Fussy Face, the stubby-nosed,
brown-faced flannel and mohair monkey
acquired in a Palm Beach night club who
was his constant companion on missions

over Italy and France. And perhaps he's

right, for there are those who would tes-

tify that a definite gleam came into Fussy
Face's eyes and the corners of his mouth
seemed to turn up with a smile of satisfac-

tion on several harrowing episodes in his

master's career. For instance, there was the
raid over France when a German ME109
fighter got through to within 200 yards of

their tail and was closing in for the kill.

The bomber looked like easy meat for the

German that time. Then Fussy Face snapped
his cloth fingers. The fighter's guns had
jammed. And the B-17 tail gunner plucked
him off at leisure.

It was a more benevolent, guardian ex-
pression that Fussy Face displayed the morn-
ing his master was taken to the hospital

with "plumbing complications." A few
minutes later the crew Jim had flown with
for 14 months took off on its scheduled
mission with a substitute in the co-pilot's

seat. The plane and crew did not return.

Lieut*. Jim Miller with his sister, Caro-
line Miller, and brother-in-law, Jim
Scurlock, during Jim's visit in the Ryan
factory.

by Sue Zinn Gunthorp

Vila
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Jim Miller visits his sister on her job in the Illustration division of Engineering.

Later Jim heard the details. The planes had
been flying tight formation as usual and had
dispersed as they went through a high
overcast. When they came our, one plane
was missing. Gradually, through the in-

tervening months, news has sifted through.
The lone ship was disabled by flak and
enemy fighters and the crew bailed out.

After landing they divided into two groups
and went in opposite directions. Four have
since been reported prisoners of war.

On another mission, a short one in the
Rome area, in which the planes kept gain-
ing altitude all the way to the target and
then glided home, Jim was flying his B-17
in the lead formation. Suddenly his num-
ber one supercharger went out. The o'her
three engines couldn't make up the differ-

ence and gradually he began to drop be-
hind. This wasn't too bad, though, because
three P-38's had seen his trouble and were
covering. Then, too, as he lost speed he
could join one of the two following forma-
tions and go in over the target with them.
But as the last formation of bombers passed
him by, it began to look as though one
B-17 was going to make its run on the

target alone. Then, just as suddenly as it

had clonked out, the supercharger came in

again. The trailing B-17 shot forward,

joined the formation and dropped its bombs.
Then, swish . . . the supercharger went
out again. This time, however, it was all

downgrade to home base, so the crew just

thumbed its nose . . . and Fussy Face
chuckled.

"A burning desire to get over the target
is one of the characteristics of fliers in the
European theater," Jim says. "They'll go
through hell and high water to make their

run and they won't turn back unless they
absolutely have to. The best bombing re-

sults we get are when the going's toughest,
the opposition strongest. If a plane is in-

jured beyond any possibility of returning
to base, all crew members except those nec-
essary to release the bombs will bale out, but
that plane will make its run if the wings
will support the fuselage long enough to

get it over the mark."

Jim tells of one plane in his squadron
that was badly shot up, with one wing
burning fiercely and promising to explode
at any minute. Yet the plane stuck in for-

mation over the target and dropped its

bombs before it veered to the right and
lowered its landing wheels ... an unwrit-
ten law between pilots that says: "Our goose
is cooked; allow us to abandon ship." None
of the attacking fighters bothered the ship

further and the whole crew hit the silk.

On another mission, one plane was unable
to maintain altitude because of serious en-
gine trouble, but rather than forfeit their

chance at the target they came in 10,000
feet below the regular formation with only
enough personnel to release bombs. Six

German fighters sensed the situation and
went down for the kill. They made it and a

Fortress was lost.

Jim himself had exceptional luck in al-

ways getting his plane over the target and

consequently became "the favored goat"
to take out the old planes, planes which
crews had labored over for hours getting
them in shape to fly one or two more mis-
sions. "Those crew chiefs worked hard
keeping the planes in condition," says
Miller. "They were just as anxious as we
were to get them over the target. It was
sort of a cooperative venture, and they'd
watch the sky eagerly as the planes re-

turned to find out how their particular plane
had fared." One morning Miller went out
and found the manifold dangling down. The
crew chiefs got busy and wired it together
with baling wire and Miller took off. It

held. Another time the oil cooling system
wasn't working and the crew chief wasn't
able to be sure he had it fixed. "If it doesn't
work, try opening the cowl flaps clear up,"
he gave as a last-minute parting advice.

It didn't work, but Miller remembered the

advice, opened the cowl, made his run and
came home safely.

"For pure guts and courage to go on when
all the cards were against 'em," Jim recalls,

"top honors should have gone to one of

the B-17s in our group, Lt. Walsh and
his crew. They are Congressional Medal of
Honor material. We came in as sort of

an anti-climax on their thriller for we went
up to pick up five of the crew after they'd
brought the plane down in swampy country
just barely on our side of the fighting line.

Of 'he four other crew members, one was
dead and three were injured. But the story

they told was out of this world."

An important raid was under way. After
the American planes had passed through
the flak-filled skies of Northern Italy and
crossed the Alps, they were met by hun-
dreds of German fighters. If anyone tells

you the Germans haven't still got plenty
of fighter stuff, they're pulling your leg.

The boys who crossed the Alps that day
knew the Germans were powerful. Lieut.

Walsh's ship was one of the first of our
planes to be jumped by fighters and her one
and two engines took the brunt. Oil lines

had been hit and the oil kept coming out
of both engines in globs. Ordinarily the
thing to do would have been to feather
the engines while there was still oil left, but
you don't do 'ordinary' things in combat.
The plane was still a long way from the
target. The only chance was to keep the en-
gines full blast. Number one gas tank was
Isaking and the top turret gunner had to

keep transferring gas so that number one
engine could live. Then the supercharger
on number three cut out. That put even
more strain on one and two, which were
:.till leaking oil like a sieve. Another burst
from the enemy fighter and one rudder
cable was gone. The pilot could maintain
rudder control with one pedal but not with
the other. That's serious anytime. Flying

in tight formation, it's suicidal. But the
pilot flew on, trimming the full opposite
trim tab to compensate. Then two aerial

bombs gashed through the wing structure,

tearing away portions the size of dinner
plates and severing all but two strands of

the seven-strand aileron cable. The ammu-
nition in the ball turret had caught fire and
the ball turret gunner's oxygen supply had
been shot away. While his ammunition
burned he took over the waist gunner's job.

The waist gunner had been killed early
in the baitle. In the meantime the tail gun-
ner had been hit and had crawled up as
far as the tail wheel. The substitute waist
gunner stopped long enough to put a tourni-
quet on his leg, then went back to shoot-
ing. All the oxygen lines had been shot
away by then and the waist gunner supplied



them from a tiny bottle of pure oxygen, a

one-minute supply. One swig per person

about every 40 minutes. The doctors say

you can't do it and live at 22,000 feet.

But they did. A lucky shot from an enemy
20-mm blew a hole in the upper turret,

knocking the gunner up between the pilot

and co-pilot and setting the ammunition
on fire. They pulled out the cartridges that

were burning, tossed them in a corner and
let them burn, put the belt back toge'her

and started firing again. They were over

the target, bombs were away, and they
headed for home. As soon as the fighters

turned back, after a steady running battle

of 3 Vz hours, the wounded plane left for-

mation and headed for the nearest friendly

territory. By the time they got down to 10,-
000 feet one and two engines were dead
and windmilling. The number three super-
charger was working again, but number
four was going out. They were along the
coast and ready to belly in on the beach
when all of a sudden a green flare came up
in front of them and they realized that they
were coming in directly on a narrow fighter
runway that had been constructed on the
beach. They had dropped wheels and flaps
and were just ready to set a very tired
plane down when two red flares came up,
the sign, of course, not to land. They
couldn't possibly get enough power to carry
the plane around again, but did manage
(o raise it enough to clear the tents at the
end of the runway and then mushroom into
the swampy area beyond. Actually none of
the flares had been intended for them. The
first green had been to tell a disabled fighter
plane to come on in. The two red flares had
been to warn the curious soldiers of the
area to get away from the plane af er it

had nosed up at the side of the runway.

Weather was a constant gremlin in

thwarting attacks on enemy targets. Dur-
ing the critical days of the Anzio beach-
head, American pilots were cooling their
heels, grounded because of wea'her, but
champing at the bit to get out and give
those fellows some heavy support.

Weather had a lot to do with the success
of every mission. On one mission in France,
Miller was flying co-pilot. At 12,000 feet
they were over the overcast and heading for

the target, a formation of about 36 bomb-
ers. Then all of a sudden they were no
longer over the fog; they were in it. The
front was rising faster then they could climb.
When eventually they came out in the clear
at 20,000 feet they were all alone. Finally
they scraped together nine planes and con-
tinued over the target. Swinging back
toward home, Jim saw three fighters above
looking them over. And it wasn't long until

those three turned to thirty. ME109s of the
Hermann Goering crack squadron. "They
must have a motto, 'Every man a bomber,' "

Jim comments, "because they lit into us with
all guns blazing."

It was cold that day . . . something
like 60 below zero. The heating system
had gone off and the navigator and bom-
bardier couldn't see out. The tail guns, ball

turret and waist guns were frozen. Then
Miller looked to the right and saw a big
hole in the rudder of the plane next to

them. It was staggering in a slow right

hand turn and the fighters were bouncing
up and down on it. Miller took the con-
trols and led the formation around to cover
the plane, thus turning back toward France.
The fighters were shooed off, but the Fort-
ress couldn't come back. It snapped into

a spin and the other Forts headed for home.

Miller's 50th and last mission was a cold

one, too. Again the heating system wouldn't
work and in order to go on over the target

they had to fly at high altitude for four

hours. The co-pilot was so cold he couldn't

take his turn at all and Miller was able to

keep flying only by using one hand at a

time and sitting on the other hand to get

it warm. When he landed they had to call

an ambulance for the upper turret gunner
who soon after take off had discovered that

his electric flying suit wasn't heating. He
hadn't mentioned it because he knew it was
Miller's 50th mission. The 50th mission

means a lot, for it means "going home,"

and he didn't want Miller to turn back.

So Jim Miller is home. An experienced

combat pilot of a four-engine bomber. A
far cry from a rather scared lad whose first

solo flight was made just across Lindbergh

Field in a Ryan PT-20A primary trainer.

His instructor, Johnny Knox, is still instruct-

ing at the Ryan School in Tucson, Arizona.

Miller and his class went on, on to Bakers-

field and then to Stockton for advanced
work. There they separated. Jim headed for

England, was forced down in Greenland.

Eventually came back to the United States

and then, after advanced training near Palm
Beach and the acquisition of Fussy Face,

left for North Africa, and the subsequent
bombing of Pantelleria, Sicily, Italy and
points north.

"I was over at a neighboring field in

Italy one day," Jim recalls. "A flight was
just returning from a mission and the Red
Cross had their doughnuts and hot coffee

ready. There was more than plenty, so even
though I didn't belong to the field I was
partaking of their hospitality when I spied

a familiar back. I wheeled the fellow around
and practically threw myself at him. It was
Capt. Dean Shields from our primary class

at Ryan. We had a regular homecoming
there in Italy discussing the whereabouts of

the fellows we'd known at Ryan. We all

felt like we had sort of an exclusive bunch
with a little edge on the guys from other

schools. We felt that our training in the

Ryan low wing monoplanes gave us a little

of the upper cut when we went on to basic.

A lot of that original class I've kept in con-

tact with, including Instructor Johnny Knox,

who is now a squadron leader in Tucson.

Some are still overseas, some are back in

this country, several have been killed. One
fellow out of the original class, L. V. Mil-

ler, has been with me ever since we left

primary school."

Miller makes no prognostications about
the European war except that it's nobody's

(Continued on page 20)

B-17s which carried Jim Miller

over southern Europe, and, in

the inset, the Ryan PT-20A
trainer in which he learned to

fly at the Ryan School.
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[he Walking Reporter

KEITH MONROE almost caused two divorces in

the Public Relations department last month—and
without even meeting the wives involved, either. It

seems that while HARRY SIEGMUND was out of the
office, Monroe took a phone message, and left it on
Siegmund's desk: "Your wife says she is downtown,
and would like you to meet her at the usual place
as soon as you've finished work this afternoon."

When Siegmund found the note, he went through
the roof. "What does she mean, the usual place?
I've met her at half a dozen different places! And I

told her this morning that I've got to work late to-

night. Has she gone crazy?"

Siegmund spent a heated half-hour phoning his

daughter, mother-in-law and other sources in an
effort to find out where Mrs. Siegmund was waiting
for him. He never did find out, and since she didn't

call back, he worked all evening in a state of inner

turbulence. Returning home braced for a strenuous
argument, he was flabbergasted to find everything
serene. "Why, no, I didn't call you," his wife told

him. "I haven't been downtown."

That same evening LYNN FAYMAN of Public Re-
lations was having heavy going in an attempt to ex-
plain to Mrs. Fayman why she had spent two hours
waiting vainly for him to pick her up. . . . Seems
that Monroe gave the message to the wrong husband.

Shorttakes .... In case you left early from that
Red Cross lunchtime program Friday, the choir selec-

tion which EARL PRUDDEN announced as "The
Wolfing Song from The New Moon" was really the
Lilting Song. Earl says he saw ears prick up all over the
audience when he made the original introduction.

. . . Betcha never knew that MARJORIE BOLAS,
one of the beauteous inspectors in Final Assembly,
used to act in Our Gang movies as a child. . . . KEN
PIERSON points out that we really do have a "flying

reporter" now. SLIM COATS writes his stuff while

en route via airline from thither to hither. However,
Slim denies that he has to wear an oxygen mask in

order to reach the literary heights so characteristic

of his writing style. . . . FRED PERLIN, one of Engi-

neering's luminaries, may be in Casablanca ere long.

He has left Ryan in order to take a secret technical

assignment with a submarine manufacturer, and
expects to be shipped to Africa after a two-month
training period in Boston. . . . GERRY WRIGHT,
whistler extraordinary and secretary de luxe to G. E.

BARTON, also seems headed for overseas duty. She's

been signed for a traveling USO entertainment troupe
which will probably make a tour of fighting fronts.

• • •

Overheard in the Flying Reporter office

—

Would-be Poet: "Here's my poem I offered you last

winter."

Sue Gunthorp: "But I declined it then. Why bring
it back now?"
W-B P: "Well, you've had several months' exper-

ience since then."

— 4—



Here are the points which Ryanites have earned accord-

ing to the new point system in making War Production

Drive suggestion awards. These figures are corrected to

March 27th. A few awards have been made since then.

Name Department No. Points

100
50

205
15
20

C E. Adams Machine Shop
E. Akin Modeling
Win T. Alderson Inspection

E. J. Also Experimental
Arvil 0. Anderson Sheer Metal Assembly
Louis Arbuckle Hydro Press . 5

C. L. Baker Manifold Small Parts 295
Marion Y. Baker Manifold Small Parts 50
R. E. Bartley Inspection 40
Warner W. Beary Airplane Welding 125
C. E. Benbow Sheet Metal 15
Jimmie B. Bentley Manifold Assembly 55
Eric A. Berglof Modeling 5

Ray H. Berner Sheet Metal Assembly 15
W. L. Bice Manifold 50
Winfield S. Bilben Stockroom ... 5

L. D. Blackwell Drop Hammer 15
I. H. Btevins Tooling 5
Benjamin A. Boeh ....Time Study 25
R. W. Booth, Sr. Drop Hammer 110
A. C. Bossert Drop Hammer 50
C. L. Bowen Manifold Assembly 15
C. R. Bowman Finishing 40
Ada J. Boyd Manifold Small Ports 15
D. Bracken ...Inspection 50
Porter Branscome Modeling 50
Fred Bricca Manifold Assembly 15
Ralph L. Brigham Airplane Disp 5
Albert G. Britton Finishing 5
Dean M. Brogan Manifold 15
George P. Brooks Drop Hammer 210
C. B. Brown Stockroom 5
C. F. Brown Inspection 130
F. M. Brown Finishing 5
W. S. Brown Sheet Metal 165
Bernard Allen Bruce Machine Shop 50
Fred C. Burke Machine Shop 110
J. M. Bussard Final Assembly 15
J. F. Butler Machine Shop 65
Carl Byers Manifold Assembly 50
Charles A. Carlson Drop Hammer 15
Louie Chapman ...Experimental 110
C. M. Chastain Stockroom 5
Albert T. Chevaiier Sheet Metal 65
J. D. Christy Receiving Inspection 15
Elmer A. Church ... Drop Hammer 50
Maurice S. Clark Sheet Metal ...110
Dwight L. Cochenour Manifold Assembly 5
Delmar L. Conde Mechanical Maintenance 50
Joseph Leroy Conklin Final Assembly 10
D. O. Covey Manifold Assembly 5
R. M. Dawes Drop Hammer 15
William Dsan Plant Engineering 50
Gayle F. De La Motor Sheet Metal 125
C. T. Dennhardt Experimental 15
Joseph K. Derr Manifold Small Parts 15
Franklin C. Dixon Sheet Metal 215
W. D. Dixon, Jr Sheet Metal 20
E. M. Ebbs ... Stockroom 30
R. D. Eckhardt Manifold Welding 5
J. T. Edwards Sheet Metal Assembly 15
H. A. Faris Manifold Welding 245
Boyd I. Farrell Drop Hammer 5
Jack N. Field Drop Hammer 5
Clyde S. Fields Sheet Metal Assembly 15
O. F. Finn Estimating 145
R. E. Flanagan Sheet Metal 15
L. A. Fleming Tool Room 5

Name Department

Robert E. Flick Manifold Small Parts 15
J. Fullerton Manifold Small Parts 110
J. E. Gallaher Manifold 15
Anona S. Gardner Fuselage Assembly 15
Tom G. Garrett Fuselage 15
R. H. Gillam Drop Hammer 65
T. C. Gilmore Maintenance 15
H. W. Graham Tool Room 290
Vincent Graham Airplane Welding 150
Gordon F. Greer Manifold Disp 5

Gerald F. Haight Sheet Metal Power Brake 95
E. W. Hall Tool Design and Planning 125
Henry A. Hall Drop Hammer 110
Orval N. Hall Sheet Metal 15
Samuel M. Halley Sheet Metal Fab 60
Rolf M. Hals Tool Crib 5

Archie L. Hammock Manifold 400
W. R. Hanson Manifold 15
Willard Harpster Sheet Metal—R. & C 15
L. F. Harrington Stamping 15
Ed Harris Manifold Small Parts 100
G. Harris Manifold 15
Leonard Hartlett Machine Shop 50
Ralph J. Harvey Finishing 20
O. P. Hatcher Inspection Crib No. 1 10
P. D. Havaland Plant Protection 15
Ethel M. Heath Stockroom No. 2 5
George R. Heitzman Modeling 30
W. F. Helmer Sheet Metal 15
A. W. Herrington Tooling 50
R. F. Hersey Inspection 115
Cecil Highfield Modeling 50
F. E. Hill Sheet Metal 110
R. L. Hoermann ..Foundry 15
C. L. Hoffman .Sheet Metal Assembly 5
Paul S. Hoffman Sheet Metal—R. & C. 65
Chester C. Hough Experimental 15
John S. Howell ..Finishing 5
Carl Huchting ..Shipping 15
Lloyd Huffstutter Inspection ._ _ 25
Glenn L. Humphrey Final Assembly 70
J. S. Humphrey .Machine Shop 55
Carl E. Hyatt Inspection 170
Harold E. Ingle Manifold Small Parts 50
Carl L. Ingraham Inspection 20
Gerald M. Jackson Final Assembly 5

W. Jaeger Sheet Metal Fab 15
L. F. Jamison Manifold Prod 15
C. Jarvie Drop Hammer 50
D. L. Jervey Temp. Making 60
H. E. John Plant Protection 15
Howard F. Johnson Stainless Steel 130
John E. Johnson S. S. Welding 15
O. G. Johnson Fuselage 50
A. L. Jones Manifold Small Parts 50
Eugene M. Jones Manifold Assembly 15

(Continued in next issue)
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Two close-up shots of the multiple

anvils, showing them both from
above and below. The sections being

riveted are from a B-24 outer panel.

When you start talking in terms
of twelve at a time in riveting,
you're getting up into statistics!
And that's the language of the mul-
tiple hydraulic riveters in the Final
Assembly building.

Take, for example, a spar for the
outer panel of the B-24. It's about
24 feet long, weighs about 60
pounds and contains approximately
3,000 rivets. In an hour and five
minutes the multiple hydraulic riv-

eter, with one operator who removes
stay bolts, lays out holes in the gus-
sets and so forth, can complete the
entire riveting job. It would have
taken four good riveters two hours
apiece. Figure that up in man hours
saved on the eight various-sized
riveters in operation in the factory.
You'll come out with the amazing
total of some 1 5,000 manhours per
month

. . . the work of about 75
people.

Then figure it up in terms of the
increased production possible. But
don't quote the figures ... for
reasons of military security.

Now add in the human element.
The chance for slips in the rivet-

ing that must be caught, taken out
and reworked. The multiple riveter
is the same yesterday, today and
tomorrow. It's never bothered with
headaches, lack of sleep, personal
worries or any of the multitude
of things that combine to cause
human errors. It pulls the parts
together tightly and rivets the
twelve 3 16" flat head rivets simul-
taneously and with precision sur-
passing the most expert artisan.

The rejects are practically non-
existent and, when they do occur,
are usually the result of a faulty
rivet.

By

J. E. COOPER

— 6'-



J A TIME Here are the new multiple riveters

. . . veritable demons for work

Because of the nature of the

assembly stringers, they can be riv-

eted only one at a time. This is

done on a small single-riveter that

is just as precise as the larger

model. Aileron spars, handled in

the same manner as the larger

spars, are also riveted on the smaller

machines. As are also the bulkheads

in the sub assembly department.

The upper surface of the outer panel

is handled in the larger machines
which have a capacity of ten 3/16"

flush rivets each time the machine
operates.

But these machines at Ryan
aren't just something that "hap-
pened" one fine day. They're the

result of far-sighted planning on
methods to combat the shortage of

labor and intensive investigation

on the part of Factory Manager G.

E. Barton, E. A. Moore, Production

Superintendent, and J. E. Cooper,

Assistant to the Production Super-
intendent. They're also the result

of a lot of headaches and some real

hard digging by D. H. Palmer, Plant

Engineer, in an effort to properly

design an overhead system capable
of handling the fixtures.

Material first began to flow

through the multiple riveters last

November. At that time only men
were used as operators to catch any
"bugs" that might develop. Now
after five months of operation, the

"bugs" have been "exterminated"
and women are extracting a maxi-
mum of production from these

work demons.

This wholesale riveting at Ryan
is believed to be unique on the

West Coast. At ieast our plant was
the first to use it extensively, al-

though other companies are grad-
ually investigating and adopting it.

A B-24 spar for an outer panel is being riveted while the operator controls the machine with a foot pedal.



$13,000
There's really not much to say. We've

done it. We knew we could. We could have

patted ourselves on the back and said "Well

done" if we'd just barely topped the $1 0,000
mark which had been set as our goal. But

that isn't the way we here at Ryan do things.

We went 130%.
A hearty thanks to the faithful depart-

ment clerks who rounded up the figures and
kept them rolling into the Public Relations

department so that the big chart in the

Stonestreet, Jack Westler, Jack Anderson,
Jim Scurlock, El Berry, soloists Caroline
Miller and Art Kilmer, and pianist Pat
Quint.

The Ryan Swingsters dished out some
musical numbers in a jam session at another
lunch period. The heat they put on sent

several departments soaring into the red,

STRONG
ive caps that the girls in commissary were
wearing. They were a constant reminder
. . . and an attractive addition.

Then there are all those people who work
long and hard on a campaign of this na-
ture who never make the headlines. Yet
without their efforts the drive would never

be launched. Just to mention them briefly,

here are a few of the behind-the-scenes
people who deserve a lot of credit for our
130% record: Earl Prudden, vice president

and master of ceremonies; Frank Persons,

\ ™*J* *" 4ik»H ,u~-J

factory yard could give a running story

of just how the departments were pro-
gressing. Additional incentives were the
musical entertainments furnished at the
lunch periods. Special appreciation goes to

the members of the Ryan choir—Betty Kal-
ler, Virginia Franklin, Virginia Tipton, Vir-
ginia Bridges, Jane Snyder, Marjorie West,
Peggy Paaske, Helen Eley, Gordon Becker,
John Dawson, Russ Nordiund, Lloyd Huff-
stutter, Jim Newman, Don Jefferds, Frank

. . . their caps were most attractive.

showing that they had topped their 100
percent and weren't stopping there. To
Director Walt Alwin, of the Ryan Swing-
sters, and those other music maestros—Jerry

Lowe, Ed Harris, Bill Rossi, Richard Swink,
Jimmy Woodfield and Ray Heitzman—many
thanks, and a special pat on the back for

Max Ryland and Mrs. Holly Ruhnow, solo-

ists.

We wouldn't do quite right by the Red
Cross drive if we didn't mention the attract-

... a running score was kept.

industrial relations manager; G a r r i c k

O'Bryon, employee service; and the repre-

sentatives of the various labor groups, Ray
Morkowski, Jack King, Roy Mitchie and
John Wallace.

Departments 29 and 29 listed together u
on the chart should show separately,

Airplane Production Control, 96 per-

cent of quota; Airplane Material Con-
trol, 1 57 percent.

. . . they put the heat on.
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dents who decided to stay on at col-

lege for a year of post-graduate
work before taking a job.

As the man who reviews the rec-

ord of each Engineering employee
every few months, Codding has the

responsibility of recommending pay
adjustments for those he thinks
qualified. In a doubtful case he
interviews the employee personally,

then discusses the matter with other
top men in the department. If the

decision is against a wage increase,

Codding has to break the news. He's
an expert at putting so much in-

spiration and heart-to-heart advice

into these bad-news interviews that
erring employees have frequently

mended their ways and qualified for

a good-sized raise soon afterward.

Aieet

Some people contend that deni-

zens of the Engineering department
are the most mercurial and unpre-
dictable members of the Ryan or-

ganization. If so, then Bob Codding
has one of Ryan's most turbulent

jobs. He rides herd on the Engineers.

As Engineering Personnel Super-
visor, Codding is a combination of

mother hen, father confessor and
Dutch uncle to the hundreds of em-
ployees in the department. He
knows them all by their first and
last names—knows what sort of

chores they have, how well they're

performing them, and how they feel

about them. They come to him for

help on gasoline rationing, income
taxes, job transfers and even more
personal matters. Codding has more
than once been asked for counsel
on problems of marriage, divorce
and other domestic crises.

Codding's work falls into three
major divisions— hiring Engineer-
ing personnel, reviewing their rec-

ords to decide on periodic pay ad-
justments, and marshalling the de-
partment in support of every com-
pany drive such as a Red Cross cam-
paign or War Loan drive. This in-

volves a lot of interviewing—and
Codding is at his best talking to

someone across a desk.

He was originally hired, in fact,

as an employment interviewer in the

Personnel Department. He had
never done any personnel work be-

fore, but Employment Manager
Frank Saye sized him up instantly

as the shrewd yet friendly type who
would make an ideal interviewer. So

when Codding walked into the Ryan
employment office to ask for a job

just two years ago this month, Saye
put him to work in that very office.

He proved so adept at winning peo-

ple's confidence and helping them
solve their problems that when the

fast-growing Engineering depart-

ment needed a man last May to

take over all its personnel work,

Codding was the logical man for the

job.

One of his first exploits was a

notably successful trip through the

midwest to hire bright young men
for Ryan's engineering staff. In ten

days Codding whirled through a

half dozen midwestern colleges and
universities, spreading the gospel of

Ryan as "a better place to work"
to engineering students about to

graduate. He signed up seven of the

smartest ones, all of whom are still

with the company. He still hopes

that the trip will pay further divi-

dends in the form of additional stu-

— 10—

When Codding believes in an
employee, he'll go to the mat for

him—whether it's a question of

getting a raise or helping him out
of some personal difficulty. The de-
partment knows that he has no pets

or whipping-boys—everyone in the
division finds him a friend in time
of trouble. Hardly a day passes
without Codding making the long

hike downstairs to Personnel in

behalf of one of his flock who has a

particularly prickly problem of

transportation, rationing or other

wartime difficulty.

Last month Codding also gave ex-

tra-curricular help on Sundays to a

few employees who got tangled up in

their income tax returns. He used

to be a tax consultant and auditor,

and had a good-sized private prac-

tice of his own in San Diego for

three years prior to joining Ryan.

If it hadn't been for the war, an
18-year-old son in the Navy, and

his own feeling that he ought to be

in war work, Codding still might

be devoting himself to accounting

and auditing. He has always been

a fast man with figures. One of

his first jobs, at 22, was with the

Security-First National Bank as a

bookkeeper and accountant in Long



Beach. When he left the bank after

a year and a half he became an oil

well promoter—lining up funds to

drill wells and financing the con-

tracts. He spent many years in the

oil fields of California and Texas at

this sort of work—and he is justi-

fiably proud of the fact that 34 of

the 38 wells he promoted turned

out to be producers.

Codding was born in 1895 in

Galesburg, Illinois. He grew up
there, going through high school

and Knox College in his home town.

In high school he was an outstand-

ing athlete, winning letters in foot-

ball, basketball, baseball and track.

He broke his nose and both collar-

bones in football. At Knox he won

too much money," he says now. "It

spoiled me. Any young man who
gets a lot of money without much
work has a tough time readjusting
himself when the money stops com-
ing in."

Codding married about that time,

then took his bride on a honeymoon
to California, selling out his share
of the well in order to do so.

He and his wife found they liked

California better than any place

they'd seen, so they settled down
and Codding went to work in the

bank, as previously related. Later
he went back to the oil busi-

ness, but as a promoter rather

than a driller. Even so, in the fol-

lowing twenty years of oil work he

got plenty of close-up contact with

drilling. Once his leg was almost
torn off when a cable snapped and
the loose end hit him. Another time
as a shieve fell from a crown block

pulley, it landed at his feet, then
bounced away from him. If it had
bounced the other way, it would

have killed him. Several times he
has been caught in oil well fires,

but always escaped without singe-

ing his eyebrows. "I always figured

it didn't do any good to worry about
yourself in the oil business," Cod-
dings says. "You're in God's hands
from the minute you step onto the

derrick until you step off again."

(Continued on page 19)

?adcU*ta
the college tennis championship,

and starred at track—competing in

the unusual combination of the

half-mile and 220-yard dash.

After college he opened his own
machine shop in Galesburg and ran

it for two years. Then a brother-in-

law in Fort Worth wired him an

offer to come and handle the ac-

counting for his oil company. Cod-

ding accepted, and after a year

or so in Texas the oil business was
so deeply in his blood that he de-

cided to invest his own savings in

a well. Together with four other

young men, he bought a tract and
began drilling. When the well had
been drilled 3200 feet without

striking oil, the combine's money
was gone and they could drill no

further. Deciding to try to sell the

well, they left a watchman in charge

and took to the highways in search

of a buyer. A day or two later Cod-

ding got a phone call from the

watchman: "You'd better get back
here, brother. Your well is spouting

oil all over the landscape."

Codding found himself the pos-

sessor of a small fortune. "It was

When an engineer needs

a friend, he goes to

see Bob Codding

— ii
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Vocational training classes have been
inaugurated by the Industrial Training
Department of the Ryan organization in

conjunction with the War Training Division
of the San Diego Vocational School. These
training courses are going a long way
toward answering the problems and pro-
viding a smooth flow of trained personnel
to fill the needs of the various fabricating
departments due to the general increase
in production requirements.

These vocational training courses are
operated by the San Diego Vocational School
in the Ford building, Balboa Park, and have
in attendance 75 new Ryanites.

Special Ryan classes in sheet metal and
machine shop work are being conducted
on a two-shift basis, corresponding to the
first and second shifts in the factory. The
length of training varies from about two
weeks for the sheet metal work to twelve
weeks for the more complicated work in the
machine shop. The eight hours of school
each day are crammed full of excellent
instruction and practical experience for these
aircraft students. The machines and equip-
ment they work with are of the best, fur-
nished by the U. S. Government. The teach-
ers, supplied by the San Diego Vocational
School, are well qualified in their work
and have taken special instruction in the
way their skills are used in the Ryan plant.
Just to make sure that the instruction these
Ryanites are receiving is the exact type
to best equip them for factory production,
Ryan executives—Ernie Moore, Production
Superintendent, along with several of the
factory foremen—make scheduled trips to

Class instruction is going a

long way toward training per-

sonnel for aircraft production

the school. They're enthusiastic over the
work being accomplished.

Students in training are definitely Ryan
employees from the word "go." They've
taken the induction class, wear the regula-
tion Ryan badge and receive their regular
Ryan paychecks just as though they were
working in the factory. (In fact, requisi-

tions are on file awaiting to be filled by
these trainees when they complete their

training and transfer to the factory.) The
transfer is made in just the same way as
though they were changing from one fac-
tory department to another.

In the meantime, these Ryanites in train-

ing furninsh a reservoir of skilled person-
nel upon which the departments can draw
when they need someone with a particular

Beatrice Sothras and June Larsen,

above, are now firmly established in

their new jobs in the Final Assembly
building. You'll also see them in the
class picture on the left during their

course in sheet metal work at the vo-
cational school.

skill. Their broad training is the means of

saving hundreds of hours of training time
in the factory. No longer will supervisory

personnel have to spend valuable hours
training "green" workers. And no longer

will additional manhours be lost in rejected

material caused by some new employee
who meant well but didn't have sufficient

training.

"Several of the first trainees have com-
pleted their training and have taken their

place in the production lines, keeping
|

with the experienced employees, helpin

do a much needed job," said Louis E. PIucri necutu |uu, iuiu Luuii i_. num-
mer, Manager of Industrial Training De-
partment. "Department foremen and super-
visors are enthusiastic about the arrange-
ments," added Plummer.

A machine shop class in the Ford Building where Ryanites are receiving intensive study
and experience on machines they'll later use in the factory.

12—



Ryan Dance fl

Jauial Affair
Special interest was shown in floor

show features at the recent Ryan

Dance. Here Junie Bethke, magician

de luxe, is wheeling out his para-

phernalia at the start of his show.

Inset are the Carvajals whose jitter-

bugging is always enjoyed at Ryan

entertainments.

Monday, March 27th, was a festive

occasion for Ryanites v/ho gathered

for an evening of dancing and enter-

tainment at Ratliff's. Music was fur-

nished by the Ryan Swingsters and

proceeds went to defray the medical

expenses of Del Ballinger who was

injured during the recent benefit

baseball game between Ryan and

Rohr. The dance was sponsored by

the Employee Service division of In-

dustrial Relations.

Second Shifters

Ride To Plaza
When you've worked on a project for a

very long time and then finally put it across,

you feel like shouting from the house tops.

That's the way T. Claude Ryan and the

employee service department feel about the

new bus service to the Plaza at the close

of second shift. For over a year Claude
Ryan and Garrick O'Bryan have been ham-
mering away in an effort to obtain better

transportation service for Ryan workers,

especially those on second shift. They've
been acutely aware of the need for a long

time, and they've pulled every string they

knew . . . last month they succeeded. They
were able to charter busses to take second

shifters from the plant to the Plaza down-
town.

Starting Monday, March 27th, busses

from the San Diego Electric Railway have

been on hand each night as the 12:30
whistle blew. Upwards of 350 Ryanites are

taking advantage of this free quick service

to the center of town, and the number
promises to go up as time goes on. Those
second shifters wishing to wait at Pacific

Highway for SDER busses going north may
still use the company busses which operate

as before between the plant and the high-

way.

Hn Important Statement on Selectiue Seruice

From President T. Claude Ryan
In the past few weeks, each day has

brought new and often conflicting state-

ments in the newspapers about selective

service and draft deferments in essential

war industries like ours.

It is of the utmost importance that all

of us, as workers, in a warplane factory, not

be confused by the confusion of others.

Many local draft boards, acting under

frequently conflicting rulings, are now re-

classifying as 1 -A some essential aircraft

workers who in the past have received occu-

pational deferments. These 1 -A cards are

frequently received by men who are sched-

uled for continued deferment and whom the

Ryan Aeronautical Company believes nec-

essary to retain in order to meet scheduled

production.

Some feel when reclassified 1 -A that this

action is final, but this is not necessarily

the case. If you receive a 1 -A card, do not

act hastily and consider seeking enlistment.

Your Company has reason to believe that

when all pertinent facts in each individ-

ual's case are considered, the employee, if

found to be an essential worker, will con-

tinue to be deferred.

— 13 —

If and when you have been reclassified

1 -A, it is extremely important that you

advise your foreman at once. Through your

foreman, contact the Company's Selective

Service representative in the Industrial Re-

lations Department so that immediate action

can be given your case. Our Selective Serv-

ice experts are here to see that all facts

are considered and the best judgment ap-

plied in all cases.

It is each man's duty to serve his coun-

try where he can contribute most to vic-

tory. The Ryan Aeronautical Company will

make every effort to retain every man whose

services are essential in war production. No
key men will be taken from our organiza-

tion without exhausting every means of re-

taining them.

This Company recognizes the need for

fighting men. But we also know there must

be an increasing volume of fighting equip-

ment at the front.

All workers determined to be essential

may feel assured that their greatest con-

tribution to the war effort can be made by

staying on the job.



!>Llm5 Pickin 5

by SLIM COATS

Just out of Chicago en route cast

aboard United Air Liner.

A friend of mine who is a confirmed

horse player recently got married to a lady

who had three previous adventures in mat-
rimony, all of which ended in divorces, and
his union with her convinces me that he

regards marriage as of less importance than

horse playing.

If he was contemplating a bet on a

horse, the first thing he would do is look

up the past performances of the steed to

see what kind of races it had been run-

ning. If the record disclosed three bad races

in a row, he would be most likely to elimi-

nate that horse from consideration as a

betting proposition and select another.

He might throw out one bad race, or

even two, because of track conditions or

mishaps during the races, but he would
scarcely throw out three bad ones. He would
just naturally figure that the horse was no
account. But when it came to getting mar-
ried, I fear he failed to examine the past

form of his choice, or else he suddenly be-

came more of a chance taker than is his

normal bent.

In cases of this nature, the past perform-
ances are almost as much of a public rec-

ord as those of the race horses. The mat-
rimonial form of my friend's selection is

preserved in the complaints filed by and
against her in the courts. She was the plain-

tiff in one instance and the defendant in

two. As a plaintiff she charged a husband
with mental cruelty and as a defendant she
was accused of extravagance, bad temper
and physical violence.

Now in scanning the possibilities of a
horse in a race, my friend may sometimes
feel that the printed record is not suffi-

ciently revealing, and, in that event, he
generally goes around making inquiries of

authoritative sources, such as owners, and
trainers, and jockeys, to see if there may
not be something more than meets the eye
in the published form. It seems he should
have taken similar precaution with reference
to marriage.

He should have looked up those former
husbands and interviewed them carefully as
to the way the lady shaped up as a wife.

He should have ascerlained of the ex-
husband against whom she was the plaintiff

to what she deemed mental cruelty. It

might be some little custom or habit to

which my friend himself is prone. He should
have learned from the others to what ex-
tent her extravagance extended and in what
manner she displayed bad temper and physi-
cal violence.

The latter information would be of par-
ticular value, because then when he decided
to bet on the lady, regardless, he would
know about what to expect and could devise
a means of protecting himself. I do not
understand how a man of worldly exper-
ience can figure a wife is going to run any
better for him than for two or three pre-
vious husbands, allowing that they were
not vastly different from him as human
beings, but I suppose we have here the ele-

ment called love, which, of course, is wholly

unexplainable.

I think we should have commissions to

review all cases of proposed matrimony in

which one party or the other has a record

of two previous marriages, and that where

the past performances disclosed shortcom-

ings as wife or husband, wedlock should be

denied. Thus we would take a load off the

divorce courts, and save many a poor bloke

from becoming legally involved with an un-

worthy partner, and, I think I should add,

vice versa.

Waiting at the airport in Atlanta.

Atlanta, Georgia, March 10.—Whenever
you get in this part of the country, you

always hear heartwarming stories of the

colored folk who are so much a part of

the picture in the South. At breakfast one

morning I met a man, a Cian Walsh, who
has 3,000 or more stevedores working for

him on the busy docks in New Orleans. He
tells this story of the trusty treasurer:

A few months ago Cian deposited a size-

able sum of money in a bank for the bene-

fit of the colored people in his employ.

The money was to take care of sickness,

accidents, funerals, and other emergencies.

To make them feel that the money was

really theirs, he formed a club and allowed

them to elect their own officers.

For treasurer, they chose a venerable,

much- loved old fellow who took to treas-

uring like a duck takes to water. Not a day
passed that he didn't drop by the bank to

check with the officers on how the fund

was going, and to be sure his books checked

with those of the bank.

During a recent War Bond drive, Cian,

without thinking of the consequences, called

the bank and bought the club some bonds
from their funds. Not knowing of this with-

drawal for the war cause, the treasurer was
horrified when he stopped by the bank the

next day and was given a balance that did

not tally with his own.

"He came into my office in a tremendous
state of agitation," Wolsh recalls. "He was
wild with excitement. 'Good Lawd, Mister

Cian,' he called as soon as he could get

his breath from running 1 5 blocks, 'Good

Lawd the books ain't right. Somebody done
forged my X.'

Another man I met is Roark Bradford,

the man who wrote "John Henry," "Green
Pastures," and countless of the finest, most
understanding stories ever written about the

colored race. Brad tells of meeting a sawed-
off colored soldier from the bottom lands.

When Brad spotted him walking about a

nearby camp, his chest was covered with

all the known marksmanship medals. He
dripped them, row on row.

"You must be a mighty fine marksman
to have all those medals," Brad said.

"I'se a pretty good shot," the boy an-
swered.

Brad looked once more at the medals
and said, "Do you hit the bullseye every
time you shoot?"
"Now suh, I don't hit the bullseye every
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time I shoots, but when I shoots and don't

hit the bullseye, it causes talk."

One of the unwritten laws of the South
is that the cotton along the highway must
be kept in good shape. It's all right to let

the back cotton, the cotton that's out of

sight, get run down a little, but not the

cotton that's visible. So Brad was astounded
on visiting a plantation to see the cotton

along the road in need of a good hoeing.

Running into the foreman who had charge of

30 women choppers, he inquired about this.

"Why, Mr. Bradford," the foreman said,

"ain't you heard about the rains around
here? Been pouring cats and dogs. "It's just

been too wet for the ladies to hoe."
In the hotel lobby I happened to be chat-

ting with Pat Moulton, former Auburn foot-

ball star. He tells about the time he was
refereeing a football game between two top
colored teams in this section. From the
opening kickoff it was every man for him-
self. In the third period a big tackle, who
looked as if he'd been playing squat tag
with a lion, called Pat aside.

"Mister referee," he said, "I want to

ask you a favor and also warn you about

something. Tell that big boy playing against

me to start being folks with me, just folks.

If he aims to continue not being folks with

me, I aims to fill this here field with upper-

cuts."

ik

State TaKBS and

Federal Estimates Due
April 15th brings up the deadline for

payment of income taxes to the State of

California. Personal exemptions of $2,000
for single persons and $3,500 for married

persons and heads of families may be taken.

The State allows no earned income credit

and the tax rate is 1 % on the first $10,-
000 for taxable income, i.e., net income
minus the personal exemption. Persons be-

coming residents of California during the

year are required to report in their State

return only that portion of their income
received and deductions applicable since

their arrival in the State. However, the full

personal exemption may be taken. At least

one-third of the amount due must accom-
pany the return to be mailed on or before

April 15th.

Due April 15th are the estimated 1944
federal income tax returns. These were
originally scheduled to be filed on March
15 along with the 1943 tax returns, but

a postponement of thirty days was granted

in order to include provisions of the revenue

act recently passed by Congress over presi-

dential veto.

A declaration is required from all citizens

or residents of the United States who ex-

pect to have during 1944: (1 ) wages sub-

ject to paycheck withholding exceeding

$2700 for a single person or $3500 for a

married couple living together; or (2) more
than $100 income from all other sources

such as dividends, rents, royalties, interest,

or annuities if the total of such income plus

wages subject to withholding will be $500
or more for a single person or $1 200 or more
for a married couple living together.

The estimated tax may be paid in quar-

terly installments. The first quarterly install-

ment will be due at the time the declara-

tion is filed. The remainder must be paid

on or before June 1 5, September 1 5 and
December 1 5. This first declaration is in

reality just a rough guess of future income
and may be revised or amended later.



Airplane Dispatching
by Doots and Ginny

Yes, we are still on our tour through our

department. This time we find that our first

victim is BILL CROVER, Shop Follow-up on
Outer Panel. Bill was born on December 7,

1919, here in San Diego; graduated from
Hoover High School and took accounting
course in the College of Commerce. He was
bookkeeper for an automobile company
here before coming to work at Ryan in

September of '41. Bill worked in the Engi-

neering department for two years and was
transferred to our department in Septem-
ber of last year. Bill is single, girls, and
likes to dance—says his favorite sport is

playing "Postoffice," especially on Satur-

day nights.

ROBERT (BOB) RUGGLES, Shop Follow-

up on Gun Turret, was born in Phoenix,
Arizona, on May 8, 1924, graduated from
North Phoenix High School and worked as
assistant car salesman there in his home
town before coming to California in the
Spring of 1942. He started to work at

Ryan in June of that year. Bob married
Dorothy Birmingham in September of '42.

Here's a little secret, folks: Very soon now
we can call Bob "papa"—and we too hope
it will be a son, Bob.

ROSS EASLEY, Shop Follow-up on our
new plane, was born April 7, 1902, in the

"wild and woolly West"—Wichita Falls,

Texas; Ross attended the Wichita Falls High
School, Midland Junior College, and Texas
Christian University in Fort Worth, Texas.
He majored in Business Administration and
played baseball, football and basketball. In

1934 Ross was married to Ruth Stewart,

a graduate of Iowa State University and a
teacher of Home Economics. Ross and Ruth
have two lovely children—Robert Spence
lage 6) and Marydell (age 4). Ross was
in the furniture business here in San Diego
before coming to Ryan in the summer of last

year. He plans to go back into the furni-

ture business after the war is over. And
we find that Ross likes fishing and hunting!

BEN MORROW—born in Chicago, Illi-

nois, in 1897—a tended Manual Arts High
School in Los Angeles. Ben was in the

cosmetic business for 1 8 years, and then

was an auto salesman for five years. He
came to Ryan about eight months ago. Ben
likes to play golf and dance. He says he's

not getting old (but his hair line is reced-

ing a little). Ben is another in that column
titled "single."

GEORGE THRANE, Follow-up on our new
ship, was born in South Dakota on May
6, 1917; graduated from Pierre, South

Dakota, High School; he graduated from
Minnesota University in 1941, majoring in

Electrical Engineering and Air Conditioning.

George joined the Army in February of

'41 (was S/Sgt. of the Motor Corps), and
was given a medical discharge in October
of '41. He came to California in January
of '42 and went to work at CVAC, where he

worked nearly two years; then he came to

Ryan in August of last year. George likes

horses (and owns a few himself), plays

professional polo, and likes dancing and
various other sports. And say, girls, George

is a tall, brown-eyed brunette, and is

single, too.

We have a new employee that we'd like

to welcome into our circle. She's Mrs.
GLORIA BOHLEY, from Ft. Worth, Texas.
She came to San Diego in December and
worked at Convair before coming here about
two weeks ago. Mrs. Bohley's husband,
"Chuck" Bohley, of the National Iron

Works, is a former Ryan employee.

HOWARD SMITH, of the Sheet Metal
Detail crib, is a member of the Ryan All-

Star basketball team. He says that they've

had some very nice games recently with

their amigos from Tijuana, Mexico. We'd
like to get a special interpreter to go along

with Howard and the gang the next time
they drift "Down Mexico Way." Anyway,
we heard that the fellows did have a very

nice time—plus some delicious steaks.

It's good to see BETTY MEADOWS back
with us again after having the flu for a

week.

"One, two, three and you're out at the

ol' ball game." Yes, Spring is in the air,

and with it once more we have good ol'

baseball, or should we say "softball (for

softies)?" What a game! Strikes, hits, ar-

guments, undoubtedly errors, and—heaven
forbid — casualties! It seems the only way
our team can really win is by knocking out
all the players of the other team. Really,

you just don't know whether they played
football or baseball, judging by the results.

Sunday, March 19th, our Airplane Dispatch-
ing team played the Material Control team
at the Garfield school grounds (or shall we
say our team "murdered" the other team).
Arnie Farkas of Material Control received

a fractured leg. Mr. Levin had his glasses

broken (that was so he couldn't see our

men sneaking into 3rd base) and also had
his nose cut a little. All in a friendly game,
you know. Our team had one casualty

—

Tom Davis received a fractured thumb. Poor

Tom! The best news is that we won 13

to 11—and are we proud! Oh yes, there

was a slight error one of our boys made:
There was one out, two on bases when he

hits a single, forcing another out. Then he

nonchalantly walks off first base and gets

himself called out. Anyway, we won. If

we had lost there probably would have
been "casualties" on our side.

In our most recent game on March 26
there was only one real casualty

—"Babe"
Schneider, of the Tool Planning team, re-

ceived a fractured arm. You have our Sym-
pathy, "Babe," but you should have been

on our side
—

'cause we do have a tough

team, you know.

General Stace Visits Plant

In San Diego for the Army-Navy War Show, Brig. General D. F. Stace, commanding

general of the Western Procurement District, paid a visit to the Ryan plant. Counter-

clockwise, right to left, are Claude Ryan, president; Brig. General Stace; Col. S. Matz-

ger of the Western Procurement District; Lieut. R. O. Deitzer, BARR; in back of

Deitzer, Lieut. Col. B. J. Saunders, Jr., A.A.F. resident representative at San Diego;

Eddie Molloy, vice president; Walter Locke, contract administrator, and Jean Bovet.

— 15—
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DOTS a DASHES — NEWS a FLAShifS

FROM MATERIAL CONTROL
by EARL VAUGHAN

o

Soft-ball: Another sport and new ath-

letics talent have been added to Material

Control's hall of sport fame. C. B. JONES
has been busy lining up prospective sluggers

for his "all star" nine. Sunday, March 12th,

marked the opening of the first official

game with Convair's Production Control

team being the first victims. Our boys

brought home the bacon by nosing out their

opponents by a score of 6 to 5. With their

hitting and fielding, our team proved them-
selves a match for any future opposition.

Highlights of the game were as follows:

Leading the hitting attack was none other

than our own stocky little MORRIE LEVIN
with 4 hits out of 5 times at bat. The win

was duly credited to ROY CUNNINGHAM
for his outstanding pitching by allowing

only 6 hits. The outstanding play of the

game was neatly handled by our rugged

shortstop, C. B. JONES. The score was 6

to 5 in the 9th, with the tieing run on base

and one out. Jones picked up a hot grounder,

touched second base, and made a perfect

throw to first baseman Walker to beat the

Convair runner out by a split second. In

the lineup for this game were the follow-

ing "all stars":

DOYLE LIGHT, catcher; ROY CUNNING-
HAM, pitcher; D. WALKER and G. KIESEL,

1st base; M. LEVIN, 2nd base; JIMMY
ORR, 3rd base; A. FARKAS, shortstop and
business manager; R. S. SMITH, left field;

C. B. JONES, center field and coach; O.

MEEHLING, right field.

Perhaps you've been wondering about

ARNIE FARKAS, as to why the crutches

and cane. No, he didn't hit a freight train

—he just slid in'o third base and forgot

to carry a pillow. Those interested in work-

ing out for our Softball team that will en-

ter the Ryan Inter-Department Summer
League, contact either C. B. JONES or A.

FARKAS.
Bowling: The latest team and individual

standings of the Ryan Trio Bowling League

as of March 25th are as follows:

Wolves—Won 1 1 , lost 4

J. L. HALLY (Captain) 168
J. BARRY 124
R. S. SMITH 138

Team average 430

Playboys—Won 1 0, lost 5

D. BENTLEY (Captain) 148
B. YOUNG 160
E. VAUGHAN 154

Team average 462
Lotharios—Won 7, lost 8

M. LEVIN (Captain) 159
A. FARKAS 133
B. GUERIN 139

Team average 432
City Slickers—Won 2, lost 1 3

D. CHANDANOIS (Captain) .... 144
H. WRIGHT 125
O. MEEHLING 148

Team average 417

Flashes: BETTY FIELDS has left our de-
partment and will be greatly missed. ROSE
MARIE HAINES is welcomed back, after

having been very sick for two weeks.
VELMA GRUBBS is still wondering about the

whereabouts of her missing brown coat.

Anyone know where or when? PHIL LEVIN,
our flying ex-Ryanite in the South Pacific,

has recently completed his 21st sortie and
will be home on furlough soon. He also has
been recently presented with the Air Medal
and the Distinguished Flying Cross.

A hearty welcome is extended to three

new additions to our Second Shift: JOHN
P. BOYLAN, JOHN ELLIOTT and JACK
GOODMAN.

Postwar plans: Your reporter tried to in-

terview each and every employee of Material
Control on the subject of their postwar
plans and the following information was re-

ceived. Some employees were quite definite

in their reply, others thought it might be just

wishful thinking. However, all they are

thinking about at present is to win the war
with Ryan.

PRICE ALLRED: I am going back to

school.

BOB AMMONS: Back to school and study
psychology.

MYRTLE ANDERSON: Back to my farm in

North Dakota.

DOROTHY BALES: Absolutely nothing!

MAXINE CARMAN: To settle down in a

little new home and raise two nice children.

MARY CHRISTOPHER: I want to be just

a housewife in my own home.

FRANK DELANEY: I'd like to buy a house
up on Lake Arrowhead and fish, swim and
go boating.

ARNOLD FARKAS: Maybe a trip to Old
Mexico and then perhaps return to the cos-

metic manufacturing business.

ARCHIE FISHER: I'll worry about that

when the war is over.

BETTY FIELDS: See the country with my
husband.
VELMA GRUBBS: Travel.

ROSEMARIE HAINES: Get married.

BILL HANSEN: Foreign representative of

some large retail firm.

JEAN HARRIS: To share Alaska with the

Eskimos.
BETTY HIGGS: Take life easy for awhile.

CHUCK JONES: Going to rest on my
laurels ( lead) .

BEN JUNDT: Going to join the Gas House
Gang in the east.

CLEO McCUBBIN: To continue working in

Southern Calif. (Business unknown.)
OWEN MEEHLING: Ship a couple of my

horses from the east and settle in Mission

Valley.

MARY MELTON : Keep house and visit my
son and his family:

HAROLD MILLER: I haven't thought

about it.

PAT SANFORD—Take a nice, long va-

cation.

GEORGE BALDWIN—Continue to work
on my first million.

SHERIDAN SMITH—Become Smith the

Beachcomber in the South Seas.
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CLYDE MOORE: Too busy turning out
requisitions to think about it.

PEGGY PAASKE: Get married and raise

a family.

MARIE RYAN: Settle down in North
Hollywood, adopt a couple of babies and
raise Scotties.

FRANK WALLIS: I really don't know.
NORMA WEIDLEIN: Retire to my ranch.
MARGE WEST: Hibernate!
JOE WILLIAMS: My future is in the hands

of Ryan.

A REPORTER

Willie Jessup, who writes "Downtown
Frame-Up"

This time we go "out-of-bounds" to get

a reporter . . . Willie Jessup. Her cheer-

ful smile is one of the first to greet new
Ryan applicants, for she works in the Down-
town Employment Office. Willie became
"Willie" because Willie was supposed to

have been a boy. Her parents looked at

the bawling bit of femininity that came to

them back in Winston Salem, North Caro-
lina, named her Dorothy, and then imme-
diately dubbed her Willie for short. The
nickname has held.

After seven years in a country school at

Alexandria, Indiana, Willie went on to the

Anderson, Indiana, high school, spent two

years at the University of Indiana and an-

other at Franklin College, also in Indiana.

Willie has always had a yen for journal-

ism and majored in that wordy art during

her high school days, spending her spare

time collecting social titbits for the school

publication. She added another year to

her writing experience in college and then

came to work at Ryan. When the employ-

office moved downtown, Willie decided to

let the readers of Flying Reporter know what

was going on among the downtown Ryan-

ites. And Downtown Frame-Up came into

existence.

"When do I do my writing?" muses Wil-

lie. "Well, despite my good intentions, it's

usually at the last possible minute in order

to meet the deadline."



Manifold Small Parts

Home began to seem like the only place

in the world to LOIS DAVIS after her hus-

band left with his Marine outfit, so she

has gone back to her family in Indianapolis.

Another loss to the department was the

payoff of GEORGIA SIMMONS. She hated

to quit, and tried a long leave and treat-

ment, but when there was little improve-

ment in her health, Georgia had to sign out.

Several of the boys were a little tense

while waiting to be tapped for G.I. HENRY
CARVAJAL decided that the Navy was his

dish; JACK BIDDY liked the Marines best,

but ANDY YACHWAN said he thought he'd

probably make a good soldier because his

father and grandfather were Army men.
All of them are still around, though.

CHARLEY DONALDSON is away. He has

taken thirty days to drive Mrs. Donaldson

to their former home in Project City, and
to look after his property there. His place

is in Shasta county, so close to Oregon that

you can't tell the difference after dark,

Charley says.

Hope he has better luck on his travel-

ing weather than foreman FLOYD BEN-
NETT did on a recent business trip to San
Francisco area. Everything, including rain

and sleet, happened to insure that the jour-

ney was no pleasure drive.

Plenty of no fun is what GERALDINE
JENSEN, of third shift, had during her sixty

day sick leave. In spite of a very fancy

hand fracture, she is feeling fine now, and
has nearly regained the full use of the

joints in both fingers.

MARGARET SOLBACH got a painful

break in each of the two middle fingers of

her right hand, and is staying home in La
Jolla for a couple of months. NORA SA-
WATZKY, not long back from a month's
sick leave herself, felt utterly deserted on
the double drill press with Margaret off and
BESSIE WOOD quitting soon after her re-

turn. Bessie is going to try office work, she

thinks, in an effort to increase her ninety

pounds to at least bantam weight.

FRANK WALSH had a fine reunion lately

with an old companion of the days when
both men were doing trick riding with

"Ranch 101." Cy Compton, here in a

starring role with the Beatty circus, looked

Frank up as soon as he came to town.

MILDRED FLIPPEN disappeared fast on
a leave of absence when her Army hus-

band reached here on furlough from North
Carolina. BENNIE SPETTER is in Kansas
City on a pre-induction visit with her son

and daughter there. She will be back at

work May 1 .

May first is the day DAPHNE OLSON and
PAPPY YORK are all thrilled over. At that

time both generations will move into the

new home Sam and Daphne Olson have
bought in Talmadge Park.

JENNIE SHINAFELT has been intrigued

with her canary family. The pair of rollers

are raising some babies. No larger than
bumblebees when they first were hatched,

she says.

Swingshifters Find

Good Entertainment

nt Regular USO Dances
The USO swing shift parties have become

a regular entertainment for many Ryan

Swingshifters. The next scheduled party is

a Swing Shift Talent Show and Dance after

work Wednesday, April 12th— in other

words, in the wee hours of Thursday morn-

ing. For further details see Mr. or Mrs. Dick

Gillam or Ray Holkestad, who are members

of the USO council.

Top: Consolidated, Rohr and Solar sit

out a dance as Ryanites take the floor

for a dance of their own.
Bottom: Ryanites registering as they

come in for the swingshift dance. Left

to right are Leonard Hanson of Mani-
fold Dispatching, Nan Wheelihon of

Point Shop, Glen Flowers of Paint Shop,
Ann Nicholson of Dispatching, Sylvia

Sayre of Shop Follow-up and Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Speier. Speier works in Drop
Hammer.

MORE ABOUT

BOB CODDING
(Continued from page 1 1 )

Codding picked up a deep tan

and a Southern drawl in Texas, and

neither seems ever to have left him.

He is one of the company's best

raconteurs of dialect stories, in the

typical soft-spoken, easy-mannered

Texas style. He spends most of his

spare time nowadays at his home
in Chula Vista, where he raises

chickens, vegetables and a profu-
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sion of fruits—or in his carpentry

and metal working shop where he

goes in for such elaborate projects

as making office desks, bedroom
sets and library tables.

Life seems to agree with Bob

Codding. Only twice since birth has

he been sick enough to need a doc-

tor—and apparently never in his

life has he worried much about any-
thing. However, when anyone else

is worried or needs help, there's no
better "friend in need" than Cod-
ding. Ask anyone in Engineering!



Machine Shop

by Dorothy Wheeler

In the recent Red Cross drive the Ma-
chine Shop went over the top with a bang.

Many of us gave freely because we have
brothers, fathers, or husbands in the serv-

ice. We know that our share of the war
burden is relatively very light. Most of us

make more than we ever made before or

may find it possible to make in the peace
following the war. Our part is limited to

waiting as cheerfully as possible, working
faithfully, our strict adherence to rationing

rules, and generosity in giving of our blood,

our money, and our time.

BARBARA BONNER has found yet an-

other way to serve—through the social part

of the USO. She feels that some of the

greatest needs of our servicemen are the

personal contacts and uplifting of morale
gained through this organization.

GERALD DIMPEL left not long ago to go
into the army. He seemed to be very happy
to get into the active end of all this, al-

though he regretted saying goodbye to his

friends at Ryan.

JIMMY BUTLER and his motorcycle have
become a steady source for news. Several

weeks ago he took some bad spills on a

cross-country run, but, except for being
bruised and shaken up, suffered no ill ef-

fects. On March 25, however, he and his

motorcycle collided with a colt. Although
the colt was on the receiving end, Jimmy
and his motorcycle didn't get off too easily.

Jimmy was said to have been painfully

though not seriously injured.

BILL LAWSON made quite an interesting

talk on the Ryan radio program recently.

He is an interesting fellow and one of the
best.

MARIE ELLIOTT and her husband have
gone to Riverside, where he will be stationed
for a time.

I had the pleasure of being a guest at

DARWIN WHETSTINE's home recently. He
and his wife have two tall sons and two
very sweet little girls. Darwin "Knife-sharp-
ener" can well be proud of his family.
VALDA GINDLING's husband has been

transferred to the East Coast, and she has
left us so that she may soon join him.

Proof that the Machine Shop has many
men of worthwhile ideas are the awards
being won so often. Latest winners are
JIMMY BUTLER, CONRAD ADAMS,
GEORGE LAWTON and FRANK NEWTON.
Although not members of this department,
two of our inspectors, CHARLEY BROWN
and EDDIE MAYBERRY, have also won a
number of awards.
ART TOLE is fast acquiring a rich sun-

tan. Having recently gone on the second
shift because of his health, he spends every
spare minute out in the sunshine.
MOM EASLEY was out of work for two

weeks with a bad case of flu and bronchial
trouble. The girls sent flowers to cheer her
and to show their strong affection for our
oldest "girl."

ROCHFORD CRAWFORD and BARNEY
HOLBROOK have a lot in common at pres-
ent—they each have had a lot of pain from
ulcerated teeth.

CLIFFORD MORRIS has been a proud

man these days. The cause of his joy was
the birth of his seven-pound daughter, Judy
Ann, on March 1 Oth.

RENE TOUSLEY is a new member of our
turret lathe group. He's from Ohio, young,
but very much married—darn it.

ALVIN RICE is another of Convair's losses

and our gains. Alvin has sold cars, wire,

lettuce, and all sorts of other produce. At

Ryan he expects to put his salesmanship to

work in persuading his milling machine to

produce plane parts rapidly.

The Ryan Benefit Dance was thoroughly
enjoyed by everyone who attended. Why
would it not be nice to make those dances
a monthly affair?

&

It has taken me a long time to get the

courage to write another column for the

Flying Reporter since they took my picture

and threatened to use it at the head of the

column.
A lot of this may not be news by now,

but here goes anyhow. BOB FISHBURN is

a proud and happy "Papa." It was a boy.

The cigars and candy were swell. LAURA
SCHMICK took a leave of absence and
headed back east to see her husband, now
one of Uncle Sam's sailors in training. We
can see the trip was well worth it, for

Laura has been as happy as a Mud Lark
ever since. IRENE COOK, another girl

justly proud of her sailor husband, took a

week's leave to be with him while the Navy
could spare him.

1 heard that MEL PAYNE has taken up
motorcycling. D. H. PALMER says he
will be good at it if he can just learn to

lean to the right instead of to the left when
making a right turn. It's as easy as falling

off a log, Mel (and you fall just as hard.1

I know)

.

N. B. (STRETCH PRESS) ARCHER has
done it again. This time it's a Cable
Stretcher. He'll fool around some day and
stretch his head clear off his shoulders.

You know, there's a man whose first tooth
was a gear tooth and whose first words
were "Automatic Machine" instead of

Mama and Papa.
T. C. BOETTICHER says his first words

had nothing to do with machinery, but
he will probably die talking about the
changes in the Spot Facing Machine. Some
of the boys have gotten in a designing rut

—"STRETCH PRESS" ARCHER, "SPOT
FACER" BOETTICHER, "FLANGE GRIND-
ER" MOSSOP and "RIVET CONVEYOR"
KUYKENDALL—but don't ask them about
it or you will start a week's conversation.
We have two softies in the department

—DEL "ARMY BOY" F E R N AL D and
YOURS TRULY. At the request of our
respective wives, we undertook the tre-

mendous task of mowing the lawns around
our houses. We expect to recover and return
to "active" (?) duty within three months.

Looking around the department today
one would suspect that the good old Cali-
fornia sun shone yesterday. The red glow
reflecting from the faces of ED BIRDSALL,
MILDRED GREEN and BILL PATTON indi-

cate some beautiful sunburns.
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Rganettes
by Tom

JERRY and I stopped up to see SU:'
GUNTHORP before Jerry left, and Sue said,

"Tom, I would rather you cut my arm off
than let the Ryanettes go." Sooooooo Tom
said, "I'll get another Jerry and we shall

carry on." PAT QUINT, Mr. Molloy's sec-
retary, will take Jerry's place, and from the
next issue until when— it will be TOM and
PAT!

Wedding Bells: TOM SWIFT and PAUL-
INE MUSSMAN said "I do" March 8.

Swiftie and Polly are both connected with
Quality Control. Tom got the nasty flu

four days after they were married, but is

well again and the newlyweds are making
out nicely. Good luck to you both, and may
you have a long, happy married life.

Left for the Service : HERSHEY, Inspector
in Sheet Metal, left for the Navy last week
BOBBY COCKRELL, Electrical Department,
left Ryan to join the Navy. Best of luck
to you both.

Surprises: PEGGY PAASKE, of Material
Control, had her 21st birthday and received

a beauuuuutiful camelia corsage from the
gals in Material Control.

CARLIE GROSS, AL GEE's secretary, re-

ceived a beautiful orchid from Al Saturday.

Seems that Carlie has been here three years.

Champ: LOGAN BENNETT, of Quality

Control, won the Ping Pong contest for the

second time. Here's hoping for the third and
the cup, Logie. He assumes that ROY CUN-
NINGHAM evidently was unable to procure
his weekly supply of vitamins because he

and a good many others didn't show up.

Blessed Event: Mrs. Fishburn, wife of

BOB FISHBURN, of Plant Engineering, gave
birth to a baby boy. Congratulations, Bob.

Casualties: What department is sporting

so many casualties these days? ARNIE FAR-
KAS has a fractured ankle and the rest

all sprains (one-half dozen or so) . Other-
wise, I would say, 'twas a good baseball

game!

So until the next issue I'll just say, so

long. TOM.—it

MORE ABOUT

LUCKY JIM COMES
HOME

(Continued from page 3)

picnic. Our bombings have done damage,
but the German air strength is still power-
ful. The German pilots are eager and their

equipment is good. There's a big price to

be paid yet. "Thousands of American air-

men won't be as lucky as I," Jim reflects.

"They'll never complete their fifty mis-

sions."

"You get kind of used to friends not

coming back," Jim reflects. "Often you can
hope that they had time to get out. Other
times you know they didn't. But you don't

talk about that angle when you get back
from a mission. You sit around and shoot

the breeze about how you blew hell out of

the target. And some 'character,' of which
there's always at least one in a group, en-

larges upon the action until it sounds truly

tremendous and you end up by asking your-

self, 'Jeez, was I on that mission?'



Shest Metal

by Marge and Jean

Hello, Gang:

To start off with I will in+roduce our new
2nd shift clerk, ERMA WOODS, who is

replacing JEAN PHIBBS, now in another
department. We were sorry to see Jean
leave us, but are sure "Ernie" can take over
Jean's column. Turn your news in to "Ernie,"

you second shifters, and we will get back
on the beam again.

ROBERT O'KEEFE is the groud father of a
7 '/2-pound baby boy. His department's
congratulations were in the form of a war
bond made out to mother and baby.

We have had considerable social activi-

ties in the form of birthday parties. On St.

Patrick's Day, ALFRED OLSON was pre-

sented with a birthday cake made by FLO
BARKER. It sure tasted swell, Oly. On
March 28th ETHEL SNODERLY and LORIS
PAXTON were given a joint birthday sur-

prise luncheon by their department. Ethel

received a lace tablecloth set and Loris re-

ceived a lovely cake plate. Happy birthday

to all of you folks, and we hope we can

celebrate another one here next year.

GAYLE DE LA MATER has been made
leadman in Department 2, second shift.

Congratulations, Gayle.

Hello and happy landing to all our new
employees, and here's hoping we will have

a news item from each and every one of

you next issue. MARGE.

Hot Air From

Manifold
by Evelyn Duncan

Hi, people! There are many times when
it is hard to find words, but I believe the

hardest words of all to say are those said

in farewell. And that is what I'm trying

to do. By the time this column is in print

I will be back in Dallas spending a few

v/eeks with friends and relatives there. I

have already said goodbye to many of my
Ryan friends in person, but I'd like to take

this means of saying goodbye to the many
whom I had no opportunity to see before

I left.

I'd like to say that I have enjoyed these

past eight months at Ryan immensely. I

have enjoyed working for and with each
of you. I suppose the best expression would
be: You've been a wonderful group of

friends.

Perhaps I'll be seeing some of you when
I return to San Diego. Hope so, anyway.
So long now, and I'll be celebrating Vic-
tory with you. Until then, keep 'em flying.

Corp. Shirley A. Schmetzer, of the U. S. Marine Corps Womens Reserve, is a Link

Trainer instructor at Santa Barbara. She's the pride of Henry Schmetzer, of Payroll,

her father.

One of the reasons why Ruth White, of Factory Transportation, second shift, is work-

ing on a war job is husband Carl R. White, S 2/c, now overseas.

The Navy son of Claude Coppock, foreman in Manifold Welding, wears three battle

stars for service in both the Atlantic and South Pacific. Claude Jr. is now going to

radio school.
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• Tempt your family with a

new green vegetable recipe

• Use green vegetables fresh—the fresher

the better. Vitamins disappear as vegetables

wilt and wait.

• If you must hold them for a day or so,

keep green vegetables cool, damp and light-

ly covered. Pile loosely to prevent crushing.

•Wash quickly, never soak, and lift from

water to free from sand and grit.

• To crisp up salad greens after washing,

wrap in a clean cloth or put in a covered

dish and let stand for a little while in a

cold place.

•Save for soup the leaves and stems too

coarse to use "as is."

eat" znt

ut talacU.

Green vegetables, uncooked or cooked,

make attractive salads served alone or in

company. Chop or shred vegetables just be-

fore serving.

• Shredded cabbage with chopped onion and

peanuts or with chopped grated raw carrot.

• Cooked green beans and thinly sliced raw

or cooked carrots.

• Raw chopped spinach with diced tomatoes

or hard-cooked egg.

• Cooked peas and chopped onion.

Get Your

VITAMIN A
The Green

Vegetable

Way

TiJfafo (fyxri&ti?
Edited by MRS. ESTHER T. LONG
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SCALLOPED ASPARAGUS AND SPAGHETTI

1 Viz cups spaghetti

2 cups cooked asparagus

1 cup thin white sauce

Cook the spaghetti in salted, boiling water until tender, and drain. Place layers of

the spaghetti and cooked asparagus in a greased baking dish. Add 3 or 4 drops of

tabasco sauce to the white sauce, and pour over the contents of the baking dish.

Sprinkle with fine bread crumbs, and bake until golden brown in a moderate oven.

LIMA BEANS DE LUXE

3 Vz cups cooked fresh lima beans

3 tablespoons butter or margarine

1 teaspoon sugar

1 tablespoon minced parsley

1 ' 2 cups hoi

2 egg yolks,

Va teaspoon

Paprika

milk

well beaten

salt

Combine beans, butter, sugar and parsley

Heap beans into serving dish. Stir milk intc

boill 1 to 2 minutes. Pour sauce over beans

in saucepan and heat slowly to

yolks, add salt and cook slowly

and sprinkle with paprika. Serves

boiling,

(do not

6 to 8.

COOKED BROCCOLI

21/2 pounds broccoli 1 teaspoon salt

Boiling water

Wash broccoli and split thick heads. Place broccoli in boiling salted water, with ends

down and heads out of water. Cook uncovered 1 to 20 minutes. Then place all of

broccoli under water and cook 5 minutes longer. Drain. (Makes about 4 cups.) To

serve, season with pepper and butter. Serves 6 to 8.

WITH WHITE SAUCE— Combine with 1 cup White Sauce.

WITH HOLLANDAISE SAUCE— Serve cooked broccoli with 1 recipe Hollandaise

Sauce.

fatf cttot?' CO&& gm toa tony,

Best-known way to cook green vegetables

is to boil, but make it speedy. Cook with a

lid on, in lightly salted water, only until

tender. Use as little water as possible. Sea-

son with salt, pepper, and meat drippings or

other fat.

For a "different" flavor, add chopped

parsley, chives, or herbs just before serving.

Guide to Boiling

Minutes

Asparagus 15-20

Beans, snap 20-30

Beans, lima 30
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Beet greens 10-15

Broccoli 15-25

Brussels sprouts — 15-20

Cabbage, shredded 5-10

Cabbage, quartered 10-15

Collards -
' 20

Dandelion greens 10-20

Kale - - 10-25

Okra - 10-20

Peas 10-20

Spinach 5-10

Summer squash 15

Turnip greens 10-20



Time Study

Observations

By Dortha Dunston

With special assignments off my mind

I can give you the lowdown—you're 'way

behind!
Ten-hour days have been our best range

Making new routings and new station

change.
Time Study clerical now has nine girls,

All typing along like a string of good pearls.

The sixteen Time Study men on the floor

Do their work well and then come back for

more.
It has been proven that MAJ. knows our

plant

—

A good gracious guide—he's tops I will

grant.

Some places he's not been about—three or

four,

But they all say "WOMEN" right on the

door!

"Take care of that fracture and stay off

your feet,"

Was advice from the doctor, but how Maj.

does cheat!

He comes back to work, and what does he

do?—
Spends a day on the floor and curses his

shoe

!

Now NELSON says "Please don't mention

my name,"
Which proves an incentive for doing the

same.
I must be discreet and vague as I can.

Tsk! Tsk! To ignore him — an interesting

man

!

ARLINE deals with wolves— it bothers her

none,

But the obvious bruises drew attention.

She was oblivious to our frank stares

And sweetly implied that it's not our affairs!

Tired and hungry, BOEH comes in at noon,

Grabs his lunch pail, pulls out sandwich and
spoon.

Mm! — Delicious salad — He licks his

"chops,"
Pulls out the fruit, then bewilderedly stops!

Now he knew he brought pears, but peaches

were there;

Then, looking more closely, he could only

stare!

Well, COOK and he just exchanged lunches

that day.

Now Boeh is more careful, as well he may.
Those whistles and wolf calls were real

indeed
YVONNE realized as she quickly gained

speed.
What was the incentive do you suppose?

—

A beautiful pair of sheer black mesh hose!

GERTRUDE, our Blondie, just turns on the

charm;
Men take one good look and spread the

alarm.

But why make the rest of us feel so bad,

Being the matchmakers—dates to be had?

Word from her home came to ALICE one

week;

She hadn't much more ihan two days to

speak.
She packed up her things, said goodby to

us all,

Was replaced by PATRICIA, blonde, slim

and tall!

HELEN'S a sport if there ever was one.

She can rhumba, conga, tango—have fun.

Italian folk songs she sings in best style,

And rhythm personified shows in her smile.

For one solid month MYRTIS left them
alone;

She'd shake her head and refuse with a

groan.
She's proved that the cigaret habit's not

hers,

And the money she saves means bonds for

her purse.

Puff! Puff! Once more I've just made the

deadline.

And once more the baby and mother are

fine.

It's hard on us aunties beyond belief,

But now I'll relax and sigh with relief.

bnip lide
by Leigh MacDonald

Land ahoy! And we're really docking

with a full cargo of news about Shipping.

Spring's here, tra la, ho hum! Lots of smiles

and happiness—even Victory gardens pop-

ping up, the funniest of which belonged

to MILDRED WULFF—or should we say,

did belong? It seems Mildred bought a cac-

tus plant at market, but on arrival home
she opened the precious package to show
BESS KULANDER, and behold, staring her

in the face was a miniature Victory garden

consisting of lettuce, lettuce, lettuce and
romaine! So she watered it for two days,

then sent her husband back to exchange
the greens for her cactus. Me, I still don't

see why you don't plant each radish seed

a foot apart when it says on the package,

"Plant seeds a foot apart!" Sez so, doesn't

it?

When asked what they did the first day
of Spring, March 20th, answers were as fol-

lows:

JOE LINDSAY, "I don't know." (What
do you know, Joe?) Anyway, spring's sprung

with Joe, because he is never seen lately

without a yo-yo bobbing from one hand.

MILDRED BORNSCHEIN, "I don't know
either."

ROBBIE ROBINSON, "Same thing all day

—then drilled for Shrine practice."

LOUISE GUNTER, "Worked."
MAYDALENE RUHNOW (who has been

here 30 days, formerly of Consolidated), "I

recuperated from Sunday night." Hm!
GLENDA HOSTER, "Mowed the lawn."

MAX ULIBARRI, "I don't remember that

far back." (Truly a sign of spring.)

T. J. GETZ, "Won't tell!" (Aha!)

EMMA STURDIVANT celebrated her 21st

birthday of March 8th, by going March 10th

to Balboa Stadium to witness Army-Navy
Show, "San Diego Attacks." She reported

it to be very interesting what with Red Skel-

ton capering, bands playing, singing enter-

tainment, plus a very impressive show.

On St. Patrick's Day, when questioned

why she didn't wear green, MARION CHAR-
BONNEAU replied, "I'm green enough."

The Dinner of the Week was held Thurs-

day night, March 9th, by MILDRED WULFF
at her home, 405 20th Street. Present were:

PAT HOYT, RUTH HOYT, ALLEN (of the

Navy), JIM WILFLEY, Ass.t Supervisor of

Shipping; PAUL FRASER (who entertained

us with jokes . . . laugh again, Fraser,

please—we love to hear you!); EMMA
STURDIVANT and husband, JOHNNY,
BESS KULANDER, LARRY KULANDER,
DICK GRABOWSKY Headman from Tool-
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ing), and self. Most delicious menu of

side cars, split pea soup, hot crackers, cel-

ery and carrot strips, stuffed green olives,

dark olives, fried chicken, mashed pota-

toes, brown gravy, broccoli, home-made
hot rolls with melted butter, blackberry

liqueur, "King Alphonse," devil's food

cake, white cake, and coffee. Nuts and
candy were passed around later. A very

pleasant evening was spent by all. We were

truly entertained by our hostess, and the

luscious dinner won't be forgotten for a

long time. The best fried chicken we ever

ate! Salute to an exceptional cook, Mildred.

JUNE HUNTER, new in our office from

upstairs Tool Planning, likes the Shipping

Department very much.

Maybe it's catching, but we can report

another score of 232 in a league game by
J. WILFLEY, on Monday, March 20th. Lots

of congratulations! So, the Shipping De-
partment bowling team, titled "Tool Crib,"

won over the "Woodshop" team on the 20th
in a league game. The ironic truth is that

the "Tool Crib" team is composed of all

Shipping Department but one member.
They are as follows: KENNY LOWELL,
JACK LATTMAN, CHARLIE BERNARD,
T. J. GETZ, J. WILFLEY, all of Shipping,

and JEAN MARSCH, of Tooling. So, con-

sequently, we all like the rumor that soon

we'll have a team representing Shipping.

The Red Cross drive is going along with

a bang, and we're all sporting the little pins

of mercy—and proud of them, too. We hope

that all we do and what we give will be

appreciated, and be used to the most help-

ful extent. I want to submit a poem that will

help us realize that we must do more, and
more, and willingly. Representative James
Wadsworth, in Washington, interrupted an
argument in the House, to read this poem
of a dying soldier who was injured on the

Italian front. The poem was sent to Repre-

sentative Wadsworth by a general, but did

not give ihe author's name. However, it

told the circumstances surrounding the or-

igin. The soldier-author had suffered serious

injury and his foot had been amputated by

a comrade. Lying in a ditch, thinking death

was near, he wrote:

"A SOLDIER SPEAKS
"What did you do today, my friend,

From morning until night?

How many times did you complain
The rationing is too tight;

When are you going to start to do
All of the things you say?

A soldier would like to know, my friend,

What did you do today?

We met the enemy today
And took the town by storm

—

Happy reading it will make
For you tomorrow morn.
You'll read with satisfaction

The brief communique.
We fought, but are you fighting?

What did you do today?

My gunner died in my arms today

—

I feel his warm blood yet.

Your neighbor's dying boy gave out

A scream I can't forget!

On my right a tank was hit,

A flash, and then a fire;

The stench of burning flesh

Still rises from the pyre.

What did you do today, my friend.

To help us with the task?

Did you work a whole lot harder?

Or is that too much to ask?

What right have I to ask you this

—

You probably will say.

Maybe now you'll understand

—

You see, I died today.



Stress Report
by Virginia Pixley

We can easily foretell the coming of sum-

mer by gazing around at the beautiful rosy

complexions which are turning up these

days. LLOYD LOOMER and PHYLLIS ASH-
MAN are tieing for first place in the Lobster

Red Class.

If you want to get reaction from several

well-known Ryanites: Ask LOGIE BENNETT
about his War Department. Ask MARIE
LOUDEN if she ever found out who LLOYD
LOOMER is. Ask RICHARD DANE about

the story of the mysterious dime. And ask

JACK O'BRIEN about his acoustical illu-

sions.

IRVING DICKENS was trapped between

some desks and people and kept yelling,

"Let me by, let me by!" and just as we
hastened to get out of his way, wondering

what emergency had occurred, Irv finished

his sentence: "Let me buy some gum!"

Was braggin' to EARL BOTELER that I

could roller skate backwards and he quipped,

"Cheer up, with a little practice maybe
you can go frontwards like everybody else."

My pal

!

Is there anybody who doesn't like AMY
STEVENS? As far as this department can

see, no one could ever get mad at a girl

who is always so cheerful and good natured

in spite of the kidding by her devilish asso-

ciates, MAC, DICK, CLIFF and ED. I

haven't decided yet if GUS sticks up for

her or if the "Dynamo" is a worse heckler

than anybody else.

Heard LLOYD say he was going to dig

up a girl for a coming dance, but we really

think he'd have a better time with a live

one.

Took a good look around the Engineering

Department the other day and saw lots of

folksies who, with a little imagination, look

like movie stars. Go on, deny that ANDY
McREYNOLDS isn't the Jack Oakie type.

Doesn't FRED ROSSACKER remind you of

Randolph Scott? How about the resem-
blance between BERNARD BERNES' cleft

chin and Cary Grant's. IRVING DICKENS
is a subdued Milton Berle, SCHUYLER
WHITLEY a double for Basil Rathbone,
HERB CROUCH, with the addition of a
perpetual ceegar, would be Ken Murray, of

course. It's a toss up between RALPH ERS-
KINE and EARL KOPS for Mickey Rooney.
BOB SHAVER is Robert Young (sigh).

VAN SICKLIN, a cute vest-pocket edition

of Edward G. Robinson, and although the
female movie doubles are very few, JEAN
in the Project group looks a great deal like

Eleanor Powell, and a lovely former fashion
artist who works in the Illustration group
is enough like Tallulah Bankhead to be
her kid sister. We have our Frankensteins
and Boris Karloffs, too, but far be it from
me to make enemies. (Yeah, FRED, this last

statement is something new I'm trying!)

If you see GORDON McCORMICK glanc-
ing furtively around the parking lot before
stepping out into the open, it's because he's

afraid he'll run into HELEN YOUNG with
another flat tire.

Makes me mad the way PETER VANDER-
SLOOT expects stenos to be mind-readers
when he gives them some work to do, but

it's only that the small type hurts their

eyes, Pete.

SCHUYLER WHITNEY, YUEN B. LEO
and JOHN MUCHEMORE, who tried to

start a butch haircut epidemic and failed,

could only hide their disgrace by continu-
ing to get theirs cut shorter each time. Now
they are getting their heads shaved, except
for a slight mohair effect right on top.

All they need is a couple of feathers and
a tomahawk!

I realize that it's way out of season to

talk about mistletoe, but it worries us that
BOB GOEBELS still has a chunk hanging
over his head. Now do you suppose he
doesn't know it's there yet, or would it

be possible he's still waiting for something?

That ugly rumor that DREW ALLEN sud-
denly turned blue in Experimental and ran

away as fast as he could can be explained
very simply: The color red, appears to be
blue under those lights, so actually Drew
wasn't violently ill—just blushing; and the
reason he ran was because the girls were
chasing him again. Well, you can't blame
them, can you? We call him Li I

* Abner Allen.

Drew's mother came through again with

a big batch of crunchy oatmeal cookies,

and although we tried to express in a proc-

lamation just how grateful we were, our
note scarcely did them justice. Thanks a

lot, Mrs. Allen; you are a wonderful cook!
Don't ever get out of practice, will you?!

The only thing that kept TONY CONTI
from proposing to WES KOHL after par-
taking of his delicious, personally-cooked
dinner was the fact that Wes made him
pop up from the table and start the dishes

before he had time to stop straining at the
belt. Ah, that Kohl boy! What a character!

My news box up on the desk looks like

Old Mother Hubbard's cupboard, and that

means that you will only be bored with a
few lines this issue. Let's put some news
in the box next time.

It has been nice and quiet up here on
the Outer Panel, which ties in with the fact

that McFARLAND is on vacation.

IRENE HARRIS has been transferred to

Inspection. It has been rumored around
that Irene and MADGE, also of Inspection,

are using Dutch Cleanser nowadays in place

of Lux.

If you want a recipe for some really good
cake, just see BESSIE OWENS. She always
has a bag of goodies and a gang of friends

around rest period.

UNCLE EARL RICE was recently seen

taking his adopted nephews to a show. I

think their attractive mother went along,

too.

School days are here again for TEX NOR-
RIS and GENE WALL. They are attending
J. IT. training.

Texas calls and back go some of our
good men—namely, KING, KAYS and ROSE.

Float Honors Women in Aircraft

The Ryon float which participated in the Army-Navy Show held in Balboa Park last

month was a tribute to the women of San Diego who have stepped out of the kitchen

to do their part on the production line.
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Smoke From

A Test Tube
by Sally and Sue

It was all MARY ANN's fault. It was
her idea that the girls of the Laboratory
get together and make cookies for some
of the absent ones in the armed forces. So,

one Sunday afternoon they all trekked out
to SALLY's home and made cookies by the

dozen. With Mary Ann engineering the

cookery and the rest of us serving as hench-
men, we managed to salvage enough from
the "experimental tasting" of the hungry
cooks to send to DAVE ADAMS, a former
member of our staff, now training in Geor-
gia, and to TOMMIE REESE, Sue's husband,
who is serving in the Southwest Pacific

area. The following poems, written of

course by MARY ANN, our poet laureate,

accompanied the packages representing our
afternoon's labor:

"Some cookies we've baked for Ser-

egant REESE,
Which we think are quite a master-

piece.

To bake 'em we have all helped Sue,

And we made them just for you.
When you eat these, we hope you'll

yell,

'Boy! These cookies sure are swell!'
"

"Here are some cookies we've baked
for DAVE,

Over which we hope he'll rave,

And their praises sing.

You may be just a rookie,

But for you we've baked a cookie
That's fit for a king.

When you eat these, we hope you'll

yell,

'Boy! These cookies sure are swell!'
"

If you were the new secretary in the

Laboratory, your name would be GRACE
MARIE SHAW, but you would state your
preference to be called GAY during the

course of the first five minutes of your
first day in the Lab. You would be tall and
slender, have a marvelous sense of humor,
and an infectious laugh. You would like

bowling, swimming, eating, dancing, and a

good stiff game of contract bridge. You like

dogs, but worry a little about whether your
new fur coat really does attract stray ani-

mals, or if someone was just pulling your
leg.

You dress with excellent taste and have
lots of nice things to wear. Your breakfast
and lunch are purchased at the Ryan Cafe-
teria, which service you appreciate very
much. You like everyone you've met at

Ryan, but think some of us are such char-
acters we ought to be in the movies.

We think you're swell, GAY, and hope
you'll be happy typin' and filin' in the Lab
with us.

We now know what the men. of the Lab-
oratory staff talk about during the lunch
period (between bites, that is). We thought
that women gave forth with nonsensical

talk at gatherings, but now we know dif-

ferent. Due to weather conditions one day
last month, it was necessary for the writer

to eat lunch inside. The conversations that

were carried on touched on many subjects,

varying from discussions of work being done

at present to reasons why bald headedness
is more prevalent in men than in women.
All present voiced their opinions, but the
theories on the subject expounded by JOHN
B. McKEE are worthy of noting here. Be-
fore entering into the analysis of his theory,
he commented on the fact that if man
wished to retain his locks until death, he
should be more choosey about selecting his

ancestors. "However," he said, "the basic
reason for man's loss of hair in his old age
(he should have looked around at the es-
caping hair of a number of us who are
well under thirty) is due to the fact that
the head is not solid bone in the early quar-
ter of life. It consists of a number of bony
plates tied together by cartilage. Through
the gaps between the plates pass small
canals which feed the hair. As man grows
older, the cartilage holding these plates to-
gether is replaced by bone. As a result of
the cutting off of the feeding canals' car-
tilage replacement the hair folicles die and
fall out." The only conclusions that we can
make from this theory is that women are
soft-headed!

(Note: The above paragraph was not
written by either Sally or Sue. It was a wel-
come contribution, even though we consider
it a trifle insulting.)

Putt Putts

On Parade
by Millie Merritt

Spring arrived last week, and usually in

the Spring a young man's fancy turns 1o

love. But out our way all the young men
are too busy thinking about their draft
status to worry about fancies, so we will

just say that Spring is here and let it go
at that. Now that I have said all of that,

it can start raining again.

March 1 5th, Transportation celebrated a

birthday. One year of service. We, all of us

gals and guys, wish to thank Sue Gunthorp
for the swell write-up she gave us in the

last issue. We all hope that this year will

be as wonderful as the past one.

Transportation will be "going to town"
at the Tower Bowl in the Summer Bowling
League. Transportation's team will be known
as the "Putt-Putts," composed of Mr.
HUMPHREY and myself, representationg

Transportation; RALPH GIFFIN, Automotive
Service; ESTHER WATKINS, Production

Control, and Mr. CLARENCE HARPER, of

Sheet Metal. To get in a little practice,

two teams (Plant Engineers and Putt-Putts)

will be getting together every Wednesday
night for the six weeks in between the sea-
sons.

It seems that DOTTIE HALL, affection-

ately known as "Putt Putt," has lost her

reputation as the girl who has the most

flats, to Transportation's personality girl,

SALLY LEVICKAS. We are patiently wait-
ing to see what Dottie's next step is.

DONNA JOHNSON is back with us again
after being off a week because of illness.

We are glad to have you back in the groove
again, Donna.
MIKE TURNER, Automotive Service, has

been taking a ribbing about his "Rocket."
For your information, the "Rocket" is, so to

speak, a car, composed of parts gathered
during Mike's routine stops at the local

dump yards. Mike says that it runs(P), but
he admits it does need a little polishing
up. We all expect to run across Mike picking
himself off the highway some day. The
"Rocket" runs on anything from kerosene
to dehydrated prune juice, which, in these
days, is all right if you can make it work.

Night shift is sporting a new employee,
ROSEMARY NYSTROM, who is RUTH IE

WHITE'S sister. Night shift shouldn't have
any troubles at all with a team like that.

MARY LESTER, night shift, has left us
and is now in Inspection. Best wishes, Mary,
and we hope you will be happy there.

And here is a Utile ditty for all the gals
who have husbands or sweethearts in the
Armed Forces. I thought they might appre-
ciate it.

IN MY SIMPLE LITTLE WAY
I like my simple little life,

It suits me (o perfection,

And if I had to make a choice
I'd make this my selection.

I love to stay home every night
When everything is quiet,

And catch up on my reading

—

Oh, you really ought to try it.

I like my simple little life

With no ifs, ands or buts.

I tell myself so every night
To keep from going nuts!

Downtown

Frame -Up
by

Willie Jessu P

Well, folks, the deadline is around again,
and here I am to bore you a little more than
I did the last time. A lot has happened to

the little group in the Personnel Office these
last few weeks.

I have been wondering what GARRICK
O'BRYAN and BOB RANKIN were so ex-
cited about. I saw them on the street the
other day; they were talking so fast I

thought maybe they were selling something,
but as I drew nearer I discovered it was only
those new forms that were coming out on
all draftees.

A. TAYLOR came in third, winning the
"All Time Record" for packing clothes,
furniture, etc., to go see her husband, and
then returning the next day. Wow, what a
fast woman! I hear she is leaving again
soon, but to be gone for more than a day
this time.

Last, but not least, we have a new girl

in the Employment Office. Something we
have always wanted. She knows all and signs
all. If anyone wants any papers signed,
please notify GLADYS McLEES. She will

take care of you in fine shape.

That's all for now. Sooooo long, every-
body.
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Assistant Reporters:

Crib 1—Edna Farnsworth.

Crib 5—Claire Skinner.

Manifold Inspection—Bill Rossi.

Final Inspection—Marjorie Bolas.

We cannot let an issue of this magazine

go by without publicly praising the work

of the Ryan Employee Choir and Orchestra.

Both organizations ore made up of busy

persons who have little time and energy for

outside activities but who take time and

energy. We know nothing of either of the

directors' backgrounds, but the high quality

of their work is evidence enough of the

directors' ability. We realize also that no

director can get very far without in'erested

and talented fellow workers. We certainly

hope they sing and play more often during

the coming lunch hours.

Crib 5 Notes

You are really alive when you have a

hobby. Since Crib 5 is wide awake in more
ways than one, we will try to show you how
it reflects on our crib.

LARRY ANDERSON—Enjoying a good
steak on Friday after pay check arrives.

J. V. ANDERSON (Navy Inspector)—
Photography.

GERTRUDE GALL—Has derived much
pleasure in raising prize German shepherd

dogs for shows and breeding purposes.

ECHO PORTER—Loves to play organ and
piano music.
TOM HICKEY—Getting up on Sunday

morning to play golf.

ELEANOR BLACK—Collecting exotic per-

fumes from Old Mexico.
RODNEY RAILSBACK — Watching with

delight from day to day new developments
in his baby boy.

ERNA HEASTY—Collecting food recipes

and trying them out on the family.

ANN ENYEART—All of her spare time

is devoted to skating and dancing.

HELEN GOULD— Collecting souvenirs

and first-hand accounts of Alaska.

MARJORIE STEVERDING -- Spreading

cheer by entertaining service people away
from home.

CLAIRE SKINNER—Collecting and read-

ing stories to my daughter.

OWEN POWELL—Pleasure in owning
dogs, pedigree or curs.

BERNICE PEARSE—Collecting salt and
pepper shakers.

R. WALTER—Likes to rest after a busy

day.
JOHN SHALTUCK—All forms of sports.

M. FORMES—Reading novels.

Manifold Inspection

Did you know that

—

LILLIAN VASO is one of our new in-

spectors on the day shift?

LUCILLE STONE is known (since the

fall) as "Lame Limb Lucille?"

GERTRUDE GRIMES ranks among the in-

telligencia—a school teacher?
RALPH McCLESTER lost a beautiful ring?

LEONA DAY undoubtedly has the bright-

est smile and cheeriest "hello" for every-
one?

MARY DURAND is still a little girl at

heart? She still loves dollies. She brought

part of her collection to work one day.

WHITEY ROSEN is the blonde flash

you've seen flitting on the floor of the day
shift?

MARGARET BILLINGS has that stabiliz-

ing influence that we admire in all good
mothers of today?
FRANK MEMORY says very little but

does very much?
MILDRED EVANS could just "walk" her-

self in or out of any situation with her

individual "gate?"
BILL LaPORTE can still make the best

mixed drinks in town?
ED L. WILLIAMS has had his picture pub-

lished so often and has received so much
praise for his awards that he is rightfully

titled "Glamour Boy" of Manifold Inspec-

tion?

Final Assembly
I overheard SPEEDY COLE say, "Flash,

speed and accuracy—that's me!" (I won-

der what prompted that?)

We have some new inspectors in Final

Assembly—W. S. SEVERSON, J. H. DEN-
NIS and F. R. LA CAMERA. Mighty nice

to have you with us, folks.

IRENE WHITE took a trip to Miami, Flor-

ida, to visit her hubby, whom she had not

seen for two years.

A. HOLLAND was promoted to Leadman
in Sub Assembly. Congratulations!

W. SEVERSON has worked in four air-

craft plants throughout the country and says

he finds Ryan the friendliest.

H. M. POWELL is being kept so busy on

ailerons and rudders that he is going to

take a few minutes off to see if the Inspec-

tion office is still in the same site. (That's

what I call a busy man.)
FRANK POWELL is expected to be called

by Uncle Sam any time now because, he

says, "the Army needs men with plenty of

pep, and that's me."

Ellen Moseley of Manifold Assembly
and Leo Quinlan of the Tool Room dis-

played their Irish on St. Patrick's Day
and performed during rest periods for

the amusement of their fellow workers.
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Cafeteria News
by Potsun Panz

We welcome to the Cafeteria-ite family

HOMER CHANEY, our new day chef, for-

merly with the Ryan Schools at Hemet and
Tucson. Homer is better known as "Fillet

Mignon," and it is hoped that some day

he will be able to serve us with a sample
of his nickname. A cordial welcome to you,

Homer, and the best of luck.

BERNADEAN JONES is a newcomer to

our ranks from the Experimental Depart-

ment. GERALDEAN MILLER and MINNIE
GALLION are also new employees.

We are sorry to report that ELIZABETH
BURCH is ill. We miss her and wish her a

speedy recovery.

To go to press without mentioning the

cooperation of the feminine servers in the

Cafeteria during the Red Cross drive would

be inexcusable. The wearing of the Red

Cross roll call caps to lend color to the

Red Cross drive was certainly typical of the

splendid cooperation shown by cafeteria

employees. It was a nice gesture and we
received many compliments from the other

personnel.

In spite of anything we can do, birth-

days seem to come along as usual. April

will usher in the anniversary of genial JEAN
BOVET and LILLY MAE BARR. Your re-

porter will be satisfied with nothing less

than two and a half pieces of cake in cele-

bration of these milestones.

Glad to see KAY BALDWIN is back from

Indiana, where she bade goodbye to her

husband, leaving for overseas.

Orchids to Mrs. ETHEL HERMES, who for

the past year has never lost a day and has

never been late for work. That, my
friends, is a record to be proud of. Our
congratulations, and home papers please

copy.

We are told PATRICIA TIDWELL's hus-

band, PFC Tidwell, just left for overseas.

Good news for both first and second shift

employees in the announcement that hence-

forth only two kinds of pie will be served

at the lunch periods—one cream pie and

one fruit pie. By this change all will be

able to share and share alike and no one

will be disappointed by not being able to

get a piece of that luscious chocolate pie.

1 understand ANNON HALT was instru-

mental in purchasing 40 buttered sand-

wiches which he very generously donated to

the other employees in his department, the

reason being he was paying off a Red

Cross quota bet. It seems that Annon, in

one of his weak moments, challenged an-

other department to see who would reach

the Red Cross quota first. The result was a

tie, but the other fellow won by a nose, so

Annon bought. A little expensive, but nev-

ertheless it was a swell gesture and the

right spirit.

The Employees' Cafeteria Committee are

to be congratulated on their careful atten-

tion to the service and facilities of the Cafe-

teria. Very few slip-ups get by them, and

their suggestions and comments are con-

stantly improving the service of this de-

partment. It is very gratifying to observe

their interest and appreciation of the many
problems of the Cafeteria. Paper cups are

becoming scarcer and scarcer all the time,

so let's all cooperate and conserve as much
as possible so that coffee service will not

have to be curtailed.



Too bad someone doesn't start a new rage

such as was in vogue a few years ago.

I am referring to that particular brand of

humor that brought about sayings like

"Knock, knock, who is there?" and "Con-
fucius say." It isn't that I particularly en-
joy that brand of humor, but most any-
thing would be better than the continuous
rehashing of the draft rules. Especially in

view of the fact the rules change almost
every day.

There seems to have been a marked in-

crease in the number of men wanting to

join the Air Corps. All I can say is a lot

of luck to you fellows in your tests, and I

hope you make it. Remember these encour-
aging words if, the next time we meet, I

am ploughing along with a pack on my back.

Would like to take a few lines to say
goodby and good luck to BILL R. Had just

about talked him into taking the article over
for a while when he decided to take his time.

Hope there was no connection beiween the

two. Would like to also add that Bill proved
an able assistant and believe that his contri-

butions to this article were enjoyed by all

those who read them.

There was recently brought to my atten-

tion a letter of a service man fighting in

Italy and with no apologies for changing
the style of the article I would like to in-

clude part of that letter.

"If the people back home could only see

what we have seen they would fall down
on their knees and thank the Lord they live

in a free country. They would do everything
they possibly could to make this war end
sooner. They would be willing to work for

almost anything. We know what we are

fighting for; it's too bad the folks back
home don't know."

This wasn't in'ended as any "finger
pointing" but only to illuslrate the thoughts
of an ordinary soldier writing to his mother.

Getting back to the regular line of chat-
ter, I would like to add tha'- the name
RIGGS in the last article should have been
BRIGGS. Somebody made a mistake.

HOLT and PARMAN are at it again.
Parman took a swing at Holt and missed,
and as he picked himself up remarked he
was glad he had missed as it was all in fun.

Holt maintained he was missed because
he could duck so well. We told him that if

he called it ducking he could sop any time
'cause his swaying back and forth made us
nervous.

Home Economics Teachers Digit Plant
Home Economics teachers from San Diego schools were recently guests of Mrs. Esther T.
Long, women's counselor, on a tour of the plant and lunch in the factory cafeteria. By
learning just what young people are apt to be doing after graduation, the teachers
believe a better educational foundaticn can be laid.

Mo Loft Sez
by George ^

Again the Loft column makes its appear-
ance after an absence of about three months.
As usual, the news and gossip has been very

plentiful, but ye olde reporter just didn't

get around to making up the column. How-
ever, I'll make an attempt this time.

As you should all know by this time, no
other than Mr. ROBERT R. ANDREWS is

our Cafeteria Committeeman for this term,

so you may take all your complaints to him;
he will also submit any suggestions you
have to make—even yours, Mr. WEED.
Just an added sidelight on Bob, but since

he has come into engineering he has added
about 30 pounds of pure muscle; he claims
it's from the very deep thinking he has

been doing.

As usual, our next victim is none other

than "STINKY" CARTER, the man of high
finance, whose side-line is the used car

business. Stinky is staying with us—or we
might say we're staying with him. The only
difference, he has his 1 -A already and the

rest of us are still waiting. However, Pat
has not reached the stage where he wishes
to sell out. At least the prices he has tacked
on the different articles he wishes to part

with sounds as though he wishes to keep
everything for a good long time. Those prices

are only applicable to his closest friends.

To anyone else he is willing to cut them
in half. Yep, that's one little man that

really has big ideas.

We are still enjoying the beaming face

of CHOPPY WELSBACHER. He is leaving

and staying so often that the latest report

is strictly rumor, so much so that we would
not put it in print.

Our dear chief, the man who keeps the

Loft group on the straight and narrow, if

that is possible, has been taking the lion's

share of most of the derogatory remarks
made in the group the last few days.

TOM EXLEY made a quick jump from
2B to 1-A and back to 2-B, all in five

days, which ju-t shows what can be done
for a good man.

As the closing remark this time it is di-

rected at the two used car dealers—namely,
PAT CARTER and BOB BLAKENEY. CHIEF
ROZZY is ready to sell his "Chewy" now.
Let's bid each other up on the price!

new Leadmen appointed
Left: C. S. Turner has been appointed as a new Icadman in Tool Crib No. 2, first shift.

Center: F. W. Carmody recently was appointed leadman in the Tool Design group.

Right: New leadman in the cutter sharpening group in the Tool Room is James Hodden.
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The Store Board
On Sunday, March 19, at Golden Hill,

the Ryan All Stars swung back into action,

winding up in the win column by defeat-

ing the 1st Army Signal Corps in a 13-

inning ball game by a score of 6-4. This

game was featured by the return to hitting

form of Jack Marlett, who had been a mai-

den for the last five ball games, leading the

attack with a home run and two singles,

and the fine pitching of Erv Marlett and Bob

Peterson.

On the following Sunday, March 26, the

Ryan Club defeated Consolidated by a

score of 1 1 -0, in which Jack Marlett hit

3 more in a row, making a total of 7 con-

secutive hits, in which a double and a triple

were included.

The club has been greatly strengthened

in the past two weeks with the addition of

such former Ryan All Stars as Don Schmidt,

now with the Albany Club; Jack Billings, of

the Naval Air Station, and Bobby Bryan, of

the University of California, and the excel-
lent pitching of Erv Marlett and Bob Peter-
son.

The club, as it now stands, is playing the

kind of baseball that will give competition to

the service clubs now organized in San
Diego, which means the club must be above
average to win but, due to military enlist-

ments, the club will change from time to

time, and anyone who can play this kind

of baseball should come out and work out

some Sunday afternoon.

Arrangements are now being made to set

up a schedule for the Ryan Clippers to play

after working hours on Thursday night at

Navy Field. It is believed that these games
will get under way April 6.

The writer desires to thank all who at-

tended the benefit dance held at Ratliff

Ballroom for Bob Ballinger, who we all hope
to see back in action very soon.

A. S. BILLINGS.

ennis aamp

Red McManis, tennis ace.

Harry Kister, president of the Ryan chess club, is shown in a mental struggle with a

representative from the Solar chess club.

Chess clubs from four aircraft companies
have been competing every Wednesday
night in a league at the USO club, Front
and Ash streets. Ryan, Rohr, Consolidated-
Vultee and Solar are entered.

H. R. Kister is captain of the Ryan club.

Other Ryan players are Robert Metz and
John Williams.
"We are anxious to interest more play-

ers in the league. Anyone desiring to join

should contact me on Ext. 380, or leave

his name with Employee Service," Kister

said.
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Jack (Red) McManis, San Diego county
champion in 1939 and 1940, will be a lead-

ing power in tennis this season for Ryan,
where he has worked since January in Mani-
fold Inspection.

The 27-year-old athlete, who has won
approximately 50 trophies and numerous
medals, first become interested in tennis

the year following graduation from Fuller-

ton high school.

Although starting later than most net-

ters, he soon made up for this handicap by
constant practice, and while at Fullerton

junior college he won the Southern Califor-

nia junior college men's singles champion-
ship in 1937.

McManis spent a year and a half at

Redlands University before entering the

Navy. When he received an honorable dis-

charge, he decided to go to work for Ryan
early this year.

Jack won the Arizona state singles crown
at Phoenix in 1938 and repeated at Tucson
the following year. By 1941 he was ranked
eighth in men's singles in Southern Cali-

fornia, hotbed for tennis. McManis is a two-
time winner of the popular Coronado tourna-
ment, and is well known to San Diego ten-

nis fans.

Greatest satisfaction on the court was
received by McManis when he scored upset

victories over Frankie Parker, who went on
to win the national junior championship;
and over Hal Surface, who once ranked
seventh nationally in men's singles.

Ellsworth Vines is Jack's favorite tennis

player.

McManis has one more goal in tennis

—

he hopes to play in some of the big tourna-
ments in the East. He may ask for a leave

of absence in order to compete in the na-
tionals at Forest Hills next September.

Carmack Berryman has issued a call for

all tennis players at Ryan to begin practice

for the many tournaments ahead. An em-
ployees' tennis ladder is being kept. A player

may challenge any opponent appearing
within three notches above him on the board.



Basketball— Sheet metal
Ryan Sheet Metal's basketball team was

defeated by the Consolidated-Vultee Engi-
neers, 44 to 14, in a playoff for the Day
Shift Industrial league cage title.

The game was played in the San Diego
High School gymnasium Thursday evening,
March 23.

Girls' volleyball

Captained by Ruth Robinson of Engi-
neering, a girls' team is representing Ryan
in the San Diego Volleyball league, organ-
ized by Pauline des Granges of the city

recreation department.
Games are played every Tuesday evening

in the San Diego High School gym.
Women employees representing Ryan are

Capt. Robinson, Katherine Ponsford, Carol
Klingensmith, Charlene Andrews, Fern
Cripe, Helen Schweneker, La Nell Dodd,
Lorraine Danyluk and Beatrice Meyers.

Matches consist of three 1 5-point games,
and the 1944 official men's volleyball rules

are being used. Competition is open to any
industrial, military, church or social group.

Softball

Softball will share the Ryan spotlight in

summer sports, with arrangements virtually

completed for a six- or eight-club depart-

mental league for men. Among the first

teams to sign up were Tooling, Production

Control and Airplane Planning.

Ray Holkestad has his Night Shift team
practicing two times a week, and is rapidly

moulding a strong club from an original

roster of 22 players. His team will represent

Ryan in the Night Shift industrial league.

The Ryan Day Shift girls' team is to be
managed again by Walt Jaeger, who plans

to have a large number of candidates out

by the latter part of April.

An all-star men's team is now being

picked to represent Ryan in the City Indus-
trial League for Day Shift clubs.

Summer Bowling
Entries for the Ryan Summer Bowling

League must be turned in to Mr. Wright in

the Personnel Department before May 1

,

1944.
There are 20 lanes available for the

summer league. Teams that just finished

the winter league will have preference. Get
your entry in early. First there, first served.

Hillcrest Bowling
Standings of the Hillcrest League as of

March 23rd were:
W L

Plutocrats 16 8

Precision Five 14 10
Manifold No. 1 14 10
Final Assembly 13 11

Saws and Routers 12 12
Shipping 12 12
Ten Pins 12 12
Nite Hawks 11 13

Wolves 9 15
Manifold No. 2 8 16

nil-Stars Defeat

Tijuana Cagers
Mexico and the U. S. clasp hands as

the Ryan All-Star team meets the Ti-

juana cagers in a three-game battle.

Below are the two teams before the

game and in action.

^^

Basketball— Rll Stars

With a record of 1 9 games won and 5

lost, the Ryan All-Stars completed their

basketball season the latter part of March.

Victory over the Tijuana cagers in two
out of three games marked the final ap-

pearance of the All-Stars, who defeated

Tijuana 50-32 in Mexico in the first game,
won the second 36-34 in San Diego, but lost

the third in Tijuana 40-30.

The Ryan team finished second in league

play to the champion San Diego All-Stars,

who were good enough to reach the finals

of the Southern California AAU tourna-

ment before being eliminated by the Lock-

heed Lightnings.

Mainstays of the Ryan All-Stars were

Ed Herrin and Metz LaFollette, forwards,

and Ed Tazelaar, guard. Jack Balmer played

fine ball at center before leaving to enter

the Navy.

Other team members were Carmack
Berryman, A. G. Harris, Bert Nichols, Leo
Tuck, "Tex" Braden, Steve Bagarus, Jack
Cunningham and Marty Pelka. Team man-
ager was Joe Garinger. Berryman booked
games for the All-Stars, and helped coach
the club.
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Dubbs and Putts
Results of the Ryan Golf Tournament,

held March 26th at the La Mesa Country

Club, are as follows:

81 low gross Kenny Cushman
81 2nd low gross Kenny Barnes

84 3rd low gross Bernie Bills

66 low net Jess Larsen

67 2nd low net Bill Putnam
67 3rd low net Lou Arbuckle

Most pars Russ Nordlund
Most birds Frank Lightfoot

High score Geo. Sutcliffe
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Blind bogies to the following: Kirkpatrick,

Love, Gillam, Clark, Patterson, Nelson, Hil-

lis, McReynolds and Trout.

Bernie Bills and Kenny Barnes have had

things quite their own way for a long time.

Now that Kenny Cushman is with us, things

might be a little different. This is Cush-

man's first tournament with us, and I'm sure

we will hear more from him this summer.

M. M. CLANCY.



Archers Hold

First match

Left: At the target, John

Zapolski, standing in back of

Jim Stalnaker and Kay Larkin

with his back to the camera.

Below: On the line from left

to right, Frank Eicholtz, winner

of the first archery match; Kay

Larkin, Jim Stalnaker, John

Zapolski and Ronald Lee.

Whispers From

Final Swingsters
by U and Me

Well, here it is April and that beautiful

time of the year when memories, lovely

flowers and pretty new clothes are so a

part of us . . . Easter.

Wasn't that a nice, delicious wedding

cake ADA LINDSEY brought? She is Mrs.

BROWN now. Her thoughtfulness of want-

ing us to share in her celebration in such

a tasty way was deeply appreciated by each

one. We do wish the finest in life to follow

them both "
'til death do us part." We

do miss ALMA JONES and LILLIAN TEM-
PLETON. Will be glad when they return.

So happy to have LEILA MITCHELL back.

We all join in wishing your husband will be

restored to health shortly. He is another of

those grand persons who have done so much
for our country.

HAZEL VANDERBLEEK has been out a

few days, "voiceless." . . . Sorry to lose

RUTH SOUTHCOTT. ... Mr. PELL, we

hear, has had to stay in bed for some time

on doctor's orders. We all miss him greatly

and do want him to know we wish a happy

recovery sooner than expected. . . .
DELL

was out awhile with the measles.

Say, those Marines can come back any

iime with some more fine music and wit.

That is what helps us all along the way.

If you think of dieting, ask RAE about

it first. She learned a lot about it. . . .

Hope, IRENE, you enjoyed your vacation.

. . . We are very proud of a "pipe-smoking

foreman." Keep it burning, ole man. It be-

comes you greatly.

It's very quiet in the Covering department.

We do miss you, ESTEEN. Hurry back!

We read once "A pleased customer is the

best advertisement." So that is why we work

at Ryan, and our friends work here^ too.

What is the difference between a taxi-

dermist and a tax collector? The taxider-

mist takes only the hide.
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Chin Music
by

Herman
Martindale

The new buses chartered by Ryan to

carry workers to and from the Plaza met
with approval from all. This is really a time-

caver.

Many Ryanites have experienced a little

ride to Los Angeles in the past few months.

This wasn't a joy ride either. They all re-

ceived a greeting from the President that

said, "Having been examined by a local

board composed of your friends and neigh-

bors, you are hereby ordered to report for

pre-induction physical, etc." I was in-

cluded in the ones that made the journey

on March 6th, after being hustled out of

bed to report at the local board at 5:45 a.m.

(which was quite a change for second shift-

ers) ; we shivered in the cold as our names
were called off, which was the cue to enter

the bus and settle down for what seemed
like a 7-day bicycle race.

Arriving in Los Angeles, we jumped out

of the bus and were met by a large sign

that read: "Induction Station No. 1." Upon
entering the building we were told to go

upstairs. Ha! There's the elevator. What's
that sign say? "Selectees—Do not use ele-

vator. Use stairs." Giving us a little exer-

cise already.

After being seated in rows on what
seemed like stone benches we were aroused

by a sergeant, whose first words were,

"You're in an Army camp now. Keep your

ears and eyes open and your mouth shut."

Turning to three other gents and myself,

who were seated in the front row, he said,

"You four volunteers step forward. You,

you, you and you." He handed us each a

stack of papers and told us to distribute

them to the o'hers as they filed by. Finally,

after what seemed like thousands went by,

we were seated again and we filled out

forms for a couple of hours before our

physical began.

"Have you ever had any stomach trou-

ble?" "Why, yes, I used to have ulcers."

"Can you eat soup?" "Yes." "Next!" This

was typical of the many questions we
were asked, and, after being jabbed with

a needle and shoved around, we had to

jump up and down to see how our hearts

acted after such violent exercise.

After our physical was over we were

examined by a psychiatrist who delighted in

asking "whether you had a girl or not."

We then learned how we came out. I

was accepted for limited service and may
enter the service in the near future, de-

pending on the quota for limited service.

Wedding bells rang out March 1 1 for

JOYCE BUTTS of Manifold. She was mar-

ried to Staff Sergeant Joe N. Brown, who
is a veteran of 23 months overseas duty and

over three years in the Marine Corps. Mani-

fold wishes to extend congratulations to

Joyce and are wishing them all the success

possible.

ANNA LEE REYNOLDS has completed

one year's service at Ryan and has received

her one-year service pin.

Newcomers to Tailpipe are ALTA MED-
LEY and STELLA BENDER. Although they

are not new at Ryan, we welcome them into

Tailpipe.



Accounting Notes
by Kay and Mary Frances

St. Pa'rick's Day and the "wearing of

the green" was observed by many Ryanites,

whether Irish or otherwise. . . . EILEEN
ELROD greeted us that morning with her
pert green bows in her hair. Next caught
our eye was MARY FREEL's pretty slippers.

JACK DEVVAR and JIM MONTGOMERY
wore green-colored ties, not io forget Mr.
MILLER and Mr. SHERMAN. BOB BETTS
also displayed the green. ERNESTINE
ROGERS brightened Timekeeping in a kelly

sweater. Traffic's own VIRGINIA WIL-
LIAMS and BETTY RADEWAN, in Mr.
NOAKES' office, were on the beam. CLARE
GOODRICH showed her colors. As we ap-
proached Inventory we met HELEN KING
wearing a typical Irish shamrock, and
HULDA FREE in a yummy sweater. But for

all St. Patrick's Day we feel the cake should
go (and it did) to DOROTHY HAAG, who
celebrated her birthday. Dot was decked
out in green from top of her head to the
tip of her toes. And on her desk—that is,

until lunch—was a bir'hday cake. Yes,
that is right. It even had a luscious green
frosting. Many more St. Pa'rick's Day birth-

days to you, Dot.

Dots and flashes from the departments:

Inventory: What is this story about
HARRY KISTER and MARK CRIPE consist-

ently beating BOB BETTS and VIC. FELTER

New Foreman

Newest to join the ranks of Foremen
is B. A. Bruce, who last month became
an Assistant Foreman in the Machine
Shop on second shift.

at Pinochle? Vic claims Mark is basing his

theory on a certain day's score; Mark, on
the other hand, says that it was a three

days' score. This went round and round,

and since there were no spectators, will we
ever know? . . . LOUISE DAVIS received

a lovely letter from the Novy Department
explaining how her Marine husband, Lloyd,

was hurt in the Marshall Islands unload-
ing supplies. He is now recovering in a res?

camp in Honolulu. . . . Congratulations
go to MARY ADAMS and HELEN SCHRO-
DER, who recently celebrated their birth-

days. . . . We are sorry to hear that

Mrs. HARRY KISTER is quite ill in Los
Angeles. HARRY, MARK CRIPE and his

family drove up to see Mrs. Kisfer last

week-end. . . . ELLEN SCHROEDER is

just back from a two weeks' visit to Se-
attle, Washing'on, where she was a brides-

maid at her sister's wedding. . . . The
wolves are howling again. We understand
that ALDENE SCHULTZ's Marine husband
is in Michigan on furlough. . . . Messrs.
BETTS and CRIPE have been looking sorta

downcast lately. Could it be the poker game
they lost one Friday night?

Traffic: SHERMAN took a trip to Los
Angeles. What about it, Sherm? Rumor has
it you had quite a time.

Tabulating: Congratulations to Mrs.

BETTY SELLAR, who celebrated her first

wedding anniversary March 6th. . . . DORO-
THY BEALL transferred from the first to the

second shift. We want to welcome
MARGARET ERW1N and BETTY HARRIS
to third shift. FRANCES LONG and ES-

THER ANGEL to second shift. JANET
MAQUIRE, who hails from Texas, to the

first shift. Janet's husband works in Tool

Designing.

Timekeeping: Chief Timekeeper PAUL
(SI) SEIDEL, just out of scarlet fever

quarantine, is recovering nicely. . . . ER-

NESTINE ROGERS has departed for 'Frisco

to joint her Navy hubby. . . . MARY
SLATER has taken leave of absence to be

with her husband, who has been on active

duty for two years with the Seabees. . . .

JEAN PHIBBS, recently found in Sheet

Metal, may now be located in Timekeeping.

. . ELEANOR WARD swi'ched from

nights to days.

Accounts Payabb is pretty proud of itself.

They are growing rapidly.

JUNE LONG has gone on the night shift

and we want to welcome DOROTHY FRED-
ERICH also to that shift. We gals cer-

tainly envy them, when they talk about

the sun baths they take every day. Ah I

Spring! . . . AILEEN STEWART trans-

ferred from Final Assembly into the de-

partment after her marriage to Richard

Stewart, who works at Consolidated. The
very best of luck to you, Aileen, in your new
walk of life. . . . This office hos the

most "flu-ing-est" bunch of women

—

GEORGIA PURDY, ALBERTA JOLLY, MARY
WILLFORD, HELEN BOND and KAY PAT-
TON have all been out because of it. . . .

WILLIAM HECTRICK has been missed since

he took a leave of absence to go back east

due to illness in the family.

DEMIS EDWARDS, formerly of Payroll, is

now with Mr. HOFFMAN, taking the place

of RENE BARTON.
As we close for today, may we leave you

with a thought: Be a citizen soldier . . .

Donate your blood . . . You won't miss it

. . . He may die without it.
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Notes From

Dawn
Workers

by Ralph Geist

^ <* '

We're losing a goodly number of third
shifters to the day shift this week. They in-

clude GRACE HOLT, ARLENE GREGORY,
VIRGINIA GREEN, LEO SEDGWICK, HELEN
SOMMERVILLE and M. j. THOMPSON,
leadman. MINNIE BUTTERFIELD and AD
TOLEN, inspectors, are transferring to

the second shift. ANNIE L. BELL JUA-
NITA STERNKOPF and DORIS DICKOW
are remaining on the third shift, but trans-
ferring to the Drop Hammer department.
MINNIE MARGRAFF and ERA WADE have
transferred 'o Manifold Inspection from
Sheet Metal. ELIZABETH BENNIVES is an-
other new member of Manifold Inspection,

coming from Sheet Metal, second shift.

Welcome newcomers: JANET LORD of Ar-
kansas and GLADYS McBRIDE of Indiana,
in Manifold Inspection. Hope you like your
work.

Thanks, HELEN ALLISON, for a slice of
that swell chocolate cake. The cake was a
farewell shot for Helen, as she left the
third for first shift in Tack and Trim.
BOB TATO, also of Tack and Trim, moved
to the first shift.

JIMMY KINNARD, gas welder, has also

transferred to first. MARTHA ALLEN,
spotwelder, was absent due to illness, but
is back on the job now.

HELEN JAMES, manifold inspector, was
absent for about four days, caring for her

children, who were burned in a fuel oil

fire. Helen says the children are recovering
nicely from their burns.

CLIFF BAKER, Nebraska's gift to the

Manifold department, is back on the third

shift after several months on days. Cliff is

one of the better bowlers of the depart-

ment.

EDDIE TAZELAAR has transferred to

third from first. The dawn shift is not new
to Eddie, as he did a stretch in Small Parts

last year.

D. R. "DEWEY" BEMENT, leadman, has

been without his store teeth lately. Said he

bit down on a rabbit "laig." Nuff said!

Sounds like he got ahold of one of those

Kansas Jacks instead of a tame white

bunny.

MARY JEAN MILLER, gas welder, had
a swollen and discolored jaw a couple of

weeks ago, result of a fight between (wo
Marines. No foolin', she was walking past

a downtown bar as two Marines wheeled
out of the door and Mary was hit before

she could get away. She has the word of

her husband to prove it.



Manifold Dispatching
by Marian Schumacher

Since this is my final column, I had every

intention of beating the deadline by at least

one day, but said plans went haywire and
here am I, plugging away at the last min-
ute again. Nearly all of you Dispatchers

have been properly introduced to CLAIRE
PERKINS, my successor to all those "pay
day" smiles, and I know you must be
anxious to know a little more about her.

The most vital information 1 can give is

that she is a pretty blonde and "no strings

a'.tached." She declares that all men are

non-essential, though, but I feel certain

that she has not been left the chance to

find out. Claire's former home is Twin Falls,

Idaho, but she is not a newcomer to San
Diego. I'm sure you will find her charming,
with a fascinating personality.

We focused our attention upon GORDON
GREER and C. C. McCAFFERTY this past

week, wondering if Uncle Sam found them
as sound and healthy as they look; he pro-

nounced them to be perfect specimens of

manhood, and it appears that they may
soon transfer their services from aircraft to

the Armed Forces.

We sympathize with DEANE SMITH, who
had a bad fall over a week ago, resulting

in a knee injury which has kept him con-

fined to his home. We hope he will be

able to return after another week of con-

valescing.

JIMMY EDGIL has been transferred to the

Manifold Planning Office, and we have
really missed him. JIMMY WHITFIELD has
become a Shop Follow-Up man, and HERB
RAWLINGS took Jimmy's place in Tack and
Trim. In Herb's job in Hanger adjustment
we now find JOE McCOY.

Last issue, I introduced "BILL" POWELL.
My error, and I apologize. His name is

WALTER, but he admitted that he is usually

called "Bill," which makes it all right.

EFFIE N. SYERS, in Drop Hammer Dis-

patching, is from Walla Walla, Washing-
ton, and spent considerable time in aircraft

work. Her husband is in the Navy and was
very fortunate to return safe and sound after

being on the Lexington when it went down.

EITHEL M. DAHLBERG, from Idaho, is

new at Ryan in the Tack and Trim area.
A. G. FIGUEROA, who is an oldtimer in

Dispatching, recently transferred from sec-
ond shift to first shift in Small Parts.

Anyone interested in a trip to Ensenada,
Mexico, contact CLIFF COCKING. I under-
stand he spent a little time there just a
couple of weeks ago, and should have all

the dope.

Here is something TOMMY THOMPSON
believes would be of interest to Mr. Ripley:
A lady in San Diego, whom he had never
seen before, inquired of him if he knew
anyone who wanted to rent a house. Tommy
was in the process of moving at the time,
to a temporary location, so he was prac-
tically stunned. Now Tommy has a nice
house, and the woman has a renter, satis-
fying everyone concerned. Can it be pgs-
sible that anyone else in San Diego is look-
ing for a tenant?

'Tis time to leave my parting words now
before turning this column over to JOE
McCOY and HERB RAWLINGS, the "Col-
laborators" in the next issue. I'm very much
in earnest when I say that I have enjoyed the

Ernie Moore Honored in Los Anseles
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Selected as one of the "Uncommon Men" of American industry, men who have con-
tributed greatly to increased quality and quantity of production, Ernie Moore, produc-
tion superintendent at Ryan, was recently honored in Los Angeles. Along with five

other West Coast aircraft men, Moore received the Chamberlain Award for Outstand-
ing Industrial Achievement for 1943. Ernie Moore is shown receiving the award from
Gordon F. Sondraker, vice president and general manager of the Chamberlain Company.

warm friendship of everyone I have known
at Ryan.

DEAR MARION: Just when I get so that

I do not know you at all in a good old

hometown way, you ups and takes a powder.
And you were one of the best clerks I have
never known. But perhaps you will come
back some day, as CHARLES "Second-to-
None" WELDON says, "they always come
back or wish that they could."
A bit of gossip: 'Tis said that Dispatcher

ORVILLE MATSON, the handsome Dis-

patcher in Weld, is just before marrying
another Ryan employee, one JEANNETTE
McGRAYNE. Leap Year had something to

do with it, no doubt, for Matson just came
to Ryan a short time ago, after being dis-

charged from the Army. But we hope that

it will be a contradiction of the proverb that

goes, "Marry with dispatch and " or

some such wording.
The Dispatcher of the week is DICK

YOUNG, Dispatcher in Tailpipes. Dick is a

native son, but doesn't show it. He attended
San Diego Grammar and High Schools
and spent three years at State College, after

which he served two years in the Navy.
Very gentle of manner and pleasing to the

eye, Dick is also in the acceptable brocket
on Uncle Sam's age chart; another perfect

material witness for a Leap Year proposal.

It is not necessary, girls, to "look before
you leap," but we're telling you to "leap
before he looks!"

Howdy to W. ROMPOT in Hanger Ad-
justment Dispatching. Mr. Rompot comes
to us from Camp Callan, where he served
as chauffeur for the major and pinch hit

office worker. He swings a mean pencil in

shorthand and is a maestro of the type-
writer keyboard.
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Wanted: One slightly-used, unfurnished
foxhole, or will swap the deed to my house,
which the OPA says I can't live in, for a
wigwam with a built-in library of govern-
ment rules and regulations. ELEANOR
FORSBERG, Small Parts Dispatching.

Another hearty howdy to L. M. "TEX"
TYSON, who is in Small Parts Dispatch-
ing. "Tex" is from Texas, naturally, but
an "uld pawdna" at Ryan, having been in

Small Parts production before. And in the
same breath we bid good luck to ALFRED
FIGUEROA, who is transferring from Dis-

patcher, second shift, to the same job on
first shift.

Dispatcher LOGAN BELL, third shift, was
singing a drooping dirge after the first drill

period with the Coast Guard Reserve.

The 1 -A Club seems to be getting more
members and a lot of our co-workers are
flashing membership cards.

Yours until centenarians get into 1 -A
classification.

SALLY THE SUBSTITUTE.

Here's a little note that came in with a
request that we include it, unbeknownst to

Marion, at the end of the Manifold Dis-

patching column. Here it is:

How's about it, fellers and gals of Mani-
fold Dispatching. Don't you think that
Marion Schumacher, the half-pint of cheer
who visits our various stations so often, de-
serves a great big hand for the swell man-
ner in which she is filling the shoes . . .

No. 1 2s . . .of Jerry Ryan, as columnist
for our department? Of course we miss Jerry

like the very dickens, but when he joined the

Navy, weren't we lucky to have Marion to

take over and carry on! A DISPATCHER.



Ryan Trading Post
FOR SALE For Sale (continued)

1A Graf lex camera; uses 116 roll film. John D.
Hill, Secretary's Office. Phone W-0214.

3/4-h.p. Neptune outboard, nearly new. $40.00.
Gordon Rupp, Photography, Ext. 297, or 2266
2nd, Apt. 8.

Corona adding machine. John D. Hill, Secretary's
Office. Phone W-0214.

1936 Pontiac 6 sedan; new paint (two-tone
gray); tires like new. Motor reecntly over-
hauled. An economical and comfortable riding
car, which has had excellent care. Must sell;

best offer takes. B. Klein, Ext. 354, 7235
Volta Court, Linda Vista.

Used tireless cooker and rug. Contact Dickens,
Stress, Ext. 378 or W-2027.

'30 Model "A" sedan; new tires, new paint job.
Just the car for transportation to and from
work. Larry Larson, Paint Shop, Second Shift.

Westinghouse Vacuum Cleaner, At condition. R.
O. Watson, 1186, Tool Room, or phone R-2295.

1930 Chev. coupe, recently overhauled, rebore.
Good tires, excellent transportation. Reason-
able. C. W. Rasmussen, Ext. 281.

Elgin watch, 7 -jewel movement, small size with
matching chain, $18. O. W. Schaefer, Manifold
Small Parts, 2nd Shift.

House trailer, 19 ft., 1938, Covered Wagon. A-l
condition ,all metal. See Ellen Farrington, 3846,
Sheet Metal.

All-mahogany speedboat, V-8 engine, 13 feet
long, 5 -ft. beam. Good condition. Trailer and
accessories. John Cameron, 1503, Final Assem-
bly Inspection.

One Garland range with high oven; good condi-
tion. One bed springs and mattress; one round
dining table, 9 ft., oak; one rug 8x10' 6".

See Mrs. Dollie Miller in Cafeteria after 1 p.m.

Spinet piano and Solo Vox; price $800, terms or
cash. Carl H. Huchting, Shipping Department.

Mahogany case mantel clock. R. O. Watson, 1186,
Tool Room, or phone R-2295.

'42 Ford de luxe coupe. Radio, original white
sidewalls, seat covers, low mileage, excellent
condition; original owner; 1 944 license plates.
M. C. Pitts, 1611, Sub Assembly. Call after
5 p.m. or T-9549 Sundays.

Good gas heater, very reasonable. Contact Fran-
ces Burley, Sub Assembly.

One pair of lady's riding boots, size 6/2 AA; also
one pair of lady's riding breeches, size 12. Both
items are brown and have been worn only a
few times. The price is only $12.50 for both
items. See Danny, 2226, Bumping Dept. Mani-
fold, third shift.

Lady's beautiful solitaire diamond, over 3 karats.
Value $1200. An ideal gift for an engagement
ring and a safe and sound investment. Will
sell for $900 cash or exchange for late- model
car, equity in a 3-bedroom furnished house, or
what have you? Bob Vizzini, Master Scheduling,
Ext. 278.

High-oven gas range. Inquire M. M. Miller, Mani-
fold Dept., third shift.

Four-piece bedroom suite, rug and 3 lamps, nice
davenport, chair, rocker, lamp, stand and large
rug. Also kitchen table and chairs. All furniture
is quite new and in good condition. J. L. Johns,
5494, Inspection, or 4470 Monaco St., Ocean
Beach.

Weathered-oak dining table and six chairs, $22.50.
Harry E. Wright, 7350, Methods Engineering,
or 4774 Kansas St.

One Sensenich propeller {Ryan type), beautiful
wood, ideal mantel decoration, with clock in

center. Jack Graham, Cutting Dept.

Assorted clocks; a few alarms, some mantel type,
ivory model vanity, and both electric and
wind type kitchen clocks. Jack Graham, da-
ting Dept., or 4488 Central after 5 p.m.

, Ltd., San Diego

One inner-spring mattress, like new, $30 cash.
W. G. Taylor, Mechanical Maintenance.

1940 Ford coupe, A-l condition; five good tires
G. L. Bailey, 7143, Stock Room 2.

Two balloon-type bicycle tires and tubes; brand
new. Jack Graham, Cutting Dept., or 4488
Central after 5 p.m.

One pair of figure ice skates, black, size 8. Used
only a few times. Price $5.00. Southwick, 1908,
Wing Assembly, Ext. 355.

Or trade—-One Ithaca hammerless 12-gauge
double-barrel shotgun with 5 boxes of shells.
E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.

Paint high-pressure spray gun. A. C. Berryman,
Insp. Crib 3, Ext. 343, or phone T-7784.

1933 De Soto coupe with rumble seat, radio and
5 nood 700x15 tires mounted on it. Best offer
takes it. E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.

22 Remington repeater. Hank Hanggi, Manifold
Pre-Jig, or 2541 State St., M-8666.

Deluxe tandem cozy coach trailer. R. A. Olson,
Machine Shop.

'38 Lincoln Zephyr, 4-door sedan; good tires and
upholstery. Call at 3828 Falcon.

1929 Chevrolet coupe. Good tires. $100, or will
trade for motorcycle. Eddie Lillis, 1254, Drop
Hammer.

1934 Deluxe Plymouth sedan, radio; good tires,

some gas. Catherine Auerswald, 3309, Sheet
Metal, second shift, or phone W-1008 between
11 and 3.

1941 Tudor Deluxe Ford; radio, heater, good
rubber; needs paint job, but has excellent
motor. $1 1 50 cash. J. P. Boylan, Material
Control.

Box springs, Hotel Grand mattress, with studio
legs; almost new. Catherine Auerswald, 3309,
Sheet Metal, se:ond shift, or phone W-1008
between 1 I and 3.

Remington standard typewriter with pica type.
Frances Statler, Public Relations, Ext. 297, or
call Humboldt 8-2776.

1941 Olds Convertible Hydromatic with new pre-
war tires, and a Hudson Club Coupe. Contact
Finstad, Ext. 372.

Two-wheel box trailer with good 5.50x16 tires.

Delco auto radio. John D. Hill, Secretary's
Office, Phone W-0214.

1941 Chevrolet fender pants, $12.00. M. C. Mc-
Farlane, Sheet Metal, R-6323.

Lady's walnut dressing table, solid mahogany
spool bed, and davenport and matching chair.
Bill Brown, Sheet Metal, Home address 2530 A
Street.

'39 Ford Tudor, good condition, good tires.

$600.00. V. S. Tucker, Tooling Department.

'36 Plymouth, very good condition and good tires.

Cash $365.00. Alice M. Pullem, 2751, Tool
Room, or call at 4051 Twiggs St.

1 939 Plymouth 4-door sedan. Radio and good
tires. It's clean and runs swell. Only $825.00.
See Chris Mueller, Tooling Dept.

1936 Ford Tudor, nood condition, good 6-ply
tires. $395.00. V. S. Tucker, 3754, Tooling
Dept.

Seat covers for 1 942 Ford Super Deluxe Tudor
sedan. Bought by my son in the service. On car
seats only one day. $10.00. See James D.
Berry, 5982, Janitors.

Spalding figure skates with shoes attached. Size
9. $10, cost $18. Haswell, Engineering, Ext. 372.

'38 Buick, 4-door special sedan, good tires, good
condition. Take cheaper car in trade. W. E.

Brewer, Manifold Assembly, or 402 Arbor Dr.,

Phone W-4230.

Phi I co radio-phcnDgraph combination. Has just

been completely overhauled. Cost $285. Sell at
$125 cash. A. Tolen, Spotweld Inspection, Ext.

345, 3i.l Shift.
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MISCELLANEOUS
Will trade 100 rounds .38 spl. reloads, 125 rounds

.45 A.C.P. late G.I. for .30 Rem., .30-. 30,

.30-. 40, .30-.06, primers, bullets and powder;
also reloading tools for .05 and .30-.40. R. I.

Jones, 4758, Fuselage, or phone T-9182 in the
evening.

Wanted—To rent 2- or 3-room apartment. 2nd
shift worker. Edith H. Potter, 8568, Manifold
Small Parts.

Will trade 22 automatic rifle with scope and
1000 rounds of ammunition for good radio.
R. N. Olson, Manifold Assembly, or call
F-1018.

Lost—Lady's wrist watch containing four rubies
and diamonds at the Ryan Benefit Dance.
Large reward. Contact Bettie Waller, Ext. 272.

Found—One-year service pin in factory yard. Call
at Finishing Department desk.

Will swap completely furnished apt. for fur-
nished or partly furnished house. Contact
Champ, 3048, Wing Assembly.

WANT TO BUY
Small Model T or A truck or truck about the

same age—any kind. R. J. Bretor, 1371, Wing
Assembly.

A victrola or combination radio and phonograph.
M. Floridia, Plant Police, second shift. Ext. 256.

Good used Kennedy Kit tool box. J. H. Price,
Tool room, new building.

Old model kodak with f6.3 lens, size 116 or 120.
Contact Allan, Navy Inspection, Final Assem-
bly.

Sailboat. E. H. Birdsall, Plant Layout, Engineering.

Two-wheel trailer. See Kinner, 1248, Drop Ham-
mer.

Electric oven—cash. J. H. Whitman, Engineering
Equipment.

One man's and one lady's bowling ball. Nan Her-
bert, Laboratory CI., 9743, or phone F-8300.

Pre-war baby walker. W. B. Powell, 9384, Mani-
fold Small Parts.

Cheap model A or Chevrolet car; will pay cash.
Eddie Glidden, 2709, Template Dept., or phone
J-2545 after 6:00 p.m.

Power tools, lathe, circle saw. drill press, or what
have you. Eddie Glidden, 2709, Template Dept.,
or phone J-2545 after 6 p.m.

Will pay cash for good portable electric heater.
Mrs. M. Kohler, 3354 Sheet Metal Assembly.

Small dory (skiff). Contact Wilkewich, 1239,
Manifold.

One electric corn popper. Mary Pollock, Contact
Engineering, Ext. 379.

For cash—Studio couch or tiltback, small wal-
nut dinette set, walnut coffee table, pots and
pans, dresser and night stand, preferably
maple. Lee Heffnan, Ext. 242, or call B-6504.

An electric toaster in good condition: pop-up type
preferred. Maxine Littlefield, Ennineering, Ext.

371.
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Words just don't come when you
try to tell friends how much you ap-
preciate their kindness. I've never
worked with as fine a group of people
as those at Ryan—they're all tops.

And I'll be forever grateful to my
foreman, Micky Meyers; my leadman,
Dewey Bement, and Nurse McClain
for their thoughtfulness. If every-
thing works out right I'll be back with
you on third shift soon.

JO ANN BELL,
Manifold, third shift.
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RYAN-STANDARD cabin pla
pioneer passenger airliner.

RYAN BROUGHAM, widely used
commercially and for many famous
flights.

RYAN S-C, cabin plane for private-

1940

RYAN Y0-51 "Dragonfly", Army
observation plone with unique per-
formance obilily.

1941

RYAN NR-1, low-wing trainer used
for formation flight instruction by

RYAN ST3-S, seaplane trainer of
s Army's PI-22.
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1943 U
RYAN PT-25, superbly engineered
plosfic-bonded plywood troiner.

Wings Across the Sea
THAT FREEDOM MAY NOT DIE

Half surrounding Japan's ill-won new terri-

tories are Chinese, Indian and Australian air

bases. In these countries are thousands of

potentially fine pilots, as eager as their

American brothers in arms to fight the com-

mon enemy.

HELPING ARM OUR ALLIES

But grounded valor is of little avail against

Japanese air power. Only modern training

and modern equipment can turn this eager-

ness into effective military use.

Ryan is proud of its contribution in Asia

and Australia toward this end. Widely used

for training military pilots for the U. S. Army

Air Forces, Ryan planes were in China and

the Netherlands East Indies in training op-

erations before the war. Now Ryan planes

are doing their full share in important mili-

tary assignments for China and in Australia

and India. Of course, details of these military

assignments cannot now be published.

TO STRIKE HARDER BLOWS

In addition to other vital war work, Ryan

activities now include the engineering de-

velopment and manufacture of advanced

type combatant airplanes and important as-

semblies for the armed services. Into these is

going knowledge that will make Ryan peace-

time planes and other producrs safer, more

useful and more economical.

TZ-e-Ly on. JL^aji. ta BuJ.ld- Ws.ll

RYAN
PIANS WELL
Modern engineering
r flying experience.

Typical result- Ryon
exhaust manifold sys-

tems are now used on
the finest plones of

other manufacturers.

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY, SAN DIEGO— MEMBER, AIRCRAFT WAR PRODUCTION COUNCIL, INC.

Ryan Products; Army PT-22s; Navy NR-h; Army PT-25* ; S-T Commerciol and Military Trainers.- Eihoust Manifold Syslems ond Bomber Assemblies.
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A short time ago we here at Ryan subscribed 130% of our

Red Cross War Fund Quota. We did a good job.

But the season for giving is not over. Ten million men in the

armed forces are giving every bit of their time and energy. We,
in turn, must give them everything they need to wage that war.

One of the most important of these things money cannot buy.

It's blood plasma.

We were particularly reminded of this a week ago when
local Red Cross officials presented Ryan employees with a cer-

tificate in appreciation of their cooperation not only during the

War Fund Drive but in coming to the Blood Donor Center. They
told us that over 1000 men and women had registered from Ryan
at the Center. Probably a great many other Ryanites have donated

blood but have not mentioned that they were from Ryan. That

record is something of which we can all be proud. Nevertheless,

one point impresses me. The quota for the San Diego Blood Bank
is 2000 pints a week. If this entire group from Ryan had given

during the same week, they would have only half filled that single

week's quota.

The job of supplying blood is a tremendous one, a continuing

one, and one that we on the home front dare not neglect, lest some
American boy fail to return, for want of plasma.

Very shortly we are going to be engaged in a gigantic inva-

sion. Ryan brothers, sons and husbands will participate in that

battle. The planes we help build and the blood we donate will

be there too—let each of us resolve that a pint of our blood will

be on hand Invasion Day to help bring home a wounded Yank.

OT^^^4
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by FRANK SAYE

A few months ago our Industrial Rela-
tions Director, W. Frank Persons, told you
that we needed more workers here at Ryan.
He asked you to bring in any friends you
had. He told you why we wanted your
friends—because during the last few years
we've found that the new employees
brought in by Ryanites do the best work, are
absent least and stay with the company the
longest. We got a number of good workers
because you folks cooperated.

We needed workers then. We need them
even worse now. That's why I knew I could
come to you again. You see, Ryan is one of
the few aircraft firms where the total em-
ployment is still on the increase. Many firms
have reached their peak. In these days of
critical labor shortage when the younger men
are being taken by selective service for the
armed forces and men and women exper-
ienced in aircraft work are exceedingly hard
to find, all these companies have to do is

keep up with their turnover. When they lose
one employee, they replace one employee.
In fact, they may find that by shifting
around a bit, they occasionally won't have
to replace.

We here at Ryan are in a different spot.
We have to replace those that leave the
firm, and, in addition, we have to be con-
stantly increasing our total number of
employees. Brother, in these days, that's
a job. We need men, experienced or not,
men who are physically able to do good,
hard work. In fact, I'd like to stress that
point. We have a big job to do. It's going
to take men and women who want to work
to do it.

That's why you can help us again. Aren't
there some people among your friends or
relatives, good healthy folks who are just
as anxious as you to see this war through,
but have just never gotten settled in an
essential war job? Think about it. Show
them this page and the interesting jobs
that they could fill. Tell them some of the
advantages of working at Ryan. You know
them as well as I, Tell them that we need
more workers, that they don't need exper-
ience, just the desire to work. Stop in at
my office in the Industrial Relations De-
partment, pick up an application blank and
give or mail it to them. Then follow through
ond see that they take that first initial step
of bringing it in to the downtown employ-
ment office at 1023 Fourth Avenue. Then,
as friend to friend, will you call me up on
Extension 310 and tell me whom you are
sending in so we'll be on the watch for them?



YOUR INVENTION?
How about that invention you've

often thought you'd "do something
with?"

Just lying there in the back of

your head, it isn't doing you or any-

one else any good. Then why not pul

it to work?

So that your ideas can be put to

work . . . working for you . . .

the Ryan Aeronautical Company
has set up a Patent Department and
is establishing a liberal patent plan
under which you can receive a regu-
lar income for patentable inven-

ventions which can be marketed.

New ideas are essential to any
business enterprise which hopes to

keep abreast or ahead of its com-
petitors. Not only are new inven-

tions necessary in helping American
industry carry out its wartime as-

signments, but they are essential to

it in maintaining its position after

the war.

For the next few years there are

going to be more opportunities for

the inventive worker with patent-

able ideas than in any comparable
period of time. Why? Because
American industry will be looking

for every possible new idea which
can be used in peacetime manu-
facture.

Perhaps you are one of the hun-
dreds of Ryan workers who have
patentable ideas which you feel can
be unusually successful if properly
promoted. But do you have the
means to promote your ideas? Do
you have the financial backing re-

quired to pay costs of preparation
and for interference suits before the
patent is issued? Can you afford to

travel around to try and interest a
manufacturing concern and can you
guarantee that you will have the
means to prosecute or defend any
suits? It is unlikely that you can.

But the Ryan Company has just

these facilities and is anxious to

work out a partnership with em-

ployees with inventive ideas. This is

to the mutual advantage of the
employee and the company. And
remember, the plan is in no way
limited to airplane or aircraft parts

manufacture, as the company is

interested in any patentable idea.

Under the Ryan Patent Plan em-
ployees may submit ideas and inven-

tions to the company, which will,

wherever possible, assist in obtain-
ing patents, endeavor to license the
invention and pay the employee by
sharing in royalties collected from
licensing or in the proceeds of the
sale of patents.

Perhaps you feel, as do so many
unsuccessful inventors, that you can
promote your idea "on your own,"
without the assistance of trained

experts or the backing of a large

manufacturer. Then you should
know that the case of the individual

inventor "making a killing" is a rare

one indeed.

Remember that any patent is

only as good as its owner's ability

to promote the manufactured prod-
uct in a competitive market, and
the financial ability to defend the

patent against suit. It is the lack of

understanding of the necessity of

having these abilities that prompts
so many inventors to try and oper-

ate "on their own" without the

backing necessary for success.

It is far better for the individual

inventor to be in on a liberal royalty

plan with an aggressive company
which will promote his inventions

than to entirely pass up the chances
for extra income through the mis-

taken idea that he can do better for

himself. We all know such men

—

extremely inventive mechanically
but impractical in a business way.
Their ideas somehow always just

miss the mark.

There is no requirement by the
Company that anyone sign the Pat-

ent Agreement except those who
directly or indirectly are employed
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to develop products or processes that
may be patentable.

Other employees are given the
opportunity of entering into the
Agreement whenever the Company
believes that the employee is enti-

tled to participate. Those employees
having ideas and who believe they
are qualified, should without delay
contact the Patent Department,
whose function is to provide means
for employees to enter into a Patent
Agreement, and to prepare and
prosecute patent applications, se-

cure patents and, if advisable, to

negotiate licenses. The Company
Patent Department is to be the

"clearing house" for employees hav-
ing inventive ideas.

The history of the entire patent
system goes back to a group of early

American statesmen who incorpor-

ated the idea of free enterprise into

the document we have come to know
as the Constitution of the United
States. Their wisdom and foresight

in furnishing this protection for in-

dividual enterprises has been the

foundation for the growth of Ameri-
can industry. They put it simply:

"The Congress shall have power
. . to promote the progress of

science and the useful arts, by se-

curing for limited times to authors
and inventors the exclusive right to

their respective writings and discov-

eries."

Within that provision and the

subsequent patent statutes passed
on July 8, 1870, is the safeguard
which has furnished a nucleus for

almost every industrial enterprise of

If you have an invention

stored away in the back

of your head, the time is

ripe to dig it out. You

can put it to work ....

working for you.



the present day. Without a sound
patent system, there would be little

incentive for industry to spend mil-

lions of dollars each year in research

and experimentation resulting in

development and production.

Right now every industrial facility

that can be spared is devoted to

wartime production. As these firms

begin to think in terms of postwar
activity, they'll be casting about for

new items to manufacture, new in-

ventions that will appeal to the huge
buying market that will be unloosed
after the war. Yes, the immediate
postwar era will be the best time this

country has ever known for invent-

ors to sell or profit by their inven-

tions, particularly those well pat-

ented.

An invention doesn't have to be
revolutionary or startling in order to

be profitable. It must be novel and
it must be useful. We are constantly

reminded of the great inventions of

history, but no one ever attempts
to tell of the vast number of ordi-

nary good profitable ones . . . for

example, the lowly safety pin. It

provided a substantial income for

the man who first thought of it.

Don't be one of those unfortunate
inventors who does not recognize

the possible value in his invention

and goes on the assumption that

"it must have been done before;

it's so simple." Usually this unfor-

tunate inventor wakes up at some
future date to find someone else

commercializing and virtually
"cleaning up" on his idea. The in-

ventor then feels sorry for himself,

and rightly so, after he has realized

what he could have done.

It is always good policy to apply
for a patent as soon as your inven-

tion is perfected because others may
be working on substantially the

same invention and apply for a pat-

ent first. With the advent of peace,

the fruit of thousands of backyard
workshops — a four- or five-year

accumulation of ideas—is suddenly

going to be released for manufac-
ture. During that time someone
may have been working on the same
idea you have. A prior file date on
the patent application will be a big

advantage in any possible future

interference proceedings. Be sure

that the advantage is on your side.

If you have an alleged invention,

your first consideration is "how can
I find out whether or not it is a real

invention?"

'If you'll light somewhere, I'll tell Mr. Jones you're here."

The novelty of any invention may
be quite accurately determined by

having the Company's Patent De-
partment make a search of the rec-

ords of the United States Patent
Office. After the search has been

made you can study the patent

copies found and with the help of

the company's experts determine to

your own satisfaction the measure

of the invention.

The second step, if the idea is

still patentable, is to make a patent

application. This is not a layman's

job. Skill in preparation and prose-

cution of a patent application is

required in order to procure a pat-

ent of any value. That's where the

Company's patent department can
help you—all without charge.

After application has been filed,

the product may be manufactured
with the notice "Patent Pending,"

which will serve to warn the public

that a patent may issue.

— 3 —

Whether you intend to put your
product out to be manufactured
or not, you should always remem-
ber that the difference between
success and failure with your inven-

tion may be diligence in properly

following the thing up to the point

where a patent is issued to protect

you. If your financial backing will

not enable you to prosecute any
litigation which may be required as

a result of infringement, your pat-

ent is of little value.

Therein lies the reason why an
inventor entering into an agreement
with an employer or company usu-

ally saddles the company with all

the responsibility for patent appli-

cation, prosecution, and protection,

which as an individual he would in

all probability be financially inca-

pable of undertaking.

Promotion and sale of an inven-

tion is relatively easy for a substan-

tial company, while an individual

(Continued on page 27)
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TheWalkins Reportei
By Ye Ed

Ryan didn't know it was harboring a bank robber.

Nor had Slim Coats, traveling service representative,

ever realized that the lines around his eyes and the

way he wore his clothes definitely linked him with

the criminally inclined. But no sooner had he hit

Wichita, Kansas, on one of his regular trips, than

the local police recognized him as the man they were

after. The First Nat : onal Bank in a small nearby town

had been held up. The bandit wes a man about 35

to 40 years old, six feet tall and wearing a dark coat

and hat when last seen leaving the bank after the

hold-up. Slim was their man.

Coats had just arrived in town by airline, gone

directly to his hotel room, written a letter to his

wife and was sauntering down to the post office to

mail it when he was first spotted. The cop, just in

case he might need help, rounded up a buddy and

the two closed in for a prize catch.

Slim, not knowing anything was amiss, went into

the post office and slid his letter into the airmail

drop. "Would you like to come with us?" suggested

the first cop as Coats headed for a side door. Slim

was just about to say "I don't think so," when he

felt a gentle nudge from the rear and turned to find

the second cop with his hand handy by his pistol.

He reconsidered. "Well, if that's the way you feel

about it," he said out loud. Enroute to the station by

squad car,- Slim learned the story, and once at the

station the questions began to fly.

"How long have you been in town?" "About two

hours." "Where did you come from?" "Dayton,

Ohio." "What were you doing there?" "That's a

military secret, sir." "How long were you there?"

"About two weeks." "Where were you before that?"

"Atlanta." "What were you doing there?" "That's

a military secret, sir." "How long were you there?"

"Two days." "Where were you before that?" "Birm-
ingham." "What were you doing there? I suppose

that's a military secret, too." "Yes, sir." "Oh, wise

guy, eh!"

Things had gone far enough. Coats had given them

most of his identification at the start, but they

seemed unconvinced. His Ryan identification, select-

ive service card, and driver's license were not suffi-

cient proof. Slim didn't want the party "to get rough,"

so he brought out his War Department pass.

"We're very sorry," they explained, "you see you

so strongly answer the description and we just have

to be sure. Is there anything we can do for you?"

"Yeah, drive me back to the hotel." They did.

• 4—



How many times have you
checked the statement of earnings

and deductions that forms the stub

end of your pay check each week?
How many times have you glanced
at a little section in the lower left-

hand corner which gives the amount
taken out for group insurance and
muttered something under your
breath about "... just another

. . .deduc. Here I've been pay-
ing on that stuff for a year now and
I haven't collected a red penny."

If so, you're fortunate.

You're just plain lucky that you
haven't had to collect a red penny.
Yet all the time you haven't been
collecting, you've had the constant
security of knowing that if some
accident or illness put you out of

commission, you could collect.

And you're lucky in another way.

general Accident and Sickness
trend. We are ready to go
along at the same rate as last

year. . . . The favorable ac-

cumulated situation under
Group Accident and Sickness
is mainly responsible for this

decision."

Many factors enter into the rates

that an insurance company feels

it must charge to protect itself

against loss on group insurance.

These factors change in wartime
because of the influx of older peo-
ple into the factories, the increased

percentage of women, and the de-
creasing number of young, healthy
draftable men. Taking all these into

consideration, the survey made at

Ryan indicates that the rate here

for this year should be 35% above
the standard peacetime rate. But

THE RYAN AERONAUTICAL CO.
STATEMENT OF EARNINGS AND DEDUCTIONS
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In case of your death from any
cause while your life insurance is

in effect, the lump amount of your
insurance will be paid to your bene-
ficiary. Should you die from acci-

dental causes, an additional $1,000
will be paid your beneficiary. And,
if an accident befalls you and takes
its toll in the loss of a hand or a
foot or the sight of an eye, $500
will be paid you. Or for the loss of

any two of these members, a pay-
ment of $1000.

But you don't have to do any-
thing so outstanding as getting

THIS

Insurance companies have been
having problems with group insur-

ance. They've been losing money
on the group insurance rates that

have been in effect, due to the large

amount of sickness and off-duty

accidents. Consequently, all over

the country they've had to raise

their group insurance rates. But not

at Ryan.

Again this year the Connecticut

General Life Insurance Company,
which carries all Ryan group insur-

ance, will continue to insure Ryan-
ites at the seme rate. Here's what
they say:

"... Ryan seems to be one
of the major exceptions to the

it's not. It's continuing again this

year at 10% below the standard
peacetime rate. All because of our

exceptionally low sickness and acci-

dent record.

Your Coverage
Actually the insurance you buy

under the Group Insurance plan

provides you with three distinct

types of protection: Life Insurance,

Accidental Death and Dismember-
ment Insurance, and Accident and
Sickness Insurance. The cost and
amount of the insurance depends
upon your weekly earnings accord-

ing to the schedule at the bottom
of the page.

yourself killed or seriously injured

to realize plenty of benefits from
your insurance. Weekly benefits in

accordance with the schedule shown
will be paid to you beginning with

the first day of disability, if due to

some accident off the job, and will

continue for 13 weeks if necessary.

Sick benefits start on the 8th day
of disability and can continue up
to 1 3 weeks. A statement from the

doctor that you are physically un-

able to work is all that's necessary.

Who's Eligible?

Every Ryanite is eligible for the

Group Life Insurance immediately
on the day he enters active service.

In fact, there are cases on the rec-

ord where a new employee came to

work at Ryan, signed up to take

Accidental Ace. &
Weekly Death and Sickness Total Total

Earnings Life Dism'b'm't Weekly Monthly Weekly
Ins Ins. Ind. Contrib. Contrib.

$22.50 to $30.00 $1500 $1000 $15.00 $1.89 .44

$30.00 to $45.00 $2000 $1000 $20.00 $2.52 .58

$45.00 and over $3000 $1000 $30.00 $3.78 .87

Junior Executives $5000 $1000 $40.00 $5.64

For the purpose of this insurance, weekly earnings are determined

by multiplying the average hourly rate of pay by forty hours.
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Name Department No. Points

M. Kane -Wing Assembly - 15

Name T>*= .merit No. Pc

A.

c.

Norman C. Keiber Manifold Small Parts 15

Richard Keith Manifold Assembly 160
Terry Kell Sheet Metal 110
Wm. Keller Tooling 50
C. W. Kellogg Tooling ~ 50
F. A. Kendrick Inspection 15

J. Kendrick -Drop Hammer 15

J. R. Kennedy Inspection Crib No. 3 15

John Killian Sheet Metal 320
A. W. Kilmer Sheet Metal 165
Dell E. Kirk Inspection 50
C. W. Kirby Experimental 15
Stanley B. Knudtson Machine Shop 110

Geo. E. Krieger Sheet Metal Fab 5

C. A. Krueger Manifold Assembly 50
Ed Kuebler Sub Assembly 115
Vincent Kullberg Machine Shop Disp 50
H. R. La Fleur Inspection 5

Paul A. Lane Drop Hammer 50
James D. Lassettcr Modeling 50
G. E. Lawton Machine Shop 15
J. M. Lockwood - Final Assembly 15
Gordon Longmire Sheet Metal Assembly 50
Mariano B. Lozano Modeling 15
Gerald W. Lowe Lofting 95
T. P. Lyle Electrical Maintenance 110
William McBlair Finishing 35
C. C. McCafferty Manifold Disp 160
A. J. McCartney Manifold 15
Don Magargal Wood Shop 15
E. M. Magdick Sheet Metal 50
J. G. Maguire Tool Design & Planning 15
E. E. Mayberry Inspection 175
Ernest F. Mellinger Tooling 60
W. A. Menke, Jr. Manifold Dev 50
Bobby E. Miller Sheet Metal Assembly 80
Leon M. Moore Wing 15
James Moorby Machine Shop 15
Donald Morrill Manifold 50
M. V. Moyer Manifold Small Parts 5
Glenn E. Murphy Sub Assembly 55
N. F. Newton Machine Shop 45
Louis Nicot Manifold Welding 15
W. D. North Wing Assembly .110
Michael H. Nussbaum Fuselage 65
Wm. R. O'Bryan Drop Hammer 5
S. V. Olson .Fuselage 50
Jiulio Orlando Hydro Press 50
George R. Oster Inspection 5
Harry H. Park Tool Room 15
Robert E. Pearcy Drop Hammer 15
G. E. Pegler Manifold Small Parts .. .. 95
Ross F. Plumb Inspection 100
H. J. Powley Manifold Dev 5
E. Pratt Final Assembly .. 50
Spencer S. Purkey Manifold Welding 120
K. E. Radford Manifold 20
W. L. Reid Sheet Metal 50
Joe E. Rice Manifold Small Parts 110
F. N. Riddle Manifold 5
F. Robbins Sheet Metal 50
E. Roehmholdt Sub Assembly 55
Wm. I. Rogers Modeling 15
J. M. Rosanbahm Manifold 15
K. A. Rush Machine Shop .135
C. C. Ryker Stainless Steel .100
Hrand Sarkiss Tool Room 120

^ez?i, ^00^ at tHeOt Second
Here are the points which Ryanites have earned accord-

ing to the new point system in making War Production

Drive suggestion awards. These figures are corrected to

March 27th. A few awards have been made since then.

— 6—

F. W. Savage Production r

H. F. Scheidle Wing 2(

W. A. Selby Sheet Metal 51

Claude B. Sevenin Manifold Small Parts 5.

O. W. Shaefer Manifold Small Parts 1

Kermit J. Sheitz Industrial Relations

G. F. Sherman Manifold Small Parts .
Wesley H. Shields Manifold Small Parts 5 1

George Shirkey Dope Shop 5

J. R. Silva Manifold Assembly 100
Morris Siraton Fuselage 100
J. M. Skains Drop Hammer 65
Lois Sloss Sheet Metal l

c

Bessie M. Smith Manifold Assembly
Lewis F. Smith - Manifold
Marvin Lee Smith Drop Hammer
T. Aubrey Smith Tool Room
W. E. Snell Manifold Assembly
Elizabeth Sorenson Airplane Final 15
James F. Southwick Wing Assembly 50
R. J. Spiking Airplane Disp. - 50
Fred Stewart Tooling 15
R. G. Stockwell Machine Shop 100
L. J. Stone Inspection 15

T. Stonehouse Airplane Welding 1

E. Strailey Methods Engineering 6<

Bob Swinehart Welding 15
J. E. Swingle Sheet Metal 50
L. E. Syrios Manifold 20
W. G. Taylor Mechanical Maintenance 30
T. I. Teaford Manifold Small Parts 50
Helen C. Thomas Sheet Metal
M. J. Thompson Sheet Metal 5

Rodney B. Tibbett Tooling Inspection 50
James P. Turner Machine Shop — '

Kenneth T. Turner Sheet Metal Assembly
George E. Vaughan Material Control
J. S. Vaughan Office Service

Frank M. Voll Manifold 65
H. H. Wall Sheet Metal 15
John W. Wallace Plating - - 50
S. C. Wayte Drop Hammer 180
R. R. Webb Machine Shop 15
Robert Webster Tool Design 50
J. P. Wesfler Manifold Assembly 15
Oscar Westlund Machine Shop 50
Ralph D. Weston Manifold Welding 15
Chester J. White Manifold Small Parts 20
Stanley M. Wilkinson Process Inspection 20
Ruth G. Wilkinson Manifold Small Parts 50
Edward Lee Williams Inspection 760
E.N.Williams Wing Assembly 15
Milton P. Wilson Inspection 5
W. D. Wimmer Manifold 110
Harry S. Wisner Final Assembly 5

George Wolf Airplane Prod. Cont 15
M. C. Wormington Sheet Metal Assembly 15
M. V. Young Manifold Small Parts 10

(Continued from

last issue)



Portrait sketch by Glenn Munkelt

Sheet metal Fabrication

Among the garage men of the little Min-
nesota town of Chaska, young Howard
Engler was known as a general nuisance.

He and his fellow aviation enthusiasts were
constantly hanging around trying to talk

the mechanics and garage owners out of

old aluminum car pistons. "Those kids must
have enough pistons by now to cover the

sidewalks of New York," the mechanics
grumbled.

But Howard Engler and the rest of the

gang had a use for old car pistons. They
were making model airplanes. Out of alu-

minum. Cast aluminum. And lots of air-

planes. "I've been making model planes
ever r^ce I was 14," Howard recalls

"In fact the old home attic is still so full of

them that the folks have to store the trunks
in the garage." When Howard came West
he brought only one model from his "han-

gar," a cast Granville Brothers plane which

he uses as a paper weight.

Becoming more proficient in their art,

the boys found that melted car pistons

worked equally well for larger projects.

They made all the forms and cast two wood-
turning lathes. Then Howard and a friend

tackled the job of casting a bronze pro-

peller for their boat. After twelve unsuc-

cessful attempts, they succeeded, but be-

fore the boat had been test hopped, Howard
and his younger brother left for California,

the latter to join the Navy and Howard to

enroll at the Ryan School of Aeronautics.

But that's getting ahead of the story.

Howard was born and grew up on a ranch

in Minnesota. He first met the three r's

in a little rural school and went on through

high school at Chaska, Minnesota. When he

graduated he spent the main part of the

Aluminum has played an

important part in his life

ever since he was a kid

hunting car pistons

year working on the farm. Each fall, how-
ever, he went to work in the beet sugar fac-

tory, assisting the chemists in making analy-

ses of the sugar content through the various

processes in the factory.

The last year Engler spent in the midwest
he accepted a job in the local bakery. How-
ard had always done thoroughly whatever
he set out to do. And baking was no ex-

ception. When they set him to making up
pie crust his first day on job, he put into

it all the care and thoughtfulness of a

mother hen with her first batch of new-
hatched chicks. Howard mixed the flour

and the salt and then put in the shorten-

ing, blending and blending and blending and
blending it, until when he had finished, the

whole mixture resembled finely-sifted flour.

The baking foreman came around and lifted

his hands in horror. "Christopher Colum-
bus, what the h— are you doing? That
stuff would be so tough the customers
would come back and break it over our
heads." The whole 25 pounds of prospect-

ive pie crust was dumped. Howard still re-

members the lecture that followed on leav-

ing the shortening in little lumps the size

of small peas.

Fortunately for Howard and for Ryan an-
other aspect of the baking business soon

developed. A new furnace had to be in-

stalled and some of the equipment had to

be redesigned. That was right up How-
ard's alley and he welcomed any difficulties

that arose in connection with it as an ex-

tended respite from baking. This was
Engler's first practical taste of sheet metal

work. And he liked it.

Howard had enjoyed his first ride in

an airplane when he was 16. But he stead-

fastly refused to take up any of the offers

to learn to fly. He didn't want to fly until

he could afford to buy a plane all his own.
The future in the bakery business of the

little Minnesota town held little promise of

ever providing that opportunity. He decided

to change.

For a long time Howard had kept his

eye on an aviation school in San Diego, the

Ryan School of Aeronautics. Now he gath-

ered up a part of his savings and took the

step, starting West with his brother in an
old Chewy jaloppy that came to a three-

day halt in Arizona with a bad case of

burned-out bearings.

(Continued on Page 10)
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"Truly the feminine type," might have
been the remark of someone introduced to

Miss Barbara Kibbee on the dance floor

at one of the gala parties of the Ryan School

of Aeronautics. That was several years ago
in pre-war days when the school was oper-
ating its commercial flight division flying

Ryan S-Ts off Lindbergh Field. Belle of the

ball on many occasions was the petite,

brown-eyed lass, resplendent in frills and
froth, whom they all called "Kibbee."

Only those who knew her would have rec-

ognized Kibbee the next day clad in slacks

and flying gear sitting on a bench arguing

the merits of radial and in-line engines.

Or wearing a pair of Levis bespattered with

dope after an afternoon in the paint shop.

But that was Kibbee. She was "truly the

feminine type," but she'd chosen what at

that time was a man's field and she asked
no favors. She still asks no favors as she

takes Grumman Hellcat fighters soaring into

the air on their factory test hops. She's out

to prove that feminine aptitudes in this dar-
ing field of flight are not to be minimized.

Barbara needed no favors while at the

Ryan School, either. She could hold her

own whether in a meteorology discussion,

a class on aircraft engines or on the flight

line. Kibbee was out to learn to fly and
under the instruction of Bob Kerlinger,

veteran Ryan instructor and now Director of

Flying at the Tucson, Arizona, branch of

the Ryan School, she whizzed through a
Private Pilot's license and then tackled her
Commercial.

Kibbee first made the news when she
became the initial woman instructor in the
Civilian Pilots Training Program at Troy,
N. Y., teaching future Army and Navy
pilots the rudiments of flying. "Everytime
I'd send a student out alone for the first

time," Kibbee wrote, "I'd relive my first

solo in a Ryan on Lindbergh Field. Never in

a million years will I forget it."

A few months ago Kibbee began to ap-
pear in newspapers and news reels as one
of the three women who are now test pilots

at Grumman Aircraft Corporation, testing
the speedy Hellcats and Avengers being
built there for the Navy. Kibbee has now
become Barbara Kibbee Jayne — her hus-

band, a Navy lieutenant, also flies Hellcats.

Barbara Jayne, who now has over 2300
hours logged, spent considerable time on
courier flights before she began testing

Hellcats. "Trundling around the country
after parts that are needed in a hurry is

lots of fun," she writes. Then with a touch
of humor adds, "The ground crew always
hang around and wait for the pilot to get
out long after I've gone inside for flight

plans."

The New York Times in recording the
work of these three women test pilots gives
an account of the importance of their jobs.

"With them on first test flights," the item
reads, they carry a lengthy list of things
to be checked—a dozen or more instru-

ments, power ratings, balance and other
phases of performance. Right off the produc-

m§ "-

My training in Ryans was

good preparation... so says

this former Ryan student,

now a fighter test pilot

Left, Barbara Kibbee "on the bench"
at Grumman waiting to take a Hellcat

aloft. Above, Grumman Hellcat.

tion line, the ships have never been flown

before and the reports brought back deter-

mine what adjustments are needed before

they leave for the fighting zones.

"In Navy approved language, the Hell-

cat is one of the fastest fighters in the sky

today, in the 400-miles-an-hour class and
with a ceiling of better than 35,000 feet.

First flights run about an hour and include

dives from 9,000 feet, which often end in

a brief blackout."

This is no soft job. A fighter test pilot

has to be top notch. Training plays an im-

portant role. Climbing in and out of Ryan
S-Ts, taking them cross-country, putting

them through their acrobatic paces was "the

start" for Barbara Kibbee Jayne and, as

she puts it, "It was the best foundation I

could have asked."

Barbara Kibbee with her instructor, Bob Kerlinger. At the time this picture was
taken, Kibbee was learning about the control surfaces of an airplane.



War Plane Record

Due ta Teamwork
Within Industry

By MAX B. COOK
Scripps-Howard Aviation Editor

"IT."—and it might well be called "it"— is given full credit for the amazing job

of warplane production which right now
is hitting some all-time new highs.

Aircraft War Production Council, Inc.,

first of the war production groups to team
up regionally, gives "I.T." all the credit.

And if you want to know just what that

means it's "industrial teamwork."

First, let's take a look at the job that

has been done since the seven major Pacific

Coast companies teamed up to produce
more airpower per hour. The companies
were Boeing, Consolidated Vultee, Douglas,

Lockheed, North American, Northrop and
Ryan.

They pooled all resources, including labor.

They arranged an exchange of vital material

to speed up production. They took up the

child-care problem, vital in the case of

women employees. Production know-how,
information, materials and plant facilities

co-ordinated.

Current Goal Set High

In 1943 output was 304,957,600 pounds
of planes, 85 per cent more than in 1942
and 476 per cent above 1941. It included

26,125 airplane units, 47 per cent ahead
of 1 942 and 221 .9 per cent ahead of 1 941 .

With the 1944 goal set at 225,000 tons,

or 450,000,000 pounds, the January "first

lap" showed peak output of 31,892,000
pounds, more than 1 ,000,000 pounds ahead
of December. It showed 2559 units, or

32 more than December, and the units are

larger and heavier.

The council broke jobs down into opera-
tions which could readily be taught to new
workers and make the most of individual

skills. Upgrading systems provided advance-
ment as proficiency was gained.

As a result, it required in December,
1943, only .87 direct man-hours to do the

job which, in January, 1943, required 1.67

man-hours and in January, 1942, took 3.98
direct man-hours.

Two Do Work of 100 in 1940

For every 1 00 workers employed on a

heavy bomber in January, 1940, the same
work was done in the same time by two

persons in July, 1943.

Through labor pooling, idle workers in

one section of a plant are loaned to other

departments. One company alone salvaged

1 ,000,000 man-hours in this way in less

than a year.

When bottlenecks occur the various rep-

resentatives of the council put their heads

together and utilize their individual and

collective know-how to solve them.

Success of the West Coast formula re-

sulted in organization of the Aircraft War
Production Council, East Coast, Inc., em-
bracing Eastern aircraft concerns, and the

National Aircraft War Production Council.

"More airpower per hour to win the

war," is the slogan.

Woman Operates Drop Hammer

a . U •-'
a w

Mrs. Luz Freeman at her hammer in the Drop Hammer Department, second shift.

Ryan Woman Takes Ouer Duties of

Full -Fledged Drop Hammer Operator

It's a long way from a comptometer to

a drop hammer, but Mrs. Luz Freeman of

the Ryan Drop Hammer department has

enjoyed every step of the way. Now she

holds the distinction of being the first full-

fledged woman drop hammer operator at

Ryan. Petite and quiet spoken, the mild

mannerisms of this little Costa Rican lady

stand out in sharp contrast to the massive,

noisy piece of equipment she operates.

Whenever she'd worked before Luz Free-

man had always done office work, comp-
tometer work, but when we went to war

she wanted to get into actual war produc-

tion.

After the sneak attack on Pearl Harbor,

Costa Rica was one of the first Central

American countries to join in breaking

— 9 —

relations with Japan. "The folks in Costa

Rica think a lot of the people of the United

States," says Mrs. Freeman, who became
an American citizen through marriage.

"When we went to war I wanted to do

anything I could to help. So I came to work

at Ryan."

Mrs. Freeman first started to work in

the Sheet Metal department, later trans-

ferring to Drop Hammer. A little over a

month ago she became an official drop

hammer operator. Her husband is a Civil

Service employee and a son-in-law is seeing

action in the South Pacific.

"Wherever I can be of the most help,"

Mrs. Freeman says, "that's where I want to

be. If it's operating a drop hammer, I like

that too."



MORE ABOUT

HOWARD ENGLER
(Continued from page 7)

The first person Howard Engler met in

San Diego was Earl Prudden, general man-
ager of the Ryan School. That was Janu-
ary 10th, 1936. Earl Prudden took the after-

noon off, located Howard in a boarding
house and showed him around the town.
"That was in the day when boarding houses
and gasoline were plentiful," Howard re-

calls, "but I still would have been a mighty
lonesome boy that first day if it hadn't been
for Earl Prudden."

Howard took the Master Mechanics
course at the Ryan School, a one-year study
which was conducted in the classroom for

the first six months and in various depart-
ments of the factory during the last six.

When Howard finished the course he'd thor-
oughly made up his mind to settle down in

sheet metal and he went to work for Ernie
Moore.

Engler worked his way up the line, start-
ing out with hand bumping and hand form-
ing assignments. The drop hammers were
brought into Ryan and Howard went on to

sub-assembly work, fitting cowlings on
the S-Ts. He doesn't know exactly when he
became a lead man, or, for that matter,
when he became assistant foreman. There
were no job classifications in those days.
Promotions were unannounced. They just
sort of grew. In December of 1942, how-
ever, Engler became a full-fledged foreman
in charge of the Fabrication division of
Sheet Metal. That's his pre:ent job. "I've
only one rule in getting along with the peo-
ple that work for me," Engler says. " 'Play
fair and square and tell 'em the truth,'
that's it. And it seems to work. Or maybe
it's just because the folks in my depart-
ment are such grand people to work with."

Along the way, Engler picked up Cali-
fornia State Teacher's credentials in aircraft
sheet metal and riveting. During 1941 and
'42 he spent four hours every night after
work teaching approximately 150 fellows at
the Vista CCC Camp the fundamentals of
aircraft sheet metal work. Many of these fel-
lows came to Ryan afterward to work and
several are still fighting the war on the
sheet metal front. "It -was good experience
and I enjoyed it," Engler says, "but how I

wish I had some of the gas and tires I used
now."

In the year 1939 aluminum again played
an important part in Engler's life. Invited
as a^ fill-in at the last moment for one of
the "aluminum" dinners which kitchenware
manufacturers were using for advertising
purposes, Engler was looking forward to a
comparatively dull evening devoted to eat-
ing a fairly good meal and listening to long
dissertations on the value of Whatzit's
aluminumware. It might have turned out
that way, too, had not the future Mrs.
Engler also been a guest. It was her first
night in San Diego

. . . and one long to
be remembered. That fall when she went
back to Aberdeen, S. Dak., to finish an-
other year of teaching, she was thoroughly
impressed with the West Coast . . . and,
evidently, also with Engler. They were mar-
ried on June 15th of 1940. Howard ar-
ranged the date. It's his wife's birthday, too,
so now he has just the one date to re-
member. Celebrating their first wedding
anniversary in 1941, Howard made the
appropriate gift of a set of aluminumware.

Lt. General William S. Knudsen, production director of the War Department toured
the Ryan plant lost week. Shown in the picture are Eddie Molloy, vice president. Gen.
Knudsen, T. Claude Ryan and Brig. General Orville R. Cook, of the Army Air Forces
Materiel Command, as they inspect the work of the multiple riveters in the Final
Assembly building.

I ^
Stopping to watch the Ryan drop hammers at work during a visit to the Ryan factory

ore these Navy and Army officials. Left to right are Major Harry A. Mohler, Trans-
portation Corps; Vice Admiral John W. Greenslade, Chief of Logistics, West Coast;
T. Claude Ryan; Capt. J. T. Alexander, Aide to Admiral Greenslade, and Commander
C. M. Huntington, Inspector of Naval Aircraft, San Diego.

Incidentally, Mrs. Howard Engler (Kather-
ine, to be less formal) is also a Ryanite,
working in Airplane Production Control.

Until the war's over Katherine and How-
ard are enjoying their lovely home and
working in their victory garden, besides
their war work. But come that day of peace,
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and there'll be passage reserved on a steam-
ship out of New York for the Englers. "As
soon after the war as possible we want to
make an extenisve trip through Germany,
Italy and France," Howard says. "Then, a
few years later, after things are rebuilt, we
want to see it again."



£Lim5 Pickin 5

by SLIM COATS

Hardly a day passes but what some well-

meaning friend says to me, "Gee, you gotta

swell job, nuthin' to do but travel around

the country." Brother— if they only real-

ized the tremendous amount of will power I

must summon to keep from burying the

hatchet— in their skulls. Even if there was
nothing else to do but travel, that, Dear

Kiddies, is a job in itself. I might even say

a Herculean task. Let me give you a couple

of illustrations.

We'll skip over the jams in railway sta-

tions, waits at airports, standing for miles

in day coaches and busses. Hotels filled to

capacity, even to having men sleeping in

sample rooms, baggage rooms, halls, and

four to a bed.

BOB CHASE, for instance, flew from Chi-

cago to Winnepeg, Canada. After his first

day's work in Canada he noticed his suitcase

in the hotel lobby. He was told he could stay

only one day despite the fact that they had

wired him he could stay three days. I could

write volumes on how long it took him to

get into the air. Suffice it to say that they

took off in one of the season's worst bliz-

zards. After five hours of the roughest kind

of flying the ship landed, and Bob decided

to spend the night at Regina. Can you
imagine his surprise when he found himself

back in Winnepeg?
Next he rode a cattle train to Vancouver,

one of those day coach affairs, coupled be-

tween the box-cars and the caboose. Three

days and two nights, no chance to sleep, no

baths, no chance to shave, only eats were

coffee and do-nuts at water stops. At Van-
couver the hotel told him they had no rooms,

despite the fact that they had sent him a

wire confirming a reservation. Well, to make
a long story more nauseating, he started out

for home. Just read the previous couple of

paragraphs and you have the rest of the trip.

Let's take a look at HUGH WALDMAN's
trip to Dayton. His bags were misplaced even
before he left Los Angeles. During the trip

he was able to purchase only a toothbrush.

When he arrived at the hotel in Dayton, he

sent his only suit out to be pressed. Yup,
you guessed it, they lost his suit, and for

nine hours Hugh paced the length of his

room, dressed only in his shoes and shorts.

I'm not going to tell you about my latest

trip, it's something I'd like to forget.

Here is an interesting exchange of letters

between Bob Chase and the manager of a

big hotel.

From the Hotel Manager

Dear Mr. Chase:

Upon making the customary room inspec-

tion immediately after a guest's departure,

our housekeeper advises that two brown
woolen blankets, replacement of $8.00 each,

were missing from the room which you occu-
pied.

May we respectfully ask that, when un-
packing your baggage should these articles

be noted, we will appreciate your returning

them at once. Guests frequently in their

haste inadvertently place such items in their

effects and, of course, return same when
discovered. . . .

Bob Replies

Dear Mr. Beetlechin:

I am desolated to learn after reading your

very tactful letter of January 20, that you

actually have guests in your hostelry who are

so absent minded as to check out and include

such slights tokens of your esteem as wool

blankets when repacking the other neckties.

By the same token, I suppose that passen-

gers on some of our leading railroads are apt

to carry off a locomotive or a few hundred

feet of rails when disembarking at their

destinations. Or, a visitor at a zoo might

conceivably take away an elephant or rhin-

oceros, concealing same in a sack of peanuts

—after removing the nuts.

In this particular case, I may be of slight

assistance to you in running down the recal-

citrant blankets. As I had a lot of baggage
with me, I needed all the drawer space you

so thoughtfully provide in each room. The
blankets in question occupied the bottom

drawer of the dresser and I wanted to place

some white shirts (replacement value of

$3.50 each) in that drawer, so I lifted the

said blankets and placed them on the chair.

Later the maid came in and I handed the

blankets to her, telling her in nice gentle-

manly language to get them and to hell

out of here. If you'll count all the blankets

in your esteemed establishment you'll find

that they are all present and accounted for.

Yours very truly,

P. S. Have you counted your elevators

lately?

Soft Answer Turneth Away Wrath

Dear Mr. Chase:

I wish to thank you for one of the most
delightful letters it has been my pleasure to

receive in my entire business career. My
sincere congratulations.

Yes, we do a lot of counting around here.

I've counted the elevators, and they're right

here. What I want to count now is more
important to me. I want to continue counting

you as a friend of this hotel.

Twenty-five thousand dollars worth of

silverware (actual auditor's replacement

value) is carried away annually by our

"absent minded" guests. A similar total (in

replacement value) is cherished annually by

sentimental guests who like our linens as a

memento of their visit. They even go relig-

ious on us and take along the Gideon Bible.

And so it goes. We are sorry, sir, that

you were bothered as a result of a maid's

mistake. As the song goes
—

"Let's call the

whole thing off," and there's another song

you no doubt have whistled countless times,

"Can't we be friends?"

Yours truly,

I would like to say however, that I have

some good news for the government today.

One of it's major problems is about to solve

itself. I refer to the problem of civilian rail-

way travel. It is not going to have to be

rationed. The government is not going to

be forced to print cards giving you and Mr.

Jones and Mr. Smith and me the right to

get on trains and go where our business

takes us.
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I speak authoritatively, having just come
back from an extended railroad trip. Wise
civilians will soon attempt to conduct their

business by smoke signals, tom-tom beating,

pony express, or Indian runner, rather than

face the perils and rigors of the combina-
tion men's smoking-dressing-washing room
on trains today.

In peacetimes that little room with the

black leather seats was no haven of delight.

Its washing facilities were worked out on a

ratio of one chomium basin for each 1 00,000
passengers handled, and on most roads there

used to be a standard prize for the man who
was smart enough to get a towel and a mirror

at the same time.

Add to this the fact that the Pullman
porter considered the room his private

boudoir, and could nearly always be found

sleeping across one end of it. You could

always be sure of a merry congestion, no

matter what hour you decided to do your

primping. Now, in 1944, those bygone days

in the Pullman smoker seem like the good

old days. Even midgets bearing letters from
their Congressmen have trouble getting in

now. A few days ago, thanks to a brilliantly

executed pincers movement I worked on a

couple of fellow passengers, I forced myself

into the smoking room, hoping to shave and
get a little of the train dust off of me.

Unable to get within four feet of a mirror,

I used the shiny bald head of a fellow in

front of me as a mirror. It didn't work tho'.

It was very unsatisfactory. With the jostling

of the crowd and the movement of the train,

I shaved the man next to me, while the man
on the other side of me washed my ears.

I thought of course that I was shaving my-
self, until the fellow I was giving such a

good going over said, "Not so close, Buddy.

And no powder when you finish please."

"Okay," I said, "I won't use any powder
but if you get a chance tell the fellow in

back of me to stop trying to part my hair

in the middle, I want it parted on the left

side."

The problem of getting into your clothes

—the old habit men have of coming into the

smoking room in their bathrobes and with

their clothes slung over their arms still per-

sists— is even worse than trying to shave.

When you hold out your trousers to step into

them, somebody nearly always beats you

to it.

In my own case I finally got worn out

trying to get into my own clothes, and took

the lines of least resistance, and as a result

stepped off the train wearing some small

tweed trousers, the blouse of a major of

artillery, and a large black derby. Fearful

of being arrested as an imposter, I rushed

back on the train to find the major in his

own pants, my coat, and a salt and pepper

cap.

None of us was angry. After all, we real-

ized that the railroad companies are doing

the best job railroads have ever done. Called

on overnight to handle millions of passengers,

they ore handling them. After all, no one
has asked the civilians to clutter up the

railroads when troop transportation is so im-

portant. But as I said before, civilians are

voluntarily going to quit riding the rails for

the duration. It's getting too tough for those

who haven't had basic and advanced train-

ing in how to take it. Besides with razor

blades as scarce as they are, a man can't

afford to take a trip where he has to waste

a precious blade on a fellow he never saw
before and will never see again.

Please Pal, don't say to me, "Gee, you
gotta swell job, nothin' to do but travel

around the country."



*CU*NEL/
Being naturally strong of constitution

(there are those who will scoff at this),

I am able to bear all manner of shocks

with Aurellian equanimity. When first I

heard that Pompeii and Herculaneum had

been destroyed by Vesuvius, I did not quail;

neither did I flinch when I heard that Car-
thage had been deleted. But looking through

the last few issues of this stately periodical

it slowly dawned on me that my dear own
favorite column, the one compounded by

our beauteous Frances Statler, was no

longer appearing. I had the sudden panicky

feeling of a cat locked up inside a fish

market, and it was many a week before the

local psychiatrist could bring me back to my
usual abnormal frame of mind. Then I re-

solved highly that I would catch the torch

from her hands—carry the torch for her, as

it were—and thus, at one fell swoop (I coin

another phrase I fill a hideous hiatus and
mix a metaphor.

Knowing nothing about women (

(^de-
limit myself to a dis-cided that I would limit myself to a dis-

cussion of the sartorial foibles of men, and
attempt to revive chit-chat reminiscent of

the days of Beau Brummel, Beau Nash,

Beau Dry, Beau Loney, and other eminent
macaronis and spaghettis of the past. The
column I shall call

—

^Beauty dint ^Rationed *'

% cW. Sole SMcGonigle

Copyright denied

Have you ever felt that utterly delicious

thrill when a perfect stranger has come up
to you and said, "May I have your auto-

graph, Mr. Karloff?"? You knew instantly

then that you were perfectly groomed, that

you had that indefinable chic that makes a

movie star. Since we men scoff make-up,

it must have been something else that did

it: perhaps a strict regimen of staying up

every night until three, or a steady diet of

hog, hominy and molasses, or perhaps a

monastic avoidance of sunshine and exer-

cise. It would be wise if I were to point out,

ever so tactfully, that you must also avoid

too much walking around on your hands, as

this causes bags to appear on the wrong

side of your eyes—an effect which although

bizarre and daring, is also grotesque.

The face of course is important: did not

somebody once say that the face is some-

thing in which something can always be

seen? But the face is not all. Clothes too

make the man. There isn't much choice of

color available in men's clothes this sea-

son, but if you have a florid complexion,

I advise you strongly not to get a red suit:

likewise, if your complexion is prenaturally

sallow (and whose isn't?), put away your

dreams of that Venetian Yellow seersucker,

sucker.

Current high prices (as any user of elec-

tricity will tell you) may make it inadvisable

for you to lay in an extensive wardrobe this

season, especially if the owner of the ex-

pensive wardrobe is around. But I can tell

you how to whip up a really soignee outfit

without spending a red cent (and the white

cents are soon to be withdrawn, I hear tell) .

Just ask your wife to save those sacks in

which her annual supply of flour comes;

when you have obtained about ten of them,

sew them into a large rectangle, sew down
the sides, and then cut out an opening for

your head and arms. Gathered in at the

waist, dirndl-fashion, with a large loop of

sashcord, you will be the envy and talk of

the Sky Room.

And don't forget your crowning glory.

The trend this season is very heavily toward
the Cherokee Trim, a coiffeur invented in

honor of the paleface by Chief Yellow
Stream sometime ago, but apparently neg-
lected until now. All the hair is clipped
off close except for a small knot at the top,

stunningly gathered together with a turkey-
feather or a small tomahawk. It will be that

sophisticated touch that you are lacking.

By the way, are you one of those naive per-

sons who shaves off his beard every morn-
ing? Brother, you don't know what you are

missing. Just for the dash of it all, try let-

ting that stuff grow a couple of months.
If you simply must shave, limit yourself to

the upper lip, as this doesn't seem to be
very important. Friends will be amazed and
even a little nauseated at the change in

your appearance, and you will be astonished

at the things you can do with the beard
with a henna-rinse or a golden hair wash.
The style just now for beards is the Mark
(Smith) IV, and you can obtain the pat-

tern for only five cents, with a lot of yum-
my cough-drops thrown in. Or perhaps you
should be thrown in.

Incidentally, don't go drab in your neck-
wear: that is surely a sign of old age. You
don't want to feel old, do you? I have a

fine recipe for a most charming necktie,

and it's yours right now. Take a light-colored

plain necktie and pour on it several gobs
of ketchup, and allow to dry. Then do like-

wise with a jar of mustard (preferably the

bright-yellow English type); and finish off

with a touch here and there of white shoe-

polish and a dusting of ditto carbon. Mac
Cattrell swears by this recipe, but says that

the drawback is that ketchup requires ration

points.

I might point out that the tendency now
(it may sound like an effeminate one) is

all toward wearing shoes; in fact they are

quite de rigueur at formal functions. This

rather daring innovation was first instituted

by the checkers in our own engineering de-

partment, who found them necessary for

walking around in the litter of broken glass
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and old cigar butts that accumulates as a
result of their being so obvious a target; and
of course, since the checkers wore shoes,

everybody else had to wear them (DRM
2.0103375). Soon all San Diego was wear-
ing shoes. A fad, I tell you, just like cross-

word puzzles.

And let me close on a couple of thrill-

ing notes. Does your old wallet look crummy
and weatherbeaten? Are the draft-board
communiques sticking out at the corners?
And are your pockets bulging with junk?
Sourdough's has just put out a new knap-
sack into which you can cram absolutely all

of your belongings, just as your girl friend

does. It will easily hold your money, I.D.

card, handkerchief, Boy Scout knife, pass-
port, keys, old mortgages, rabbit's foot,

spare connecting-rods, Social Security card,

lunch, Smith & Wesson, etc. Now we men
too can have the joy of rummaging around
for hours, digging through layer after layer

to find that street car token. Get yourself

one right away!

And is the girl friend's birthday coming
soon? I know just the presents for her.

Prince Baksheesh has put out a stunning
new parfum (perfume) in an exquisite f la-

con (bottle) shaped like a gas pump, and
it contains a dram of pre-war ethyl gas.

Just a whisper of this behind each ear will

make her ooze nostalgia and romance
through every pore, and you'll never regret

having bought it. No points. Likewise, there

is a fetching rubber bracelet at the better

jewelers now that matches it to perfec-

tion, and which she'll simply adore.

Don't fail to look for this column again
next issue. It won't be there.



Stress

Report
by

Virginia Pixley

Glancing around for a victim about whom
to write a life story, I suddenly realized that

BILL RAGER has been neglected. (Much to

his delight.) Before the interview, I knew
that Bill had been born in Alaska and that

some day he hoped to return and own a

couple of gold mines. Now after the inter-

view, I know that Bill had been born in

Alaska and that some day he hoped to return

and own a couple of gold mines. Now you
know, too! I admire Mr. William (Clam)
Rager for his modesty but I'm dying to know
just what he's hiding, aren't you? On the

subject of women, he refused to commit him-
self and when accused of liking the ladies,

denied it, and when accused of being a

woman hater, denied it. I did note that he

refers to the opposite sex rather quaintly as

"Queens." Outside of this microscopic in-

formation, I can tell you nothing of my
"Mystery Man of the Week" except he's

even more of a mystery and I'm weak!

Far be it for us to suggest that maybe
RALPH DARLING isn't quite all there but

one day we did hear him ask, "Are you
thirsty for a loaf of bread?" and then he

proceeded to peel an orange with a card-

board spoon.

Someone wanted to know if ANDY Mc-
REYNOLDS had been around. (P.S. He's

been (a) round for years!)

SCHUYLER WHITNEY donated the fol-

lowing and wants to know who can figure

it out: FUNEX?SVFX. FUNEM?
S V F M. O K, M N X. (See note below

for answer but don't cheat until you hafta.)

JACK EDMONDS said it was a great day
for the race—and when asked what race,

he quipped, "The Human Race, of course!"

Jack is just as corny as the rest of us most
of the time but every so often he really gets

a good one off. Like the time someone told

him they felt his presence and he said that

was what he always did at Christmas time.

(Felt his presents!)

Stress is planning a beach party for the

near future even though we're not sure yet

if we can have a fire on the beach after

dark. The fellows say they won't even miss

it. BERNES and VAN SICKLIN are in charge
of the beer so we know the party will be

a success. We'll let you know how it turns

out so you can profit by our experience.

The only restriction we have made is that

DREW ALLEN can't bring his dog which
is really a vicious Oklahoma coyote and likes

to eat little Cocker Spaniels like mine.

RICHARD DANE and LLOYD LOOMER
who live together are always donating items

for this column to get even with each other.

Dick tells me that Lloyd talks in his sleep

and he has discovered that by gently rubbing
Lloyd's hand, he can get him to answer lots

of questions. I tried to get Dick to go on
and tell me what he said, but he claims it's

not fit for print, especially what Lloyd says

when he wakes up and finds Dick holding his

hand!

Leo's been trying to get change for a

50 cent size slug so watch out! Somebody,
and I know who, got even and handed Leo

a loaded match and was Leo embarrassed
to be caught in mid-air without his para-
chute !

Remember?
HAL STEVENSON who used to give a long

spiel on any subject as though he were read-
ing it from an encyclopedia? We thought we
would keep in touch with Hal when he left

us, but he didn't cooperate.

How excited we got when we first heard
rumors of a cafeteria?

How quiet and meek J. MUCHEMORE was
when he first came to work in this depart-
ment? How he has livened up!

How we kept repeating P. VANDER-
SLOOT's name when he first arrived here,

so we'd be sure to get it right, and besides

we couldn't quite believe it? We got it

wrong anyway. Thought it was VANDER-
SLOOP for a long time.

When there weren't any women in Engi-
neering and you could say or do anything you
wanted? That is one thing that hasn't

changed very much. Tsk. Tsk.

When SCHUYLER WHITNEY had long

flowing golden curls? Neither do we!

Some kind soul called my attention to

the fact that in comparing certain Engineer-
ing personnel to movie stars last month, I

missed WES KOHL's likeness to Ronald
Reagan. Now I ask you— if Wes looked the
slightest bit like Ronald, do you think I

would be satisfied to ride in the back seat

every day?

Answer to Quiz

Have you any eggs? Yes we have eggs.

Have you any ham. Yes we have ham.
0. K., ham and eggs.

Machine

Shop
by

Dorothy Wheeler

Most of us very ordinary people who work
at Ryan or anywhere else have something
or someone back of us to make us "tick."

JESS McCRAY's mainspring is his love for

and pride in his two sons. Jimmy McCray,
at the age of eight, is president of his third

grade class, and has had very superior

grades all the way through. Jess didn't say

whether he helps him with his homework or

not, but our guess is that Jimmy needs very

little help. Robert LeRoy McCray, better

known as Bobby, is twelve years old and is

following in his father's footsteps. He is

mechanically minded with his special inter-

est centered in aircraft design. One of his

ideas—an escape hatch designed to save

pilots in event of any sort of plane trouble

—has been given to Ryan engineers.

MILTON GORMAN's mainspring is his

sweetheart who is an army nurse. She was
recently given her orders and Milton is

working and waiting for the time when he

can see her again.

New people in the shop are our first hus-
band and wife, CATHERINE and ALBERT
BORCHERS. They both are on the turret

lathes and on the second shift. JESSE
WHEATON is quite new with the company.
He worked awhile in Tooling, but felt he
preferred the Machine Shop, and is now one
of our second shift group.

Mrs. CLARENCE HUNT has been ill for

quite some time. Her condition seems to .be

slightly improved according to her husband.
We all hope good health returns to her soon.

JESSIE CAGLE MECALIS is very proud of

her son, six-months-old Robert Thomas
Mecalis. He's quite a husky lad and his

recent bout with chicken pox found him a

strong winner at the end of the round.

Our best bit of news for this issue is that

GLENN STRICKLAND, who has had such a

time, has quite recovered from his operation,

and will be back on the job after April 24.

If you see a girl wandering around, mut-
tering something about "housing, housing,

my kingdom for a house!" think nothing of
it. It's WANDA PAPINEAU who has cer-

tainly had a time trying to find a nice place

to live. If anyone knows where RUTH MOSS
left her rabbit's-foot, would you please let

Wanda use it for awhile.

We extend our deepest sympathy to

FRANCES BENNETT, whose husband passed
away on April 1 1, and to DAVE HOLLAND
and EGGY LEACH, both of whose wives lost

their mothers recently.

Had you noticed that CHESTER GAVRE's
following has greatly increased of late?

Could it be that handsome soldier brother
just back from the Canal Zone?

Three of our second shift people have been
out on sick leave. JOHN JACOBS and EDITH
NICHOLS will be gone until May 8; HELEN
O'BRIEN will probably be back much sooner.

Don't let those little gremlins get you down,
friends.

On April 6, FRED HAWORTH was made
leadman over the turret lathes in first shift

Machine Shop. He is very conscientious and
faithful, and will most certainly succeed in

whatever he does.

OSCAR NELSON, he of the shy smile and
twinkling eyes, is our latest Suggestion Box
award winner.

JESSIE PORTER who has been in the

Machine Shop Dispatching Crib for so long,

has been away on a trip to visit her service-

man husband. Jessie's quiet and helpful per-

sonality have made her very well-liked

throughout the shop.

ANNE CAPORALE quit recently in order

to cope better with her home-making prob-
lems. EUNICE HAVENS has left us because
of a weak wrist, and BEATRICE ABBOTT
quit because of recurring trouble with her

ankle. ISABELLE CEHAN left to join her

husband who was transferred out of San
Diego.

The nicest Easter gift that it has been
our pleasure to see was the adorable dress

LYLAS HAGEL gave ROBBIE BRADSHAW's
daughter, Beth. The dress was all white, had
a beautifully full skirt, a fitted bodice and
was entirely suitable for a very nice little

girl.

LLOYD RADER had his vacation last

month. Said he, "I didn't do anything very
exciting or go anywhere much, but the rest

was good and there are always plenty of

things to be done about the place."

April Fools Day passed by quite tranquilly

except that I was certainly caught. You see,

I bit hook, line and sinker when I was asked
to call MINNIE GRAVES at a certain num-
ber. My roommate was sick at the time,

and I thought probably Minnie was one of

the many girls out at Riverlawn. The tele-

phone number belonged to a cemetery, and
the man who answered the phone assured

me that they had no Minnie Graves there

although they had many graves for sale.

Ah me, fools there must be!
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U. 5. 0.

Sujingshift Hews
by Ray Holkesfad

Attention, Swing Shifters!

If you're looking for some place to go,

something to do and have lots of fun after

work, listen for announcements over the

public address system during your lunch

period or contact Ray Holkestad, Dick Gil-

lam, Helen Gillam, Beni Marquez or Nan

Wheelahan, members of the U.S.O. all-

civilian council, for information concerning

swing shift dances and entertainment dur-

ing the week at the U.S.O. at Front and

Ash streets. There will be three swing

shift dances a month.

The next dance of special interest will

be a May dance next month. At that time

a May Queen will be selected from Ryan,

Solar or Consolidated. Further details will

be announced later, but in the meantime

make plans to attend this dance and sup-

port the Ryan girl for May Queen.

Last-minute news from USO headquar-

ters says that the special May Festival for

swing shifters will be on Friday, May 19th

—or actually in the wee hours of Saturday

morning. Festivities will include the crown-

ing of a May Queen, the Maypole Dance

and Costumes and really a Spring Time.

The May Queen will be elected from the

girls in San Diego who are working on sec-

ond shift. Ballots may be bought for a

penny, and the elections will start at the

dance after work on May 3rd. If any second

shift Ryanettes aspire to being May Queen,

enter your picture with your name and

plant with Helen W. Johnson at the USO
Women's Club before May 3rd. All swing-

sters are invited to come to this special

Friday night dance, and to all of the

Wednesday night dances, too.

H

Tooling Department
Throws a Party

Tooling Department under the able super-

vision of their general foreman, BILL TRU-
CHAN, has again demonstrated that they

are one of the most active and peppy divis-

ions of the Ryan Aeronautical Company,
when a committee composed of the fore-

men and leadmen sponsored a delightful

dance at the Don room of the El Cortez

Hotel, Saturday evening, April 1st.

LEO QUINLAN, as master of ceremonies,

kept the party moving to make it one of

the best. Included in the evening's enter-

tainment were community singing led by
FLOYD HUFSTUTTER, piano selections by
Mrs. HELEN PARKS, a series of humorous
monologues by FRANK CURRAN, vocol
-.elections by Mrs. YVONNE McMILLAN,
CHRIS MUELLER and his harmonica, and
CHIEF WALKER as "Whistling Pete."

Dancing to the tune of CHARLIE AN-
DERSON'S orchestra and prizes awarded to

DICK GRABOWSKY, Lt. McMILLAN and
F. P. EARLE concluded an unequaled eve-
ning of pleasure.

"When are we going to have another
one?" A TOOLING REPORTER.

First Shift Cafeteria Committee

Just completing their "term of service" are these members of the first shift Cafe-
teria Committee whose excellent suggestions and cooperation are bringing continuous
improvements in our cafeteria service. Starting in the lower right hand corner and
going clockwise around the table are A. W. Coltrain, Harry Siegmund, R. R. Andrews,
L. E. Anderson, C. P. Allred, C. C. Routh, J. F. Southwick, Mrs. Esther T. Long, Viola

Adams, Mrs. T. K. Delaney, Mrs. A. S. Kunz, Mrs. C. M. Gross, Mrs. E. M. Joyner Gnd
Jean Bovet.

Cafeteria News
by Potsun Panz

Signs of summertime are very definitely

making their appearance in and around the

cafeteria. The most outstanding evidence
of this fact is those very inviting new dutch
plate lunches that genial JEAN BOVET has
prepared. Do they look good and do we
enjoy them! But we can still dream that

something besides milk would go awfully

good with them.
With the approach of warm weather we

are glad to note that ice cream is now
available to employees during the mid-
afternoon lunch period.

An additional supply of milk in paper
cartons is now available so that we can no
longer excuse our taking glass bottles into

the factory and offices.

The enclosing of the cafeteria area to

better control the admission of second shift

workers to the factory area is certainly a

step in the right direction. We believe

everyone will appreciate this new system.
It's much better than having to wait outside

the gate until a designated time.

Your Cafeteria Committee has been suc-
cessful in their efforts to secure additional

seating facilities in the lunch area. Thirty

additional bench tables have been ordered
for immediate installation.

Personalities this issue include MAUDE
ROOT, the very pleasant cashier, who has
inaugurated the vacation season by start-

ing hers this week.

MARGIE CROUCH spent a very pleasant
week-end in the nearby mountains and then
spent several days with the dentist, recuper-
ating from a wisdom tooth that was allergic

to snow.

Our visiting nurse reports that FRANKIE
RATLIFF, who has been home ill for two
weeks, is getting along niceiy and should

be back with us soon.

Understand that we will have a new mo-
tion picture screen erected near the speak-
ers' stand and that showings are to be held

for the second shift workers soon. Every

day in every way it seems we are finding

out that our company slogan, "A Better

Place to Work," really means just that.

Well, BUD BEERY just dropped in this

,'morning and left us a bit of news from

Experimental Wing which we are glad to

get as we don't see much of the old gang
anymore. TOMMIE SHOWS is taking a

leave. He and his family are going back
east. JESS DILLAVON just returned from
a trip to Idaho. (Looking for a sheep ranch,

eh Jess?) ZOOK is having a **** of a

time building a fire at home and getting

to work by 4:00 a.m. DAVID BAILY is

kept plenty busy keeping up with his sing-
ing lessons.

Here is a confusing bit of news; try and
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figure this one out. McAFEE left to go to

Texas and join the Air Corps. Some two
weeks later he returned to San Diego with

a Wyoming bride. He must have started to

Texas by way of Wyoming and something
there changed his mind. Anyway, we offer

our congratulations.

If you by chance happened to see a man
jumping up and down in the overhead crane

last week, don't worry. It was only "TEX
FLASH" NORRIS going for his solo flight.

His first flight ended rather roughly when
the crane stalled at the end of the track.

Tex, not having his parachute with him had
to climb up to the cat v/a'.k overhead. He
did better on his next try and went all the

way by rail.

FRED SIMON IDES, some of the people

on nights want to know where you learned

all of your tricks?

BEVERLY PENDLETON took her leave and

went back east with her husband. We ex-

pect her back soon.

CONNIE CHIDESTER went to Los Angeles

for an Easter reunion with her family.



Accounting Notes

by Kay and Mary Frances

Greetings to all of you who suffer

To read this news that we discover.

Did you notice the new column head?

Hope that it doesn't knock you dead!

At last we have our picture on these

pages,

The greatest shock of all the ages.

Here is all the news we could gather,

Dolled up with infinite trimmings and
lather.

At the San Diego Club one Thursday night

between deadlines the Inventory department
had a dinner party inviting the husbands

and wives. The crowd started out at MARK
CRIPES' house and going on to the Club to

have fried chicken, and fully intending to

polish off the meal with dessert. They were

sadly disappointed as far as the dessert

was concerned; it seems that HARRY KIS-

TER and his partner danced right into the

table that held the delicacy, breaking many
dishes which by the way Harry had to pay
for. After dinner the happy throng gathered

upstairs to dance. Having no floor show,

Mark and Harry presented the crowd with

a wrestling match right in the middle of

the dance floor. Mark carried the results for

days. They did however, have entertainment.

Mr. NOAKES, who arrived in the latter part

of the evening, favored the group with a

few piano selections. The party was very

much a success, everyone having a grand

and glorious time, and still showing up at

work the next morning!

Ill

Production

Control

by Maynard Love 1

1

Spring is in the air and June must be

just around the corner, or at least it is the

season for brides. Miss MAE STEVEN IN of

Second Shift, Material Control, and Mr.
LARRY LARKIN of Second Shift, Final As-
sembly, eloped to Las Vegas, Nevada, on
April 8, where they were married, spent

their honeymoon of 30 minutes, returning

to San Diego on the next bus and reported

to work on Monday as if nothing had hap-
pened. Our best wishes to the newly-married
couple. We hope that soon we will have
this war won and you will be able to extend
your abbreviated honeymoon.

Miss JEAN PHIBBS became the bride of

Mr. SAM J. PINNEY in a church ceremony
at La Jolla, April 1 5. Following the cere-

mony, a reception was held at their home.
From the reports we had, a good time was
had by all. Among those attending the re-

ception were Messrs. B. H. GEER, V. E.

HUMPHREY, TERRY KELL, and RALPH
OAKE. JEAN TUSSA was the bride's at-

tendant.

We want to welcome "SI" back in Time-
keeping and hope that he is well and happy
once more.

In Accounts Payable we want to wish

DOT WAMPLER a very happy birthday. . . .

GRACE PAUL went home to Woodward and
Alva, Oklahoma. Hubby had a furlough

Grace informed us it snowed the last day
there. You lucky gal—Oh, to see snow once
more. . . . ALBERTA JOLLY left for a two-
week vacation to be spent on a ranch in

Arizona. Hubby Norm has a fifteen-day

furlough. Have fun kids. . . . DOT WAMP-
LER and HELEN BOND were out with colds,

but are back on the jobs now. . . . We miss

ALICS DUSSO who left Accounts Payable
for Wisconsin. . . . Welcome to HELEN
ULLUM, just down from Los Angeles, to

join her Navy husband, who is stationed at

North Island. . . . MAXINE McFARLAND
is also new in the department having trans-

ferred from Sheet Metal. . . . FRANCES
MARTELL transferred from Tab to Accounts
Payable second shift. . . . GEORGIA PURDY
traded first shift for second, and is very
happy about the whole deal. No more five-

thirty mornings, and best of all, more good
coffee. . . . DOT FREDRICK transferred from
Accounts Payable second shift to grave yard
in Timekeeping. . . . MARY FREEL gave
her second pint of blood to the Red Cross
and is just as proud of herself as AILEEN
McDANIALS and KAY PATTON who made
their first trip. . . . MARY FRANCES WILL-
FORD really made a week-end out of her

husband's business trip to Los Angeles. "Our
hotel was at Hollywood Blvd. and Vine

I did hear about a shortage of breckfast

food, and am curious about a mixture of

corn flakes and cologne. Maybe we will

find out when the couple return from their

honeymoon in Los Angeles. Congratulations!

A novel idea in alarm clocks was put into

effect by DOYLE LIGHT of Airplane Plan-

ning, Third Shift, last week. After being

late for work one morning, he discovered

that the family next door did not retire

until after the time he should be up, where-

upon he made the lady of the house a sport-

ing proposition. She was to call his house

every night at 1 1 o'clock. If Doyle was nor

up to answer the door, he was to pay her

a dollar for her trip. If he was up, she made
the trip gratis. Doyle's idea being that at

such high cost he would certainly hear the

alarm clock and be up to meet her at the

door. The last report I had was that he

he had compromised at five dollars a week,

as he had lost the first three days in succes-

sion. (I know how you feel, Doyle—

I

worked Third Shift once myself.)

Mr. L. E. T1PPIE of Material Control is

now at home recovering from an operation

for appendicitis. We are glad to hear that

he is getting along well and hope to have

him back with us soon. We have been

missing him while he is out.

street, across the street from the Brown
Derby; down the street Lux Radio Theatre,

and just around the corner was the famous
Sardis. I had breakfast there Saturday morn-
ing. Night clubbing took in the famous
Slapsey Maxies, where we saw many celebri-

ties."

Traffic welcomes MARGARET (PEGGY)
WAHLSTROM, a San Diego gal. ... By the

way what happened to SHERM the other

day? He rose straight up in his chair.

BILL HOFFMAN made excellent use of

April 1st. Yes, the girls took a beating, but

then so did BILL.

As we leave you today we want to warn
you against harmless talk— if you hear it

don't repeat it— if you see it don't tell it

—

but if you read it, go ahead and talk.

-fr

Fumes From the

Paint Shop
by Kitty Matheny

The gang on second shift decided they

would like to know what goes on among
their co-workers so elected me reporter.

Never having done anything of this sort

before, I don't know how I'll be, but here

goes anyway. Wish me luck!

Wonder what this strange power is that

R. W. "ROSY" BARTHOL has over people.

We never saw anyone keep supplied with

cakes, candy, pies and even a whole meal,

like he does. What is it, Rosy? Come on,

give!

Did you know that NAN WHEELIHAN,
department clerk for Paint is that nice

"voice" you hear over the loud speaker.

Our Nan is quite a girl, being very active

in U.S.O. work and this and that until she

doesn't have much time to call her own.

L. J. DRAKE, leadman in Finishing, was
absent a couple of days last week with a

strained back. He was pretty much worried

for a while as he thought it might be due
to "old age" but after his doc reassured

him it could happen to anyone, he felt much
better and is back at work again. All joking

aside, Drake, we are glad it is better as we
know how painful something like that can

be.

In the spring "a young man's fancy"

would seem to apply to MARVIN SETTER,
inspector. And this is Leap Year, too.

Would like to introduce two pretty gals

in Finishing—HELEN DeLAURENTIS and
ELIZABETH FLYNN. Both girls are friends

of long standing and Helen is living with

Elizabeth for the duration as her husband,

an Ensign in the Navy, is stationed in

South America at the present writing.

We hear LARRY LARSEN, leadman in

Dope Shop, is also a good promoter when
it comes to pies and cakes. We don't know
who is head man in that respect, he or

Rosy, but time will tell.

Mrs. JEROME of the Dope Shop, or "Joe"

as she is affectionately called, left us last

Friday to join her son who is in the Army
Air Corps in New York. We will sure miss

you, Joe, and wish you lots of luck in your

new home.
DELL FAY PAWLEY was absent most of

last week. FRANK ADAMS has been trans-

ferred to the other building temporarily.

Miss you, Frank. Hurry back.

Orchids to L. McMASTER or "Mac" as

he is known, for never being too busy to

answer our numerous and varied questions.

No matter what the question is, "Mac"
always knows the right answer.
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Lifeblood of the Flying Reporter . . .

the columnists. Contributors Sally and
Sue have just finished batting out

another "Smoke from the Test Tube."

Flying Reporter "hits the press" on Mon-
day. Every third Monday, to be exact. That
is, on Monday morning, providing there are

no bugs in the works, the printed pages of

Flying Reporter start rolling off the press.

Preceding that happy occasion when the

staff can say, "Frye and Smith, it's your

baby now," are a group of turbulent days
known as the deadline daze.

First comes the preceding Monday, which,

as all good departmental contributors know,
is deadline for copy for the twenty-five to

thirty departmental columns that come roll-

ing in each issue. In reality, those newsy col-

umns are the lifeblood of the magazine and
any few words of praise that we might put
down on paper here would never justly do

credit to our staff of talented contributors

who faithfully come through every third

Monday. A bottle of beer and a can of

string beans to a swell gang!

After that inadequate bit of eulogy,
back to the deadlines of which there are

many too many. Following deadline Monday
comes deadline Tuesday—the last possible

day to get photographs to the artist. The
folks in the darkroom—Lynn Fayman, Larry
Marcus, Bill Harmer, Frank Martin and
Tommy Hixson—share in the responsibility

of getting the pictures printed. Recognizable
pictures of over 1 25 Ryanites appear in the
average issue. Lynn and Bill, who now do
most of the photographic work for Flying

Reporter, are out covering sports events,

What goes on between

"every third Friday"

Left: The linotyper at

Frye and Smith is setting

the type on the Reporter.

About 30 hours of steady
work each issue.

Right 1 : Mel Baker and
Sue Gunthorp selecting

colors for the next issue.

Right 2: Roy Schwenk-
meyer, the artist, at work
on an "In the Service"

layout.

Right 3: Howard Carroll,

engraver, touching up his

negatives before starting

the zinc plates.
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A Flying Reporter without pictures!

Imagine it! Tommy Hixson, standing,

and Frank Martin deserve the credit for

much of our fine photographic work.

™&4

social events and news events at any hour

of the day or night that may be required.

If you don't believe it, ask Bill Harmer,

who occasionally covers the swing shift

dances that start at 1 :00 a.m. or comes
down to the plant at 12:30 in the morn-

ing to catch a group of second and third

shift workers together.

After the pictures are taken and first

prints made, the layouts have to be made
—that's one of the tasks of the editor.

Then enlargements are made to the proper

size and sent down to artist Roy Schwenk-
meyer of the Art Service Studio. Roy pastes

up the layouts and does a little retouching

here and there. In fact, he can do every-

thing from lengthening your skirt to taking

the freckles off your nose. Several of the

sports and What's Cookin' drawings have

come from Roy's pen, too.

By Wednesday night Roy has all layouts

in the hands of the engraver, Howard Car-

roll, whose office is in the same building.

Howard goes to work with a deadline of

Thursday night for "brownlines" or first

proofs, and Friday night finished cuts to

Frye and Smith, who print Flying Reporter.

Theoretically, all main features should be

written and in the hands of the printer

before the deluge of departmental news
comes in on deadline Monday. That after-

noon and the following day the Flying Re-

porter office keeps shooting new material

(Continued on page 22)



Smoke From

A Test Tube
by Sally and Sue

He pushed and he pulled; he tugged and
he twisted, all to no avail. The finger was
stuck and that was all there was to it.

The spindle of the thread spool hung on

stubbornly, even when water was poured

abundantly down the other end. As a last

resort, oil was tried, and the gooey sub-

stance did the trick. The owner of the ad-

venturous finger, of course, is MARTY
CHUDNOFF.

Our NAN HERBERT is now NAN NADER,
and if you want to see happiness personi-

fied and overflowing, you should stop in

and see her. We gave her a gay send-off

last Tuesday (4-4-44, by the way!) She

left the Lab with orange blossoms in her

hair, a bouquet of red roses from ELLEN
"E. J." HARRINGTON'S garden in her

arms, and a lot of confetti (we emptied our

paper punches so that everyone could throw

a handful) all over her. Here's hoping you
will always be as happy and sparkling as

you are right now, Mrs. Nader!

The phrase "proud papa" is by no means
meaningless in our department. All in one
day we had a regular barrage of pictures

submitted by "BO" FLOERSCH, "T. B."

BRANCH and BILL BROWN of Sheet Metal.

We really enjoy seeing the apples of your

eyes, boys, and heartily agree that you

all have a right to be proud of them.

You'd be surprised at all the cultural

enterprises being undertaken at the present

time by the girls of the Lab. MARY ANN
is taking Spanish lessons (she's concluded

that it is definitely the coming thing);

GAY and SALLY have joined the Ryan
Choir; SALLY is taking riding lessons (just

wants to be called an equestrienne—we
know!); SUE has taken up piano lessons

in order to make good use of the new piano

she just purchased; and GAY, E. J. and
SUE have taken up bowling as a group in

a big way. Boy, just watch our smoke! Oh
yes, I almost forgot—NAN has taken up
being a good wife!

"May I borrow your scissors?"

"Well-I-I-I."

"Aw, please."

"Okay."
"Boy, have I got a way with the

women!" **

NOTE: —KILLER KOHL, they call him.

Pending Problems of Laboratory Personnel

HUB and his car batteries and tires.

BILL BATZLOFF and his motorcycle.

"E. J." HARRINGTON and her tempera-

Foremen s Club Elects Officers

New officers of the Foremen's Club elected of a recent meeting are Floyd Bennett,

foreman of Manifold Small Parts, president succeeding Carl Palmer, foreman of Fin-

ishing. Howard Engler, foreman in Sheet Metal replaces Roy Ryan, Final Assembly
foreman, as vice president and Micky Meyers, Manifold Assembly foreman on second

shift, succeeds Gene Wilcox, foreman in finishing. Left to right are Meyers, Bennett

and Engler.
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mental curves (bowling curves).

MARTY CHUDNOFF and his income tax.

"BO" FLOERSCH and the porch chairs

and flower pots he is trying to keep from

getting up and walking away by tying them

to pop bottles with strings.

GAY and her tan.

DON KLITSCH and his split toe-nail

(about which he is very mysterious).

BOB FULLERTON and spring houseclean-

ing.

DOC WHITCOMB and his "Dural Ter-

mites."

Apply at the Laboratory, folks, if you

want to take lessons in fencing. We have

the best to offer you in instruction—les-

sons 1 to 7. Yes sir, she is short and cute,

too, and can teach you all the tricks of how
to avoid that dangerous dagger. We had a

demonstration early one morning, and the

lady is good. Her name? MARY ANN
TOUFF.

There are flat tires, and then there are

flat tires. When you ore blocks from a

service station and when you finally reach

said station, do the work yourself and then

pay the man for doing your own work, that

is the last straw. Next time, BO, have that

flat tire in front of your house where you
keep that spare.

We think she is one of the cutest per-

sonalities we have yet to meet, and her eyes

were certainly sparkling the other morning.

ELLEN "E. J." HARRINGTON had received

a telegram from the "one and only" say-

ing he had completed Marine officers train-

ing in the East. A mightly lucky fellow, for

there is only one "E. J."
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Downtown Frame-Up
by Mildred Brunette

This is the Downtown Frame-Up via the

pen of MILDRED BRUNETTE seein' as how
Cupid took away our WILLIE in a simple

ceremony performed in Yuma, Easter Sun-

day. She is now residing in El Centra with

her husband, Jimmy Lamont.

If anyone happened to see MILDRED
MURPHY at the Park Manor the other night,

you weren't seeing a preview of her new
Eaiter finery. The long bloomers, short skirt

and hair ribbon were worn for the initiating

dinner into the Delta Theta Tau, well-,

known National Social Sorority.

Something new has been added to our

office. A dozen or so airplanes can be seen

all around the room. Everything from am-
phibians to bombers. Of course they are

only model planes, but very effective just

the same. Public Relations was instrumental

in getting them for us.

It was an unusual experience for the

Vice-President and the Industrial Relations

Director to spend an entire day in the Induc-

tion Class. Both Mr. PRUDDEN and Mr. PER-

SONS appeared to be enjoying themselves.

We sincerely hope they were and t!-at they

will each make more frequent appearances

at our- downtown office.



Assistant Repoiters:

Receiving Inspection—Edna Farnsworth.

Manifold Inspection—Bill Rossi.

Sheet Metal Inspection—Claire Skinner.

Final Assem. Inspection—Marjorie Bolas.

"Did You Know's" from Manifold Inspection

CLARENCE FOWLER is always obliging

to "build up " any of his friends? A swell

leadman and a swell "builder upper." . . .

ELEANOR VRUNO says she doesn't care for

men anymore, but maybe just as much?
. . . ZOE DUBELMAN is a popular and color-

ful figure—especially in red slacks? . . .

M. L. FULLER has gotten so hefty because

he eats his self-made sandwiches? . . .

H. D. BALLINGER is on a diet? He cut

down from five helpings to just and only

three. . . .
MARCELLA MILLER has the

nicest family? . . . ALAN SOULE is looking

for still brighter hued skirts and sweaters?

. . . WILMA HARPER loves flowers and
A-20 stacks? They are all over her every

day. . . . BEVERLY MOORE finally sold the

old car and the sails and oars that went
with it?

Final Assembly Inspection

J. H. DENNIS and Mr. Russell Nicholas

of the Nicholas Beazley Airplane Co. were

renewing old friendships a short time ago
when Mr. Nicholas came through the plant

on a visit. . . . A. H. WEIGELS (Navy In-

spector) has a small son who figures every-

thing out. He informed his father
—"Daddy,

you can't kid me. I know that there is no

such thing as an Easter Bunny laying Easter

eggs. It's an Easter Chicken." . . . P. F.

DUKELON's oldest boy said: "I would rather

have the Easter Bunny than the Easter egg."

(So would we all—and fried.) . . . EVELYN
RANKINS is the very nice clerk in Final

Assembly replacing PAT OPP, who is now
taking care of the files in Experimental. . . .

H. M. POWELL says he misses his little

Johnny—referring to JOHNNY CAMERON,
who is now working in Experimental. . . .

Mr. BILLINGS did very well with his baseball

club last year. One of his club members is

now with the Brooklyn Dodgers with another

prospect coming up. Congratulations, BILL.

. . . WALT STEVENS was overheard to say,

"I'm a good physical specimen." DUSTY
PRETTYMAN piped up with, "I'm a speci-

men, period." . . . I'll bet it will be a long

time before JIM PADFIELD goes surf-fishing

again. One beautiful Sunday, while fishing

he discovered his legs were turning black.

It took him exactly two hours, plenty of

Dutch Cleanser to get the oil from his legs.

. . . JOHNNY CAMERON has twenty-one
days to wait to find out if he is going to be
in Uncle Sam's Navy— He's been doing a

swell job on the home front, but he wants
to do even a better job "over there."

Little Known Facts About Two Inspectors

JEAN CAYTON of Cutting Inspection

came to Ryan two weeks ago. She was
employed at Consolidated-Vultee (across the

field) before coming here. Her husband,
Kenneth, is in the Marine Corps, stationed

at Camp Pendleton. Jean also has two
brothers in the service—Edward is a Captain
in the Army, and Eugene is in the Marine

Corps. Her hobbies are reading and bicycling;

favorite pastime : admiring her cocker span-
iel, "Rusty." When asked about post-war

plans she says, "Kenneth wants to remain
in the service, so I'll probably be traveling

around the country with him. I hope we can

go to China!"
JANE SNYDER whose home town is Pax-

ton, Nebraska, has been in San Diego about

one and one-half years—she has attended

business college, was employed in Production

Control at Consolidated and worked at the

OPA office in the Rent Control Department.
Her hobbies are horseback riding, any kind

of sports—but prefers horses, their care,

and just being near them. She hopes to

attend the University of Colorado at Boulder

after the war. She has one brother and he is

in the U. S. Army in England.

Putt Putts

On Parade
by Millie Merritt

Here we go again, off on our regular

"Gab Session," so pull up an easy chair and
catch up on all the dope.
DONNA JOHNSON, up and left us to

transfer out to Woodshop as department
clerk. Good luck, Donna, and don't forget

to come out and see us once in a while.

JOY LONGACRE, is the girl with the

southern drawl that you have been seeing

lately. Joy hails from Dallas, Texas, and is

out here to be with her husband, who is in

the Navy and stationed at North Island.

ERNIE MILLER is also a new employee
on day shift. Ernie will be working with

DAN DELSO, and also on the Mobilift.

L. L. LEFEBURE has transferred to Mani-

fold Dispatching and is working in the

Drop Hammer Department.
The old "bug" finally got around to the

Transportation Crew. I went down on the

first count and had to be off three days to

recuperate. DOTTIE HALL went down on the

second count and was forced to remain home
for three days this week. At present it looks

like SALLY LEVICKAS will be down on the

third count. We can't decide whether we
gals are just breaking down or whether that

old flu bug kinda sneaked up on us when
we were't looking.

Our bowling practice is well under way,
but our scores aren't so hot. We hope that

we will snap out of it and be doing better

by the time the Summer League begins. Con-
fidentially, SALLY LEVICKAS, warmed up to

a beautiful 190 game her first night out.

Transportation is really all out for bowling.

JOY LONGACRE is also going to join with

one of the teams, having been in leagues

in Texas.
With the increasing production the Buda

Bouncing Mamas, WALT BRIGHT and
GEORGE CAMPBELL on the Mobilifts, and
our whole crew are really stepping up the

pace and keeping the parts moving from
station to station.

We all admire DAN DELSO, for his de-
termination to stick to the job. Just recently

Dan's young daughter, who lives in the East,

was taken to the hospital for an operation.

Dan came through the ordeal without miss-

ing a day and we are really proud of him.
R. C. BERG, on nights, is also keeping up

his record. Berg has been employed here

almost a year and has missed only one day.

Ruanette Receiues Husband's medals
Lorraine Danyluk, right, in the Blueprint Room in Engineering, was presented with

the Air Medal end Purple Heart because of her husband, Lt. Franklin Danyluk's heroic

action over Sicily where he was reported shot down. The presentation was made at a

special cadet review in Santa Ana. A brother and sister of her husband are also

working here. They are Bill and Eleanor Danyluk of Tooling and Final Assembly

respectively. In the picture Lorraine is showing the medals to Betty Skinner of the

Public Relations department.
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Notes From

Dawn
Workers

by Ralph Geist

£l

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. ROSS
MILLER, who were married Easter Sunday
in National City. Both are of the third shift.

Mrs. Miller, nee CHRISTINE SHEPHARD of

Manifold Inspection, is a beauty queen on

third shift and "HAP," gas welder, is one of

the veterans of the dawn patrol. Best of

luck from the guys and gals to this fine

couple.

JUNE BONZANO, arc welder, is very ill

in a local hospital, undergoing a major op-

eration. Everyone hopes for his speedy re-

covery.

JERRY JENSEN, of Small Parts, is back on

the job after being out several weeks with

an injured finger.

JO ANN BELL, who is convalescing with

an injured hand, is anxious to be back on

the job in Manifold. Everyone will be glad

to see you back, Jo.

Two cakes showed up recently. Mrs.

GLADYS LONG, spot welder, passed around

a fine angelfood cake as a "going away"
gesture. Mrs. Long left to care for her home
in Lakeside. JEWEL ASHTON, arc welder,

brought in a good chocolate cake, too, but

confessed that she had help baking it.

CLAUDE NEWBILL and JACK BIDDY,
gas welders, are on third shift, having trans-

ferred from first. JULIA ROSS, gas welder,

is back on third after a stretch on second,

as is also HILDA HOWELL, gas welder. Wel-
come to the welding department is DORA
DICKAW. Mrs. KAY KNOUSE is new
fluxer on third. She is aiding the war ef-

fort along with a daughter, DOROTHY VAN
DUSEN, whose husband is somewhere in the

South Pacific.

H. E. WALTON, manifold assembler, has

gone back to Nebraska. Mr. Walton was
troubled with asthma and had to seek a

more arid clime.

Sandblaster HUGHES and LEE "WIMPY-
JACKSON take over on third while DYKE
WORREN and AGNEW take a turn on the

second shift. ;

"LIZ" BORNOWSKI, "WHITEY" LUDE-
MAN and GEORGE TREKAS, arc welders,

have been transferred to the second shift.

Mr. and Mrs. V. K. Allen are transferring

to first shift. Mr. Allen is a welder in Small

Parts and Mrs. Allen is a spot welder in

Manifold. LOUIS RUGG and NIKKI
GOLDEN, arc welders, are transferring to

second shift.

SYLVIA LOSHONKOHL, of Tack and
Trim, has left Ryan, and THELMA JOUR-
NEY, gas welder, has entered Cadet Nurses
training and is stationed at Yuma, Arizona.

GEORGE LANE, gas welding leadman,
comes up with the first croaker catch of the

season—six pounds, two ounces. He says

the foot of Torrey Pines is the place to fish.

We wonder!
LUTHER FRENCH, metal fitter, is taking

a two-week leave of absence, and may go
into the service. JIMMY KINNARD, for-

merly of the third shift, expects to be in-

ducted soon, as may also BILL MAGELLAN.
Foreman CLIFF SKATES attended the

opening ball game of the season, and was
ready to "take" the umps before the tilt

ended.

& Plant

Engineering

-

by Bob Christy

It must be spring—DEL "ARMY BOY"
FERNALD has been flitting about the office

like a butterfly. Whistling at all the girls

and cooing like a dove if one happens to

speak to him, and K. O. BURT has been
bringing flowers to all the girls in the office.

I wish someone would tell me just what
GORDON MOSSOP does on Monday nights

besides bowl with the Ryan League. It is

almost standard practice insofar as he is

concerned to spend Tuesdays recovering from
whatever it is he does Monday nights. If it

is that demon liquor he will probably some
day master it. If it is women it will probably

master him.

We had an auction here the other day

with FRED BORTZMEYER presiding as auc-

tioneer. As the bidding rose certain people

began to question the value of the article,

one person finally judging its actual value

made a bid and stood pat only to be outbid

later. The climax came when the high bid-

der started to close the deal, Fred gave the

article free of charge to him. Mossop can
still be heard muttering in his beard.

Will some kind soul who owns a boat

please take LOIS GREEN for a boat ride?

She has been talking about it all winter and
still hasn't been beyond the shoreline.

MORE RYANITES

BECOME LEADMEN
. . . "in achieving success there is

no substitute for hard work."

Left: New leadman in Fuselage on first shift is E. R. Carva-
jal. Center: Gayle F. De La Mater has been appointed lead-

man in Sheet Metal Fabrication on second shift. Right:

George Truver was recently made leadman in Wing Assembly
and assigned to Experimental.

Left: Appointed leadman in Wing Assembly, second shift,

is W. H. Turner who will be working in Experimental. Center:

H. M. Van Zandt is a new leadman in the Tool Room. Right:

Paul S. Hoffman was recently appointed leadman in Sheet

Metal Cutting and Routing.

Left: Richard Grabowsky last month became a new lead-

man in the Tool Room. Center: Also a new leadman in the

Tool Room is Francis Turnbaugh. Right: Charles Salters has

been leadman in Tool Control in charge of all tool liaison

work on experimental and production tools.
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FROM MATERIAL CONTROL
by EARL VAUGHAN

In the last issue of the Flying Reporter

this columnist printed the postwar ambitions

or plans of the members of this department.

However, due to lack of space, all were not

represented. Therefore, this issue will com-
plete that list.

HAROLD WRIGHT: I would like to travel

if possible.

HOWARD ULBERG: See America first.

HELEN FREY: Going back and live peace-
fully in Connecticut.

ELSBETH HOISINGTON: To stay home,
keep house and raise a family.

WALLY JAHN: Back to guest and cattle

ranching.

EARL VAUGHAN: Either go back to the

drug business or open my own business and
will guarantee to stay out of other people's

business.

MARY WILLIAMSON: Call my husband
back from the Marine Corps and settle in

a new home in Dixon, Illinois.

RUTH CARROLL: Going back to Louisi-

ana and re-enter the field of radio.

BETTY GORSLINE: Get married and pro-

duction ("Radio Production").

BILL GUERIN: 45 feet of sailboat and
"Ah, Wilderness"! Any blonde looking for

a cook's job, please note.

J. HALLEY: See Alaska first.

RUTH LEEDY: Would like to visit South
America.

MORRIE LEVIN: To re-enter business col-

lege to finish court reporting course.

LENA TAYLOR: Would like to fly to

China.
SECOND SHIFT

LEO ARNOLD: Would like to work on an
electrical development and raise bees.

ANDREW BREUR: Get a job milking cows.

ARTHUR COOK: Yearns to take a two-
week sun bath.

BOB CHILDS: I've been here at Ryan so

long I want to continue with them and build

a home by the ocean.

L. FRENCH: Will take a trip back home
first.

BERNARD GREER: Want to make a bee
line for Texas to visit my daughter.

HARRY HOLTHUSEN: Your guess is as
good as mine.

D. LAMM: I would like to burn the sched-
ules first, then go to Idaho on a hunting
trip.

ELIZABETH MITCHELL: I intend to stay
in California as long as there's room.

ROBERT SHANLEY: Will tie himself to

the woods in Northern California.

LYLE TIPPIE: Just wants the war to be
over—

?

L. J. THOMAS: Will go home to Indiana
first, then?!

MICHAEL RESCINETO: Buy a home here
in San Diego and stay at Ryan.

MAE STEVENIN: Continue on at Ryan.

EDWIN JENKINS: Would like to write the
great American Novel—Setting, San Diego.

CHARLES KELLEY: It's Ryan for me if

there is room.

IRENE WACHTEL: Would like to enjoy

life if possible.

L. P. ANDERSON: Build a home and enjoy

life.

LEONA KING: Go on a chicken farm and
enjoy my grandchildren, if any.

EVELYN DeLAY: I can think only as far

as ration points for next week.

Strikes and More Strikes

Morrie Levin not only can control

material, but he can also control a wicked
hook. No, he didn't give anyone a K.O.,

but he did bowl a 255 game at the Tower
Bowl the other night. After nine straight

strikes, he proved to this department that

he's the champ in this field of sport. Mor-
rie received an award of a rolling pin—no,

I mean a bowling pin—from the Tower Bowl
for his accomplishment and is now practic-

ing for that perfect 300 game. (Congrats to

Morrie, and how about six easy lessons?)

MARGE WEST also set a record of a 1 60
for the girls of this department to shoot at.

Whether it be in a sarong or behind a I 6-

pound bowling ball, Marge will strut her

oomph and will make the boys say ah!
(Nice going, Marge, and let's see a 200
game.

)

Flash!

Another flash has been added to brighten

up Material Control. Little BETTY HIGGS,
of the Aluminum Group, has announced her
engagement to John H. Buckler, Pharma-
cist Mate, 2nd Class, U.S.N. Betty's hubby-
to-be has been transferred to San Fran-
cisco and may be shipped out soon. If not

too soon, Betty will ask for a leave of ab-
sence to join him for a life sentence. Thata
girl, Betty; congratulations, and don't let

him get away until the sky pilot can tie

that important knot.

.

New Recruits

A hearty welcome is extended to the

following new members of our Material Con-
trol family:

HILDA CHRISTENSEN, Purchase Parts

group; PAULINE ANDERSON, Manifold

Control, second shift; IRMA DUGUID, Steel

group, second shift; DOW WILLIAMS, In-

ventory Control group; DORCAS MANFULL,
night typist; PEGGY BURROUGHS, Gov-
ernment Reports group; RUBY HERD, Gov-

ernment Reports group, second shift. Your

reporter would like to add that Peggy came
3000 miles to work at Ryan. Of course,

the reason being that her husband is now
stationed at Camp Pendleton, after having

dished it out to those sneaking little Japs

for 1 1 months with the Marine paratroops

in the Pacific.

Dots and a Dash of Hots

JEAN MILLER says yes, most accidents

do occur at home, as she has a sprained

ankle to prove that bedroom rugs are soft,

but dangerous.

HOWARD ULBERG is now hoofing it to
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work to prove that a rolling stone gathers no

moss, and also to cut down the waist line.

C. B. JONES arrived back to work after

enjoying a week's vacation at home, being

all-around handy man. Jones is now sporting

a healthy tan and a new smooth-cut sport

coat, and he is now ready to start his

biggest and busiest year at Ryan.

mallest Aircraft

Worker At Ryan
The title of "smallest aircraft worker in

the world" is claimed for Mildred Chapman
by her fellow workers at the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company, where Miss Chapman is

employed in the Final Assembly department.

She is exactly four and a half feet high

—

and since another aircraft company recently

claimed the "world's smallest" honor for a

four-foot-nine-inch worker, Ryanites be-

lieve they can justly assert a better right

to the title.

Miss Chapman installs weights in rudder

parts, working on jigs which were especiallv

cut down to her size. In slack periods she

also lends a hand on elevator assemblies,

where she is particularly welcome because

she can stand in a normal position to do

work which makes average-size people

stoop.

Sometimes she has to stand on a box to

take a drink from a drinking-fountain, and
getting her tools from a cupboard involves

using the lower shelves as a stepladder, but

otherwise this tiny war worker has little dif-

ficulty. She has been with Ryan seven

months, coming here from Ira, Texas.

Mildred Chapman at her riveting job,

working alongside a co-worker of aver-

age height.



Stacks Y Stuff
by Manny Fohlde

Each t'mc I sit down at the typewriter

to knock out a line or two for these pages,

the thought strikes me that someone should

take it upon themtelves to construct a ma-
chine that would enable the operator to

employ the keyboard in the zame manner
that a pianist or organist does. Instead of

being able to punch out but one letter at a

time, a scheme might be devised whereby
the typist could produce combinations of

letter: or "chord:" form'ng a complete word.

Then, by using both hands, two words or

perhaps a phrate could be written. In the

manufacture of such a machine, the organ,

I imagine, would be the most suitable for a

pattern inasmuch as there are so many
more effects available than en a piano. By
pulling the various stops, the typist would
be able to cause very effective language to

appear on the paper. Every business man
would be more than delighted to own such

an instrument. In writing an advertising let-

ter or circular, for instance, the stops pro-

ducing nice-sounding, persuasive words
could be employed, while on the other hand
if he should desire to contact one of his

customers in regard to overdue installment

payments, the stops producing sharp, irri-

tating words might be used. Then, too, a

few "dirty chords" could be mixed in for

special effects. Just think of the possibili-

ties of such a contraption! Manufacturers
looking for a fast-selling item for a postwar
market should avail themselves of the oppor-
tunity and do something about this!

A newsie on one of the busier corners

down town has ceased to shout the head-
lines in the conduction of his business, but
instead shouts, "Flat Top's gonna to kill

a guard," or "Read what Dick Tracy's
gonna do." Regardless of what he hollers,

it concerns the activities of the better-

known comic-strip characters. He no doubt
thinks that the public has grown a bit

weary of hearing the garbled jargon of the

orthodox news vendor.

In an attempt to gather a bit of news
for this issue, I contacted SARAH STAUF-
FER of Ball Installation. "Sir," she said with
eyes ablaze, "I don't gossip!" Needless to

say I sauntered off without getting a bit

of news. That, dear reader, is the kind of

cooperation I get from my fellow workers.

ROY THOMAS, largest single (yes, girls,

I sa ;d single) landholder on the sunny side

of Sunshine Street, El Cajon, is seriously

eye'ng the post of State Senator. Owning
vast holdings seems be one of the qualifi-

cations a candidate should have, and I

guess Roy has it. I haven't the slightest

idea how large an acre and a half is, but
to my strictly metropolitan way of think-
ing, an acre is a lot of dirt.

The "Mutual Admiration Society" has
recruited several new members since last

issue and has every indication of growing
in popularity.

"ZAD" LEWTON, who is a writer in his

own right, showed me some of his original

poems that appeared as a feature of the

feature page of the "Quincy Daily Herald"
some nineteen to twenty years ago. They
were under the caption, "A Corner on the
Square."

HANK HANGGI is really settling down to

married life, if what appeared in the "Trad-
ing Post" is any indication. Have you sold

the fishing tackle and rifle as yet, Hank?

CHARLIE WELDON spent a most pleasant

Ea:ter week-end welcoming his son-in-law

and daughter, Dr. and Mrs. Paul Shea, home
from the east. Dr. Shea has completed his

medical studies and is to serve his interne-

ship here at the county hospital. Charlie

isn't tickled, much!

BUTCH ORTIZ has just returned from a

trip to Detroit and looks as though he were
mightly pleased to be back.

HERB SIMMER has gone east, too, hav-
ing become the proud owner of a new home
in Rolando Village.

As this goes to press, we are pleased to

report that the BICE's town sedan is still

perking under her own power and that the

bailing wire is still intact.

MORE ABOUT

FLYING REPORTER
(Continued from page 17)

to the printer, more than 20,000 words
of departmental news each issue. By Tues-
day afternoon some of the shooting is going
the other way and galley proofs are begin-
ning to come back on the material set. This
means work with a capital "W" for both
Bill Wagner and Sue Gunthorp. Bill, director

of public relations, checks through all the
galleys, usually about 27 of them, which
m3ans that midnight oil burns brightly.

Thursday night is like no other night. Armed
with the galleys, proofs of pictures and
plenty of paper and glue, Sue clears the
dining room table at home and starts in.

Time marches on . . . and sooner or later

the pages of Flying Reporter have been
pasted up.

Some place along the line, before plans
for an issue have progressed very far, a
conference is held with Mel Baker, Frye and
Smith's appointed guardian for Flying Re-

porter. Color selections are made and the
mechanical difficulties of proposed layouts

discussed. Mel, by virtue of being half nut
himself with a dozen other deadlines to

meet, is able to work perfectly with the
artist, engraver, the printers and the Flying

Reporter staff. He's "chief worry-er" for

all the different phases of Flying Reporter,
and when on Friday afternoon the cop ; es

are safely in the hands of our Ryan receiv-

ing department, Mel heaves a sigh of relief,

sits back and calls the Flying Reporter
office. "I think we'll be a day late getting
Flying Reporter out this time," he says.

"Everything's gone wrong and we just can't
possibly make it on time." When we hear
his troubled voice, we know all is well and
the issue will come out on schedule. As yet
Flying Reporter has never been late, al-

though there have been times when the
minutes to spare could be counted on one
hand.

Next issue, watch for the story of the
actual printing of the Reporter and see the
pictures of it coming off the press, eight
pages at a time.

Ryan was host this month to AWPC Tooling Panel attended by Tooling executives
of the major Southern California aircraft companies. Through an interchange of ideas
and discussion of problems these members of the Aircraft War Production Council are
speeding up the tooling end of southland aircraft manufacture. Left to right around the
table are T. P. Hearne, Standards Engineer, Ryan; H. F. Wallen, Supervisor of Tool
Design and Planning, Ryan; Robert Lieber, Northrop; E. P. Myers, Consolidated;
J. S. Haldeman, Lockheed; Ace Edmiston, Tooting Superintendent, Ryan; R. J. Dieu-
donne, AWPC Staff Representative; F. H. Gold, North American; F. M. Gibian,
Northrop; John Semprez, Douglas and M, H. Ernster, Douglas.
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Ship
//m •

Tide"
by Leigh

MacDonald

Ahoy, and greetings to our new employees

Shipping—three young ladies all at once!

well—fellas? BETTY JANE CHRISTENSON,
a very sweet young lady from Seattle, Wash-
ington, is really very enthusiastic about

California. I'm sure it was only a teeny-

weeny wistful gleam in her eye when we
were discussing the wooden shoes and shawl

kerchiefs it's so much fun to wear in Wash-
ington and Oregon. Then we have two ladies

w'-o speak with an interesting drawl—that's

right! From Texas! FLORENCE MONK is

from Port Arthur, Texas, and has been in

San Diego three months; and Mrs. DELLA
HOLFMAN is from Rowena, Texas. Delia

ha3 been in California one year, and at

Ryan one month. We hope they'll all be

happy and find many friends here.

Then too, we've lost a good worker and

a swell fellow with the termination of KEN-
NETH ANKENEY, who left March 3

1
, to

join the Army Air Corps. The Shipping em-
ployees had loads of fun in contributing

toward a lovely rust leather traveling case

as his "going away" gift, and were happy at

the appreciation Kenny showed. We wish

him much luck, and speedy return!

Another party, and Easter was duly cele-

brated Saturday noon, April 8, in the Ship-

ping department. The tahle was heaped with

food and drinks and, boy, we ET! The home-
made whipped cream cake that GLENDA
HOSTER brought wo:—well beeuooootiful

and delishus, as was the salad from JACK
LATTMAN, the chili beans from CHARLIE,
the baked ham from FRASER, and that goes

for everything else that each employee con-

tributed, including the multi-colored Easter

eggs that supplied atmosphere and decora-

tion. Approximately forty people attended,

and everyone had a gala luncheon!

New faces and new changes. There is a

new office for Mr. GETZ; enclosed, and
much more private. Next to his, is the new
Navy office and in their old place, are

DELMA GILLARD, ERNESTINE LAWSON,
PAUL FRASER, and J. N. HOWES. How do
you like the "Ea;t End," kids?

R03BIE ROBINSON made a beautiful and
novel heart locket for his niece—with a

coin in the center with her birth year on it.

We want one too, Robbie

!

And speaking of beautiful things, BESS
KULANDER has a very unique and lovely

new compact. It is round like a golf ball,

the upper half of which is heavy glass en-
closing two miniature dice which shake as

the compact is moved. Be careful of the

"betting," Bess!

TUNIE NIEMIE did the "funny" of the

week when she went to Ocean Beach instead

of Pacific Beach to visit JUNE LEEPER for

the weekend. June kept the home lights

burning, but to no aval, for after Tunie had
gone to the very end of the bus line and
could not find June at the wrong beach,
she wearily headed for home, and climbed

into her own little bed! Better luck next time,

Tunie and June

!

April 8th, 1944, marked exactly one year

for CHARLIE BERNARD with Ryan. Charlie

has the excellent record of never being

absent or tardy during this time. Good
work, Charlie! Shall we ask what your secret

is—or be honest and stop making excuses

for ourselves? Or we could see the film on
Tarawa and there'd be inspiration to work
harder, plus the making of some new resolu-

tions—and maybe there will be more like

Mr. Bernard.

Notes From The Nite: RALPH A. TAY-
LOR, assistant supervisor on the second

Pvt. Stanley H. Lester,

stationed at Camp
Fannin, Texas, is a

brother of Mary Les-

ter, of swing shift In-

spection.

Lucian S. Moore, o

Service Engineering

has a son. Ensign F

Sibley Moore, sta-

tioned at Atlanta, Ga

shift, left Saturday, April 1 5, on his vaca-
tion to St. Louis, Missouri. Mr. and Mrs.
C. G. RUSH, (Alice and Clayton) celebrated
their second wedding anniversary with a
party in their home, 3204 33rd Street, just

recently. Luck to the Rush's, and may they
have many more happy anniversaries. Guests
were as follows: Mr. and Mrs. LOUIS SPEIR,
Mr. and Mrs. EDDIE LILLIS, Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. FLETCHER, Mr. and Mrs. HARRY
ADDIS, AUSTIN DUDLY, PAT DOYLE,
LOIS ARLICH, DOROTHY DUSHANE. Alice
Rush is in Shipping Department, and her

husband is leadman in Drophammer, Dept. 4.

ALAN MARSHALL presented the office

with seeeegars—yep! He's the father of a

brand new seven-pound, five-ounce baby
boy. Congratulations to the Marshall's! As
long as we seem to be passing out congratu-
lations to everyone, next in line stands
HOWARD YOUNG, who has just been ap-
pointed leadman. The fellow workers wish
him much luck. Notes From the Nite will

sign off until next time, too—adios, adios.

Well

—

a'right! Guess 'nuff sed, mebbe.
So, adios, till next time!

*

Hew Bonks Bt

Public Library
Machine Speeds and Feeds compiled by
Hawyard-Tyler and Co., Ltd.

An unique collection of tables and data
relating to machining operations on cast
iron, steels, alloy steels, aluminum and
aluminum alloys and other non-ferrous
metals with 19 tool form charts.

Map Reading and Avigation by Richard M.
Field and Harlan T. Stetson.

This book requires only a prerequisite of

elementary algebra and plane geometry. It

is specifically designed for beginners, an
introductory course prepared to supply an
urgent demand.

Plant Engineer's Manual by E. Molloy.

A comprehensive reference book for all

engineers responsible for the installation,

operation and maintenance of en industrial

plant. Both mechanical and electrical en-
gineering are treated in this manual.

Sheet Metal Pattern Layouts by Edwin P.

Anderson.

A practical illustrated treatise covering
all phases of sheet metal work including

pattern cutting and pattern development
for all sheet metal workers, layout men,
mechanics and artisans. A complete shop
guide showing a step by step solution of

several hundred sheet metal problems.

James Mettee, U. S. N.
Machinist James Mettee, Warrant

Officer in the U.S. Navy and stationed

in the Ryan Navy office since the

first of the year, passed away after

a heart attack on Saturday, April I 5th.

His sudden passing was a deep shock
to his many friends in the Ryan or-

ganization.

Machinist Mettee had just com-
pleted 32 years of service in the U.S.

Navy. A veteran of World War I, he

had seen duty aboard several aircraft

carriers and at Pearl Harbor in this

war.
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Hither and Yon
C. G. Grey, formerly editor of "The Aero-

plane" in England makes the following

interesting observation on an article which
appeared in Flying Reporter several months
ago when Lieut. Bill Holt, an ex-Ryanite,

stopped in to see his old friends. Here's what
Grey had to say:

Your ex-factory worker Holt, (Bill Holt,

formerly of Final Assembly) now a bomber
pilot, got off one of the soundest opinions

on the war that I have seen when he said

that the Germans are not quitting yet. We
have to go on hammering them from the

air till the heart of Germany is softened as

Pharaoh's hard heart was softened by the

plagues of Egypt.

And that remark of Holt's about the way
in which the German fighters concentrate

on anybody who falls out of the formation

ought to be broadcast everywhere. That
is the kind of things we do not get in our

papers here, and I do not suppose that you

get them in the papers in the States either.

Folks have a mental picture of a formation

of Fortresses floating gracefully across the

sky at about 250 m.p.h. with .5 guns blaz-

ing all round, and Hun fighters dropping

out of the sky like leaves in the fall. And
when they learn that a formation of For-

tresses has brought down 40 Hun fighters

and has lost only 20 aircraft themselves,

they do not reckon that the Huns have lost

40 men over their own territory, of whom
probably half got down by parachute, so

that their net loss is 20 fighting men,
whereas the 20 Fortresses mean that 200
fighting men, or maybe more, have been lost,

because even if half of them get down by
chutes, which is a fair average figure, they
are still prisoners for the rest of the war,
and "out" as fighting men.

Your Mr. Salmon is perfectly right when
he reports that your bomber crews know they
have not made enough of a dent in German
war production to bring the end in sight.

That is equally true of our night bombers.

In the absence of o Drop Hammer de-
partment column, here's a small item from
that group that came in to us. Herschel
Johnson has returned from his vacation in

Phoenix, bringing back with him his son
Billy, who comes home to a new sister, Betty
Jean.

Tattling in Tooling
by Mary and Kay

The boys in Tooling recently organized

a baseball team which to date has proved

to be really on the ball. Of the four games
already played, we have won three, and
the boys are ready to challenge any other

team that doesn't mind losing a game.
Manager GLENN HUFF has HARRY KIS-

TER, CLAYTON RICE, TONY GIANNINI,
JERRY LOWE, ART BOLAND, LOREN
PAHRMAN, LEWIS REID, JOHN SMITH,
BILL HENRY, FRANK SKALA, MANUEL
LOZONA, JOHN CHARLTON, and ELMER
GEORGE, which makes a pretty swell line-

up. And wait until you get a peek at those

attractive sweaters. Oo-la-la! There have
been a few casualties amongst the members
of the team already. Did you notice

SCHNEIDER carrying his batting extremity

in a sling, and we know that you couldn't

fail to notice that bandaged digit of CLAY-
TON'S. But it takes everything to make a
successful team, and we're proud of their

showing thus far.

ONA WEIDERSHEIM is still gloating over
the two-week vacation that she had recently

when her husband received a furlough which
they spent in ond around Los Angeles. We
couldn't help but turn green with envy.

That dirty smudge on the upper lip of the

Tool Planning boys is the result of a cookie-
duster growing contest which started a few
weeks ago, and is destined to continue for

ninety days. There is prize money waiting

for the longest mustache at the end of the
contest. I wonder if the Fuller Brush Com-
pany is short of bristles!

Congratulations to CHUCK SALTZER
who was made leadman in Tool Liaison.

For those who are interested, we received

a letter from OUIDA HORN recently an-
nouncing the arrival of a baby daughter,
March 31st.

Were you there when:

The light bulb dropped on CHARLIE
PARNELL's head?

KARL ROSENBERGER pulled the green
onion out of his coat pocket?

ACE EDMISTON passed out the cigars

April 11th to announce the arrival of his

second daughter, Nancy Rae.
KENNETH CUSHMAN, GENE RONDEAU,

and AL BOHANAN of Tool Design trans-

ferred to second shift in order to spend
more time enjoying our summer sunshine.

Of the new members we have—CONNIE
YOUNG, IRENE WAITLEY, CARL MILNER,
CAMILLE PRICE, ELSIE DILINGLY, WINI-
FRED PARKS, ANNETTE MASH, BILL
THAYER, GLADY INGERSOL, and FLOYD
STONE. Also, EARL BEARY who transferred

to our department from the Tool Room.
This has really been a bang-up month

in our group. Besides the injuries we have
already mentioned, we found DUSTY SMITH
sporting a well bandaged finger.

KAY AND MARY

We're all still proud of our own home
towns and many of us are going back
to them when the war's over. That's the

way Irene and Wilfrid Lilja of Manifold,

second shift, feel about it. While the war's

on they're out to do their best to finish

the job. Then they're headed back for Lari-

more, North Dakota, to continue ranching.

They're especially proud that their home
city was one of the first three in the coun-
try to go over the top on war bond sub-
scriptions in the 4th War Loan drive and
hit the top again for the Red Cross.

Folks in the Stock Room will remember
L. T. Monfort who left to go in the Navy
back in September of 1941. Pearl Harbor

made him a semi-permanent fixture in that

organization but a letter from him this

month says he still remembers the gang out

in the Stock Room and sends his best regards.

"Here's hoping," he writes, "you fellows

continue to keep them flying until Tojo and
Adolph get down on their knees." For his

old friends who might want to write him, his

new address is L. T. Monfort, C.G.M., Naval
Ordnance Plant, Pocatello, Idaho.

\WASTE / I . \

\PAPe»/ / \ I

THE CASUAL PIE-FLIPPER — THE ABSENT-MINDED CONTRIBUTOR. *DEAD EYE. DICK*— THE lOO'fo CONTRIBUTOR

WASTE PAPER IS A CRITICAL WAR MATERIAL

PUT ONLY PAPER IN OFFICE WASTE BASKETS PUT LUNCH REFUSE IN REFUSE CONTAINERS
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Dried beans may be soaked for several hours and then cooked
in the same water or they may be cooked slowly without pre-

vious soaking.

2. Never drain off the water in which the beans are soaked or

cooked as this contains much of the food value of the beans.

3. Never add soda as this destroys valuable vitamins.

4. Most beans swell two or three times in cooking.

Note: Beans may produce gas during digestion and for this

reason they disagree with some people. The hulls of the beans

are the cause. After cooking, this outer coating may be re-

moved by pressing the beans through a strainer.

vitamin b

for Vim and Vigor
DAILY ADULT REQUIREMENTS

B, - 1.8 MILLIGRAMS
Bs - 2.5 MILLIGRAMS

These Foods Contain the B Vitamins

Approx. Approx.
Milligrams Milligrams

Bl B2
Milk, 1 cup 100 .450

Buttermilk, 1 cup 050 . 1 92
Whole grain bread, 1 slice 065 .025

White bread, 1 slice 012 .010

Rolled oats, cooked Vi cup 075 .030

Farina, dark, cooked Vi cup 034 .044

Shredded wheat, 1 biscuit 084 .028

Wheat germ, 1 tablespoon 240 .056

Lima beans, cooked, Vi cup . 300 .600

Navy beans, cooked, Vi cup 195 .126

Soy beans, cooked, Vi cup 435 .778

Spinach, i/2 cup 100 .250

Green peas, Vi cup 200 .1 65
Potato, 1 medium 085 .035

Sweet potato, 1 medium 1 50 .1 30
Banana, 1 medium 075 .045

Orange, 1 medium 200 .060

Peanut butter, 1 tablespoon 085 .035

Pork chop, small 500 .1 50
Liver, 14 pound 400 2.000

Ham, Va pound 700 .250

As computed from "Food and Nutrition"—American National

Red Cross— 1942.

BEANS ARE YOUR BEST BET

SOYBEAN CASSEROLE
2 cups cooked soybeans, chopped

14 cup diced salt pork

2 cups chopped celery

2 tablespoons chopped onions

2 tablespoons chopped green pepper

6 tablespoons flour

2 cups milk

1 tablespoon salt

1 cup buttered bread crumbs
Brown the salt pork in a frying pan. Add

the celery, onion, and green pepper, and
saute for about 5 minutes. Add thickening

made from the flour, milk, and salt, and
stir until it reaches the boiling point. Stir

in the cooked beans, and pour the mixture

into a greased baking dish. Cover with the

buttered bread crumbs. Bake in a moderate
oven for 30 minutes or until the crumbs
are brown.

BAKED BEAN PATTIES
3 cups stewed or baked beans

3 cups cornflakes (or less)

1 Vi tsp. salt

2 tbsp. margarine or bacon fat

3 tbsp. strained tomato

Add the margarine, strained tomato and
salt to the beans. Fold in the cornflakes

(quantity used will depend on the type of

beans used and their dryness) . Shape in

patties. Bake at 400 degrees until brown,

or brown in a small amount of fat in a

frying pan.

SOYBEAN FLOUR

A quick and easy way to add vitamin B

to your menus is to do your baking with

soybean flour available today in practically

any grocery. Here are a couple of recipes

you'll find particularly tasty:

SOYBEAN FLOUR MUFFINS

1 cup sifted soybean flour

1 cup white or wholewheat flour

1 teaspoon salt

2 tablespoons sugar

2 teaspoons baking powder
3
4 cup milk

1 egg, beaten
1 tablespoon melted fat

Sift the dry ingredients together. Mix the

milk and beaten egg, add the melted fat,

pour into the dry ingredients, and stir until

they are just moistened. Pour into greased

muffin pans and bake in a hot oven for

20 to 25 minutes.

SOYBEAN NUT BREAD

1 cup sifted soybean flour

1 Vi cups sifted white flour

2 tablespoons sugar

3 teaspoons baking powder

1 teaspoon salt

Vi teaspoon cinnamon

1 cup chopped nuts

2 eggs

1 cup milk

4 tablespoons melted fat

Sift together the dry ingredients and add

the nuts. Beat the eggs, add the milk, and

the fat, then add to the first mixture. Let

the dough stand in a well-greased bread

pan for 20 minutes. Bake in a moderate

oven about 1 hour.

7&6a& $Kt6ca?
Edited by MRS. ESTHER T. LONG
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Manifold Small Parts
by Jo and Mariane

Membership in Department 14 surged up-

ward suddenly when 25 members of Charlie

Frantz's Shipwelding family joined us April

1 5. Just for the present, we welcome them
as a group, and will let the rest of you

know them later when we are better ac-

quainted with them ourselves. We felt like

the Dionne family, right at first, pleased

—

but a little dazed by numbers.

Some of the old-timers are around in a

new role. HARRY GLASGOW is leadman
over the seam welder and line parts for first

shift. Harry is nice people, and off to a fine

start on the new job.

DELLA and GEORGE WELLER finished a

motorcycle ride in the hospital about o

month ago. Their accident left Delia pretty

battered, with her beautiful blue eyes tem-

porarily blacked, but really laid George out

with a concussion. He was seriously ill for

many weeks, but is improving a lot.

Illness kept RUTH ANDERSON away from

JONESY's gang for more than two months,

then, just as she was due back, ERMA
LONGMIRE's baby needed mamma's help

through a tonsillectomy. Not long after

HARRIET EASTIS came back from leavr/,

young Dave caught measles, keeping her

at home for another two weeks. EARLENE
VARDEMAN, just recovering from her own
illness, went back to Oklahoma for a home
visit until the scarlet fever quarantine was
lifted from the JOE LOVE home and she

could rejoin her sister and the children.

FRANKIE YEAGER, another winner in the

battle with germs, is back at work again

and has joined PEGLER's Punch Press gang.

MILDRED FLIPPEN has inherited the milling

machine that Lois Davis used to run.

ELSIE STEINRUCK also has an aisle position

on her new job with the seam welder.

More changes were made when ED
KUMKE and JACK BIDDY transferred to

graveyard, so VERLE ALLEN and IKE
SMITH could do their welding on first shift.

J.J. OLSEN has gone second shift, where he

can see more of LYDIA JONES, we suspect.

Speaking of seeing more, that was one
reaction to FLOYD BENNETT'S new glasses.

One of the kids said "They're becoming, all

right, but he could see plenty without them."

MORRIS PEARL, new janitor on first shift,

says that after 37 years in the restaurant

business, now he is cleaning up in the air-

craft industry. He replaces FRENCHY
RIGAUD, whose chronic throat trouble forced

him to take a payoff early in the month.

LENA SAUERBRIET's health was all right,

but her husband wasn't doing so well in this

climate, so they have gone back to Colorado.
That is the home state and future address
of the second shift's CHARLEY RICHARD-
SON, who left for Colorado last week to be
with his parents and small son.

(Cue for Mariane Lightfoot.)

Small Parts Department is now going to

be nothing less than a beehive of activity.

We've taken a number of people under our

wing lately and we would like to take this

means of welcoming the following folks into

our fold: D. A. BOYD, H. W. DAWSON,
K. S. MARKHAM, G. Q. RICHARDSON,
D. J. ERICSON, L. S. STRONG, L. E. PETER-
SON, A. M. BATES, D. B. FUDGE, F. H.

SAUTER, and J. B. TATUM.
Congratulations to LEWIS MIHM, newly

Dick Dewey of Receiving had a birthday. Such an event only happens once a year,

at least to Dick, so the gang planned a rest period party.

Nobody had a birthday. It wasn't a holiday. In general there was nothing in par-

ticular to celebrate. That's why the folks in Sheet Metal Fabrication on second shift

decided their lunchtime feast was unusual. They just wanted a party ... so they

got together and had one.

appointed leadman in charge of the collar

line on second shift.

We excused Mrs. GERTIE GRIMES from
her nightly chores here at Ryan's for a couple

of days so that she may attend her son's

graduation at Treasure Island. He is 3rd

Class Petty Officer J. O. Grimes.

There's a sad look on everyone's face

when the name "Mac" is mentioned around
this corner. "Mac" is E. H. McDANIEL, shop
follow-up man in Small Parts who recently

left to go 'way back to Thomaston, Georgia
to be inducted into the army.

Here's hoping AMELIA ESPINOSA had
a nice rest while on her well-earned vacation.

Looks good to see JACKIE COE and
GLEN MILLER back on the job after a stretch

of illness.

BERNIE BRIDWELL says he'll be awfully

glad when the little wife, Bernice, returns

home from Redlands, California, where she's

visiting her mother. After eating his own
cooking for a week he says that now he
can't look an egg in the face.

PEGGY DOBKINS, one of our best punch
press operators, was credited with a loss and
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Uncle Sam with a gain when her husband,
JIM, recently entered the service. Jim was
a Ryanite too, spending his nightly eight

hours over in the Tooling department.
We hate to tell this on WES SHIELDS, but

a few nights ago, Wes lost his car keys. We
were all looking for the keys high and low,

and Wes was about ready to crawl into the

degreaser to see if they had by chance
dropped in there. Suddenly someone sug-
gested that he look around the parking lot

and sure 'nuff, there they were, right in the

car, where he had forgotten to take them
out.

CHARLOTTE STUDEBAKER's nephew
from Wichita, Kansas is in training at the

Marine Base, here in San Diego. From all

the latest reports, KATHRYN GARDNER is

rapidly recovering from her recent injury.

We all miss MARGARET MEEK who is tak-

ing a month's leave of absence.

Now for the final and best news of all.

Second shift has acquired one of first shift's

leadmen—RUSTY SCHAEFER, who changed
shifts with CLAUDE STEVENIN. We hated
to lose Steve but Rusty is the best bet we
know of to take his place.



Congratulations are in order for our Fore-

man, ROY RYAN, who became the proud

papa of a sweet little girl on April 12th.

Mother and daughter are doing fine, papa
is convinced now that he is going to live,

and the three older brothers welcomed their

new sister most heartily.

We have many new faces out this way,

and on behalf of the Department I take this

means of welcoming our newcomers, and
hope they will like us.

G. I. Joes. The place is full of them, or

at least they are "will-be" G. I. Joes. You
can tell one of them a mile away; see him
coming down the aisle with his Greetings

(in the form of a long white envelope) held

at arm's length in front of him. We have

a whole battalion of them out in Final now,

and every so often they get together and
Army life is cussed and discussed. GEORGE
WESTOVER is our most recent "casualty."

He left us this past month to join in the

fight for freedom. We thought it was hard

to get along with him, but it is much harder

to get along without him. All joking aside,

we miss him, and wish him the best of luck

and a safe return. Next!!!

A REPORTER
There's a farm beck in Missouri, not a

very large farm, but a good farm—famed
for the mammoth hickory nuts it grows and
ships all over the country—and to Dorothy

Wheeler in Machine Shop, that Missouri

farm is "home." Her father bought the

land some 65 years ago and through patient

toil developed it into one of the most widely

known farms in the state.

Dorothy went through high school in the

little town of Lamar, Missouri, and attended
Springfield Teachers' College. She was train-

ing to teach kindergarten but picked up
plenty of stenographic courses along the

way. With a yen for writing, which had
been one of her childhood ambitions, Doro-

thy made use of her journalistic talents

during high school and college. She wrote

themes for classmates whose knack for

journalism was less pronounced. "For my
friends, I did it for nothing, but I charged
the others," Dorothy admits with a twinkle

in her eye.

In 1942 Dorothy began to hear of the

need for women in aircraft factories on the

West Coast. She decided it would be "excit-

ing" and a way to do her share in winning

the war. So she headed for San Diego and
applied at Ryan. After she'd taken some
vocational school training, she went to

work on July 31st, 1942, operating a drill

press—the first woman to be employed in

the Ryan Machine Shop. Later Dorothy com-
bined her interest in machinery and in

stenographic work and became the first de-

partment clerk in Machine Shop.

Something's missing in Final Assembly.

Now let's see — Hm-m-m-m-m! Seems
mighty quiet around here all of a sudden.

Ah, now I know what's wrong. JESS LAR-
SEN, alias "The Voice," has been trans-

ferred to Second Shift for awhile. Miss the

character, too. And while I am on the sub-

ject of characters, L. C. "JERK" HILLES,
Assistant Foreman, is also on Second Shift.

He and "The Voice" are both getting a

most enviable sun tan while out touring the

links each day. Surely will be glad to see

them back on First Shift again.

Then there is the little deal about the

case of the swollen jaws. Maybe you have
missed him—the case with the swollen

jaws, I mean—ED SLY, Assistant Foreman.
Anyway, we miss him, because at the present

writing, he is home, in the sack, a victim

of a disease most common to the younger
of the younger generation.

It's getting around to the season when
you have to take out life insurance before

you dare give your friends a friendly slap

on the back. Yes, old Sol is reigning su-

preme these days, and some fellows and
gals are knocking themselves out trying to

get rid of their lily-white complexions.

Even though the yearly tan is a painful ex-

perience to most of us, it is worth it. Surely

makes you look and feel like a million. (It

says here.) Guess I will have to try it my-
self. Hope they have plenty of lotion in

First Aid.

Hope I will be able to keep up with the

deadline from now on, for a change, so you
will know there is a little life way out here

in the farthest outpost. So long for now.

When asked what her hobbies were, Dor-

othy thought a minute, then replied, "Well,

you'll probably say it's because I'm from
Missouri, but I love to get out in the coun-
try, go barefooted and pick flowers or fish

or just explore the countryside and watch
the wild animals. Mostly, though, I just

read."
Dorothy has a pretty definite goal for

"after the war." She's going to finish off

another year of college and obtain her de-

gree. "Then if I want to take off my shoes

and walk in the grass it won't be because

I ain't edercated."

Dorothy Wheeler, who writes "Machine Shop"

MORE ABOUT

YOUR INVENTION
(Continued from page 3)

has many difficulties with financial

and distribution problems to say
nothing of the production and pro-
curement considerations.

We've all heard tall tales of how
large concerns in the past are sup-
posed to have suppressed many
revolutionary inventions by purchas-
ing the patents. Probably the favor-
ite one in this category is the tale

about the gas engine carburetor
which is capable of stretching a gal-
lon of gasoline 50 miles all the while
operating a large 8 cylinder 4 door
sedan. Do any of our military ve-

hicles get such mileage? Under war-
time law Uncle Sam would have full

use of such patents. In fact, with

the patents constantly available to

the public, it's a wonder many in-

genious people haven't stretched

their two gallons a week by building

generators for their own use, if there

were such a patent. The answer is,

naturally, that the gasoline story's

a myth. Other rumors of this nature

can be exploded just about as easily.

The real object of the patent sys-

tem in this country is to provide a

means for the stimulation of prog-

ress in the various arts and sciences.

Toward this end the Government
has provided a suitable award. In

exchange for the information pos-

sessed by the inventor the Govern-

ment gives him a seventeen-year

monopoly. During that period the

inventor or the company to which it

is assigned may sell the patent out-

right or sell only an interest there-

in; or may grant an exclusive or

non-exclusive license thereunder to

anyone. If used to good advantage
the patent should produce a sub-

stantial income either as an outright

sale or as a result of royalties over

the 1 7-year period.

Competent advice about the pos-

sibilities of patenting your invention

is available at the Company Patent

Department in Room 135 in

the Main Administration Building.

That's the "first step" which you
can take right away ... a step that

may put you on the road to some
additional postwar income from
royalties. Why just talk about it?

Why not really "do something"
about that invention of yours?
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Recreational Director, W. Paul Wright

Horse Show's

io the

Ulind

Now that Spring is here and everyone's

fancy is turning to thoughts of getting out

in the sunshine and pursuing their par-

ticular outdoor sport. The time has come
again, according to the number of inquiries

I have had from many Ryan horse enthusi-

asts, to give some serious thought to the

Annual Ryan Horse Show. Our first one,

staged August 22nd of last year, proved to

be the most successful Ryan sporting event

of the year. This, of course, was made pos-

sible by the fine cooperation of everyone
on the committee and many others who just

did everything they could to help, and last,

but not least, by you, you, and you who
formed the audience, the largest contrib-

uting factor to a successful show of any
kind.

This year it is planned to hold the show
at an earlier date and to add many new
and attractive events, one of these being the

selection of a Queen from among the Ryan
female employees. This selection will be
made by an election to be held in the lunch
area on a "to-be-announced" future date.

The necessary requisites for this honored
candidacy are, first, experience as a horse-

woman; second, ability to provide a mount;
third, Western attire.

All of you ladies who have the above
qualifications, please get in touch with the

writer at your earliest convenience.
The next special attraction will be an

Inter-Department competition for the "Best
all-around Ryan Cowboy for 1944," which
will work as follows; Each department will

appoint one cowboy, by any means they
want to use, elective or otherwise, to par-
ticipate in every adult Western event of the
show. The winner will receive a beautiful
trophy and the title of "Best All-Around
Ryan Cowboy of 1 944."

The requisites of these candidates are

as follows: First, must provide own mount;
second, must enter and compete in every
adult Western event of the show, paying
required entry fee for each event.

All of you cowboys who are interested
in the above, please talk it over with any
of the following Horse Show Committee-
men; Bud Curr, ring master; G. R. Bills,

in charge of entries, or the writer, chair-
man. It will be necessary for each depart-
ment to advise the chairman who their
cowboy is as soon as possible.

It is known that we have a lot of good
cowboys among us and it is expected that
the keen competition in this stunt will fur-
nish a barrel of fun. This, together with
the balance of the program planned, should
add up to an afternoon of top entertain-
ment for all. There will also be events for
the kids in the late forenoon, and they really

take their horse shows seriously. So watch
for the announcement of the show date and
plan on being there. AL q££

Champion Archer

Works at Ryan
San Diego county champion in field

archery, Frank Eicholtz, who is employed in

Engineering Illustration at Ryan, is serving

his second term as president of the Old
Mission Field Archers Association.

Frank gained prominence in 1943 when
he placed third in the national mail tourna-

ment with a score of 616. Competition con-
sisted of 56 targets, with four arrows at

each target. The targets varied 20 feet to

80 yards in distance. Eicholtz compiled his

score on the San Diego range.

Membership in the Old Mission Archers
Association has increased from 12 to 60
since Eicholtz became president. He also

has interested Ryan employees in field

archery, and the Ryan Archery Club is now
in the process of organization.

Babe Bitzenburger of Los Angeles estab-

lished state and national flight records In

two classes with 34- and 48-pound bows
designed by Eicholtz. Using a 37-pound bow,
his wife, Carol Eicholtz, placed first na-
tionally with field tackle last October. And
Frank's seven-year-old son, Ronald, set a

record in yards per pound by shooting an
arrow 168 yards with a 15-pound bow.

Eicholtz has killed rabbits, squirrel and
other small game of all types. The bow and
arrow often is faster than a shot-gun, he
claims. Frank has killed many jackrabbits

on a dead run.

A center shot composite 60- pound bow
was designed by Eicholtz and used to hit a

target at 356 yards. He also patented a new
type of release which added distance to

flight shooting.

Basketball nil-Stars
Silver medals of unique design were pre-

sented this month to 10 members of the

Ryan All-Stars as a reward for finishing

second in the City Industrial Basketball

league.

Medals were won by Carmack Berryman,
player-coach; Ed Tazelaar, A. G. Harris, Ed
Herrin, Metz LaFollette, Bert Nichols, Leo
Tuck, "Tex" Braden, Steve Bagarus and
Manager Joe Garinger.

The Ryan All-Stars won 1 9 games and
lost only 5 for a highly successful season.

Field archery, which has surpassed target

archery during the past few years in interest,

is shot on a standard 28-target range, with

the six- and 24-inch targets varying in dis-

tance from 20 feet to 80 yards. Purpose of

field archery is to train the archers for

hunting with the bow and arrow. They must
shoot uphill and downhill and through all

kinds of brush. Target archery is held on a
course where four-foot targets are placed at

distances of 40 to 100 yards, and sights

are permissible.

Southern California tournaments were
discontinued at the outbreak of the war,

but before then, Eicholtz competed on
numerous courses. Highest score away from
home has been 575. He prefers the home
range. Frank has entered the national mail

tournament for the past three seasons.

Two regular shoots per month are con-

ducted by the Old Mission Archers Associa-

tion. The mail tournament is held on the

first Sunday and the club shoot on the third

Sunday.
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Chips From the Tenpins
It just wouldn't have been consistent for

me to get this column in on time, and even

now as I write this I can hear Sue gnashing

her teeth.

All good things must come to an end,

even the Ryan Winter Bowling League

—

with some startling upsets. The steadily

gaining Drop Hammer team slipped right

into first. 1 understand they had it all fig-

ured out from the beginning as to just who
they could lose to and who to take. There's

only one thing I wonder about: Did they

have that 1 000 game and 2700 series fig-

ured out? In addition to their place money,
Drop Hammer managed to add to its win-

nings, prize for high team series, and their

star, Lynn Harrington, padded his wallet

with high individual series money. Ed Sly

took high individual game with a 245.

My congratulations to Drop Hammer for

their excellent bowling and their last-

minute seizure of first place. They're a swell

bunch of fellows, and I'm really glad to see

them on top. High average award for the

league went to Carl Huetter for holding a

1 82 average for 25 weeks. Among the

women, high individual series went to Cath-

erine Kuyawa with 529; high individual

game to Florence Ellis with 196, and high

individual average to Enid Larsen with 137.

Here are the final standings, with place

prizes shown:
Won Lost

Drop Hammer—$65.00 68 32
Crags—$60.00 67 33
Manifold—$52.50 65 35
Bees—$52.50 65 35
Jigs and Fixtures—$45.00.. 64 36
Woodshop—$40.00 62 38
Sub-Assembly—$32.50 60 40
Thunderbolts—$32.50 60 40
Experimental—25.00 57 43
Dog Catchers—$20.00 56 44
Arc Welders—$15.00 54 46
Ryan Silents—$10.00 53 47
Tool Crib 52 48
Maintenance - - 51 49
Plant Engineers 50 50
Bumpers 50 50
Engineering 49 51

Inspection 48 52
Low I. Q — 44 56
Laboratory 44 56
Modeling 43 57
Bowlerettes — - 40 60
Tool Room 35 65
Nite Owls 26 74
Pyanettes No. 2 26 74
Ryanettes No. 1 12 88

Ah, but don't stop reading yet (that's for

my one reader—my mother) . Ryan does

not quit bowling during the summer—not

by a long shot. Mr. Wright of Personnel is

now trying to organize a summer league.

There are 20 lanes available. Winter league

teams will receive priority. Okay, fellows,

let's have your entries now; all entries to

go to Mr. Wright of Personnel, and must
be filed by May 1, 1944. League will start

May 18, 1944, and continue every Thurs-

day, 6:30 p.m., at the Tower Bowl, until

September 21, 1944.

All teams wanting nice-looking bowling

shirts would be interested in contacting

John Smith of Tool Liaison. He doesn't buy
the shirts, but if you have them and want
lettering done on them, he's the man to see.

I don't want to horn in on other sports

other than to say that Mr. Smtih's talents

are not devoted to bowling alone, but to

any sport—baseball, basketball, etc.

F. GORDON MOSSOP.

Bawling—Hillcrest

Here are night league standings from the

Hillcrest alleys:

Won Lost

Plutocrats 26 10

Saws and Routers .... 20
Final Assembly 20 16

Ten Pins 19 17

Precision Five

Manifold No. 1 17 19

Wolves 1 6 20
Shipping 16 20
Nite Hawks 15 21

Manifold No. 2 14 22

'""^-

Proof that Bernard Bills of Machine Shop, right, plays a mean gome of golf is this

beautiful trophy which is being presented to him by Recreation Director Paul Wright.

Bills won three consecutive tournaments. Picture is inset.

First ping pong player to win the ping pong trophy, by virtue of his three consecu-

tive wins, was Logie Bennett, right center, who is receiving the trophy from Roy Cun-

ningham. Watching the presentation are left to right, Howard Smith, Glenn Huff,

Art Coltrain, Ross Plumb, Art Boland, Arnie Farkas and Jim Atwell.

Some of the members of the team look as though the photographer was an unneces-

sary delay in getting their hands on that check, but here they are, the winners of the

Winter Bowling League. Johnny Thio, bowling manager at Tower, is presenting the

check to the Ryan Drop Hammer team. Left to right the bowlers ore F. Giamanco,

E. Bolger, C. Jarvie, R. Treat and L. Harrington. Harrington set a new Tower Bowl

record with a 743 series, just 10 pins short of the all-time city record.
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The Score Board
The baseball season in San Diego got

away to a real start with the San Diego

Padres going into spring training and open-

ing the season against Oakland on April 8

at Lane Field. In addition to this, the various

service clubs—Naval Air Station, ABG2,
Coast Guard, Camp Miramar, Naval Train-

ing Station and Camp Callan all have or-

ganized and have in their lineup some of the

outstanding minor and major league ball

players which will furnish San Diego County

with the best baseball that has been wit-

nessed here in years.

San Diego County Manager's Association

got under way at Golden Hill on April 16

with the Ryan All Stars defeating the U. S.

Air Corps by a score of 6-4. The game was
featured by the hitting of Mose Martin, Jack

Marlett and Art Billings. The Ryan All Stars

have won the last 4 out of 5 due to the

excellent pitching by Metz LaFollett and

Erv Marlett and aided by the terrific hitting

of Bud Breden.

The club finished second to ABG2 in the

winter league but in the present summer
league, as now organized, the Ryan All Stars

ball club should be near the top at all times.

These ball games are all played on Sundays

at Golden Hill, Navy Field, University

Heights, Horace Mann, and Memorial Play-

grounds, and they provide acceptable enter-

tainment for those in the plant who desire

this type of amusement. It might be well

for any baseball enthusiasts to give the fol-

lowing clubs the once-over at their first

opportunity; Naval Training Station, Naval

Air Station, and Coast Guard, as these boys

are really tops in this neighborhood.

The organizing of baseball to be played

Thursday nights by the Ryan Clippers will

be adjusted as soon as it is possible to draw
up a schedule within the industrial area of

those who intend to enter into this league.

To date, we have been unable to provide

this setup due to the fact that there are,

apparently, not enough ball players avail-

able to warrant starting an additional league

at this time.

A. S. BILLINGS

-fc-

Softball
Winners of their first three practice games,

the Ryan night shifters should be a power-
ful threat in the City Industrial Softball

league this season.

Manager Ray Holkestad's Ryanites have
defeated three teams from Consolidated-
Vultee by 8-0, 4-3 and 5-2 scores. In the
first game, Frank Lightfoot hurled one-hit
ball, and yielded only three singles in his

next time out.

The infield is comprised of "Chuck"
Romero, first base; Joe Wagner, second
base; Jim Jardine, third base; and Roy
Campbell, shortstop. Manager Holkestad,
catcher, and Pitcher Lightfoot form the No.
1 battery, with Leonard Lutherback assist-

ing with the backstop duties. Jim Lutherback
is a reserve infielder.

In the outfield Manager Holkestad has
Bill Gray, Frank Keyes and Morris Roberts,
with Bud Magdick in reserve.

The night shifters have been working out
twice a week in preparation for the sum-
mer schedule, which is slated to open in

May.

In a recent bout- between the Tooling and Experimental Softball teams, Tooling came
out on top. Members of the Tooling team shown at the top are front row, Manuel
Lozona, Glenn Huff, mgr., Harry Kister, coach, and Loren Parman. In the back row
are Bill Henry, Elmer George, Art Boland, Louie Reid, John Smith, Jerry Lowe and
Clayton Rice.

Left to right, members of the Experimental team shown in lower picture are, front

row, Vick Topousis, Charlie Pegg, Jim Dick, L. M. Olson with the bat. Jack Howard,
Joe Marchand and Bill Helmer. Back row, F. Pratt, Don Wasser, G. Richardson and
Terry Kell.

Archery
W. R. Lee, with a score of 453, placed

high for Ryan archers in the aircraft tourna-
ment held in conjunction with the Old Mis-
sion Field Archers Association shoot Sunday,
April 16. The meet was conducted on the
1 1 th avenue range across from the San
Diego zoo.

Lee is to have his name engraved on the
perpetual trophy donated by Employee Serv-
ice, and also is to receive a winner's cup.

Frank Eicholtz, president of the Old Mis-
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sion Field Archers Association, placed run-
ner-up to Lee with a 444 score. Eicholtz

was thrown off his usual form when his

favorite bow was broken.

Competition consisted of 56 targets, with

four arrows at each target. The targets were
20 feet to 80 yards in distance.

Jim Stalnaker was third high scorer for

Ryan with 204, and Harry Zapolski finished

with a 1 51.

Carol Eicholtz, wife of Frank Eicholtz,

won the women's division with a 255 score.



Airplane Dispatching

by Ginny and Teddie

It is very nice to have TEDDIE VIZZINI,
our department clerk, help me write this

column while Doots is away. A native of

the "Big City," New York City, she has

been in San Diego nearly two years and, if

I may quote, is "very fond of our fair city."

Teddie previously worked for the Navy at

North Island. Maybe that's where she' got

her preference for the Navy (men). She's

thinking of turning in her slacks for a navy-

blue uniform, in the Waves. (Just thinking

of it.) Let's go to "Press," Teddie!

DOOTS took a leave of absence, but she

didn't promise faithfully that she would
come back. However, we do hope to see

her again soon. We received two cards from
her, saying she missed all of the gang, and
is having a wonderful time. Just before she

left Doots really made a name for herself

in bowling—winning a $25 War Bond, $9
in cash, locket and chain, a medal, title of

first place winner in the Women's Interna-

tional Bowling Congress of San Diego,

Scratch Division. Her score for the series was
494. Some bowling, I'd say!

Quite a few of our "folksies" have had
that gremlin, the "sick bug" with them:
MARY GARRETT, Sub-Assembly; GRACE
GREER, Template Crib; EUNICE CARTER,
JOSH LAUGHON, Stockroom. To ACE
KNOWLES: We all sincerely hope that your

wife is out of the hospital and is recuper-

ating nicely.

The "traveling bug" (an awful lot of

bugs around lately) has certainly hit our

department: DOOTS going back to Mary-
land; KATIE GARDNER, Sub-Assembly,
went back to Oklahoma; BETTY MEAD-
OWS (transferred to Airplane Planning)

went back to Oklahoma, too; JESSIE POR-
TER, Machine Shop, has gone to visit her

husband, Pvt. Robert H. Porter, in El Paso,

Texas. We hope we will see you back very

soon, all of you.

If anyone had been looking last Wednes-
day night, they would have seen a certain

local girl from our department whose snores

and dreams verified the fact that she didn't

know she was at the ball game. But the

home team won the game in spite of the

fact!

We received a card from PEARL GOTT-
LIEB, Dispatcher, who used to be in Hydro
Press—remember? She said goodbye to

everyone. She's staying in Chicago.

Birthdays must come and go, so we want
to wish a very happy birthday to ROSS
EASLEY, LLOYD BROTHERTON and
JOHNNY PAWLOSKI, whose birthdays were
on the same day—April 7. Happy birthday,

fellows!

At this point we'd like to give a nice

hooray for the swell jobs our new super-
visors are doing. Thanks a lot, MORT
BROWN, GREG URBACH, JOHNNY CRA-
MER, FRED HAYNES, CARL LANTZ,
JACKIE TATE and GEORGE WOLFE.

BOB RUGGLES, our new papa-to-be,
doesn't really care if he has a son or daugh-
ter—oh, no! He only has his son's name
already picked out.

If anyone wants some pictures made of

Zombies, Goons, Gremlins, or what have
you and mostly what you haven't got, just

come over to the Stockroom and ask CAR-
LOS REYNAUD to develop some pictures for

you. All kidding aside, though, he really

does fine work with his photographs.
A number of our department have

changed, so we'd just like to wish them
luck in their new jobs. ELLEN LUNSFORD
taking over DOOT's job; MARGARET MAR-
TIN working with KATHY SHAMBERGER
on the Aileron; Mrs. SWITZER working with

MARY GARRETT in Sub-Assembly; HOW-
ARD SMITH and JOHN TENNYSON just

swapped cribs; MARGIE PRICE working up-
stairs.

Has anyone heard our BOB "FRANKIE"
BRADLEY croon lately? He's really in the

groove. Come in the office anytime before

rest period and you, too, can swoon!

We'd like to welcome three new em-
ployees—MERRILL J. STEWART and MAR-
THA PORTER, both of the Stockroom, and
FRANK WALTERS, recently discharged
from the Army. He has quite a few inter-

esting tales to tell about his overseas ex-
periences. Glad to have all of you aboard!

If you people see any droopy eyelids, don't

accuse anyone of losing sleep
—

'cause you
may catch "spring fever," too, you know.

So long until the next issue.

GINNY & TEDDIE
(Virginia Bridges, Theodora Vizzini).

*
MORE ABOUT

LOOK AT THAT DEDUC
(Continued from page 3)

the insurance and was killed before

he paid a single premium. Yet that

Ryanite's insurance was in force and
his beneficiary received the bene-
fits. Every Ryanite who is under 70
years of age is eligible for the Group
Accident and Sickness and Acci-

dental Death and Dismemberment
Insurance. No medical examination
is required if the insurance is taken
out within 30 days of date of em-
ployment.

Added Attractions

No matter how many claims are

presented, an employee's certifi-

cate cannot be cancelled by the

Insurance Company. AM non-occu-
pational accidents and sickness are

covered, as well as pre-existing dis-

eases and chronic conditions and
contagious and quarantinable dis-

eases.

If you leave the employ of Ryan,

your insurance goes on for 31 days
after your termination. During that

period, if you wish, you may ex-

change it for another policy issued

by the insurance company simply

by making application and paying

the proper premium. No medical ex-

amination will be required for the

new policy. So, in reality, your group
insurance insures your insurability,

to put it concisely. It insures you
that when you leave Ryan you will

be able to obtain insurance whether
or not the doctors would find you
insurable at that time.
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The personnel of our small group
Have never been described;

Now, I'll attempt to do just that

With adjectives prescribed.

Shy, sure, sharp and shining SHARON
Is all that we can ask

—

With auburn hair and big brown eyes

In light of which we bask.

She's married, yes, and well of age
To know her own full mind

—

Madonna type and true of heart

She is a special kind.

Pretty, pensive, proud and pert,

PAT is new on nights.

She does good work and knows full well

That wolves shy 'way from lights.

Now gorgeous, golden, gracious GERT.
Is definitely blond;

With quiet, unobtrusive ways
Of which we all are fond.

We feel a definite big loss

For she has gone down town

To help us at the warehouse

—

She will not let us down!

That always present, pleasant one
Is winsome, witty WRIGHT;

With smelly pipe and smiling face,

His jokes fit in just right.

Doesn't the name of B. A. BOEH
Remind you of a song

—

Of a bouncing, bant'ring or blues song?

Tell me if I'm wrong.

He was one courageous captain

In World War Number One;
Knows the meaning of his work

And sticks 'til the job is done.

Yes, mighty, manly MAJORS
Is a Ryan employee,

But Chrysler Corporation

Is kept going by one spree.

His car is home and on the road

So watch the next report;

Our next chapter may have news
And tales of some import.

Our teasing, toiling TELLER
Puts his heart and soul in work.

Cavalry is his first love,

But his tummy went berserk.

If it weren't for that he'd be right there

"A-fightin' fer to win"
But here he is doing next best

'Cause "they" just won't let him in!

Able, American AMICK
Is new in our outfit.

Machine Shop work is pie to him,

And here he does his bit.

He also checks the studies

Which the men take in the shop

—

Approves some here, rejects some there

—

It keeps him on the hop.

Paint Shop studies are taken
By tactful, truthful TOM.

To sway him from decisions made
'Twould take a good sized bomb.

Easy going, yet intent,

His witty puns are good;
He gets results and does good work

As each one of us should.



Sheet Metal

by Marge and Ernie

Hello, Gang: Lots of news this time and
thanks for helping us out. First of ail,

CHARLIE FRANTZ is our new foreman
in Cutting and Routing department. Con-
gratulations, Charlie, and we hope you like

us. PAUL HOFFMAN has been made lead-

man in that department, too. Paul will be

remembered as the former Sheet Metal clerk

and for his marvelous pencil sketches in the

Flying Reporter.

A birthday surprise luncheon was served

in honor of AMY BECKSTRAND's "N"th
birthday last week. Attending the banquet,

(and I do mean banquet—fried chicken and
all the trimmings) were MILDRED ZIMMER-
MAN, THELMA WARDEN, FLO BARKER,
JESSIE HALL, ROSELLA DAVIS, IDA SMITH,
ISABEL DUTOUR, ELVA ELLIS, FRIEDA
SPALDING, HELEN DURANT, THELMA
WRIGHT and YOURS TRULY, who did jus-

tice to the occasion by eating the most
and staying at the table last.

Congratulations to HARVEY STEGNER
who was recently married. We wondered
why that sudden dreamy look in the eye,

Steg.

Suddenly it dawns on me that we would
be lost in Sheet Metal without:

TERRY KELL's "Say, did you hear the

one?"

WALLY KNIGHT's "Grandfather-ish"
look.

BILL BROWN's "Anything to go up the

way?"
DIXON without Dixon's brother.

JOE SWINGLE'S "Are you kiddin'?"

BILL HELMER's hurried gait.

MAUDE SNODERLY's "Hello Honey."
PEGGY PALMER's every ready retort.

HAROLD WALL'S "Hello Beautiful."

JACK KILLIAN's signal code to the office

clerk.

CLARENCE HARPER'S "Well, my golly."

"HAP" BAKER's time-saving devices.

Don't let Spring Fever make you an ab-
sentee, and that means YOU.

MARGE
Howdy and hello to all newcomers in

Sheet Metal. We're glad to have you with
us and hope you like it here.

FLOYD BURRIS is the newly appointed
leadman in Department 1 . And in Depart-
ment 2, we have WALT JAEGER as new
leadman. Walt took BUZZ CRELEY's place
when Buzz transferred to days.

On the wedding list:

JEAN PHIBBS and SAM PINNEY, who
were married April 15, in the La Jolla Pres-
byterian Church. From all of us in Sheet
Metal to two very fine people, the very
best wishes.

Picture of the week: FRED HILL acting
as adviser to all the worried income-tax
figurers. And, believe it or not, Fred actually
likes working on the things.

Taking honors for our Dept. at the Talent
Show was ART KILMER, who really did

beautifully. Art sang "Invictus" and in Ger-
man, "Still Wie Die Nacht."

CLARA SETTLES has returned from her

trip to Nebraska, and it is good to see her

and her cheery smile again. Also returned

from a trip East, is MATTIE WILLIAMS.
Does anyone know why LEON FANNIN

was taking such an awful ribbing the other

night? I'm sure it would be interesting to

know.

Things which interest and amaze me:
MAX GRIMES' stories of the Ozarks and

hill-billies;

ART KILMER's ape act;

FRED BENDER's deep voice;

The way BOB FLANAGAN can chew gum;
The prettiness of the girls in this depart-

ment;

The sudden silence when the whistle blows
at rest periods;

GLENN DONELSON's ability to make a

saw scream;

JEAN IE GWASH's pretty voice;

The way the Transportation girls handle
their Budas;

The way MAC MAGDICK is always look-

ing for someone he can't find;

VERN HUMPHREY'S ability to wiggle his

ears and nose and never cease chewing
his gum;

And the general all around friendliness

of the place.

Look, all you nice people in Sheet Metal,
I haven't been here long enough to know
all of you, so until I can get properly ac-
quainted, and even then, if you have any
news, please bring it in; I'll be very glad

to have it.

M Mo Loft Sez
by George

The thoughts of Moe Loft this time seem
to be tangled up with a bad case of spring

fever and perhaps, as we try to put them
on paper, they will not appear to be the
straightforward truth which up till now has
been the policy of the column.

Well now, down to the business of award-
ing the fur-lined beer mug. The only man
worthy of such an award is none other than
PAT CARTER for the fine showing he has
made with his star boat. However, the only

reason for the award being made to Pat
and not his crew member is that Pat owns
the boat—but if it were not for the crew,

the one who gets the hard work and wet
clothes, Pat could never make a showing.
So, out of all fairness, we will award six,

mind you no less than six, empty A-B-C
bottles to JOAN HARVEY.

Our second man of the week is really an
old friend of ours, the jolly little jumble
of muscle—none other than HERBERT B. O.

"BIG OPERATOR" CROUCH. The reason

that he is second man of the week is that

he is the man most likely to be a success
in being a big operator. Herb, all we wish
for you to keep in mind is to remember you
started in the Loft Group.

Well, it's time that CHOPPY WELS-
BACHER's name makes its appearance. He
is the gentleman I?) who wanted to know
why Moe Loft never passes any compliments.
Well, Choppy, what's more interesting to

read—a fairy tale or the truth. I myself
believe in putting down the truth. And
Choppy, if anyone, is good at telling fairy

stories. Well you even put Mother Goose to

shame. The next time we won't be quite as

gullible in swallowing all the propaganda
you dish out.

Well, BOB ANDREWS is now the proud
owner of a star boat and at present he is

reconditioning it. When he's finished Carter

will really have to do some racing to keep
up with him.

rr -r

Members of the crew from the famous Liberator "Blue Streak," one of the first

American planes to start Rommel backtracking across North Africa, a veteran of the

Ploesti raid and countless missions over Sicily, Italy and Germany. The boys, pictured

eating in the cafeteria, talked to Ryanites at lunch periods. The keyword of what they

had to say was "Teamwork" . . . teamv/ork on the battlefront ond on the homefront.
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Ryan Trading Post
FOR SALE For Sale (continued)

1A Graf lex camera; uses 116 roll film. John D.
Hill, Secretary's Office. Phone W-0214.

1 930 Chev. coupe, recently overhauled, rebore.
Good tires, excellent transportation. Reason-
able. C. W. Rasmussen, Ext. 281.

All-mahogany speedboat, V-8 engine, 13 feet
long, 5-ft. beam. Good condition. Trailer and
accessories. John Cameron, 1503, Final Assem-
bly Inspection.

1 940 Ford coupe, A-l condition; five good tires.

G. L. Bailey, 7143, Stock Room 2.

1 934 Deluxe Plymouth sedan, radio; good tires,

some gas. Catherine Auerswald, 3309, Sheet
Metal, second shift, or phone W-1008 between
1 1 and 3.

Box springs, Hotel Grand mattress, with studio
legs; almost new. Catherine Auerswald, 3309,
Sheet Metal, second shift, or phone W-1008
between 1 1 and 3.

1941 Olds Convertible Hydromatic with new pre-
war tires, and a Hudson Club Coupe. Contact
Finstad, Ext. 372.

1 939 Plymouth 4-door sedan. Radio and good
tires. It's clean and runs swell. Only $825.00.
See Chris Mueller, Tooling Dept.

Spalding figure skates with shoes attached. Size
9. $10, cost $18. Haswell, Engineering, Ext. 372.

1
2" combination square; 6" compass, screw ad-
justable; needle point marker. All Lufkin, new
tools. Starrett prick punch. Reasonable. R. H.
Olney, 017, Receiving Dept., Ext. 341, or 3615
Yosemite St.

1942 Sprinq-cvcle, good condition. W. R. Lee, Ext.

281, or F-5516.

One dozen pre-war tennis balls in cans and one
pair pre-war tennis shoes, size 11. A. C. Berry-
man, Inspection Crib No. 3, Ext. 343, or T-7784.

1940 Ford De Luxe couoe, good condition. See
Van den Akker, Ext. 224.

80 Bass accordion $175.00. Bill Mattson, Exp.
Inspection, Ext. 293.

One set Model A pistons .0050 over size. One set
.0070 over size rings, pins gitted. Rods like new.
See Ralph G. Maintenance.

5 Room modern house, shingle roof, lap siding,
built 3 years ago. Chicken yard and coop, shade
trees an1 flowers. Price $3800.00, down pay-
ment $1803. Located at 748 Canden St., El

Cajon, Calif. See Frank Barton, 4652, Manifold
Assembly.

5.9 acres, has 25 citrus trees and a few other
trees. All new fencing, water facilities, located
9 miles from Ryan. Price for Ryan employees
$2500.00 cash. This ad is in San Diego papers
for $3500.

1 937 Chrysler coupe with reconditioned motor.
Price $550.00 cash or terms. See Y. B. Leo,
Stress Dept.

Household furniture, rugs, stair carpet, radio. Mrs.
E. F. Gill, Housing Representative, Personnel
Office, Ext. 318.

1 941 Super De Luxe Ford, club coupe. See Don
Miles, Machine Shop.

Pair Chicago roller skates. Size 10 shoes. A. G.
Harris, 3817, Manifold Assembly.

1937 Plymouth, very good condition. $450. See
J. H. Smitz, Tooling, new bldg., or 1956 Cool-
idge, Linda Vista.

Or trade. Complete course of Aero Technical In-

stitute with reference books incluc'ed. M. S.

Clark, 2526, Sheet Metal Fab. No. 2.

Fhye & Smith, Lto., San Dieqo

1937 Chrysler Royal, four-door sedan, $600 cash.
Bob Plummer, Manifold Development, Ext. 284.

Or trade. Univerter transformer 1 lOv to 6 to 8v.
Also sealed beam automobile spotlight. M. S.

Clark, 2526, Sheet Metal No. 2.

1940 cabinet model Singer sewing machine with
all attachments and matched stool. C. H. Lindy,
3361, Tooling Dept.

1940 Ford De Luxe sedan, black finish, radio,
fender pants, white sidewalls. Excellent condi-
tion. W. R. Lee, Ext. 281 or F-5516.

'39 Ford Tudor, good condition, good tires, $550.
V. S. Tucker, tooling Department.

Seat covers for 1942 Ford Super De Luxe Tudor
sedan, bought by my son in the service. On
car seats only one day. $10.00. See James D.
Berry, 5982, Janitors, or at 2337 Comstock St.

1 936 Ford Tudor, good condition, good 6 ply
tires. $350.00. V. S. Tucker, 3754, Tooling De-
partment.

Two-wheel trailer, 600x16 tire, solid box 4'x8'x5'.
Heavy asbestos roof, wired with three tail lights.
$45.00. W. B. Klein, Ext. 354, or 7235 Volta
Court, Linda Vista.

1941 Pontiac 6 sedan, low mileage, radio. $1100.
L. M. Olson, Experimental.

Or trade. Pre-war baby scales, good condition.
See Geo. Vowel, 4456, Manifold Assembly.

Lot 70x1 60 in Sunset Cliffs, ocean view, paved,
sidewalk and curbing front and back of lot.

Block A, Lot 2, Riviera Villa. A beautiful lot

for an after the war home. Write H. H. Simmer,
4576 Matero Drive.

Weaver 29-S Scope sight with special tapered post
reticule and "T" mounts. $16.00. Sgt. D. W.
Carvey, Plant Police Dept.

Pre-war standard guitar and amplifier. Reason-
able. Ray Hitzmand, Manifold Dept.

1941 Chevrolet fender pants. $12.00. M. C. Mc-
Farlane, Sheet Metal, Phone R-6323.

MISCELLANEOUS
Will trade 100 rounds .38 spl. reloads, 125 rounds

.45 A.C.P. late G.I. for .30 Rem., .30-. 30,

.30-. 40, .30-.06, primers, bullets and powder;
also reloading tools for .06 and .30-.40. R. I.

Jones, 4758, Fuselage, or phone T-9182 in the
evening.

Will swap completely furnished apt. for fur-
nished or partly furnished house. Contact
Champ, 3048, Wing Assembly.

Will trade one-half ton Dodge truck for car. See
Clyde Thompson, Stores, second shift.

Lost—Shaeffer lifetime pen, maroon color, name
stamped in gold on body of pen. If found, please
call Fawn Hoi lis, Airplane Planning, Ext. 272.

Lost—A small gold class pin, 1939, with the letter

"V" on the blue stone setting. Rectangular in

shape. Owner, Helen Cox. Please contact Marie
Louden, Teletype Office.

WANT TO BUY
Sailboat. E. H. Birdsall, Plant Layout, Engineering.

One man's and one lady's bowling ball. Nan Her-
bert, Laboratory CI., 9743, or phone F-8300.

Washing machine in good condition, will pay cash.
C. H. Lindy, 3361, Tooling.
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Whispers From

Final Swingsters
by U and Me

Hello GRACE BURKE, and IRENE BAR-
RET. Hope you will be one of our Ryan fam-
ily a long time. Welcome MILLIE MUSETA,
back from your vacation. No sun tan? Bosses
are missed lots. Honest Buzz.

Really that red headed inspector went
grunion hunting. Smitty told how to do it.

Get a box and lay it on the beach, light

up a cigar, get it to smoking lots and the
bright little grunion folks will come up and
get in the box. Red believed it or he wanted
to see if Smitty really was grunion wise.

So taking along some refreshments Red did
it. Summary—No grunion—sick Red—no
work—in bed.

We all rejoice with PETE KIRKHART in

that his son is gaining back his health. That
reminds me and I'll pass it on to all of you.
Do we rejoice over good health as much
as we talk of bad health? So many good
things in life we take for granted.

How about you Swingsters getting out to

give the Ryan night ball team a little back-
ing. Frank can sure twist that apple, and
when that "Ump" says, "Strike three." No
more is to be said, just sit down.

Say JOHN MANLEY has a nice smile.

So EARL BRAMBLE was afraid to wait
for another leap year. Good, and best wishes
to HELEN and you. That reminds us. KATIE
MORRISON says could be she will leap in

September.

We do want you to know, PEARL, our
good wishes are with you in your illness and
sorrow. Hope you will be returning soon,

we miss you so much.

Where is WANEVA? She was not feeling

so well so thought a leave might be best.

Have a good happy rest and when you can
return we will be glad to see you. LOIS
REEVES is taking over in Waneva's absence
and she is doing a fine job of it.

Did you know DORiS WOLFE was a Wac?
We're glad that after she received her hon-
orable discharge she decided to join the

Swingsters. She says she likes it here at

Ryan's.

LUCILLE SMITH, that nice, happy faced

little lady from Oklahoma, has transferred

to Inspection. Sorry to lose you, Lucille, but

our good wishes go with you.

ESTINE came back from her leave a whole

day early. Said she was lonely away from
us. We missed you, too. It is good to have
trailing edges back in their old address in

fabric. We wanted to say it before but were
too busy. "Welcome back home, gang."

Say that bus service sure is "what the

doctor ordered." Hope it goes on and next
winter we'll appreciate it even more. Count
each one that gets on the bus and in each
heart is a big "Thank you, Ryan, for an-
other act that makes this the better place

to work."

It will shortly be Mother's Day. Remember
yours, or some one else's with some kind

thoughtfulness. Please don't put off writing

that boy or girl in the service. They do need
that friendly note that you can write.



RYAN BROUGHAM, widely used
commercially and for many famous
flights. "

RYAN S-C, cabin plane for private-

owner use, featured all-metal con-
struction.

RYAN NR-1, low-wing trainer used
for formation flight instruction by
Navy.

RYAN ST3-S, seaplane trainer of

some series as Army's PT-22.
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RYAN PT-25, superbly engineered
plastic-bonded plywood trainer.

Why the Score was 93 to 6
The report on that recent amazing air battle,

when 93 Japanese planes in the South Pacific

were destroyed in the air with a loss of only

6 American aircraft, has been confirmed and

made official.

The analysis of military experts gave much

credit to the superior fire power and arma-

ment of the American planes. But they all

came to one conclusion: That the American

pilots were better because they were belter

trained. To this they gave most of the credit.

Close to the heart of every member of the

Ryan manufacturing and training organiza-

tions are the thousands of combat pilots-

trained in Ryan planes and by the Ryan

schools — who are now fighting on every

front. Seventeen years' experience training

commercial pilots and four years training

military flyers has enabled the Ryan School

of Aeronautics to play an important part in

giving America the better trained pilots,

whose superiority is attested by outstanding

combat records and hundreds of decorations

for aerial skill.

For years Ryan training has been based on

thoroughness and exactness. Now entirely

devoted to training military pilots, Ryan

Schools in peacetime will continue to be

dedicated to the same high standards.

RYAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS, operating

bases; Hemel, Calif., Tucson, Ariz.

R-eMf cm. P-y-a-n. 1-o BlU-IcL UJe.Lt

RYAN
UllDS WEU

Ryon construction,
proven in aviation's
pioneer days, no
proven in war, wi
tomorrow produce
safer, more useful
peacetime aircraft.

RYAN
TRAINS WELL
Ryan School of Aero-

noutics, famous peace-

time air school, now
training fine U.S. Army
pilots, follows one
creed: Thoroughness.

RYAN
PLANS WELL
Modern engineering
+ flying eaperience.
Typical result: Ryan
exhaust manifold sys-

tems are now used on
the finest plones of

other manufacturers.

GENERAL OFFICES: LINDBERGH FIELD, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
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JUST for a minute suppose that the tremendous pro-

duction facilities which we as a nation possess were
being used only eight hours during the day. Suppose
there was no such thing as a second or a third shift.

And that factories over the nation shut down at five in

the afternoon and didn't come to life again until 7:30 in

the morning.

It's hard to visualize the far-reaching effects of such
a national catastrophe. Certainly there would have
been a different story at Midway; the North African and
Italian invasions would have been delayed months,
might even have failed.

The vast stores of eguipment which the folks who
"work by night" are providing for our fighting forces

is piling up against impending D Day. Men and women
all over America have shouted "work shall not stop,"

have kept the machines whirring 'round the clock, and
have brought us to the very brink of this momentous
event. Without the help of the night workers D Day
might still be a long way off.

That's why we'd like to stop a minute and take our
hats off to the men and women at Ryan who "work by
night"—those folks who come to work when the rest

of us are going home in order that the wheels of produc-
tion will keep rolling. They're a grand group of real
Americans and we're all proud of them.

vjr^s^



We are the second shift. We are mothers

and fathers, sisters and brothers, wives and
sweethearts of men in the service—those

still in this country and those who have gone
across. We have seen our friends, our rela-

tives and our fellow workers go. And we
have made them a promise. Production shall

not stop. For our men fighting day and night

on the battlefronts all over the world, we
at home will keep the machines turning, not

only during the day, but also during the

night. The night production is our responsi-

bility, our contribution to victory. We do it

well; we do it diligently. Where the day

shift quits, we, the night shift, shall pick

up and carry on until victory.



Dga
By the Twins, Keith and Kenneth, 3 Vi

years old, with a little help from
Dennis, 1 Vi years old.

Silly, this waiting around till ten o'clock
to wake Daddy. But Mommy says he likes
to sleep, and, furthermore, we haven't any
choice. We're under soldier's orders to stay
out of the bedroom till ten o'clock on the
dot. But boy, when that hour comes! Mommy
gives the signal and she doesn't have to
give it twice, for we're out of the living
room and into the bedroom before she has
a chance.

"It's ten o'clock. It's ten o'clock," Dennis
yells as he comes toddling along after us,
but we always beat him to the bed and
have Daddy awake before he gets there. It

usually takes us fifteen minutes to get
Daddy up—and longer if we're lucky, for
he bounces us around and plays with all

three of us. You see Daddy works second
shift and he doesn't have to get up and
hurry out of the house like so many kiddies'
daddies do.

Mommy has breakfast ready by the time
we've put Daddy on his feet. We've already

1. Ten o'clock. 2. Brl

fast. 3. We three.:

Sears Roebuck's best

To market, to ma
6. Mechanical Ma
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Walter Carpenter, of second

shift Drop Hammer, his

wife and three kiddies en-

joy their daytime together

had our breakfast, but we crawl up in our
highchairs for a glass of orange juice or

tomato juice—just to be sociable with the,

old folks. Sometimes we get a cinnamon roll

out of it.

After breakfast we never know what's
going to happen. We may have managed to

break a wheel off one of our little red

wheelbarrows and then we can help Daddy
fix it. Or we may be able to talk Daddy
into turning one of our little white rabbits
loose in the back yard for us to play with.
Dad and Mommy have fun then, too, for

they like to watch us play with the rabbit.

They taught us how to pet it so that it sits

still and all haunched up and just twitches
its pink nose. We still like to poke it once
in a while when they aren't looking. It runs
faster then.

(Continued on page 32)

s. 7. Nature study.

'he folks take life

9. Dad gardening.

Sleep tight kiddies,

ly's going to work.

\
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THE WORKER

A worker, I, who work the clock around

—

The graveyard shift, the day, perhaps the swing;

I do whatever task for me is found,

And to each one my best endeavors bring.

I sense our fighting men upon the waves,

Or on the beach where pounding billows throb;

As each the grime and toil and peril braves,

I share his cause; I too have done my job.

I see in mind the far-flung battle strands,

The jungle rank, where lurks the skulking foe;

I see our men press on, 'cross shell-torn sands;

I hear their shout of victory as they go.

I see them fall; my heart leaps to my throat;

I hear the moan, the quick convulsive sob;

I join them in their last triumphant note

—

By knowing that I too have done my job.

They give their all, they do not question why;

Their country calls and proudly they obey;

They show no fear in word or glint of eye;

They lunge, they strike, they hope and trust and pray.

And I who bide at home must do my part.

Should I their fond, devoted efforts rob

By holding back the utmost strength of heart?

God, help me say, "I too have done my job."

By FRANCIS J. GABLE.
(Reprinted, with permission, from Good Business; submitted by

Mrs. Violet Brooks, Final Assembly, second shift.)

* * •
Just how much interest folks at Ryan have in

actually turning out the work could easily be seen
about a week ago when one of the transformers

burned out and a considerable portion of the factory

worked for a couple of hours in the small amount of

light seeping in from the opened windows and doors.

But light or no light, Ryanites were working. Walking
down the semi-lighted aisles, wherever power equip-

ment was not holding up an operation, one could see

production going on at a steady pace. It was a good
feeling because it was real proof that Ryanites know
there's a war on.

Last week Gladys Robertson, Secretary to T. Claude
Ryan, lost a $10 and a $20 bill outside the main ad-
ministration building as she was leaving. The wind
was blowing and although she scoured the area she

was unable to find either of the bills. Next day at

noon lunch periods an announcement concerning the

lost money was made over the public address system.

Within the hour a call was received from Leslie Cridge,

a civilian employee in the Navy Office at Ryan, stat-

ing that he had found a $20 bill the previous night

lying near his car and believed that it must have
been one of those lost. Many thanks, Leslie Cridge.

Your call not only returned the money to its rightful

owner but it gave us all a striking example of honesty.

— 4—



Right top: The staggering blows de-

livered by aircraft during invasion ac-

tion were brought home to this trio of

Ryan Executives who witnessed the

maneuvers. Left to right, A. W. Col-

train, assistant to the factory mana-
ger; William Wagner, public relations

director, and Earl D. Prudden, vice-

president.

Right bottom: Drenched both com-
ing and going, these civilian war in-

dustry leaders received a real taste

of invasion warfare, as they plowed

through the surf in amphibious troop

carriers.

INVASION
Droning out a symphony of praise to the

might of air power, the bellowing notes of

aircraft motors at full throttle drove home
the full importance of their industry to a

quartette of Ryan Aeronautical Company
representatives as they watched strafing and
bombing by scores of fighter planes during

full-scale invasion maneuvers on the Coro-

nado strand recently.

With Army, Navy and Marine Corps

troops coordinating perfectly in realistic

mock landing warfare, the Ryanites, with

a party of 250 other West Coast war plant

representatives, saw the products of their

labors carrying out their deadly missions

from what amounted to a grandstand seat

Left: Spray towers high as a comber
strikes the bow of Water Buffalo am-
phibious troop carrier. Among the rid-

ers was Charles B. Anderson from Ryan.

at invasion. They were the guests of Rear

Adm. Clark H. Woodward, USN, Chief of

the Navy's Industrial Incentive Division.

Earl D. Prudden, vice president; A. W.
Coltrain, assistant to the factory manager;
William Wagner, public relations director,

and Charles B. Anderson, labor representa-

tive, had a wide-angle, close-up view of

what Ryan has contributed to the war effort

as they saw hundreds of Army and Navy
aircraft simulate liquidation of beach de-

fenses.

On every world battlefront, they were
reminded by the roar of the motors, pilots

like the steady fliers above them—trained

in Ryan-built airplanes, taught at Ryan-
equipped and Ryan-manned flight training

centers—are blasting enemy troops from
their sand-pit and block-house shore posi-

tions.

Impressive and breath-taking as were
other portions of the invasion maneuvers,
the part played by aircraft, from high-

(Continued on page 38)
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As a general rule, most Ryan foremen
don't start out their career with the com-
pany by getting fired. But that's the way
Dick Williams, second shift foreman in

Final Assembly, began.

"I came to Ryan as a sandblaster in

1935," Williams says, "with the idea that

I was good enough for anybody. When I

was fired four months later, I still knew
that I was good enough for anybody, but
for the first time I realized I was going
to have to prove it."

That's what Williams began doing when
.he went to work under John Wan der Linde
in 1939. "John knew, I was in earnest
when I asked for another chance," Wil-
liams recalls, "and he gave it to me. That's
one reason why John Van der Linde can
have the shirt off my back tomorrow if ,he

wants it." -..'..
.

.

Williams' interest in aviation dates back
to brotherhood rivalry. "If my younger
brother could learn to fly, so could I," Dick
says. And that's how young Dick Williams
went into business. His brother, who had
learned to fly at the Ryan School of Aero-
nautics, taught him to fly and Dick estab-
lished himself in an airport, the Midway
Airport located on what now comprises
Speer Field. •

"There for 15 years" I struggled along
making ends meet, taking sightseers around
over Point Loma and surrounding territory,

each trip wondering if I'd have enough
money to buy gas for the next flight. I' learned
to like beans six days a week . . . it was
just the seventh day of 'em that I got
tired of." In 1935 Williams took a fling

at raising oranges, without much success.
When he went to work for Ryan in the fall

of that year he was broke and hungry. "But
when I went back to work for Ryan in 1939
I was even hungrier, if possible," Williams
recalls.

Williams started in Final Assembly doing
simple general assembly jobs. He knew the
mechanical end of the work, but he had to
learn the production end. At that time the
company was building its first order of
PT-16 primary trainers for the Army Air
Forces. For a short period between orders
Dick transferred to Drop Hammer, but came
back to his first love when the first quan-
tity order for PT-20s was received. In 1940
Williams was a leadman. "I remember that
occasion distinctly," he says. "I was stand-
ing there talking to John Van der Linde
and a couple of other men in the depart-
ment when the boss turned to me and said,
'You know, you're a leadman now.' " And
leadman he was for a year and a half, when
he was promoted to the position of assistant

foreman and later made foreman of the
entire Final Assembly department for sec-
ond shift.

"I'm not one to talk about a success
formula," Williams says. "After all, I was

Portrait sketch by Glenn Munkelt

Z>tc6 TViMiamt
Final assembly— Second Shift

fired from Ryan once. But there is one thing
I'll say: When a worker really wants to do
a good job here at Ryan, he'll get the
opportunity."

Williams has had no trouble getting along
with the people who work under him at
night. Perhaps it's because one of the things
he likes most in life is people . . . know-
ing them, talking with them, working with
them. In being a foreman he's found that
he gets much better cooperation from the
other folks in the department by leading
rather than driving. "I don't believe in

breathing down people's necks," is the way
he puts it.

That "getting along with people" Wil-
liams learned early. He was one of seven

children. A native San Diegan, he was born
in the house old-time San Diegans will re-

member as the Whitsen House. He learned

his history traveling up and down the coast

each summer with his mother, whose hobby
was collecting Indian baskets. During
peacetimes the family collection can be seen
in the museum in Balboa Park.

Dick thinks he must have established

some sort of a record as a young man, for

he voted before he graduated from high
school, having taken 4 1/2 years to finish

with a couple of years off en route. In any
subject where he could work with his hands,
Williams was a star pupil, but when it

came to actually studying, he was usually

(Continued on page 32)
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Fired from his first job at Ryan, this local boy made

a comeback that took him up the ladder to foreman
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Did you notice the article in the

last issue of Flying Reporter about
inventions? And did it perhaps start

you to thinking about some gadgets
you'd thought of doing something
with some time? Did you, by chance,

go out in the garage and dig out

some device that you designed quite

some time back but just have never

done anything with? Or did you sit

down and spend a few minutes
sketching out an idea that has been
running around trying to make con-

nections in the back of your head?
If that article started you to think-

ing about an invention of yours

that may be patentable, you'll be
interested in what we have to say
here.

So that your ideas can be put to

work—working for you—a practical

Ryan Patent Plan has been estab-

lished which will enable you to re-

ceive a regular income for your
patentable inventions which can be
marketed. This patent plan for

employees is the result of extensive

study and long experience by mem-
bers of the Ryan Patent Department
with the patent plans of several

other companies.

Here in a nutshell is what the

plan is to do. Provide facilities and
finances for investigating your ideas

and determining their merit, pre-

paring and prosecuting patent ap-

plications, doing developmental and
experimental research work and
making business contacts for licens-

ing the patent. In other words, the

plan provides the complete machin-
ery for handling an idea from the

time of its conception until it grows
into a worthwhile project in which
the employee-inventor shall share

equitably from royalty income from
the sale of the patent.

However, a great deal must take

place between the conception of an
idea and the final realization of a

patented product.

This process includes a thorough-

ly, competently prepared patent
application in which the claims com-
pletely cover the product, and the

prosecution of the application

through the United States Patent
Office. In many cases, to provide

complete coverage, it is necessary

to file several applications in order

to establish a sound patent position

in the prosecution or defense of

patent suits.

Usually experimental and devel-

opmental work are required to make
an idea practical. This sometimes
proves an item of considerable ex-

pense. Then too, business contacts

must be made and advantageous
licensing agreements worked out

with manufacturers for the produc-

tion, on a royalty basis, of the prod-

uct involved. Required, too, are the

financial resources that are essen-

tial to make the necesary guarantee
to that manufacturing concern
against the large potential liability

(Continued on page 32)

Will you be around when postwar royalties are passed out? Get your

invention lined up now. The Ryan Patent Department will help you
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Meet

A few weeks ago at a USO swing

shift dance, a small poker-faced
man sat in with the orchestra for

awhile as drummer. His whirring

drumsticks caught the attention of

some of the more hep dancers in

the crowd. "Gee, that little guy is

really out of this world," one of

them was heard to remark. "He's as

good as a professional."

The impassive-looking little drum
player was none other than Buck
Kelley, night superintendent of the

Ryan factory. What the dancers
didn't know was that he had been
a professional drummer for 16 years
with Ted Weems and other well-

known dance bands.

As a matter of fact, it was almost
by mistake that Buck Kelley got
out of the music business and into

the aircraft business. Ten years
ago he decided to take a vacation
from dance-band work, and brought
his mother to San Diego for the

winter. But he's stayed in San Diego
for ten years now. He wandered past
the Ryan School buildings one day—and the rest, as we writers say,

is history.

On the morning when Kelley

passed the school, he had been
doing a lot of thinking about his

future. Music was fun, it paid well,

and it provided opportunities for

interesting travel. Buck had seen
most of this hemisphere from Can-
ada to Cuba; he had played engage-
ments in every state of the union.
But he was beginning to wonder
what lay ahead for him. The market
value of a dance-band player usu-
ally drops when his youth is behind
him. And the wandering life of an
entertainer begins to pall after a
man has been all over the conti-

nent.

So Buck had been pondering, dur-
ing the past few months, about the
chances of developing his knack for

Suck

He waited around two months

on the chance that he might

become the seventh factory

worker at Ryan. He did

machinery into a profitable sideline

—or perhaps even a potential full-

time job if he ever lost his earning

power in the orchestra world. As a

boy he'd been good at mechanical
work. He had earned good money
on Saturdays and vacations during
high school, as a garage mechanic;
he had owned both a motorcycle
and a souped-up Model T Ford in

high school, and done all the re-

pair and overhaul work on both.

So he knew that a mechanic's job

was one for which he had a knack
and a liking.

By the time he came to San Diego
he had done more than just think
about the matter. He had taken
some correspondence courses in me-
chanical work—with special refer-

ence to aircraft, which he thought
might be a big field some day. And
he had read, very thoughtfully,

some advertisements of the Ryan
School of Aeronautics which told



about its six-month master mechan-
ic's course.

As Buck Kelley strolled past the

school's buildings on Pacific Boule-

vard, that morning in 1934, some
of the students were lounging out-

side between classes. He got into

conversation with them, not entirely

by chance.

After drawing them out concern-
ing their opinion of the Ryan School,

its equipment, personnel, and meth-
ods, Buck let fall a hint that he
had been thinking about signing up
at some such school. That was all

that was needed. Ryan's commercial
students always were enthusiastic

missionaries and recruiters. They
rushed him in to see Earl D. Prud-

den, the genial general manager of

the school, who shortly therafter

escorted him into T. Claude Ryan's
office. It was not long before Buck
Kelley had signed up for the mas-
ter mechanic's course.

So he stayed in San Diego six

months to work as a student in the

Ryan hangar, meanwhile thinking

that he'd go back to his drumming
when he completed the course. But
he came to be rather fond of the

people and the work. And Ryan was
in the midst of an exciting new
project—the building of the first

S-T. So when his six months were
up, Buck went to Mr. Ryan and
asked for a job in the "factory"

—

which then had a total personnel of

six workers.

"I'd like to use you, Buck, if

there's an opening," Mr. Ryan told

him. "I don't see any chances of

adding more men for a month or

two, but we're going to start build-

ing more S-T's this fall. If you're

around then, I think there might be

a place for you."

"That's good enough for me,"
Buck said laconically. "I'll be

around." He took his mother back
to her home in Benton, Illinois, then

returned to San Diego six weeks
later. Jim Fornasero, the Ryan shop
foreman (now an Army flier in

Asia who wears the DFC) put him to

work on cowlings. He was the sev-

enth factory worker at Ryan.

As the staff grew and the fac-

tory began turning out more planes,

Buck was assigned to cutting parts

on the nibbling machine, and proved

so capable at it that he soon was
transferred to a more responsible

job in final assembly work. He be-

gan splicing cables and installing

controls in the S-T's. "The biggest

(Continued on page 14)

Discussing personnel details at his desk in the Factory Manager's office, eating lunch

with plant foremen in the Cafeteria, or going over shop problems in the factory are all

in the evening's work for a night superintendent.



Above: By the addition of a .063 piece of material

at each side and end of the seam, this piece to be

spotwelded in place prior to fluxing, H. A. Faris of

Manifold was responsible for greatly reducing rewelds

on connecting tube parts. At top Faris is receiving

a $100 War Bond for his idea from Manifold Fore-

man Joe Love. In the lower picture he is seen explain-

ing the idea to Butch Ortiz, second shift Manifold

foreman.

First award of a Bronze Production Star, the highest

Shop Suggestion award yet made by the War Production

Drive Committee, was presented to E. L. Williams of

Inspection from Lt. Comdr. R. O. Deitzer, Bureau of Aero-
nautics Resident Representative, at the last suggestion award
meeting. Ryanites who received Gold Awards for their sug-

gestions were: C. E. Adams, Machine Shop; C. L. Baker,
Manifold Small Parts; C. F. Brown, Inspection; Maurice
Clark, Sheet Metal; Franklin C. Dixon, Sheet Metal; H. W.
Graham, Tool Room; Jack Graham, Airplane Welding; E. W.
Hall, Tool Design; Glenn L. Humphrey, Final Assembly;
Howard F. Johnson, Stainless Steel; William Keller, Tooling;

C. D. McCafferty, Manifold Dispatching; E. E. Mayberry,
Inspection; Ernest F. Mellinger, Tooling; Hrand Sarkiss,

Tool Room; O. W. Shaefer, Manifold Small Parts; G. F.

Sherman, Manifold Small Parts; J. R. Silva, Manifold
Assembly, and S. C. Wayte, Drop Hammer.

Silver awards went to Jimmie Bentley, Manifold Assem-
bly; Samuel Halley, Sheet Metal; Ed Harris, Manifold Small
Parts; C. L. Hoffman, Sheet Metal; Paul Hoffman, Sheet
Metal; D. L. Jervey, Template Making; C. W. Kellogg,

Tooling; Gordon Longmire, Sheet Metal; William McBlair,
Finishing; J. H. McCollough, Manifold Assembly; A. R.

Martin, Sheet Metal; O. H. Nelson, Machine Shop; G. E.

Pegler, Manifold Small Parts; E. Pratt, Final Assembly;

J%e 1/enty IcUa^

Below: Bill Truchan, Tooling Fore-

man, watches William Keller using

a double plunger squeezer device,

a suggestion of his which i

being used on the B-24 leading

edges.

On the opposite page Keller is being

awarded $25.00 in War Bonds

from J. E. Cooper, assistant to the

production superintendent, for this

idea.
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Claude B. Sevenin, Manifold Small Parts;

Charles K. Shaffer, Manifold Assembly; Wes-
ley H. Shields, Manifold Small Parts; Aubrey

T. Smith, Tool Room, and Oscar Westlund,

Machine Shop.

Qualifying for bronze awards were C. L.

Bowen, Ada J. Boyd, Fred Bricca, R. M. Dawes
Joseph K. Derr, Austin W. Dudley, J. T. Ed-

wards, Clyde S. Fields, Mrs. Anona Gardner,

Willard Harpster, Chester C. Hough, W. Jae-

ger, L. F. Jamison, C. W. Kirby, G. E. Law-
ton, J. M. Lockwood, Verne C. Madison, J. G.

Maquire, Fred Steward, L. J. Stone, W. G.

Wofford and George Wolf.

Months back these men

received War Production

Drive medals for their

ideas. Since then the

ideas have had a real

trial in the plant, have

proved their worth, and

now the management's

special suggestion award

committee makes an ad-

ditional award of war

bonds to these idea men.
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They'd been married just two months
when Lenard went overseas with the

Marines. Eleanor Forsberg wanted to

do everything she could to insure that

he'd come back. In those two months
they'd made big plans for their married
life; some of those things Eleanor

could be working toward while Lenard
was away.

Eleanor sat down and did some calcu-

lating. She could get along on her al-

lotment, if necessary, and not work
at all. But that isn't the way she was
figuring. Suppose she did get along on
the allotment; then she could combine
the money she could earn on a war
job with her savings account and per-

haps she could buy a house and have
it ready for Lenard when he came
back. The idea clicked. Eleanor went
to work in the Dispatching Department
at Ryan on second shift.

She liked her work and she liked

the people she worked with. Each night

before she went to bed she wrote a few
lines of cheer to hubby, telling him all

that she'd done during the day. Her

money began to accumulate and Eleanor

began to look around for a house—not

a big one, just a comfortable size for

a couple with perhaps an extra bed-
room. Then one day she found it, a

little bungalow off University—not

pretentious, but comfortable and just

exactly what she'd like. Eleanor bought
it.

Then there was much more to write

Lenard about. There was remodeling
to do, painting, gardening, and Eleanor

loved them. Working second shift gave
her the whole day to work around the

house if she wanted to, or take her

clothes to the cleaners, go shopping,

attend a show or so many of the things

that are difficult to do after 5:00 in

the evening.

Living alone, Eleanor didn't want
to do much cooking, so she kept just

enough supplies on hand for break-
fast, ate her lunch in the Ryan cafe-

teria before going to work at 4:00, and
then ate her dinner in the cafeteria

at the regular lunch period. At night

(Continued on page 19)

How one of many service wives at Ryan is fighting

the war from the production front.

— 12—
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by Slim Coats

Just out of Albuquerque
on TWA coming home

No one ever pays any attention to any
ideas expressed by me, so I always feel at

perfect liberty to express any old idea that
comes into my mind.

Today I was stiuck with the thought that
the Four Freedoms are not enough. There
are a thousand and one Little Freedoms
that need to be taken care of. When the

President and Mr. Churchill met on the

Atlantic Ocean and drew up the Atlantic
Charter they looked at the world and its

needs on a grand scale. Now to complete
the picture there should be a meeting of the

minor minds—say in a rowboat on Mission
Bay—to outline the Minor Freedoms that
would add to the comfort of mankind.

On the very good chance that any meet-
ing of minor minds is likely to find me in

attendance I have drawn up a few of the
Little Freedoms I would propose from my
end of the rowboat in Mission Bay.

In my postwar world women would be
forbidden to buy ash trays for the house.
Only men would be allowed to buy them.
Women buy ash trays because they think
they are pretty or cute, or because they
match the curtains or the furniture, or be-
cause they are tricky or unusual. But they

never, never buy an ash try because it

would be good to hold ashes. I have no
doubt but that the Norden bomb sight was
originally designed by Mr. Norden to enable
him to hit an ash tray bought by Mrs. Nor-
den because it looked like a Mexican som-
brero.

There is only one sensible ash tray, and
that is a great big round or square piece

of glass or pottery that holds lots of ashes
and affords a decent target. But let a man
put that sort of ash tray in his house and
before you know it the little woman will

have it filled with water and started floating

flowers in it.

Another Little Freedom that would be
welcome would be the freedom from being
awakened by the telephone at night only
to have the person at the other end say
indignantly, "Well I must have the wrong
number."

It wouldn't be so bad if the person who
got the wrong number acted as if he were
sorry about it, but he always acts as if you,

by getting out of bed and answering the

phone, had done him an injustice.

Little Freedom Number Three would
make it a prison offense for anyone tc

make up a bed in the modern tight manner,
with the sheets drawn taut as a violin

string, the blankets as unyielding as a drum
head, the whole thing as comfy as a

straightjacket. You go to bed sleepy, but

before you fight your way under the covers

you are wide awake.

Once inside, your troubles have just be-

gun. The tight sheets prevent a comfortable
stretching out, the tighter blankets bind your
shoulders and arms like a straightjacket.

The only way to get comfortable is to yank
up the sheets, tear the blankets loose from
their moorings and leave yourself three-
quarters exposed. Beds are made up tightly

only because they look nice in the daytime.
I have yet to meet a person who enjoys a
comfortable sleep who goes around exclaim-
ing, "My, how beautifully that bed is made
up!"

Freedom Number Four would make it

legal and praiseworthy for any person forced

to dine by candlelight to snatch the candles

from their candlesticks and bang the hos-

tess over the head with them.

One last squawk, Freedom Number Five

would give every citizen the right to de-
stroy in any manner he saw fit—clubbing,

stabbing, shoving on a third rail, or drop-
ping into a pit of pythons—those people

who walk up to you, look you straight in

the eye and say, "Bet you don't remember
me. Bet you don't know who I am."

Yes, sir, I'm going to be out in that

rowboat. I'd like to tell you when I'm sail-

ing, but you know—military security.

San Diego, Calif., May 5—Believe me,
Kiddies, it is certainly nice to be home
again for a change, and to see the sun shin-

ing. Haven't seen that for a long time. I've

noticed a lot of changes in the old home
town tho'.

For instance I missed the pin-ball ma-
chine down at the corner cigar store and

discovered it had become contraband of

war. It was a beautiful thing that lighted

up in 16 different colors every time you

lost. Just like starving to death under the

Aurora Borealis.

I like to drop in a nickle and watch the

steel ball ricochet from gadget to gadget
which burst into flame like a torched barn.

You got five pin-balls and a grand total

of 34,950. Which never seemed to get the

prize. On some machines I totaled 456,-

987,000 for a lifetime average of 19,000
per nickel. But I didn't seem to be putting

anything aside for a rainy day.

The owner of the cigar store told me
the cops drove up with a moving van and
threw the bale hooks into the pin-ball

machine. They confiscated one ton of steel

pin-balls. They are about .58 caliber and
I hope they ricochet from Jap to Jap and
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that the Japs light up. The metal will be

melted down into cannon and the pin-balls

will be used for shrapnel. I hope our gun-

ners don't run out of nickels.

Even though I never won on the jiggers,

I miss them. There is an empty space in the

cigar store where the pin-ball machine stood

like a cradle in the parlor. I asked the

proprietor why he didn't put in a land mine
or a wolf trap to beautify the space. But

he didn't seem to be paying any atten-

tion. The machine paid him 35 smackers
a week without a gun, and that isn't shining.

During my swing around the country by
Pony Express, dog team and pogo stick, I

had the privilege of working with W. Kent
Wheeler, our Wright Field representative

at Dayton. Kent is an angler of note, and
spends quite a bit of his spare time on
the McKenzie River in Oregon. On one of

those luckless days, when he had been try-

ing to hook something for the last few
hours, he was sitting gloomily at his task
when a mother and her small son came
along. "Oh," cried the boy, "let me see

you catch a fish." Addressing Kent, the
mother said, "Now don't you catch a fish

for him until he says, 'Please.'
"

The following poem was sent to me by
Pvt. Bob Osborne; it has no title, but I

guess it could be called "G. I."

Sitting on my G. I. bed,
My G. I. hat upon my head;

My G. I. pants, my G. I. shoes

—

Everything free, nothing to lose;

G. I. razor, G. I. comb

—

But G. I. wish that I were home.

They issue everything we need,
Paper, too, and books to read;

They issue food to make us grow,
But G. I. want a long furlough.

Your belt, your shoes, your G. I. tie

—

Everything free, nothing to buy;
You eat your food from G. I. plates,

Buy G. I. needs at G. I. rates;

It's G. I. this and G. I. that,

G. I. haircut, G. I. gat;
Everything here is G. I. issue

—

But G. I. wish that I could kiss you.

If you like Bob's little poem, why not
drop him a line and tell him so. His ad-
dress is Pvt. Robert C. Osborne, 35297671,
3rd Technical School Sqdn., Lowry Field,

Denver, Colorado.

Before I squeeze the last of the corn out
of this, I'd like to say that I've had a bit

of a preview of some of the girls who are
candidates for the forthcoming "Queen of
the Ryan Horse Show." And I'm reminded
of the poem, "Breathes there the man with
soul so dead, who's never turned his head
and said, 'Hummmm, not bad.'

"



MORE ABOUT

BUCK KELLEY
(Continued from Page 9)

thrill I ever got at Ryan," he re-

calls, "was the first time I person-

ally made up and spliced all the

control cables and installed all the

flying controls in an S-T, then
watched that S-T fly away."

When Ryan moved across Lind-

bergh Field to its big new factory,

Buck was made night foreman of

Final Assembly. Later the night

shift was discontinued, and he be-

came assistant to John Van Der
Linde on the day shift. Soon another
promotion came along—this time
to foreman of the Sub-Assembly
department. He spent three years
in that position. Then, on April

Fool's Day of 1943, he was pro-

moted again to his present job of

night superintendent of the entire

factory. He is now rounding out his

tenth year with Ryan—and as far

as he knows, he has a longer record
of uninterrupted service in the fac-

tory than anyone now in the organi-
zation.

In his spare time Buck Kelley still

likes to indulge in some of the pur-
suits he enjoyed as a boy. His drum-
ming, which began at 12 when he
bought himself a set of drums and
began taking lessons, still gives him
pleasure. When he was on the day
shift he spent Saturday evenings
playing in the Coronado Hotel dance
orchestra, more for fun than for the
pay it brought him. Nowadays he
spends most Sundays in another
boyhood hobby of his—high-speed
transportation.

As an adolescent Buck took pride
in owning the fastest Ford car in

Benton, Illinois. Through his friend-
ship with a racing-car driver, he
inherited a special head from the
racer, and installed it on his Model
T, giving that venerable automo-
bile a phenomenal speed. During
later years in California he took up
motorboat racing; at Long Beach
three years ago he was riding with a
friend in the Hearst International
speed boat regatta when their craft
struck a cross-wake and turned over.
Buck was "skinned up a bit," he
says, but it didn't dampen his enthu-
siasm. He now takes his wife and
two daughters riding on Sundays in

his 13-foot racing boat, which he
built himself and which is probably
the fastest boat of its class in San
Diego.

Lieut. Commander P.. O. Deitzer

Advancement of R. O. Deitzer, the Bu-
reau of Aeronautics Resident Representative
at Ryan, from the rank of Lieutenant to

Lieut. Commander came as welcome news
to Ryanites this month. Deitzer came to

Ryan in November of 1943 after having
many years of experience aboard U. S.

aircraft carriers.

Deitzer was Flight Deck Officer aboard
the Lexington during the Battle of the Coral

Sea and went over the side with the rest

of the crew when that carrier finally had to

be abandoned. His work aboard the Lexing-

ton climaxed service on a number of carriers

including the U.S.S. Aroostok, the U.S.S.

Langley and the U.S.S. Saratoga. He is a

veteran of 27 years of service in the Navy
having been sworn in just 10 days before

the outbreak of World War I.

Buck has always enjoyed athlet-

ics. In high schol he was a baseball,

track and basketball man, During
his years as a professional musi-

cian (which started while he was
still in high school) he took up golf

and has been known to shoot in the
80's. If he ever goes back on day
shift he hopes to compete in the
Ryan golf tournaments, and when
the war is over he'll probably enter
motorboat regattas again. He has
been on two winning teams in Ryan
bowling leagues and won the first

Ryan singles tournament.

Though few of his coworkers
know it, Buck has a brother who also
is a talented musician, and who also
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has worked at Ryan. The brother is

now with the Army somewhere in the

South Pacific, but he was a profes-

sional clarinet and saxophone
player with succesful dance bands.

He worked here as a welder about

two years ago, with the same idea

Buck had of developing a sideline

to his musical work.

Another thing that few Ryanites

know about Buck is his real name.
Since boyhood on the farm, when his

father began calling him Buck, no

one else has known him by any other

cognomen. He's just as well satis-

fied. His real name is Marion Wil-

liam Kelley. "But I like Buck bet-

ter," he says.
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Welcome to the third shift are FRANK
CURRAN, onodizer; NATALIE CURRAN,
spot facer; W. E. GRAY, sandblaster; J. S.

ROBERTSON, gas welder, all transferring

from the first shift. Newcomers to the com-
pany on third shift are RITA KING, Mani-
fold Inspection, and W. L. COLLINS, gas

welder from the shipyards of San Fran-

cisco. JEANETTA GRAYNE joins Manifold
Inspection, transferring from swing. JOHN
H. CHATMAN and L. J. LIGNOSKI, Mani-
fold Assembly, and GEORGE ANDERSON,
welder, are transfers from the second shift.

ORAN FONVILLE, bumper, is back on the

third after a session on the second. Fon-
ville did a "double shuffle" in transferring,

worked right on from 4 p.m. until 7:30
a.m., both shifts. H. F. HAMILL is new in

Manifold Assembly. CORA PAQUET has
transferred from first to the third shift.

Leaving the third shift recently are JOHN
DANNEVIK, who is transferring to Tooling,
first shift; IRVIN SMITH, small parts wel-

der, and TELIA LAWSON, arc welder.

"Smitty" transferred to the first shift and
Miss Lawson to the second shift. Each of

these workers were old members of the third

shift.

Slated for induction into the Armed
Forces are LUTHER FRENCH, BOB
QUARRY, manifold assemblymen, and BILL
MaGELLAN, combination welder. French has

terminated and Quarry took his physical

last week. Bill MaGellan was scheduled to

take his physical May 9th. GLENN HOL-
LENBECK, combination welder, recalls that

three men, namely, Hollenbeck, Leadman
GEORGE LANE and MaGellan, were the first

\

H. Zuehlsdorf

W. Banksron J. M. Lockwcod

welders on the third shift. Incidentally, Lane
has not missed a day since he started on
the third shift 18 months ago. MaGellan
was also manager of the Bill Hilton band
and will be missed as one of the Ryan
entertainers.

A birthday cake showed up May 6th

when BETTY JEAN OSTRANDER, shipping,

surprised ZUBA TAYLOR, co-worker, at

lunch time. Those joining the cake party

included Leadman RAGSDALE, WARD FO-
GLESONG, "HAP" and CHRIS MILLER,
DEWEY BEMENT and RALPH GEIST. Good
cake, Betty!

Thrilled and happy last week was RUBY
CHILDERS, gas welder, who talked to her

sailor son, Aubrey Owens, a gunner's mate
at Norfolk, Virginia, by long distance. This
family is all out for the war effort, three

generations either working or fighting. Mrs.
Childers' mother and brother also work at

Ryan, second shift.

OLEN HUDSON, Manifold clerk, receives

a home-made pie nearly every week. Not a

birthday every time, is it Hudson? FRED
LETCHER, arc welder, wonders if JACK
DENNIS, former thirder now on first, and
DON JOHNS, of first, have gone duck
hunting recently! Or have they sold their

guns? Seems they met a state game war-
den and drew fines for their last shooting

spree.

GEORGE "POP" REYNOLDS, weld
stamper, has a family of which he can be
justly proud. Five of his children are in the

service, three daughters in the Army Nurses
Corps and two sons in the Army. "Pop,"
as he is affectionately known by welders,

has been at Ryan more than a year.

Arc welder MARY BOLAND was absent
last week, recovering from a case of laryn-

gitis. For about a week previous, Mary was
not able to talk above a whisper, but she
is back on the beam; says she may even
help some of the boys sing cowboy ballads.

Sailor JACK BALMER, ex-arc welder of

the third, greeted friends at the gate May
5th. Jack was on leave from San Francisco,

visiting his mother.
Glad to see J. D. SMITH, swing shift lead-
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W. L. Poison

h X
Floyd O. Burn's

Hew Leadmen
W. Banksron has been promoted to

l.adman in Final Assembly, first shift.

A. Z. Bohanan is newly-appointed
leadman in Tool Design on second shift.

Floyd O. Burris is new leadman in

Sheet Metal Cutting and Routing on
second shift.

Harry Glasgow is now leadman in

Manifold Small Parts on first shift.

F. E. Hosier is new second shift

leadman in the Main Tool Crib.

F. F. Haworth is newly-appointed
first shift leadman in Machine Shop.

J. M. Lockwood has been appointed
leadman in Final Assembly on second
shift.

Lewis Mihm is new second shift lead-
man in Manifold Small Parts.

W. L. Poison is new Wing Assembly
leadman on second shift.

H. Zuehlsdorf, also new leadman in

Wing Assembly, second shift.

man in Manifold, back on the job. "Smitty"
was off for some time, recovering from an
operation. He is an ex-third shifter.

Ralph Oake who has recently been
appointed supervisor of second and
third shifts in the Accounting Depart-
ment, with the exception of the Tabu-
lating Room. Oake was formerly in

Timekeeping on second shift.



Stress Report reported in the last issue

that there were plans afoot for a beach
party, but we had no idea it would be such

a tremendous success that we would make
monthly occasions of them. The plans for the

party were very haphazard and we weren't
quite sure who was to bring the pickles, and
the Ryan Cafeteria had to spring to the res-

cue at the last minute and furnish hot dog
buns and potato chips. The beer got there all

right, but didn't last as long as the party.

All in all, we had loads of fun, had a rough
game of baseball, which finally eliminated
all the girls; had plenty to eat and drink,

and a roaring fire. TONY CONTI drew
plenty of whistles with his red flowered
sarong, but he proved that he wasn't afraid

to get them wet as he plunged in the water
before anybody else. MARCIA BYERLY fol-

lowed him into the briny and freezing deep
and was tagged a good, all-'round sport by
all. CARL KABELITZ, TONY, KEN PIX-
LEY and GORDON McCORMICK had fun
on the air-mattresses. Gordon caught one
wave in particular which zoomed him right

onto dry land a mile a minute, and did he
look surprised! We had a good crowd

—

about 30 in all—but expect twice that many
next time. VAN SICKLIN is quite the solo-
ist and kept the party lively around the
campfire with his parodies for every song,
only interrupted now and then by a "Wa-

On The P. A.

The voice behind the "mike"—that
bit of femininity that second-shift Ryan-
ites hear over the public address system
each evening during lunch— is Nan
Wheelihan of Airplane Finishing. Nan
handles the controls for both lunch per-
iods, makes the announcements, and
plays your favorite recordings.

hoo" unexpectedly from our representative
from Oklahoma. Then everybody scattered—most of them to Van Sicklin's house for

dancing.

EARL BOTELER went swimming one
Sunday and no sooner got stung on his foot

by a stingray when he stepped on another
with his other foot. The life guard station

took good care of him, as he showed up for

work all smiles as usual, but walking on his

heels. I guess it's about time we advised
youse guys from out of town about the
terrors of the Pacific. The stingrays most
commonly found in the ocean at low tide

or in the bay at any time are quite small
and harmless enough if you don't actually
step on them. The best way to walk along
in order to avoid stepping on top of them is

to drag one foot after the other and then
if they are resting on the sand, you will

just frighten them off. They protect them-
selves by switching up their long tails under
which are two prongs which they jab into
whatever is handiest, usually your foot. It

makes a deep cut and poison is injected
into the cut at the same time. The best thing
to do when this happens is to get to a life

guard station as soon as possible. There
they soak the cut in hot water and epsom
salts, which draws out the poison,
other hazard of the Pacific ocean is the
rip tide. You can spot one by noticing that
the incoming waves, instead of coming in

straight up to the shore, will be coming in

at an angle. You can recognize a rip tide
more easily by being caught in one, as you
find you can't swim toward shore at all

as a current is carrying you out to sea. The
first impulse is to swim as hard and fast
as you can toward shore, but the more you
fight against it the less you are able
to cope with it. Just let it carry
you out and save your energy, be-
cause eventually you will come to
the edge of it and will be able to swim back
very easily. As Ish-ka-bibble, on Kay Kay-
ser's program, would say, "A rip tide is

something that if you want to get out of
it, you must go out in order to come in."
He might also tell you that a stingray is a
fish that is as afraid of you as you are of
it, but if you connect, the stingray stings
and you are stung

!

MARCIA BYERLY kept watching to see
if she was getting sunburned, and seeing
no signs of any, finally went home after
being on the beach for hours. It wasn't until
later in the evening when she turned a
lovely tomato red that she realized that
she had cooked herself to a turn, and is

now wearing cream on her legs and hand-
ling her fragile arms very delicately. What
a burn! Sooo, don't overdo it, folks, or you'll
be sorrrrrrrrrry

!

Now that I think I have the story
straight, YUEN B. LEO was the Kingfish
at the Pilgrim Youth Organization pow-wow
in Los Angeles and took the part of Mr.
Anthony, giving advice to young ladies who
requested answers to their problems. Leo
says the toughest one was figuring out the
difference between Love and Infatuation.
If you don't happen to know, dear reader,
just ask Leo, the expert.
What a razzing "BIG BOY" LOOMER

is taking since that record was played to
commemorate his birthday.
A certain feller in this department ap-

peared one morning with a touch of lip-
stick on his shirt collar and that started
a discussion of what to do about girls who
wear lipstick and how can you keep them
from doing it. I pointed out that no young
lady, who is a lady, will, out of a clear
sky, start wiping off her lipstick to be
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obliging, as that would be too obvious that
she was expecting a kiss. Someone sug-
gested carrying a bottle of paint remover,
but that would never do. (No lips.) The
only solution is buying the young lady some-
thing to eat and then hiding her purse so
she couldn't renew her paint job. IRVING
DICKENS says that wouldn't work, for if

you hide her purse how could she pay the
bill? Oh well, I don't know how I get in-

volved in these mighty stress problems, but
how about getting the young lady to wear
a veil over her face and then all the lipstick

will cling to the veil, and there you are.
Of course, there's always the possibility

that the veil is apt to cling to the young
man, but in the summertime, when there are
mosquitoes, it might come in very handy.

Heralded by a bevy of two-toned whistles,
VIRGINIA FRANKLIN sneaked down the
aisle trying to hide her new hair-do. This
column has raved about Virginia many
times, but with her hair pulled back from
her face and piled high in the front a la

French bangs, she really goes over with a
bang!

BUD EVANS gave BILL CASPER and
EARL BOTELER a few tips on how to use
a face mask and swim fins in the water, but
Casper had an awful time since he's been
breathing the same old way for years and
years and can't change over to use the face
mask properly. Almost choked to death, I

hear.

Watch for an improvement in this col-

umn! TONY CONTI is now a reporter, so
when you see him coming, duck! Just dis-
covered LEM KOHL I was a member of the
year-book staff for Tri-State, so if he'll

cooperate what a high-class column this

will be. Will have to find some more talent
like that! Guess that's all this weary reporter
can dig up for this time. See you next issue.

George "Pop" Reynolds, weld stamper
on third shift, has a family of which
he can justly be proud. Five of his

children are Lieutenants—three daugh-
ters in the Army Nurses Corps and two
sons in the Army.



Attendance Record

Bernard Greer of Material Control, sec-

ond shift, has just completed his first

year of service with Ryan, a year dur-

ing which he hasn't missed a single

night on the job.

Ship

"Tide"
by Leigh

MacDonald

"Dear Florence:

Another year has been added
To your well-accumulated collection;

Still you have the nerve to greet

This birthday with affection!

So we've taken up a collection

From just our humble little section,

And when it comes to picking one of

the best,

We'll put you up for election!

Happy Birthday."

This was the very "nifty" little poem
out'n the head of EMILIE FISTOLERA,
written to accompany the employees' birth-

day gift to FLORENCE ELLIS. Flo's mother
(also a Florence Ellis) baked a delicious

cake with pineapple filling, which was
served at rest period.

And speaking of EMILIE, this is the

first chance to introduce this brown-eyed,

pretty brunette from Chicago, who began
her work in Shipping the last of April. Need-
less to say, we're happy to have such a

jolly person in our crew, and we like her

poetry, too

!

Hello—and goodby! Again we -lose an
employee, this time MARION CHARBON-
NEAU, who left Saturday, April 27, for

Detroit, via Los Angeles, when her husband
received military orders. The office force

made her a gift of a beautiful brown

leather purse and a box of stationery. We
wish her luck and a good trip—and are

looking forward to the "new girl" who will

take her place.

One good thing leads to another, as I

have discovered, for JIMMY TUCKER also

has been with us a year the 18th of April

with fine record of no absences, and no
tardiness, and has a little Ryan pin to

prove his one year of service. So good
things come in little packages, too! Ooooh!
Sorry, "Shorty." Had to say it—just had to!

"Mama, pin a rose on me," says MIL-
DRED WULFF. "Spring has came!" Like the

fuzzy-wuzzy slippers JEANNE ANDERSON
wore to work the day she forgot to put

her shoes on! Like JACK LATTMAN and
VICTOR ROBINSON pushing the car, and
fixing a flat tire, and finally arriving home
from work at 10 o'clock one night!

JACK LATTMAN and his wife, Gen, cele-

brated their eighth wedding anniversary the

21st of April. They went to Pacific Square,

where they had a very good time. We won't

tell you about Jack taking the phone re-

ceiver off the hook so friends couldn't call

— in which case arrangements had been
made to go to ball game, and Bowl, instead

of dancing! But Gen was too spry, found the

phone—adjusted it—received call—so they

went to the dance. Tsk! Tsk! Johnny, better

luck next anniversary.

Most interesting and new to all shipping

crew is the newly-formed Girls' Bowling
Team for Shipping. We had everything from
a beginner falling down to another one
bowling 158! Congratulations on that score,

JUNE LEEPER; we think it's one a beginner

can well be proud of! (Huh-uh, we won't
tell you who fell down!)

The girls who are practicing bowling are

JUNE LEEPER, JUNE HUNTER (who will

be our captain), FLORENCE ELLIS, her

mother, FLO ELLIS, ERNESTINE LAWSON,
JEANNE ANDERSON, DOROTHY BAT-
TEN and TUNIE NIEMIE. So we plan to

have a fine team by League time.

Notes From the Nite: ALICE RUSH, of

the Second Shift Shipping, transferred to

Welding, and with her went my news notes

from the nite, so wish the nite shifts would
contact me with notes on their socials and
work news.

One of the most interesting people I know
and have ever known is our silver-haired

PAUL FRASER. He is one of the jolliest and
kindest and funniest of people we've con-
tacted. When Fraser laughs, we all laugh
with him—and he has a personality that

commands great respect. When he was 18
years old Fraser went to work in a depart-

ment store shipping department. He was
wrapping packages. He wrapped and sent a

package inter-department to another office

in the same building. The messenger re-

turned with an envelope containing the

string with which he'd tied the package, and
a note that read, "There was enough string

around this package to hang yourself."

Fraser calmly took it and put the same
string back in the same envelope, added a

few more yards of string and sent it back
to the sarcastic employee with a note say-
ing, "Well, here's the balance of the string

so you can hang yourself."!!)

P. S.—Fraser was fired!

In Appreciation

A certificate of appreciation was the

way the Red Cross told Ryanites they

appreciated their money and blood do-

nations. Here Miss Margaret Price, Di-

rector of the San Diego Blood Donor
Center, is making the presentation to

Ryan Industrial Relations Director

Frank Persons. With Mr. Persons is

Mrs. Char-Lotte Fischer, who has been

instrumental in signing up many hun-
dreds of donors for the Blood Bank.

Pings and Purrs

From Power Plant
by Idle Cutoff

Power Plant staged another one of its

infrequent get-togethers Thursday night,

May 4th. Dinner (steak, no less) followed

by bowling and "stuff" at Tower Bowling

Alleys.

As toastmaster, Bill Bunsen was ne plus

ultra. Not so bad in the alleys, either, or

should we say on the alleys?

It seems that whenever our "Stretch

Group" representative puts in an appear-

ance, a certain cowling expert (?) whose
initials are DITMARS can't resist corning,

"What's Stewin', Yuen?" (ad infinitum) .

One thing about LEONARD GORE that one

can always trace his progress through Engi-

neering by the e-e-e-s of the gals encoun-
tered enroute.

We would like to take this opportunity

to welcome a newcomer to our "Slappy"

family, KENNY GOEBEL— guess whose
brother?

Power Plant has started selecting a spot

in its "with the service" mugs gallery for

IRV "NIGHVY" WISCHMEYER.
Boys and gals are looking admiringly at

ETHEL GLASSON's superbly tanned pedal

extremities these days. The gals admire
the tan!

Somewhere between an Hawaiian sunset

and a Tequila sunrise might describe "HEP-
CAT" GRESCOVIAK's neckwear.
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Fumes From the

Paint Shop j
by Kitty Matheny

Well, here it is time to go to press again,

so rally around, boys and girls, and listen

to a cheerful little earful

—

LARRY LARSON (leadman of dope shop)

says we owe him an apology as he could

never compete with "ROSY" BARTHOL
when "Rosy" promotes even from him. We
apologize, Larry!

Congratulations and many happy returns

to CLYDE WILCOX of Inspection, DELL

FAY PAWLEY of Dope Shop, and J. B. Mc-

KEE, Barrell House, who all celebrated their

birthdays on April 20th with cakes for the

Department. And were they good! Also

EULALIE ARBUCKLE whose birthday fell on

April 23rd. Eulalie brought us some very

good fudge. . . . You know the Paint Shop

has a very quaint custom—anyone having a

birthday brings a cake or sompin' instead of

receiving one. Pretty good, eh what?

The "Gang" all got together on the eve

of May 2nd for a "Pot Luck" dinner. To

say that everyone enjoyed themselves is put-

ting it mildly. There were oodles of good

things to eat, even fried chicken, and all

voted for a similar affair in the very near

future.

We would like to call attention to CLYDE
WILCOX who is the proud papa of two boys

in the service. Clyde, Jr. is in the Army Air

Corps, and is stationed at the Bombardier

School at Victoria, Kansas. Robert H. is on

a minesweeper in the South Pacific and has

been overseas for nine months. Robert at-

tended San Diego High School and was a

very popular member of the football team

as fullback.

It seems that R. A. EVEY (leadman of

Dope Spray) has a way with animals, be-

cause one day when a brindle bull-dog

made his appearance in the Paint Shop he

adopted Evey for his master. There was much
ado about the dog, even to naming him

"Rex." Evey obtained the necessary per-

mission to take the dog home, much to the

delight of the two Evey children.

M. A. "JOE" GOLSH is leaving us for

the service in Uncle Sam's Navy. Sorry to

lose you, Joe, but lots of luck anyway! Joe

was our sprayer in Finishing, and now his

job has been taken over by HELEN De-

LAURENTIS. Helen's doing very well at it,

too. More power to you, Helen!

Speaking of birthdays, LOUISE "COOKIE"
KENOYER has three little boys whose ages

are 7, 8, and 9 years old respectively, and
whose birthdays all fall in the month of May.
"Cookie" had identifications bracelets made
for each of them. "Cookie" herself had a

thrill when she received a beautiful plant

(an Easter gift) from her husband who is

overseas with the U. S. Army Eng. Corps.

Orchids of the month to LOUISE THOMAS,
Dope Shop, who has had to have several

teeth extracted and still stays on the job.

MARIE BRESNAHAN is leaving us for a

month's rest because she hasn't been feel-

ing up to par lately. Hurry and get well,

Marie, we miss seeing you.

That's all for now folks—be seeing you.

your

Child

c an
There's no dearth of opportunities for your children in

the San Diego area. Here are some summer highlights

Ryan mothers, are you availing yourself

of the excellent child care facilities that San
Diego has to offer? Your city and county

are providing exceptional opportunities for

your children at very reasonable costs. You
can be assured that your child will be having

good care plus a good time while you're put-

ting in your effort toward winning the war.

Here are some of the opportunities for your

children in San Diego.

Infant Care Centers—Children six months
to two years. Four centers in San Diego.

Doctor's certificate required before child is

admitted. Mother must be working. Fees

$1 .00 a day. See Mrs. Esther T. Long,

Women's Counselor, for further information.

Nursery Centers—For children from two

to five years of age. Twenty-five centers in

San Diego County. Program includes super-

vision up to twelve hours per day, lunch,

mid-morning juice and mid-afternoon snack.

Fees per week are:

First child enrolled from family. . $3.00
Each additional child from

family 1 .25

With breakfast—an additional . . .50

Fee for 1 day only care per child. .60

For additional information see Mrs. Esther

T. Long, Counselor for Women.

Extended Day Care Centers—For school

-

age children. A service in public schools

before school opens, after school, Saturday,

and holidays during the school year, and

all day during vacation. Twenty-six centers

in San Diego County. See Mrs. Long for de-

tails. When school is in session the program

includes supervision up to 12 hours per

day, breakfast, mid-afternoon snack and
lunch on Saturday and school holidays.

Fee per week per child $1 .65

When school is not in session (summer and

vacations) the program includes supervision

up to 12 hours per day with lunch and mid-

afternoon snack. Fees per week are:

Each child $1.80
With breakfast—an additional . . .60

Fee for one day only care per child .40

Night Care—For children 2 to 1 2 years.

The standard program is the same as the
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Nursery School program — with not more
than 18 hours care in any 24 hours. Fees
per week are:

Each child (up to 12 hours
per day) $3.00

Each child (more than 12 hours
per day) an additional 1 .50

Fee for 1 night only care per child .90

Boarding Homes—Are available for the

care of children day and night, by the week
or month. See Mrs. Esther T. Long, in Indus-
trial Relations for details.

Day Care in Homes—Available in differ-

ent sections of the city. See Mrs. Esther T.

Long in Industrial Relations.

Supervised Playgrounds—Will be open all

summer in practically every part of the city.

For information about playgrounds, swim-
ming pools, tennis courts, club houses, soft-

ball and baseball diamonds, craft classes,

gymnasium classes, and dancing classes.

For more information call the San Diego
Playground and Recreation Department,
Main 5161.
Summer Camps— In the mountains: Girl

Scouts, members only, Main 9156; Camp
Fire Girls, members only, F-6361; Boy
Scouts, members only, Main 4001 ; Y.M.C.A..
members and non-members, F-3175.

Cuyamaca Camp— Sponsored by City-

County Camp Commission. Approximately
July 1st to September 1st, $1.50 per day.

Call Main 5161 during day, R-2743 in the

evening.

Summer School—Will be conducted all

summer for High School students at San
Diego High School.

Vocational Schools— Will continue all

summer. Call M-3071 .

Church Vacation Schools—Many Protes-

tant and Catholic Churches will start va-

cation schools as soon as the public schools

close on June 16th. They are usually in

session from 9:00 to 12:00 each week day

and include handcraft, games and religious

instruction. Call Coordinating Council Head-

quarters, Civic Center, Main 3811 for in-

formation on the church school nearest your

home.



MORE ABOUT

WITH LOVE, ELEANOR
(Continued from page 12)

after work, a group might stop at the USO
for a regular second shift dance or a game
of table tennis before going on home. Or
she might hurry home and browse over a

good book for an hour or so before writing

her letter and going to bed.

With the house bought and paid for,

Eleanor decided to increase her bond de-
ductions. Instead of buying just one bond
a month, she decided to turn her entire

paycheck into war bonds. Eleanor was fight-

ing the war on the home front with ven-
geance. Writing letters, working hard on
a war job, keeping young with plenty of

good fun, and buying war bonds—these
were her contributions.

Just about a week ago—many days after

these pictures were taken—Eleanor received

a long distance call from San Francisco.

After 1 6 months in the South Pacific,

Lenard, now a Master Technical Sergeant,
was home.

But the story doesn't end there. Eleanor

has no intention of giving up her job on
the second shift at Ryan. Lenard will be
back out there along with the husbands of

many other young brides. Eleanor's job will

continue. "If the men go off to battle, it's

the woman's place to fight the war at home,"
Eleanor believes. "There's no better way that

we can do it than by working as hard as

we can at a war job and putting our money
into war bonds. This war is not essentially

a man's war. We women at Ryan know that.

Most of us have husbands or brothers or

sons in the fight. While they fight, we'll

fight too."

*

TIME CLOCKS

Four o'clock—a whistle blows

—

The mad stampede begins;

To be the first to punch the clock,

To be the lucky one who wins.

But— is he really lucky?

Does he really win?

The boys fighting overseas

Have no whistle to begin.

There are no whistles over there,

No time clock there to punch,

No whistle tells them when to stop

And when to go to lunch.

Yes—they do hear whistles over there,

A shrill, unearthly scream

As shells go shrieking overhead

Or bombers bring a nightmare dream.

Their working day lasts all day long

And often through a night

Of darkness, horror, brooding fear

That makes them pray for light.

When that quitting whistle blows

We're all through for the day,

So there's really lots and lots of time,

That old black clock won't stray.

Let's think of all the others

Who would like to quit at four,

But can't because their day goes on

Until there's peace once more.

Ernie—Sheet Metal

Aubrey Owens, S 1 c,

is the son of Mrs. Ruby
Childers, right, Mani-
fold third, and the
grandson of Mrs. D. J.

Blackstock, Manifold
second shift. Mrs.
Blackstock's son, E.

Blackstock, left, works
in Final Assembly, sec-
ond shift.

Brother of Nina Ray, leadwo-

man in Transportation second

shift, is Lloyd Spurgeon Ray

of the Army, training at Fort

Sannin, Texas.

Mr. and Mrs. V. K. Allen, both third shifters, are backing up two sons. Pvt. Warren
Allen, above, is somewhere in England and Capt. Willard Allen is stationed in Reno.
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Above: The paste-up sheet or

dummy which the compositor

goes by in assembling the ar-

ticles. Sheet on top gives spots

where color is to be used.

1

.

Frye and Smith shop sup-

erintendent, left, and com-

positor, right, discussing

which portion of Flying Re-

porter should go on the press

first.

2. The "lock-up" man locks

up the eight-page form in a

steel frame. His work must be

accurate to within 1 144th

of an inch.

ft ft ft

Last issue we started Flying Reporter on its

way to the press, telling you what happens
up through the time the material goes to

Frye & Smith, the printers. How the pictures

find their way first to the artist, then the

engraver, then as finished plates to the

printer. How the typewritten material goes
to the linotype room and is set in proper
length lead type slugs.

At this stage of the game, the material is

still in galley form, the "galleys" being
trays each containing about 20 inches of
Flying reporter type. Galley proofs of these

are read with an eagle eye to catch the

myriad of possible errors that can creep in.

If anything is wrong, it is marked on the

white galley proof and the linotyper resets

the entire lead slug that forms that line.

In addition to the white galleys a duplicate

set of proofs known as the "pinks"—be-
cause they are run on pink paper—come
into the Flying Reporter office. They are

the nucleus of the paste-ups or dummy
sheets. These "pinks" are trimmed down
into column size and the galley number
is written boldly down the center of the

galley so the composing room will be able

to locate the material by galley number.
The strips of copy are cut into complete
articles and separated as to feature articles,

departmental news, news items and sports.

At this point the job of pasting up begins.

Each article, cartoon, picture, picture cap-
tion, all have to be pasted down in the
exact location which they will occupy in

the finished magazine. This might be com-
pared to working a jigsaw puzzle except for

3. Covers for Flying Reporter are run on a small press,

color first. As they leave the conveyor belt, they pass over

a small flame which helps to dry them.

4. The big forms of Flying Reporter are carefully scruti-

nized from start to finish by these two pressmen. After

everything is ready, this press can turn out 2,800 sheets,

or 22,400 pages an hour.
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one condition. In a jigsaw puzzle, when the

parts are all together they make a complete
picture. When all the pages of Flying Re-
porter have been laid out, the issue may
be one page short or, as is more frequently

the case, two or three pages long. Several

of the pages may be a paragraph or two
too heavy, others a little light. Then comes
the job of slicing here, adding there, jug-

gling, cutting, rearranging. When the sheets

are finally finished, they furnish the blue-

print for the man in the composing room.
He picks up the material from the various

galleys indicated, selects the proper plates

and arranges them in the final page form.

After his first proof, changes can still be
made. Sometimes a few lines changed here
or there make a multitude of difference in

the appearance of the page. Sometimes a

plate looks better at the top than at the

bottom as it had been scheduled originally

With alterations complete, a final proof
is taken and the page okeyed. When an
entire "form" has been okeyed, that section

is ready for the press. A "form" is any
group of pages which are run at the same
time. For instance, in the regular 32-page
Flying Reporter, pages 1,4, 5, 8, 25, 28,
29 and 32 constitute one form, pages 10,
11, 14, 15, 18, 19, 22 and 23 another
form, and so on. The complete form of eight

(Continued on page 41 )

8. Ryanites off shift at

4:00 are the first to

pick up their copies of

Flying Reporter. They'll

be on hand later that

evening for departing

second and third shift

employees as well.

7. The finished Report-

ers are rushed by deliv-

ery truck to the Ryan

Receiving Department,

and, if all is well, arrive

about two or three
o'clock on every third

Friday afternoon.

The second installment of what goes

on between "every third Friday"

5. Close-up of the printed form around the cylinder just as it

is being printed. In back of the printed form, between it and the

metal cylinder, is the make-ready.

6. Girls at Frye and Smith insert the folded sections of Flying

Reporter into the cover and, in the background, other girls

staple and stack them for trimming. — 21



Stacks Y Stuff
by Manny Fohlde "

To the uninitiated, an aircraft plant such

as ours seems to be filled with strange or-

ders, odd sounds and queer sights. We old-

timers think nothing of it when confronted

by a neophyte with a wild gleam in his

eye keenly bent on finding a manifold

stretcher, knuckle jointed monkey wrench
or some other non-existent piece of equip-

ment. MICKEY MEYERS, Manifold Night
Foreman, was completely flabbergasted the

other evening upon being asked for a tool

order for a %"x Vl" oblong drill. The fol-

lowing conversation went something like

this: Mickey: "How long have you been

with us, son?" Our Hero: "About a year

and a half, why?" Mickey: "Are you posi-

tive that you are really in need of such a

drill?" Our Hero: "Yer dern tootin', I

gotta drill an oblong hole!" Mickey: "Have
you tried the tool crib yet?" Our Hero:
"Yeah, but they said I'd hafta get an order

from you before I could have it."

Mickey: "Okey, son, here's your order, but

you may find that you'll have to go to main-
tenance to get it." "I'll get the

thing," said our hero as he sauntered off,

rubbing his hands briskly together in antici-

pation, "if I have to chase all over the

plant to find it!" For all we know, he's

sauntering yet.

Speaking of oldtimers, there are a few
here as yet who may remember "VIC"
VAVROCK. Vic's first job here at Ryan was
with dispatching, I believe, but was work-
ing in Small Parts just before leaving. I

ran into him on the street the other day
and he informed me that he is now with the

New Foreman

George Brooks last month was made
Assistant Foreman in charge of the
Drop Hammer on Third Shift. Brooks
has been in the Drop Hammer depart-
ment since he joined Ryan in 1940.

Ferry Command ferrying B-25 bombers out

of Long Beach. He looked real fit and asked

me to be sure and remember him to the

gang.

The riddle of the long, lean, hungry

appearance of JACK LANCASTER, MAX
SNIPES and CARL KRUEGER needs no ex-

planation now. It seems that these three

worthies were on a voluntary starvation diet

in preparation for the huge turkey feed put

on in Krueger's department the other night.

BILL GRAY, one of the heavier consumers,

came to the table under a growth of beard

that truly was a classic. He stoutly main-

tained, however, that he had been cleanly

shaved before coming to work but upon

leaving the barber shop by the rear door,

mind you, he fell flat on his face in the

spot where the barber shook his apron.

Things to see and hear in and around the

tail pipe area: The way WANDA SWINE-
HART and LOUISE WAUGH laugh at a good

story, WALDO OPFER talking about his

two boys; SIMPSON recalling early child-

hood when being told a yarn that he has

heard before; Mr. CHENEY, of Shop Follow-

Up, speculating as to the best way to

raise the walls to his new home, then in-

viting the gang out to help him raise the

roof; DICK YOUNG rushing around in an

attempt to keep up with the trucks he's

pushing; RAY LOWTHER's new fedora; JOE
"ALABAMA" McCULLOUGH's uncanny

knowledge of the cube root of seven or

eleven. No, I doubt if he worked it out on

a slide rule, but you'd better ask Joe.

ERNIE SIMONSON left us to work on

the day shift for a while, but I've got even

money that says he'll be back before long.

L. J. LIGNOSKY has left, too, to put his

talents to work for the third shift. Sorry to

see them go, but our loss is the other two

shifts' gain.

The inspection department has added
several new girls to their force since the

last writing. The "Mutual Admiration So-

ciety" is seriously thinking of chartering an

auxiliary. Howza bout it, gals?

CHARLIE WELDON has been trying for

sometime to get his "driveway" fixed. Just

when he was about to give up hope he told

your reporter that at last he had seen con-

crete evidence of relief. You're a good man,
Charlie.

JIM JARDINE, son of the soil, has re-

turned to his native habitat to take over

the management of "The South Forty."

Jim, too, is one of the "ancients" of Ryan,

and will be sorely missed by the gang in

Krueger's department.

PHIL BARSON, eminent violin virtuoso,

who has a habit of leaving his fiddles under

the bed whenever he moves, is to be mar-
ried shortly, we are told. Phil is taking a

well-earned leave of absence and a trip

east to claim his bride. Even though Phil

deserted Manifold for Experimental, the

gang in Manifold second wish him and his

Mrs. -to-be every happiness.

HERB SIMMER is on a vacation enjoying

that new home in Rolando Village. Herb
says he likes it very much indeed out there,

as he doesn't have to bail the fog out of his

shoes each morning before putting them on.

Met "SLIM" COATS on the way into

work this afternoon and had a good old

round-table discussion as well as reviewing

a couple of books that we both had read on
occasion. He didn't look as though he had
suffered any from the rigors of wartime
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^ Plant

Engineering

by Bob Christy

Boy, oh boy, do people have fun! (I

think) . Not so long ago the office gang

gave a farewell for LAURA SCHMICK at

what, prior to April 21st, was the home of

GENE MARSH. Gene hopes to be able to

rebuild it soon. A few of the highlights of

the party were as follows:

Plant Engineering male quartette—BILL

KUYKENDALL, NORMAN WYNNE, BRUCE
McCLENDON and yours truly—singing!?)

those old songs their mothers taught them
and a few they picked up themselves. The
only reason the party didn't break up dur-

ing their recital was due to the accomp-
lished piano playing of LOIS GREEN and

IRENE COOK.

Really the talent stored in Plant Engineer-

ing would amaze you. For example, Mc-
CLENDON and IRENE put on an adagio

dance that was thrilling. Irene says she is

still black and blue in spots where in the

finale she came floating into the livingroom

and landed on her—er—the livingroom

rug.

ED (COUNT BASIE) BIRDSALL was su

perb with his piano boogiewoogie (or some-

thing) while the gang was dancing. A 1 1 tt 1 t

trouble was encountered when we heade-

for the Embassy Hotel to dine. NORMAN
(hold a gallon) WYNNE was more inter

ested in chasing a little black dog than

he was in dinner. I wonder if that is why
he couldn't eat his dinner.

At dinner we learned BILL KUYKEN-
DALL's real name—"Jack Armstrong, All

American Boy." When asked his choice of

dessert, he chose "Wheaties" and a demi-

tasse of "Ovaltine," which were promptly

served him. Returning to MARSH's, Mc-
CLENDON took the limelight again with a

toy drum and fife concert. When the bodies

were finally wheeled out and the dust set-

tled, the casualties were counted and listed as

several "dead soldiers," one broken piano

stool, one man "drowned," and various

bruises and contusions were treated as

roughly as possible. And they call it fun!

Now that LAURA SCHMICK has left

Maintenance Control office. Engineering can

have flowers on their desks, too. Prior to

her departure she hogged all the flowers

and it was all your life was worth to try

and get her to share them.

Mrs. GUILLA McCLARY returned from

a month's leave looking swell. Her trip back

to the wide-open spaces must have agreed

with her.

traveling. Even though he has spent a night

or two on the pool table, the food he was

able to obtain apparently was more than

enough to offset such discomforts.

Well, this ride on the merry-go-round is

about done for. Will try to get the brass

ring on the next one, provided, of course,

that I am able to dig up any news that

might make interesting reading. "Mark 'er

thirty, Bud. "Copy boy, e'mere."



DO

FROM MATERIAL CONTROL
by EARL VAUGHAN

This issue of the Flying Reporter is dedi-

ited to our worthy co-workers of the night

irt. Therefore, this reporter has a few

iws flashes about the night owls of Ma-
rial Control.

i Irene Waehtel
HAZELLA MACHT is welcomed back

th the Inventory Group after spending a

ar at Colorado College.

CLAUDIA WEAVER is welcomed as a

,'wcomer to our group and has been as-

signed to the job of posting

Aluminum requisitions.

LEONA KING has asked to

be transferred to the day shift

in order to be working the

same hours as her husband,

who is also a Ryanite.

PAULINE ANDERSON has

been on the sick list for sev-

eral days and she has been

eatly missed, especially by EVALYN De-

\Y, who has been trying to keep up
]uline's work as well as her own in the

.anifold Group.

DWIGHT LAMM is back on the job again

ter several days' illness, which is good

;ws to us all, as Dwight is one of our

ain spark plugs.

LYLE TIPPIE has been greatly missed

jring his unrequested visit to the hos-

tal for an emergency appendectomy. We all

>pe to see him back soon none the worse

>r his recent experience.

Recent farewells and parting gifts were

<tended to the following employees leav-

ig our fold: JEWELL, leaving for the open
jaces of Texas; LEO ARNOLD, who ex-

acts to spend the summer in the state of

Uchigan; LLOYD THOMAS, leaving for

arts unknown. Well, all we can say is

jodbye and good luck, and hope these

iends of ours come back someday to Cali-

irnia and Ryan like so many others have
one in the past.

PAT LINDGREN, one of our hard-working
iris, is getting her morning exercise or

orking up an appetite for breakfast by
alking home each morning after a hard

ight's work at Ryan. We might also add
lot Pat's husband is serving Uncle Sam
ith the U. S. Army Air Corps.

GEORGE M. BIEL is welcomed to Ryan
s he starts out his new career with the A.

I. Parts group, working under GEORGE
ALDWIN.
This reporter says "hats off and three

heers" to all of our night workers who
arry on where the day crew leave off in

-\e control of production material for

.yan.

News and Flashes from the day shift

'orkers are quite scarce for a change, but

II in fun there are a few

—

Newly-wed: Congratulations are in order

or BETTY BUCKLER (alias HIGGS). As
his column goes to press, Betty and John

L Buckler, Pharmacist 2nd Class, U.S.N.,

ire on their honeymoon after being mar-
ied in the City of the Golden Gate, San

rancisco.

Army, Ahoy: Two of our boys have re-

ently passed their physical exams and

were found to be warm and still alive

enough to become buck privates for Uncle

Sam. MORRIE LEVIN and ARCHIE FISHER
are now packing their troubles in their

old kit bags and both still smile when they

say it won't be long now. As this will be

the last time these boys will be mentioned
in this column—at least until they receive

their Distinguished Service medals—here's

a summary of their history at Ryan:

MORRIE LEVIN was hired in at Ryan on
February 11, 1 942. Morrie previously

worked with United Parcel and took a

course in court reporting ot McKay's Busi-

ness College in his spare time, and some
time after the war hopes to continue in this

work. He started at Ryan as a material

analyst from February to May, 1942. He
was later promoted to Steel Group leader

from September, 1942, to January, 1943.
His present job is Group Leader in Manifold
Material Control. Morrie has been active

in Material Control sport activities, namely,
bowling, Softball and golf. His present am-
bition is to hold a royal flush in an army
poker game and to be a member of the

U. S. Army Tank Corps when it reaches

Tokyo. (Good luck, Morrie, and we will be
thinking of you often as you follow in

Phil's footsteps.)

ARCHIE FISHER has been at Ryan's since

December 8, 1942, but since that time has
made quite a name for himself and has
made many friends. Archie came to us di-

rect from the induction center as a rejected

applicant due to lack of meeting physical

specifications. However, his experience in

aircraft was gained at Convair, where he
worked 2 V2 years in their Purchasing De-
partment. Archie has been our Group
Leader in Material Control Follow-Up. Now
the Army physical bars are let down and
Fisher goes in and the Japs go out. This
boy's ambition is to go from yardbird to

buck private in six easy lessons and hopes
for the breaks. (Good luck, Archie, and we
hope you go to the top and receive those
stars and bars.)

CHARLES KRUSE is the new man work-
ing for GEORGE BALDWIN'S A. N. Group,
First Shift. Let's all give him a friendly wel-

come and make him feel at home.

Things~We Would All Like to See

J. L. HALLEY smoking some good to-

bacco.
M. WEST in a sarong.

B. HANSON, six months after his Charles

Atlas course.

J. B. WILLIAMS staying 8 hours in one

spot.

H. M. ULBERG saying "That's O.K., I

won't bother to check it."

C. B. JONES saying "We won't need an

AVO, their word is good enough for me."

A good 5c cigar.

BEN JUNDT in a bathing suit.

R. S. SMITH bringing his own tobacco.

A. B. FARKAS—all work and no women.
good cigar.

GUERIN on a Monday morning.

E. MOORE saying "Let's try it your

M. LEVIN saying "Really, Umpire, that

was a strike."

A cigar.

PEGGY PAASKE married to that hand-
some Marine.

HELEN FREY at 7:30.

ROSEMARIE HAINES doing the hula.

MAXINE CARMAN on the beach at

Waikiki.

JEAN MILLER as pistol-packin' mama.
More calculating machines in Material

Control.

MORRIE LEVIN as a republican sailor.

DOROTHY BALES at 11 pounds.

THE END OF THE WAR, and dots and
dashes, news and flashes.

Production Control

A
B.

C.

way.'

F.

by Maynard Lovell jf

The Marines' gain was Ryan's loss.

HARRY HOLTHUSEN, Assistant Supervisor

Material Control, second shift, will soon be
wearing the Marine uniform. Our best

wishes go with Harry in his new venture.

The second shift lost another employee to

day shift when LEONA KING, Manifold
Material Control, transferred to first shift.

Her husband has been appointed Supervisor

of Manifold Inspection on the same shift.

We will all miss you, Leona.

EDA KING, Shop Follow-Up, second shift,

is visiting her husband in San Francisco,

where he recently arrived from the war zone.

JEAN TUSA, Sheet Metal Dispatching, is

all excited about a vacation in San Fran-

cisco, too. She will visit her brother, who
has also returned from a war zone.

L. TIPPIE, of Material Control, is still

recuperating from a recent operation. At the

time this appears in print we hope to have
him back with us.

The writer, having been on the day shift

for the past two weeks, had trouble get-

Reeder Now Lieutenant

E. WALLIS in overalls.
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Most recent promotion in the Navy
Office at Ryan is that of S. S. Reeder

from Ensign to Lieutenant (j.g.).



Tattling in Tooling
by Mary and Kay

In scouting around through our depart-

ment, we find there are many different

states represented here, and also a few who
have been here so long that they are be-

ginning to call San Diego their home.
Now there is WALT LIETNER, whose

home is Chicago, and, although he is mak-
ing his home here for the present time, he

still believes Chicago is the best place in

the world.

DARLENE MOTE is a native of El Cajon,

and to her it's a wonderful place.

ALCE PETERSON has been in San Diego

many years, so she considers it her home.
RUTH OWENS is from Albia, Iowa. She

likes a change in climate which is like that

of Albia, but considering everything she

plans to make this coast city her home.
PRISCILLA PECKER was born in Vineyard

Haven, Mass., but for the past thirty years

has made her home here and in all proba-
bility will for the next thirty.

When JOE McQUIRE was asked where
he was from his answer was Mountainair,
New Mexico. He plans to make this his

home until after the war, and then his

greatest desire is to go to the South Sea
Islands and shake coconuts from palm
trees.

JIM McMANUS' birthplace was Seattle,

Washington. San Diegon is and will be his

future home, although he believes it is

slightly crowded now.
ALBERT MERRILL comes from Great

Falls, Montana, and he doesn't like our
city. His postwar wish is to go to Mexico
City and rope hot tamales.

STEWART NELSON'S home town is Be-
loit, Wisconsin, and he also lived in Rock-
ford, III., for several years.

EARLE BEARY is from Jerkwater, Wy-
oming, and has been in the West several

years. He is also bound for the South Seas
after the war—at least he thinks there will

be plenty of pretty girls there.

FRANK CARMODY's home town is Chi-
cago, and he plans to make Southern Cali-

fornia his home. He believes this city should
have a little more Eastern beer.

MACE CHURCHILL (incidentally, on re-

lation to Winston Churchill) was born in

South Bend, Indiana, and plans to stay in

San Diego until the City Council runs out

of drinking water.

SIDNEY CHRISTIE is another one from
Chicago, and doesn't have much to say about
California.

KENNY CUSHMAN's home town is

Rochester, N. Y., and he likes this city be-

cause it is so close to Tijuana.

AL BOHANAN was born in Seattle,

Washington, and thinks San Diego is a

swell place.

DOMINIC D'AGUSTINI is from Roches-
ter, N. Y., and has been here only a few
weeks, but long enough to know that he
doesn't like this liquid sunshine.

Our new employees for this issue include

RALPH PRETHER, RUTH NELSON, ED-
WARD KENNER, MARY DESROSIERS and
DOMINIC D'AGUSTINI. Farewells were
given to JEWELL DOBBS and PAUL CHA-
NEY. MARY and KAY.

Drop Hammer News
M * by Nozzle-Rack

'*

Welcome: First we would like to wel-
come these newcomers to our group—AN-
GIA LEE DETRICK, ALBERTA YAKOS, RAY
SEID and JIM JOHNSON, of Plannish;
CLARENCE COLLINS and BOB REININGER,
of Heat Treat; CARL DAVIS, of Pickle;
L. ARMSTRONG, a crane operator and
FRANK SANTA CRUZ, a hammer oper-
otor.

Having a motorcycle in our department
is becoming quite a fad. Those having
one are C. HAMLET, EDDIE LILLIS, BILL
HOLGATE, LOUIS SPEIER and CLAYTON
RUSH. We understand there are others an-
ticipating the purchase of them.

CHUCK CARLSON has been wearing a
wide grin lately. Why? Because the "action"
picture that appeared of him in the Flying
Reporter a few issues ago also appeared
or, the covers of the "San Diego Bowling
Manual for 1943-44" and the "Seventh
Annual City Bowling Championships" pam-
phlet.

Word was received this past week that

"MIKE" WHALEY, formerly of Plannish and
Welding, entered the service a few weeks
ago in Nebraska.

Congratulations to CHARLEY McALLIS-
TER, who is now operating a drop hammer
after having done a very good job in

pickling.

To Mr. and Mrs. JACK FIELDS: Jack
says they have been married three years this

month and have never had a quarrel yet.

Knowing them as I do, one could easily

understand that. My hat is off to this fine

couple.

ROY McCOWN, Heat Treat dispatcher,

has spent a few days in San Diego because
of the gas situation. He has been unable
to make the trip to Tiajuana, where his

home is, during that time.

Flash! Announcement has just come of

the engagement of DOROTHY DUSHANE,
of Welding, to AUSTIN DUDLEY. Dud is

a leadman on the hammers. The exact date
for the wedding has not been set, but will

be in the near future.

A REPORTER
Few second shifters, and, in fact, few

Ryanites need an introduction to George
Duncan, of Manifold. Most folks who have
worked at Ryan and followed the Flying

Reporter have met him under one of his

many aliases. Local Flying Reporter police

records have him catalogued under "Dune,"
"Manny Fohlde," and "Drunken Duncan."
Undoubtedly many of the folks whom his

pen has caricatured have other affectionate

names for him. Dune's amazing ability at

cartooning came to light early in the life

of Flying Reporter, his first contribution

appearing in Volume 1 .

The special picture of Dune which ap-
pears with this column was taken at the

request of his young son, Michael, age 2 'A,

who made a most disconcerting remark when
he saw his dad's picture in the "New Lead-
man" column recently. "That can't be you,

Daddy, That man's crying."

Dune insists that he's a native San
Diegan and carries on in his "Stacks 'n'

Stuff" a perpetual argument with Ralph

Geist, of "Notes from Dawn Workers," as

to the number of such native specimens
that exist in our fair plant. He and Geist

have had considerable difficulty deciding

whether they are arguing about "Native
Californians" or "Native San Diegans." One
of the two insists there's a difference.

Dune, according to Dune, has no social

or cultural background. When he was in

high school he was determined to some day
become a cartoonist. In fact, that thought

is still loitering in the back of his mind,

and some day after Tojo and Hitler have
been appropriately disposed of, we may
chance upon a "Duncan" in some such dis-

criminating magazine as The New Yorker or

Esquire. For one claiming lack of a cultural

background, we understand that Dune can
whip up a mean tune on the piano, and
there are the followers of "Stacks 'n' Stuff"

who might also classify him as one of our
wittiest columnists. But Dune modestly in-

sists there's nothing to it.

As a hobby George Duncan used to play

a little basketball now and then. Now his

chief hobbies are his wife, two sons, George

Michael and David Leon, and his home.

\ \

^"1

J /.

George Duncan, cartoonist
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Time Studq

Observations

By Dortha Dunston

This Time Study column is just a year old;

They've published my poetry—good, bad,

or bold!

'Twas the nineteenth of May of '43

This column was born—Our Anniversary!

The 26th of April we came to work
Chairs were misplaced, and the room was

berserk!

The Bonus department was moving that

day

—

Half hour's commotion—they're then on

their way!
Yup, they too have moved—they are all

down town.

Our personnel figures have really gone
down.

We have enough left— I'm not crabbing that

way
For now about each I'll have something to

say.

A is for AMICK, a checker indeed,

Who signs time studies and questions the

speed.

Nothing's put over this eagle-eyed one.

All factors included receive attention.

B is for BOEH and for BORGE—good men.
Both tackle their jobs whether one, two

or ten.

The Captain has been here, but Borge is new.

To both, the unsolvable problems are few.

C is for "COOKIE," experienced and true;

He might have been sad, but he would
help you.

He was a real pal and pep-talks he'd give;

He's gone to L.A. where from now on he'll

live!

D is for "DOTTIE"—Gosh, what shall I say?

I dare not— I will not—say things this

way.
Blame me for not saying things about me?

I'll just mention it—the name starts with

D.

E is for EMERY, with slow easy gaits,

Who's right "on the beam" in establish-

ing rates.

To best him in jokes is quite beyond me;
In quick response there's none sharper

than he.

F is for FLYNN. He says "I'm Cave Man
Joe,"

And shows us a picture to prove that it's

so.

Well, maybe his job calls for someone quite

tough
For he's out there timing the Manifold

stuff!

G is for GAYTON—she's Myrtis to us;

She keeps at her work without making a

fuss.

She's found the Marine Corps is small after

all

For two of her boy friends live in the same
hall.

H is for HELEN S.
—"A-Number-One"

Who figures the studies and charts that

are done.
Her hobby is dancing; she's right on her toes;

In rhythm and music her heritage shows.

J is for both JACK and JUDD on "Layout"
They know what each place in the shop

is about.
Machines in the plant have a place in their

board,

The stations laid out, and where parts are

stored.

K is for KRUGER—now Arline's on top

—

Her pot hooks and typing just never stop.

She often expresses a wish out of reach

—

To spend sunny days on a nice sandy
beach

!

L stands for LYONS, LANDAKER, and
LADD!

Rosy-cheeked Lyons wears a smile never

sad.

While Landaker quietly brings in his jokes

And Ladd now belongs to our group of

new folks.

M is for two dandy sports, MAJ and MAC.
Maj. keeps the Time Study men on the

track,

While Mac works Suggestions when they

come in,

And both are kept going in one great big

spin!

P is for PROCTOR or "Helen the First"

A checker and typist, and then it's re-

versed.

She dispatches and files and take short hand
too

—

A sample of routine that all our girls do.

R is for ROY—taking on work of Cooks.
Compliments are in order not in the books.

This treasure Hunt is on the so-called

"beam"
Turning in studies no less than supreme!

Whispers From^

Final Swingsters
by U and Me

By the looks of new faces about it seems
there are those that will and have come
to fill the vacancies of those called away.
We might mention a few new ones that we
are glad to have in our family: ELENORE
ALLGEIER, EFFIE JOHNSON, AIMEE
PEARCE, ROSE HEATH, E. M. BLUE, L. T.

CRANE, J. G. KNIGHT, I. POWELL, A. O.

TREI, J. M. BALLINGER, L. MARTINEZ,
and others we will mention later. None of

you will be sorry you came to Ryan to work.

You will long remember the friendships you
will make here. Must remember to welcome
BILL "KILLER" KANE also.

Have you seen that new speedboat of

Mr. Hays? Hope some day "we can all take

a ride." We hear so far Red takes me-
chanics. Ah—one might swim or no, one
couldn't walk back from a boat ride, could

they?

M. P. WILSON is still in sick bay and we
want to send him our best wishes and hope
he can be back with us soon. We miss those

sea stories, too. MARY WARD is back at

work after having a little illness. Eat more
Wheaties, Mary. CHARTINE YORK is with
us now helping to build elevators. Nice to

have you. It is good to have BUZZ back,

isn't it? A word of praise goes to POP
LOWERY. He sure keeps the place nice and
clean. He does a good job.

We were all glad to see MIKE get back.

He always looks so fine after a vacation.

Wonder how he does it? Then there was
JERRY JACKSON on one of those vaca-

tions, too. Hope he and his fine wife had

a nice time. It looks like the monkeys in

Fuselage will have to get their totem pole

painted. Climbing up and sliding down is
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Since TELLER and TIMMS both begin with

a T
I'll let the two in this paragraph be.

Teller has been here for over a year

While Timms just a week ago did appear.

V is for VAN WAGNER with humor first rate

With an excellent record as of this date.

Subtle and witty remarks he can pass

Ironic yet clever he's rated first class.

W stands for our pipe-smoking WRIGHT;
He studies assembly with all his might.

His presence he shows at an early hour;

From seven 'til four he never looks sour!

Last in the alphabet, first on our staff,

Z stands for ZIHLMAN with methods on
graph.

Ideas and methods he gives to improve,

And each one works out with results to

prove.

The I, N, O, Q, U, X, Y I'll omit

'Cause nobody's name here these letters

will fit.

But notice three L's, two J's and two B's,

Plus also two M's and lastly two T's.

Now JOHNNY HOLMES, SHARON, HELEN,
and PAT

All work on nights—so I'll comment on
that

They're excellent workers and keep up work
flow,

And excess production figures do show.

wearing the color off. DORIS WOLFE was
handing out some delicious cake, her birth-

day. We are all so glad you were born.

Many more good years ahead is our wish.

We are going to lose two fine girls who
have been with us some time. MARTHA
ANDERSON is going back to Tucson to

be with her little girl, and MARTHA
JOSEPHSON is leaving for Missouri to be

with her soldier husband. She will fly there.

Don't get air-sick, Martha. It wouldn't

look right for an aircraft worker. All our

best wishes go with you both. If you ever

see fit to return West again remember
Ryan is a better place.

This going to be a father is trying. Just

look at OLLIE. He will tell you. Many of you

boys and gals don't know just what that is to

go through with. We are proud to hear

T. V. DORIS has been accepted for the

Spars; you might have seen her picture in

the local paper. Good luck. Say "happy

birthday" to ELVA GIBSON.
BELLE MANCHINE is on leave. Her hus-

band, Warrant Officer John Manchine, is

home after fifteen months in the South

Pacific. We are happy for you both. Sorry

BRADBURN had to be called home to

Oklahoma because of the illness of her

mother. MARY McDONALD is back and

looks fine in spite of her recent illness.

Her husband works at Ryan, too. That is

the spirit, Mary. What is good for the goose

is good for the gander. We are glad to have

you both. We hear CLAY PELL may return.

We will be glad to welcome him back. Say,

JOHNNIE WALKER, eat more B-one's and

lick that cold. Congratulations to FRANCES
PEDERSON. She is Mrs. now. May you both

have many happy years ahead. Happy for

EILEEN MOE that she can be with her hus-

band, who is on leave. Saw JIM GROSS, who
was home on ten days' leave. He looks

fine—but say, where is that bashfulness

that was? If CONKLIN seems up in the air

at times don't worry—he is alright. You
know he does go up and manage those

birds, and now he has a baby bird he is

sending up alone. It comes down now and
then wrong side up, but he will teach it.

Sorry to lose LARSEN. Good luck, kid, in all

you do. We are proud you are from Ryan.



Recreational Director, W. Paul Wright
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SECOND SHIFT GOLF

Top: In the foreground L. W. Goodman; watching
Ray Berner, Frank Lightfoot and Jens Newman. Right:
Jack Boylan, driving. Below, standing, Ray Berner, C. A.
Sachs, A. J. Whalen, Jens Newman, Ray Campbell, Cliff
Donaldson, Frank Lightfoot, Lew Arbuckle, D. H.
Breeden, L. W. Goodman, Hank Williams and Dick Gil-
lam. Tex Wilkinson and Jack Boylan ere in the center.

Dubbs and Putts
Golf is a form of work made expensive

enough for business people to enjoy. It is

what letter-carrying, ditch-digging, and
carpet-beating would be if they all had to

be performed on the same hot afternoon.

The game is played on carefully mani-
cured grass, with little white balls and as

many clubs as the player can afford. A golf

course has eighteen holes, seventeen of

which are unnecessary, and are put in to

make the game harder. A "hole" is a tin

cup in the center of a "green." A "green"
is a small parcel of grass costing about
$1.65 a blade, and usually located between
a brook and a couple of apple trees, or a

lot of "unfinished excavation."
The idea is to get the ball from a given

point into each of the eighteen tin cups
with the fewest number of strokes, and the

greatest number of words. The ball must not

be thrown, pushed or carried. It must be
propelled by about $200 worth of curious

looking implements, especially designed to

provoke the owner. Each implement has a

specific purpose and ultimately some golfers

get to know what that purpose is. (They
are the exceptions.)

After the final, or eighteenth, hole the

golfer adds up his score and stops when he

reaches 87. He then has a shower, a pint

of gin (or Four Roses), sings "Sweet Ade-
line" with six or eight other liars and calls

it a perfect day. —Anonymous.

Swimming
Are you interested in joining a Ryan

swimming team? If so, leave your name with

the recreation coordinator in the Employee
Service section of the Industrial Relations

Department.
John W. Chess, leadman in Manifold

Assembly on the third shift, has volunteered

to serve as coach of the team. He gave
swimming instructions to several Ryan em-
ployees last year, and is anxious to teach

both beginning and advanced students.

Outside competition will be arranged if

sufficient Ryan employees are interested in

swimming, it was announced.

Tennis
An open table tennis championship tour-

nament is to be held at 12 noon Sunday,

May 28, at the City Y.M.C.A., Eighth and C
Streets. The sponsor will be Consolidated

Vultee, with Paul Chastain, table tennis

commissioner, in charge.

Competition is to consist of men's singles,

women's singles, men's doubles, women's
doubles and mixed doubles. All matches will

be governed by the United States Table
Tennis Association rules.

Ping pong enthusiasts of Ryan may ob-

tain entry blanks from the Outside Activities

desk of the Employee Service section of the

Industrial Relations Department. The semi-
monthly matches for Ryan at the Women's
USO building have been discontinued for

the summer months, but several Ryan play-

ers are expected to enter the Consolidated

Vultee tournament.
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Softball

Managed by Newell Carlton, the Ryan
All-Stars head a list of three Softball teams
representing Ryan in the San Diego City

league this summer. The others are Glenn
Huff's Tooling Aces and Lloyd Huffstutter's

Receiving-Inspection players.

The All-Stars recently defeated the Naval
Training Station nine behind the five-hit

pitching of C. F. (Speedy) Cole, 3-1. Three
of the Ryan runs were the result of a triple

by Cole with two aboard in the fourth inning.

Cole's battery mate is Catcher J. A. Reese.

The club's other pitcher is Ralph E. Giffin,

who is expected to share a large part of the

mound burden this season.

In the infield Manager Carlton has Don
Wasser on first base, Lew Dunfee on second
.base, C. D. Curtis on third base, Terry Kell

at shortstop and L. M. Olson at the other
short field position. His outfielders are S. L.

Gilbert, left; W. L. Reese, center; and C. R.

Treat, right. Ed Herrin is a reserve second
baseman and Jack Howard is a general
utility man. Manager Carlton plays right

field when necessary.

Comprising the Tooling Aces are Glenn
L. Huff, manager; C. B. Jones, A. H. Boland,
F. E. Moran, Jr., D. A. Walker, Bill Henry,
E. L. George, C. F. LeClare, M. B. Lozano,
C. E. Rice, H. R. Kister (coach), Jack
Graham, Charles Alexander and L. W. Reid.

This team has been improving with every
start, and may go far in the City league,

observers predict.

Henry Krutz is manager and Lloyd Huff-
stutter is captain of the Receiving Inspection

team. Among the players are Metz LaFol-
lette, third base; L. G. Cragg, outfield; Leo
Fundaro, pitcher; Jack Lehne, second base;
R. Tascott, shortstop; Jack Lister, outfield;

"Chris" Christopher, infield; Lucas Brunold,
outfield; R. A. Close, outfield; Jack Lyons,
pitcher; and Carmack Berryman, outfield.

Second Shift Softball

Our team is beginning to shape up into

a strong organization. With a little more
batting and fielding practice, we believe

we'll have a successful season.

We have played three games the past
week and won two of them. We were vic-

torious over Ryan's day shift Material Con-
trol team by a score of 12-2. In this game
the hitting, fielding and pitching were fine.

Frank Lightfoot pitched a one-hit game.
Next, we lost to Consolidated 6-3 but the

game was closer than the score indicates.

Both teams had six hits and two errors, but
Consolidated received too many free passes.

On Friday, May 5th, we defeated Con-
solidated's "Metal Bench" team 8-7. Our
hitting power dominated this game as we
collected 16 hits. "Chuck" Romero, our first

baseman, garnered two home runs.

Our battery in all these games has been
Frank Lightfoot, pitcher, and "Chuck" Carl-
son, catcher.

We plan on starting in league play soon
and welcome any new members. If you would
like to try out, please contact Joe Waggner
in the Final Assembly building or Ray Camp-
bell of Manifold or Paul Wright in Personnel.

Girls' Volleyball

The Ryan girls, captained by Ruth Robin-
son, are battling for fourth place in the
mixed volleyball league. They have won
three and lost six games.

Competition is held every Tuesday evening
in the San Diego high school gymnasium.

Baseball

Above: It was a

close call, but the

Material Control

team made a safe

base on this play.

At left: The second

shift Nite Hawks
who defeated the

Material Control
team in their Sun-

day battle.

At right: The Material

Control team that drew

the low end of a 12-2 I

score with the Nite B

Hawks. With the team |

is "Spot," the mascot.
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The Scare Board
The Ryan All Stars lost a tough one in

10 innings at University Heights on Sunday,

April 23rd, by a score of 9-6. Ryan had this

one won 5-4 in the ninth and again in the

tenth at 6-5, but the manager of the Ryan
Club made a couple of late changes in the

9th and 10th innings that only an optimist

of the rarest nature would have attempted,

with the result that three fly balls were

dropped in the outfield; a guy old enough
to know better wound up catching when
a kid from Elliott put one out of the park

to end the misery of all concerned.

We won the next two games from CVAC
Miscellaneous Parts team on Sunday, April

30th, at Horace Mann by a score of 12-10,

and the following Sunday, at the same ball

park, defeated CVAC Parts Plant 23-1.

There are eight clubs in the league, and
at present standing Ryan All Stars have
won 3 and lost 1 . The club has won 7 out

of its last 9 games, and all games except

one were pretty fair ball games from a

spectator's viewpoint.

The boys have all been playing good ball

and everyone is hitting. Also, E. Marlett
and Metz LaFollette are turning in some
fine pitching. The playing of Mose Martin
in the past few games has been terrific.

His fielding and hitting is something to rave

about. This kid is a good ball player; the

kind an oldtimer like the writer likes to

see but seldom observes—a kid who can
go out and romance all Saturday night and
still deliver the goods on a Sunday after-

noon. Mose is about to leave us to take
a look at the Main Event that Uncle Sam is

now producing, and we from the ball club
wish him all the luck in the world, and of

To Pay the Doctor

one thing we are sure— if Mose gets scared,

no enemy is going to catch him, as this boy
can really pick 'em up and lay 'em down.

It was a real treat to see Metz LaFollette

really hit one like he meant it at Horace
Mann. The same goes for Jack and Erv Mar-
lett. The Club has been strengthened in the
past three weeks by Billy Webster, former
San Diego High School star, recently hon-
orably discharged from the Army; Gene
Main from the Marines, Robert Kellogg and
Jack Billings from Naval Air Station.

That's about all, except if any ball players
are available in the plant who can play
Class B baseball or above, I would sure like

to see them any Sunday at the ball park.
The schedule of games is on the sport page
of the San Diego Union each Sunday.

A. S. BILLINGS, SR.

Bowling

Del Bollinger, left, Ryan star base-
ball player, receives a check from Bill

Billings, a portion of the proceeds from
a recent Ryan benefit dance. Bollinger
was injured in a charity baseball game
between Ryan and Rohr.

Denny Miller was elected president; Lon
Humphrey, vice-president; and Enid Larsen,
secretary, of the Ryan Summer Bowling
league, which began play Thursday evening,
May 18, at the Tower Bowl.

The entries, and teams which had listed

individual bowlers up to presstime for The
Flying Reporter, follow:

Plant Engineering—Gordon Mossop, cap-
tain; Norman Wynne, B. R. McClendon,
Melville Payne, William Durant, Robert Fish-

burn and Otto Schulte.

Tool Room—Arthur Torgersen, captain;
Paul Mayercik, Ted Grabowsky, Charles
Purece, Austin Freeman, Joseph De Bate and
Adolph Eggert.

Low I. Q.—Robert Rankin, captain.

Jig and Fixture—Harry Graham, captain;

William Danyluk, Arthur Behm, Charles Rice,

Clifton Hayworth and L. E. Brown.
Tool Crib—William Carter, captain.

Tail Winds— George Murphy, captain;

C. F. Cole, P. F. Dukelow, H. V. Bilben and
G. L. Kulander.

Production Control—Sally Levickas, cap-
tain; Thomas Pitts, Lawrence Giffin, Bran-
son Turner, Jr. and Donna Johnson.

Putt Putts — Lon Humphrey, captain;

Esther Watkins, Ralph Giffin, Mildred Mer-
ritt and Clarence Harper.

Bowlerettes—Enid Larsen, captain.

Laboratory—Donald H e y s e r, captain;

Donald Klitsch, Wilson Hubbell, Arden
Scroggs, Peter Vandersloot and Nan Nader.

Woodshop—Dennis Miller, captain; E. W.
Carson, A. Wolstencroft, V. Ecker and W.
Russ.

Maintenance—O. L. Brown, captain; Emil

Huhnke, Wilbur Treahy, Emil Henler and
E. L. Stewart.

Experimental—Ray Fuller.

Contract Engineering—William C. Berry,

captain; Ted C. Hacker, assistant captain;
Harry Goodin, Ralph Haver, Robert Williams,
Joseph O'Neil and Robert Benesch.

Manifold Engineering — Mary Pollock,

captain; Mrs. Stella Fay, Ruth Robinson,
Lenice Wells and Maxine Littlefield.

Shipperettes—June Hunter, captain; June
Leeper, Ernestine Lawson, Florence Ellis and
Dorothy Lockhare.

Shipping—J. F Lattman, captain; P. M.
Fraser, T. J. Getz, J. Wilflay and Bess Kul-
ander.

Macs—Fred Wallbrink, captain; A. A.
Weigel, R. L. Wood, R. A. Jury, A. W. Peters,

W. Peyton and H. Greene.
Flight Test—Lucas Brunold, captain.

Live Five — Evelyn Westbrook, captain;
Jonnie Johnson, Ty Buck, Anne Niks, Helen
Schweneker and Florence Johnston.

Pin Savers—Elmer George of Modeling,
captain.
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Ryan

Horse

Shoui

Sunday

July 9th

With Al Gee as general chairman, the

second annual Ryan Horse Show is to be held

Sunday, July 9, at the Polo Grounds in Mis-
sion Valley. More than 2,000 Ryan em-
ployees and their guests are expected to

attend the free show.

Selection of a queen is to be made th'S

month. Requirements are (1) experienced
horsewomen, (2) ability to provide a mount
at the show, (3) appearance in complete
western attire, and (4) personal appear-
ances at lunch hours. Each department may
submit as many entries as they wish, but
they must comply with the above require-

ments.

All entrants in the queen's contest will be
required to appear in complete western
attire at the speaker's platform in the lunch
area during their lunch period on Wednes-
day, May 24, for nomination by popular ap-
plause, at which time two nominees from
each shift will be selected to compete in the

final election, which will be conducted by
ballot appearing in a later issue of the
Flying Reporter.

Bud Curr is to be ringmaster; G. R. Bills

is in charge of entries, and Slim Coats in

charge of the judges. Other committee mem-
bers are Paul Wright, publicity; Bill Wilken
and Frank Gray.

The show is to open at 9:30 a.m. with
the first of four kids' events, with a 1 6 age
limit. Grand entry will be in costume at

1 p.m.

There will be 1 1 events on the afternoon
program, including novice jumpers (never
having won jumping competition), stake
race open jumpers, five-gaited saddle
horses, potato race, handy horse, needle and
thread race, trail horses, bending race, stal-

lions and sportsmen's sweepstakes.

Trophies will be awarded the winners in

each event. Ribbons also are to be given
those finishing in the first five positions.

Names of the judges are to be announced
later.

Track and Field

An opportunity to participate in at least

four track-and-field meets this summer is

available for Ryan employees, who should
begin practicing without delay for the big

meets ahead. The State College track-and-
field meet was held May 6 at San Diego high
school stadium.

Schedule of remaining meets:

Sunday, May 21— Industrial Recreation
Council track-and-field meet for all aircraft

plants at San Diego high school stadium.
Sunday, May 28—Naval Training Cen-

ter, Southern California A.A.U. Champion-
ships, at Training Center.

Sunday, June 4—Consolidated sponsoring
open track-and-field meet at City Stadium.

Sunday, June 11—Marine Base track-

and-field meet at City Stadium. Note: If

Marine Base field is ready, meet will be
held there Sunday, June 18.



Manifolds-Small Parts
by Jo and Mariane

Second Shift

The number of double
names found in Small Parts,

second shift, is something to

send to Ripley. We think that

we hold the record in the

plant, for a department of

our size, with eleven sets.

Those who are related are as

follows: Mr. and Mrs. IRA
COTNER, Mr. and Mrs. MINOR K. MOCK,
Mr. and Mrs. BOB ANDERSON, 0. C. AN-
DERSON (no relation) and Mrs. and Mrs.

R. L. WILKERSON. EARL and BOB FLICK
are brothers. Those with the same name but

who aren't related are GLEN and HENRY
MILLER, JANE and W. B. MOORE, PEARL
and NELLIE BROWN, FREDA and ANNA
MAE BATES, K. S. and LILLIAN MARK-
HAM, and A. O. and W. R. GILLMORE.

There was quite a unique swap made
in our department last week when GRACE
TURNER, of Manifold Crib, traded her red

suspenders for POP DUNKLE's green ones.

Maybe a mutual friend could arrange a

re-swapping between them, because, confi-

dentially, each party has been reported feel-

ing that they came out on the small end
of the deal.

M. T. MURRAY is the proud papa of a

big 9-pound 1 3-ounce baby girl, born May
6th. Glenda Lee is the little newcomer's
name. Murray took all bets that the stork

would leave a girl at his house, and luck

was with him. We know of one quarter that

he has collected.

A triple birthday was the inspiration for

all of Dept. 14 second shifters to bring an
extra sandwich in their lunch box. Benches
were pushed together and a picnic lunch

was quickly spread. The guests of honor
were PEGGY DOBKINS, MAMIE MILLARD
and MARIANE LIGHTFOOT. Birthday cake
was plentiful. A pleasant time was enjoyed

by all, and it was resolved that we'd do
that more often. It is really a good way
to become better acquainted with the peo-
ple with whom you work.

We were glad to welcome back, after

long illnesses, GLADYS DE SILVA, MARY
MEISON and KATHRYN GARDNER.

M. D. FILLMORE, who had been with us

for 2'/2 years, left for his home in Michigan
recently. The department presented him with

a traveling bag as a token of their friend-

ship for him. Fillmore was liked by many
and he will be missed for a long time.

Day Shift Dope

FRANK WALSH, who has a heart as big

as all outdoors, overworked it and had to

take a month's layoff and treatment. When
the Fourteen crowd heard he was sick, a

lot of them immediately whipped up a

gift for him. Frank's reaction was typical:

"That made me feel wonderful," he said.

"Let's turn it over to this other fellow and
it will do him good, too."

G. BOB HARRIS, pinch-hitting foreman
in Frank's place, is coming through with

nice score. He started on a mass of new
orders and new people announcing "the

more there is to do, the better I like it."

One of our new people, WILMA RICH-
MOND, wasn't here long before she checked
out on a business trip to northern Califor-

nia. Part of the time, she expected to be
with her mother in Palo Alto. HELEN
IFRID was new to the department and
Ryan, but she had connections here. Her

father, OSCAR KUTSCHE, of Maintenance,
has been around regularly and often to

make sure she was getting along all right.

EULENE TIBBITT hired in with the advan-
tage of having her step-dad, JOHN STEAD-
MAN, right in the department. He came
to us only a short time before Eulene, by
way of Airplane Welding's merger with our
outfit.

We have one family set-up almost rival-

ing the Wilkinson clan. Fourteen's CHARLIE
DAVIS has lunch every day with daughter
MILDRED, who is welding. Wife, CLAIRE
DAVIS, working over in the Final Assembly
building, has the later lunch hour, so makes
an occasional appearance at rest period.

Son "HUD" comes on with the second shift

at PaintShop. Son WINGFIELD rides to work
with them only as far as Consolidated, where
he apparently got detoured on his way here.

Both MARIE PATTERSON and BILL
HEINDEL had cakeless birthday celebrations

at work. That's what they get for being the

shut-mouth type and giving no advance
warning when birthdays fall on no-bakery-
delivery days.

By this time ANDY YACHWAN should be
around Nanticoke, Pennsylvania. He ex-

plained that it was too many years since

he'd been home, and there were some
things he had to attend to back there.

ELMER THORNQUIST was very myster-

ious about the reason for his leave, but the

betting is on a bridal tour. Too bad he
had to be such o clam right up to deadline

time.

GERRY RYKER had a grand time on va-

cation, she says, although she didn't go

anywhere or do anything so very special. The
odds and ends cleared up and the things

off her mind rested her as much as an old

pre-war vacation.

High spirits all over the department re-

flected the joy on the face of ED WIL-
LIAMS after his son came back from service

with the Marines in the South Pacific. About
the same time we gave genuine welcome to

another floor inspector. Our old friend, AL
CHEVALIER, came back to the home
grounds on the new job.

Congratulations and good wishes followed

FRANK WILSON's announcement that he
and ELAINE had a new daughter, Alison

Martin, born May 5.

News of the Scandinavian branch of the

Wilsons wasn't so cheery. GEORGE WILSON,
building up for a major operation at the

County Hospital, was fretting about how
the work was going on in the department,
and seemed to think that he should have
stayed well until we weren't quite so

rushed. He was pleased to the point of

tears with the good wishes and gift of bonus
checks turned over to him by us. ED HOCK-
ETT, who knows too well what it's like to

be a long time in the hospital, made a Sun-
day afternoon visit with George and did
him a world of good.

NORA SAWATZKY took that pain in her

side way out to Paradise Valley sanitarium

to make an appendectomy out of it, so

she was pretty hard to reach except through

written messages of encouragement and
good luck. Nora, always among the first to

rally around when anyone else is having a

hard time, deserves all of the best.

Waiting for second-shift workers as they leave the plant at night are several city

busses. Chartered by Ryan, these busses carry Ryanites free of charge to the downtown
Plaza. Others who wish to ride to the highway only still can use the company busses,

operating between Pacific Highway and the factory.
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1 . Gathered around a coke machine
during a party at the USO are Ray
Holkestad, Dispatching, Betty McKib-
bin, Manifold, Helen Gillam, Dispatch-
ing and Dick Gillam, Hydropress. 2. Ray
Berner of Sheet Metal and Ray Holke-
stad combine their musical talents on
the USO Talent Show. 3. Mr. and Mrs.
Earl McCanna, of the Navy Office and
Mechanical Maintenance department.
4. "Hello, is that you Adolph?" says
Benni Marquez, Airplane Dispatching,
who was master of ceremonies at the
Talent Show. 5. One of the outstanding
vocal selections of the evening was
given by A. W. Kilmer of Sheet Metal.

Second

Find Time

For Fun

Know Vour U. S. 0.
One of the most complete USO clubs of

its kind in the country is open every night,

Monday through Friday, until 5 o'clock in

the morning. The USO Women's Club, corner
of Front and Ash Streets, offers every imagi-
nable facility and program for civilian men
and women. The attractive red brick club-
house of modern colonial architecture has
"Welcome" on the mat for all swing shifters

as well as day workers in San Diego.

If you have not seen the club with its

fine collection of classical and popular rec-

ords in a comfortable music room; its roomy
library with books, writing tables, lamps, and
an up-to-date magazine collection you have
not seen what the USO intends to be your
industrial club. The facilities include a com-
plete Arts and Crafts Studio with equipment
for stenciling summer materials, linoleum
block work, leather work in wallets, key cases
and gloves, photo tinting, glass etching,

handmade earrings, as well as portrait and
life drawing and outdoor sketching. In addi-
tion a Snack Bar serves homemade sand-
wiches, coffee, pie, cake and doughnuts to

hungry war workers each night until 5 a.m.
Recreation facilities include badminton, ping
pong, darts, and numerous table games. For
the girls a lounge complete with irons, sew-
ing machines, cots for naps, and easy chairs,

is always open. If you need a shower before
or after work lockers are available and the

USO provides soap and a towel for a very
small fee.

Civilian men need never feel bashful about
using this club as it theirs as much as the
girls. The swing shift program is under the
direction of fellows and girls who serve on
an All-Civilian Committee and plan all the

activities. These swing shifters offer the
following fun to you—after work Mondays
at 1 :30 a. m., Bingo and a Beginners' Dance
Class, Swing Shift Bull Session (forum dis-

cussion group)—Tuesdays at 1 :30 a. m.,

Badminton and Breakfast, for gals only,

"War Marriages—Wise or Otherwise," dis-

cussion series weekly through May 1
6

—

Wednesdays, All-Civilian Dances and May
Festival after work Friday, May 19 for

swing shifters—Thursdays, Square Dancing—Fridays, Military Swing Shift Dances.

Swing and Day Shift departments are in-

vited to use the clubhouse for parties and
dances of their own groups on Fridays with-

out charge for the facilities. In order to get

more information about this service and all

of the Industrial program just call Helen
W. Johnson of the USO Women's Club
staff at Main 3029.

Ryan representatives on the all-civilian

committees are: Ray Holkestad, chairman;
Dick Gillam, Helen Gillam, Beni Marquez
and Nan Wheelihan. These people will be
glad to help you with any problems or

suggestions concerning the USO to help make
it the kind of club you want.

*

U. S. 0. Sunday Shuffle
Married couples in the industrial field

and armed forces are invited to the newly

organized Sunday Shuffles at the U.S.O. at

First and Ash Streets. Come and enjoy the

dancing, refreshments, ping pong, badmin-
ton and other entertainment every Sunday
evening. Also Wednesday nights will find

a cabaret dance in full swing. Starting im-

mediately this will be another weekly fea-

ture at the U.S.O. 8:30 until 11 :00.
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TVfafo @oo6ia?
What C Does

Do you get your full share of Vitamin C?

If not you may find that you bruise easily

and that your gums are frequently sore.

Plenty of Vitamin C is essential for building

teeth and bones, for strengthening the walls

of the tiny blood vessels, and for keeping

gums healthy. Plan to increase your Vitamin

C consumption by using plenty of citrus

fruits. Here are a few recipes and sugges-

tions you might try. In fact, here's an oppor-

tunity to use citrus as a beverage, first

course, salad or dessert.

Edited by MRS. ESTHER T. LONG

Where to Get Your Vitamin C
Daily requirements of Vitamin C are approximately 75 milligrams. Check the list

below to see how much you get.

Milligrams

Vl medium grapefruit—or its juice. . 38

1 medium orange or

Vi cup orange juice 116

Vl cup lemon juice 52

Vl cup tomatoes (raw or canned) ... 25

Vl cup pineapple juice 7

Vi cantaloupe 60

1 medium baked potato 6

Milligrams

1 green pepper, raw 1 20

Vl cup cooked spinach 12

1 cup cooked kale 50

6 leaves loose-leaf lettuce 6

Vl cup raw cabbage 13

Vl cup beet greens 24

1 cup chopped raw cauliflower 71

1 large strawberries 35

Hot Grapefruit Juice

Does it sound unappetizing? Try it once,

and you'll be convinced that it's really swell.

Heat the grapefruit juice just to the boiling

point. Serve at once. Delicious for break-

fast or other meals.

Half and Half

Combine Vl cup grapefruit juice with Vl

cup orange juice. Chill if desired. Serve at

once. Excellent beverage to accompany

meals.

Broiled Grapefruit

Loosen segments in grapefruit half shell.

Sprinkle with 1 tablespoon sugar (white or

brown). Heat in moderately hot oven or

under broiler for about 1 5 minutes. Serve

hot. If desired, dot with butter before broil-

ing. This is an excellent meat accompani-

ment.

Fiesta Salad

Don't throw up your hands in horror be-

fore you give this combination a try. Cut

peeled oranges in Vl inch slices. Arrange

sandwich fashion with a thin slice of Ber-

muda onion between each two orange slices.

Garnish with stuffed olives and serve on

crisp salad greens with Lemon French Dress-

ing. Make the dressing with Vl cup lemon

juice, Vi cup salad oil, 1 teaspoon each of

salt and paprika and 2 tablespoons sugar

or honey. Shake well before serving.

Above recipes are from Sunkist Recipe

books and are published with the permission

of California Fruit Growers Exchange.

Citrus Pie Crust

"Who ever heard of putting an egg and

lemon juice into pie crust?" Here's the recipe

and the results are super. It's often called

"bride's delight." This recipe makes three

8-inch single pie shells. Unbaked dough

may be kept in the refrigerator until needed.

3 cups sifted flour

1 teaspoon salt

1 cup shortening

1 slightly beaten egg

3 tablespoons lemon juice

Ice water

Sift flour and salt together. Cut in shorten-

ing. Add egg combined with lemon juice. Add

gradually just enough ice water to bind dough

together. Roll out thin and line an 8-inch

pie plate. Bake in hot oven (475° F.) for

1 5 minutes.
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Lemon Meringue Pie

Eggs are plentiful; so are lemons. Now's

the time to team these foods in your family's

favorite Lemon Meringue Pie. Or try this

three-egg recipe with its deep topping of

fluffy white meringue.

1 cup water

3 4 cup sugar

Vi teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon grated lemon peel

5 tablespoons cornstarch

1

2 cup cold water

3 well-beaten egg yolks

1 tablespoon butter

6 tablespoons lemon juice

3 egg whites, beaten until frothy

6 tablespoons sugar

Bring water, sugar, salt and lemon peel

to a boil in saucepan on direct heat. Add

cornstarch, blended with Vi cup cold water.

Cook over low heat until thickened (about

5 minutes), stirring constantly. Remove from

heat. Pour part of hot mixture slowly into

beaten egg yolks. Return it to rest of hot

mixture in saucepan. Stir well. Add butter

and stir. Add lemon juice. Mix well.

Pour filling into an 8-inch baked pastry

shell. When filling is cool, top with a me-

ringue, made by beating 6 tablespoons sugar

gradually into beaten egg whites until they

hold their shape in peaks. Put in oven at

325° F. 1 5 to 20 minutes to brown tips of

meringue.



MORE ABOUT

RYAN PATENT PLAN
(Continued from page 7)

of infringement suits which he is

assuming. These are the things

which the Ryan Patent Plan pro-

poses to do.

Such a plan as this can be suc-

cessful only with the complete co-

operation and mutual confidence

between the employee and the com-
pany. The signing of a Patent Agree-

ment is not required of any employee

except those who are directly or in-

directly employed to develop prod-

ucts or processes that may or may
not be patentable. All employees of

the company and its affiliates are

given the opportunity of entering

into an agreement whenever the

company believes they are enti-

tled to participate. An employee
who has contacted the Patent De-

partment and signed an agreement
is ready to file a "Disclosure of In-

vention" on any idea which he be-

lieves is patentable. This provides

for the name or names of the inven-

tors, the date the idea was first

thought of, to whom it has been
disclosed, and a description or draw-
ing of the invention. The Patent

Department will help in preparing

this disclosure form and will treat

all discussions with the absolute

confidence which is required of all

Patent Attorneys. This disclosure

will then be given a number known
as the "docket number" which will

be used in all future correspondence
relating to the invention.

If the invention is of interest to

the Company, it will go ahead with

arrangements for a patent search to

determine whether or not the in-

vention is patentable. When this

information has been gathered, the

inventor will have an opportunity to

review all the information gained
and discuss the possibilities with the

Patent Department, which, in turn,

will decide as to preparing and filing

an application for a patent.

If, at this point, the company
decides it is not interested in the
invention or believes that it is un-
patentable, all interest therein will

be returned to the inventor. This
notification shall come within 90
days from the date of disclosure or

within an extension of that period
which is mutually agreeable. If the
invention is believed to merit further
research or development and the
prosecution of a patent, the com-
pany will proceed.

When the preparation of the ap-

plication is complete and properly

signed, payment of the nominal
amount of $5.00 will be made to the

inventor by the company. When the

patent is issued by the U. S. Patent
Office, the company will pay to the

inventor an additional amount of

$10.00.

When in the opinion of the com-
pany steps should be taken to nego-
tiate a license with a manufacturer
for producing or using the invention,

the company will do so. This may
take place either before or after

patent has been issued. Upon the

completion of a licensing arrange-

ment, the employee-inventor will be
paid a percentage of all royalties

collected by the company. Ryan
wants that percentage of royalties

paid to the employee to be on the

most equitable basis possible. It is

difficult, if not impossible, to arrive

at a fixed percentage that would be

fair in all cases, due to varying fac-

tors such as the utility of the article

and the magnitude of development
and promotion costs. With this in

mind a flat 207o of income from
royalties or sale of the patent has

been set as the amount which shall

be payable to the employee.

When from time to time, excep-

tional cases arise, the company re-

serves the right to grant additional

compensation. Patent remunera-

tions due shall be paid to the em-
ployee not less frequently than

quarterly, commencing with the

first quarter after the receipt of

royalties by the company.

The postwar era will be an era

of inventions. Be prepared to start

collecting on your invention when
the time is ripe. The Ryan Patent

Plan sets up a Patent Department
for your use, provides the facilities

for development of your patents and
is backed by the financial resources

of the Ryan company. Combined
with your inventive ingenuity, it

should prove a mutually profitable

venture.

You will find the Ryan Patent

Department in Room 135 in the

Main Administration Building. Why
not drop in and see them and discuss

your ideas?

MORE ABOUT

OUR DAD WORKS
NIGHTS

'Continued from page 3)

Sometimes we get to go with Daddy to

the store. Dennis doesn't go because he's too

small. But Daddy says we're quite a help.

We each got to buy a box of Post Toasties

and a box of Oxydol the other day. We
wanted to bring along another for Dennis,

but Daddy said he thought two was all we
could handle.

Sometimes, instead of going to the store

and working around the house, all of us

go to the beach or Daddy takes us down
and buys us a new pair of shoes or some-
thing. That's a lot of fun and we think

Daddy likes it, too. Mommy says she likes

to have Daddy take us out because it gives

her a chance to think. We don't know
what about.

We have a lot of fun around home, too.

You see Mommy and Daddy bought a house
out almost on the edge of town, or at least

it was when we moved in on our first birth-

day. Now Mommy says the town has grown
and they're building a lot of new houses
around. We think that's swell because we
can watch the men building while we're
waiting for ten o'clock to come, and some-
times Daddy takes us down and lets us

watch the men real close.

After lunch Mommy and Daddy tuck us in

bed for a nap. Usually Dennis is so sleepy

he can hardly stay awake, but that's be-

cause he's little. Some day we're going to

stay awake all during naptime so we can
be awake when Daddy goes. Mommy says
she and Daddy get a lot done while we're
asleep. Daddy says he always comes in to

say goodbye to us before he goes to work,
but we don't know. We think he does,

though.

Daddy operates a big thing they call a

drop hammer at Ryan, where they build air-

planes. He doesn't work in the daytime
like a lot of papas do but he works at

night so that he can spend the day at

home. Mommy says that's a good thing for

him to do. We think it is, too, because he
gets a whole 6 cents extra every hour and
he gives that to us to buy bonds with.

Mommy says she thinks we should make
good drop hammer operators when we grow
up, too. We don't know what she means.

ft

MORE ABOUT

DICK WILLIAMS
(Continued from page 6)

too busy with other things. He became in-

volved in the athletic whirl of football,

chiefly, Williams believes, because his older

brother had been a high school football hero.

One of Williams' favorite hobbies has al-

ways been fishing. He loves it. The only

distasteful moments of a fishing trip for

him are when some fool fish gets caught
on the hook. As far as fish go, they're just a

nuisance and the trip is most successful

when he comes back empty-handed. "I like

a sport just to be out doing it. And I

don't want any results," Williams states.

"I used to play golf until everybody began
telling me what was wrong with my game.
I couldn't persuade them that I didn't

care what was wrong with it. So I had to

give it up."



Airplane Dispatching
by Ginny and Teddie

Could it be that there are Wild Indians

still prowling around the Plant? Because
has anyone noticed CARLOS REYNAUD's
scalped hair-do?

ESTHER WATKINS had a wonderful sur-

prise a few days ago—her husband came
back from overseas. We all feel so happy
for you, Esther. By the way, Esther has been
working here at Ryan two years!

If anyone happens to notice HOWARD
SMITH making weird facial gestures, just

humor him, because he's trying to learn to

whistle—a certain way the girls have been
teaching him.

ALICE MUMPER is leaving us to get

married. Lots of luck, Alice, to you and your
husband. Alice, too, has been with Ryan
two years.

JESSIE PORTER is back with us, and we're

glad to see you, Jessie. She spent her leave

with her Army husband stationed in Texas.
KATIE KUYAWA also surprised us, after

a month's leave in Maryland. We welcome
back DON SAUL, who has been very ill. He
looks fine. See that you stay that way, Don!

Mrs. SWITZER is on a leave of absence
down Mexico way. We hear from her quite

frequently. JUNE WARE is also going to

leave us to go home to Oklahoma. MAMIE
HUFF and ROY CAVIN aren't feeling up
to par. We want to wish them both a speedy
recovery.

Congratulations are in order again, so

here we go: LUCILLE NELSON, who had
a birthday on May 4th. BOBBY RUGGLES,
now the proud (and we're not kidding)

papa of a bouncing baby girl—Patricia

Louise. Congratulations, Bob and Mrs. Rug-
gles. FRANK JANOS now in charge of

Sheet Metal Detail, and SID SMITH in

charge of Cutting. A newcomer, JAY
WALDNAN, in charge of Sub-Assembly.

We have several new employees in our
circle—JEAN SCHMID, from Texas, who
worked at Convair. LAURA YAVOROSKI,
from Illinois—she's been out here four

years. JANE GUI DONE, whose husband is

stationed out here in the Marine Corps.
BERYL PATTERSON, from Kentucky; JACK
LOVE and FLOYD OHM.

Our department will be well represented

in the different women's branches of the

service, what with CATHERINE GARRETT
thinking of joining the Wacs, AILEEN TAY-
LOR and MABEL TIBBETTS thinking of

joining the Waves.

Well, TEDDIE VIZZINI, our department
clerk, dood it, and we are all very happy
for her and know that she is, too (just ask
her, and you'll never get away) . She has
enlisted in the Waves, and will leave for

Hunter College, New York, about the begin-
ning of June. Thank you, Ginny; I'm sure

going to miss this "Old Gang of Mine."
I'll still be around for another issue of the
Flying Reporter, though. Don't worry, you
won't get rid of me that easy. As soon as

I come back to the Coast I'll come down
and give you all a chance to see my "navy
blue."

Take over, Ginny.

I (Ginny) am leaving May 10th, and
would like to take this opportunity to say

good-bye and good luck to each of you,

and also to say "thanks a million" for the

beautiful present you gave me. Aside to

The Letter
by Reg Manning

Arizona Republic Staff Artist

the Glee Club: Thanks for everything, and
keep singing.

Now I (Teddie) would like to say, on

behalf of the whole department: Lots of

Good Luck in whatever you may do, Ginny.

We'll all miss you; you've been grand to

work with. Let's not say "good-bye"—sup-

pose we say, "until we meet again!"

Bye, now, GINNY and TEDDIE.

#
As American fighting men advance or

retreat, an army of blood donors must stand

behind them, maintaining a steady stream of

life-saving plasma from home to the front

lines. Send a pint of your blood to save a

fallen man—call Franklin 7704 for your

appointment.

From Eniwetok to Anzio, from European

skies to Burmese jungles, the need for blood

plasma is a continuing need. Continue your

blood donations to the Red Cross here at

home so that some man over there may live.

Call Franklin 7704 for your appointment,

and call now.
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Transferring to

The Fighting Front
If you have a new address of some for-

mer Ryanite now in the service, drop it in

the Flying Reporter box and we'll print new
addresses from time to time in this column.

A lot of ex-Ryanites would probably be very

happy to hear from the folks back in the

plant.

Here's a list of Ryanites who have trans-

ferred from the production front to the

fighting front during the month of May:

L. Bernal, Manifold Assembly.

A. B. Brumbaugh, Tool Room.

Afton Lee Burge, Final Assembly, Waves.

C. P. Childers, Manifold Assembly.

Theresa Doris, Fuselage, Spars.

L. M. French, Manifold Assembly.

M. A. Golsh, Finishing.

R. R. Miller, Vocational School, Army.

E. E. Peterson, Airplane Welding, Army.



Sheet Metal

by Marge and Ernie

Hello, Folks: "We're in the Army Now"
is a popular phrase right now. We will have

some fine soldiers and sailors in RANDY
HERBST, WAYDE STEINRUCK, AL MAR-
TIN BILL BROWN, JACK EDWARDS,
FRANK DIXON, JOHN ROSS, AMOS
ABNEY, GEORGE WIDMAIER, "TONY"
AMADOR, LARRY UNSER, BUS CRELEY
and PAUL HOFFMAN—all Sheet Metal boys

who will lay aside their tools to wear the

uniforms of Uncle Sam. Good luck, boys,

and when you get the job done we hope

to see you back at Ryan's.

Department 3 gave their boys a sendoff

in the form of a farewell luncheon on May
10th, that will long be remembered when
they dive into the G. I. food. It is rumored

that those ladies are mighty fine cooks as

well as mechanics.

ERNIE STOFER is the proud father of a

baby girl. Congratulations, Ernie; you can

get that strained look off your face now.

Department 3 lost a fine old man and a

fine old janitor in the death of JOHN MAR-
TIN last Monday. His department was al-

ways spic and span and his loss is deeply

felt by all.

Our hopes dwindled for Grandfather
WALLY KNIGHT when we discovered that

L. D. MATTESON, in Dept. 3, has fifteen

grandchildren. You aren't even in the race

yet, Wally.

Sheet Metal Assembly presented MABYN
NICHOLAS with a lovely gift when she had
to terminate last week due to her health.

Mabyn had been with us for well over a

year, and was an outstanding worker. EL-
FREDA WILKERSON has gone to Arkansas
for a three-week leave. RHEA HOFFMAN
has been on the sick list, too, and we hope
to see her back real soon.

Let's have some more news for next
time, folks—don't let us down. In the

meantime let's keep on the job and try to

move as fast during the day as we do when
the last whistle blows.

Adios, MARGE.

SHEET METAL SECOND
Heigh-ho, everyone. It begins to look as

though Spring is really here at long last,

doesn't it, what with all the

fish stories circulating about
the place. May 3rd, DICK
WELLS and MAC MAGDICK
took a little jaunt out to Lake
Hodges and then came in

that evening crowing about
their day's work. Mac came
home with 32 fish (it says

here) and Dick caught 16.

They have promised to subtantiate their

claims with photographic evidence.

In Department One, that's Cutting and Rout-

ing,

Al Tario's the fisherman brave and bold;

He catches the ones that don't get away
And will show you the pictures to prove it,

I'm told.

P. S.—

Ask him to show you the pictures.

He really did catch some fish;

They're some very convincing pictures

Of some very convincing fish!

Dick Wells has a very hard time

Down in Department Three
Convincing people that he, too, can catch

Fish big enough to see.

Hear ye! Hear ye! The grudge match be-

tween the A20 and Gun Turret bowling

teams of Department 3 is now a part of

history. The match was won by the A-20
team composed of GRIMES, PINNEY,
FANNIN, MIX and HALL. Opposing them
on the Gun Turret Team were MAGDICK,
GERDES, SUTCLIFFE, BERNER, and SACHS.
The final score of total pins was: A20: 2397
and GT: 1954.

Not disposed to rest thus lightly on their

laurels, the A20 team, captained by MAX
GRIMES, challenged SM No. 2 to a match.
SM No. 2 accepted the challenge with the

warning that the challengers had better

come prepared. After a great deal of chatter

and pre-game ballyhoo, SM No. 2 lived up
to its declaration and emerged from the

fray victorious. The SM No. 2 team com-
posed of HILL, HUMPHREY, KENT, BURNS
ond COUTS scored 2331; while the total

score of the A20s was 2242. Hill and Kent

are both left-handed bowlers and certainly

did all right for the winners.

QUESTION: What happened to the score

sheet of this game???

Incidentally, good people, on May 18,

providing all the players are still with us

and not with Uncle Sam, the teams will

meet in a re-match, so stand by for further

announcements.

It is rumored that the Gun Turret Team
is anxious to play the SM-2 team. Well, we
shall see what happens.

HELEN THOMAS decided that the Swing
Shift wasn't so bad after all, and transferred

back to us April 29. Glad to see you back,

Helen.

He's really sorta, kinda quiet,

With not so much to say

—

But when he does begin to talk

—

Look out of STEINAUER's way.

JUANITA PFLAUM and MILDRED
SCHRADER are both spending their leave

with their respective husbands, who have

recently returned from overseas.

Have you seen the very latest in dance

routines? Ask FRED HILL and ART KIL-

MER to demonstrate for you.

And what about that gang of spotwelders

down there with Max Grimes? If you've

never seen LaRUE ELLIS welding to the tune

of "The Lady in Red," ably aided and abet-

ted by HELEN STRANGE and MARGARET
GROVE while DORIE JENNER, JOE HERN-
DON, L. L. WILLIAMS and JULIA KIRK-
BRIDE chime in from other welders, you have

missed a sight worth seeing. Yes, sir! And
now M. S. BUTTERFIELD has returned from

leave to help them out. Seriously, though,

they're a grand bunch and have so much
fun getting their work done that they make
it look easy.

Did you know that we have a very nice

family in Dept. 1? GLENN and GLADYS
DONELSON with their daughter JOYCE all

work up there on the saws.

Until next time, I'll be seeing you around.

ERNIE.
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To start with, I would like to wish the

best of luck for the fellows leaving our

department for the armed services. I have

known some of them since almost my first

day at Ryan, and know that the other mem-
bers of the department join me in a fond

farewell.

J. R. HOLT asked me to thank his many
friends for the farewell party and gift. RUDY
NAVA was the next to leave, and his ab-

sence is very noticeable. LOREN PARMEN,
who's been in the department for quite

a while, also left our company to join the

ranks. Seems he had to take off a little

early so he could pay another visit to the

hills back home before going in. Wonder
how it will feel to be able to run around

without shoes again.

Another employee leaving our midst re-

cently was Mr. LIND, who is living proof

one is never too old to learn. Seems he

wanted to learn more about machinery, so

he relinquished his position in our depart-

ment to go to school. More power to you,

Mr. Lind.

It has always seemed strange how the

personality of an individual changes accord-

ing to the environment or circumstances. Of
special note was the response DEAN received

from PARMEN one Thursday night. (It was
after Parmen knew he was leaving for the

Army.)

In case you haven't noticed, EDDIE and

BRIGGS are still feuding. If you would like

to get into the fracas just call Briggs a

Republican. Seems there ore some things

he just won't stand for. My only gripe is that

sometimes innocent parties are involved and
it is hard on me.

LAURA was curious about what kind of a

gift she would receive if she were to leave,

so NELSON obliged by taking pledges. Of

course it was all in fun, but unless some-
body backs out on the pledge, it was a small

fortune. I should add here that it was all

in fun.

It looks like Uncle Sam is getting low

an men, so he scraped the bottom of the

barrel and came up with JOYE HIPES and

DAVID LASSETTER, both of whom have en-

joyed a good dunking party, and by the

time this is in print will be G. I. Joes.

They're both good boys and everyone wishes

them the best of luck.

I understand avocados are a good in-

vestment even if you have to live in a tent.

Is that true, F. A.?

CHARLEY LeCLARE seems to be the

bowling champ out here. In the city tourna-

ment the team he bowls on won the city

championship and he and CLANCY came

out second in the doubles.

We're glad EDDIE (SPEED) HENDER-
SON finally found his way to the plaster

shop.

Let's give a toast to the girls who ar-

ranged the going-away parties for the fel-

lows leaving for the service. They really

did a nice job.



Sometimes we are inclined to forget the

second-shifters. They're the people who
have their work day ahead of them when
our day is done. They are the ones who
some wise guys blame for most all of the

boners. I've noticed that ever

since I've worked on the day
shift. The odd thing about it

is that when I was on the
second shift myself it was the

darned old day shift that

seemed to be "credited" with
all the mistakes.

Seriously, though, I would
like to pay tribute to the sec-

ond shift gang at this time. A lot of fine

people work at that time.

One of our most popular former swing-
shifters was "PINKY" ALSO, who wrote the
following letter to BUD DILLON from Ha-
waii, where he's now working at the Naval
Air Station

:

Hi, Bud

—

First let me say 1 received your letter.

Secondly, let me correct a mistaken
impression of yours. You seem to be
under the illusion that Claude Henkle
is here with me. No, he's not—he's

firmly entrenched at 650 N. Sixth Ave.,
Phoenix, Arizona. He was going to

come out with me, but the Aluminum
Corporation of America (in Phoenix)
offered him a good job, so he stayed.

I gave up pretty good money to come
out here, but I don't regret it—it's

been quite an experience.

I was disappointed in Waikiki
Beach^La Jolla Cove is much nicer,

really—but I guess the war has
changed things over here. This town is

very, very crowded—even more so than

San Diego, if you can imagine such a

thing.

Over here, bars close at 7:00 p.m.,

blackout is at 10:00 p.m., and every-
body must be off the streets at 1 :00
p.m. Martial law governs the entire

island. Lots of wahines (women) over
here, but they are divided as follows:

80% Japanese, 10% Chinese, 5%
Portugese, 4% Hawaiian, and 1%
white.

You should realize C. V. wouldn't
leave Phoenix. Nowhere in the States
(or any other country, in fact) are

good-looking girls so prevalent.

As for work— I'm at the Naval Air
Station here, working nine hours a day,
six days a week. Work is the same as
back state-side, but no production-
assembly line business. We do replace-
ment and repair work.

Got a letter from George Salisbury.

I think I'll be seeing him one of these
days.

Say hello to my friends for me.

Your pal,

PINKIE.

New second-shift people who have come
down from the school are as follows: ETHEL
HOSLEY, LEONA BELSHA, VIRGINIA MO-
RAN, PHILA FROHMAN and YVONNE
LANDPHEAR. Although they have been
slated for the Machine Shop for some time,

few of us had ever met them to tell them
how glad we are to have them with us.

More about them later as we become better

acquainted.

Other additions to the "hoot-owl" group
are LEONA WILSON (who has worked at

the Naval Air Station here), HELEN DOUG-
LAS (another Missourian, and a very at-

tractive one at that) and WILLIAM ROM-
POT (who admired the Machine Shop so

much that he left Dispatching and joined
our ranks)

.

Mr. JAMES E. MALLOY, our new night
foreman, who came from points east, has
already made himself very well liked. His
unassuming good nature and hard-working,
thoughtful ways have insured for him a
friend-filled future at Ryan.

Maintenance
by Bi

Meanderings
I Taylor

At the request of several people, I will

endeavor to write a few lines for the issues

of the Flying Reporter about our department.
Any news, criticisms or suggestions will be
cheerfully accepted.

In the first get-together dinner in the
Mechanical Maintenance department, which,
by the way, was a great success, we not only
had a very good steak dinner but were suc-
cessful in helping the fellows within the de-
partment to get better acquainted. From
the time we sat down until everyone went
home there was one laugh after another.

"SHORTY" STARKWEATHER must have
thought he was on a train for he called for

the porter several times instead of the waiter.

ERNIE JOHN said he didn't like WEBB's
"creosote" dressing. When the waiter came
around and asked BROWNIE what he
wanted, he replied, "I'll take some Simoniz."
SHORTY "the life of the party" STARK-

WEATHER leaned a little too far back in his

chair and WEBB accidentally pushed a little

and "launched" Shorty who took HOWELL
down the ways to the floor with him. Every-
body had his picture taken with the donkey
and was quite indignant when someone re-

marked that they couldn't tell where the
donkey was.

Thanks to HENRY WEST and BILL CUN-
DIFF for a swell party.

JOHNNY WAGNER has recovered from
the mumps and HUELER and HIATT are

recovering from hand injuries.

Uncle Sam sent greetings in the form of

a 1-A to ED ALBRITTON recently. ERNIE
JOHN has been reelected Shop Steward and
BILL CUNDIFF as alternate.

Since BILL DURANT got his new bench,
he says all he needs is a typewriter and a
secretary to go with it.
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Ali Baba and Al Gee

The above photo of Al Gee and his horse

Ali Baba is just a sample of how every one
will laugh when they attend the Second An-
nual Ryan Horse Show to be held on Sun-
day, July 9, 1944 at the Polo Grounds in

Mission Valley! Watch for bulletins and
listen for special announcements on the

speaker concerning the election of the Queen.
Also, are you Department Cowboys ready

for competition? See any of the Committee
Members for details, and get your names
in to the Chairman, Al Gee.

-*-

Examination Date Set

On Institute Course
Announcement has just been made by

Louis E. Plummer, Industrial Training

Director, that the final examination for all

Ryan Company employees enrolled with the

Ryan Aeronautical Institute in October of

last year will be held Saturday, June 17, in

the Industrial Training classroom in room
292 in the Administration Building.

All Company students who enrolled dur-

ing that month and have completed the

entire eight assignments of their course

before the final exam date are eligible to

attend this examination and qualify for a

tuition refund.

Two exam sessions will be held, the first

beginning at 2:00 p.m. (for Shifts 2 and
3

)
, and the second period beginning at 4:1 5

p.m. (for Shift 1 ) . This examination will

be held only at these times Saturday, June
17, and employee-students must attend per-

sonally to qualify for their refunds.

Joel M. Whitney, Dean of the Ryan In-

stitute, will conduct both examination ses-

sions. All students receiving a final exami-
nation grade of 70% or better will be en-
titled to a refund of all or part of their

total tuition costs, according to the grade
received.



/^4 "Dune

Dune takes a look at second

shift advantages — and he

should know for he's a

second shift worker himself
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Smoke From

A Test Tube
by Sally and Sue

With the chorus of "Happy Birthday to

You" rolling down the corridor very early

one morning, SUE was started on her 21st
birthday, a most momentous occasion in her

life. Shortly thereafter a few huskies tried

to corner her for a resounding spanking,
but by some means (we believe it was fast

talking) she outmaneuvered them. We all

shared in her two-pound box of chocolates
from MARY ZAGER. (Why don't you have
birthdays more often?) What a treat! At
lunch time she almost drowned SALLY in a

cup of coffee, she was so excited when her

birthday was announced over the loud-

speaker and they played one of her favorite

theme songs. But to top the day off, her
mother asked some friends in for a most
wonderful fried chicken dinner with all the
trimmings, a beautiful birthday cake and
candles to wish on. Later they indulged
in some lively games and so much hilarity

they made the rafters fairly ring. Sue thinks
being 21 is most wonderful— in fact, she has
been looking forward to it for some time.

Best of all the privileges one can enjoy upon
passing the 21st year is to be able to go
to the Red Cross Blood Donor Center and
give your donation without having to have
your mother's written consent! Congratula-
tions, Sue, and many more happy birthdays

to come

!

Windows you can see out of! Isn't it

wonderful! Shining windows again. We all

felt like celebrating when we saw the black-
out paint come off the Lab windows and the
sunshine come streaming in.

She was nonchalantly walking along, car-
rying a piece of metal twice as big as she
was, with one hand, just as if it were a
feather. People were staring—How could
this girl perform such a feat—she must
have taken a correspondence course from
Mr. Atlas! What they didn't know was that
MARY ANN TOUFF was carrying a piece
of magnesium instead of a piece of steel!

There are cases of sunburn, and then
there are also cases of sunburn. The first

day the "Bottom Scratchers" got together
with members of the staff for abalones, div-
ing and a general good time, there were
some red faces the next morning. But BOB
FULLERTON's red face was acquired wait-
ing in line at Camp Callan for his physical—so he says.

There is someone we are going to miss
a lot. She is EDYTHE GORMAN, of Mani-
fold Planning, and we wager she will be
missed by all who knew her. As a farewell
gesture some of the girls went on a real

picnic one afternoon. Besides the honored
guest there were DORIS SCOTT, LAURA
HARRISON and DARLENE MOTE, of Tool
Design; ELLEN "E. J." HARRINGTON,
GAY SHAW, MARY ANN TOUFF and yours
two truly. We roasted wienies on sticks
(hot dogs with all the trimmings), potato
salad, pickles, etc., topped by cake and
picnic coffee. Following this repast there
was a songfest, and we indulged in such
games as we used to play in grammar
school. By the light of the silvery moon and
the dying- fire we ended the evening with
all the old sweet and familiar songs in our
repertoire. We ought to do that more often!

Things That Tickle Our Funnybones:

HUB's vulnerable position when he talks

on the telephone.

BO's assertion that his baby weighs "at
least a ton."

JIM's proud confession that he couldn't
useta sing at all.

GAY's red nose and sore legs every single

Monday morning.
WES KOHL's talent for losing and for-

getting things.

FORD LEHMAN's giggle, which reminds
us somehow of water gurgling out of a bot-
tle.

The Gold-Dust Twins— VIRGINIA and
THERESA.

SALLY's beautiful seashell earrings, which
she has to take off every time she answers
the telephone.

KEITH's sly talent in trundling away our
stenos' chairs when we're not looking, and
the way he makes peace and secures for-

giveness with gumdrops.
BOB FULLERTON's fierce protective in-

stinct in regard to his Varga calendar.
REAGAN BARNETT and his "apple a day

to keep the doctor away."
Mr. HOUSER vainly trying to round up all

his women when it's 4:30 and time to take

'em all up town.
E. J. and her smart-looking outfits, which

about half the time turn out to belong to

her sister.

MARY ZAGER's birthday paddling, from
which there was no rescue, as sympathetic
feminine observers gazed from the opposite

side of a locked door.

NAN NADER's "Blackout—just a min-
ute" sign, which asks that all transactions

be brought to the little side window, and
some anonymous worker's complaint that

his transaction was too big for the little

window.
MAC McNTYRE and his jokes that are

always so appropriate for the occasion.

ED KOPS and his white overalls, which
are at least three sizes too big.

Putt Putts

On Parade
by Millie Merritt

Two new Budas arrived in Factory Trans-
portation this month, and all the gals have
had their eyes on them. One was sent to

Tooling and the other one to our depart-

ment. My, how we grow! I can remember
the day there were only three in the factory

and now there are eight.

Night Shift gave out with a luncheon
last week, during the luncheon period. Seen
on the table were fresh tomatoes, carrots,

potato salad, baked beans, olives, pickles,

hard-boiled eggs, and a cake baked by
PAULINE NEWTON. It seems that there

was no reason for the clambake, except to
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promote good feeling among the employees.
It was a good idea and it did look tempt-
ing; the day shift was all ready to work
overtime. Guest for the feed was WOODY
WOODSON of Automotive Service.

Night shift has a new employee, B. M.
HODGES, and as he arrived on the night of
the big party, he had a big welcome. May
we extend another hearty welcome to him.

GEORGE CAMPBELL has transferred to

Automotive Service and is out with a
sprained shoulder at the present time.
AL DOSHIER has transferred from Auto-

motive Service to Transportation and will

soon be seen on the Mobil iff runs.

ERNIE MILLER has taken over the Mobi-
lift runs now that George has transferred.

Ernie seems to be doing all right, too. We
will have to admit that the Mobilifts aren't

any picnic.

Our wishes for a speedy recovery are

sent to Captain PIERSON, of Plant Protec-
tion, who is in the hospital at the present
time. Hope that he will soon be back with us.

Also to SLIM KYLER of Automotive
Service, who has been in the hospital for

the last week with pneumonia.
Thanks to: The people who give us rides

from the highway to the plant. That is

really appreciated by all of us. CHIEF
PETER for the lovely roses he has been sup-
plying us.

Sight of the Week: RUTHIE WHITE in

her orange sweater.
Thrill of the Week: Riding home on MIKE

TURNER'S motorcycle.

Hearsay: DOTTIE HILL, saying her life's

ambition is to own a set of dishes she can
throw when she so desires. MAE McKENZIE
says she has always wanted to pull the bot-

tom can out of those lovely stocks we see

in the grocery stores.

SALLIE LEVICKAS is trying awfully hard

to get a sun tan so she can send a picture

home to Ohio to prove that the sun shines

in California. After two tries on the beach,

and no sun she is just about to give up.

But, we have noticed a pinkish tint to Sal-

lie's complexion.

I found a little bit of advice in the form
of a poem in the family album. Thought I

might pass it along to you:
LAUGH

Build for yourself a strong box,

Fashion each part with care,

Fit it with hasp and padlock,

Put all your troubles there.

Hide therein all your failures

And each bitter cup you quaff,

Lock all your heartaches within it.

Then sit on the lid and laugh.

Tell no one of its contents;

Never its secret share,

Drop in your cares and worries,

Keep them forever there.

Hide them from sight so completely
The world will never dream half;

Fasten the top down securely,

Then sit on the lid and laugh.

The summer Bowling League will get

under way May 18th, with twenty teams
entered. Should be a good season for us

and a lot of fun for everyone.

At a meeting May 6, DENNY MILLER, of

Woodshop, was elected president of the

Ryan League and ENID LARSON, of Final

Assembly, was elected secretary.

Congratulations to BILL DURANT for that

263 game he warmed up to at a practice

game between Engineering and Putt-Putts

last Wendesday night; also to LON HUM-
PHREY for a 221 game. What bowlers we
have hiding around here!

Until we go to press again, so long.



MORE ABOUT

PREVIEW OF

INVASION
(Continued from page 5'

circling, four-motored bombers to the snake-

like thrusts of helmet-dusting levels by P-3S
Lightnings, was the hair-raiser of the day.

But planes weren't the only stellar per-

formers as U. S. fighting men gave observ-

ers a close-up of U. S. war products in

action.

Pocketed in the very center of the in-

vasion area, spectators ducked, jumped and

skittered as land-mines roared, shore de-

fense guns hammered and Navy landing

craft disgorged swarms of charging in-

fantrymen almost into the laps of specta-

tors. Once ashore the invaders fell to pitched

battle with defending forces while protective

screens of aircraft aided their blasting job.

Rear Adm. Ralph O. Davis, USN, Com-
mander, Amphibious Training Command,
Pacific Fleet, was in charge of the maneu-
vers—which are routine training for these

fighting men.
"You of industry and labor who are with

us today form an integral part of our team,"

he told visiting civilians. "Without your

facilities, we'd be playing football without

a football."

Congressman Harry R. Sheppard, of San
Bernardino, chairman of the House Naval
Appropriations Committee, also had a word
to say about the war equipment on dis-

play, as he viewed the maneuvers.

"We are witnessing one of the most force-

ful of demonstrations of how the people's

money is being spent to win this war," he

told the audience.

Pride was high in the voice of Major Gen-
eral Paul Mueller, USA, who was in com-
mand, of the Army troops who hit the beach
running, despite back-breaking pack-loads
of equipment.

"Our men are strong in heart . . . they
have the will to win. You are providing

equipment to carry them through. Through
confidence . . . and common will to win,

we are forming an unbeatable combat team.
In training with the Amphibious Training
Command, we have developed mutual con-
fidence, inspired by the Navy's leadership."

Not every civilian remained in the role

of spectator as the day progressed, how-
ever. More adventurous souls in the ranks
of management and labor, including Charles
B. Anderson of Ryan, accepted proffered
trips through the surf in amphibious Water
Buffalo troop carriers, returning drenched to

the skin from the surf which broke over
gunwales of the plunging craft.

During their visit, the civilian observers
were taken through the Amphibious Train-
ing Center, and the Naval Repair Base, to

which they rode on a lumbering LCI (land-
ing craft, infantry) as guests of Rear Adm.
W. L. Friedell, USN, Eleventh Naval Dis-
trict Commandant, and Commodore Byron
McCandless, USN (ret.), Commandant of
the Repair Base.

They re Teamed Up For Victory

Henry and Dottie Hall, of

Drop Hammer and Trans-
portation respectively, are

giving support to Henry's
brothers in the service. 1.

Donovan Hall, in submarine
service for sixteen years, is

reported missing in action

in the South Pacific. 2. John
Hall, Chief Motor Machinist on submarine duty, has been in the Navy 1 1 years. 3. Frank
Hall, also a veteran of 16 years service, is Chief Radioman attached to the staff of the

Commander of the Central Pacific Air Forces.

ndustrici Relations Director

W. Frank Persons is backing up
two sons in the Navy. Lieut.

W. Frank, Jr., on the left is

with the Bureau of Aeronautics
in Washington doing personnel
work, and Ensign Edward B.,

is with the Service and Supplies

Corps on duty in the Hawaiian
Islands.

KGB

So that you and your family can tune in

on your Ryan programs during the week,
here's the present weekly schedule. Tune
your dial to KGB and listen to YOUR pro-

grams on the air twice every weekday, once
on Sunday.
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5-minute Half-Hour
True War Musical
Sto ries Program

Monday
12:15 p.m. 10:30 p.m.

Tuesday
12:15 p.m. 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday
12:15 p.m. 10:30 p.m.

Thursday
12:15 p.m. 8:00 p.m.

Friday

12:15 p.m. 8:00 p.m.

Saturday
12:15 p.m. 10:30 p.m.

Sunday
8:00 p.m.



Inspection Notes
by Dorothy Trudersheim

Assistant Reporters

Crib 1 . . . . Edna Farnsworth
Crib 4 Bill Rossi

Crib 5 . . . Marjorie Steverding
Crib 7 Marjorie Bolos

Crib I—Recsiving Inspection

Congratulations are in order for BILL
FUNK, who came in today all smiles with

the news his wife had presented him with

twin girls. Bill now has a family of four

girls. Who knows?—he may be the Eddie

Cantor of Inspection. A few other changes
in the department: DON GOULET has gone
on nights. We have a new Navy inspector,

EDNA BARNETT. Glad to have you, and
hope you stay awhile. We may lose the

latest member of our gang, SAM FERGU-
SON, to the Army; if so, it will be their

gain.

And now I'd like to give the real lowdown
on the softball game a couple of weeks ago
between Inspection and Production Control,

but I'm far from being a sports writer

—

I'm just the gal that makes all the noise

on the sidelines. I thought it was a good
game though, and talking it over with the

team's manager, HANK KRUTZ, the team
looked good. This was the first game for

Captain HUFFY's Wolves, and a close one;

so, taking all into consideration, the plays

were darn good. Especially the double plays

from LOU DUNFEE on 2nd to LAFOLLETT
on 1st. Couldn't quite figure out if FRED
WALLBRINK was jigging or really running

those bases, but, as I said, I don't know
very much about the game, so maybe that's

the way they do it. And, of course, there

was the talking game going on between
catcher HUFFY and pitcher LEO "BO-
GART" FUNDARO— very confusing, but

they seem to know what they're doing. The
outfield has been greatly improved since the

first game, and a few new players have
been added. Should have another game real

soon and the new uniforms, we hope. Even if

we don't have the best of players, it should

be colorful with that Black and Orange
running around out there catching your at-

tention. As for the last game, I've elected

me Chief Score Keeper, but really could

use some help on the cheering section. It

is really a good game, so why not come
out and help me along?

EDNA "SADY" FARNSWORTH.

Crib 4—"Did You Know That"—
BESSIE KIRMANDY, E. D. BAILEY, JOHN

EDD ELLIOTT, BOB PLUMMET and M. B.

RIGOLI are all new manifold inspectors?

Mr. DONNELLY is now the general super-

visor? Mr. KING has been shifted to the

day supervisor? Mr. McCLESTER is the night

supervisor? Mr. ROSEN is the assistant night

supervisor? GERTRUDE GRIMES read in the

Flying Reporter that there is another Gert-

rude Grimes in the Small Parts Department?
MARY DURAND is like a new woman since

she came back? BEVERLY B. MOORE
has a time convincing Navy inspectors (to

their delight) of the C47's she's checked?
ALICE MOORE and LEONA DAY love to

inspect manifold welds and are consider-

ing that phase of inspection? HOMER
PUGH will spend some time back in Straw-
berry Point, Iowa? (Eat a strawberry for

me, Homer!) LUCILLE STONE is conspicu-

ous by her absence?

Second-shift workers recently had an opportunity during their lunch period to see

a war film sponsored by the American Red Cross. The film was shown in the Cafeteria

Plaza area.

Crib 5

—

"On the Beam and Off the

Record in Crib 5"

Tranquility reigns again in Crib Five, but

it couldn't be otherwise, having two men
with the swell personalities of TOM HICKEY
and LARRY ANDERSON in charge. They
are two good reasons for Ryan being a bet-

ter place to work. . . . ERNA HEASTY cele-

brated her birthday last month, buying her

hubby a new suit, and being elated over

a birthday card from her brother some-
where in England. . . . LOIS GRANT
would be a lot more happy if she could lo-

cate the much-cherished cigarette lighter

she lost. . . . JOHNNY SHATTUCK in-

forms your reporter that his Saturday nights

«re taken up with dancing and romancing
at Pacific Square. Which do you crave most,

Johnny? . . . CLAIRE SKINNER is try-

ing to decide on her two-year-old's pic-

tures with the help of ECHO PORTER, MARY
ANN FORMES and BERNICE PENSE.

HARRY "HAP" IRWIN brightened up
the crib and the faces of the gals with

his gift of roses to us all last week. . . .

OWEN POWELL is just getting in under
the wire with his No. 18 shoe stamp. It

seems Bernardini's always gets in his way.

. . . ELEANOR BLACK is voicing the sen-

timents of a lot of us in Crib 5 about feel-

ing like something light and foamy on these

warm afternoons. Personally, I'd like a Tom
Collins. . . . HELEN GOULD is still mak-
ing plans for her Alaska trip. . . . ROD-
NEY RAILSBACK is hoping for a bumper
crop of tomatoes from his Victory garden.

The rest of us ore hoping, too, for samples
later on.
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Crib 7—"Little Bits on Inspectors"

PAT OPP—Born in Texas, San Angelo.

Sold jewelry before coming to work at Ryan.
Likes to collect money as a hobby. (Good
old American money would suit me.)

R. L. ATKINS— Born in Texas, also.

Worked at Consolidated, and his favorite

sport is hunting and fishing.

DELL KIRK—Born in Oklahoma. Ran a

store where you buy (or used to buy) that

colored stuff in bottles. Favorite sport: pick-

ing cotton. (And they call it sport—now.)

IRENE HARRIS—Born in Kansas, worked
at Consolidated. Favorite sports are dancing
and horseback riding.

JOHNNY CAMERON—Born in Scotland.

Bummed trains for a living (one way of

getting around) . Favorite sport is boating

and boats (without gasoline, Johnny?).
JACK BOULDIN—Born in Detroit, Mich-

igan. Worked at Consolidated. Favorite

sport: baseball and beer (mostly beer, he

says)

.

P. F. DUKELOW—Born in Arkansas.
Was Navy inspector at Consolidated. Favor-

ite sports: hunting and fishing.

TOM DOWNEY—Born in Washington.
Baseball scout for Brooklyn Dodgers. Played
baseball himself for twenty-two years. Fa-
vorite sport: baseball—but definitely.

JIM PADFIELD—Born in San Diego
(Help! A native!) Inspector for ten years.

Favorite sports: hunting deer and elk.

F. P. LA CAMERA— Born in Pennsylvania.
Worked at General Motors as an Inspector.

Favorite sport: all sports, if they ore out-
door.

"SPEEDY" COLE—Born in Detroit, Mich-
igan. In the Navy for six years. Favorite

sport: softball.



Cafeteria News
by Potsun Panz

Something new is to be added. . . . Yes,

genial Jean Bovet is happy as a kid with

a new toy about those new stands being

built that will soon make their appearance
in the outdoor lunch area. From what we
hear they will be pretty spiffy. And speaking
of new stands there will be one for chocolate

milk, milk, and orangeade which should be
in operation by the time you read this.

We welcome to the Cafeteria new em-
ployees, FLORENCE ZUMWALT, MARY LOU
KUTSCHE, PALMIRA GRIEGO, VIOLA
MANNWEILER, LORENE OWNBY, IVA
LINDSAY FLORENCE HETH, PEGGY RUS-
SEL. We are glad to have you with us.

LILLY MAE BARR is now the proud
possessor of a one year service pin. Con-
gratulations, Lilly!

Sorry to hear DOLLY MILLER has been ill

but understand she will be back with us

very soon.

Celebrating birthdays during May are Mrs.
ETHELLE HERMES and CLARA HI ATT.
Many happy returns.

Miss MAUDE SULLIVAN who is responsi-

ble for making those gallons of very excel-
lent coffee is, we understand, quite a pianist

as well as a commercial artist.

The new first and second shift Employees
Advisory Cafeteria Committees for May and
June have taken office. The following em-
ployees are those selected from the various
departments:

First Shift Committee
Jean Bovet Commissary
Harry Siegmund Public Relations
A. W. Coltrain. . . .Factory Manager's Office
Mrs. Esther Long Industrial Relations
EDNA P. HISE Engineering
D. JOHNS Manifold Assembly
H. I. SHEERAN Production Control
M. C. McFARLANE Sheet Metal
L. B. SMITH Drop Hammer
T. E. OLIVAS Tooling
D. M. BOLAS Inspection
R. O. CALLOW Airplane Dispatching
MARY FREEL Accounts Payable
F. E. SIMONIDES Wing Assembly
S. PURKEY Manifold Welding
J. R. KELLY Maintenance

Accounting Notes

by Kay and Mary Frances

News From the Departments

Tabulating—ROSE SKINNER is off on a

fifteen-day leave. Rose and her husband are

going back to New York and Pennyslvania

to visit relatives. Take a last look at the

East for us too, Rose! . . . Our deepest

sympathies to RICHARD ANSLEY upon the

death of his father in April. . . . From
darkness to dawn is the way FRANCES
LONG changed shifts. . . . Welcome back
to FAYE PERRYMAN. Faye was off on a

ninety-day leave recovering from a major
operation. . . . EVELYN SNOW (Accounts
Receivable) is on leave to be with her

mother, who is quite ill in Minnesota. . . .

Accounts Payable—Mr. WILLIAM HET-
RICK arrived back from a five-week

leave. . . . CONNIE COOPER, new
on night, has a lot of interesting things

to tell of Northern Iowa and Minnesota.
. . . ALBERTA JOLLY arrived back from
her vacation looking nice and tan. . . .

Inventory — After interviewing the four

famous feuding fellows, we are left at a

loss. We received a very nice story about

Second Shift Committee

Jean Bovet Commissary
Mrs. Esther Long Industrial Relations

Harry Siegmund Public Relations

A. W. Coltrain. . . .Factory Manager's Office

M. W. KELLY Night Superintendent
C. B. AUERSWALD Sheet Metal
E. J. LILLIS Drop Hammer
G. CHAMP Wing Assembly
C. E. ADAMS Machine Shop
G. I. DeGIFFORD Manifold Assembly
MISS RUTH E. BARNETT Inspection
J. D. PAWLOSKI Airplane Dispatching
E. B. MATHESON Manifold Welding
J. H. ROMAINE Receiving

Members of the second-shift cafeteria committee who will help to determine the
policies of the Employees Cafeteria for the next two months are clockwise around the
table, starting at lower right: A. W. Coltrain, Mrs. Esther T. Long, Harry Siegmund,
Ruth Barnett, E. J. Lillis, E. B. Matheson, C. E. Adams, G. Champ and Buck Kelly with
Jean Bovet at the head of the table.
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their pinochle games from HARRY KIS-
TER, but it was censored quite heavily by
VIC FELTER; this wasn't so bad, but when
A.AARK and BOB got through with it, we
decided it wasn't printable. However the

four agreed upon the score of the tennis

match, and here we quote Harry: "A great

deal of interest was built up within the
department upon the challenge of C&K to

play a match with B&F. C&K went in the

underdogs by consensus of the whole Inven-
tory department. Odds as high as 3-1 were
offered that C&K would be trounced. Score,

6-1 in favor of the underdogs, C&K, who
had been strictly under wraps all the way."
• P. S.—For proof that this statement was
made, we have the piece of paper on which
it was written in the hand of Harry.) . . .

We miss Mr. MORSE, who has been in the

hospital with a heart attack. ... In fact we
missed him so much that we sent him a very
lovely fruit basket containing pineapple,

grapes, oranges, apples, nuts, avocados and
candy, just to let him know that we are

thinking of him.

Mythical MAIZIE is quite a gal, and so
is her mythical boyfriend, CHARLIE. Here's
a letter she might have written upon join-

ing the Ryan Accounting Department:

Dear Charlie:

Well I just wanted to write and tell you
that I got me a job in a defense plant, and
gosh is it swell! I get up early and gee, I

don't mind it like I thought I would.

I work in the office and I got me a

swell desk. They got all kinds of depart-

ments— like TRAFFIC, but I don't get it

—

they just stay there at the desks,

I never see them with stop signs, or

motorcycles or red lights like regular cops.

Then they got a TABULATING depart-

ment. I guess that is where they put all

the little tabs and markers on the cards in

the index files. Gee, Charlie, I thought that

people took inventory once or twice a year

then forgot about it, but they got a whole
department that does nothing but take in-

ventory and every day too! I work in the

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE part. You see they

have accounts and they are payable and
you gotta pay them on account of they are

accounts and need paying — I guess. They
also got an ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE office

that is just the opposite as the payable part;

here they got accounts that are receivable

and they receive them on account of they

are receivable accounts. I ain't been work-
ing here so long, but I am learning a lot

about all the offices, don't you think?

Gee, Charlie, there is a lot more than

just building airplanes in a defense plant.

But I gotta close now and get to bed. Take
care of yourself and don't forget that Jap's

tooth your promised me. MAIZIE.

As you finish reading this column to-

night, you are probably snug and warm in

your own home. Then think of the boys

over there in the foxholes.



Ryan Trading Post
FOR SALE For Sale (continued)

9x12 all wool rug and pad, practically new. E.

Houeser, 2004, Sub Assembly.

118 roll of film. D. C. Richardson, Sheet Metal.

Brahma hens now laying and rooster. See A. J.

McCartney, Manifold Development.

Practically new automobile tarp and deluxe dis-
tillate heater. See Bob Wall, Ext. 243.

Electric iron, almost new and electric grill. Whittier,
Manifold, second shift.

A i/4 H.P. electric motor, Bob Wall, Ext. 243.

Combination electric heater and fan $15.00. Betty
S. Calwell, 9833, Sheet Metal, second shift.

G.E. ultra-violet ray sun lamp. Built like a living
room floor lamp. Type S-2. Also includes two
new spare bulbs, each having 300 hours of radia-
tion. $26.75 or will trade for a table radio.
Horry Turner, Eng. Illustration, Ext. 283.

Hand crocheted bed spread 82 xl05, ivory and
tearose imported thread, no back. $125 Betty
S. Coldwell, 9833, Sheet Metal, second shift.

Two matched DeVry, 35 MM portable sound pro-
jectors with 2000 ft. magazines, amplifier,
speaker, stands, rewind toble, film splicer, trail-
ers, phonograph pick-up, large screen, fireproof
metal projection booth wired for equipment and
lights. See F. N. Riddle, 2651, Manifold Produc-
tion.

Or trade for a double bed. Set of maple twin beds,
springs and mattresses included. Price $60.00.
Mildred Wulff, 4750, Shipping, or call at 403
20th St.

'39 V-8 Ford Panel, converted to pick-up. Good
tires and in good condition. See John Gee, 8818,
Shipping, or at 2295 Ulric St.

Or trade for San Diego home. 1 Vz acres at Carls-
bad, Calif.—280 full bearing Avocado trees.
Modern 5 room house and garage. Art Silveira
Rivet Heat Treat Crib.

One bed with springs and dresser and vanity; one
bed with springs, mattress and dresser. Margaret
Page, Ext. 282 or call R-5122 after 5 P. M.

Rug and pad, 100% wool, blue and tan. Like new
$50.00 cash. Contact R. Radmacker, 10229,
Tooling, or 5170 Randlett Drive, La Mesa.

24 ft. cabin cruiser in good condition. Sleeps two.
Galley—equipped for live bait fishing. Contact
W. M. Sarsfield, Tool Control.

Three piece bedroom set, like new, dining room
set, high oven gas range, day bed and pad, new
play pen, pre-war collapsible baby buggy and
bathinette. W. C. King, Manifold Inspection
Ext. 344.

Shotgun, Ithica hammerless with 5 boxes of shells
Only $35.00. E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.

Compact Graphlex 5" x 7" Baush and Lomb Tessar
4:5 lens. Complete with 4 plate holders and
film pack adapter. $90.00. Pappy Garrison,
Process Inspection, Ext. 357.

1935 Crosley Radio, 6 tube table model. In good
shape. Kilbaum, Manifold Assembly, or 1720
1st Ave., Apt. No. 5 after 4 P. M.

Motorcycle '36 Harley 80 completely overhauled
E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.

1937 Ford, runs good, motor overhauled. 32 000
miles actuallv. $445.00. Kilbourn, Manifold As-
sembly, or 1720 1st Ave., Apt. 5. Also 1932 Ford
coupe, new rubber, motor A-l shape. $250.00

Will sell or trade good electric sweeper for small
trailer truck. Prefer one wheel trailer. Also will
sell electric waffle iron grill. G. S. Turner, No. 2
Template Crib. Manifold Small Parts, 2nd shift,
or phone R-5619 mornings.

Two lots excellent location, one block south of
University on 38th St. $850. R. O. Watson, Tool
Room.

Weaver 29-S Scope sight with special tapered post
reticule and "T" mounts. $16.00. Sgt. D W.
Carvey, Plant Police Dept.

Ltd., San Diego

5.9 acres; has 25 citrus trees and a few other
trees. All new fencing, water facilities, located
9 miles from Ryan. Price for Ryan employees
$2500.00. This ad is in San Diego papers for
$3500. J. O. Charlton, Tooling Inspection.

One dozen pre-war tennis balls in cans. A. C.
Berryman, Inspection Crib No. 3, Ext 343 or
T-7784.

12" combination square; 6" compass, screw ad-
justable; needle point marker. All Lufkin, new
tools. Starrett prick punch. Reasonable. R H.
Olney, 017, Receiving Dept., Ext. 341, or 3615
Yosemite St.

One set Model A pistons .0050 over size. One set
.0070 over size rings, pins gitted. Rods like new.
See Ralph G. Maintenance.

1937 Chrysler coupe with reconditioned motor.
Price $550.00 cash or terms. See Y. B. Leo,
Stress Dept.

1941 Super De Luxe Ford, club coupe. See Don
Miles, Machine Shop.

MISCELLANEOUS
Will trade one residential lot in Burbank for house

trailer. See A. J. McCartney, 1111, Manifold
Development.

Will trade nas range for used 9x12 or 8x15 rug
Bill Berry, Ext. 279 or phone T-2771.

Lost—$2 reward for return of large key ring hold-
ing larne jack knife. Nome on knife. Return to
Chas. Lehton, Electrical Maintenance, Ext. 232.

Will trade Winchester model 54 30.06 Sportster
and some shells for light twin outboard motor.
B. Jennings, Ext. 272.

Will swap child's innerspring mattress for doll
buggy. See Raible, Tool Planning.

Will exchange: My 1 -bedroom furnished, includes
dishes, utensils, and linens, house in walking
distance to plant and 1 1 blocks from center of
town $40.00 for a larger 1 -bedroom house or 2-
bedroom furnished to $50.00 in North Park or
East San Diego. Contact G. R. Bills, Plant Pro-
tection, Ext. 351 or F-5600.

Lost—a round chromium plated cigarette lighter
on the Lindbergh Field parking lot. Will the
finder please turn it in to the Plant Protection.
The lighter is very highly valued by Miss Lois
E. Grant, Crib 5. It was a Christmas gift from
her fiance who has since been declared missing
in action.

Anyone having any information concerning a house
to rent in La Jolla contact Bob Wilson, Ship-
ping, Phone 332.

WANT TO BUY
Electric phonograph or combination radio and

phonograph. A. C. Berryman, Inspection Crib
- No. 3, Ext. 343.

Small caliber gun. Contact Betty Franklin, Person-
nel, Ext. 313.

Vacuum cleaner, will pav cash. Eleanor Foresburq,
Ext. 386.

8 MM camera and projector. Will pay cash. Bill

Putnam, Priorities and Statistics, Ext. 213.

A good slide rule. G. P. Dedman, 2548 Elect. Crib,
2nd shift.

Gas logs. Van den Akker, Ext. 224.

Camera with fast action lens and flash attachment,
or place for attachment. Joel Culver, 10385,
Airplane Production Control.

A sailboat. Van den Akker, Ex t. 224.

Ford V-8, any model, must be in tip-top condition,
especially tires. Joel Culver, 10385, Airplane
Production Control.

Springfield .30-06 WM M-70-06. See Bob O'Keefe,
Sheet Metal. Cash or trade .45 auto com mercial.

Pair of large hedge shears. Douglas Decker, 5858,
Tooling.

Coupe or Club Coupe, '39 or '40. Will not refuse
any reasonable price. E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.
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FLYING REPORTER

GOES TO PRESS
(Continued from page 21 )

pages is "locked up" in a "chase," a

heavy steel frame, which holds the pages in

position. Here the lock-up man must see

that everything fits snugly— to within

1 /144th of an inch—so that there will be
no chance for the plates, individual type
or linotype slugs or spacing material to slip

sideways or "off their feet" or to "work
up" in the form and cause black marks such
as one occasionally sees in magazines.

The form is then rolled onto the bed of
the press and Flying Reporter has in truth
"Hit the Press." Before the run actually

begins, however, a good three hours of work
lies ahead of the pressmen in preparing the

"Make-ready." After the first press proof

is taken and okeyed by the shop foreman
for alignment, the pressmen go over it very
carefully. Some spots may be printing con-
siderably lighter than others. Here lies much
of the responsibility for a good printing

job. On a large sheet of paper that will

fit over the cylinder of the press they build

up with layers of onion-skin paper areas

corresponding to those which are too light

on the proof, one layer in some spots, two
and three in others. Often the pieces are

very tiny, covering only a few words, or

just one corner of a picture. Sometimes they

cover a larger area. All in all, they give the

sheet something of the appearance of a

weather map. When finished, this sheet,

covered by two or three sheets of plain

manila paper, fits snugly over the cylinder

that carries the Flying Reporter pages across

the inked form. As the paper goes across,

the little sections built up by the onion skin

increase the pressure ever so slightly in

the light areas.

The printed pages stacked in what are

called "skids" are wheeled upstairs, where
they go through a combination of three

folding machines in one, which brings

them down to a size just slightly larger

than the finished magazine. Two of these

folded sections plus the cover constitute a

regular 32-page issue. Bringing these three

sections together is done by hand and the

copies move on to the stapling machine,
then to the trimmer and finally to the de-
livery room.

About three o'clock on every third Fri-

day afternoon the Frye & Smith truck pulls

up in front of the factory gates and the

folks out in Receiving record some several

thousand Flying Reporters received. Em-
ployee Service checks in here to make sure

that the Reporters are on hand at the var-
ious gates when the whistle blows. And H.

E. Walters, leadman in Plant Service, with
a group of his men stand ready to hand
Ryanites their copy as they come hurrying
out of the gate after shift.

From there on, Flying Reporter finds its

way into many different homes in this and
other cities. Just how far it sometimes goes
can only be guessed from letters we've re-

ceived from Alaska, Ireland, Iceland and
other corners of the world, sometimes con-
cerning fairly recent issues, sometimes about
ancient copies, battered and torn, that have
finally found their way to these distant spots.



' RYAN-STANDARD cc
pioneer passenger airl

RYAN BLUEBIRD, cabin monoplane,
forerunner of "Spirit of St. Louis"

Earth-Bound No Longer
YOUNG HAWKS OF CHINA'S GROWING AIR FORCE

FIND THEIR WINGS IN RYAN PLANES

RYAN S-T metal-fuselaged primary
trainer; led trend to low-wing types.

RYAN S-C, cobin plane for private-

owner use, featured all-metal con-

struction.

RYAN STM, first low-wing primary
trainer types (PT-16 and PT-20)

used by Army.

Today the eyes of young China are in the

sky. Chinese air cadets are now on an even

footing with the flyers of other nations.

Ryan is proud of the part played in this

by its military trainer airplanes. These

sleek, highly maneuverable planes—sim-

ilar to the Ryans in which American

Army pilots get their first training— are

being used in China, not only for pri-

mary training, but also for basic and

transitional instruction.

Since 1940 Ryans have been reliable

"work-horses" for the growing Chinese

Air Force. Here, as elsewhere, Ryan

planes in military service have proved

that RYAN BUILDS WELL.

Ryan's current activities include the

engineering, development and manufac-

ture of the most advanced type combat

airplanes for the armed services of our

country, detailed information regarding

which is restricted.

"ESSENTIAL POINTS IN POST-WAR
AVIATION/' A comprehensive, but realistic,

interview with T. Claude Ryan, President of

Ryan Aeronautical Company, is noiv being pub'

lished under the above title, A man who has

been making airplanes for 20 years, gets down

to the basic consideration in aviation folloiving

the w>ar— one which will affect all business,

A copy gladly sent at your request.

JLsJuf on. TLt^ctn, t-o Bu-llcL U/eJU.

RYAN STM-52 seoplone, exported
for training Naval pilots.

L tte^iat—y

,,« W-
RYAN PT-25, superbly engineered
plastic-bonded plywood trainer

RYAN
BUILDS WELL

conitructit

safer, i

peaceti

RYAN
TRAINS WELL
Ryan School of Aero-
nautics, famous peace-
time air school, now
training fine U.S. Army
pilots, follows one
creed: Thoroughness.

RYAN
PLANS WELL
Modern engineering
+ flying experience.
Typical result: Ryan
exhaust manifold sys-

tems are now used on
the finest planes of
other manufacturers.

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY, SAN DIEGO — MEMBER, AIRCRAFT WAR PRODUCTION COUNCIL, INC.

Ryan products: Army PT-22*; Navy NR-U; Army PT-25s
;
S-T Commercial and Military Trainers; Exhaust Manifold Systems and Bomber Assemblies.
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I was going home the other night when I stopped a

minute to think about that term "going home."

Going home.

What sweet sounding words those must be to the Amer-

ican boys fighting overseas. What a multitude of memories

they must revive. The patchwork quilt on the bed upstairs,

the fragrance of the Sunday roast in the oven, heartaches,

joys, long evenings beside the fire, the milkman clinking

the bottles at the door in the early dawn. How these little

things must come floating through the haze when a soldier

thinks of "goin' home."

We are the vanguards of the home while the boys are

away. More than that we have a lot to do with whether

or not they'll come back to that home. Every day's work

we put in, every war bond we buy hastens and insures

that day of home-coming. Let's all dig deep for every cent

we can spare during this Fifth War Loan Drive. Let's buy

an extra $100 bond and set it aside against that day when
the boys will be "goin' home."

Ky~<^^



It takes Blood and

it takes Bullets
Blood and Bullets . . . Blood

and Bullets . . . Blood and Bullets

. . . the price of peace . . . the

price of honor ... of freedom
. . . of a world liberated from
forces bent on annihilation, subju-

gation, slavery. We've learned the

awful price. Many in a few brief

seconds . . . "The War Depart-
ment regrets to inform you . . .

missing in action ..." A moth-
er's hopes gone, a wife's dreams
crumbled, a youngster's future

shadowed ... a bit of Victory

won . . . thousands of homes all

over America, England, Russia, Aus-
tralia, China, count the cost

in blood.

The cost in blood is ter-

rific. So is the cost in bullets.

Over $23,000,000,000 since

the first of January in direct war
costs . . . another War Bond
Drive coming up . . . our Treasury
Department asking for a full $6,-

000,000,000 from individual Amer-
(Continued on page 12)
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Ryanites Who ve Joined

The Armed Forces

Amador, A. C, Sheet Metal
Anderson, L. E., Sheet Metal
Baetke, T. A., Fuselage Assem.
Bennett, A. L., Wing Assembly
Burton, W. N., Jr., Engineering
Butlsr, J. F., Machine Shop
Carvajal, H. R., Mfld. Sm. Pts.

Christie, S. A., Tool Design
Conti, A. F., Engineering
Creley, M. G., Sheet Metal
Dixon, F. C, Sheet Metal
Dobkins, J. D., Tool Room
Edwards, J. T., Sheet Metal
Ellis, L. R., Sheet Metal
Fannin, W. L., Sheet Metal
Fisher, A. B., A. Mat. Con.
Flores, J. Y., Sheet Metal
Fromlath, J. J., Manifold Assem.
Fullerton, J. R., Laboratory
Furdock, A. T., Experimental
Gallen, J. L., Tool Room
Giebeler, R. H., Engineering
Gird, R. K., Wing Assembly
Goebel, K. W., Engineering
Graves, H. E., Manifold Assem.
Hannum, J. F., Tool Room
Hargrove, W. E., Mfld. Dsptch.
Haynes, F. M., Airplane Dsptch.
Herbst, E. R., Sheet Metal
Hoffman, P. S., Sheet Metal
Jaeger, W., Sheet Metal
Johnson, N. W., Drop Hammer
Kellogg, C. W., Tool Room
Larsen, J. S., Final Assembly

Levin, M., A. Mat. Control
Lyle, T. P., Electrical Maint.
Marler, W. A., Final Assembly
Marsh, G. F., Manifold Assem.
Martin, A. R., Sheet Metal
Mocre, B. A., Manifold Assem.
Mossop, F. G., Plant Engineering
Murphy, J. W., Experimental
Mutz, S. F., Experimental
Nava, R., Template Making
Natseway, J. P., Mfld Assem.
Norn's, J. B., Wing Assembly
Plummer, R. G., Inspection
Powley, H. J., Mfld. Developmt.
Pratt, F. A., Experimental
Quarry, R. K., Manifold Assem.
Reed, F. W., Jr., Engineering
Reed, H. J., Engineering
Richardson, G. A., Experimental
Routh, C. C, Receiving
Schadegg, C. M., Airplane Fin.

Schnell, D. J., Sheet Metal
Seely, N. A., A. Prod. Control
Steinruck, W. A., Sheet Metal
Stone, H. A., Manifold Assem.
Stringham, H. J., Experimental
Swift, T. S., Quality Control
Thomason, C. D., Mfld. Dev.
Torbett, R. J., Manifold Assem.
Treat, C. R., Drop Hammer
Tuohy, D. R., Tool Room
White, C. J., Mfld. Small Parts
Wischmeyer, I. J., Engineering
Witham, J. G., Experimental

it

Here are a couple of new addresses of our ex-

Ryanites in the service. If you have a new address
of some former member of your department now in

the service, let us have it. Some of his old buddies
might like to drop him a letter. And let's keep the
letters flowing to the folks in the service. They appre-
ciate 'em.

Lr. Percy "Pefre" Bush (formerly of Inspection)

Class 44-E, Craig Field

Selma, Alabama

Pvt. Ralph C. Martinez (formerly of Mechani-
cal Maintenance)

A.S.N. 39727253
Section U, Flight 420-F
Amarillo Army Air Field, Texas
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s^YOUR QUEEN
One of the five young ladies pictured be-

low will be Queen of the Ryan Horse Show.
Which one? Well, that's up to you! Cast

your ballot for your candidate now. Check
your ballot on the corner of this page and
cast your vote at the earliest opportunity.

Vote for just one. Ballot boxes have been
placed at each factory gate. Deadline on
voting will be 12:00 o'clock midnight, Fri-

day, June 16th. The winner will be an-
nounced at all lunch periods on Monday,
June 19th, and the four runners up will

act as Maids of Honor to the Queen. Don't
forget to vote! Cast your ballot now!

Again this year the Horse Show—Sunday,
July 9th—will be held at the Polo Grounds
in Mission Valley. One of the standout at-

tractions will be the Grand Entry, which will

be in costume at 1 p. m., marking the start

of events for adults. Why don't you give

some thought to entering this event in some

sort of a frontier costume. You might win
the Grand Prize and in any case, you'll be
in for a lot of fun.

Entries are still open for the Department
Cowboy competition. Does your department
have an entry? So far we have Cowboy Fred

Pope representing Manifold Small Parts and
Cowboy D. M. Gates in for Final Assembly.
We need a lot more entrants so step up and
sign up, you Department Cowboys.

The grand show opens at 9:30 a. m. with

four kids' events that will provide royai

entertainment for all the youngsters present.

On the afternoon program will be eleven

events including novice jumpers, stake race

open jumpers, five-gaited saddle horses, po-

tato race, handy horse, needle and thread

race, trail horses, bending race, stallions

and sportsmen's sweepstakes.
Incidentally, prospective entrants who

might have been reluctant because of the

stiff competition, will be interested to know
that Slim Coats, veteran Ryan cowboy and
old-time professional at the game, has ac-

cepted the job of Official Timer and with-

drawn from the competition.

Another change in the line-up comes with

"Bill" Wilken stepping in to take over the

job of Ring Master so ably filled by Bud
Curr last year.

"Everything is going along fine," says

Al Gee, Chairman of the Horse Show, "and
we are depending on you employees to go
'all out' in electing the Queen, getting some
of those Department Cowboys out, and mak-
ing the Grand Entry a colorful display"

Many thanks go to "Hopalong" Harris

who led the Ryan band in some cowboy
music at lunch period when the Queen con-

testants were introduced. Also to "Slim"
Coats for his fancy rope tricks which are a

treat to Ryanites any day in the week.

Bonnie Metcalf Catherine Switzer Marjorie Best

Elsie Oliphant

3 —

Cast your ballot for QUEEN

OF THE RYAN HORSE SHOW.

Vote for just one.

Marjorie Best, Sheet Metal

Eleanor Black, Inspection

Bonnie Metcalf, Sales

Elsie Oliphant, Inventory

Catherine Switzer, Inspectionn

Drop your vote in ballot box at

factory gate.



Ifou 'Kwma J%em rffaeadty...

"Following the Ryan practice of providing

every up-to-date facility for its employees,

the Factory Personnel Counselor service was

inaugurated June 1st," stated G. E. Barton,

Factory Manager, who added, "This gives

the green light to the start of a service that

will further the fine relationship which now
exists between management and the em-
ployees."

The women selected to inaugurate this

new service are old-timers in the plant.

Most of them came in as beginners. All of

them are known already to hundreds of Ryan
workers. Together they have undergone an

intensive training period covering every

phase of work that they may be called upon
to know. They've had an opportunity to get

first-hand information on child care facili-

ties, recreational opportunities for both chil-

dren and adults, housing conditions, the vo-

cational school where many Ryanites are re-

ceiving preliminary instruction before enter-

ing the plant, our downtown employment
office and induction class, rationing and
many other items on which questions may
arise.

One of the big assistances which these
new factory personnel counselors can give is

in helping new employees get started on the
job. They can introduce them to other mem-

bers of the department and familiarize them
with the job the department is doing. From
time to time during those first few days the

counselors can check back to see that every-

thing is running smoothly with the new-
comers. Old employees, too, will undoubt-
edly want to avail themselves of the coun-
seling service.

The factory personnel counselors will be

located in the factory, right within the de-
partments in which they are assigned. In

Final Assembly the office can be found
adjacent to the General Foreman's office.

In the main factory building it is located

across from Sheet Metal Assembly in the

southwest corner of the building.

JOSEPHINE "JO" VIALL, factory personnel counselor, first shift, for the fol-

lowing departments: Manifold Assembly, Manifold Small Parts, Manifold
Welding and Shipping.

Life for Jo Viall before she was married was strictly a California adventure.

She attended San Diego schools and went through State College. But when she

married a Second Lieutenant in the Marines, her travels began. Stationed at

Guam, Jo had intended to enjoy the mid-Pacific sunshine leisurely. However, a

drastic effort was being made to secure a teacher, any sort of a teacher, Jo

says, just so they could speak English and was willing to work. Jo began teach-
ing in the native school, using the California educational system books. Explain-

ing snow and ice, and such means of transportation as trains presented quite a

problem, for the native Chamorro children had nothing in their lives remotely
resembling such items.

After 1 5 months in Guam the Vialls were transferred to China. Jo followed
her husband via Manila to Shanghai and on to Tientsin. One of Jo's favorite

pastimes is writing, which on occasions she's turned into a full-time job by
writing regularly for such papers as the Guam Recorder, the North China Daily

News and the Washington Post. In fact she actually ran the newspaper in

Quantico, Virginia, for two years.

When her husband, now a Lieutenant Colonel, went overseas in 1 942, Jo
decided that she should get into war work. Somebody had to put out the equip-
ment and she was ready to give it a try. She started at Ryan as a beginner and
for eight months worked as a jig setter in Manifold Small Parts, transferring in

May of last year to the job of department clerk.

CHLOIE REESE, factory personnel counselor, second shift, for the following

departments'. Manifold Small Parts, Manifold Assembly, Manifold Welding,
Shipping, Sheet Metal, Drop Hammer, Tooling, Receiving, Modeling, Mechani-
cal Maintenance and Machine Shop.

A true Texan, Chloie Reese, was born in Avoca, Texas, and grew up on a

farm. Graduating from the Wilson, Texas, high school, she went on the Texas
Technological College to major in home economics.

Chloie taught third grade in a rural Texas school for a while before she
received her degree, but decided that her heart belonged to home ec. She
accepted a position as county home demonstration agent, working with rural

families, keeping them abreast of the times on everything from when to plant
their pole beans to how to make a flaky pie crust.

After Chloie was married she decided not to work, but the bug was in her

blood and before long she found herself supervising WPA school lunch projects

—still in Texas. In the winter time they prepared lunches for and served the

children in the schools. In the summer they raised gardens and canned food
for winter use. In one school alone they canned 27,000 No. 2 cans of food.

When the Reeses moved to San Diego after the war began, Chloie decided
to try her hand at factory work. She started in the Manifold department in

September of 1 943 as an inspector.

Before the gas situation eliminated travel, Chloie was an enthusiastic fisher-

man, having established several records for her large-size catches. She insists

she's partial to trout but admits it may be because she likes the mountains.

—.4—



The factory personnel counselors are

old-timers in the Ryan factory. You've

seen them many times around the plant

VIRGINIA FINNEGAN, factory personnel counselor, second shift, for the

Final Assembly Building and Finishing.

No matter how many women come and go at Ryan, there's one distinction

that Virginia Finnegan will always hold. She was the first woman to go to work
in the Ryan factory. She chuckles when she recalls how the plant guards used

to escort her around the building to Finishing so that she would not have to

wait in line or go through the plant full of men. That was in June of 1 941 .

Mrs. Finnegan is the mother of three grown daughters whom she supported

through childhood. Her three sons-in-law are all in the Navy, one of them
seeing active duty in the South Pacific.

Virginia Finnegan is a native of sunny San Diego and a graduate of San

Diego High School. Her hobby, when she's had time for one, has been swimming,

although she's always been interested in sewing too. In fact before she moved
to Ryan she spent five years supervising San Diego County WPA sewing projects.

When Mrs. Finnegan first came to Ryan she spent three weeks becoming
acquainted with the covering processes before she was joined by seven other

women who formed the feminine nucleus in the Ryan factory. This group re-

ceived their fabric training on the job under Virginia's leadership. With the

completion of the new Final Assembly building, Mrs. Finnegan transferred to

second shift and became leadwoman on night fabric work. She's an ardent

enthusiast over second-shift work—"I'll never work any other shift if I can

help it," she says.

a -a #
VIRGINIA SANDERS, factory personnel counselor, first shift, for the follow-

ing departments: Final Assembly Building and Finishing.

Working is nothing new to Virginia Sanders. She's done it all her life and

she wouldn't have it otherwise. For six years she clerked back in her hometown
of Hannibal, Missouri. But Virginia was interested in machinery and when she

had a chance to learn how to operate power machines at the International Shoe

Company, she grabbed it.

Coming to San Diego with her husband in 1941, Virginia was one of the

first few women to go to work in the factory, it was sort of an experiment there

at the start, but she and the others did so well on their covering jobs that now
practically the entire department is made up of women. Virginia was again

able to get her fingers on a power machine. In fact she made all the wing

covers, all the small surfaces, and all the baggage compartments for the P-T
airplanes which were in production at that time.

About the middle of last year Mrs. Sanders became a leadwoman in Finishing

directing the work of approximately 35 women. "I've liked my work in Finishing

better than anything else I've ever done," Virginia says. "And I'm looking for-

ward to the opportunity of getting better acquainted with the people throughout

our entire building." Virginia has a son in he Coast Guard stationed at Pearl

Harbor who has been in the service almost a year now.

ir -fr *
EDYTHE ROSENBERGER, factory counselor, first shift, for the following de-

partments: Sheet Metal, Drop Hammer, Tooling, Receiving, Modeling, Mechani-
cal Maintenance and Machine Shop.

Edythe Rosenberger comes to San Diego as a product of the State of New
Jersey. She attended the New Jersey State Teachers College and taught

a year in the state before deciding to see what the rest of the country looked

like. Washington, D. C, wasn't far away and Edythe took a job working with

the officers' files in the Adjutant General's office.

All her life Edythe had dreamed of going West. Something about the western

country fascinated her—not for a visit but as a permanent home. Soon after

she was married her dream was realized. They moved to Colorado and a year

or so later to New Mexico where her husband was in the Forest Service. There

Edythe became acquainted with Indians and grew so interested in them that,

although she's been away several years now, she still corresponds with several

of her Indian friends. They also provide her with her hobbies—writing Indian

stories and making Indian dolls. She's never done anything with the stories com-
mercially, but she has placed her dolls, authentic to the tiniest detail, in

many museums throughout the country.

Mrs. Rosenberger came to Ryan in August, 1942, taking her initial training

at the vocational school. She started first in Production Control and then trans-

ferred to Blue Print Control in Engineering. There, in chasing down blue prints,

she's had an opportunity to meet a great many of the folks she'll now be work-
ing with. Mrs. Rosenberger has one son in the Army who is now on his way
overseas.

— 5 —



A legal man with a yen (or agriculture, the

head of the new Ryan Patent Department is sold

on the services his department has to offer

When Grandfather Wood came
around the Horn, many, many years

ago and established for himself a

thriving sugar plantation in the

Hawaiian Islands, he planted the

seeds for the future interests of his

grandson.

Grandfather had a variety of in-

terests and he was more than mod-
erately successful at them. Chief

among these was his sugar planta-

tion. Wood was the first to put in

a water wheel to grind the cane. He
was also the first person to put up

a brick building in Hawaii. Somehow
the old gent had the ability for sens-

ing the possibilities in situations.

The natives of the islands had never

worn shoes. Wood sold them on the

idea of wearing them and then sold

them the shoes. The market was

tremendous.

The fact that Douglas Jones, head

of the new Ryan Patent Department

is the grandson of this early Ha-

waiian pioneer may account for

some of his interests. Doug Jones

was born and raised in the city of

Honolulu just a short distance from

Pearl Harbor. Down the street a half

a block was a sugar cane experi-

mental station, an ideal spot for a

young lad interested in agriculture

to while away the hours and pick

up some valuable information as

well. Years later he was to put some
of that information to use in de-

veloping what is known as the

Popeye potato, a potato where the

eyes grow out instead of in, making

peeling a much simpler process.

When Jones finished high school

he came to the States. The Hawaiian

Islands at that time didn't have any

law schools or engineering colleges

and those were the two subjects

which interested Doug most. "Over

there in the Islands at that time,"

Jones recalls, "the idea seemed to

— 6—



be to go as far east in the States as

possible to college. I didn't get as

far as many but I did travel clear

across to Ohio to attend Ohio North-

ern University." Jones majored in

electrical engineering, took up law

on the side, and worked after school

and on Saturdays in a law office

picking up fragments of legal in-

formation which furnished him a

practical foundation for his legal

studies.

Back in Hawaii after graduation

Jones studied the law field. In order

to get any place in law in the islands

he found, a young lawyer had to be
connected with one of the old estab-

lished law firms. There his only hope
lay in plodding along day after day,

year after year with minor legal

matters with the hope of eventually

climbing the ladder as the older

members died. Such a watchful wait-

ing didn't appeal to Jones who was
entirely too enthusiastic and ener-

getic to spend his time waiting for

someone to die. Jones left for San
Francisco. There he learned that the

up-and-coming State of California

had never established an electrical

engineering department. Jones

walked into the State Engineer's

office. ".
. . and that's why you'd

be doing your State a great service

and providing a department that

would add credit to the entire ad-
ministration. If the responsibility of

organizing that department were
given to me . .

." Jones talked on.

Doug Jones established the Electri-

cal Engineering Department of the

State of California and was at its

head up through 1917.

Jones was still interested in agri-

culture and when the Cleveland
Tractor Company offered him an op-

portunity to join their staff design-

ing farm implements, he accepted.

While there he invented the push
type cultivator for use in combina-
tion with the general purpose trac-

tor, an implement which today is

used on most American farms. Prob-

ably because of his legal back-
ground, the patent situation sur-

rounding the inventions was another
phase of great interest to Doug. He
persuaded the management to allow

him to organize a Patent Depart-
ment. They did and for several years

he headed both the Agricultural

Engineering Department and the

Patent Department.

In 1930 Jones took an extensive

business tour abroad for Cleveland
Tractor and at the same time made

All patents cross the desk of Doug Jones where they are given careful study. No idea

is too trivial to merit his just consideration. In fact, many of the most profitable

inventions have come from just such "littls things."

a study of the patent plans of other

nations. The only other nations

whose patent system approached
ours in comprehensiveness and lib-

erality he found to be those of Great
Britain and Germany. In the latter,

however, the individual inventor was
at a decided disadvantage. His in-

vention was published after the dis-

closure but before a patent was is-

sued thus giving big companies an
opportunity to squelch it before it

became a patent, if they so desired,

by expensive litigation that the in-

dividual inventor could not afford to

fight. Four months of his trip he

spent in Russia, being the tenth for-

eigner admitted to Central Asia

following the Russian Revolution.

The towns which he covered have
made headlines many times since

—

Leningrad, Moscow, Rostov, Odessa,

Kiev, Baku and many others.

In 1941 Jones transferred to the

Glenn L. Martin Company, where
he reorganized their Patent Depart-
ment which he headed until he came
to Ryan. As the number of dis-

closures grew, the research facilities

of the Martin company had to be
enlarged and Jones set up a chem-
ical research lab. "Several of the
folks there at Martin," Jones says,

"are now making as much from the

patents we helped them get as they

are from their regular salaries."

Jones is sold on the services that

a company patent department can

render to employee inventors.

"Ninety-nine times out of a hun-
dred an individual applying for a

patent and trying to license it to a

manufacturer is handicapped by

lack of sufficient funds to protect

the licensee against possible litiga-

tion and infringement suits. No
company will be interested in a li-

cense to manufacture without that

assured protection." As to when is

the best time to apply for a patent,

Jones says, "By all means, now!
Now is the time that manufactur-
ing concerns are deciding on the

items they will manufacture after

the war. Now is the time to get your
invention before them while the iron

is hot. Truthfully, I can say that I've

never known of a company with

more liberal patent arrangements
than the folks here at Ryan are be-

ing offered. I think that our new
Patent Department and employee
inventors are going to be able to do
each other a multitude of good in

the months ahead. Several Ryanites,

more than we had expected, have
already been in and some of these

inventions are now on the road to

becoming patented."



The Power of Suggestion
Extra ideas brought extra dollars in War Stamps to these

Ryanites from the management's special

suggestion award committee

Right: John Killian,

left, shows Howard Eng-
ler. Sheet Metal Fore-

man, how the adjust-

able stops which he
suggested permit better

spotwelding of doublers

on the A-20 d i a-
phragm. Killian's sug-
gestion brought him
$5.00 in War Stamps.

Above: Bob O'Keefe, Assistant Foreman in Sheet Metal,
looks on while Maurice Clark, right, demonstrates how
the screw jack he suggested is used in setting the
blanking dies in the punch press. Clark received $10.00
in War Stamps for the idea.

Below: R. C. McCollum, Drop Hammer Foreman, is watching Paul Lane demonstrate
how the use of on air motor attachment for the roller in the Drop Hammer department
can enable one operator to do a job that formerly took two. Before one operator would
have to hold the metal while another turned the lever. With the shaft Lane designed
and an a.r motor, one person can do the job. $10.00 in War Stamps went to Lane for
this idea.

Below: Bill Brown, right, shows Claren
Harper, Foreman in Sheet Metal, how easi

spotwelding tips con be shaped with the u

of the new holder he designed. The tips ei

be inserted into the end of the holder sho\

in insert and then a file held against the t

as it turns. Brown received $10.00 in W
Stamps for the idea.



He doesn't care much about

(lying but this Sheet Metal

foreman still wants to be

where he can keep his

fingers in aviation

He was only the little high school kid

who delivered the groceries for Bailey

Grocery Store, up on 5th Avenue, to the

Lindbergh apartment. But delivering grocer-

ies was responsible for getting Walt Stringer

interested in aircraft. That was the year the

Spirit of St. Louis was being built, and
young Stringer was delivering groceries to

the Lindbergh apartment and wondering all

the while if by chance some day this young
punk Lindbergh might really be a great flier.

^iftu^

Then came Lindbergh's flight and a firm

resolve in the mind of a young grocery boy
that, come what may, his life work was
going to be tied up with airplanes.

Walt was earnest about aviation with

all the deep seriousness of a high school

career aspirant. He figured one of the best

ways to inaugurate on aviation career would
be to take a ride in an airplane. "We really

blew the works that day," Walt recalls.

"Togged out in our Sunday finery, my sis-

ter and I were all set for the experience of

our lifetime. And we had it. Down we
went to a little field at the edge of town
where a man by the name of Claude Ryan
was operating a budding sightseeing busi-

ness. No quick trip over the Point for us;

we went the whole hog and signed up for

an hour flight over San Diego and en-

virons. The plane was an old wartime
Jenny, but it was as good as one of Con-
solidated's new luxury liners to us. We were
a couple of thrilled kids."

Walt Stringer went home with a more
fervent desire than ever to get into the

aviation world. He didn't think he'd like

the pilot's job, but he wanted to get his

hands on those airplanes. He started build-

ing model airplanes, many of them flying

models that cracked up beyond repair;

others for observation only, that he still has

hanging from the ceiling in his home.

About that time the Stringers moved
back to Wichita, where Walt had spent his

early years. Walt was born in Childs, Texas,

but his folks moved to Mullington, Kansas,

when he was three, and later to Wichita.

Walt's dad was railroad foreman of a

roundhouse there. When young Stringer hit

his teens, the folks came west and set-

tled in San Diego. Walt went to grammar
school here and was in San Diego high at

the time of the Lindbergh flight. He didn't

want to leave San Diego to go back to

Wichita, and when he got to Kansas, he

didn't want to stay. "That's half of the rea-

son I joined the Navy," he says. "After s
: x

months of working for a railroad as car-

penter's helper on a bridge gang, I got

so homesick for San Diego that I just had

to come back. I enlisted and requested

training in San Diego. After six weeks we
were sent out aboard the Saratoga, where I

was mess attendant for Melvin West, who's

now a Group Leader in Engineering. I spent

four years below the waterline on the Sara-

toga striking machinist mate. My job was
spotting the planes on the hangar deck
after they came down on the elevator from
the flight deck. Just how much gold braid

was on the Saratoga I found out one day
when we let a plane slip and it rammed into

a bulkhead," Walt recalls that never be-

fore or since has he said "Yes, sir" so many
times in one day.

The Saratoga was anchored off Long
Beach in 1933 during the earthquake, and

Walt was in the bathtub three decks below
waterline when things began to break. About
30 seconds later the boys from below, in-

cluding Walt, were all dressed and on the

flight deck watching the coast bouncing up
and down like a rubber ball. "Then we
realized that the ship hadn't exploded after

all," Walt remembers. "We stood watch for

72 hours after that to be on the alert in

case of a tidal wave."

Stringer went up on flight deck when-
ever he could find time and watched the

planes take off and land. When he left the

Navy he wanted a job that had something
to do with planes. But the aviation indus-

try in that day was a hard nut to crack.

Walt bought a motorcycle and headed for

Wichita, where he began doing sheet metal

work. He made a connection with a sheet

metal shop in Kingman, Kansas, and be-

came chief repairman on combines for the

(Continued on page 26)

Sheet metal Parts -- Second Shift
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The road in is simple. It's definitely not

a long-drawn-out procedure that will wear

you down, then grab you and put you to

work before you recover. Far from it! Show

this article to some of your friends who

could go to work in a war plant. They'll

be interested in the steps along the road in.

Tell them that all in the course of a

single day they can become one of the

Ryan family. Then show them "how" in

the accompanying pictures.

Interviewers Bill Odom and Earl Knott

are irresistible ice-breakers. There'll be no

stiff and formal interview, but more a get-

ting-acquainted talk. The thing they're after

is finding out what type of work your friend

is most interested in, where he or she could

do the best work, and consequently, be the

happiest.

If your friend has had no previous air-

craft experience he or she might like to go

to the vocational school in Balboa Park and

take a training course. They may not know
the first thing about airplanes, but that is

no reason why they won't make good fac-

tory workers. New Employees training at

the school, of course, are paid the same as

though they were beginning actual work in

the factory.

After your friend has been placed, he

will be given a pass to the factory and will

ride in the company station wagon to the

factory gates for a physical examination. Be

sure to remind him to bring along his birth

certificate or other evidence of citizenshp,

for it must be presented before he goes to

the plant.

The following morning the new Ryanite

reports back to the employment office

for Induction Class. This class is de-
signed to give the newcomer a sense

of security, of belonging, when he goes
to work in the plant. In general, the

material covered in this class is dealt

with also in the Employees' Manual,
a copy of which is given to each new
employee. The class discussions, how-
ever, supplement and explain more
fully the different points in which new
employees are interested.

Your friend will want to know more about
the company, what it has done and what

•*niu IHrlMVO
it is doing now. Mrs. Rodney Hires, who di-

rects the work of the Induction Class, gives

the group a short summary of the history

of the company, the planes it has built and

how and where they have been used, the

manifolds it has made and just where they

fit into the war picture.

Facts that a new employee will have to

know that first day at work are discussed

thoroughly—how to get to the plant, the

significance of his badge and identification

card, plant protection measures, parking

rules, what to do with his time card, what
areas in the plant are restricted.

The discussion also covers the many dif-

ferent services which the company has to

offer its employees—the cafeteria serving

periods, rest periods, housing aid, First Aid,

recreation opportunities, the services of

the counselors. The women's counselor gives

a few words on nutrition needed on the

job, and the available child care facilities

in town.

How pay checks are figured is another
phase of the discussion near and dear to

the new employee's heart. Compulsory de-
ductions, such as unemployment insurance,
old age benefits, income tax deductions are
explained. The benefits and cost of the op-
tional group insurance are examined, wage
scales, overtime pay, review periods and
other pertinent monetary matters are brought
out.

The Induction Course is designed to give
the employee in a few hours the material
he might spend months picking up bit by

bit in the factory. It includes some in-

teresting motion pictures covering the
Southern California aircraft industry
and the terrific wallop airplanes are
dishing out in this war.
When your friend reports at the

plant the next morning he's ready for

work, but first he'll enjoy a con-
ducted tour of the entire plant.

If you know someone who may soon
go to work in a war plant, show them
this, or stop in at the Flying Reporter

office, Room 286, and let us mail a copy
to them.

The Invasion is on. The need for production grows even greater.

Here are the steps to becoming a worker on the production front
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1

.

A prospective employee comes by ele-

vator to the third floor at 1 023 Fourth

Avenue . . the Ryan Employment Office.

Just inside the door is a desk where the

applicant receives an application blank.

2. In an adjoining room, the newcomer
fills out the questions to be answered. As
much time can be taken as needed.

3. The applicant has a talk with one of the

interviewers, discussing any points on the

application which need clarification, get-

ting acquainted. If the interviewer finds the

applicant will fill a production job, he does

the hiring right then.

4. The new applicant is now a new em-
ployee. In the outer office one of the girls

finds out how much the employee would
like to invest each pay period in War Bonds,

whether or not a ride to and from work is

desired, if the employee wishes to partici-

pate in the group insurance plan. Then a

pass to the plant is issued. Prior to this

time, the new applicant must have furnished

a birth certificate or other evidence of

citizenship.

5. In another room an employee receives

an official number and is photographed.

This photograph will appear on the per-

manent identification card.

6. Out to the plant along Harbor Drive via

company station wagon, the new employee
is probably one of several going for a

physical examination. In the picture the

new employee is having her eyes tested.

After the physical, the new Ryanite is ready

for Induction Class the next morning.

7. Mrs. Rodney Hires, standing in rear, is

showing a film on Southland Aviation to the

Induction Class. This class lasts all day and
is designed to help the employee get ac-

quainted with his company.

8. On the third morning, new employees
take a tour of the plant before being intro-

duced to their particular job. By seeing what
goes on in the plant as a whole they can

better understand how their work fits into

the total picture.

Photographed as she traveled The Road In

was Mrs. Fay Burrows, a new employee in

Inspection.

1
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Fred Sanders E. W. Marlatt Henry Daum, Jr. J. B. Fitzgerald

MORE ABOUT

BLOOD and BULLETS
(Continued from Page 1 )

icons, $700,000,000 more than the

Fourth War Loan Drive . . . bonds
to buy the ammunition of war

—

guns, tanks, planes, subs, battle-

ships . . . bullets of war. Bullets

. . . blood and bullets . . . Amer-
ican boys on foreign soil . . . no
blood drive with bands playing and
crowds laughing when they make
their contribution ... in the

muck of a grimy foxhole, on the

barren rocks of a mountain or among
the shattered ruins of a strange

village. To those men we make
a promise. The cost in blood shall

not be greater for lack of bullets.

We shall deliver the bullets of war
... we shall make them and we shall

pay for them. We don't call it pa-

triotism. It's an investment. An in-

vestment in them, in this country's

future, in the future of the world,

and an investment in our own indi-

vidual futures.

At the top of every War Bond we
buy are these words:

"The United States Promises
to pay . .

."

These may not sound like such
brave words. But actually they are
the hope of the world. They are a
promise by the country to its citi-

zens, but also a promise by the citi-

zens to the country and to the peo-
ple of the world; a promise that

obligations recognized and accepted

will be paid in full.

. . . that partial victory shall not

so fill us with over-confidence that

we will forget complete victory is

yet to be won, that the biggest bat-

tles have only begun.

: . . that the sacrifices of today

and the larger sacrifices of tomor-

row, shall be accepted willingly, in

the humble knowledge that they are

small when set beside the sacrifices

of our fighting men.

. . . that we, the American peo-

ple, will not let down either our own
fighting men nor any of our allies

in any way whatsoever — we will

stay on the job and finish the job;

we will assist in the salvage of

strategic materials; we will keep
military information a secret and
we will give our blood to the Red
Cross.

. . . that we, the people, will dig

into our pockets, our purses, and
our savings, that the success of the

Fifth War Bond Drive and others

which may follow will stand as a

shining symbol to the men overseas

of the determination of the folks

back home.
These things we believe in. These

things we promise to the world, to

the fighting men of every allied

nation. Until that day of final vic-

tory, we shall give our time and we
shall invest our money in the great-

est battle for freedom this world has
ever known. We shall do this in
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Gerald F. Haight James E. Conkle

Hew Leadmen
Jack C. Coe was recently appointed

leadman in Manifold Assembly, sec-

ond shift.

James E. Conkle is new leadman in

Manifold Assembly, second shift.

Henry Daum, Jr., is now leadman in

Manifold Pre-Jig, also second shift.

Charles Ellis, Jr., is a newly appointed

leadman in Sheet Metal Cutting and
Routing on first shift.

James B. Fitzgerald has now been ap-

pointed leadman in Sheet Metal As-
sembly on first shift.

Gerald F. Haight is new leadman in

Sheet Metal Fabrication on second

shift.

E. W. Marlatt is new leadman in Mani-
fold Small Parts, first shift.

Fred G. Sanders has been appointed

leadman in Manifold Small Parts on
first shift.

Harvey L. Stegner is now a leadman
in Sheet Metal Fabrication on first shift.

Frank M. Voll is a newly-appointed

leadman in Manifold Development,
first shift.

*

Institute Course Examination
Final examination for the Ryan Aero-

nautical Institute home study course in

Aircraft Construction and Maintenance will

be held Saturday, June 17th, in the Indus-

trial Training Classroom, Room 292, in the

Office Building. The examination will be

held from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. for sec-

ond and third shifts, and from 4:15 p.m.

to 6:00 p.m. for first shift workers.

All Ryanites who have completed the

entire eight assignments of the course are

eligible to attend this examination and
qualify for a tuition refund.

The examination itself is not difficult.

It consists of a 50-question multiple-choice

test, which should take about 1 to 1 Vz
hours. Tuition refunds will be made as fol-

lows:

Grade of

90% to 100%
80% to 89%
70% to 79%
less than 70%

Refund of

full $25.00 tuition

$22.50
$20.00
no refund

anticipation of that great day of

final victory when the boys all over

the world will be "goin' home." We,
the folks who wait and work and
save, shall do everything we can to

hasten that day.



115 Vears at Ryan
That's the total years of service of the
folks being awarded five-year pins on
the right. Awards were made by T.

Claude Ryan this month.

1. Standing: Lonnie B. Smith, Drop
Hammer; R. Buckberrough, Stores;

L. H. Schneider, Tool Design; Ross

Plumb, Inspection; and S. S. Purkey,

Manifold Assembly. Seated: C. M.
Frantz, Sheet Metal; T. Claude Ryan;
D. H. Palmer, Plant Engineering, and
C. A. Mueller, Tocl Room.

2. Left to right: T. R. Exley, Engi-

neering; Clarence Hunt, Machine Shop;
R. E. Evans, Engineering; T. Claude
Ryan; C. W. Rasmussen, Engineering;

R. Guyer, Manifold Assembly; Ralph
Haver, Engineering; J. W. Larsen, Final

Assembly; C. F. LeClare, Modeling,
and C. Goller, Tool Room.

3. Left to right: D. Warren, Mani-
fold Assembly; Dick Gillam, Drop
Hammer; H. Daum, Jr., Manifold As-
sembly; T. Claude Ryan; J. P. Verts,

Stores; R. H. Williams, Final Assem-
bly, and L. A. Speier, Drop Hammer.

Maintenance

Meanderings
by Bill Taylor

The Mechanical Maintenance department
wishes to express their appreciation to the

rest of the factory for their thought, effort

and financial aid for EARLE LANG's family.

It was reported that there was over one
thousand dollars donated by the workers

at Ryan.

We have some newcomers to welcome into

our department. WALTER KOREN trans-

ferred from Tooling. DOLORES LEACH is in

the pneumatic tool crib and MARTHA LES-
TER back in the shop.

We also had three losses in manpower.
LEE HIATT transferred to Tooling. PAT
KELLY, the "From the Beam" Irishman, is

on the second shift and BILL CUNDIFF has
left after being in this department for over
three years.

LORETTA "BLONDIE" HARRIS, of our

department, is joining BILL McCUNE in

"gumming it" these days. It looks like a

contest to see who can get their teeth out
quickest.

MARIE MADRIGAL in the Tool Crib, has
just completed her second year at Ryan.
O. L. "BROWNIE" BROWN, came back
from his vacation in which he visited his

mother in San Jose. (Pronounced Ho-say,
not Josie.) ELMER RUSSELL, former main-
tenance welder, was back on a visit to

Ryan from the service.

IVIE LEE "Corny the Runt" CORNELIUS,
erstwhile welder, was in dire need of a 2A
mechanic recently when the strap of his

overalls broke. He clams it was a major
breakdown and being fresh out of denim
welding rod had a mechanic put a bolt and
nut on aforementioned strap to repair it.

I wish to express my thanks to BELLE
DRAKE, our department clerk, for her assist-

ance in writing this column.
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by SLIM COATS

I tried to get a ticket reservation the

other day and the man behind the wicket

looked at me as if I had asked him for a

loan of a locomotive to take a group of

friends to a picnic. The best he could do
for me after thumbing endless charts and
telephoning half the people he knew, was
an upper on the night of January 3, 1946.

I tried to wangle a reservation on one

of the new-fongled coaches, but Christ-

mas eve was the earliest I could get out

on one of those, and I'd be doggoned if

I'd hang my stocking on the train and sing

carols with the brakeman and the candy
butcher.

So I ended up in an old-fashioned day
coach, and now I'm glad that I did. More
and more, as the military places heavier

burdens on the trains, we civilians are going

to have to travel the best way we can and
like it.

Thanks to my experience, I believe I

am in a position to pass on helpful hints

as to what to do and what not to do
when trying to sleep in an old-time day
coach. You know, of course, the kind of

coach I mean. Its most distinguishing

characteristics are the seats. They are
super upright and were designed, I believe,

by the great grandson of the man who
originated the stocks New England law-
breakers and witches were punished in.

They were covered with a material whose
principal ingredients are porcupine down
and itching powder. All of the jitterbug

dances from the Charleston to the Lindy
Hop, were undoubtedly created by men and
women who got up to stretch after a few
hours of sitting on these seats.

In one way these seats are conducive to

sleep. They are cut so that your legs start

going to sleep almost before the conductor
cries, "All aboard." Some secret device,
hidden in the bottoms of these seats, cuts
across the nerve centers just above the knees
and puts the legs to dozing almost at once.
But sleep, to be any good, as science points
out, must come all at once to the body.
There can be no real rest when the legs and
feet are slumbering while the back and
neck are wide awake.

So that's the problem on the old-fash-
ioned day coach: how to get everything to

sleep at once. A few "don'ts" to start with:

Don't rent a pillow. You will find when
you try to curl up on the seat that there
isn't room for both you and the pillow. But
having invested your money, you will be
loath to discard it and will spend endless
hours trying to lump it into shape that
will fit.

Don't, if the seat in front is vacant, pull

it around so you will have another seat to
stretch your legs on. Some of the most
baffling cases of muscular bowknots and
four-in-hand that the medical profession
has had to face were brought about by
day-coach riders who, tempted by the mo-
mentary comfort of the extra seat in front,

fell asleep in that position.

Don't try to rest your head on the win-

dow sill. Every creak, every vibration, every

clatter of the wheels, springs and axles,

sweeps up the sides of the car, settles in

the window sill and sits there, waiting to

jump in you*- ear.

Don't hang your feet over the edge of

the seat so that they will dangle in the

aisle. The armrest of the seat will eventu-
ally sever your legs at the knees, but before

it happens hundreds of people will bang
against your legs and swear at you.

Don't sleep with either arm curled under
your head. Don't sleep on your back. Don't
sleep on your side and don't sleep on your
stomach.

Now for a single "Do":

Do sit up straight with no thought of

sleep whatsoever. You may be sleepy when
the dawn breaks like thunder through the

cinders, but you'll be a lot better off physi-

cally.

Now the reason I mention these hints on

travel is because a lot of the boys have
received Greetings from Uncle, and to

name just a few of the many friends who
have been in to shake hands: BOB FUL-
LERTON, FREDDIE MOSSOP, CHUCK
KELLOGG, R. J. TORBETT, C. M. SCHA-
DEGG, R. H. GEIBLER, T. P. LYLE, C. E.

LANTZ, J. G. WITHEM, H. J. STRING-
HAM, P. S. HOFFMAN, E. R. HERBST,
D. J. SCHNELL, A. R. MARTIN, N. W.
JOHNSON, C. R. TREAT, T. B. NORRIS,
T. A. BAETHKE, J. S. LARSEN, JR., J. D.

DOBKINS, S. F. MUNTZ, F. A. PRATT
and G. A. RICHARDSON. There are others

whose names escape me for the moment.
But to these and many I might have missed,

I wish the very best of luck, and a safe

return. But I know you are going to have
to do a lot of traveling before you get to the
fight, and I'm hoping you can benefit from
my experience on the road, and have many
a pleasant trip.

From time to time in the field, a great

many people have complimented us (the

company) on the very fine photography
we have in our brochures, folders, and the
Ryan Reporter. Numerous airline execu-
tives have told me that they consider our
photography the very best in the business,

all kidding to one side. I think it's about
time to pass on the good word to the boys
who do the work: TOMMY HIXSON, FRANK
MARTIN, LYNN "LUNGE" FAYMAN,
LLOYD "CAL" OCALLAGHAN, LARRY
MARCUS and VINCENT "VINCE" JONES.
We've all taken the pictures more or less

for granted, but give 'em an extra look

some time, and see if you can find any bet-

ter work anywhere— I dare you to.

One more little group that deserves a

huge handclap is the telephone gang. Be-

lieve me, when you're in Wichita, Kansas;
Chicago, Illinois, or Dismal Seepage, Ohio,

you appreciate fast connections, etc. And
nowhere in the country (and I mean no-

where) can you find a more efficient and
a more cheerful bunch than the Ryan oper-

ators, BERNADINE McCAFFERTY, LOR-
NA ODOM, JANE BROWN and night oper-
ator ALICE LA PORTE. My panama is off

to 'em, and thanks for their fine coopera-
tion.

And you can't go around passing out a
bunch of bouquets without including the

Ryan Horse Show Committee, consisting of

AL GEE, G. R. BILLS, PAUL WRIGHT,
"WILD BILL" WILKINS and DAVE
BRACKEN, These boys have worked hard
on the details of the show, which will be
the best ever held in this part of the coun-
try. Credit also is due "HOP-ALONG"
HARRIS and his Harmony Hounds, and
there isn't a movie columnist in the country
but what wouldn't award our Queens the

Four Stares.

This one comes out of PAUL WIELAND's
department. The father of the family is in

the service overseas, and has been for over

a year. His two small sons spend most of

their time praying for a baby sister, and
their mother can't seem to talk them out
of it.

The boys insist: "It would be such a big

surprise for daddy when he comes home."

ing Tips
by

I x"*' JK Jimmie Southwick

Wanted . . . someone in Wing Assem-
bly to keep this column going. Please con-
tact our new clerk, JACKIE. I am sorry to

leave Ryan, but when Uncle Sam says the

Navy needs you, who am I to say no? I

sure hope that one of you brave souls will

take over Wing Tips.

There have been so many changes made
in the last few days, and with me away on
vacation, too, I don't know where to start.

TEX NORRIS went back to Texas.

BIG JOHN took a leave of absence. I see

he's back now.

BENNETT is back in the Navy now. From
what I hear he had quite a farewell party.

ALVIS CRABB is now running things on

the final assembly of B-24 ailerons. Good
luck, Crabb.

EARL RICE is taking over my job. I know
you will do all right, Earl.

Can you imagine coming to work and not

seeing MARIE up at her desk? Well, that's

the way it will be after next week. She is

moving to Alaska to be near her husband.

I wonder if she will be living in an igloo.

We are all sorry to have you leave us,

Marie. We wish you the best of luck in your

new home.

BEVERLY PENDLETON was thrown from

a horse last week. It seems that she got

off the merry-go-round before it had stopped

moving.

Well, it finally happened. ERNIE FABER
is now a father. The way he kept running

out of the plant every time the phone would

ring I did not think he would come through.

JOSS MIRAMONTEZ says that he will

make a stab at writing Wing Tips. So, if you

have any news, tell Jan.

— Buy More Bonds—
— >4



Priorities and Statistics

by Bill Putnam

To begin one must start, and the start

of this article is just about as hard for me
as it is for babies to cut teeth. In other

words, I'll just have to do a lot of gum-
ming before something actually comes
through.
A very good opener for this column would

be to talk about the "Boss," Mr. FELIX J.

ROSSOLL. Felix has just returned from a

trip to Lubbock, Texas, where his son, Her-
man, was commissioned a second lieutenant

in the U. S. Army Air Forces. Felix says it

sure is good to be back in San Diego, and
especially to be back with Ryan; that it is

a grand and glorious feeling to have a son
in the U. S. AAF and pinning his "wings"
on was a moment that will be cherished
forever.

And as for new faces—well, the old

Contract Administration Department is not

what she used to be. Everywhere you look

there are new people, and a list of the most
recent arrivals reads like this: JEROME L.

HODOUS, MARGARET M. BYERLY, LEWIS
T. POWERS, ELSIE C. SHARP and VIR-
GINIA LIPINSKI.

To the above list, as a returning oldtimer,

we add the name of AGNES SWETT. Agnes
left us a few months ago to be with her

husband in Missouri, but now that her hus-

band is in San Diego Agnes has reentered

the employment of Ryan and is stenogra-

pher for R. T. KELLEY.
At the time this edition goes to press

another of our girls—NETTYE HUDSON

—

will be away on personal business. Nettye,

don't let Texas get too much of a hold

on you, 'cause you are really needed here.

TOM DALTON, Surplus Warehouse Co-
ordinator, hasn't passed around the cigars,

but, for everyone's information, Tom was
married to Mrs. Norma Charlton on May
11, 1944. Congratulations and best wishes
to the Daltons. One of our newcomers has
also been married recently. Mrs. VIRGINIA
LIPINSKI was married on May 20, 1944,
and her husband, Ray, is stationed at the

U. S. Naval Hospital.

For gardening and fruit growing just ask
HAROLD SCHRIVER—he knows. Harold
has been planting and painting around his

place for a long time. How about some re-

sults, Harold.

This isn't news any more, but RAE KET-
TENER and her girl friend are still on the
hunt for an apartment. Any leads will be
appreciated.

LARRY KULANDER tells a (fish) tale

about the luck at Otay last Sunday. He
says that for an hour, between eight and
nine, in the morning he could not get his

line in the water because he was so busy
taking the fish off his wife's hook. That is

not the way it was the last time I went
fishing.

RON REASONER, a former member of the
Contract Administration Department, is

leaving Ryan to serve with the U. S. Navy.
Good luck to you, Ron, ond write the old

gang a few lines when you get settled.

S'long for this time, but we'll be with
you again soon.

•
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Accounting Notes

by Kay and Mary Frances

Tar rar rar boom de ay
Tar rar rar boom de ay
Here it is deadline day
And me without a thing to say
Tar rar rar boom de ay.

The girls from Traffic and Accounts Re-
ceivable had a gala time one lunch hour
recently when all brought something for a

picnic dinner. . . . Tabulating—DALE REY-
NOLDS took a 30-day leave and headed for

Arkansas, her home state, to visit her par-
ents and brother who is on furlough. . . .

ESTHER ANGEL switched to the day shift

to help out in Dale's place. . . . Entrants in

the Ryan Rodeo and Horse Shoe are going
to have some stiff competition when DICK
ANSLEY and his horse, Lady, and DICK
SNELL with Point arrive on the scene. . . .

Inventory presents ELSIE OLIPHANT as their

choice for Queen of the Rodeo. Elsie has
been with us about a month and already

this charming little Texas gal has "won
friends and influenced people." Why not

thumb through the Reporter right now and
find that ballot so you can vote for Elsie

—

Queen of the Rodeo!
To arms! To arms!
The call came loud and clear

And took our pal, BOB BETTS,
From his fellow- workers here.

The Inventory department presented Bob
with a military kit as a token of their good
wishes and thanks for all his helpfulness

as he left Ryan to join Uncle Sam last week.
Advice came from all sides as Bob left. We
understand the most useful bit was given by
a Mr. X. "Bob," he said as he laid a

fatherly hand on his shoulder, "here is one
thing for the sake of all men who can't go
and for we old-timers of the last war. For

goodness sakes don't ever shoot dice on a

blanket!" . . SHIRLEY KARLSON down from
Seattle is working with VIC FELTER as a sort

of right hand man ... or is she left-handed?

. . . LOUISE DAVIS is tying bows on her
pretty pink clouds; seems hubby called her
from Honolulu. Can't blame you, Louise;
hope you get more calls. . . . EILENE ELROD
looks comfy in her white furry bedroom
slippers. . . . Timekeeping . . . Don't mean
to slight a swell bunch but they say that
nothing ever happens to them. . . . MARY
FREEL is quite proud of the new title,

"Auntie," brought about by the arrival of
sister MARGARET NELSON's new daughter
May 26th. Margaret was formerly with
Timekeeping. . . . Being off for seven months
makes quite a difference in a department,"
NANCY O'NEAL remarked the other day
when she came back to work. Changes, did
you say? . . . GRACE PAUL left to join her
husband. . . . KAY PATTON is back in

West Virginia with her folks. . . . MARTHA
GRAVES returned to Accounts Payable.
Martha left us last November to await the
arrival of her son, Sammy, now three months
old. . . . WILLISTON WARREN came to

us from Convair. We understand he has a
son who is an instructor in the Army Air
Corps at Carlsbad, N. M. . . . CARL WHITE
joined us last week and has been buried
under a pile of papers of some sort. We
managed to dig him out enough to find that
way back he hails from Joplin, Missouri,
but has spent the last five years in San
Diego. . . . Goodbye and good luck to

MAXINE McFARLAND who is leaving be-

tween deadlines. . . . Maxine and her hand-
some Marine hubby (Handsome? How do we
know? Didn't you see that picture?) are

going back to Iowa. . . . The main attraction

is their three-year-old son.

Tar rar rar boom de ay
I said what I had to say
And bid you good day
Tar rar rar boom de ay.

MARY FRANCES WILLFORD.

Digs From Jigs
by Art and Pete

This is a new column in the Flying Re-
porter and we wish to make it as interest-

ing and snappy as possible. In order to do

so we will need the help of each employee
in the Airplane Jigs department, so let

us have your items of interest. Turn in your

items to ART BEHM or PETE HAYWORTH.
We hope what is found out or dug up will

be all in fun.

Ole Man Stork has sure been a busy

bird the past month. May 2nd he stopped

at JOE DE BATE's house and left Phyllis

Mae; May 25th at C. R. "WHITEY" FRA-
SIER's, another girl, Kathleen; May 27th at

A. EGGERT's, and it was another girl, Susan
Jane. Mothers and babies are all doing fine.

Our hearty congratulations.

We have two bowling teams in our de-
partment, Tool Room and Jigs and Fix-

tures. Tool Room's captain is ART TOR-
GERSEN; Jigs & Fixtures' captain is HARRY
GRAHAM. Both teams are slow in starting,

but will be in there pitching for the prize

money. Tool Room has won 5, lost 3, and
Jigs & Fixtures are tied at 4 won, 4 lost.

AUSTIN FREEMAN has a happy smile on
his face. Guess he must have his silver dol-

lar back.
The Navy took CHUCK KELLOGG and

JOHNNY PRICE from our midst. JIMMIE
HANNUM reported May 27th to the Army.
D. R. TOUHY, just 18, enlisted in the Army
Air Corps and reported May 26th to Buck-
ley Field, Colorado. Our best wishes and
good luck goes with each of these boys.

Tooling Department is to have a picnic

soon. How about the Tool Room and Jigs

& Fixtures getting together for a good soft-

ball game the day of the picnic? Let's take

them, boys!

F. M. SPIKES finally found a house. He
has been coming to work with his hat on

straight. Are you slipping, Spike?

We have two new men who have trans-

ferred from Manifold Production. JEWEL
KOLH is our new welder, and C. B. MAR-
LATT, a jig builder. We welcome them both

to our group.
"JITTERBUG" BROWN sure can wheel

the Buda around, and he is doing a nice

job for us.



Stacks V Stuff
by Manny Fohlde

Mrs. CASH, v,ho has two sons in the

armed forces, reported for work the other

evening all smiles and a wee bit proud. The
reason being the "Order of the Purple Heart"

medal just received that day from her son

who is fighting on the Anzio beach head in

Italy. Accompanying the medal all neatly

packed in the same box, was a miniature

wound stripe in the form of a small pin for

her to wear plus a piece of shrapnel removed

from her son's hand. Most people, I believe,

are of the opinion that a "Purple Heart" is

automatically awarded a service man when
wounded in battle but such is not the case.

The medal is awarded for military merit

and in most instances a wound is the result

of the action or deed meriting the award.

We all agree that Mrs. Cash has just

cause for being proud of her two sons who
are helping to do such a good job over there

while she does her "bit" here at Ryan.

Following are a few excerpts from a letter

received from her son a short time ago that

will give you an idea of a soldier's view-

point. "At last I am permitted to tell you

that I'm sitting on the Anzio beach head.

I guess the censor decided that since the

"Jerries" know we're here, you might as

well share the secret too. Of course, nothing

can be said about the fighting, but I can

say that all of us have one eye cocked on

Rome which the right map will show you

is not so far away. I told you this is good

farming country that's both good and bad
depending on how much sympathy you have

for the poor Italian farmer. I'm out of paper,

so will write another one." He continues,

"The farmers' live stock has served us well

on occasions. A chicken gets caught in a

barbed wire 'tough bush,' a cow steps on

a land mine and we have a feast. Even at

their toughest, a 'battlefield steak' makes
a person's mouth water. Then there's the

sheep peacefully grazing in No Man's land,

the shepherd having taken off for some safe

spot leaving his dog to watch the flock with

scorn for both the Americans and Germans.
It's those silly little things like the birds

singing, the Italian woman nursing her baby
two hundred yards from our pit; it's those

insignificant things that remind me how this

business of murdering war really is and how
we've got to fight to get the damned thing

over."

Things I have noticed lately: SAM AGAN
telling tall stories at lunch time; that

"FRONT ROW" DAILEY takes a back seat

for no one; that my friend PAT KELLY has
seen the light and is now
allied with us on second, and
that RALPH GEIST is having
the same trouble as I in track-
ing down a true native. Just
when we think we have one,

we are informed that the party
i question was born in Los

Angeles, Frisco, Las Vegas or

some other suburb of San
Diego.

The gasoline shortage, a bit inconvenient
at times, has its advantages too! It is re-

sponsible in a large measure for the return
of the family gathering on Sunday after-
noons. Remember the good old days when
the relatives would all converge on the house
in time for Sunday chicken dinner? It was
sort of tough on the home team but they
were able to bear up under it with the
realization that on the next Sunday they
would be able to eat Uncle Joe or Cousin

A Ryan King and Queen

The crowning event of the big USO
May Festival Swing Shift Dance came
when the King, Art Kilmer, of Sheet
Metal, placed the crown of flowers on
the previously unannounced Queen of

the May which proved to be Lyla Kim-
sey of Airplane Dispatching. The Maids
of Honor, on each end, were from Con-
solidated.

&

U. S. 0. Sunday Shuffle
The "Sunday Shuffle," originally sched-

uled Sunday afternoons at the USO Wo-
men's Club, Front and Ash, from 2 to 4,
has been changed to the evening hours of

7 to 9 p.m., according to announcement
made by Martin Erickson, program assistant

in charge of the affair.

Planned for couples only, the Sundav
Shuffle includes dancing, refreshments and
entertainment. It is open to both civilian

and military personnel and was started to

give couples an opportunity to us the club
facilities. The snack bar, rumpus room, arts

and crafts studio, library, classical music
collection, and lounge will be available. All

couples are invited to participate in these
informal Sunday evening programs.

Tom out of house and home.
Then, too, riding the bus as one must,

one has access to a liberal education. It is

here that the Minister might find inspiration

for a sermon with which to arouse his con-
gregation, the novelist may stumble on a

plot for his next yarn, and then there is a

wealth of material for the humorist, for on
the bus things take place far beyond the

imagination of the gag man. 'Sa lot of fun!

Seriously as a parting thought, it is mighty
important to keep on buying war bonds but

a dam sight more important to hang onto

them!

Above: 'Twould have been hard not

to have a good time with such a clown

for a King. Come down and enjoy the

fun at the next USO Swing Shift Dance.



Hi, Gang!

Time again to give out with the news
to—shall I say—my admiring public?

For anyone who feels blue these days or

has the war jitters, as most of us do at one
time or another, may we recommend read-

ing, "Suds in Your Eye," by Mary Lasswell.

It is a delightful, humorous story, that we
know will lift your spirits and make you
think life isn't so bad after all.

S. B. DAVIS (Spray Booth) has been tell-

ing a lot of fancy fish stories lately and

waxed indignant when we questioned them.

Said he had proof in the form of pictures,

etc. We are still waiting, Davis—what's

holding 'em up?

L. J. DRAKE (leadman in Finishing) was
called back to Caldwell, Kansas, by the

serious illness of his mother. He is back

and on the job again after some hectic

traveling across the country but is happy
to report his mother was much improved
when he left.

Welcome to a new employee in Finishing

—FRANK ROWLAND. Frank was formerly

employed at Camp Callan and lives way up
Encinitas way. Glad to have you with us,

Frank.

Birthday greetings to CONNIE SMITH
(Dope Shop) who celebrated her birthday

May 10 by bringing us a delicious cake.

Connie's mother (Mrs. JULIA GREEN) works
in Finishing and celebrated a wedding anni-

versary May 1 5 with a delicious cake also.

Congratulations, Julia, and hope you have
many more.

DELL FAY PAWLEY (Dope Shop) has left

us on leave of absence. Dell Fay has to have
her tonsils removed and needs to catch up
on some much needed rest. She treated the

gang to some tasty pies on her last day.

Here's hoping for a speedy recovery, Dell

Fay, and a speedier return.

HAZEL ADAMS (Dope Shop) has been
absent several days having a bout with the

flu but is back to work again and is feeling

much better.

Seen at Mission Beach a couple of Sun-
days ago: HELEN DE LAURENTIS and her

dog, "Joy," cavorting in the water. . . .

LARRY LARSON ( leadman of Dope) and his

wife in their outboard motorboat, "Leona,"
cruising around Mission Bay.

Another loss to the department is Uncle
Sam's gain. Leaving us the other day for in-

duction in the U. S. Army was our own
"SHAD" C. M. SCHADEGG (Spray Booth).

Shad has been a Ryanite for the past three

years and will be missed by a host of friends.

Here's wishing him lots of luck and a quick

return.

Famous last words
—"Oh, well!" NAN

WHEELIHAN. ... "I wonder where my
apron can be?" CONNIE SMITH.

The gang on second shift had the privilege

of looking at a Purple Heart medal the

other night which was awarded to Corporal

PATRICK MILLER, U.S.M.C, for wounds
received in the battle of Tarawa. Corporal
Miller is the brother of ZOE KENDALL

(Dope Shop). He is recuperating at the

Naval Hospital at Corona, California.

Farewell to JENNIE WARD (Dope Shop)
who terminated to go back to Oklahoma
City. There were several luscious chocolate
pies to mark the event. Happy landing,
Jennie.

What with all these cakes and pies that
are brought into the department no wonder
I haven't any figure left. No wise cracks,
either, about "what figure?"

We are very happy to have GENE WIL-
COX, Assistant Foreman, with us for a while
on nights. Gene is a very likeable persons
and we all enjoy working with him.

Well, that's all there is, there isn't any
more.

Let's get the bad news over with in a

hurry. We're losing all our handsome young
buckos. TONY CONTI went into the Navy
so suddenly, we scarcely knew what was
happening and now DREW ALLEN and
RALPH DARLING are ready to serve Uncle

Sam in the Marines and Navy respectively.

We'll have LLOYD LOOMER, GORDON Mc-
CORMICK, EARL BOTELER, JOHN MUCHE-
MORE and LEM KOHLI for just a short while

and then we'll be missing them too, doggone
it! We still have a very exceptional depart-

ment, but we're gonna be lost without these

guys. Well, folks, let's carry on and help our

former fellow workers. Since they left us

behind, the least we can do is stay behind

them.

We had our No. 2 Beach Party and it

was a success just like the first. It could

have been a nicer day but it couldn't have
been a nicer party. We had the usual hot

dogs and olives and soda pop and beer, but

this time DOROTHY VAN SICKLIN made a

luscious cake with the frosting piled a mile

high and was it nice for those of us who
leaped at it first. MARION HAYS made a

big jar of swell cookies and so did DREW's
mom in her usual expert style. BERNARD
BERNES and his "Good Sport" wife brought
their three little stairs, daughters Adrian,
Bonnie and Marilyn, who seemed to have a

fine time. Marilyn was the envy of all, the

way she could put her hand into the olive

jar right up to the elbow. At last we got a

good look at the HAY's offspring and he's

a husky, healthy, beautiful little guy and
made a big hit with the gang. He just had
to be a wonderful baby like that to be good

Don't forget

to get

a bunch of bonds

to buy

a bunch of bombs

to bomb
a bunch of bums.

enough for two swell people like MARION
and BILL HAYS. Had a nice surprise in the

middle of our baseball game. GORDON Mc-
CORMICK arrived from a trip home and we
were so glad to see him. EARL BOTELER was
there, too, and I was very glad to see him,

too, until he used my hand for a second base.

Ouch!! Oh well, if anybody had to jump
on my poor hand, I'd just as soon it was
Earl as anyone else. HELEN YOUNG is very

conscious of a few baseball muscles she
hasn't used for quite a while but she was
the life of the party even if her husband
did have to work and couldn't arrive until

late. I'm only sorry we can't invite everyone
at Ryan to our parties.

May I take this opportunity to say "Hello"
to the new girls who are members of the

Engineering Pool under AL CROOKS and
who broke into this department the hard
way—by having to type equations and tables

for Stress. They add a lot of feminine what-
ya-may-call-it to the outfit and we're glad
to welcome them. And by the way, they can
turn out a lot of good work, too.

We get a big bang out of calling a cer-

tain phone number and having the phone
answered with "Crystal Ball Department," in

a soft drawl. Some people think we ought
to use "It's your nickel," when we answer
this phone but the best suggestion yet is

"Destruction Department, you make 'em, we
break 'em." One day a certain feller whose
name I will keep to my dying day, in trying

to be helpful, answered my phone but in-

stead of saying "Structures," he said, "Duf-
fy's Tavern, Duffy's not here, Archie speak-
ing." The boss came up just then and maybe
you think Whatshisname didn't turn a beau-
tiful red.

AMY STEVENS brought a big beautiful

cake, decorated with frosting roses and
"Happy Birthday," to GUS OHLSON and
CLIFF McBAINE, but it wasn't really their

birthday—just another reason why Amy is

so popular with her Weights Group. Certain

lucky wide-awake members of Stress got in

on it, too. I almost chiseled two pieces, but
BERNARD BERNES let the cat out of the

bag. (The meanie) . Members of Amy's
church club surprised her one night as she

was just getting into bed and not only

brought some eats, but presented her with

a lovely gift of nice smelly powder and stuff.

She was leaving the club and the members
wanted to show her they like her.

What's this about the girl in Production

Control who is allergic to mustaches? It

seems she sneezes every time one of our
Ryan sheiks goes by. What a spot for BOB
FINSTAD and WES KOHL! And isn't it a

good thing BOB EVANS and LEONARD
WOLSLAGER shed their chin whiskers!

I'm going to let nature take care of itself

on this last and parting paragraph for this

month. If SUE GUNTHORP doesn't have

enough room on the page, she can cut out

this last item as I'm not sure I should insult

my intelligent readers by placing it here.

It's the story of the two little bees, obviously

originated by JACK EDMONDS of the Project

Group, but I found it amusing as IRVING
told it to me: There once were two little

bees and one wouldn't eat his spinach and
carrots and all those things that Mrs. LONG
tells us are very necessary in our diet. But

the other little bee just loved vegetables and
ate them all day long and grew to be a big

husky strong vigorous little bee while the

other, naturally, was weak and puny and a

miserable lookin' little critter in general.

One day the two little bees got in a terrible

fight and of course you know the outcome,
don't you? The VITAMIN B-l !! Haw, haw.



News and Flashes

From Material Control

by Earl Vaughan

Events have been moving rather fast in

Material Control during the last few weeks

and here are a few dots and dashes, news

and flashes:

Promotions in the Ranks: Mr. CLYDE
MOORE, former Steel Group Leader, has re-

placed HARRY HOLTHUSEN as night

Assistant Supervisor of Material Control.

Harry is now being trained by Uncle Sam
and serving his country with the U. S.

Marines. Congratulations and good luck,

Mr. Moore, but we of the day shift really

miss having you with us. However, we know
that the night shift deserves a break like

this.

FRANK DELANEY was chosen to fill the

vacancy of Mr. Moore as Steel Group Leader.

Frank is a hard worker and capable of han-

dling any steel coming his way, hot or cold

rolled. (Thata boy, Frank, and good luck

to you .

)

Was his face red: PAUL MILLS, Airplane

Chief Dispatcher, on one of his regular

visits to this department was a little red in

the face the other day. At first we thought

he was blushing, but a second look proved

he was not as he only had the measles. Well,

he's just a kid at heart and you know these

kids' diseases.

Gone but not forgotten: Three of our co-

workers have bid farewell to their many
friends here at Ryan and have joined the

ranks of Material Control's Alumni. Farewell

gifts were presented to each of the follow-

ing personnel: MORRIE LEVIN and ARCHIE
FISHER, both are new members to the large

band of Uncle Sam's Rolling Caissons. Miss

BETTY GORSLINE left Ryan to become a

newlywed and to settle down in a little gray

home in the west. (These three grand peo-

ple have our hearty wishes for luck and
happy landings wherever they may roam.)

Convalescents: Mrs. BETTY BUCKLER
(Alias BETTY HIGGS) is certainly welcomed
back after her recent marriage, honeymoon
and operation for appendicitis. (What more
could happen to a girl in a month's time?)

Music to our ears: Mrs. ELSBETH HOIS-
INGTON, of the Government Reports Group,

was extremely happy at 9:30 a. m. on May
16. At this time, the sweet strains of "The
Liberator" march, composed by her husband,
came over the air waves through the Mutual
Broadcasting system direct from Washing-
ton, D. C, and played by the famed U. S.

Marine Band. Mr. C. W. Hoisington, em-
ployed by Convair, dedicated his own march
to the men and women making the B-24
Liberator Bomber.

The Ryan trio, composed of MARGE
WEST, CAMILLE PRICE and BETTY
CHRISTENSEN, recently sang at a Mother's
Day breakfast at the Hotel La Valencia, La
Jolla. (How about it, girls; let's have a sam-
ple sometime here at the plant during a
lunch period as we hear you've really got
something?)

News from the Ouija Board: Not that

ROSEMARIE HAINES believes in such stuff,

but she was thrilled when this magic talking

board told her if, when and where that cer-

tain flier would return to claim his sweet-
heart and it looks like it won't be too long

now. (Let's hope that the board is right,

Rosemarie, and your dreams all come true

in the very near future.)

Sport Flashes: As this issue of the Flying

Reporter goes to press, the standings of the
bowling teams in the Ryan Trio League are

as follows:

The Lotharios team, composed of FRED
WALLBRINK, JIM BARRY and YOURS
TRULY are tied with the Wolves team, com-
posed of J. L. HALLEY, R. S. SMITH and
A. FARKAS. Each of these teams are cred-
ited with 16 wins and 8 losses and they will

bowl it out to the finish to determine the
winner of the present league.

The Playboys team, composed of BERT
YOUNG, DAVE BENTLEY and BILL GUER-
IN, is in second place with 13 wins and
1 1 losses to their credit. This team has been
dishing out some real competition and can
still win the league if either of the other
two teams let down their present stride.

The team that is last, but not least, is

the City Slickers, composed of HAROLD
WRIGHT, JIM ATWELL and CHARLES
KELLEY. These boys have been bowling their

hearts out and each game they have lost has
been only by a few pins.

Softball fans of this department have
seen a lot of action lately from their favor-
ite Ryan All-Stars playing in the city league.

New recruits who have recently reported

for duty with Department 29 are:

JAMES EASTMAN with FRANK DE-
LANEY's Steel Group—first shift.

DOROTHY LETTMAN with FRANK WAL-
LIS's Aluminum Group—first shift.

BETTE RUSSING, typist for the second
shift.

MARY MILLER with R. S. SMITH'S Mani-
fold Group.

CECIL BALL, GERTRUDE MATON, AL-
BERT PRIEST and FLORENCE CARTON are

all newcomers joining the second shift. A

hearty welcome is extended to these new
people and we hope they will enjoy their

new work at Ryan.

Second Shift Flashes by Irene Wachtel:
A royal send-off was given HARRY

HOLTHUSEN, Assistant Supervisor Material

Control, second shift, with a farewell party

given in his honor on his last night with the

Ryan Aeronautical Co. This was a surprise

party for Harry from his many friends and
co-workers. The men of the department
proved to be good providers and the women
excellent cooks as you can see from the

following delicious luncheon enjoyed by all:

Olives, stuffed celery and all the trimmings,

fried chicken galore, served as chicken in

the rough, iced tea, coffee, four kinds of

desserts, which included pumpkin and walnut
meringue pie.

Twenty-six people joined the celebration

and all were seated around a large banquet
table. Parting gifts from both first and sec-

ond shifts were presented to Harry to climax

this hour of good fellowship. Good luck,

Harry, and we are looking forward to see-

ing you in that Marine uniform.

EVALYN DeLAY and LES BOWEN were
accompanied by FAIR FIRTH and RALPH
MacLESTER on their trip to Yuma where
they were married Sunday, May 21. The
marriage was performed in the wedding
chapel and as a war-time novelty by a

woman justice of the peace. This happy
couple have been receiving gifts and con-
gratulations from their many friends here

at Ryan. Evalyn was entertained at a lunch-

eon at Bernardini's by several of her co-

workers on Friday before her wedding.

All were glad to greet LYLE TIPPIE after

his long illness.

In the absence of the janitor, good hearted

BOB CHILDS has taken over some of his.

duties as a sort of extra curricular activity,

so he says.

Members of second shift Material Control gave a farewell party for their Assistant

Supervisor, Harry Holthusen, who has joined the Marines. Fried chicken was the entree

de luxe with trimmings galore. Inset is the guest of honor, Harry Holthusen.
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Model

Characters

by Gilbert Cusey

After being bribed with Kleenex, I

couldn't very well pass up this issue. Thanks
a lot, Sue.

Some new additions have been made to

the template group recently and I would

like to take this opportunity to welcome
them to our department. I hope you enjoy

working with us.

I must be sort of slipping of late. After

the last issue appeared I heard several re-

marks about certain names not being in

print. Sure is different from the old days
when you had to be sure the person men-
tioned was either smaller or slower than

yourself before committing the name to

print.

Just to keep peace in the department I

had best mention that JEAN is also a mem-
ber of the department. Told her last time

she had to do something out of the ordi-

nary to rate a mention, but since she has

been working on overtime most of the time

and hasn't had much time to work at it

will give her a few lines anyway.

Your reporter hasn't heard anything di-

rectly from the fellows who left recently

for the service, but will keep you informed

as rapidly as possible as to their eventual

locations. Could be they are working a few
hours overtime on their new jobs.

From what BRIGGS was telling me re-

cently, he has taken the pledge. Sure glad

to hear it. Now it won't be necessary to be

so careful about mentioning possible sources

of supply.

DEAN tells me we are to have a day off

sometime in June, and EDDIE says it will

be about time, so the dogs he supports won't

take him for a stranger anymore. I might

add as a sideline that the girls in the office

have taken to introducing me when I stop

in to see the wife at noon. This is all in

fun, 'cause she really still recognizes me.

After eleven months of uncertainty, my
draft board decided on a deferment, but

without a "due" date on it. Guess that is

so they can change their minds in a hurry.

I am not the only one who has been hav-

ing fun, as PAT CARTER, formerly of the

template group, came through with a de-

ferment for ten days.

-fr-

Pings and Purrs

From Power Plant
by Idle Cutoff

Power Plant's latest party was really a

howling success. It served as an occasion

to welcome our new group engineer, Mr.
MURRAY KANES. Take a bow, Murray.
This party, held Sunday, May 14th, was also

the occasion to say good-bye to "IRV"
WISCHMEYER and KENNY GOEBEL, both

of whom are leaving to serve with the U. S.

Navy. We are deeply indebted to the GOR-
DONS, who invited the group to their ranch

at Bostonia.

Horseshoe pitching, archery and Softball

were enjoyed by all. Not a few of us en-

joyed relaxing in the new-mown hay. I

believe the beer and barbecued steaks were
enjoyed most of all.

Your reporter put in an appearance sans
steaks, but was saved by the TELFORDS,
who came out later. Thanks again, DEL-
PHINE.
MORT BRAVERMAN took Kodachrome

movies of the highlights of the party. We
are all dying to see ourselves in "moom
pichers."

Mr. and Mrs. PANOSH put us all to

shame with their super "arching." Inci-

dentally, several members of the Power
Plant put in an appearance Monday morn-
ing with generous-sized bruises on the un-
der side of their left arms.

ETHEL GLASSON's Lou pretty nearly

cleaned Power Plant in a bang-up crap
game.

If Power Plant looked a little more beaten
out Monday morning than usual, the expla-
nation is obvious.

Notes From

Dawn
Workers

by Ralph Geist

Sorry to report the tragic death of E. R.

LANG, third shift maintenance man, May
14. Lang was working on the crane in the

drophammer department when he fell, re-

ceiving fatal skull fractures. He was a good
worker and had seen Lindbergh field de-

velop through the years.

Back to work, JUNE BONZANO, arc

welder, wishes to thank fellow workers for

the collection given her while she was in the

hospital.

Pretty MARILYN HOLSTEAD, arc welder,

is happy again since sailor husband Herb
Holstead returned from Newfoundland,
where he had been stationed for some time.

Gas welders MARY JEAN MILLER and
MABLE ALDAHL are taking their vaca-

tions, Mary and husband vacationing in

Ensenada, while Mable sees BOB QUARRY,
metal fitter, enter the Army.

BILL HUGHES, sandblaster, is joining

the Armed Forces June 3.

Welcome new to the third shift are

HORACE MILLER, GEORGE DAYTON,
ROBERT REINERT, NILL WIDMAIER, LEE

SEDGEWICK, GEORGIA WILEY and R. P.

INGRAHAM. Transfers from first to third

are MURRAY FULLER and ERA COLLINS,
metal fitters, and HARRY FARIS, welder.

Welcome to Manifold Inspection, CLARA
TEBBE, of Detroit, Michigan.

Transferring from manifold to small parts

on the third are DOROTHY VAN DEUSEN,
LUCILE JURNEY and MARG HOLLEN-
BECK.

Terminating is ZUBA TAYLOR, ship-

ping. Sorry you are leaving us, Zuba.
Aside to GEORGE: After all Mr. DUN-

CAN, it is hard to distinguish between na-

tive Californians and native San Diegans.

Now just the other night a third shifter

was boosting San Diego, talking like a true

native, but when the 64-dollar question was
popped, came the horrid truth— she was
not even a Californian, but from New
York. Continued next week, George—hear

the whistle blowing!

Manifold Small Parts

News affecting most people in Manifold
Small Parts was our merger with Tailpipe

May 15th. Nearly three hundred of them
became fourteen-twenty to our fourteen-ten,

and we're now classed as relatives as well

as near neighbors of the original group.

HERB SKINNER is daytime foreman of the

bunch across the aisle, and GORDON JOHNS
heads the first shift in the old location.

Here are a few of the high spots: HANK
CARVAJAL went off to the wars with the

good wishes of the day group and CHET
WHITE, leadman for third, turned over to

the new leadman, FRED POPE, when he left

for induction May 23rd.

The White deal wasn't a total loss to us,

though, because Chet's wife, PEGGY, signed

on as the new clerk for first shift. Poor Mrs.

C. J. went through that bewildering first

day of trying to learn a lot of new stuff,

handicapped by what she thought was an-

other darned cold. Next morning the only

question about her ailment was how serious

the case of measles would turn out to be.

FRANKIE MASON, with past clerical ex-

perience, got pulled off the punch press to

pinch hit on the clerk's job while Peggy
was sick. PEGLER's gang on presses had
barely stopped their screaming over the

loss of MARY NUGENT, when Frankie was
borrowed.

MARY, otherwise "Irish," started for her

husband's new station at Corvalis, Oregon,

with a vanity set as gift from her gang.

Another payoff in the same group was that

of FRANKIE YEAGER, whose health grew

worse instead of better. She will have to get

ready for a serious operation during the

next few weeks.

For an example of the way things are

coming in pairs around here, take our two
brides. Months passed without a marriage,

then within a short time of each other

EARLENE VARDEMAN and MARIE CAR-
SON took on new names. Earlene, in Rich-

land Springs, Texas, found Poley Watson,
Jr., also back in the home town on leave from

the Navy. And so they were married in the

Methodist Parsonage on the evening of May
2nd. Earlene wore an aqua blue outfit for

the ceremony, she says, but now she is to be

found in her dark work slacks, holding down
her job here while her husband is overseas.

MARIE CARSON wore a brown suit with

white accessories when she became Mrs.

Leon Estrada May 16th in Yuma. Her hus-

band's home is El Paso, Texas, but he is

with a Navy outfit at Oceanside at present.

Congratulations for our brides must be

shared by ADA and BILL BOYD, who are

proudly announcing the birth of a new grand-

child. The little girl was born in Denver,

May 21. Ada feels that her job in Colorado

is well done and that now she can return to

the Ryan one.

Leadman JACK CHESS passed out cigars

and candy Monday, May 29, the occasion

being the birth of a daughter, named Mary
Lee, May 27. Congratulations, Mr. and
Mrs. Chess.

Pretty MARY BOLAND, arc welder, leaves

the employ of Ryan to return to her home
in Jackson, Michigan, to care for her mother,

who is ill. Very sorry to see Mary leave,

but everyone wishes her good luck.

"IRISH" WHALEN, welder, takes a

week's leave of absence to middle-aisle it.

Congratulations, Mr. and Mrs. Whalen.
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life

Production

Control

by Maynard Love 1

1

FOR SALE one alarm clock which I have

been hearing every morning for the past

four weeks. As I am now back on second

shift, I hope I will not need it again for a

while.

Returning to second shift after a short

intermission of working days, I find several

new persons in the Production Control De-
partment. CLYDE MOORE, formerly of Ma-
terial Control, day shift is now Assistant

Supervisor in charge of Material Control,

second shift. Mr. Moore replaces HARRY
HOLTHUSEN who is now a Marine. In Dis-

patching, JACK ENNIS is Assistant Super-

visor in charge of the Cutting and Hydro
Press Booths. J. WIED is the new Assistant

Supervisor in charge of the Machine Shop
Booth. In the Final Assembly Building, J.

POOL is now working in Finish Parts Stores.

These are a few of the new faces I have
seen in my wanderings tonight.

Among the missing are NORMAN SEELY,

who is now in the service of Uncle Sam, and
DOYLE LIGHT of third shift who is entering

the service of the U. S. Navy June 1st.

Our best wishes go with these boys in their

new undertakings.

I was pleasantly surprised last week by a

short visit from Mr. and Mrs. JACK C. KEN-
NEDY. Jack has been stationed in Alabama.
He looked fine, even though he did not have
the California tan he used to wear around
here. I understand GENE MATTSON paid

a short visit to the second shift during my
absence. According to the boys, he looks

swell in an officer's uniform of the Mer-
chant Marine. Gene was formerly with the

Inspection Department here at Ryan.
P. S. I withdraw that offer of the alarm

clock.

C. E. Moore has been appointed Assis-

tant Supervisor over Airplane Material
Control, in charge of Second Shift.

Salute From Sales
by Lillian and Ida

We've been out in the cold plenty long

enough, we muttered, and it's high time

we joined you people who haven't been so

lazy about having a column in our maga-
zine. So here we are in our maiden effort,

and we hape you won't be too critical of

our first attempts at the scribbling art. We
will improve, you know. (Did somebody say

we couldn't get worse? Shame!)

There's a lot to tell you about the goings

on of our little department, but first per-

haps you'd like to meet us all: Sales man-
ager and headman of our crew is SAM C.

BREDER, whom you all doubtless know be-

cause he's been around for a good many
years.

His right-hand man is FRANK HARMON,
a popular and friendly sort of guy, who is

the soul of tact and is good at getting re-

sults both from customers, other offices, and
even us. Other men in the office are JOE
RICHERT, HORACE SWEET and LOU WAG-
NER.

In addition, there are the Ryan Rover
Boys, also well known to all—BOB CHASE,
JACK ZIPPWALD and SLIM (WILD-
WEST) COATS.
We hard-working gals are ELLA NIEL-

SEN, BONNIE METCALF, LEE HEFFERNAN,
LILLIAN SURLES, IDA BYERLY, and our

newest addition, MILDRED HANSEN.
So here we are, making our bow, and

happy to meet you all.

Now for tidbits and thisandthata:

You probably noticed that cute little gal

out there that day AL GEE superintended

the build-up for Ryan Horse Show slated

for July 9. The pint-sized gal who was one
of the five rivals for title of queen was our

own BONNIE BELLE METCALF, who joined

Ryan's ranks only a few weeks ago, bur

who is already getting to be well known,
roundabout.

Take a peek at her picture elsewhere in

this issue, and then quick like Tragic cast

your vote for her, will ya? She's a real horse-

woman, too, having ridden for years, owned
her own horse, rode with the Mission Valley
Girls Riding Team, and now SLIM COATS is

even teaching her how to rope. Small as she
is, you wolves better beware!

ELLA NIELSEN brought a luscious choco-
late cake with chocolate fudge icing to the
office last week, and we all gorged our-
selves. Ella has since been promoted to

the position of secretary to Mr. BREDER.

SLIM COATS has decided to withdraw
from competitive entries for the Ryan all-

around cowboy. It seems some of the rest

of the cowboys felt they'd be competing
with a professional; however, Slim will work
on the horse show in an official capacity.

Speaking of the present-day traveling

difficulties, have you heard the latest about

SAM C. BREDER? On his last Eastern trip

he sent his suit down to the hotel service

to be pressed. After waiting for a reason-

able length of time for its return, he called

up to see just what was the cause of the

delay. It developed that the man who did

that type of work for the hotel had suddenly

decided to leave for good, leaving stacks of

suits, each one tied in a very neat knot

—

neatly, but firmly. After digging himself

through the masses of clothes and nearly

becoming smothered in some 300-plus suits,

he happened upon his own, and was suc-
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cessful in having it cleaned and returned
to him. And this happened in one of the

better hotels of a good-sized city!

We consider Mr. LOU WAGNER, a recent
addition to Sales, a very lucky fellow con-
sidering that he was spending his vacation
here in the States when the Japs bombed
Manila, where he had made his home for

12 years and to which he hopes to return
shortly. He has been engaged in exporting
U. S. products, and recently addressed a
local audience of businessmen on American
Trade in the Orient, during the observance
of Foreign Trade Week in San Diego.

MILDREN HANSEN, also a new addition
to Sales, hails from Kansas City, Missouri.
Mildred's husband is in the Navy stationed
here at San Diego.

That's all for this time, Ryanites. Watch
for sweepings from Sales in the next edition.

Drop Hammer News
by Nozzle- Rack

I saw in the last Flying Reporter issue,

that if you asked ART KILMER of Sheet
Metal to do his ape act, that you would
be in for a treat. Well, I'll agree with that,

but will go it one better. Just ask him to

do any of his acts and you won't believe
your eyes. You'll probably go home and
throw away the rest of that kicka-poo joy

juice.

I see we have CHARLEY BURLEY, one of

the highest ranking middleweight boxers in

the world, working on the first shift in our
department. I saw him in action a while
ago, and brother, he knows his fighting busi-
ness.

AUSTIN DUDLEY and DOROTHY DU-
SHANE went to San Pedro to visit his mother
on Mothers' Day. They report having a very
nice time.

Welcomes and good-byes: They are few
this time but we heartily welcome new-
comers J. W. BROWN and A. BOLIN, and
with the best of luck to CLAYTON RUSH
and AUSTIN DUDLEY, leadmen, who left

us on May 19. For departing gifts, Clayton
received a beautiful wrist-watch, and "Dud"
a sum of cash from the gang. We'll really

miss these swell fellows.

Would you like to read something funnyr*

Well, beg, borrow or steal a May 27 issue

of the Liberty magazine and read "There's
No Front Like Home," an article on how a

civilian survives during the present time.

I regret to report that "EDDIE" LILLIS

broke his right leg in a motorcycle accident

a few weeks ago but am glad to say that

he is doing nicely at this writing. A group of

the boys had a little game at his home last

week and besides receiving "hope you get

well soon" wishes, he gladly accepted all

"cash donations." What player gave in-

structions to another and paid eight bucks

to do it? Maybe "TEX" HELMS, erstwhile

drop-hammer operator now of inspection,

could shed a little light on that. Mrs. LILLIS
with the aid of IRENE WILKINSON and
IRENE SPIKING, served everyone present

a very delicious lunch afterward.

To the editor, I extend many thanks for

the grand supply of Kleenex that I received

from her. My trained fleas had colds and it

was just what they needed.



Sheet Metal

by Marge and Ernie

Here it is the end of May
And swinging into June;
Before we know it comes July

And then the Harvest Moon.
But, in the meantime, here at Ryan
How's to work to "keep 'em flyin' "?

Here we go again with another fish story,

but this one is really too good to keep, so

I thought we should let the rest of you in

on it. It seems that on May 24, SAM PIN-
NEY, DICK WELLS, CLAIR SACHS, and
MAC MAGDICK, all fishermen from way
back, were out in a boat on Lake Hodges;
they claim they were fishing. All was pro-

ceeding nicely in the manner of well-regu-

lated fishing trips when Sam happened to

look over the side and beheld a fish. Now,
so far, this is just an ordinary story, for this

fish was just an ordinary crappie about 10
inches long, swimming along in the water
minding its own business, peacefully pur-

suing life, liberty, happiness, and possibly a

few flies. However, at this point, we depart

from the ordinary. Sam, entranced with this

fish, forgetful of such comparatively minor
items as hooks and lines, reached into the

water; bare-handed he reached into the

water, swooped up this exceedingly startled

crappie, and deposited it, dazed but still

flapping, in the boat. I repeat, no hooks, no
lines, no nuthin', with his own paws he did

it. The question arises: Which was the more
surprised, Sam or the fish. At any rate, the

fish expired, possibly from shock, and Sam
is still going strong. I now refer any ques-
tions to Pinney, Wells, Sachs, and Magdick.
Remember, this is a fish story.

NELLIE VILLARINO, GEORGE KRIEGER,
JUANITA PFLAUM, and HAZEL SPEARS,
all from Department 2, have transferred to

day shift. BEN VERGATI, of Department 3,

has transferred to Inspection.

LEON FANNIN, WALT JAEGER, and La-
RUE ELLIS have each received an official

letter which begins, "Greetings."

Ask DARLENE CONN what happens when
you pound a frozen candy bar with a ham-
mer.

Have you noticed the pretty lapel pins

DOT PRELLWITZ wears? And the very nice

ring FRED BENDER received for his birth-

day. The ring is a gift from Mrs. Bender,
while his group gave him a fountain pen.
Birthdays are fun, aren't they?

If you would like to hear some really in-

teresting stories about raccoons, ask BEN
STEGER, of Department 3, and his wife,

GEORGE, of Department 15, to tell you
about their pet coon, Jane.

MAX GRIMES leaves on his vacation

June 5. Max says that he is going back to

Missouri, get his ole houn' dog, and go
afishin'.

Isn't it fun to walk down the aisle where
BESSIE HEARN works and see her look up at

you and smile as you pass? And there's an-
other girl with a friendly smile — OPAL
STUART, the brown-eyed blonde in Depart-
ment 1

.

HELEN SMITH, in Department 3, is very

proud of her four brothers serving in the

Armed Forces. Brandon is with the Navy;

Loraine is a Technical Sergeant in the
Marines; Grant is an aviation student in the
Air Forces, and Mahlon is serving as a
Flight Officer with the RCAF. Well may
she be proud.

BILL RUNNELS celebrated his fourth wed-
ding anniversary on May 18. Congratula-
tions, Bill, and many more happy anniver-
saries.

GERALD HAIGHT is the new leadman in

Department 2, having transferred to swing
shift to take WALT JAEGER's place.

MILDRED RYAN wishes to express her
appreciation and thanks for the lovely wed-
ding gifts given her by the Gun Turret Crew.

Don't forget that MARGE BEST, our day
clerk, is the Sheet Metal Candidate for the
Queen of the Ryan Horse Show. So how
about a little support for the Department
candidate?

ERNIE.
Hello, Gang:
We extend our heartiest welcome to the

new Factory Personnel Counselors in the
plant and hope they enjoy working with us.

"OLY" OLSON's department is glad to

hear that his son, Robert, is recovering
nicely from his motorcycle accident. Bob is

a former Ryanite.

On May 22, Department 3 served ice

cream and cake at lunch period in honor of
VIRGINIA TROXELL and EMMA LOPEZ.
Combining the honors and killing two birds
with one stone, Virginia was presented with
a pair of bookends for her birthday, and
Emma was presented with "what have yous"
that go with the patter of little feet. Con-
gratulations to both of you.

Our sympathy goes out to MAUDE SNOD-
ERLY and RHEA HOFFMAN, who have been
on the sick list for a month. The old depart-
ment isn't the same without you ladies

—

so hurry and get well soon.
MARIE HUMPHREY is going to Texas

soon with her husband, who is on furlough.
Have a good time, Marie—this is a pretty
time of the year in Texas.

Department 3 gave Mr. and Mrs. GEORGE
WIDMAIER several baby gifts. George will

be going into the army soon and we will

really miss him.
JAMES FITZGERALD has been made

leadman in Department 3 and CHARLIE
ELLIS has been made leadman in Depart-
men 1 . Congratulations, boys; we're glad
to have you.

When in doubt how to paint a screen
door quickly, just see A. T. STONEHOUSE.
He says it can be done with a watercolor
brush in not less than ?????? hours
"GRANDPAPPY" KNIGHT is looking

younger every day. He appeared for the
Foreman's Dinner dressed in his best bib
and tucker and spry as a two-year-old.
Questions of the Week:
How did LEINZ LESSLE get that splinter

in his chin?

What will DIXON do (plus the rest of
us) without Dixon's brother?

When will GRACE RANDALL bring some
more of that good candy to work?
What "big operator" from the valley is

waiting for his "greetings" to become a
G. I. Joe? (If the shoe fits, SWINGLE, put
it on!)

Where did M. M.m-m-m-mmmm WEST
get those big brown eyes and cute smile?

The main question—just how my head
can be so big yet have so little in it when
it comes to writing news for this column?

In parting, let us all remember to coop-
erate fully with our counselors and show
them Sheet Metal is a good place to work.

Turn in your shorts. MARGE.
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Time Study

Observations

By Dortha Dunston

Right on the dot with our Time Study news.

Get ready folks. Here come springy pre-

views.

Definitely spring—it's apparent here.

Both male and female show evidence clear.

LYONS presented himself one day
Laden with flowers—a great big bouquet.

It wasn't a bribe with reason withheld.

Wint'ry atmosphere was soon dispelled.

ARLINE comes in shorts—her beach date's

at four;

Though a skirt's on top, we know she can

score.

Spirits soar high when a play suit she

wears

—

She's looking forward to her beach affairs.

Gee, gosh, one day VAN appeared quite

astute,

Coming to work in his Sunday suit.

He'd condescended to give us a treat,

And did look so nice clear down to his feet.

Inventive ideas come out at last;

BOEH's a good worker, and he does work
fast.

But not fast enough—his thumb's in the

way.
'Tain't fun to wear bandages, is it, Boeh?
Of course there are "golds," we "dow" it

is "sprig."

Hay fever perhaps, but our heads feel big.

Red noses and sneezes do prevail;

We wish for Kleenex, to no avail.

We hear of the fish that was caught last

night,

Of the great big one that put up a fight.

Sun burns and sun tans complexions do
sport,

And to creams and lotions we do resort.

Have you noticed how bright the Chrysler

looks?

Its keeping intact is not in the books.
Except for the lack of a running board
You'd never know how much MAJ. had

scored.

Ah, gee, romance is in the air

—

Our thoughts revert to a high school affair.

We hate to stay in with the sun so bright

—

We want to go out, but we do what is right.

Cafeteria News
by Potsun Panz

Introducing Mrs. GLENN RICHARDSON,
formerly MARJORIE CROUCH. Marjorie and

Glenn were married shortly before his de-

parture for enlistment in the Army Air

Forces. Glenn was with Experimental before

joining the service. We do not mind Mar-

jorie taking one of our very best men but

she certainly should be able to keep hirr

here. Anyway, congratulations and best ol

luck to both of you.

Commissary extends a very cordial wel-

come to LORRAINE REED, DORIS DICKENS,
GEORGIANA CARREAU, MINNIE BAICH,
GENEVA RAPP and HAZEL KLASSEN. And
while we are on the subject, our apologies

for overlooking JEANNE WALKER, also a

newcomer. Greetings to all of you and we
hope you will like us.

Birthday greetings during June will be

for ROMOLA KIHM and DOROTHY MIL-
LER. Many happy returns of the day!

Just to prove that anything can happen,

we report that HOMER CHANEY, our genial

chef, is now a blushing bridegroom. Homer
and Miss JANE WEST, formerly with the

Ryan School of Aeronautics at Tucson, said

"I do" last month. Our very best to both of

you and our only regret is that we probably

won't get filets from now on.

We probably will have no difficulty in the

future with our Friday fish menus as JEAN
BOVET has just built an elaborate fish pond
at his home. We expect that Jean is going
to protect our supply of rainbow trout. How
about it, Jean?

THINGS YOU NEVER SEE AROUND THE
CAFETERIA— ROBERT MOFFAT without a
smile or a friendly greeting for everyone.

Our Operative X-l reports that orangeade
and iced milk will be available at the stands

by the time you read this.

The recent alterations to the Cafeteria
kitchen have provided almost one-third addi-
tional space in the kitchen. This is certainly

a big help and should relieve the crowded
condition and assist materially in taking

care of our rapidly increasing volume of

business in this department.
Everyone appears to be well pleased with

the new outdoor serving booths just installed

by the Cafeteria. They certainly present a

much neater appearance than the old stands.

Glad to see Mrs. ELIZABETH BURCH has

returned from her duty as nurse to her

Ryanite daughter, MAUDE SNYDER, who
has been seriously ill.

The new group of factory counselors

who have now assumed their duties will

be honored guests at a forthcoming meeting
of the Ryan Cafeteria Committee. Becoming
familiar with the problems and policies of

the cafeteria should be very useful in con-
nection with their very important work.

T. J. Pitts was recently appointed
General Supervisor over Airplane Pro-

duction Control.
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Tool Rumors
by Brae and Kay

Hello . . . it's nice to be with you for

the first time. . . The Tool Room hasn't

had a column in the Flying Reporter. . .

Thought you would like to know about the

people who make up one of the most in-

teresting departments in the plant.

Wedding bells will be ringing on June 18
for PETE JAEGER and his June bride MARY
WILLIAMS from Tool Control. FRED STEW-
ART will "middle-aisle" it with VICKY
MACECCA on June 11th. We wish them
all the luck and happiness in the world. . .

MARION ODERMAN recently changed her

name to McGEE. . . . Congratulations

and good luck!

The annual picnic for the Tool Room
employees will be held on June 18th at

Flynn Springs. This yearly event is eagerly

looked forward to because we had such fun

on our last big get-together, the Tool Room
dance. There will be games, contests and
dancing at the picnic for all three shifts

of the Tool Room.
Blessed Events: It was a boy for Mr. and

Mrs. PHIL OLIVAS on March 20th. . . .

Congratulations! . . . BOB RICE became
"Proud Papa" of a baby girl on April 17th.

We're proud of our welder, ED HARRIS,
whose music you've been hearing during the

lunch periods. CLARENCE DYE, Manifold
Tooling is a walking encyclopedia of cow-
boy songs. . . .

We're waiting for an "invite" to the

housewarming of GRACIE MONROE's new
home in Pacific Beach. . . . She won't
let anyone have a "Peek" until it's all fur-

nished.

ABBIE KEMP of the Tool Room has been
off on sick leave for several weeks. . . .

Get well soon.

We wish to take this opportunity to

salute the women in our department who
are doing men's work. They are helping the

Tool and Die Makers and the Jig Builders

to shorten the war.

FRED STEWART, Lathe Operator in the

Tool Room, is at the San Diego Vocational

School teaching machine work to future

Ryan employees.
Say "Hello" to: "BONNIE" DAUGH-

ERTY and JUNE McCALLUM, new clerks

in the Tool Room office. Other new em-
ployees are: JOSEPH VAN WINKLE, JUL-
IUS LONGTIN, JOB DOWD, ABE SIMON,
EDGAR NEWELL, ROSCOE SNYDER and
MARCUS DOVER on the third shift. DAN-
NEVIK, KOLB, and DEVEREUX left other

departments to join ours.

Second Shift Notes . . .

Welcome to our new Department clerk

on second shift, PEARLE MACKEY, a native

of Idaho. Her father, C. W. HUNT, works
in Dept. 14 on 3rd shift and has been at

Ryan's for two years. . . . CLAY TRUITT,
our first four-hour shift employee, who is

doing his part by holding down two jobs.

. . . BILL EASTERDAY, 68 years old who
has been a deputy sheriff for over thirty

years and can still handle his "Shooting

Iron" as well as the best of them.

We received a letter from JIM DOB-
KINS who is taking his training at the Great

Lakes Naval Training Station. He says

"Navy life is sure tough on a fat man."
He has lost 24 pounds.

Sincerest sympathy to HARRY TACKETT
upon the death of his sister in Texas.

Goodbye for now . . . see you at the

Horse Show.



Juvenile Delinquency
To learn what young people themselves

have to say about juvenile delinquency and

to give them an opportunity to make recom-

mendations concerning the solution of this

vital problem, the San Diego Branch of the

American Association of University Women,
sponsored an essay contest early this year

among junior and senior high school stu-

dents. The subject was "What Can Be Done
to check Juvenile Delinquency in San Diego."

The results were amazing, both in num-
bers and in content. All of the essays indi-

cated that teen-agers are thinking seriously

about this problem. They recognize its im-

portance and they have many practical

and thought provoking recommendations.
They tackled the problem from three

main angles, the responsibility of the

community, the responsibility of youth

itself and the responsibility of the par-

ents. We've taken a few excerpts from
several essays which dealt with this re-

sponsibility of the parents, thinking that

Ryan parents would be interested in know-
ing what their youngsters think on this sub-

ject. Here they are:

"If the parents would take an active in-

terest in their children there wouldn't be

any juvenile delinquency, because children

can't grow up alone."

"The parents could spend a little more

of the time and money on their children

that they spend on themselves, and de-

linquency would be decreased considerably."

"Almost everyone agrees that most of

this checking of juvenile delinquency is up

to parental control. A child who is left

alone or neglected most of the time feels

unwanted and resentful. If parents would

show, more interest in their children and

their activities, the children would confide

in them more freely, and fewer delinquent

acts would occur."

"Mothers of San Diego should be more

interested in the children; they should pay.,

more attention to them. When the boys

and girls don't take interest in the home
they go out and usually get into trouble.

It is the parents' duty to look out for the

children and see that they are well cared

for."

"There are Child Centers in almost every

grammar school for small children. The
mothers that work are supposed to send

their children to these centers while they

are working. But most parents, however,

don't take advantage of this opportunity."
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"If a student is in the habit of respect-

ing his home and being respected and
treated as an individual at home and at

school he or she isn't too likely to seek
praise and notice by joining gangs, resent-

ful of any attempts to regulate so-called

pleasures."

"I think the reason for most of this de-
linquency is from the lack of undertsand-
ing and friendship in and around the home.
Your child, take for example, may be a

boy, and he may be a little roughneck. But
that doesn't mean he doesn't have a soft

spot in his heart, and when you don't take
any understanding in his school work or

maybe you don't see any sense in his hobby
of airplanes or why he spends all of his

money on model airplanes and you just

aren't interested in anything he does,
you're not "helping him" in any way. I

think that is what makes a great share of
delinquency."

"Parents should encourage a friendly
feeling between themselves and their child-

ren; they should take an active interest

in youth's activities—not a suspicious atti-

tude, but a genuine interest. The best
thing the parents could do is to make the
child feel he is somebody, consult him on
affairs concerning him, share entertainment
with him, and encourage him in turn to

share his affairs and entertainments."

"More companionship between parents
and children is definitely necessary to pre-

vent delinquency. Too many families do not
have the right home spirit. Mothers and
fathers should make time for "dates" with

the children. The whole family should go to

shows, hikes, and parties together."

"Parents should try to get children inter-

ested in art, music, model airplanes, or

something on that order. Both parents and
children should discover "hobbies" to-

gether.

"The youth of this nation depends upon
the parents and guardians. If the parents
do not provide for their children they should
not be allowed to have them."

"The parents should arrange to have
more recreation for the boys and girls at

home. Young people have had to go outside
their homes too much for recreation."

"Many people say the parents are to

blame for what their children do. They say
that if they would stay at home and watch
after their children instead of working that

they wouldn't get into trouble. This is not

true. There should be things for children

to occupy their minds while the parents
work."

"Families who have teen-age children

and live in the neighborhood could take
turns in having small get-togethers in their

homes."

"One of the clubs I know of meets at the
homes of the members, and the parents are
very helpful with these clubs."

Edited by MRS. ESTHER T. LONG



Manifold Dispatching
by Ben Smith

Nothing is static, and since changes must
come in our department, we are happy that

the changes are forward. RALPH FLAN-
DERS, our former chief, has moved on to

general supervision of Production Control.

We miss him, but he is still no stranger

to us with his frequent visits into our sphere

of operations. Always welcome, Ralph.

Former assistant chief, HAP ATHERTON,
stepped in as chief and keeps 'em rolling

steadily along. One thing against Hap is

his terrible disposition. Measured by our

smile-o-meter, he does not smile more than

99 per cent of the time. Perhaps now that

his wife and Denny have returned from
their vacation his disposition will improve.

His cribbage play needs no improving.

GORDON GREER took over as assistant

chief, and, in that capacity, is putting on
a top-flight performance, while CLAlRE
PERKINS, with her ever-ready smile and
sunny disposition, looks after office details

and each Friday gladdens our hearts Ly
passing around the pay-checks.

Over at Drop Hammer RALPH CALLOW
has taken over as supervisor for dispatch-

ing and with BILL BALDWIN and BILL
POWELL keeping up the floor work and
LEONARD LEFEBURE expertly handling the

moving, Ralph has that department running
like a well-oiled machine. But, by my book,
to VIRGINIA SYERS goes a goodly share
of credit. Well done, Virginia.

Far be it from BILL STRAW to let a

little thing like a black widow spider stop
him. Carrying a badly-swollen hand, Bill

let LOUIS HARNED and KENNETH HULL
do a little more of the work, and together
they kept those half stampings coming in

right on the beam.

EDDY HAEGER presides over the boards
for Tack and Trim and Welding, and with
the help of that fast-moving mover, BOB
HOPPER, keeps the weld sections moving
right on out to pre- jig yard, where CLAR-
ENCE PAYNE takes them in hand and with
the help of JOHN MAYFIELD and SHORTY
WALL, sees to it that the bump-shed bunch
keeps bumping.

In the jig area, MORT ANDERSON has
a smile that won't come off as he watches
Mrs. WRIGHT and LAWRENCE OAKLAND
do the work, while on the balcony DEAN
SMITH and EVA DAHLBERG keep things in

order and have all the answers ready for
him. Paying tribute to his efficient help-
ers, Mort calls himself a lucky devil, and
I could name a little group of card players
who agree.

With the assistance of DICK SWINK and
BEN MOORE, over at hangar adjustment,
CARRELL CRITTENDEN and JOE McCOY
are batting like a pair of big-leaguers
shoving a steady flow of parts to RAY
MORTON, who sees them through final in-
spection and down to shipping. Real team
work, fellows.

In shipping, big MACK McCAFFERTY is

in the driver's seat. He and MAC ULIBARRI
and BOB FIELDING keep Ryan manifolds
rolling out to help keep our planes flying
over enemy-held territory throughout the
world. GLENDA HOSTER presides over small
parts accumulation racks and does it with
a smile.

KEN BARNES, golf, pool and poker art-

ist, is keeping the score in small parts,

while ALFRED FIGUEROA, TEX ROSE and
ORA KENWORTHY do the work. Trust

Ken—he'll get by. But here again enters

the feminine, touch with JENNIE SHINA-
FELT keeping an ever-watchful eye on
them all.

JUNE EDWARDS had a perfectly legiti-

mate excuse for her fews days' recent ab-
sence. She was spending the time with
her husband, JACK (a Ryan worker) before
he joined forces with the Navy. Welcome
back, June, and we'll all give Jack a rous-

ing welcome when he returns.

After a rather protracted illness, GUS
BRENNER is back, following after re-work
like a bloodhound on the trail.

Note to the night shift dispatchers: The
day shift is not trying to hog the credit.

We know that work goes on by night as

well as by day. Ours is a common aim

—

getting the job done. As time passes, I

hope to meet each of you and know you
personally. We are proud of Department 32,
and that does include you.

Our on-the-job average is good. Let's

make it still better by avoiding all absences
except the absolutely unavoidable, to the

end that our planes stay in the air and
finish this damnable war at the earliest

possible moment. We owe that to the many
Ryanites now with the armed forces and to

the millions serving with them. Stay on the

job and finish the job.

it There are more people

buying War Bonds in the

United States todc y than

the total population

of 1880.

Here we go again, one day late for the

deadline as usual.

We are now flying another star in our

service flag. F. G. MOSSOP received his

greetings and is now one of Uncle Sam's
multitude in khaki. The best of luck to you,

Gordon, from all of us.

MILDRED GREEN is writing a short story

of the farewell party given for Gordon. It

will be entitled "Seven Men and I at Ber-

nardini's" or "God Help Me Get Over This

One and I'll Get Over the Next One By
Myself."

There seems to be a shortage of news
for this issue. We have been so busy get-

ting over farewell parties that the every-

day news and gossip has slipped by unno-
ticed. However, we can say hello and wel-

come to ALMA YOUNG, a new employee
in Maintenance Cbtitrol Division.

In the last issue I mentioned a party at

GENE MARSH's. I knew it was quite some
doings but did not figure the damage
would be beyond repair, 'guess I was wrong,

for Gene now has a new home somewhere
in College Park—just where no one knows.
Perhaps he's afraid of a return engagement.

Plant Engineering has just completed its

fifth year of existence and our Plant Engi-

neer, D. H. PALMER, received his five-year

pin. Congratulations, Mr. Palmer. Mr.
Palmer started Plant Engineering all by him-
self back in May, 1939, and did a grand
job all alone on the first Ryan buildings

on this side of the field, and since then

a grand job on all its additions and in build-

ing up the Plant Engineering Department.

The post of Manifold Chief Dispatcher is now being filled by C. H. Athcrton, left, and
that of Assistant Chief Dispatcher by Gordon Greer, on the right.
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Inspection

Notes

by Dorothy Trudersheim

Assistant Reporters

Crib 1 Edna Farnsworth

Crib 3 Helen Lynn
Crib 4 Bill Rossi

Crib 5 . . . Margie Steverding

Crib 7 Marjorie Bolas

We'll see you all at the annual Ryan
Horse Show. The finals for the Ryan Tennis

tournament will be played off, so maybe
we will see you there.

Crib 3 . . . We are all "a-buzz"

—

one of our girls has consented to enter the

race for the queenship at the horse show.

She is CATHERINE (KATY) SWITZER—
she was born in Pasadena, July 25, 1924,
and by 1941 she had received her public

school and Junior College education in the

same city. One brother passed away as the

result of wounds received when his ship

was lost in Kula Gulf last July. Another
brother is now a Captain in the Army Engi-

neers, while a third is a Seabee. Her mother,

Mrs. ALICE SWITZER is a dispatcher work-
ing in the Final Assembly stockroom here

at Ryan. Her hobbies are painting water
colors, horseback riding, reading, swimming,
men and just plain resting. Quote "I got

my start in this world of work and slaving as

a soda jerk at the tender age of sixteen

and one-half. This lasted one week when
I was graduated to waitress work in the

coffee shop with a raise of maybe two dol-

lars per week. I don't know how or why I

came to Ryan—but it was a swell idea."

Remember Katy when you cast your vote.

Our second shift came through by the

good graces of HELEN LYNN and now we
know they are really with us. Mrs. Lynn
reports that LEE GANYOW is ill and has

been very much missed this last week. . . .

RUTH BARNETT, Crib 3 clerk on second

shift, is absent also—could the fact that

GENE "SUPERMAN" MATTSON, formerly

of Final Assembly, now of the Coast Guard,

is home on a furlough, help explain Ruth's

absence? . . . M. C. VALE, first shift, has

taken GORDON BECKER's place as Mag-
netic Inspector. . . . They tell us that "BUD"
BRAGDON, second shift, has been writing

poetry, but up to date has had none pub-
lished.

Some of the day shift started out with a

few Pet Peeves—so here they are:

POLLY RITTER—Hitler and Tojo. . . .

JENNIE SCHROEDER—California, in gen-
eral. . . . INEZ "SAN FRANCISCO" SALAS
—not enough vacations— (she's just back
from a two-weeks' journey to Northern Cal-

ifornia and wants to return) .... WIL AL-
DERSON—"If I had a 'peeve,' my wife would
see that I dropped the subject and if I took

a 'oet' home with me that would break up
my' happy home." . . . CHARLIE BROWN

—

the rustling of bags (popcorn) in the movies.

. . . EDDIE MAYBERRY—redheads, blondes

and brunettes. . . . JIM RING— I've plenty

of peeves, but no pets. . . . "POP" KEN-
DRICK-— doors that are supposed to be

locked. . . . J. R. KENNEDY—unnecessary

persons running into cribs. . . . GORDON
FASCOTT—persons who want the war to

end, but aren't helping toward that end.

. . . CARMACK BERRYMAN—persons with

only good intentions.

Crib 4 Did you know

—

That BOB SOUTHERN celebrated his

birthday with a luncheon at the factory?

Fried chicken, potato salad, sandwiches, ice

cream and birthday cake were enjoyed. He
also received a carton of cigarettes and a

beautiful pigskin cigarette case. Bob was
surrounded by a bevy of his thoughtful in-

spectors who contributed for the occasion,

GLADYS PIGG, MARGE BILLINGS, MINNIE
BARNET, LEONA DAY, ALICE MOORE,
MARGE OWEN, BEVERLY LOVETT and
LENNIE CHESTNUT. Bob's age? Just about
21 1/32!

That KEN SHEKI, new day shift leadman,
has a talent for preaching? Many of the

citizens of Encinitas agree.

That BESSIE KIRMANDY and MARCELLA
DANIELS are leaving us? Two fine inspec-

tors we will miss!

That D. J. DONNELLY has been flying up
and down the coast?

That Mrs. WATSON was surprised to

find her old friend, Mrs. ROBBINS, here at

Crib 4?
That SUSAN ROWAN is going back east?

In spite of Susan's denial it is rumored it

might be wedding bells.

That HELEN GREENE is one of our quiet-

est but hardest workers?

Crib 5 ... ON THE BEAM AND OFF
THE RECORD IN CRIB 5:

ANN ENYERT has been bringing those

mammoth lunches every day and still is

trying to convince us she is going on a diet.

Let's all back our entry, ELEANOR
BLACK, for the queen of the horse show, by
putting our "X" on that ballot—all of our

best wishes for your success, Eleanor.

We have several new faces in our midst

including Mrs. ANN ITTER, formerly of

Finishing Department, VIRGINIA HEFFNER,
formerly of Crib 4, and Mr. GRIMES, who
was in the stationery stock room for over a

year. They are an added asset to our gang.

I think it's about time I toss an orchid

to CARL PATTERSON, our follow-up man
in here, who guards his de-icer ribs like a

mother hen, and walks miles every day to

and from Final Assembly. He has been with

Ryan four years in June and can remember
when the only females that were in the

plant were in the office and not in slacks.

Also GERTRUDE GALL is starting on her

third year with Ryan.
JACK DENNIS is in and out of our crib all

through the day and in his modest way in-

formed your reporter he was with Hal Kemp's
orchestra before entering Ryan to help win

the "war. Maybe he'll give us a sample of

his vocalizing some of these days?

RODNEY RAILSBACK is doing an excel-

lent job as our new leadman advancing our

swell personality boy, LARRY ANDERSON,
to Assistant Supervisor with TOM HICKEY.

And as for the rest of us in Crib 5, we
are all keeping "on the beam" and

"Looking forward to the day

—

When we can really shout 'Hurray'

—

And know and feel in our small way
That we helped win this war."
Until next month. Margie S.

Crib 7 ... Pet Peeves . . . J. C. AT-
KINS—no lakes or rivers like there are in

Texas for fishing. . . . IRENE HARRIS

—

when she can't get beer on warm days. . . .

JACK BOULDIN—getting up in the morn-
ings. Also paying the rent. . . . H. M.
POWELL—getting up early Sunday morn-
ing to play golf and not having a good
game.
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"DOC" LA CAMERA— climbing four

stories every night to get to his apartment.

. . . P. F. DUKELOW—people talking while

he is trying to concentrate on playing cards.

. . . A. L. HALLAND—wide awake at 6
o'clock non-working days. . . . EVELYN
RANKIN—people who use too much slang

(ditto M.B.) and talk in movies, especially

during love scenes (it was a married woman
who said that!). . . . JIM PADFIELD—Fish

that don't bite the bait. . . . JOHNNIE
CAMERON—trying to write with a pen that's

always out of ink. . . . MARGE BOLAS

—

people entertaining while you're trying to

sleep.

We must say goodbye to EVELYN RAN-
KIN who is leaving to join her husband in

another state. We hate to see her go and
we are all going to miss that little Texas
drawl.

We have two new inspectors in Final

Assembly, DELORES PIERCE to take EVELYN
RANKIN's place in the office, and FAYE
BURROWS. Glad to have you with us.

it

Bn Old Picture
Here's an oldtimer that'll be of inter-

est to a lot of folks around Ryan. Slim

Coats, the boy with the big smile on the

right end, is the Slim of Slim's Pickin's, arid

belonged to this old-time flying club in

'39. He has quite a record to his credit,

but didn't want to talk—about himself.

He did inform me that the plane was an
early model Kinner Play Boy of 125 h.p.

and that Jake Johns, in white, standing next

to him, has had a very interesting career.

Jake has flown from England to Honolulu,

New Zealand and Australia—a matter of

5,600 miles—and finally landed back at

Ryan in 1943 in the Inspection department.
Back in '39 Jake had worked in Wing As-
sembly.

The girl in the middle is MARG PILLING,
now in the WAFs. Her husband is an in-

structor in the Chinese Air Corps.

The boy that rates the medals is Gene
"Hoot" Kullman, now in Veterans' Hospi-
tal, Excelsior Springs, Missouri, where he

has been for over 10 months recovering

from injuries he received in combat dur-

ing which he shot down a number of Jap
Zeros. He would appreciate hearing from

his former pals still here at Ryan. Write
him a letter and let him know how proud

we all are of him.

Kenny Spencer completes the group, and
the boys have lost track of him.

MARGIE STEVERDING.



Whispers From

Final Swingsters
by U and Me

A large number of Swingsters are waiting

for the fog to clear away in the morning
so they can have sun baths. We see sun tan

looks well under our lights, too. Some are

planning on fishing. Those river fishers from
back thar sure are going to get a kick out

of these western fish. More about that later.

How about those two characters who were
at Newtons' the other night? One was
HILLES. What was that he was eating, and
those black pearls or was it buckshot?

PAUL has been looking rather hungry of

late, talks of visiting south of the border.

For fish or steak? What a motor on that

cycle—or is it one word, Paul?

Forgot last time to welcome LUCILLE
BENNETT. Hope you will have a long stay

here with us.

Some day we are going to just take the
whole column mentioning boys and gals who
have been on the job steady since they have
been at Ryan. After all, that means giving
up a lot to KEEP on the job. Sometimes, it

means many a hardship and we do appreci-
ate it.

JERRY was out a few days with a cold.

More vitamins, boy.

Last word we have, the doctor's order
CLAY PELL must take it easy a while yet.

We are wishing your recovery soon, Clay.
Would welcome PAT BUTTERS to Ryan.

She is from Brawley. So another "valley girl."

Glad HARRIET HAYDEN could be with
her husband on leave and that they could
visit the home folks, especially since Har-
riet's father was in an auto accident. We
know he will be happy to see her. We do
miss her.

Even TILLIE's nice smile with dimples and
all, is rather lonesome since Harriet left.

We heard Tillie's husband sent her some
very beautiful roses the other day and she

was really very proud of them. Real nice

the way those boys far over there do send

their love back home to us. Those letters too,

that mean so much when they are from
someone who really cares.

Good to see JOHNNIE WALKER back.

Say, some style and color to ARCHIE'S
jacket. Please don't get away from the city

streets, Archie—cow pastures are dangerous
with that color. We do need you on the job.

Did you hear of that lead man who attended
the races and 'most fainted because he
hadn't placed enough on the "winnah"?

Would like to say a couple of words in

behalf of our genial Athletic Director, Mr.
PAUL WRIGHT of the front office, the man
who takes care of and arranges all the ball

games for the night hawks and all the sports

for the Ryan clan. We are very sorry to hear
about your son falling off the cliff, Paul,
and we are very glad that it didn't hurt
him very much. All the members of the
Ryan Night Hawks send their best wishes
for his complete recovery. And, Paul, we
would still like for you to arrange a game
with the All-Stars for us, any place, any
time.

Some more new faces in our department
and we are glad to have them. Welcome to

THERESIA HURT, AVIS EVANSON, SUE
JAGUSCH. We hope you folks will be with
us a long time.

I just wonder how many of you people in

Rudder and Elevator know that your Fore-
man is an ex-speed-demon, and if you take
a look at all the medals and cups he has
got at home, I would say he was pretty good,
too. It hasn't been so long ago that he was
covering the Middle Western states with his

races and won 54 events in one season. I

would say that was pretty good. His latest

speed contraption is a motorcycle and we
thought he knew better by this time.

Welcome to ROY DE ROUCHEY. We like

your inspecting, Roy, and are glad to have
you join the clan.

MARGIE SANDERS and EVA WILLING-
HAM are on leave with their husbands. If

you are in doubt about the danger of a

flex drill ask MAGGIE BRUCKHEIMER how
to use one—she can tell you. Just a re-

minder in signing off. School will be out
shortly — 16th of June for city schools.

Fathers' Day, the 18th of June. Then the
first day of summer isn't 'til June 21st.

Promotions

MORE ABOUT

WALT STRINGER
(Continued from page 5)

community. Many times he'd go out to

fix a farmer's combine and then help him
with the farm work for a couple or three

days until something else came along. On
one job he stayed six months helping har-
vest the crop. That was the job on which
he met the future Mrs. Stringer, who came
to the farm as a cook the same day he ar-
rived to work on the combine. When the
vows were said, the Stringers set their sails

for the west. Walt could only stand to be
away from the coast just so long at a time.

Following up his combine experience,
Walt secured a job with Jackson Blake, in

San Diego, doing sheat metal work for their

heating and air conditioning installations.

Stringer liked his work there, but working
on contract as they were, he'd have work
for two or three days and then be off for

a few days. And besides you couldn't look

at a beautifully-finished heating installa-

tion, with all its lovely elbows and sheet-
metal ducts, and ever imagine it taking
wings and flying through the air. Stringer
wanted to be a part of something that flew.

Early in 1939 he began pestering Fred
Magula, who was then foreman of sheet
metal at Ryan. At first he didn't have much
success, but every day he came back. "I

think he finally decided that he couldn't

be taking so much time away from produc-
tion," Walt laughs, "so he gave me a job."

Walt started to work as Erich Faulwetter's
helper on the bench, riveting on cowl well""/

Two months later it was decided to put
a second shift in the sheet metal depart-
ment. Stringer's work had been good and he
was selected as a group leader for the new
second shift—five workers. Night work be-

gan to expand; the factory moved to its

present location, and in another two months
Faulwetter joined the night crew as their

foreman. "In those first night shift days,"
Walt Stringer recalls, "we had a certain

job assigned us to get done during the

evening. In getting that job done each of us

did our own cutting, filing, riveting, dis-

patching—anything that had to be done to

complete the part we were working on. Then
before we left we'd carry the finished parts

over to the inspection table for the day
inspectors."

In the early part of 1940, Stringer be-

came a leadman and in December of 1942 a

foreman of Sheet Metal. "I don't have
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New General Supervisor over Manifold
Production Control is Ralph Flanders.

Gordon Kiesel has been appointed Air-

plane Planning Supervisor to succeed
J. Doyle Light who joined the armed
forces.

much philosophy on how to be a good fora-

man," Walt says. "We've all got a job

to do here and I've always believed that

the folks in my department were just as

aware of the importance of that job as I

am. I think they share my belief that if we
both give each other a square deal, we'll

both be giving Uncle Sam a square deal and
we'll be doing our share in keeping the boys

supplied."

— ^ccy 'Tftonc t£<z*t Sefrnef



Ship

"Tide"
by Leigh

MacDonald

Culver City—Docks? Or are there docks in

Culver City? Said reporter will soon know for

the transfer to Standard Enameling Co. was
made May 27 and "Ship Tide" will con-

tinue to be put in shape here for at least

30 days.

DOROTHY WEST, T. J. GETZ, and JOE
were also in Los Angeles for business rea-

sons. Los Angeles is a wonderful place!

Back home in San Diego, lots has hap-
pened recently. Among the most astounding
was that of PAUL FRASER becoming a

father! Or at least that's what he told every-

one—and finally, after enjoying himself tre-

mendously at the incredulous expressions he
informed us that the truth of the matter was,
his nephew was arriving the 20th. EUGENE
FRASER TALBOTT is 16, just graduated
from high school, and is already working in

the Shipping Department. Mighty technique
in bowling, Gene!— (For those of the un-
informed, Gene bowled lots of strikes but
fell down every time he made a strike! And
by the way, he is taking my place on the
"Shipperettes" team. So you know that I'm

rooting. The first League game was held

at Tower Bowl on May 1 8, with both "Ship-
ping" team and "Shipperettes" entered.
JUNE LEEPER and JEANNE ANDERSON had
high scores first game and JUNE HUN-
TER came in with a good second game score.

ERNESTINE LAWSON we give credit for

the greatest improvement during the games.
The Shipping team consists of PAUL

FRASER, BESS KULANDER, JIM WILFLEY,
who bowled the highest scores, and TOM
GETZ, who was late, and whose place was
taken in first game by JUNE HUNTER's
Marine husband who did right well.

FLORENCE ELLIS was transferred to Dis-

patching because of illness. EMILY FIS-

TOLERA left for Chicago on hearing of her

father's death. EMMA STURDIVANT is back

to work after week's illness. ROBBIE ROB-
INSON is here no mo'. "LITTLE" JIMMY
is finally off on his long talked of vacation

to the lakes.

Did you know that ART SELNESS can
yodel and BETTY can whistle and sing very

nicely? We have two new girls—HELEN
HALLACK from Montana, and EVELYN
HAMILTON from Oklahoma City, where she

worked for Douglas.

Mrs. MILDRED WULLF gave another din-

ner party at her home Wednesday eve,

May 24th. She served both fried chicken

and fricasseed chicken with all the trim-

mings. We hear ERNESTINE LAWSON lies

on her stomach on the floor and wiggles her

feet in midair while eating cake. Also pres-

ent at the dinner were DELMA GILLARD,
end her sister (who just arrived from In-

diana) and JUNE LEEPER.
The most touching incident that has oc-

curred to many of us for a great while was
the appreciation and thankfulness shown by
JOHN GEE on his birthday. We made the

usual collection, the Supervisor bought a

gift and a beautiful cake and we presented
them with CHARLIE BERNARD'S very

thoughtful birthday card on May 24, when
Mr. Gee was 65 years old. John thanked us,

then unexpectedly bowed his head and spoke

the Lord's Prayer. It was a very sincere way
to give thanks, John, and we accept your
appreciation with happiness at knowing we
really pleased you. Mr. John Gee is the father

of AL GEE, Chief of Plant Protection, who
was also present at the birthday presenta-
tion. John joined the National Guard in

1900, where he patrolled the Mexican Bor-

der at that time when there was an uprising

and killings by the Mexicans and Americans.
He received his honorable discharge in 1903
due to non-residence. Many more happy
birthdays to you, John!

The 28th of May was one year's attend-
ance for MILDRED WULLF at Ryan. Honors
to you, Mildred.
WILL CRAWFORD was asked why he had

"William" on his badge instead of "Bill."

So he asked, "Which is correct, William or

Bill?" We informed him that "Bill" was only

a nickname and of course, "William" was
correct. He retaliated with, "Well, then, if

you saw a duck walking down the street

with his bill in the air would it be more
correct to say, 'there goes a duck with his

"William" in the air'?" Okay, Bill! We'll

think of an answer for you—or try anyway
for next issue. That one has me stumped.
So, I'll "cut" it off for this time. Bye now,
while I tour Culver City.

Flashes From Fuselage
by Betty Murren

Fuselage Ryanites feel it's high time they

were heard from, so bear with me and I'll

try and give you the chit-chat and doings
of our department:

First we want to extend a welcome and
a wish of success to our newcomers on both
shifts and to give recognition to our old-

sters, as this month three-year pins were
awarded to MILAN BRAUCH, KENNETH
ANKRUM, ANDY SMITH and LEONARD
MONSON. RAY JAEGER received his one-
year pin and his vacation; he spent his vaca-
tion in Aberdeen, S. D., with his mother and
the "sweetest girl in the world."
MILAN BRAUCH filed a new tax blank.

Why? He has a new baby girl, whose name
is Dixie Lee. Congratulations to you and
Mrs. Brauch.
We on first shift are very appreciative

of "SCOTTY" GALLENS' letters from over-

seas—very witty epistles and proof that

the American doughboy, even though in a

place like the Anzio battlefront, retains his

sense of humor. We also appreciated the

touch of luxury to our department the

morning a gardenia corsage, wired from
Italy, was received. P. S.—Scotty is aller-

gic to gardenias, so VIOLA and IRENE wore
them four hours each.

LEONARD MONSON received a lovely

Easter gift from his Aileron Angels. 1

wouldn't tell you what, as that would be

tattling, and who ever heard of a reporter

doing that? It might be fun to ask him
what it was.
We have had two worried men lately,

both worried over the same thing—namely,
what to buy Mrs. LOVELADY and Mrs.

JOHNSON for anniversary gifts. The creases

and frowns are gone from their brows, so

guess they made the hurdle. Oh yes, it was
Mr. and Mrs. Lovelady's third and Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson's sixth.

ETHEL WOODARD's vacation came due

just in time to spend it with her son back

from Tarawa. Folks, here is another mother
proud of her fighting son and showing it in

a concrete way by filling her place on the

production line.
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We lost THERESA DORIS of second shift

to the Spars. You probably saw her picture

in the Tribune; that merely stated she

worked at Ryan, but we thought you'd like

to know what department. Smooth sailing,

Theresa

!

First shift shared four lovely cakes at rest

period in honor of ANONA GARDNER'S
birthday. She was presented a crystal dresser

set by the department.
Fuselage announces the marriage of

FRANCES MORALES to Sgt. Edward Ro-
mero of the United States Marine Corps.

The ceremony took place May 1 3th at

Yuma, Ariz.

S. V. OLSON, Night Foreman, has a new
daughter, born May 29th. When presented
with a gift from his employees, Ollie put a

"thank you" card on the bulletin board
signed, "Mr. and Mrs. Olson and Junior."

But we can all see he isn't very disappointed.

THOMAS BAETKE, of second shift, has
left the Production Line for the "Destruc-
tion Line." He took time off for a visit

home before starting his work for Uncle
Sam.

LEROY PHILLIPS spent his vacation in

L. A. and Long Beach. Back to work now
looking very refreshed; says he had a won-
derful time.

The first of May was the occasion for

awarding several one-year pins, namely:
VIOLA DRISCOLL, JOE JOHNSTON, H. T.

SPARKS, L. PHILLIPS, I. A. WILLIS, MAR-
GUERITE SULLIVAN and ROLAND JONES.

It is agreed that MOOSE is one good ex-
ample of a perfect leadman. He can fix

anything with a hammer. (Tsk!)

-ft

Downtown Frame-Up
by Mildred Murphy

I guess I'm the only one in the office

now who hasn't taken a shot at this column.
Next time we're called on to make an addi-
tion to our staff we're going to hold out for

a journalist so that we'll be able to con-
tribute our share.

We have a new member in our group

—

LOUISE WOMACK. She's not new to the

organization, however, having worked in the

Employee Service Division of Industrial Re-
lations. Glad to have you with us, Louise!

Had some good news this week—FRAN-
CES McLEOD, who has been away for several

weeks due to illness, is planning to return

in the next few days. I'm sure we'll all be
happy to have her back.

BILL ODOM has been very mysterious

about his whereabouts of late—didn't show
up for three days, and then said he'd been
sick. However, the only sick-looking part

about him was the fact that he was wearing
a strange pair of glasses! Everything with

Bill has been "pusilanimous" for quite some
time—of course, that always refers to the

other fellow. I think that's a pretty good
word to explain how we feel about Bill's re-

cent escapade—at least it's as appropriate

here as it is any time he uses it!

Mr. KNOTT is becoming quite a base-

ball fan—every Monday A.M. finds him a

deeper shade of red. He admits it's not ac-

tually baseball that attracts him, but the

atmosphere and the price of refreshments.

Any suggestions on "How to become
a Reporter in Five Easy Lessons" will be

greatly appreciated!

In the meantime, send your friends and
relatives to our downtown office to have

them join the Ryan ranks—we need the

business. (Paid Adv.)



Recreational Director, W. Paul Wright

The Score Board
The Ryan All Stars defeated the 14th

Fighter Command by a score of 8-4 at

Memorial Playground on Sunday, May 21,

to put the club in a position in the league

standing with 5 wins and one loss and a

win over ABG-2 on Sunday, May 28, would

have placed the club in a tie for the cham-
pionship, but that is not the way the deal

turned out. On Sunday, May 28th, at Navy
Field, with the Ryan All Stars having the

best club on the field in months, we were
given a good licking by ABG-2 by a score of

9-4. In the first two innings we could not

get the side out, and ABG-2 scored 7 runs,

but from then on it was a fair game.

This is a great game—this baseball. We
have won 9 out of the last 1 2 and put a

fine club in the field before a fine crowd

of fans, and wound up getting our ears

pinned back.

It is not very difficult for anyone read-

ing this yarn to see that the writer really

loses ball games the hard way. In fact, I

am just cooling off from this one twenty-
four hours later.

At this time I believe we should mention
the excellent work done by Mr. Jack Raul;,

Superintendent of Playgrounds in San Diego,

and Mr. Chet Van Dusen for their excellent

work in organizing and drawing up the

schedules, furnishing the umpires, and many
other details involved in running the San
Diego County Manager's League. They have
done a swell job the last four years, and all

of us in the league appreciate the attitude

and cooperation in keeping the diamonds
in excellent shape and making it possible

for everyone interested to enjoy the game.

A. S. BILLINGS, SR.

Here s Plenty of Power

JF

6-0;

(de-

6-2;

Going into the semi-finals of the singles tennis tournament, these four Ryanites are

scheduled for some stiff games. Left to right they are Carmack Berryman, Bill Baldwin,

Joe Garinger and Howard Smith.

Tennis
Five men are still in the running for the

singles championship of the Fourth Annual
Ryan Tennis Tournament, up to press time

for the Flying Reporter. They are Carmack
Berryman, Howard Smith, Bill Baldwin, Ed

Tazelaar and Joe Garinger.

Eight teams were to clash in men's
doubles.

The tournament opened Sunday, May 28,

on the North Park courts, with the following

results:

First round—Alderson defeated Matt-
son, 6-1, 6-2; Adams def. F. C. Dixon

(default!; Baldwin def. W. Dixon (de-

fault); Moyer def. McBlair, 6-4,

Wasser, Berryman and Smith, bye.

Second round—Sly def. Wasser
fault) ; Baldwin def. Alderson, 6-2-

Allred def. Kellogg (default); Tazelaar

def. Adams, 5-7, 6-3, 6-1; Garinger def.

Moyer, 6-0, 6-2; Jones def. Westler, 6-2,

6-0.

Third round— Baldwin def. Sly, 6-0, 6-3;

Smith def. Allred, 6-1, 7-5; Berryman def.

Jones, 6-0, 6-4.

Efforts are being made to schedule a

team match with Rohr for the latter part

of June.

*

Second Shift Softball

The Ryan Nitehawks, second-shift soft-

ball team, has made the enviable record of

1 1 wins and only three losses to date. This

record is possible only through the splendid

cooperation and interest shown by the play-

ers.

The boys have shown some good hitting

ability. The following players have made
the coveted .300 batting circle: Wagner,
Campbell, Lightfoot, Roberts, Carlson, Ro-

mero and Holkestad. Romero has hit three

circuit blows besides having batted in 24
runs in 14 games to lead in both of these

departments.

Lightfoot, veteran pitcher, has three shut-

outs to his credit. He also has an average

of six strike-outs per game and has allowed

the opponents an average of four hits per

game. Ted Clifford, rookie pitcher, as far

as service with the Nitehawks is concerned,

has pitched two games of the last three and
has won both of them, one by a shut-out.

He has allowed only 8 hits and has struck

out 1 6 men.

This team wishes to challenge any team
on the day shift for a game some Sunday.

They already have very ably taken care of

one of Ryan's day-shift representatives by

the score of 1 2-2. Any day-shift team ac-

cepting the challenge may arrange for a

game through Paul Wright, Ext. 317, or Joe

Wagner at Ext. 349.

CHARLES A. CARLSON.
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Mi-Ryan Reuue
Plans are being rushed for an all-Ryan

revue to be staged in the Russ auditorium

Saturday evening, August 26, and Sunday
evening, August 27.

A variety of talent will be used in the

production follies, and will be obtained from

all three shifts.

Try-outs are to be held soon. Singers,

dancers and others with special talents are

urged to leave their names with Employee
Service or with one of the following com-
mitteemen: HARRY SIEGMUND, RUSS
NORDLUND, "SLIM" COATS, E. G.

O'BRYAN, JR., BOB RANKIN, ED WOL-
BACH or PAUL WRIGHT.

Special announcements will appear fre-

quently in bulletin form and over the public

address system, it was announced.

*

Bowling-Summer League
With seven victories against one defeat,

four teams are tied for the lead in the Ryan
Summer Bowling League after two weeks of

play. The keglers roll every Thursday even-

ing at the Tower Bowl.

In the second week of play, Norman
Wynne bowled the highest individual game
of 212/ and also the highest individual

series of 529. The Pin Topplers had the

highest team game of 799 and the highest

individual series of 2278.

Standings:
Won Lost

Maintenance 7 1

Tail Winds 7 1

Contract Engineering 7 1

Pin Savers 7 1

Pin Topplers 6 2
Tool Room 5 3

Plant Engineers 4 4
Jigs & Fixtures 4 4
Laboratory 4 4
Shipping 4 4
Woodshop 4 4
Experimental 4 4
Low I. Q 2 6
Shipperettes 2 6
Production Control 2 6
Macs 1 7

Live Five 1 7

Manifold Engineering .... 8
Flight Test Undecided
Putt Putts Undecided

H
Swimming

Ryan men and women who are interested
in swimming are urged to sign up with
Employee Service. To date, eight women and
four men have left their names with this

department. Efforts are being made to or-

ganize teams for outside competition.

The women are Belle Drake of Mechani-
cal Maintenance, Irene Cook of Plant En-
gineering, Loretta Harris of Mechanical
Maintenance, Mildred Green of Plant Engi-
neering, Eleanor Danyluk of Fuselage, Lois
Green of Plant Engineering, Alma Young of
Plant Engineering and Donna Johnson of
Plant Engineering.

The men are Arnold Farkas of Produc-
tion Control and Ivan Francis of Engineer-
ing, of the day shift; Michael H. Nuss-
baum of Fuselage, night shift, and J. W.
Chess, Manifold Assembly, dawn shift.

Just Take Your Pick

Here are the trophies that will be the apple of many an eye during the next few months.

Just who'll win them? Well, that remains to be seen. But they'll be the takeaway of a

variety of sports events coming up.

Softball

Don Walker has replaced Glenn Huff as

manager of the Ryan Tooling team in the

elimination tournament sponsored by the

San Diego Softball Association.

Other Ryan teams in the tournament are

the All-Stars, managed by Newell Carlton,

and Receiving- Inspection, managed by
Lloyd Huffstutter.

Competition will be divided into AA, A,
BB, B and C leagues. Up to press time for

the Flying Reporter, it was not known for

which leagues the Ryan teams had qualified.

—&

U. S. 0. Dance
An all-civilian summer sports dance is to

held tonight (June 9) and Friday even-

ing, June 16, at the Women's USO club,

Front and Ash streets. Dancing will be from

9 o'clock to midnight.

Women are asked to wear cotton dresses

or slacks and pigtails.

There will be an orchestra, games and re-

freshments. All Ryan employees are cordially

invited to attend.

drcherv
Three motion pictures were shown to

members of the San Diego Field Archers
Association at their May 23 meeting. Titles

were "Hunting Big Game in Alaska,"
"Hunting Deer in Wisconsin" and "Feath-
ered Shafts." All illustrated the progress

made with the bow and arrow.

A new constitution was approved during

a business session presided over by Presi-

dent Frank Eicholtz. The Ryan archers de-
cided to hold their next tournament Sunday,
June 1 8, on the range near the San Diego
Zoo. Ribbons will be awarded those placing

first, second and third in competition for

both men and women.

Announcement of new officers for the

association is to be made soon, Eicholtz

soid.
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To all of my many friends in the

Shipping Department who so complete-

ly and pleasantly surprised me on my
65th birthday on Wednesday, May
the 24th. I am proud to be one of

you.

Thank you, and God bless you all.

Sincerely

JOHN GEE.

I will second that all the way; you

had Dad speechless.

AL GEE,

Chief of Plant Protection.



Airplane Dispatching
by Teddie

We don't know how she's stood him oil

these years, but we'd like to say a belated

congratulations to BOB and Mrs. LANE on

their eighth wedding anniversary.

Our "welcome mat" is quite long this

time, so here we go: SHIRLEY BERRYMAN,
our new Department Clerk, who comes to

us from Naval Hospital; JEWEL GRES-

SETT from Amarillo, Texas, who worked

at Co'nvair; FLORENCE MONK, from Ship-

ping Department; WANDA PAPINEAU,
from Machine Shop; ART PHILLIPS, from

West Virginia, who also worked at Convair;

FRANK PHILLIPS, Assistant Supervisor,

Stockroom, who comes from Convair, too.

When you see GREG BURBACH making

his way towards Final Assembly building

at 9:30 every morning, give him room

—

don't get in his way. Why? It's just to get

in on the "rest-period snack" we have in

the office.

We also have to put out the "Good bye,

hurry back" mat for JOHNNY CRAMER,
KATIE GARDNER, JOSH LAUGHON, ELLEN
LUNSFORD, LUCILLE NELSON, JESSIE

PORTER, CARLOS REYNAUD, MERRLL
STEWART and GEORGEI THRANE.

If you happen to see BOB LANE looking

for something it's only his eyelashes, which

are falling out.

What fair-haired boy of ours in Sheet

Metal Detail had to have his picture re-

taken for his I. D. card. What did you do,

FRANK—break the camera?

EUNICE CARTER is taking hula lessons,

so if you see her going around sort of out

of joint, you'll know why.
When you hear numbers and letters

being thrown around at some of us in the

department, don't start phoning the FBI

—

it's just some of us taking a short cut and
calling each other by our clock numbers and
initials. OK, OK, OK, so we are nuts!

The vacationing bug is taking CATHER-
INE GARRETT to Missoula, Montana. Have
a nice trip, Catherine. It also brought back
Mrs. SWITZER from her grand trip to Mexico
City, and GLADYS McMATH from her

restful trip to Ensenada.

Glad to see BOB BRADLEY back after

his sad two-day vacation (one of his horses

died).

ROSS EASLEY has transferred from our

department. Good luck, Ross!

ROY CAVIN, LOUISE DAVISON and
MAMIE HUFF are back with us again after

a little visit with the sick-bug.

Woo, woo, have you seen KATIE KUY-
AWA, looking very feminine in dresses?

Ask Katie to show you a letter she has,

written by a very intellectual friend of hers.

No, our Chief Dispatcher wasn't embar-
rassed last week, and he didn't have a

rash from something he et, either. It was
just those Dirty Nazis at work again, stop-

ping at nothing or anyone. Yep, you guessed
it—he was out with the German measles.

MARGE FEY sure gave us all a scare

when we heard she was in an accident. But
she's feeling tip-top now.

From now on, when you see SHIRLEY
BERRYMAN and MARTHA PORTER with
pencil and pad in hand, "mum's the word,"
because they are both taking over writing

the column. Good luck, girls. Martha Por-
ter, who keeps up our schedules and books
on the B-24 and PB4Y Outer Panel, comes
from Ashland, Kentucky. She's been in San
Diego two years. She worked at Convair

1 Vi years, where she met and married her

husband. They've been married 5 months.
By the by, her husband went to the Ryan
School. Shirley Berryman is our new De-
partment Clerk and a native of San Diego,

believe it or not. Now you can tell your
grandchildren you actually saw one. Her
husband, CARMACK, works in Inspection

Crib 3. They've been married four months.
Shirley worked at North Island and the Naval
Hospital before coming here. All the luck

in the world, Shirley; they sure are a grand
bunch of people to work with.

"The boys" (ahem!) had quite a time
for themselves, we heard, at the La Mesa
Country Club. Still seeing those nasty grem-
lins, fellows?

Now I think it's time to stop clowning and
get serious for a change, to tell "my old
Ryan gang" good bye for a while, and the
best of luck to each and everyone of you.
All of you are just "aces high" with me,
and the grandest bunch of sports I know!
You've all been just grand to work with.
I'm sure going to miss everyone. But I'm
off to another important job now in the
Waves. If I get my orders June 5th I'll leave

for Hunter College June 11th. I've got to

leave soon, because the girls had an auction
last week of all my clothes and cleaned me
out. Well, folks, I hate good-byes—they're
so final. So I'm just going to say "bye for

now." I'll be seeing you all again when
I'll be the proud wearer of Navy blues!

This issue brings a poor attempt at fare-
wells, congratulations, greetings, and many
of the other things of which our everyday
lives are made.

Mr. CLARENCE E. HUNT, our general

foreman, is leaving us on June 15. He is

realizing a long-held ambition to share in

the owning and managing of a machine
shop. He and a friend of his are embarking
on this venture at an auspicious time. Mr.
Hunt, with your well-proved abilities, with

your integrity, and with your conscientious

attention to your work, we all can be very

sure you will succeed. But about all we can
think of now is the fact that we will miss
you very much. The best of luck always.

Vacations are again becoming irresistible.

Recent indulgers have been BASIL KELLEY,
VEDA TUCKER, and OSCAR WESTLUND.

F. M. PAGE has gone on a month's leave.

He and his wife went to Washington and
Oregon for a visit with relatives and friends.

MAINE BROOKS left for a trip down into

the deep and sunny southland to visit her

family. Hurry back, Maine, because a girl

as pretty as you and as well liked, too, is

much missed.

FRANCES BENNETT is home again and
convalescing nicely after her operation. She
will be back with us in a few weeks.

ART FUCHS, the last of our perfect at-

tendance trio, is having to miss work now.

It took a near case of pneumonia and an

appendectomy with complications to make
him break his record.

JAMES COLEMAN had to go back into

the hospital for another operation on that

long-suffering jaw of his. Let's hope that

this time will fix him up. His was certainly
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a broken jaw with complications deluxe.

JOHN JACOBS is at work again following

his recovery from his appendectomy. It was
a little soon, but he said he just could not
bear sitting around home thinking about how
he should be down here on that turret lathe.

Pin-up boy GEORGE LAWTON (see cover-
page of April 15 Modern Industry) is selling

that last link with his carefree youth—his

motorcycle.
FRANK STONESTREET feels like a boy

again. His wife and daughter have joined

him here in San Diego. He's been beaming
all over the shop lately.

Scandal: What happened to that carefully

written, signed, and notarized letter that

FANNY MAE WILLIAMS had? Ask her.

Remember when Blackstone the magician
was in San Diego? Well PETE COOKSIE has
worked in the theatres for years and counts
Blackstone and others of the great white
way among his friends.

OPAL HALL had quite a nice trip to San
Francisco. She promised before she left to

explore the pleasant culinary mysteries of

Fisherman's Wharf.
BLOCK-BUSTER OLSON has quite a head

of hair. Ask him to tip that ever present

hat sometime and you will see what I mean.
Cool, but oh my!

Did you know that one of our day shift

mill operators recently bought a $1000
bond? He asked me not to give his name,
but perhaps I can give you a hint by saying
that he is very slim, has five children, and
is a veteran of the last war.

WANDA PAPINEAU has taken JESSIE

PORTER's place in our dispatch crib. Jessie

will be missed, but Wanda, well-liked and
already familiar with our peculiarities is

getting along very well indeed.

CHARLEY LAWS' soldier brother was very

handsome, wasn't he? Our sailor, Jim Hum-
phey, was eagerly greeted when he paid

the shop a visit a few weeks ago.

SALLY JOYAL had to leave us because of

her health. She felt quite bad about it, and
so did we. Nice girl

!

MARIAN HEISEN is to be married at high

noon on June 25 to Mr. Albert C. Martin,

who is employed at Consolidated. May you

be very happy, Marian and Albert.

CASEY CARTER is also planning to be

married some time in June. That chest of

his is really not over-prominent. It's just

that he is so proud of his bride-to-be.

Did you know that IRENE HOBBS is a

flower raiser and bird fancier. Her trailer,

which, by the way, is the most beautiful

I've ever seen, has two pet birds ensconced

in places of honor. It is set in a small lawn

of very green grass and completely sur-

rounded by flowers of various kinds. Very

beautiful. She can be justly proud of her

war-time home.
A new member of our first shift group is

LOUIS GRAENING of Elgin, Illinois. He for-

merly worked in a watch factory.

From the school we have MARTHA DIM-
PEL; from St. Louis, Missouri, HELEN
PRESSY; from Sheet Metal, HUGH WHITE;
and from the service, PAUL QUESADA.

It's farewell for a time to JIMMY BUT-
LER, who was our longest Ryan-employed
boy, having started to work here in 1937.

For the duration of the war he will be in

the Navy. After that—well, Jimmie, hope

you will be right back on that engine lathe

again.
If ever we lose faith in the essential good-

ness and generosity of our fellow workers,

we can think back to the lunch period when
fifty blood donors were requested. Within

three hours exactly one hundred and eighty-

seven people had responded to that plea.



Tattling in Tooling
by Mary and Kay

Always anxious to get to her job, BETTY
PHILLIPS was maneuvering a few unlaw-
ful turns with her car the other morning,
when out of the early morning haze she

was accosted by John Law on a motorcycle.

At once she began to relate to him all of

the speeches that she had heard on paper
conservation—to no avail. He had plenty

of tickets to give away (and they weren't
for the Policemen's Ball) .

"How much wood would a woodchuck
chuck?" and similar questions can all be
an wered by those Quiz Kids, LEWIS RIED
and TONY GIANNINI of Tool Planning.
So if you have been bothered with the

answers to an old riddle, cross-word puzzle
or such, bring them to the Quiz Kids, and
they will fix you up.

After spending a three-day vacation in

Hollywood recently, LAURA HARRISON was
only too glad to return to San Diego and
Ryan.

Who is the brown-eyed girl that we have
seen LESTER OLSON with so much recently?
Maybe you can enlighten us, Ole!

SIDNEY CHRISTIE left to become just

Mo Loft Sez
by George

Again this column makes one of its per-

iodical appearances, perhaps one of these

times it will die of natural causes, not due
to the lack of news but the lack of personnel

in the group. At the present time there are

only a few men left in the group including

Chief RASMUSSEN and if the draft continues
to blow the way it has, Mr. J. M. WEED, Jr.

is prepared to bid us farewell. We have al-

ready lost two ex- loft members to Uncle
Sam in the last few weeks. FRANK REED,
the strong, silent gentleman, is stationed at
the Marine Base and WILLIE BURTON is

headed for the Army.

Mr. P. E. CARTER, formerly known as
"Stinky" is now Mr. P. E. of Liaison Engi-
neering.

What has happened to ex-loftman LUKE
BRUNOLD. What's holding up that wed-
ding? How about it, DOROTHY? Who is

going to set the date? We've all waited
long enough for that party so let's hurry it

up now!

BOB ANDREWS has not made any money
beating P. E. CARTER in the Star boat races.
Bob has made a good showing so far; per-
haps one of these days Carter will really be
trimmed good and proper—we hope.

CHOPPY WELSBACHER is contemplating
the purchase of a piece of land and perhaps
if he can wangle RAZZY into a few bets

the land could pay for itself. How about a
well 1 30 feet deep this time? How do you
get the water to the top without cheating?
Razzy does not want to obey the law of
gravity and that has been the bone of con-
tention between Choppy and Razzy.

another G. I. Joe. We wish him lots of
luck, and hope that it won't be long before
he can be back again.

Into our ever-changing family we wish
to welcome VIRGINIA BACHE, BYRON
MACKINTOSH, KENT ROYE and H E

RAWLINGS.
Californians have long been noted for

their exaggerated pride which causes them
to say strange things when discussing the
merits of their state. For example, there was
the case of the visitor from the East who
was enjoying the wonders of California. Not
content with allowing the natural beauties
to speak for themselves, the native Califor-
nian who was showing the visitor around
sought to comment upon everything that
came before their gaze.

Walking through a grove of citrus trees,

the visitor said, "What beautiful grape-
fruit!"

"Oh," said the Californian, "those lem-
ons are a bit small this year, owing to a
comparatively bad season."

"And what are those enormous blos-
soms?" asked the tourist.

"Just a patch of dandelions," was the
answer.

Presently they reached the Sacramento
river. "Ah," said the tourist, finally grasp-
ing the Californian's viewpoint, "somebody's
radiator is leaking."

Final

News
by Enid Larsen

This seems to be the week that we are
to hear from those who have gone into the

service. Mr. GUY BAKER, of Final Assem-
bly, received an announcement of the grad-
uation of Lt PERCY "PETE" BUSH, Army
Air Forces, from the Army Air Forces Pilot

School, Craig Field, Selma, Alabama. Pete
worked at Ryan for three years, in both
the Manifold and Receiving Inspection De-
partments. He was a good worker, and made
a host of friends while here, and in case
anyone would like to get in touch with him,
his address is Class 44-E, Craig Field, Selma,
Alabama.

JESS LARSEN, who left Final Assembly
this month to be inducted into the Army,
came home on a week-end pass. He paid
me a surprise visit last Sunday morning. He
looked mighty sharp in his uniform—of
course he would be a welcome sight for my
eyes any day. He says, quote: "The Army
life is O.K." Of course, this is o-o-o-only
the beginning for him, as he is still at Fort
MacArthur, where he is dishing out the
linen to the new recruits.

We notice, with a great deal of pleasure
and pride, that we have a brand-new flag
flying over the main factory office build-
ing. We missed it for a while. Its a won-
derful feeling to know it will wave there
long after peace and victory have once again
settled over us all.

Around The Campus wlt̂ &<>*$& Vuncan
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Smoke From

A Test Tube
by Sally and Sue

We were tired, our minds were blank and
as variety is the spice of life, we prevailed

upon KEITH (DOC) WHITCOMB to do a

little pinch-hitting for us this week. So

here 'tis:

Great things are usually expected from
guest artists and for that reason I've been
rather reluctant about giving Sally and Sue
a little vacation from the drudgery of having
to write a column every third Monday (dead-
line day) .

I suppose that by the time this goes to

press the results of the last draft (almost
in the blizzard class) will have been ac-
cepted as fact and the Ryan Regiment will

be in the process of being trained to do
battle with bullets instead of a Mexican
speed wrench (pliers to you) and a lead

hammer. I imagine that you've heard lots

of reports on how the boys are making out;
so I'm sure you won't balk at hearing one
more. On the fateful morning of May 24th,
our four-man car pool steamed up in front

of Local Draft Board No. 160, paused long
enough to say a heartfelt "so long, Bob,"
and proceeded to work as a three-man car
pool. That was Wednesday, and by the
time Sunday rolled around the first official,

uncensored, authentic report on Master Rob-
ert's exploits as "Buck" reached us.

"Wednesday: Got up there eventu-
ally; received all the G.I. stuff; ate and
went to bed.

"Thursday: Slept in until 6:15; ate;
did a little of this; ate; did a little of
that; ate; took some tests (strictly

cinch stuff) ; ate; went to a first class
stage show; and so to bed after a hard
day.

"Friday: Up at the usual hour; ate;
issued clothes to new recruits (you can
spot 'em a mile off); ate; issued more
clothes (work 5 min., off 10); ate;
spent a lot of time enjoying life; ate
some more in the PX and finally went
to bed.

"Saturday: Up again; ate; worked
harder today (5 min. on, 5 min. off);
ate again (sure is good food); then I

had to work clear up until 3:30 (worse
luck).

"Conclusion: This is the best vaca-
tion I've had for years. Gained four
pounds in three days (small wonder)."

After this glowing account had been ab-
sorbed by yours truly, I almost ran down
to my draft board to demand a reconsider-
ation; and have them draft me, but it was
Sunday, and they weren't open.

We are happy to hear that you are get-
ting along so nicely, Bob, and in case you
get to read this, we want you to know that
we miss you more than a little bit.

Now, I'd like to tell you a story that 1

thought was funny when it happened and
I have to smile every time I think of it.

During one lunch period some clumsy
oaf kicked over a hunk of chrome moly tub-
ing weighing about 70 pounds which was
destined to become a landing gear shock

strut. The moment it hit the floor it was
a shock (it became a strut later) and it

took a good thirty seconds for the crowd
to settle down to the serious business of

eating lunch again. Apparently the crash

landing of the tube impressed HUB, the

Bub, because after a few moments of heavy
thinking he piped up with the suggestion

that landing gears be eliminated by making
landing fields of long continuous belts. The
idea was to set the plane down on a belt

which was in motion and traveling at the

speed of the airplane, then the guy in the

control tower would apply the brakes to the

belt and pretty soon the whole works would
stop. Then you would let down some light

wheels and run the plane back to the hangar.

Anytime a scientific discussion is under
way, ideas fill the air like mosquitoes at

a picnic, so it wasn't enough that we put a

continuous belt a mile long on an airstrip;

somebody else suggested that we embed a
bunch of ball bearings (suitably secured) in

the field so that the wheelless plane could

from any direction and not be limited to

one direction as a belt would be. Hub put the

quietus on that idea right now by saying, in

a very disgusted tone, "Aw, let's stick to

something practical."

I imagine that the readers of this column
have noticed a trend towards receiving news
from the feminine viewpoint, and as a

usual thing the males in the crowd get the

panning. We have often threatened the usual

writers of this line with everything from

slow torture to sudden death if they pub-
lished this or that about us, and of course,

it would always appear. We have had no
opportunity to get revenge for this malicious

slander until the present time. Now, at long

last, the truth about at least one of your
faithful correspondents is about to be re-

vealed.

This is the story of SUE. One bright, sunny

day she went down town to buy a hat. The
street cars were very crowded and she was
very tired from shopping for a hat; so she

thought it would be just swell if she could

get a nice easy ride home. Now you or I

probably wouldn't think of this (but we
ain't Suzie). She went in, bought a piano,

then had them deliver it so she could ride

home on the truck.

Well, now she had a piano, but didn't

know how to play it; so she started taking

lessons. Now we don't mind if she takes

lessons, even if we do have to listen to blow-

by-blow descriptions of how pretty "Twinkle-

toes" and "Pretty Little Snowflakes" sound
when they are played at the proper tempo
with just the right accent and so on far

into the working day. Also, we fully realize

the need for ardent practice, but we feel

that from 5:00 a. m. to 6:00 a. m. is not

what we would consider to be a decent hour

to plague the neighbors with scales, finger

exercises and little diddies commonly heard

over Uncle Dudley's Infant's hour. During

"Be Kind to Neighbor's" week I carried out

a little private investigation on conditions in

and about the Reese neighborhood and found
that the following conditions exist:
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The first tragedy to befall the district in-

volved the neighbors to the North. They had
a cute little pooch who was probably the

only one in the neighborhood that really

appreciated the artistic ability displayed in

the sounds emanating from Sue's finger tips.

The poor little fellow just couldn't contain
the pent-up emotion that he felt and he
would tilt his little head skyward and give

out with the most heart-rending and sleep-

disturbing howls imaginable. Finally, the
situation got so bad that the neighbors had
to get rid of the dog. Not long after that

the neighbors moved out, and the only rea-

son that the neighbors to the North beat
the neighbors to the South in getting out is

that the neighbors to the North had an "in"
with a moving company. That leaves Suzie's

house in between two empty ones. Now if

you're looking for a house (and don't mind
the noise) you have a choice in the 4300
block on 32nd street.

Putt Putts

On Parade
by Millie Merritt

When you're blue and feeling sad,

Get on a Buda— it ain't bad.

They jump and they jerk, and go pell-mell,

But, once you get the swing,

They sure are swell.

From station to station they proudly roam,

Six hours out and you wish you were home.

They cover the factory with the greatest of

speed,

To supply the assembly line with their every

need.

These three-wheel demons, with bodies so

light,

Serve all factory points by day and by night.

Our Buda Bouncing Mamas work hard we'll

admit.

We all know they are doing their bit.

You see them here and you see them there,

Handling parts with the greatest of care.

They're always ready with a friendly smile,

Doing their best to make your day worth

while.

So when you see them rolling by,

Imagine the roar of planes in the sky.

For with everyone's help we'll add to the

score,

And win the war, in '44.

With this issue we would like to welcome

FOREST TURNBOW to our group. Forest

was formerly in Airplane Welding.

THELMA DONALDSON, night shift, is

leaving us to return East with her husband.

We regret losing her, but wish her the best

of everything.

Adios.
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Ryan Trading Post
FOR SALE

Brahma hens now laying and rooster. See A. J

.

McCartney, Manifold Development.

G.E. ultra-violet ray sun lamp. Built like a living

room floor lamp. Type S-2. Also includes two
new spare bulbs, each having 300 hours of radia-
tion. $26.75 or will trade for a table radio.

Harry Turner, Eng. Illustration, Ext. 283.

Or trade for San Diego home. 1 V2 acres at Carls-
bad, Calif.—280 full bearing Avocado trees.

Modern 5 room house and garage. Art Silveira,

Rivet Heat Treat Crib.

Shotgun, Ithica hammerless with 5 boxes of shells.

Only $35.00. E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.

Motorcycle '36 Harley 80 completely overhauled.
E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.

Two lots excellent location, one block south of
University on 38th St. $850. R. O. Watson, Tool
Room.

One dozen pre-war tennis balls in cans. A. C.
Berryman, Inspection Crib No. 3, Ext. 343, or
T-7784.

1 937 Chrysler coupe with reconditioned motor.
Price $550.00 cash or terms. See Y. B. Leo,
Stress Dept.

1939 Ford 60 Coupe. Has radio, heater, defroster,

motor in A-l condition. 5 excellent tires. Car
like new inside and out. 25 miles to gallon. Sold
with full tank gas. $785.00. See N. V. Descoteau,
Manifold Assembly, 1 st shift, near inspection
crib 4, or phone W-0845 after 5 p. m.

Pair new, black, low-heeled shoes, size 9-AAA.
$3.00. Edna B. Taylor, Shipping Department
office.

Majestic Radio, cabinet model, completely recon-
ditioned. $45.00. T. A. Davis, Airplane Planning.

1931 Hupp. 8. Four-door sedan, good tires. 12 miles
a gallon. $120.00. H. Sarkiss, Tooling Depart-
ment.

New $25.00 welding suit for $12.50. N. Petty, 7742
Wing Assembly.

1940 Nash 6 trunk sedan, overdrive, good tires, 20
to 22 miles per gallon. Excellent condition,
$995.00. Williams, 181, Eng. Ext. 280.

16 ga. Ithaca Double. 12 ga. Winchester Model 12
pump. 12 ga. Remington Model 11 Automatic.
Shells for all. C. A. Welsbacher. Ext. 281.

1939 Buick Sedan, perfect black finish, good tires,

excellent motor. W. Kohl, 581, Laboratory.

Lot 70 x 160 in Sunset Cliffs, ocean view, paved,
sidewalk and curbing front and back of lot.

Block A, Lot 2, Riviera Villa. A beautiful lot
for an after-the-war home. Write H. H. Simmer,
4576 Matero Drive.

1 939 Nash 4-door sedan, pre-war tires, radio,
heater, over-drive, A-l condition. $900. M.
Convery, Sheet Metal, 2325 Judson Street, Linda
Vista.

Chevrolet auto radio, $25.00. Philco auto radio,
steering post mount, $18.00. Two Sessions, 6-day
mantle clocks. Table radio, $15.00. 12 New
Hampshire hens, 10 chicks, complete chicken
coop, all for $45.00 or trade vacuum cleaner.
Jack Graham, Cutting Dept., Ext. 381.

One bed with springs and vanity; one bed with
springs, mattress and dresser. Margaret Page,
Ext. 282 or call R-5122 after 5 p. m.

Rug and pad, 100% wool, 9x12, blue and tan.
Like new. $50.00 cash. Contact R. Radmacker,
10229, Tooling, or 5170 Randlett Drive, La Mesa.

1935 Crosley Radio, 6-tube table model. In good
shape. Ki I bourn, Manifold Assembly, or 1720
1st Ave., Apt. No. 5 after 4 p. m.

I Frye & Smith, Lto.. San Diego

Two lots, excellent location, one block south of
University on 38th St. $850.00. R. O. Watson,
Tool Room.

One dozen pre-war tennis balls in cans. A. C.
Berryman, Inspection Crib No. 3, Ext. 343, or
T-7784.

Set of Fog Lights, complete, $15.00. R. R. Wing-
field, 8838, Manifold Development, second shift.

8 -piece dining room set, wine velvet seats, dark
hardwood. Used 2 months. Cost $169.95, priced
at $100.00. 4-piece bedroom suite, used two
months, beautiful solid hardwood, cost $289.00,
priced at $200.00. This furniture strictly pre-
war, without mark or mar. Illness forces this

sale. Jack Field, Drop Hammer, 2nd shift.

Yew wood bow, approx. 45 pounds test, footed
arrows, quiver—$ 1 0.00 for the outfit. L. C.

Larson, Ext. 348, 2nd shift, Finishing Dept.

MISCELLANEOUS
Will trade one residential lot in Burbank for house

trailer. See A. J. McCartney, 1111, Manifold
Development.

Will trade Winchester model 54 30.06 Sportster

and some shells for light twin outboard motor.

B. Jennings, Ext. 272.

Would like to buy or rent a small cabin in the
mountains by a stream. Not too far from San
Diego Husband's health makes this necessary.

Mrs. Lottie Fisher, 1931, Dept. 15, phone R-7709.

Will exchange: My 1 -bedroom furnished house,

includes dishes, utensils, and linens, walking
distance to plant and 1 1 blocks from center of

town $40.00 for a larger 1 -bedroom house or

2-bedroom furnished to $50.00 in North Park or

East San Diego. Contact G. R. Bills, Plant Pro-

tection, Ext. 351 or F-5600.

Anyone having information regarding a furnished

house or apartment for rent please call Ada
Lewis, Ext. 353.

For Rent—one- or three-room house. Furnished or

unfurnished. See Fred T. Feurer, Tool Crib No. 3

or 919 No. Magnolia Avenue, El Cajon.

WANT TO BUY
Electric phonograph or combination radio and

ohonograph. A. C. Berryman, Inspection Crib

No. 3, Ext. 343.

Coupe or Club Coupe, '39 or '40. Will not refuse

any reasonable price. E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.

Small luggage trailer, prefer one wheel. Will buy
it or trade good electric sweeper for it. Phone
R-5619 between 9 a. m. and 3 p. m., or Mrs.

G. A. Turner, No. 2 Temp. Crib, 2nd shift, Mani-
fold Small Parts.

8 mm. movie projector. Roy Conklin, 1640, Final,

2nd shift.

Cash for new Sunbeam or Schick electric razor.

See Thaver in Tool Planning Department. Ext.

396.

Second-hand enlarger. Call Arnie Farkas, Ext. 391.
Home phone T-4423.

Vacuum cleaner, will pav cash. Eleanor Forsberg.

Ext. 386.

Moto Tool set, complete with attachments. Harry
Siegmund, Public Relations.

Baby bed, Y. B. Brown, 7574, Manifold Small Parts.

Lawn mower, bin, little, old or new. R. R. Wing-
field, 8838, Manifold Development, 2nd shift.
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Theodora "Teddie" Vizzini of Airplane

Dispatching left last week to join the

Waves.Teddie, who will train at Hunter

College, is the sixth member of the

Vizzini family to join the armed forces.

Her father, Robert Vizzini, Sr., and her

brother. Bob, Jr., will be backing her

up by speeding production on their

jobs at Ryan.

The Grinders
by R. R. Auerswald

Here's a great heartfelt boost for the

people— particularly the women — who are

working in the grinding end of Tooling.

BETTY, NANCY, ELLA, NINITA, NETTIE,
HELEN, AGNES and AUDREY. These women
have learned to accurately grind high pow-
ered cutting drills in addition to fine flash

welding and much other varied work. This,

from what we can gather, is a pretty swell

record among aviation companies. Of course,

we may be getting a perfect streak of fine,

intelligent employees, but we are inclined

to think also that Ryan's high esprit de

corps—morale—has a lot to do with it. Ours,

as they say in the Navy, is a Happy Ship.

More power to all our conscientious em-
ployees, but I hope they can get some of

the spirit of John Paul Jones, "We have just

begun to fight," for we have a cagey, per-

severing enemy in the West. We don't need

to kid ourselves that we have won anything

except along the fringes. The enemy has

taken some important places, so, if we are

giving our full measure of devotion, let's

increase the tempo and drive on beyond as

fast as possible.

In complimenting the women we don't

mean to forget the steady swell jobs that

MAC, HARRY, TIP and RALPH are turn-

ing out.



RYAN MANIFOLD ENGINEERING- 7

THE DESIGN STAGE
means lower weight, better performance

To plan the exhaust manifold system when the original design for the air-

plane is being made saves costly engineering time, brings reduction in weight,
and results in better performance. In a typical instance a Ryan manifold
design saved forty-eight pounds in the weight of a military transport plane.

By planning with Ryan during the design stage, the type of manifold
system and installation best suited to your specific requirements can be
readily ascertained.

Whether planning to use Ryan ball and socket type or slip-

joint type manifolds, let Ryan work with you in the design
stage. You will obtain a superior product and maximum
performance, and, in wartime, lower weight; in peacetime,
bigger payload.I

* E I V ON RYAN TO
I 9 2 2 - I 9 4 4

Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego -Member, Aircraft War Production Council, Inc.

Eastern Office -420 Lexington Avenue -New York 17, New York
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The good-natured rivalry that can be aroused by depart-

mental competition here at Ryan was again demonstrated
in our recent War Bond Drive. With the Manila Maulers
and Canton Crushers running nip and tuck throughout

the last few days of the contest, it was anybody's guess
as to who would come out on top. Four one-hundredths
of one per cent isn't much leeway and that's the margin
by which the Maulers were holding the lead Saturday
afternoon. Even as they held tenaciously onto that precar-

ious lead the Crushers were eyeing the board and making
some quick calculations on scratch pads.

Another gratifying thing about the Manila Mauler-
Canton Crusher fight-to-the-finish was that both teams
were over their goal and were battling it out above the

100 per cent mark. As Ace Edmiston put it. in cheerful

banter with Jim Noakes during one cf the lunch periods,

"Of course the Canton Crushers are going to win—you
can't lose when you buy War Bonds." Whichever team
carries the flag when the whistle blows and the winner is

proclaimed, it will have been a close battle and a lot of

fun all the way. A lot of credit for a job well done goes to

all the war bond teams, their captains and the War Bond
Committee.

The way in which Ryanites rallied to the colors of their

particular team and pitched in to put their group over
the top is more evidence of the fine team spirit of the folks

at Ryan. That spirit isn't just something we talk about; it's

something we've made a realiiy. We hear it from new-
comers at Ryan, from folks who have left us to join the

service and from people around town. You can't beat the

team spirit of the folks at Ryan. It's there every day on
the production front as we go about our job turning out

"terror for Tokyo" but we sometimes forget about it until

some worthy campaign such as a War Loan Drive calls

for an open demonstration.

Or^^^4
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The Industrial Teamwork idea which de-
veloped into the Aircraft War Production

Council in April, 1942, had been germi-
nating for some time in the minds of the

aircraft executives, then in the midst of

the biggest production job of its kind in

industrial history. The tremendous produc-
tion job could have been done by the air-

craft companies individually . . . but it

could be done even better and faster by
teamwork. For several months these air-

craft executives lunched together period-

ically at the Douglas company's Santa
Monica plant to talk over such common
problems as tooling, materials, manpower,
plant protection, blackouts. In the group
were the presidents of Consolidated, Doug-
las, Lockheed, North American, Northrop,
Ryan, Vega and Vultee.

Success of these informal get-togethers
in helping expedite warplane production
led to the organization of the formal group
of the Aircraft War Production Council.
The aircraft executives, in peacetime
aggressive rivals, agreed to throw all their

production know-how, machines, materials,

manpower, all their resources and all their

trade secrets into a common pool in behalf
of the war effort. The idea clicked. Within
a few days the Council was operating and
its services had been offered to the Govern-
ment and all war manufacturers.

Each company reported to the others
what it had to contribute to the common
task of building warplanes. Responsible
department heads with authority to make
on-the-spot decisions and cut red tape, sat

as committees to attack specific produc-
tion problems. Although making all their

resources available to the others, the com-
panies retained their individual identities.

The strength of the Council lay then, and
lies now, in the strength of the member
companies. The original group of eight com-
panies later was reduced to the present
seven when Consolidated and Vultee merged,
and Lockheed absorbed Vega. In March,
1943, Boeing Aircraft Company became a
member.

As the Council swung into the job, the
industry was in the midst of the explosive
growth that was to make it the nation's

Teamwork is enabling

America's aviation companies

to produce more planes with

fewer workers and at less cost

largest. A thousand and one jobs called for

simultaneous accomplishment. West Coast
plants had been enlarged to several times
their previous size, machines for mass pro-

duction were installed or being installed, and
workers by the thousands were being trained

to man them.

Problems of design changes and produc-
tion scheduling assumed tremendous pro-
portions.

There was a constant call for planes

—

more and more planes.

In 1940, the year in which President
Roosevelt called for 50,000 planes a year,

the nation actually built 6,086, of which
3,050 came from West Coast companies.
The following year, most of which passed
before the United States entered the war,
the national output was 1 9,290, with West
Coast companies contributing 10,918.

In 1942, after war came, national pro-
duction was 47,873 and West Coast com-
panies built 24,826.

Full-scale war production was attained
last year, with 85,946 planes delivered,

39,725 of them by West Coast companies.

As results of Industrial Teamwork on the
Pacific Coast became apparent a corre-
sponding group for the East Coast was
formed known as the Aircraft War Produc-
tion Council, East Coast, and a National
Council, NAWPC, with offices in Washing-
ton to maintain daily contact with the origi-

nal councils and serve as a point of con-

(Continued on page 13)
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Ryanites who've joined the service since last issue

of Flying Reporter

Abney, A., Sheet Metal
Allen, R. D., Engineering
Bellinger, H. D., Inspection

Benbow, C. E., Sheet Metal
Boyle, H. R., Enginering

Brutsche, A. F., Tool Room
Carlton, C. B., Wing Assembly
Chudnoff, M., Laboratory
Clifton, R., Manifold Assembly
Cramer, J. V., Airplane Dsptch.
Darling, R. E., Engineering
Fleming, W. A., Engineering
Foster, S. C, Service

Greene, F., Mfld. SmaN Parts

Halfmann, R. F., Experimental
Hearn, Patricia, Airplane Prod.

Cent., Marine Corps Reserve
Howell, J. S., Airplane Finishing

Hughes, W. R., Mfld. Assembly
Humphrey, G. L., Final Assem.
Lane, C. D., Drop Hammer
Lassetter, J. D., Pattern Shop

Light, J. D., Airpln. Prod. Cont.
Magellan, B. B., Mfld. Assem.
McCarthy, J. B., Tool Room
Menke, W. A., Quality Control
Mix, F., Sheet Metal, Assembly
Neblett, R. L., Timekeeping
Niday, D. E., Wing Assembly
Nicot, L. E., Manifold Assembly
Parman, L. E., Template Making
Rabbitt, L. R., Experimental
Reasoner, R. A., Experimental
Reeder, G. E., Fuselage Assem.
Reynolds, E. L., Tool Room
Southwick, J. F., Wing Assem.
Tatum, J. B., Mfld. Small Parts

Turner, K. T., Sheet Metal
Unser, L. E., Sheet Metal
Vizzini, Theodora, Airplane Dis-

patching, WAVES
Walker, G., Manifold Assembly
Waples, H. W., Mfld. Assembly
Widmaier, G. A., Sheet Metal

WRITE TO THE BOYS TONIGHT!

New addresses of ex-Ryanites in the service

C/M M. D. Smith (Manifold Production Control)

Room 5205 Barry Hall

USMM Academy
Kingspoint, L. I., New York

A/C R. E. BorMey (Drop Hammer Inspection)

39279786
Aviation Cadet Det.

Class 44-G, F.A.A.F.

Frederick, Oklahoma

Pfr James E. Rupert (Manifold Assembly)
2nd Photo Tech. Sqdn.
APO 634, c/o Postmaster
New York, N. Y.

Pfc John C. Gage (Manifold Assembly)
Sec. SRTV (AB) MacDill Field

Tampa 8, Florida

Pfc Gilbert C. Siegmund (Production Control)

ASN 19167120
13th AACS, APO 606
c/o Postmaster, Miami, Florida

James F. Southwick (Wing Assembly)
Co. 44-355
U. S. Naval Training Station

San Diego 33, Calif.

Staff Sgt. E. D. "Hoot" Kullman (Manifold Assembly)
Veterans Hospital

Excelsior Springs, Missouri

M. G. Ryan, Sp A 2/c (Manifold Dispatching)

P. I. School, Sqd 15
U.S.N.T.C.
Bainbridge, Md.

Pvt G. V. Shamblin (Manifold Dispatching)

38668728, Sec. N 3706
A.A.F. Base Unit (B.T.C.)

Bks 206, Sheppard Field, Texas

Pfc C. R. Sanders (Manifold Dispatching)

Sqd 1, 2nd Air Force, Lincoln Field

Lincoln, Nebr.

Roy Hugh Mason, Flc (Manifold Dispatching)
U.S.N. Detachment, Co 0-1
Camp Elliott, San Diego 44, Calif.

Pvt William B. Harper (Manifold Dispatching)
39700262
7th Evacuation Hospital, A.P.O. 709
c/o Postmaster, San Francisco, Calif.
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Trainees in the Plaster Pattern

and Modeling classes, being con-
ducted at the San Diego Vocational
School, are doing a good job of pro-
duction along with their training
assignments.

After being well grounded in the
fundamental knowledges and tech-
niques of plaster pattern making,
these trainees are given practice
assignments comparable to actual
work requirements. As soon as they

develop sufficient skill, they're
given real job assignments required
to meet certain production needs.
Projects which they have completed
are returned to the plant for inspec-
tion and use in the production of
urgently needed drop hammer dies.

Recently a complete set of plas-
ter patterns required re-work due
to design changes in one of the
more actively used combat air-

planes. The job was turned over to

'pcdC Speed

/4aeact 0*1

Plaster

Pattern

These Vocational School

students are

production workers too

these trainees, who came through
with splendid workmanship and the
stampings produced from their pat-
terns are now in production mani-
folds being prepared for shipment.

Training in the Plaster Pattern
and Modeling classes is being con-
ducted on the production basis
under the direction of Carl Cline.
This group, along with Manifold
Production, Sheet Metal, Riveting,
and Machine Tool operation groups,
makes up the present vocational
training program.

These pictures taken at the Vocational
School show the girls at their class work
learning the fundamentals of plaster

pattern making.
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So far represented are:

Final Assembly
D. M. GATES

Manifold Small Parts

FRED POPE

Plant Police

LARRY ANDERSON
pinch-hitting for Roy Williams

Entries for

Department Cowboy

must be in to Al Gee by

Wednesday, July 5th.

Be on hand

SUN DAY

July 9th

Polo Grounds
MISSION VALLEY

ADMISSION FREE

The Date Is

Sunday
You won't want to miss a solitary

event of this show of shows— The
Ryan Horse Show— to be held Sun-
day, July 9th, at the Polo Grounds
in Mission Valley. Be there for the
kiddies' events, too. You'll get as

much fun out of it as they do . . .

and believe you me, those kids will

have fun. Starting at 10:30 a. m.
there's a program scheduled that'll

give these wild west youngsters, six-

teen years of age and under, a
chance to show their full prowess
as horsemen. And it's guaranteed to

keep the older folks entertained,
too. Entertained, did we say. We'll
miss our
stitches.

Here's what the
looking for in the
events for the kids:

guess if you aren't in

judges will be
four scheduled

Grand Entry—Children sixteen years of

age and under.

1 . Western Pleasure Horse Class. Full

mane and tail. Conformat :on 25%; equip-
ment and attire 25% (silver not to be con-
sidered); manner, style and way of going
50%.

Trophy and Ribbons—Entry Fee 50c.

2. Three-Gaited Saddle Horses. Horses
of any height. To be judged for conforma-
tion, manners, and way of going.

Trophy and Ribbons—Entry Fee 50c.

3. Bending Race. Ride in and out of five

barrels; make right turn and return. Knock-
ing over barrels or missing a barrel dis-

qualifies entrant.

Trophy and Ribbons—Entry Fee 50c.

4. Musical Chairs. Trophy and Ribbons—Entry Fee 50c.

Food—hot dogs and soft drinks

—

will be available on the grounds or

those who wish to bring their own
lunch may do so. Make it a get-

Al Gee, chief of plant protection and chairman of the Ryan Horse Show.
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illy 9th
together and meet the families of

the other folks in your department.

Adults and children are eligible

for the afternoon events which are
headed by the Grand Entry at 1 :00

p. m. sharp. Entry fee is 50c per
horse and entries will be accepted
at ringside post entry stand from
12:00 noon to 1 :00 p. m.. Special

awards will be made for:

equip-Best Men's Plain Western attire,

ment and mount.

Best Women's Plain Western attire,

equipment and mount.

Best Men's English attire, equipment and
mount.

Best Women's English attire, equipment
and mount.

Best single or group costume (get-up)
depicting the Old West.

Grand Prize and Special Awards. Ryan
Queen of 1944 and Maids of Honor.

Following this colorful entry will

come the succession of exciting
competitive events with trophies
and ribbons for winners.

1 . Novice Jumpers. Open to horses not
having won in jumping competition prior to

1944. Performance only to count. Jumps
about three feet high. Trophy and Ribbons—Entry Fee $1 .00.

2. Stake Race. To be judged on time.
Trophy and Ribbons—Entry Fee $1.00.

3. Jumpers Open. Performance only to

count. Trophy and Ribbons— Entry Fee
$1.00.

4. Potato Race. Run in heats— all con-
testants timed. Trophy and Ribbons—Entry
Fee $1.00.

5. Musical Chairs. Open. Trophy and
Ribbons—Entry Fee $1.00.

6. Handy Horse. Course to be arranged
by committee. Time to count on obstacles.
Trophy and Ribbons—Entry Fee $1.00.

7. Costume Race. Time to count. Trophy
and Ribbons—Entry Fee $1.00.

8. Western Pleasure. Walk, trot and
canter; horsemanship considered. Trophy and
Ribbons—Entry Fee $1.00.

9. Bending Race. To be judged on time.
Trophy and Ribbons—Entry Fee $1.00.

10. Stallions In Hand. Open to all stal-
lions, entered with halter and lead only. To
be judged by three judges on a vote basis.
Trophy and Ribbons—Entry Fee $2.00.

1 1 . Colts. Under one year old only.
Shown with or without dams. Trophy and
Ribbons—Entry Fee $2.00.

'
>
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1 2. Spoitsman Sweepstakes. Course to be
arranged by committee. Winner to take 60%
of entry. Second place to take 40% of

entry. Entry Fee $2.00.

13. Dark Horse Event. Special awards
for First, Second, Third, and Fourth. Entry

Fee—Free.

Entries close at the start of the
previous class. The chairman re-

serves the right to cancel any class

with less than four entries.

There's still a chance to get your

department represented among the

Department Cowboys. Entries must
be in at Al Gee's office not later

than Wednesday, July 5th. Come
on, all you rough riders, and repre-

sent your department. You've just

as good a chance as the next fellow,

so, ride 'em cowboy! To qualify,

cowboys must enter all afternoon
events with the exception of events

Nos. 1,3, 10, 11, and 12. A special

judge will be on hand checking only

department cowboy entries. You
don't have to win the events to have
a good chance at this title and the

huge engraved trophy that will go
to the winner. Cowboy entries will

be judged on a point basis through
the afternoon with the trophy being

awarded at the close of the show
to the high-point rider.

Officials for the show are Al Gee,
Chairman of the Horse Show Com-
mittee; Bill Wilken, Ring Master;
Frank Gray, Assistant Ring Master;
G. R. Bills, In Charge of Entries;

Slim Coats, Official Timer; Paul

Wright, Trophies and Ribbons; Earl

Prudden, Official Commentator;
Jack Schrade, Announcer, and
Eileen Gee, Dorothy Wells and
Helen Turner posting entries.
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The first of a series of articles on the

Contract Administration Department

Contract Administration
They never drive a rivet but they do a

mighty work in negotiating Ryan contracts

Planes can grow from sheets of raw ma-
terials to finished products and the mem-
bers of Contract Administration will never

actually have laid a finger on them, yet

all the way along— in fact, even long before

the raw materials were on hand—the folks

in Contract Administration were working

long and hard for the negotiation of the

contract. They're busy on a contract long

before it becomes a formal document, when
it's still in the stage of letters, memos, and
verbal conversations. In short, they're the

voice of Ryan when talking to the customer,

and the voice of the customer when talking

with Ryan—go-betweens, liaison between
the customer and the company. They're the

coordinators on the contracts for which
Ryan is negotiating, on which it is pro-

ducing and on which it has finished

production. If any questions arise in the

factory as to what is wanted on a certain

contract, the factory comes to Contract

Administration, who, in turn, contact the

customer. Contract Administration has a

story on every contract from the time of its

inception up through the time it becomes
history. Even beyond, because Contract
Administration handles the servicing of Ryan
planes in the field.

Doctors of Contract Administration are

Walter 0. Locke and his assistant, Melvin

E. Thompson, who head up the many
divisions of that department. Under their

leadership, Oliver R. McNeel handles work
on contract coordination, Felix Rossoll fig-

ures out statistics, reports and priorities,

Jack Wiseman and Hugh Waldman handle
the out-of-town liaison work, R. T. Kelley

takes care of contract readjustments, Ray
Clever sees that Ryan planes in service live up

C. -£. THc'HecC

to Ryan reputation, Kirk Sellew plays nurse-

maid to all Ryan vehicles, and Wendell
Kirkpatrick covers the teletype, telephone
facilities, mail room and office equipment
in Office Service. Ferd Johnson and Harold
Schriver handle special assignments directly

under Walt Locke, further coordinating the

activities of the sections.

Head of the section that deals directly

with contract administration is 0. R. Mc-
Neel, who in some ten years of service at

Ryan has acted in a multitude of capacities,

even to going to Mexico City to help them
assemble and repair their S-Ts when we made
a shipment to the Mexican Air Force.

Members of McNeel's section handle all

Navy contracts and all airplane contracts

with Consolidated. All correspondence com-
ing into the plant or going out of the plant

which deals with that contract must
first clear through the contract admin-
istrator's office. The sales order, which
is the "go ahead" authorization for alf

work in the factory, originates here and
finds its way into practically every depart-

ment in the plant, for it affects practically

every department. Just take a look at the

list of departments who receive a copy of

each sales order and you'll see what we
mean: Besides copies to President T. Claude
Ryan, the Comptroller and Assistant Comp-
troller, and Factory Manager, copies go to

Accounts Receivable, Master Scheduling,

Engineering, Navy, Traffic, Production Con-
trol, Material Control, Material Control

Reports, Production Planning, Purchasing,

Tooling, Shipping, Shipping Inspection, and
Inspection. The order gives a complete
description of the item to be manufactured,
quantity required and the production sched-

ules that must be met.

Changes on combat aircraft are as

certain as California fogs. As soon as a
plane hits the combat zone—even before

—improvements begin to develop that must
be incorporated into the original design.

The company would soon find itself in a jam
if the customer could call the production

men and say, "By the way, will you change
specification so and so to read such and
such and tell the folks out in the plant

to put that change in right away." Such
changes must first come to Contract Ad-
ministration, who brings the proposed

change up before a group of individuals

known as the Change Board headed by
Mel Thompson, composed of representatives

of Production, Engineering, Cost Estimating,

and Contract Administration. Members of

all of these groups are vitally interested in

any changes from the original model.

Contract Administration also handles the

contacts with Consolidated on airplane as-

semblies. There are an amazing number
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of problems arising every day which require

the full-time attention of one man.

On Navy orders, a certain percentage of

the total contract is allocated for spare parts

necessary to keep the planes in operation

in combat. The approximate percentage of

replacement necessary due to combat injury

or wear and tear has been pretty well laid

down by the Navy after carefully studying

the records of many thousands of combat
flying hours. The preliminary decision as to

what spare parts should accompany the

contract is determined by service engineer-

ing in consultation with the Field Service

Department and later checked by the Navy.

After this preliminary decision is made, the

whole matter is tossed into the lap of Con-
tract Administration, who follow it through

on all the various records and reports re-

quired.

Felix J. Rossoll, with 30 years of experi-

ence in the aircraft industry, five of which

have been with the Ryan Organization, di-

rects the activities of the Statistics & Priori-

ties Group.

In addition to interpreting the involved

and intricate orders and directives of the

various Governmental Agencies, this Group
assembles and compiles data and statistics,

prepares and submits regular and special

reports on progress and status, as well as

forecasts on requirements of materiel and
manpower, for the War Labor Board, the

Aircraft Scheduling Unit, War Manpower
Commission, the Bureau of Labor Statistics,

the Army Materiel Command, the Navy
Bureau of Aeronautics, and other branches

and agencies of the government. Regular

reports, graphs, charts, summaries and sur-

veys are prepared for company management,
and the Group frequently is called upon to

furnish—on short notice—reports, summar-
ies, surveys and forecasts on various aspects

of company activities.

Among the most important of the recur-

ring compilations is the series of six Aero-

nautical Monthly Progress Reports, which

provide the basic data for forecasting and
planning American aircraft production. This

AMPR, used by about 1 50 government

branches and agencies, serves as the basis

for planning the overall airplane produc-

tion program, for forecasting deliveries, for

determining labor requirements, measuring

the extent of plant and labor utilization,

estimating the relative effectiveness or pro-

ductivity of facilities, and for the develop-

ment of significant industry operating sta-

tistics.

Another important series of reports and
applications is required by the Controlled

Material Plan. CMP is designed to control

the nation's industrial activity, and was
adopted to solve the basic problem of eking

out the limited national supply of raw ma-
terials in order to get the largest and most
war-useful production of goods for the

armed forces. The fundamental mechanism
of CMP is designed to deal with a situation

in which a prime contractor and his sub-

contractors build a piece of military equip-

ment for the Army or Navy.

Before any war plant can be expanded,

manufacturing machinery and equipment

acquired, or any work done on any produc-

tion orders for airplanes, aircraft parts, or

exhaust manifolds, proper applications for

allotment of controlled materials must be

made. On prime contracts the application

is made to the Aircraft Scheduling Unit,

and on subcontracts application is made
to the prime contractor.

In order to get an allotment of controlled

material on time and in sufficient quantity

to meet production schedule requirements,

close cooperation is necessary between the

various planning departments.

Accurate and complete records must be

kept covering all CMP transactions, as the

War Production Board audits and checks all

records quarterly.

In compiling and assembling data and
preparing reports and applications, the Sta-

tistics & Priorities Group must depend upon
the cooperation of Materiel Planning, Mas-
ter Scheduling, Accounting, Personnel, Pur-

chasing, Production, Outside Production,

Sales, etc. Data and statistics from all of

these departments are carefully coordi-

nated to serve the purpose of the various

reports and applications.

Accomplishing somewhat the same job

that the contract administration group do

at the home plant, Jack Wiseman and Hugh
Waldman are located in the East. Wiseman
is in charge of our Washington office, and
his job is to coordinate the various prob-

lems that arise between Ryan as contractor

and the Bureau of Aeronautics. Waldman
is stationed at Dayton, Ohio. His main task

is coordination with Army and Navy authori-

ties on material clearances at Aircraft

Scheduling Unit, contacts regarding exhaust

manifold problems. In addition, he makes
visits to sub-contractors and vendors in that

area to follow up on progress and deliv-

eries. Questions which arise can be

settled much more easily by word of

mouth than they can through long and

tedious correspondence or hurried telephone

conversations. Here are a couple of exam-
ples of the advantageous work these out-

of-town representatives are doing for the

company.
(Continued on page 33)
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Scoutin' round

Out in the Dope Shop, Helen Wingord on the left is busy doping.
Helen's Navy husband is stationed in San Diego. Ruth Mann, right, is

laying tapes. Both girls have been working here about nine months.

Ma Cat with two of her five offspring. The Maternity Wo
was established and is operating out in Modeling.

Second shifters J. V. Jaussaud,

and leadman Charlie LeClare,

both of Modeling.

Farewell to Lee Heffernan, seated, is said in party form
by these girls in Sales. Standing, Ella Nielsen, Mildred
Hansen, Lillian Surles, Ida Byerly and Bonnie Metcolf.

William C. Liefferig standing at the Tool Room
window is talking with David Paulson on the left
and Harry L. Ferguson, right. Both Paulson and
Ferguson work in the Tool Room.

J. B. Dawson of second shift drop ham-
mer is loading the manifold parts for
pickling.

— 8—

Jerry Jensen, third shift Manifold Srr

Parts, is doing her share toward ket

ing production flowing by working i

early morning hours.



This showman of the big tops

worked his way up the line

in aircraft, He's known on all

three shifts

While the majority of Ryanites have con-

fined their allegiance to one shift, a goodly

number have, at some time during their

work here, changed to another shift. But

when you find a Ryanite who has worked

for a considerable length of time on all three

shifts, you've hit the unusual. That's Frank

Walsh, now third shift Foreman of Mani-

fold Small Parts.

Starting out on bench work in Manifold

Small Parts on first shift, Frank's first pro-

motion came in a transfer to third as lead-

man. From there he moved to second shift

and then to first shift as Assistant Fore-

man. Now he's back on third shift as Fore-

man.

Born in Lockport, N. Y., at the age of

three Frank moved, with or without con-

sent, to Niagara Falls, where he went
through the public school system like a

fish through water . . . and, he insists,

came out unscathed by his battle with knowl-

edge.

Frank had always been a lover of circuses.

As far back as he can remember he was
crawling under tents to get a look at the

show. Destined by parental planning to

follow his father's steps as an undertaker,

Frank began to think seriously of this more
lively field of show work. He and his fellow

admirers would stay up all night to watch
the circuses unload, lending a hand wherever
they could. One night the urge became too

great. Walsh followed the show out of

town and joined its ranks. That was back
in the days when youngsters were accepted
eagerly by the circuses with no questions

asked and were promptly put in training for

headliners of the future. Walsh loved it. He
started out tumbling and, during his stay

with the big tops, took his turn at every-

thing including the bars.

What influenced him one day, seven
years after his abrupt departure, to sud-
denly decide on a visit to the old homestead,
even Frank doesn't know. Everything hap-
pened so fast that he had bought his ticket

and was on the train before he could really

analyze his feelings.

The old home town looked good and
Frank stuck around for over a year during
which time he met and married a very won-
derful home-town girl. Back in Wyoming,
Frank signed up with another show scheduled
to leave for London and Berlin. "Mrs. Walsh
had something to say about that," Frank ex-
plains, "and we decided I'd better confine
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my activities to the home country. So I took

a turn with several other outfits, hitting

about every city in. the United States and

Canada and finally ending up in Detroit."

During his jaunts around the country,

Walsh, who had developed into an expert

horseman, got to know a lot of interesting

people—everybody from such homely cow-

boy comedians as Will Rogers, to expert

horsemen like Charlie Tipton, Harry Brennan

and Cy Compton, on down through some of

the most notorious gunmen in the country.

In those days some of the Wyoming country

was still pretty rugged and so were some
of its citizenry. Wild west was no misnomer.

Frank at one time or another was connected

with the O— O outfit, the Diamond Horse

Ranch—the largest horse ranch in the coun-

try at that time—and the 101 Ranch where

Tom Mix and Buck Jones got their start. In

addition, he rode for two seasons with Buf-

falo Bill and his outfit covering the area

from New York to Kansas City.

Landing in Detroit, Frank decided to take

a look around before he settled in any one

job. However, he came quite by accident

upon a job at Ford and before he knew it

he was an inspector. Walking around the

Detroit streets early one morning he got to

talking to a young fellow who it turned out

was flat broke pending the arrival of his pay-
off check from Ford. Walsh took him to

breakfast and upon request, agreed to ac-

(Continued on page 33)

manifold Small Parts, Third Shift
"^£Oc/V°
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Taken by and large (more large than by,

of course), I am a fairly well-bred man.
Mama taught me to take off my hat when
a woman came into elevators, to hop out

of chairs when ladies came into the room,

to say "thank you" when I took my fourth

biscuit, and to wear myself out generally

by curtsying and bowing and trying to keep

my balance on one foot.

Papa taught me always to let Johnny
get up after I had hit him before I hit

him again. Papa taught me that when
shooting marbles for keeps I should always
match an agate against an agate and not

try to palm off a glassy taw for a high-grade
shooter.

My sisters taught me the proper use of

the knife and fork, and my brothers in-

structed me in the art of wearing hand-me-
down clothes with a casual flair. I might
add that I ran the casual touch a little

bit into the ground. There were times when
it was touch-and-go as to whether I would
be voted the most casually dressed ado-
lescent in our town or to be picked up as

the most exposed youngster in the State.

This bit of biographical background is

offered simply to show that the author
(cries of Hear! Hear!) is not a blackguard
running wild midst the social graces. How-
soever (and you get 8 to 1 from me that
the word isn't obsolete and hasn't been
used since Geoffrey Chaucer fell off his

horse on the way to Canterbury) no mat-
ter how much a man knows about chivalry
and courtesy, modern military etiquette is

bound to bewilder, befuddle, and bifocal
him.

I will now exhibit a few exhibits, if you
will excuse me for not having a synonym
for exhibits at the tip of my tongue.

Exhibit A: Radio Tokyo says that the
invasion of North Africa by the United
States Forces was an ungentlemanly act
and possibly illegal.

Exhibit B: Radio Rome said the success
of the American invasion of Africa was due
to the unfair tactics of the United States
in sending superior forces of men, ships and
planes. Rome made it quite plain that it

considered these tactics unfair, unethical
and un-Fascist.

Exhibit C: Radio Vichy said that for the
United States troops to shoot a Frenchman
on French territory was the same as shoot-
ing a Frenchman on French territory, and
besides it might aggravate the senility of
Marshal Petain.

Unfortunately, all the silliness of mili-

tary courtesy is not confined to the Axis

powers. England and this country have

contributed their bit. You must have seen

the pictures of the alfresco party that

England's Gen. Montgomery gave Gen.

Thoma, second only to Rommel in Ger-

many's Afrika Korps. Gen. Montgomery had
no more than captured Gen. Thoma then

he flew back to his headquarters in the

desert and started toasting rolls and scones

and seeing after the tea, for the party in

Gen. Thoma's honor. Tea for Thoma, so to

spsak.

Then, so help me, tough old Ike Eisen-

hower—and this must prove my point that

military etiquette is stranger than an in-

terior decorator in the marines—01' Ike,

himself, "entertained" Admiral Darlan.

If I can read between the lines, Ike

brought out the best family napery and
silver, tore up his coffee ration card, and
promised the cooks an extra two bits if the

food was extra good.

This, mind you, for a man who had proved
himself to be one of the world's great

double-crossers. Darlan was universally ac-

cepted as a Laval in gold braid. Then he
started playing gin-rummy with one of our

top commanders. I only hope that Gen. Ike

was using his own cards when dealing, and
not the admiral's deck.

What do you think the Germans would
have done with Gen. Montgomery if they
had captured him? What do you think would
have happened to Gen. Ike if he had fallen

into German hands? I still maintain that
this country and England are determined
to come out of this war with an "E" pen-
nant for deportment, if nothing else.

To look for a silver lining in the clouds
of war would at first seem to be a futile

assignment, but it really isn't. Even with-
out slipping on your rose-colored bifocals

I think you will see eye to eye with me
concerning some of the advantages that
the disadvantages of war bring about.

Think about gasoline rationing for a
moment. Sure it's tough not to be able to

jump into a car and go where you want
to go, but isn't it a blessing to have a per-
fect excuse not to go where you don't want
to? Be honest with yourself and see if you
haven't used these phrases over and over
again since the "A" card was pasted on
your windshield.

"There is nothing in the world I would
rather do than that, but, with gasoline the
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way it is, I just can't make it; too bad, old
boy."

"Sorry, Old Man, I'd love to drop you
by your house, but I just haven't the 'gas.'

Guess you'll just have to hoof it."

"But, Honey, we just can't go shopping
again. We're going to be walking if we
keep using 'gas' the way we have been."

"Sure, I'd like to go over to see your
sister, but how are we going to get there?"

Ninety percent of the time these phrases
are used, the user is hopping up and
down with joy over the perfect excuse he
has not to do something that he doesn't
want to do. Husbands will understand what
the war has done towards giving them com-
fort around the house in the matter of
dress.

Wives always want husbands to be shaved,
shined and all polished up as if they were
going to a party. Now, when a wife gets
after her husband for slouching around in

comfortable clothes and a few whiskers on
his face, he can say, "Gracious goodness,
what does it matter how I look, with the
world the way it is? Think of those fellows
down in the jungles fighting. They haven't
shaved for months, and they don't go around
pressing their clothes and getting all tail-

ored up. What does it matter how I look
in times like these? Besides, with wool and
cotton scarce what's the sense in me wear-
ing out my best clothes when I can save
them by wearing the oldest things I have?"

A wife has no answer for this. I know.
I have things so organized that I can go
around looking like a utility infielder on
the House of David baseball team without
drawing a single complaint.

The war has just about abolished the
cocktail party, a form of indoor torture no
man or woman in his or her right mind
should have to endure. Think of the relief in

not having to stand around talking to

someone you didn't know, drinking stuff

you didn't like, and nibbling at some con-
coction that was made strictly for appear-
ance and not for taste. No hostesses at a
cocktail party ever served food because it

stuck to your ribs. As a matter of fact, the

food stuck in your throat.

Yes, the war has advantages. Attention,
husbands, again: If your wife wants a new
fur coat and some new dresses, all you have
to say is, "Okay, if your conscience would
let you put money in clothes when we
could buy War Bonds with it, you just go
ahead. Personally, I think your friends will

think more of you in your old clothes than
in your new ones They'll wonder if you know
there is a war going on."

Take my own case. I should write at

least I 00 more words under the terms of my
contract with Bill Wagner, Ye Editor, but
if he complains of the shortness of this col-

umn I have the perfect answer:

"Listen, Willie, there's a war on. I can't
afford to wear out this typewriter. Where
would I get another one?" (Slim: I wish

I knew! I'm trying to get another one for the

office now myself.—W. W. I



If

You

Were

Hitler

Here in America, most of us think Germany is

doomed to early destruction.

But does Hitler see it that way?

If you were Hitler, even today you could probably

see several good chances of avoiding disaster.

You could see the chance that the Japs may change

the whole picture of world strategy by a major cam-

paign in China; the chance that Russia may decide it

has chased the Germans far enough, and will sit

back to let the Anglo-Americans carry the brunt of

the war; the chance that the invading Allies will be

turned back into the sea with such hideous losses

that they will lose heart for fighting.

Then too, if you were Hitler, you could look ahead

to a strategy which might well win you a negotiated

peace. Consider: Assuming that America and Eng-

land succeed in solidly establishing their second

front in Western Europe, two possibilities will then be

open to Hitler.

He may withdraw most of his army from the Rus-

sian front and hurl it against the Americans and

British. In that case the major weight of the struggle

will be transferred to the west. The Anglo-Americans

will fight on the rim of Fortress Europe while the

Russians can guickly push into Germany. This will

mean two things: heavy casualties for us, and the

arrival of the Russians in Berlin ahead of us. Hitler

may decide that this prospect offers the best hope

of frightening the Western powers into a negotiated

peace.

On the other hand. Hitler may choose his second

possible course: He may decide to offer England

and the U. S. less resistance than he could put up.

Instead of concentrating on smashing our campaign

in the west. Hitler may leave the bulk of his forces

on the Russian front. If this happens, the American

and British armies can roll through with compara-

tively small losses, and reach Germany while Hitler's

troops are still engaging the Russians in the east.

In a word. Hitler, sure of defeat, may sell that defeat

to the party which will pay the better price. Such

tactics offer him the chance of splitting the United

Nations, leading them into a contest to outbid each

other for his surrender, and perhaps even creating

such strife between them that he might suddenly turn

and destroy them.

Make no mistake. Hitler sees all these possibilities.

He will exploit them to their last ounce of value.

Those Americans who count on a guick and easy

victory over Germany are likely to meet tragic dis-

appointment.

Every American who guits a war job now, or

slackens up on it, is helping Hitler. Let's all resolve

this Fourth of July to stay on the job—to finish the job!
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Smoke From

A Test Tube
by Wes Kohl

substituting for Sally and Sue

Sally and Sue, tongues in cheek, glanced

slyly at one another and then suggested

Yours Truly write their column for this issue.

I don't know whether they were negotiating

for a vacation from the chore of writing the

column or giving me the opportunity of

beating my brains out trying to write some-
thing understandable. So here I sit up to

my ears in scrap paper (the fruit of three

hours of vain effort) wracking my "ersatz"

brain for inspiration.

Let me see now, there are several writers

of other columns in the Reporter that have
taken my name in vain in the last few issues

with whom I might get even. Hm! VIRGINIA
(Mrs. POTTS) PIXLEY has kicked me
around quite a lot in her "Stress Report."

I might suggest her friends ask her how
she came by the name "Mrs. Potts," but no,

that would neither be gentlemanly nor

sporting, so I'll omit that bit of scandal and
try to think of something nastier. I might
just casually mention some little thing about

how she invites you over for dinner, feeding

you a luscious repast of puppy biscuits and
sour milk, but then again that would make
her mad and I might lose out on a free

feed sometime when my ration tokens are

gone. No, perhaps I had better pick on
someone else—Virginia's a pretty good gal.

I might say something biting about VIC
(Mr. PHILPOT) ODIN, but on the other

hand I used to work with him and I may
have to again sometime, so perhaps it

would be more tactful of me not to liken

that cowlick on the crown of his head to

one worn very shamefacedly by an almost
extinct species of parakeet found only in

the Pago Pago islands situated adjacent to

the peninsula of "Hooflungit." No, I'll let

Vic off, too. There must be someone I can
really rip up. I mustn't let an opportunity
like this pass by.

Maybe if I tried to dig up some dirt in

the Laboratory—as long as this is a Lab.
column, I could say something vitriolic

about "DEAD EYE SUSIE" who puts knife
throwers to shame with that flip she puts
to an eraser that sends it careening off

any innocent bystander's cranium while the
intended victim goes scurrying out of range
cackling like the possessed. Still, Susie is

the gal I have to be nice to to get a pass-
out slip every three months when I have
to get a haircut— it wouldn't be smart to

get on the bad side of her.

There must be someone around the place
I don't have to be afraid of—maybe a sly

remark or two about SALLY's bull-red
plaid shirt she wears on the days she is

intending to go riding at night (there's
really nothing wrong with my head; people
just say that). I think GAY SHAW is

just the one to make a victim of—still, she
is the one who keeps tab on my overtime
and could do me a lot of harm, so nix on
any cracks about her spanked-baby com-
plexion every Monday morning after a day
lying in the sun on the beach.

Maybe if I picked on one of the fellows,

a dirty crack maybe about HYSER's bowl-
ing—but no, that would never do, because
he has seen me bowl, too.

Practice for the Big Ryan Show gets under way as
these first shift girls turn out en masse.

Practices In Progress

On Hll-5tar Show
Rehearsals are in full swing for the Ryan Revue,

an all-star talent show to be staged in Russ audi-
torium Saturday evening, August 26, and Sunday
evening, August 27.

First and third shift employees have been rehears-
ing at 7 p.m. on Tuesday and Friday, and second
shift employees at 1 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday
under the direction of Eula Hoff and C. R. Burnett
at Ratliff's Dancing Academy, 1106 Broadway.

Numerous specialty acts are being planned for the
revue, which will be a fast-moving production featur-
ing all Ryan employees. C. H. (Slim) Coats is to

be master of ceremonies.
Among those signed for the specialty numbers are

Marjorie West, Betty Christianson and Hazel Klas-
sen, girls' trio; Phyllis Kotlinek, Eileen Elrod and
Lee Purley, tap dancers; Junie Bethke, magician;
Maydalene Ruhnow, African drum dancer; "Scottie"
Derr, comedian; Ermalie Joyce, dramatics; Robert
Follette, accordion player; John Greene, baritone;

Marjorie West, hula dancer; Benny Marquez, come-
dian; Ruth Nelson, singer and dancer; Mary Hillery,

dramatics; Jack Westler and Mike Sanchez, come-
dians; Lucille Morehouse and Art Kilmer, singers.

The Ryan Choral Group, directed by El Berry, is

to sing several numbers.
Members of the choir are William Baker, Gordon

Becker, Art Kilmer, El Berry, Jane Brush, Marcia
Byerly, Betty Christianson, John Dawson, Dortha
Dunston, Evelyn Erickson, Edna Farnsworth, Lloyd
Garrison, Lloyd Huffstutter, Paul Jones, Betty Kaller,

Caroline Miller, Jack Mayer, Russ Nordlund, Peggy
Paaske, Jim Scurlock, Gay Shaw, Jane Snyder, Vir-
ginia Tipton, John Weed, Marjorie West, Jack
Westler, Louise Wilson, Helen Frey, Ermalie Joyce
and John Greene.

An all-girls' orchestra under the direction of Al
Polhamus is to play throughout the revue.

More girls are needed for the Ryan chorus. They
may leave their names with Employee Service. Trans-
portation home will be provided following the re-

hearsals.

Maydalene Ruhnow

Scotty Derr

"-/

Lucille Morehouse
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MORE ABOUT

INDUSTRIALTEAMWORK
(Continued from Page 1 )

tact for the industry with government

agencies.

From the day of its organization, AWPC
began to break production bottlenecks and

eliminate costly delays by organizing de-

partment heads and specialists from the

companies into committees, sections, pan-

els and project groups.

One job done by the Engineering Com-
mittee, for example, saved weight and

increased the speed of every combat plane

built thereafter. This was accomplished

through research leading to the use of a

much thinner Alclad aluminum sheet in

building airframes. Strength of the sheet

was increased by an aging or heat-treating

process applied subsequent to forming. Re-

sults of that one project are immeasurable

in terms of plane efficiency.

Engineers exchanged technical data and
made visits to plants on 8,467 occasions

to March 1, 1944, resulting in the saving

of 1,034,780 engineering manhours, or

1 29,347 engineering mandays.

Recognizing the relative inexperience

of the average assembly line worker, the

Council late in 1942 inaugurated a pool

covering all the detailed procedures used

at each plant to assure precision measure-

ments of each plane part, from the original

material design to the point of final assem-

bly. The careful study and comparison of

control available by various combinations

of check points enabled companies to place

women and handicapped persons in points

that had previously required general me-
chanical ability.

To attain increased productivity of re-

search workers, the Council early established

its Testing and Research Panel, composed
of top men from each company, to pool

the use of laboratory facilities and the ef-

forts of scientific personnel. This elimi-

nated costly and time-consuming duplica-

tion of work. Today each proposed research

project is reviewed by the panel and then

assigned to the company best equipped to

handle it.

At one time North American got an
order to build pursuit planes to be equipped
with wing flaps of a type the company
had never engineered. The job normally

would have involved several months of

wind-tunnel research. The planes couldn't

be held up that long, so the company
turned to the Council research pool for

help. It came from Vultee, where engineers

already had worked out the data on that

kind of wing flap. That was one of many
production delays averted by the practical

application of the teamwork principle.

As plant production increased, there was
a corresponding growth in the inspection

departments, with the additional require-

ment of higher type skills. One inspector

normally is needed for each 20 productive

workers. Employment of comparatively in-

experienced workers as inspectors meant
the setting up of extensive training pro-

grams, and resulted in the preparation by

the Council of a Standard Quality Manual
which will enable all inspectors to work
by a uniform set of rules. As soon as the

manual gets into use, its simple illustra-

tions will aid greatly in improving coordina-

tion between inspection and production.

The aircraft companies, working together

through the Council, share their resources.

Top: An informal meeting during the Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce meetings

held in Los Angeles. Left to right, Donald W. Douglas, Douglas Aircraft; T. Claude

Ryan; Glenn L. Martin, The Glenn L. Martin Company; J. H. Kindelberger, North

American; Harry Woodhead, Consolidated Vultee, and P. G. Johnson, Boeing.

Below: These top executives of leading aircraft companies all over the U. S. met in

Los Angeles as members of the National Aircraft War Production Council to discuss

problems of the entire aviation industry. Left to right seated are: J. H. Kindelberger;

P. G. Johnson; L. C. Goad, Eastern Aircraft Division, General Motors; Harry Wood-

head; LaMotte T. Cohu, Northrop, and Guy W. Vaughan, Curtiss-Wright. Standing are

Alfred Marchev, Republic; J. Carlton Ward, Jr., Fairchild; Glenn L. Martin; T. Claude

Ryan; L. D. Bell, Bell Aircraft; Robert E. Gross, Lockheed; Eugene E. Wilson, United

Aircraft and Ernest R. Breech, Bendix Aviation.

There was the time, for example, when

a change in specifications caused one of

Consolidated Vultee's outside manufactur-

ers to run out of a certain kind of tape

used on the leading edge of the B-24 wings.

Procurement time for the tape was six

weeks, which meant a shutdown on the

wing job until a supply could be obtained.

The only other company on the West
Coast using such tape was Douglas, which

had just enough for current needs. Consoli-

dated put the problem up to the Council.

On request, Douglas readily agreed to share

its supply with Consolidated until both

could obtain new stocks. Each company
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ordered immediately, and both kept going

on what Douglas had, which barely lasted

until shipments came through.

Douglas took a chance on holding up

its own work, but a six-week delay in de-

livery of the B-24's was averted.

The ability to make such exchanges was
extremely valuable to West Coast aircraft

companies during the period of critical

shortages of materials in 1942 and part

of 1943, just when production was mount-
ing rapidly to full wartime levels. More
than 63,000 exchanges of material have

been made; more than 50,000 in 1943
alone.



Fifth War loan Driue Draws to Close
The Fifth War Loan Drive at Ryan is over.

But while it lasted, it was a battle royal

between eight mighty teams to see which
would be first to reach its goal, and which,

when the final gong sounded, would show
the highest percentage. As we go to press,

just what that high percentage was hasn't

been accurately determined. But the sig-

nificant fact is that it was over 100 percent.

The two teams who fought tooth and toenail

all the way along for top spot were the

Manila Maulers under the captainship of

Jim Noakes and the Canton Crushers under
Ace Edmiston. Making up the Maulers were
Automotive Service, Service, Purchasing, In-

dustrial Relations, Plant Protection, Com-
missary, Accounting, Office Service, Sales,

Public Relations, Contract Administration,
Administration-Scheduling, the Ryan School
of Aeronautics and the Ryan Aeronautical
Institute. The Crushers were composed of

Pattern, Foundry, Template Making, Tool

Room, Tool Design, Tool Control and Tool
Crib.

Sparring for third place as the contest
drew to a close were the Yokohama Strafers

under Butch Ortiz, The Singapore Stingers
captained by G. E. Barton and the Tokyo
Raiders under Ben Salmon. All three teams
were pressing hard against 80 per cent.

Still not entirely out of the running were
the Corregidor Snipers under Harley Rubish,
the Wake Smashers with Erich Faulwetter
and the Bataan Blasters with John van der
Linde.

First pledge received in the Drive was
that of Local 506 U.A.W.-C.I.O., which
purchased a $1,000 bond from their post-

war fund. Many Ryanites dug deep to find

enough for $500 and $1000 bonds which
did a good job toward sending their planes
up the line on the chart.

Heralding the start of the drive at Ryan,
the Navy Drum and Bugle Corps from the

Naval Training Center gave a colorful

demonstration that set the campaign off

with a bang. The corps was under the mas-
terful leadership of Chief Buglemaster Ten-
nant, who formerly was with Sousa. Tues-
day's program was a colored Navy Jazz
Band from Navy Field which under the

direction of Chief Bandmaster Shuman really

painted the landscape with some right warm
numbers. On Wednesday the Marine Corps
Band under the direction of Tech. Sgt. Zam-
zou came out with a program Ryanites will

long remember. Warrant Officer Lock was
in charge of the entire group and the four

Marines of the special quartette were
directed by Pfc Morris Perlmutter. Little

need be said about any of these programs.

They spoke for themselves and Ryanites

are deeply grateful to these fellows who gave
so freely of their time and talent.

Cafeteria News
by Potsun Panz

We welcome to our midst DAISY COLE,
a transfer from Sheet Metal department;

JEANETTE MATHEWSON, from Manifold
department, and IRENE LORENZ, from
Electrical Maintenance.

Our Chef, FRED MAYER, is all smiles

again as he has just received word that his

son, Glenn, is safe and well and is now
located in the Admiralty Islands.

Sickness has taken quite a toll of our

department. GENEVA RAPP, ELIZABETH
LOGAN, BONNIE TYLER, end BERNARDINE
JONES are all out of service at the moment
due to illness. We wish you all a speedy
recovery as we miss you very much.

Genial JEAN BOVET is his usual busy

self, but more so due to his added duties

as bond salesman. Jean is working very

hard to put his department over the top on
their war bond quota.

Evidence of the spirit of cooperation ex-

isting between the Cafeteria and the Factory

employees was shown by a group meeting
of the third shift employees on Tuesday,
June 20th. Those attending were: JEAN
BOVET, MRS. ESTHER LONG, A. W. COL-
TRAIN, HARRY SIEGMUND, C. E. SCATES,
PEARL WHITCOMB, D. P. HANSEN, D. R.

BEMENT, J. W. CHESS, GEORGE CHRIS-
TIAN. Many helpful suggestions were offered

by the employees, which will result in an
immediate revision of the menus for this

shift. It is very gratifying to receive the

comments and cooperation of the employees,
without which it would be impossible to pro-

vide the type of service now available.
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Stacks V Stuff
by Manny Fohlde

AGNES COUGHLIN and GRACE MORAN
need no introduction to the more than two

hundred second shifters in our neighborhood

who nightly avail themselves of the pills and
powders so cheerfully dispensed by these

two ladies of the first aid room, but very

few of us who test their diagnostic abilities,

as well as their patience, are aware of the

rough road they traveled in preparation for

their profession.

Agnes graduated from the Mercy Hospital

College of Nursing here in San Diego, while

Grace completed her studies at St. Mary's
Hospital in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Three
years of hospital training is the equivalent

of a four-year medical school course, due to

the fact that hospital students are not granted
summer vacations. Then too, hospital stu-

dents at that time were required to work
twelve hours daily and attend lectures in

the evening. Complete mastery of sixteen

different, though related, subjects is required

of a student aspiring to the status of Reg-
istered Nurse. These subjects, among others,

include Anatomy, Bacteriology, Biology,

Chemistry, Communicable Diseases, Dietetics,

History of Nursing, Internal Medicine, Ma-
teria Medica (Dosages), Mental Diseases,

Obstetrics, Pediatrics, Physiology, Principles

and Practices of Nursing, Surgery, etc.

Upon completion of their studies an exam-
ination is taken on all subjects. This con-
sists of three and one-half days of continu-

ous writing with but forty-five minutes per

day allowed for lunch. It can be easily seen

that there is more than a mere nodding
acquaintance with these things behind their

"know how."

Agnes augmented her training with sev-

eral years' private duty and Grace obtained
additional experience in office practice prior

to coming to Ryan.

Everything from minor cuts and burns
to setting broken bones is capably handled
by them and aside from this they are often

called upon to go far outside their particu-

lar field to be of service. We all, especially

we members of the "thumb busters league,"
consider ourselves most fortunate in having
two such grand gals to patch us up!

The "Mutual Admiration Society" is

rapidly gaining fame! The board of direc-

tors is in receipt of an application to form
a chapter in Pasadena, Calif. I suppose that

because of the annual Tournament of Roses
held there these applicants feel that the
tossing of bouquets at one another can't

be too far wrong. "You're a good man,
John."

DAVE "ONE TRACK" WHITTIER has
ceased addressing his metal fitters as such
and is now rating them as section hands.

"SPIKE" "NARROW GAUGE" OPFER is

piloting the "switch engine," riding the cab
with the tender behind. He claims that he is

in need of additional whistle blowing tech-
nique as all he has been able to master to

date is the one used when entering the stock

yards.

As this goes to press, we learn that BON-
NIE METCALF is the winner of the Queen

. of the Horse Show contest. Slim Coats really

put his candidate across. We wish to con-
gratulate the winner and are wondering if

we could talk her into letting us ride her
horse.

So goes the stuff till next time.

Harriet Parham, First- Aid nurse, has a brother, left,

Lieut. William Copps, now stationed in Scotland, and
her husband, W. Robert Parham, who is a yeoman in

the Navy awaiting orders at San Pedro.

49* «W?-
f

" Suzy " Stuard, also
First Aid nurse, has a

husband, above, Edward
"Tiny" Stuard, who
has been in the South

Pacific for almost a

year; a brother, Charles

Edward Smith, far left,

who was in the initial

invasion of North Af-

rica, and one other

brother, Farris Smith,

who is a student cadet

in the Air Corps in

Alabama.

BUY YOUR WEEKLy BUS PASS
AT EMPLOyEE SERVICE
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fm Production

^fL Control

by Maynard Love 1

1

When do two pair beat three of a kind?

I came in at the last of a discussion be-

tween DON WALKER and JOE WILLIAMS
the other night, and Joe was trying to con-

vince Don that because his baby had four

teeth nearly through it beat Don's baby
because she had one tooth clear through

and another half way through. This, accord-

ing to Joe, only made three halves. So

it goes, Joe; some people can't be con-

vinced.

I'm almost sorry I mentioned the alarm
clock in the last issue. No, they haven't

been bothering me to buy it, but the boys

would like to borrow it. They say that the

draft boards have a bad habit of asking

that they report at 5:30 a.m. for their

examinations now, and anybody on second
shift knows that that is right in the middle
of the night.

I was just handed a newspaper clipping

which reads, "Jean T. Conrad and Ensign
wed at Lake Placid." This didn't mean any-
thing to me until I read further along,

"To Murray J. Leonard, Jr., U.S.N.R. The
bridegroom, who is on a 10-day leave, is a

ferry pilot stationed in Brooklyn, where the
couple will make their home." Murray Leon-
ard was Assistant Superintendent of Pro-

duction Control. His many friends here at
Ryan join me in extending their best wishes
to Ensign and Mrs. Leonard.
DON WALKER, party of the first part in

paragraph one, is now spending a well-
earned vacation. Among other things that

Don was going to do was to do Los Angeles.

I guess he did from all reports. He was to

arrive Sunday afternoon, and at 5:03 Los

Angeles had an earthquake. It could be

that Don didn't have anything to do with

this, but I wonder.

We lost a second shift supervisor to first

shift last week in the transfer of JACK
WIED. "Supervisors Incorporated" is one
short now in their nighly lunch parade.

RALPH PROTSMAN, of second shift Plan-

ning, came over the other night and said

that the next night would complete his first

year at Ryan. Never absent nor late. Con-
gratulations, Ralph, and may you keep up
this perfect record. HELEN BLISS, secre-

tary to Mr. CUNNINGHAM, also has a per-

fect record of never missing a day in her

year and a half at Ryan. Our congratula-
tions to you also, Helen.

it

Drop Hammer News
by Nozzle-Rack

There have been some of the boys on
the drop-hammer enjoying vacations the

past few weeks. BOB DAWES spent his in

Escondido, visiting his mother, while R. E.

PEARCY paid his home in Colorado a visit.

IVAN GADEN and DIKE PARROTT just en-
joyed things around home in National City

and San Diego, respectively.

JERRY SKLAR had a close call as one of

the drop hammer heads fell unexpectedly,

but he got away with just slight injuries to

his nose and left shoulder.

We are all sorry to hear that BILL HOL-
GATE's mother hasn't been feeling well, but
hope that she'll soon be on the road to

recovery.

We lost two friends from the heat-treat
side a short time ago. ROY McCOUN, the

dispatcher, has left in order to return to

P. R. Pachl this month had the honor of receiving his Commission as an Ensign in the
U.S.N.R. from Lieut. Commander R. O. Deitzer, BARR at Ryan. Pachl, until this month,
was Chief Engineer in the Navy office at Ryan, but will be detached from the office
the first of July for service elsewhere.
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Illinois. JACK KENDRICK, the leadman and
nearly a five-year man, also has gone. We
are truly sorry to see Jack leave, as he was
very well liked, because of his kindness
and helpfulness to everyone, especially be-
ginners. Good luck, fellows!

The guide was showing a group of tour-
ists through a castle. "This castle has been
standing here for 200 years. Not a stone
has been touched, nothing has been al-

tered, not even repaired." "Huh!" spoke
up one of the visitors. "They must have the
same landlord we have."

MARJORIE NEAL, from cutting dispatch,
temporarily replaced ROY McCOUN, and
now we have DOROTHY OLSON, who hails

from Chicago, taking over the duties, with
Marjorie going on the day shift into the
Sheet Metal crib.

JACK FIELDS, leadman in plannishing,

tells us that there is a hammer operator

who, after over three years, has finally be-
come interested in plannishing. We wonder
who that could be, and why the sudden
change?

*

Salute From Sales
by Lillian and Ida

Here we are back again for the second
time to give you a few news flashes from
Sales.

Scoop of the week: BONNIE METCALF
was voted "Queen of the Ryan Horse Show."
Congratulations, Bonnie.

The Sales Department has been well rep-

resented down at the Red Cross Blood Donors'

Center recently. The gals in our office all

made a trip there after work one evening.

After our donations, we visited IDA's apart-

ment, where we had ravioli and spaghetti

to help reinforce us, and we ate and ate and
ate. JOE RICHERT and SLIM COATS also

made a trip to the Red Cross. Slim had an
urgent appointment right after he finished

there, and really had to be quite convincing
in order to get out of the place without par-

taking of some of the refreshments. Not so

fast, Slim.

HORACE SWEET has been on the sick

list of late with a very bod cold. He tried

to lick it in the beginning and was going

around here talking in a voice so low that

he earned the nickname of "Charles Boyer"

Sweet for a time. BONNIE BELLE was also

sick with a cold, but after remaining in bed

for just one day seemed to master it com-
pletely.

We were all very sorry to see LEE HEF-
FERNAN leave us last week, but we had
quite a merry time at a little party we had
for her on her last day here. Good luck, Lee.

Our interest here in Sales has been aroused

by the variety of postmarks we have seen

coming in on the numerous letters addressed

to Slim Coats. An investigation discloses that

he has been corresponding faithfully with

approximately 75 servicemen, ranging from
Buck Privates to one Brig. General, in all

branches of the service. He sends them all

the latest jokes and all the home front news.

Some of these boys are former Rycn workers

and others have started corresponding

through having read his column in the Ryan
Flying Reporter on various fronts. In order

to make his column of general interest to

the boys on the fronts, who do not know the

various Plant personalities, and due to the

fact that his travelling has become so ex-

tensive that he does not get the opportunity

to pick up the gossip items around here,

Plant personalities are usually omitted.



This department is beginning to receive

word from our recently inducted members.
We got a card from DREW ALLEN who
states that his work at Ryan was certainly

soft in comparison with stacking lumber

which is what he has been doing lately. We
also got a card from RALPH DARLING and
later, a big, long letter. He is in the same
company as GUS OHLSON's son, so Gus
is taking care of him for us, sending him
needles and trying to visit him. HARRY
BABBITT, former singer with Kay Kayser's

band is also in the same outfit, so we're

hoping that Ralphie or Young Ohlson will

have their picture taken with Harry to send

to us. TON I CONTI showed up in his home
town to say goodbye to his folks but so far

has neglected to write to us. If he doesn't

pretty soon we're gonna get mad and write

to him first and bawl him out good. Our
group got together and each wrote a note in

the same letter which began to take on
the dimensions of a regular official Stress

Report. We heard from RALPH again in

reply to this and darned if he didn't almost

equal the size of our letter all by himself.

His letter was comical even if all he does
is wash and scrub and march and fall in.

Ralph objected to the very indelicate way
the food was slapped on the mealtime trays,

but when his company got their chance at

serving he states they were just as mean
as their predecessors. It was their turn to

throw the butter on something real hot so

by the time the fellows got it to a table,

it had melted and they couldn't drag it out
and put it on what they chose. They mixed
the beets with the salad, and slopped juice

on the dessert and mixed up things in gen-
eral just to get even with the way they had
been treated. It's a vicious circle, isn't it?

LLOYD visited DREW and reports that with-
out most of his curly locks, he looks just

like an egg. Boy, how we'd like to see that.

But as I always said, he's a very nice egg,

and we miss him.

The members of Stress, up to their usual
tricks, hurt JOYCE TIBBETT's feelings the
day she wore slacks, by telling her she looked
awful. What they meant, Joyce, was that
they would much rather have your pretty

legs showing. What an outfit? (The Stress

Group, I mean) .

WALLY BORDEN, our Chief, has had an
awful struggle with a sore tooth so after

he had it pulled, KAY LARKIN suggested
that he put sugar on the extracted tooth

and watch it suffer. Somebody else had a
tooth that needed to be pulled so he hoped
the dentist would break the tooth up in

little pieces so he could swallow them. Why?
Because his system needed calcium, of

course.

Lost a couple of very nice engineering
girls who were always so pleasant to have
around. FRANCES FRANCE was forced to

leave her job because of ill health, and
LENNIS WELLS is on her way to Texas and

we suspect, the altar. Goodbye, girls, from

all, and we hope you'll both find lots of

happiness in whatever you choose to follow.

VIRGINIA O'DONNELL who made a great

hit even in the short time she was with us,

is forced to leave because of ill health also.

We hope she'll take good care of herself in

the future and maybe come back.

Structures has moved—we hope for the

last time. We are now situated on the south

end of the new Engineering building and
like it fine now that we have familiarized

ourselves with our surroundings. We even
like hearing the lunch programs three times

in succession especially with the grand War
Bond Rallies that have been planned for

us. We had a little trouble with my type-

writer as the carriage wanted to beat itself

against the wall but just as we were about
to raise it to window level so we could let

the carriage out into the fresh air at the

end of every line, some bright person thought
of moving the desk away from the wall.

(A smart bunch.)

We invented a self-locking file cabinet

but when no one could open the drawer
more than two inches because of the post

that was in the way, our patent was with-

drawn and the cabinet turned around.

The aforementioned post, by the way, now
has a sign on it reading, "Listening Post,"

so we have to be very careful what we say

around here.

AMY STEVENS has a sure cure for gum
moochers. She breaks a stick in half, puts

pepper on the broken end and passes it out
freely. We were all watching IRVING (we
were in on the joke) when she tried it on
him and Irving got a very strange expression

which he managed to conceal quickly, and
thinking Amy didn't know her gum wasn't

any good, he stood there for a polite length

of time suffering, with his mouth on fire,

and his neck getting very red and then
nonchalantly and leisurely began the long

trip to the drinking fountain while we just

about rolled around on the floor with laugh-
ter. Does anyone know of a cure like that

for VANDERSLOOT and LEO, our perpetual

cigarette moochers?

This is all for this time, folks, as I have

to plant some geraniums in those fancy

oblong boxes Mr. CATTRELL designed for

drawings and E.O.'s.

Whispers From

Final Swingsters
by U and Me

Summer is here and the Fourth of July.

That brings back memories of just a few

years ago. Yes, every day brings back
memories of the past to some one and an
hourly wish that this great war will soon

end. Buying bonds, staying on the job, tak-

ing care of one's health, being true to your-

self and those who believe in you, are five

of the most important ways you can help to

win this war and your happiness after.

All you who remember JIM WITHEM who
lately joined the Marines will be glad we
saw him down at the Marine base. He is in

for eight weeks boot training, and he says

it is really rugged but he likes it, and wanted
to be remembered to all the gang.

Sorry NORMA ZIMMERMAN has gone in

Dispatching—their gain, our loss. Best wishes

of ours go with you, Norma. That cake was
real good, Betty.

Ray "Butch" Ortiz this month was pro-

moted to the rank of Assistant Gen-
eral Foreman of the Manifold Division.

Ortiz had for some time been night

foreman of Manifold.
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Mrs. BESSIE ANG1US was away to be

with her soldier husband who is being trans-

ferred to Texas. Leadman Inspector RED
HAYS takes off a week or so for a vacation.

He hits the trail to New Mexico with his

wife and children. May you all have a nice

time, Red, and return feeling glad you could

have such a nice time. Don't forget your
promise to SMITTY. That fellow, Mr. H. M.
POWELL, from days who is taking Red's

place, is another fine man and a good
inspector. This "flu" must have something
against assistant foremen. Some have been
out with it.

My how this hair styling changes these

gals. LOIS REEVES, it seems, can wear most
any style and look nice. With so many
permanents making the gals look younger,
GRANDMA BROOKS is going to have one.

It was good to see "HUMPHREY" on
leave from camp. Many of you will remember
him B.C. (Before Consair) and then with

us at Consair. "Good luck, and that is from

each of our hearts, Hump." Honest he

couldn't believe his eyes how Ryan had
grown and the fine crowd of grand folks.

We are glad Mr. OLSON has lost that

worried look since Barbara Ann has arrived.

Now if he comes to work and has a rather

tired look, remember, he might have had

a sleepless night. Have pity, you fathers, or

future parents.

Warning — Don't sleep in the sunshine.

That inspector that acted rather odd really

isn't that way—he was sun-scorched. Some
friend from across sent MIKE some snaps.

I would say the south Africa outlook is

rather dark if you get what I mean. We
wonder if Mike would get married if the

girl asked him this year, she looks like a

fine girl to us. That was a very thought-

ful act to have that handkerchief shower for

OLLIE and DELL. We wish them much happi-

ness "back home." A reminder, out here in

San Diego the fall of the year is always

warmer than the summer.



Fumes

from the

aint Shop
Kitty Matheny

Digs From Jigs
by Art and Pete

Greetings and Salutations, Folks!

Here it is deadline time and it looks like

I've been caught napping as I haven't much
news to dish out this edition. Youse "guys
and gals" are going to have to give a little

more as it all goes to make a column.

Here's something for Ripley's "Believe It

or Not." The other night CLYDE WILCOX,
Inspection, Dope Shop, came in with a woe-
begone expression on his face and told a

tale of being stung on the back of the neck
by a "Bee." It seemed slightly incredulous

as whoever heard of a bee flying around in

the middle of the night? But—Clyde had the

stinger as evidence and we had a look where
X marked the spot so we were convinced and
sympathized. Poor Clyde!

NADINE TULL, Dope Shop, terminated
last week to go back home to Colorado. The
Dope Shop gang gave her a pot-luck supper
and some pretty gifts and Nadine brought
a yummy cake for the occasion. Guest of
the evening was our own ROSY BARTHOL.
Best of luck, Nadine, and we hope you will

be back this way sometime in the near
future.

Birthday greetings to ELIZABETH FLYNN
of Finishing who celebrated her birthday
June 7th, also "POP" SINGLETON, Air-
plane Finishing, who celebrated his 67th
birthday May 29th. He treated his depart-
ment to a lovely cake baked by the "Mrs."
MARIE BRESNAHAN, Dope Shop, is back

with us again after a leave of absence and
says she was sure glad to get back to work—and is now feeling in the pink.

"DOVEY" HORNE, Dope Shop, celebrated
her twentieth wedding anniversary June 20th
with a beautiful cake for the gang. Con-
grats, Mr. and Mrs. Home and may you
have many more.

RAYMOND DELVIN has joined the gang
in Finishing. Ray is just working part time
with us but his sunny disposition has al-
ready made him a lot of friends.

R. A. EVEY, Leadman of Dope Spray, is

on vacation at Cuyamaca Lake. Evey intends
to get in a lot of swimming, boating and
fishing and said he hopes to catch some big
ones. Don't be like DAVIS, Evey. What we
want is proof!

The Paint Shop surely seems empty these
nights with HELEN, ELIZABETH and MAC
over at Experimental most of the time. We
get that "oh, so lonesome feeling."

That handsome soldier that has been
meeting "COOKIE" KENVYER after work is

Gene^ Miller of Kansas. Gene and Cookie
are "Second Cousins," so you can relax
now, girls, and stop wondering about who's
who.

If anyone is thinking of moving these days—take my advice and don't. I could write
a book about the trials and tribulations of
said process and it now looks as if I might
be settled by the Yule season, but I have my
doubts. So if anyone ever suggests my mov-
ing again, it's going to take an Act of Con-
gress or something equally drastic to make
me do it. Nuff said!

KITTY.

June 1 1th was a great day for our de-
partment. The boys all went to Ensenada,
Mexico, deep sea fishing. A good time was
had by a few. Our boss, BILL TRUCHAN,
lost his sea legs, but some way stayed on
his feet long enough to catch the first fish.

We can hardly say that about our Assistant
Foreman TORGERSON as he looked like a
prize fighter with that towel around his

neck and that horizontal position. Someone
should tell him that you have to put your
hook in the water to fish, not throw them
your dinner. Others shared the rail, first

TUCKER and then FREEMAN, SMITTY,
HANK, BARLOW, and KILB. As a matter
of fact all but three or four were unable
to stay away from the rail. This is Tuesday
and Freeman is still out. Let's hope he will

be back soon. Our leadman, HARRY
GRAHAM, caught a fish and so did our
fellow worker ROSS. Incidentally, BILL
TRUCHAN's first fish was the largest. It

was a yellow tail and weighed fifteen pounds.
We would like to add that all were sober
and up eating breakfast at 5:30 a. m. Sun-
day morning.

An important phone call:

TUCKER: Say Torgy this is Tucker.
TORGERSEN: Where have you been the

past two days?
TUCKER: In the Brig.

TORGERSEN: In the Brig. What are you
doing there? Why didn't you call us sooner
and let us know?
TUCKER: I couldn't let you know, they

wouldn't let me even phone home. Say how
about trying to get me out of here?
TORGERSON: What are you in for? What

did you do?
TUCKER: They picked me up because I

didn't have my draft card.

TORGERSON: I'll talk to personnel and
see what can be done for you.

Maintenance

Meanderings
by Bill Taylor

Maintenance has EMIL HUHNKE as

Assistant Foreman over construction and
"SHORTY" STARKWEATHER has taken
over his old job as mechanical Assistant

Foreman.

We have a champion bowler in our midst.

It is none other than BILL DURANT of

Pacific Beach. In La Jolla's annual bowling
tourney he came through on top out of a

field of sixteen to take the trophy.

BROWN, BALCH and GAYLORD, main-
tenance welders, recently put in lots of over-

time in repairing the bolster plate for the
Hydro press.

Our loss this time is the Navy's gain.
PAT "FROM THE BEAM" KELLY, who
seemed like on institution at Ryan is going
to rate the best beans the Navy has. Good
luck to you, Pat.

We want to welcome three newcomers to

our fold. JOHNNY REESE, ROY WHITE and
ED ALBRITTON's young son, ELBERT JAMES
ALBRITTON.

The second shift now has some Coast
Guard boys helping out and OSCAR KUTCHE
is also on the second.

Thanks to the Ryan Personnel department,
Mr. Tucker is with us after a very trying
experience. He wants to warn everyone to

be sure and carry their draft card. He says
it's very important.

"BILLY" PEARSON, our clerk, is back
from a ten-day leave of absence L E
BROWN, JOE DE BATE and A. H. EGGERT
are back to work after enjoying a vacation
of one week.

Our hats are off to LEO QUINLAN,
"CHIEF" WALKER, CHUCK ANDERSON,
BOB RICE, GRACIE MONROE, our foreman,
BILL TRUCHAN, Assistant Foremen TOR-
GERSEN and MUELLER for the fine job they
did on our Tooling department picnic which
was held June 18th at Flinn Springs. A vote
of thanks to them and everyone that had a
part in making it a success. Everyone had a
good time. Ball games, races, dancing, and
refreshments were in store for everyone to

enjoy.

The ball game between the Tool Room
and our department was an exciting affair.

With the able and unfaltering ability of Bill

Truchan as umpire we aren't sure who won.
At the end of five innings the score was
fifteen runs each. The game was called:
reason, some were getting tired and some
couldn't see the ball any more.

We wish to welcome to our department
DEAN ELLIS, S. N. CASS and AUSTIN
FREEMAN, JR.

Uncle Sam took E. L. "BOSTON" REY-
NOLDS May 30th. He was inducted at Fort

MacArthur. Good luck, "Boston"!

At the picnic were two cute papooses,
Danny and Gracie Kolb. Danny is three and
Gracie one. They belong to JEWELL KOLB,
our welder who is from the Navajo tribe.

Jewell tells us his wife is of the Seneca
tribe from New York State.

Promotion

R. E. Nearing has recently been ap-
pointed Superintendent of Outside Pro-

duction. He was previously connected
with Manifold Production Control.
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Tool Rumors
by Brae and Kay

We hope this finds you several bonds
richer after the Fifth War Loan Drive.

Remember the three "M's" of this war:
Men, Material and MONEY ... do your
part and help the committee meet our quota.

At the picnic we saw: "BILL" TRUCHAN
sitting in the middle of the dance floor with

all the kids on his lap. He certainly has an
appeal for children. He was playing John
D. Rockfeller as each child had a dollar bill.

. . . "KAY" EDMISTON and GARY ADAMS,
both under four years of age were dancing
together and doing well too. . . . "CHIEF"
WALKER was organizer of the races—which,
by the way, were a lot of fun . . . there

were prizes for the winners. BILLIE PEAR-
SON won the five-dollar door-prize and
DON BEARY on second shift won the one-
dollar prize. . . . Speaking of the second
shift, who could believe that VERA WEST
looked old enough to have three children?

The eldest is much taller than she and is

a very good-looking boy. CHRIS MUELLER
looked like the real West with his cowboy
clothes and his ten-gallon hat . . . maybe
it wasn't that big but it held all the door-
prize tickets.

Other highlights at the picnic included:
BILL KELLER and his wife jitterbugging.

. . . MARION MORAN showing off her
blonde marine. . . . BETTY KARNETH with
her service husband. . . . HARRY VAN
ZANDT and FRED STEWART with their

cameras taking pictures of the events. . . .

CLAYTON RICE batting the baseball into

a tree where it stuck. . . . NANCY ED-
MISTON came with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. ACE EDMISTON and older sister, KAY.
. . . BILL ALDERSON killing a rattlesnake.

The picnic was held at Flynn Springs on
June 18th and it was really a "Red-letter"
day for the Tool Room employees. Each fam-
ily brought their own food and the beer,

pop and ice cream were furnished. BOB
RICE, DORIS TRUCHAN and DON MUEL-
LER were fine bartenders. Special thanks go
to those who worked hard to make this

event a success. Digs From Jigs, the other
Tooling column, has listed their names.

Music was furnished by ED HARRIS and
his wife, Mrs. HARRY PARKS, CHARLES
ANDERSON, ROY GRIMES and their men.
Recordings supplemented the orchestra.

Our "Hello" column is quite long this

time. New employees include: ROBERT
BUCKLEY, HARRY ARTERBURN, CLOYCE
SNIDER, BEULAH SAUER, WILMA MONT-
GOMERY, MANLES COOK, EDWARD
SMITH, GEORGE STRATTON, SHELBY
CASS, JOHN GREITEN.

Goodbye and good luck to ERNEST REY-
NOLDS who left for the Army. . . . Uncle
Sam will have a new sailor on the 29th.

CHARLES ANDERSON, better known as

"CHUCK" or "ANDY" has been with the

company for a long time ... he has been
president of the Local 506 and has been
active in many other affairs. We are sorry to

see "ANDY" go and wish him all the luck

in the world. . . . YVONNE MacMILLAN
left to go back home after her husband
went overseas. . . . Other terminations in-

clude HARRY SCHOOLFIELD and ARTHUR
JOHNSON.

Oh, yes, did any of you hear the story

BILL TRUCHAN was telling the children at

the picnic? . . . He was telling about the

Confederate Army . . . Stonewall Jackson.

Yours truly, the "BRAC" half of this

column just returned from a quick trip to

Denver to visit hubby in the Air Corps. Had
to get back for the picnic, didn't I? . . . The
Flying Reporter deadline too.

Pictures of the picnic will be for sale. . . .

See HARRY VAN ZANDT.
GOODBYE and BUY your BOND.

1. The Tooling girls and Tooling wives
take it on the run. 2. Carl Goller and
Leo Quintan give a late modeling of

their Easter bonnets. 3. Grace Monroe
and Brae Mathis just relaxin' with
Brae's little girl, Sharon Diane, be-
tween them. 4. Austin Freeman hold-

ing Nancy Edmiston, young daughter
of Ace Edmiston.
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Notes From

Dawn

Workers
by Ralph Geist

GEORGE E. CHRISTIAN and GEORGE M.
LANE, both leadmen, and DYKE E. WAR-
REN have just received 5-year pins—con-
gratulations, boys! Lane, a gas-weld lead-
man, has been transferred to Small Parts,

third shift. CHRIS MILLER receives her one-
year pin in Inspection Department.

With B-29s bombing Japan, workers on
the manifold job here at Ryan should
feel that they really have an active part in

this war. This manifold job has been
going for about two years, and from the
viewpoint of a jigman, there has been lots

of sweat and worry on this "ring," building,

planning and fitting to perfect exhaust
manifolds.

CORA PAQUET's daughter, DOROTHY
HANSON, is another native Californian,
hurrah! Her first night, Dorothy asked what
kind of TACKS were used to assemble the
hangers to sections. We learn that Dorothy
is next to our youngest third shift worker;
our "KID" worker being CHARLES
CLAGETT, who is doing a real man's job,
too. Our eldest employee is "DAD" HOLUM.

Night of June 1st was one for the books.
Two parties and a baby. Congratulations to

Mr. and Mrs. "BOB" REINERT on birth of
fine baby boy, named Robert Holgate Rein-
ert. A birthday cake-fest at 2:30 a.m.,
LOTTIE RUSSELL, of Inspection, presented
an angel-food cake to GLADYS McBRIDE,
co-inspector, on her 22nd birthday.

Chief Machinist

Good news to the many folks around
the plant who know him, is the pro-
motion to Chief Machinist of John
Max Robonic of the Navy Office here
at Ryan.

A farewell party for MARY BOLAND, who
is leaving to return to her old home in

Michigan, was really an event at 4:30 a. m.
MARILYN HOLSTEAD brought a big home-
made cake, JEWEL ASHTON and OLIVE
ALDAHL fixed chicken salad and MURIAL
LANGLOIS made fruit salad. Those sitting

in were MARY BOLAND, JUNE BONZANO,
RITA KING, MABEL ALDAHL, JEWEL
ASHTON, GLADYS McBRIDE, MARILYN
HOLSTEAD, OLIVE ALDAHL, "PINKY"
LANGLOIS, GEORGE CHRISTIAN, ADRIAN
WHELAN, "DEWEY" BEMENT, CLIFF
SCATES, SAM ALDAHL, OLEN HUDSON,
GEORGE LANE, FRANK GIAMANCO and
RALPH GEIST.

GEO. "POP" SAYER, leadman in Punch
Press and C. A. CRISWELL, punch press
operator are back on third shift from second
shift. KENNETH SHELI, new leadman in

Inspection, comes in from first shift. F.

PIZON and F. BROOKS, coming to Inspec-
tion from Production Control, third shift.

L. GRIEGO, bumper, is transferred from sec-
ond shift to third. HOMER HIGHTMAN,
metal fitter, is back to Ryan on third, for-
merly on first shift. New employees are
DOROTHY HANSON and LEOLA CAMP-
BELL. VERNON KILBOURN is back on third
from second. BEN MOORE is our new dis-

patcher, replacing "MAC" McMAHON, who
goes on second shift. WILLIAM GRAY, metal
fitter, goes into Small Parts from Manifold
Assembly.

A call for help—and those responding to
fill needed areas are SHIRLEY KNIGHT,
welder, E. COLLINS, JOANNE BELL and
WILLIAM WIDMAIER going on first shift.

To second, are GLEN LASWELL and C. H.
NEWBILL, welders; J. H. CHATMAN,
RENEE KENNEDY and ROMA SILVA, metal
fitters. V. M. LADROOT, welder, has re-
turned from a long rest-period at Phoenix,
Arizona, has been called to first shift.

RAYMOND HUDSON, of Small Parts, had
the misfortune to catch his finger in one of
the tube rollers. BILL LISSLEY, of Small
Parts is now on his vacation.

Wave at Ryan

Ensign Anne Keffer Bradbury

UJnue Joins Staff

Of Hauy Office

The feminine charm in Navy uniform that

recently joined the staff of the Navy Office

at Ryan is Ensign Anne Keffer Bradbury
of the Waves. Anne's new job is her first

assignment with the Navy since her gradu-
ation May 30th from the training course at

North Hampton. Before joining the Waves,
Anne graduated from the Texas College of

Mines and Metallurgy and taught school in

El Paso, Texas. This is her first taste of

the Pacific Coast, and, despite her Texas
background, she says she likes it.

Flashes From Fuselage
by Betty Murren

Greetings, Readers. My grapevine didn't
bring in any news this time so in my mind's
eye I constructed "Two Ideal Ryanites." In

other words, these traits of character or of
personal appearance have been outstand-
ing to me in my fellow workers. I'll give
them to you and see if you've noticed the
same things.

Ideal Man Ryanite

Magnetic smile and teeth of GLEN JOHN-
SON.

Personality of GLEN LOVELADY.
Helpfulness of MOOSE SI RATON; he's al-

ways willing to lend a helping hand.

Eyes like RAYMOND JAEGER.
Pep of EDDIE CARVAJAL.
Courtesy of C. A. PIERSON.
Industriousness of FRANK SALGADO and
KENNETH ANKRUM.

Manners of H. T. SPARKS and LAWRENCE
GODA.

Co-operation of WALLY PEDEGO and
MILAN BRAUCH.

Friendliness of ANDY SMITH and LEE ED-
WARDS.
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Wisdom of SHANNON LONG.
Even Temperament of LEONARD MONSON.

Ideal Woman Ryanite

Hair like VIOLA DRISCOLL.
Eyes like CAROL CARMICHAEL.
Personality of IRENE ROUDEBUSH.
Humor of "SCOTTY" GALLEN.
Bubbling energy of PEEWEE RICHARDSON.
Friendliness of LOIS CALLAWAY and LOIS

HESS.

Co-operation of BETTIE NEELY, IRENE
DAMRON and CATHERINE WIENER.

Industriousness of MABEL MONROE and
OMA BRETZ.

Sweet Disposition of LA VERNE BLOOD-
WORTH and MARY UNDERWOOD.

Reserve of ELINOR DANYLUK and MAR-
GUERITE SULLIVAN.

Courtesy of Mrs. KUNZ, DOROTHY NOON-
ER and "BILLIE" CLARKE.

Manners of ESTHER McGILL and RUBY
SANDERS.

This has not taken in all of our workers
and they all have an outstanding trait to

me. If my grapevine breaks down again,
who knows, maybe I'll construct another
Ideal. But anyway, you can tell there's a
swell bunch of guys and gals to work with
in Fuselage.



Assistant Reporters

Crib 1 Edna Farnsworth

Crib 4 Bill Rossi

Crib 5 Marjorie Steverding

Crib 7 Margie Bolas

Vacations are coming up, and now Cali-

fornia summer seems to be here. We will

havs to watch the temperature (or really

we should forget it) for it affects inspectors

in the same way that it does everyone else.

I do hope it hasn't already hit our reporters,

for then there would be no Flying Reporter.

We can settle down now, for the Ryan
Horse Show Queen Contest is over. Even
though the two girls from our department
did not win, we bet they ranked very close

to first.

It has come to the point where either I

give a report of something or other, or lose

my one and only head. Don't know about
the rest of you, but maybe the Ryan Receiv-

ing Softball team would like a summary

—

very short one—of at least the last six

games. That happens to be all that I have
in the book.

Beginning away back May 23, we had
our first game with Ryan Tooling Depart-
ment. The only trouble, they had the score

of 7 runs to our 3, which doesn't look so

good to us. Two nights later, May 25, Mod-
ern Woodmen had the 7 and Capt. Huffy's
team the 4. Don't feel too badly, fellows,

you increased your runs by one anyway.
May 30, vs. Consolidated Voc. School—you
would have to see a game like that to really

appreciate it. I could probably write two
pages on this one; that's right, the score

was in our favor this time, 12-2. Then
came the Marines—Camp Miramar! If I

gave just the score you might think it was
a football game—23-10. Must be they
had more men playing or something. Game
was played June 8, with occasional showers.
Rain in your face always helps when play-
ing ball. June 9, a return engagement with
Tooling. They tell me that was a shut-out
game, whatever that is. LYONS, it says here
you didn't give them but three hits—maybe
that's what they mean; or was it because
none of those hits got home. 2-0 sounds
pretty good, doesn't it? June 14, Troop C
Commandos 2, Ryan Rec. 12. The first

game played in the B-B League. Everybody
hit that night, except . You know!
Glad we've had a rest after that game;it's
one of those where I feel like I've been
doing all the running. That takes care of

the games—half and half. Soon as I can
figure it out, I'll have the batting averages—or do you want to see them?

JOHNNY TIBBETTS is now wearing a
Leadman badge. JOHNNY ELLIOTT has
joined the layout gang.

Crib 3

Our crib seems to have hit a snag. POLLY
RITTER, who has been with us for almost a
year, has gone to Tucson to be with her
father. She is being missed in many ways.
She is a nice "gal," a good friend, and a

darned good inspector. What more could we
osk from one girl?

JEANETTE THOMPSON is going back to

good old K. C. for a short visit. She will be
accompanied by her husband, Eldon Thomp-
son, of the Marine Corps.

CATHERINE SWITZER is now handling
the job of floor inspector in the machine
shop.

We should be proud of CARMACK BER-
RYMAN, who regained his championship,
which he lost last year to Jack Balmer. He,
with the capable aid of HOWARD SMITH,
of Airplane Dispatching, won the men's
doubles at the Fourth Annual Ryan Men's
Tennis tournament.

AL SCHREINER, formerly of Consolidated
Armament Department, is now in Crib 3.

With most of the girls aiding in other
departments, or gone on vacations, the men
should be very happy with very little inter-

ference from the females. They will admit,
if you ask them, that Crib 3 has not been
ruined by the presence of women workers.

Crib 5—"On the Beam and Off the Record"

We are all wondering how "HAP" IRWIN
is spending his lonely evenings since he
has become a bachelor for a few weeks.
Somebody should ask PAPPY GRIMES if

he ever heard the story about the Coca-
Cola shampoo. . . . My gal friend, BERN ICE
PENCE, is really doing a swell job of Rock-
well testing these days. . . . We are glad

to welcome FRANCIS CARR to Crib 5. Being
from Macon, Mo., she likes to be shown,
and then she really goes to town. . . .

I guess MARY ANN FORNES thinks she's

just a stepchild around here, as I can't

seem to get her activities into my column;
something always gets fouled up some place,

so here goes—finally:

Of all the girls I've seen and know
I like the ones from Ohio.

P. S.— I'm from Ohio, too. There's noth-

ing like sticking up for one's own state.

. . . LARRY ANDERSON informs me that

he really did fall off that horse and break
his finger. ELEANOR BLACK and I think

he should roll those dice on a floor that

doesn't have splinters in it. ... VIRGINIA
HAFFNER is looking for a room with cook-
ing privileges—who isn't? . . . GERT-
RUDE GALL received a grand descriptive

letter from HELEN GOULD, who used to be
here with us in Crib 5. She was on her

way to Alaska, and by the time this issue is

out, she will be in Juneau. She would like

to hear from any of the gang. Her address:

Box 2471, Juneau, Alaska. . . .And as

the night shift in Crib 5 also has plenty

on the beam, we are all for making this one
big happy family.

Crib 5
—"Notes From Nites," by Andy

There are very few of us on this shift,

but surprises come in small bundles, like

LEO STAMPER, our dashing young lead-

man, who has a smile for everyone. We all

think a lot of him. . . . Our best regards

to MARIE BRUNER, away on vacation. Her
curiosity of the outside world at nite finally

caught up with her. . . . JEAN LAWSON
(our pet) has a weakness for good read-

ing, and through that rosebud mouth pass

some of the most beautiful poems in the

world. . . . DICK PORTER is growing more
popular every day. In fact, he's the only
one in Ryan who always has gum. We can't

figure it out, as we all can run faster than
he can. . . . LOIS GRANT, the charming
bit of personality who transferred from
days, is doing a swell job on shop follow-up.

... If any of you want a real treat, have
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KAY BALLINGER show you her art collec-

tion. She sure has talent along that line.

. . . HELEN CHAZEN keeps us informed
on the latest doings of her grandson. He
must be some kid. I wonder if MARY LES-
TER will ever get that gadget she oper-
ates wound up. . . . We all want to wish
ELEANOR BLACK all the luck in the world
in the horse show. (That goes for the day
gang, too.) . . . Say, MARGE, we want
to know if a Coca-Cola shampoo will re-

move dandruff, too?

Crib 7

What they wanted to do, as kids, when
they grew up—and what they became:
PAT OPP— Interior decorator. Will start

a millinery shop when the war is over.

W. S. SEVERSON—Cop. Became an ac-
countant.

A. HALLAND—Dentist. Went in elec-

trical business for himself.

FAYE BURROWS—Singer. Became one
on a small radio network.

SHANNON LONG—Aviator. Became one.

JACK BOULD1N—Farmer. Worked in an
auto factory 10 years.

D. PIERCE—G-woman. Studying to be a
medical technician.

IRENE WHITE—Dancer. Inspector.

MYRTLE NICOL—When a little girl she
wanted to become a big girl. (Never got
her wish, though.)

LES KING—Aviator. Became one.

R. L. ATKINS—Mechanic. Became one.

D. D. TIBBET—Writer. Became a house-
wife.

We have a new inspector in our depart-
ment—GEORGE STUART. We all give you
our hearty welcome.

"As a gesture of the high respect that

I have for my country and an expres-

sion of my appreciation for the privi-

lege of living in a nation as free as

ours," was the thought that George
Gordon, Manifold Small Parts second
shift, expressed when he endorsed his

week's pay check to the government.
The money was donated for the pur-

chase of medical supplies for service-

men on the battlefronts.



These two granddads in Sheet Metal Cutting
and Routing are helping beat out a retreat
for Hitler. D. Vincent has two great grand-
children and eight grandchildren. One grand-
son is in the Navy. Wallace Knight, assis-
tant foreman, is a new grandpa of 6 months.
He has a son in the Air Corps training at the
Ryan School of Aeronautics in Tucson.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walker, who have just celebrated their three- and one-year service anni-
versaries respectively, are twice grandparents—a boy eight and a girl six months. Mr. Walker is in

charge of the Ryan Mail Room and his wife is in the Engineering Library.

* * GRANDFOLKS ARE IN THIS WAR TOO
— 22—
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News and Flashes

From Material Control

by Mary Williamson

This is my first attempt, folks, at writ-

ing a column for a magazine; but in the

absence of our regular columnist, who is on

his vacation, here goes a try at dishing

out the latest.

Farewells and Goodbyes: DOROTHY
BALES, who has been with us for the past

several months, left our department to once

more become a housewife. (Good luck, Dor-

othy, and we hope to see you again some

day.) . . . RUTH CARROLL, of the Gov-

ernment Reports group, is leaving our de-

partment today. Ruth has been with us for

the last five months and she will be greatly

missed by her many friends here at Ryan.

Back on the Job: MAXINE CARMAN, of

the AN group, has returned from a two

weeks' vacation spent at Yosemite Na-
tional Park. (Glad to see you back, Max-
ine, and, by the way, that's a nice tan you

have.) . . . HILDA CHRISTENSEN, of

the Purchased Parts group, has returned to

work after being absent for several days

because of illness. . . . EARL VAUGHAN,
our reporter of the Government Reports

group, has returned to work after a two

weeks' vacation. (Oh, yeah!) Earl was quite

-busy during those two weeks. Besides hav-

ing a tonsillectomy himself, nursing his wife

after her appendectomy and taking care of

his two children, this boy graduated from
novice to expert in the realm of house-

keeping. Not that this flying reporter admits

"the novice" part of it, but his wife states

there's a definite necessity for new disher.

Earl still says he's a handy man around the

house, even though he did demolish a few
things. Better luck next time, Earl—they say

the first time is always the hardest!

Congratulations: EARL VAUGHAN is to

be awarded a gold production drive award
pin for another of his suggestion ideas.

(Nice going, Earl, and keep the good work
up.) By the way, this shows that office

workers are entitled to receive these awcrds
as well as factory workers. How about turn-

ing in that brain-storm of yours to speed
up paper work or production, and you, too,

may receive one of these nice-looking award
pins.

Prediction: They say a picture doesn't

mean a thing, but don't you believe it. See-
ing that cute picture of his 8-months-old
son on HOWARD ULBERG's desk every day
has given many of our girls ideas. We know
it's a cute picture, Howard, but still we
don't want to lose all of our hard-working
girls.

Pot-Luck Dinner: A group of girls from
this department enjoyed a pot-luck dinner

at the home of DOROTHY BALES Satur-

day, June 17. After dinner they all assem-
bled at the Russ Auditorium to hear Alec

Templeton. Those who were present for this

lovely even ; ng's entertainment were: PAT
L I N D G R E N, PAT SANFORD, PEGGY
PAASKE, MARGE WEST, JEAN MILLER,
EDITH ROBINSON.

Newcomers to Material Control: A hearty

welcome is extended from us all to the fol-

lowing new recruits: HARRY SWENSON,
Manifold Material Control; VINOLD WOOD-
WARD, who has returned to Manifold Ma-
terial Control, and MARY COOK, Material

Control, second shift.

Alms for the Love of Allah! C. B. JONES,
Supervisor behind those dark glasses, was

recently presented with a paper cup full of

pencils in case he is anticipating a new busi-

ness career in our thriving city. All kidding

aside, C. B., we do hope that your eye

trouble will soon be over and you can again

see the world without those rose-colored

glasses.

Fifth War Loan Backed: Congratulations

again go to Material Control's day and night

shifters for their splendid cooperation in

backing the Fifth War Loan, our Govern-

ment and our boys at the front, Not only

with your money, but with your precious

blood you have so generously given the Red

Cross for our boys who are giving their all

for us here at home.

"Wedding Bells Are Ringing": Rumor
has it that no other than our hard-working

little HELEN FREY is going to say "I do"

before many moons have passed. The lucky

groom is to be a local San Diego lad

—

Richard Powers. Mr. Powers is a graduate of

Hoover High School and holds a master de-

gree from Eastman School of Music, Roch-

ester, New York. This should prove a happy

marriage, as Helen and Richard are very

interested in symphonic music. Mr. Powers

is a member of the San Diego Symphony
Orchestra. (Good luck, Helen, and we wish

you lots of happiness.)

News from the Night Shift by Irene

Wachtel: We are glad to have LUCILLE
ANDERSON back with us, as we all missed

her during her leave of absence while on

the sick list. . . . Both MAE LARKIN and

EVELYN BOWEN, recent brides, have left

Ryan to retire to domestic life. Mae is now
residing in her own home in Kansas, and

Evelyn is residing in San Diego. Both of

these girls are greatly missed by the night

shift. . . . BETTY RUSSING has left our

flock of night owls of Material Control to

join the day crew of Airplane Dispatching.

. . GEORGE BEALE, of the AN group,

has also transferred to days. . . . JEWELL
DOBBS and her husband, having sold their

livestock in Texas, returned to San Diego

and Ryan. This is much to our delight, as

many of us prophesied when she left San
Diego that she would soon be back.
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For Men Only: That new, pretty young
lady in our Aluminum group is LOLA WIN-
TERS, and, yes, she is married, and her

husband will soon be with her. Too bad, so

sad.

DWIGHT LAMM has sold his lovely new
home at Sunset Cliffs and is moving his

family to Idaho the first of July.

*

Seuenteen Ryanites

Complete Course
Announcement has just been made by

Louis E. Plummer, Industrial Training Direc-

tor, that 17 Ryan Company students suc-

cessfully completed the final examination

for their Ryan Aeronautical Institute home
study course in Aircraft Construction and
Maintenance, and each has received a tuition

refund check as a reward for his studies.

Of this group, six employees achieved final

grades of better than 90% and were granted

refunds for the entire tuition cost. Included

in this top group were G. Fred Anderson,

Michael Curran, G. C. Headman, James
Madill, V. C. Madison, C. B. Putnam.

The eight students receiving grades of

better than 80% and qualifying for a

$22.50 refund were Kenneth Barnes, William

Eddings, Glenn F. Edwards, George A. Haw-
ley, James H. Marler, Clifford McBaine,

W. L. Neeves, and Horace L. Sweet.

Refunds of $20.00 were granted to James
A. Farrell, Mildred Green, and Bert W.
Young, who received better than 70% in

their final examination tests.

In commenting on the excellent record

made by these students, Mr. Plummer said,

"These graduates have shown initiative and
application to their studies, and are to be

complimented on their sincere determination

to learn more and thus prepare themselves

for more responsible jobs. Their work has

been a credit to the Ryan Company as well

as to themselves."



Orval Armstrong of Final Assembly left to

join the Army before the Bond Drive was
over but before he left he signed up for a

$500 bond and Payroll rushed delivery on
the bond so he could have it before he left.

Sylvia Vouvalides of Payroll is taking the

bond application.

"I'd much rather the

Government would
be using it than hav-
ing it lie idle in the

bank/' says Joseph
Thomas of Sheet
Metal Assembly, sec-

ond shift, who put
his extra cash into

a $500 bond in the

recent War Bond
Drive.

"I think it's a priv-

ilege we have in in-

vesting in a free

country. Certainly if

our bonds aren't

good, nothing will be
goo d," says John
Talley, Sheet Metal
Fabrication, who
bought $3,000.00
worth of bonds in

the recent drive.

^H Cora Bryan, second
shift. Sheet Metal

f , Assembly, was buy-
ing for her two great

^^ JH grandchildren in this

,^H bond drive. She

^^ bought a $100 bond
j,\ for each and a $300

for h e r s el f . Mrs.
Bryan's grandchil-
dren, fathers of the
two babies, are over-

seas and have not
seen their youngsters. They are Lieut. John
Edmond Dayhoff, piloting a B-24 in Italy

and Lt. Col. Harry Dayhoff, piloting Thun-
derbolts in England. Another grandson, Pvt.

Chas. Garrett is training for Central Fire

Control Officer on B-29s.

Manifold Dispatching
by Ben Smith

For the following excellent job of report-

ing on the activities of the Swing Shift we
are indebted to LOIS ARLICH and PAT
DOYLE, both of whom formerly helped
with the work in Pre-jig area. Now Lois

presides over the small parts rack in Ship-

ping, efficiently and cheerfully, while Pat,

at the Drop Hammer desk, helps with the

smooth running of that department of which
they speak. Thanks, girls, for a swell cover-

age of news on your shift.

Swing Shift Sniffings

During the past month Dispatchers have
been moving around to different areas, thus
becoming acquainted with just about every
procedure in forming and producing mani-
folds. We give you some recent changes.
HERMAN MORTON, with the help of

JIM CONNELLY, in Drop Hammer area,

keeps those hammers dropping and the half

stampings rolling out so that over in Tack
and Trim and Weld BOB JONES, CARL
HUTCHINGS, BUZZ BOYLE and DON
MASON can start them on their way along
the production line. We mustn't forget the
put-put, for Bob would be pretty unhappy
without that.

In Pre-Jig, RUTH DAUGHERTY, with the

help of TEDDY BEAR CLIFFORD, is taking
good care of the dispatching work, while at

Jig, under the ever watchful eye of JOHNNY
McMAHN (recently transferred from the

Dawn shift), everything is well under con-
trol. HAROLD FULKERSON is Johnny's chief

aide.

DON GERMO, with LARRY LYNCH to

help, is doing a nice job at Hanger Adjust-
ment. Don relieved MILTON PETERSON,
who is now doing shop follow-up work.

It seems that Tail Pipe station won't
have strangers messing things up for them,
so DICK YOUNG is still standing by, with

RUSTY NETZ giving him plenty of help.

CHARLIE WELDEN relinquished his busy
corner at Final Inspection to ORVAL MATT-
SON. You picked a good man to succeed
you, Charlie, and Orval seems to be taking
good care of things. But you better apply
for an extra shoe stamp, for that new job

in Shop Follow-up isn't easy on shoe leather.

Small Parts are still under the guidance
of TY SATTERFIELD, assisted by JIM FAR-
RIS and BOB FOLLETTE, while at the desk,

IRENE LAUTHERBACK keeps close check
on what is going on in that area. Irene,

recently transferred from Timekeeping, re-

lieved ELEANOR FORSBERG, who now
works out of the office on the First Shift. . .

NANCY LYNN, with real help from
ONITA ENGEL, is still keeping the gang in

Shipping busy packing and sending out

manifolds. It is surely gratifying to see

those Ryan Manifolds going where they are

needed.
When you need help in rushing a job

through, just contact A. M. CHENEY, that

wide-awake Follow-upper, noted for the

push he can give to those hot jobs.

And last, but not least, comes our Cheer-
ful Chief, ANDY ANDERSON. If any of

you newcomers have any problems that are

worrying you, or want any information about
your job, get in personal touch with Andy.
He is always ready to lend a helping hand.

Guess that about covers our shift for the

present. When there are other changes,
trust us to let you know about them.

—LOIS AND PAT.
Without staying up until the wee-small

hours to meet them personally, all I can
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tell you about the Third Shift dispatchers
is that GEORGE KREBBS keeps things mov-
ing at Drop Hammer, while BEN MOORE
(recently transferred from First Shift) does
his stuff at Final Inspection and L. E. BELL
handles the Small Parts area. I'll be coming
in a little early, fellows, and get to know
you better. OK?

It pleased me very much to receive a
letter from Reg Manning, the nationally

known, top-flight cartoonist, two of whose
cartoons have appeared in earlier issues,

saying that he thinks the FLYING REPORTER
a very fine publication. Right you are, Reg.
We are proud of it. And you have many
ardent fans here at Ryan.
What say, Gang? After seeing those pic-

tures of RALPH FLANDERS, HAP ATHER-
TON and GORDON GREER in the last issue,

should we give Hollywood a break by sub-
mitting those pictures and offering to ar-

range camera tests?

I say again, we are proud of our Depart-
ment. Our work is important. Dispatching
is the motive power behind the entire pro-

duction line. Let's keep our on-the-job record

as near perfect as is humanly possible.

And let's make co-operation our watchword.
Let's co-operate with Production by keep-
ing the work moving on schedule, conferring

with the foremen and leadmen, knowing
their problems and letting them know ours.

Meet and come to know personally the
fellow who takes over your job when your
day is done. Nothing can promote under-
standing and co-operation between shifts

like personal contact and face to face talk.

When an error occurs, let's do our best to

correct it, without seeking to place the blame
on the other fellow. Surely the news from
the battlefronts and the realization that

Ryan Manifolds are helping in that great

struggle, must inspire us all to do our very

best. Stay on the job and finish the job.

Lest we forget. Here are addresses of

men from our department who are now
serving with the armed forces. Letters from
them make me know how glad they are to

hear from their former associates. Let's

make it a practice to write to them. It takes
little time and effort, and it will show them
that we have not forgotten.

M. G. RYAN, Sp. A 2 c, P. I. School,

Sqd 15, U.S.N.T.C, Bainbridge, Md. All

old timers will remember the inimitable

manner in which Jerry used to write this

column. He was well known throughout the

plant.

Pvt. G. V. SHAMBLIN, 38668728, Sec

N 3706 A.A.F. Base Unit (B.T.C.) Bks 206,
Sheppard Field, Texas. Vaughan was well

known on the Swing Shift, a swell fellow,

doing a swell job at Pre-Jig and showing us

real co-operation in getting the job done.

C. R. SANDERS, Pfc, Sqd 1, 2nd Air Force,

Lincoln Field, Lincoln, Neb. Ray needs no
introduction except to newcomers, for he

was everywhere and knew everyone. On
leave last month, he paid us a visit and
proud we were to see how well that Air

Force uniform fit him.

ROY HUGH MASON, FIc, U.S.N. Detach-

ment, Co 0-1, Camp Elliott, San Diego, 44,

Calif. A quiet, manly kid who used to do
a good job down in Shipping, Roy also paid

us a visit last month.
And Pvt. WILLIAM B. HARPER, 39700-

262, 7th Evacuation Hospital, A.P.O. 709,
c/o Postmaster, San Francisco. All old-

timers remember Billy, the kid with person-

ality plus, who had the answers regarding

weld sections in the pre-jig area.

Good luck, happy landings and the

speediest possible return, fellows. We are

proud of you.
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Sheet Metal Shorts
by Marge and Ernie

One really never knows their department
until they start canvassing it. Imagine our

surprise (when Sue Gunthorp called and
wanted me to find out how many grand-
mothers and grandfathers we had in Sheet

Metal) to find we have at least twenty-two
of them. Our hats off to the following grand-
parents: C. BAILEY, J. DUCKWORTH, L.

MATTESON, R. HOFFMAN, B. RAVENS-
CROFT, A. PLOMAN, T. WARDEN, W.
WARDEN, A. OLSON, H. WOLFF, W.
RHOADES, A. DUNKLE, S. ELLISON, M.
HEMPHILL, L. BARFIELD, A. QUAST, W.
KNIGHT, M. SHERMAN, D. VINCENT, H.

PETTY, E. FARMER and P. MOELLER.
You're doing a swell job, folks, and we're

plenty proud of you.

RHEA HOFFHAN, who has been on the

sick list for the past seven weeks, is back
with us again and her department is really

glad to see her. The old place wasn't nat-

ural without Rhea's ever-ready smile.

Our sympathy goes out to HELEN LYON,
whose mother passed away last week. Helen
is on leave accompanying the body to Min-
nesota.

GERRY RINEHART is on a fifteen-day
leave. She and her husband have gone to

Nebraska.

The girls in Sheet Metal Assembly gave
RUTH SILKWOOD a handkerchief shower
when she terminated last week. The girls

will all miss that redhead and her smile.

HAROLD WALL will leave by plane on
June 22 for Denver on a well-earned vaca-
tion. Hope the fishing is good, Harold; we
want proof in pictures, you know. No fish

stories from you.

A birthday party was given DON NEL-
SON, leadman in Department 3, on June
20th. He was presented with a carton of
cigarettes and a cigarette case by the fol-
lowing in his department: MARY HONEY-
BALL, VIRGINIA HAZLETT, MAXINE
WEAVER, BOBBIE GRIFFIN. LAURA HUNT
ELSIE JOHNSON, DAFFY TOMPKINS
MARY JANE BATTENSBY, CHARLIE BAI-
LEY, PEARL HARRIS, MARION PAPINI
AXEL OSTRAND, BONNIE BURDETT AL-
BERTA THORNHILL, MADELINE HAYES
JACK LOVE, VERBA WLLIAMS, CLAR-
ENCE HARPER, JAKE LUNSFORD and
MARTHA WILSON. A fine time was had
by all, and we hope you have a birthday
real often, Don, with a cake like that one
VIRGINIA TROXELL is on leave visiting

her brother, who returned to the States
after serving two years in the Air Corps in

China. We know just what a happy re-
union that was.

In closing, folks, I want to sincerely
thank my department, both first and second
shift, for their campaigning and support
in the race for queen of the Horse Show.
Thanks to everyone, and we hope to see
you July 9th at the Polo Grounds.

MARGE.
Hi-ho, everyone, and a welcome to the

new people in the department. Let this wel-
come include the several service men who
have joined our ranks as part-time work-
ers. Although Mrs. REESE, our Factory
Counselor, is not exactly a newcomer, we
would like to take this chance to tell her
how much we enjoy having her with us
as our counselor.

SAM PINNEY received a very interesting
letter from Pvt. LEON FANNIN. Pvt. Fan-

nin is now stationed at Camp Roberts for

his basic training, and says that the Army
is not so bad after all, although it was
something of a blow to be assigned to the
Infantry. It seems that he has not yet been
assigned to K.P., so he has that interesting

little detail to look forward to.

TAG ELLIS, also a new member of the

A. U.S., wishes to express his thanks for the

very nice gifts given him when he left us.

KENNY TURNER former leadman in De-
partment 1 , showed up at the gate the other
night in a new khaki suit that our Uncle
gave him. It looked very nice—that is, what
I could see of it through the admiring
throng around him.

June is the traditional month of wed-
dings, and Sheet Metal did not go without
its wedding. DOROTHY SCHONES and
DEAN GERDES, both of Department 3, were
married June 25, and to the both of you
go our very best wishes for success and hap-
piness.

Lots of fun: On June 9, ART KILMER's
group in Dept. 2 helped EMMA GRADY
celebrate her birthday at coffee-time with
cake and coffee. Yes, the cake was good—

I can vouch for that. The boys from the
Template Crib— RALPH BRIGHAM, LEO
GRIGGS and JOHN GLASGOW, to you

—

WALT STRINGER, VERN HUMPHREY and
myself helped out with the cake-eating.

On June 13 DARLENE CONN very con-
siderately had a birthday, and the same
group had more fun and cake and coffee.
I think that BILL CARTER and ART KIL-
MER really had Darlene worried for a min-
ute, though; she really thought they were
going to give her a birthday spanking be-
fore she cut the cake.

Then, on June 1 5, the same group had
coffee and doughnuts for OPHELIA and JOE
PARKER, who left us for Beaumont, Texas.
Well, I hear that Texas is a mighty good
state, but we'll miss the Parkers here. If

you ever get down that way stop off and say
"hello" to them.

I rather think that SALLY LYTLE can lay

claim to being the shortest girl in Sheet

Metal. She's only 4 ft. 9'/2 in. high, but she

always underlines that Vz inch, so don't, I

warn you, don't call her Shorty.

JOHN KRUMENACKER, over on the

Power Brakes, has received his one-year pin

for his year's service here at Ryan. Good
going, John.

Several people in Department 3 received

cards from MAX GRIMES in Missouri, who
sadly said that he wasn't sure whether he

was going to get in any fishing after all

on account of how it was raining so hard
and so much. And to listen to some people,

I thought California was the only place it

ever rained.

JAMES BONE, of Department 2, has two
sons of whom he is rightfully very proud.
They are George and Charles, both motor
machinist mates in the Navy. George is

serving in the Pacific theater, while word
was just recently received by Mr. Bone that

Charles is being sent home from the other

side to attend officers' candidate school.

Not so long ago Mr. Bone received a poem
which Charles had written for him, and I'd

like to include it here, for I think that it

is well worth reading and carries a very
nice thought. Incidentally, the two boys
have a sister, MARTHA B. HEATHCOCK, in

Drophammer, and a niece, EVELYN DIM-
PEL, in Machine Shop here at Ryan, too.

This is the poem which Charles Bone
wrote for his father:

A PRAYER ON EVERY STAR

"Good-by, my boy," my father said
That day I left my home;
"My love goes with you everywhere
No matter where you roam;
On land or sea, on train or ship,

On mountain peak or plain;

In happy days or loneliness,

In laughter, joy or pain."

"Good-by, my boy," he said it so,

With tenderness and love;

"Each night whatever stars may shine
In God's clear skies above,
Remember I am watching them
And you may watch them too;

The same white stars that shine on me,
Those same shall shine on you."

"Good-bye, my boy! and when you look
Into those starlit skies

We both shall see the selfsame stars

With loving, lonely eyes;
And I shall lift a prayer for you.
Whatever ships you sail,

Whatever sea, whatever land,

My love shall never fail
!"

"Good-by, my boy!" my father said
Through misty, tear-dimmed eyes;
"I'll hang a prayer on every star
That shines in God's clear blue skies!"
So, when I watch the stars by night
His words come back to me
And I can feel his love and care
On foreign land and sea.

"Good-by, my boy!" What tender words;
How filled with love and light.

They warm my heart and hush my fears
As I stand watch by night.

And so, five thousand miles away
From home is not so far

Because I know my father hangs
A prayer on every star.

—By CHARLES BONE.

Oh, these returned vacationers—they all

look so nice and refreshed and thoroughly
satisfied with themselves. BESSIE HEARN,
SAM PINNEY and FRED HILL returned
from their vacations with that look. Well,
maybe one of these days I can have a vaca-
tion, too.

Be seeing you around, and, in the mean-
time

—

Remember the war isn't over,

Remember the war isn't won,

Remember to buy all the Bonds that you
can,

For there still is a lot to be done.

ERNIE.

3n Appmiaitmt
Jack Wilton, formerly head of the

Surplus and Salvage Department at
Ryan passed away June first leaving

behind hundreds of friends through-
out the plant.

Mrs. Wilton asks that Flying Re-
porter extend her deep appreciation
for the flowers and remembrances
which were so bountifully given on
that occasion. She would especially

like to thank the Contract Adminis-
tration department, Surplus and Sal-

vage, the Ryan Plant Police and all

of the individuals at Ryan who were
friends and acquaintances of her hus-
band.
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As this is written we cannot know if our
Corregidor Snipers will top you other Berlin

Bouncers or you Nagasaki Gnashers. But one
thing we do know is that you've a fight on
your hands. Machine Shop has a lot of

people who know that bonds are the safest

investment in the world. They know that

buying bonds is both patriotic and smart.

Five of our first shift group buy a bond
each week. Not one of them is rich,

nor do they work just for the fun of it.

These faithful ones are FANNIE WILLIAMS,
RUTH GATES, IRENE HOBBS, ALICE MOR-
RIS, and BARNEY HOLBROOK.

MARIAN HEISEN is now Mrs. ALBERT
MARTIN. Her wedding was solemnized at

high noon, June 18, at the home of the

groom's brother. The bride looked lovely in

a tailored blue suit. She was wearing a

veiled blue hat which matched her eyes.

Mr. and Mrs. Martin will be at home to

their friends in Linda Vista.

June 1 8th also was the date for the

marriage of MARY LA RUE WILLIAMS and

Pete Jaeger. Mary's mother is FANNIE
WILLIAMS of the Machine Shop. The mar-
riage vows were taken at 1 1 :45 a. m. in

the St. John Church. The bride was beauti-

ful in her white wedding gown complete

with veil and train. Later the bridal party

went to the park near the Junipero Serra

Museum in Old Town. There they took

numerous pictures of the bride and groom
and their attendants in those beautiful sur-

roundings.

CHESTER GAVRE felt that without VIR-
GINIA life was gloomy and pointless. On
June 10 he hied himself way down to Texas
to see what could be done in the way of

marrying the gal.

MAINE BROOKS is going to have to stay

in Alabama for some time. Her mother is

in quite poor health.

HELEN DOUGLAS has transferred to the

day shift. She usually works on the next

turret lathe from BARBARA ROGERS who
came down from the school on June 16.

Barbara and Helen both have very nice

eyes, and we're all very partial to pretty

eyes.

JIMMY BUTLER is taking his boot train-

ing right here in the San Diego Naval Train-

ing Station. JIM HUMPHREY is at the Puget
Sound Navy Yard Receiving Station, Brem-
erton, Washington.

We all extend our sympathy to DAVE
HOLLAND whose brother died after mak-
ing a trip to Texas to visit relatives and

Wing-sfers on first shift had a farewell party for

their department clerk, Marie Vollstedt, when

she left recently to join her husband in Alaska.

Left to right they are Mamie Huff, Connie Chid-

ester, Winifred Wisdom, Annie Steinhoff, Bessie

Owens, Geneva Taylor, Marie Vollstedt, Marie

Hoke, Ruth Behm, and Evelyn Jackson. At left

Marie is shown with Jimmy Southwick, depart-

mental columnist for Flying Reporter who left to

join the Navy about the sams time.
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friends. Death seems especially hard to take
when distance separates.

In June for the first time since she came
to Ryan, LYLAS HAGEL missed a few days
work because of the death of her brother
in an accident. You have our deepest sym-
pathy, Mrs. Hagel.

HELEN PRESSY has been in very poor
health and so must return to her St. Louis
home for a time. She hopes later to come
back to San Diego and to bring her mother
and daughter.

MARY TOWNSEND is the new girl on
the second shift turret lathe line. She was
originally from Blue Ridge, Texas.

MIKE SZARAFINSKI's wife is improving
after that injury to her hand. We're very glad

that she's better, Mike.
Have you ever heard IRMA LEE JOYCE

give one of her inimitable readings, or seen

PHYLLIS KOTLINEK dance? Perhaps you
will if you go to the Ryan Talent Show.

Mrs. EASLEY was as excited as a school

girl when she recognized one of her son's

best friends in the Navy Drum and Bugle
Corps which entertained us so well on the
opening day of our bond drive. She felt

almost as if she had seen Victor again.

Did you ever know anyone with quite

the unfailing good humor that ROSE Mc-
CORMACK possesses. Maybe she loses her

temper at times, but if she does no one
ever knows about it.

OTIS THATCHER chose for his vacation

a trek into the mountains. He's going to

catch fish as long as your arm—he hopes!

What is the reddest object aside from a
winesap apple and the most torrid thing

north of the equator? Answer: Frank Flint's

face when he blushes.
-#-

Wing Tips
by Jesse Miramontez

Although I'm not very much of a writer,

I have just volunteered to do the writing for

the Wing department, and if any of you boys

and girls have any news of interest, I would
appreciate your handing it in to me so as

to make this column snappy and interesting.

As most of you people know, this column
was written by JIMMY SOUTHWICH, but

due to Uncle Sam's call, Jimmy had to leave

us. At this time, I take the opportunity to

say, in behalf of the Wing department, that

we have lost a good man, and we are sure

that wherever Jimmy goes he will make
good as he did at Ryan.

Being the first time and due to short

notice that I had to write this column, I'm

being rather shy with my pen but in the

next issue you will know some interesting

characters that we have in our department.
I have read quite a few of Bob Ripley's

"Believe It or Not," but we have one in

our midst who can outrank him. It is none
other than DALE CRABB. Get him to tell

you some of his tall tales.

BILL CRONER tells me that Fred Astaire
might be the best tap dancer in the country,

but that if some Hollywood producers would
see him dance the rhumba, Freddie would
be out of a job.

GEORGE "LEFTY" HOLLADAY has al-

ways been quite a singer and his neighbors

at Linda Vista always like to hear him sing

"Far Away," "All Alone" and "Over the
Hill."

If some of you girls would like to reduce
and keep your high school girl figure, ask
FRANCES MARCHMAN. She has come down
to 165. Good for you, Frances, and thanks
for telling me.



The Score Board
The Ryan All-Stars defeated CVAC Home

Plant at University Heights on Sunday, June

1 1 , by a score of 6-4. The club has received

some additional players in the last ten days

that will place the club in a position to give

any of the Service Clubs in the league excel-

lent competition.

On Sunday, June 18, the Club defeated

Concrete Ship by a score of 8-7 at Golden

Hill. The Ryan Club was trailing by a score

of 7-5 in the 9th when a single by Jack

Marlett, Lee Singleton, a walk to Jack Bill-

ings, loaded the bases with two out when
Jack Harshman doubled to right center to

settle the issue. This was a game that the

natives will really talk about for some time

to come as everything happened during the

nine innings that it is possible to have take
place in a ball game. It also marked the

reappearance of Bob Ballinger in uniform
for the first time since his accident at Lane
Field early in the season.

New members of the Ryan All Stars in-

clude Don Nickoli, Jack Harshman, Duke
Fernandez, Carl Hurlback from San Diego
High School championship ball club, and
Lee Singleton from Hoover High School, and
also the return of Bob Peterson, Ryan All-

Star hard-hitting left fielder.

For the information of late arrivals in the

Ryan organization, these games are played
each Sunday and the schedule appears on
the sports page of the San Diego Sunday
Union.

The first half of the League was com-

mm
Recreational Director, W. Paul Wright

pleted on June 19th with ABG2 the winner
with 8 wins and 1 loss and Ryan All-Stars

and Concrete Ship finishing in a tie for sec-

ond place with 7 wins and 2 losses.

At this time, we again wish the best of

luck to former Ryan All-Stars now playing in

the main event with Uncle Sam.

Robert Kellogg, U. S. Navy.

Tony Jelly, U. S. Army.
Bob Usher, U. S. Navy.

Ted Kerr, U. S. Army.
Stanley Sharpe, U. S. Army.
Luther French, U. S. Army.
Warren Kanagy, U. S. Navy.

Jack Billings, U. S. Navy.

Frank Kerr, U. S. Army.
Roy Fitzpatrick, U. S. Army.
Doug Dunnan, U. S. Army.
Mose Martin, U. S. Navy.

They ore all a swell bunch of American
boys, fine athletes, and it is the sincere wish
of all of us that the day is not too far in

the distance that we will see them all back
in their favorite stamping grounds.

A. S. BILLINGS, SR.

Archery
Frank Eicholtz of Ryan, president of the

San Diego Field Archers Association, won
the national mail shoot in archery with a
score of 609 Sunday, June 18, on the range
adjoining the San Diego Zoo.

Gene Lecoq captured second place with
427 and Martin Mathew finished third with
374.

There was a double round of 56 standard

targets, ranging in distance from 20 feet

to 80 yards.

The Ryan archers are to travel to Los

Angeles Sunday, July 2, to test power and
speed of their arrows with the Los Angeles

Bowman Hunters. It is an invitational meet
at which the Ryan archers hope to shatter

several records, Eicholtz said.

Ryan Archers Post Their Scores

Nitehawk Pitcher

Posting the scores at a recent archery match, are, left to right, W. R. Lee, Frank
Eicholtz and Harry Zapolski.
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Frank Lightfoot

iightfoot Pitches

For Ryan llitehauuks

Frank Lightfoot, flashy pitcher for the

Ryan Nite Hawks, is playing his second

season with the Swing Shift Industr'al

League Softball team.

Pitching is his first love, but Frank also

like to roam the outfield. He believes the

Nite Hawks will travel far in league play

this season.

Lightfoot has an enviable record of yield-

ing only four hits per game this year. In

his latest triumph, a 1 3-2 win over Dept.

215 team of Consolidated-Vultee, he struck

out 10 opponents. His record for strikeouts

is 12.

Frank came to California two years ago

from Atlanta, Georgia, where he attended

Joe E. Brown High School. He was a three-

sport star as a prep, playing quarterback

in football and pitching for the Softball

team. In track he participated in the high

jump, pole vault and broad jump.

Lightfoot works in Manifold lineup on

the Swing shift at Ryan, where he has been

employed for the past two years.



Dubbs and Putts

The annual Handicap Golf Tournament
for 1944 is a 72-hole affair this year.

Eighteen holes to be played at La Mesa,
eighteen holes at Emerald Hills and thirty-

six holes at La Jolla. Your score cards must
be turned in to Paul Wright in Personnel by

September 4, 1944. Arrange your own four-

somes and play your games at any time

convenient for you. A foursome or threesome

of tournament players will be required to

make your score valid.

Prizes will be as follows:

Low Gross — $25.00 War Bond
2nd Low Gross— 10.00 War Stamps
3rd Low Gross— 10.00 War Stamps
4th Low Gross— Sport Shirt

5th Low Gro;s — Sport Shirt

Low Net prizes will be the same as Low
Gross prizes. There will also be a flock of

Blind Bogie prizes. The Low Gross and Low
Net winners will also have their names en-

graved on the big perpetual trophy.

Flay is under way and remember, Sep-

tember 4th is the deadline.

M. M. CLANCY.
*

Bawling
With 1 7 wins against only four defeats,

the Tail Winds are setting the pace for 20
bowling teams in the Ryan Summer league

at the Tower Bowl. Competition is held every

Thursday evening.

The Pin Topplers and Contract Engineer-

ing are tied for second place.

In the fifth week of play, Wood Shop
rolled the high team game of 850 and also

the high team series of 2419. B. McClen-
don's 238 was the high individual game
and L. E. Roberts' 598 was the high indi-

vidual series.

The standings:
Won Lost

Tail Winds 17 3

Pin Topplers 16 4
Contract Engineering 16 4

Jigs & Fixtures 15 5

Wood Shop 14 6
Pin Savers 14 6
Shipping 14 6
Plant Engineers 12 8

Experimental 12 8

Putt Putts 11 9
Laboratory 10 10

Tool Room 10 10
Maintenance 8 12

Macs 7 13

Flight Test 7 13

Live Five 6 14
Production Control 6 14
Low I.Q 5 15
Shipperettes 3 17

Manifold Engineering 20
T&r

Dance
Second in a series of three dances spon-

sored by the Ryan-Solar Dancing Club is to

be held Friday evening, July 21, in the

Women's USO Club, Front and Ash Streets.

A "hard times" theme will prevail for this

dance.

The first dance was enjoyed Friday eve-

ning, June 23. The third one, which will be

semi-formal, is scheduled for Friday evening,

August 1 8.

Tickets, selling for $1, may be obtained

from Employee Service or at the door the

evening of the dances.

Scratch League Teams

These are the two Ryan teams participating in the Scratch League that bowls on

Monday nights at the Academy. In the top picture are D. J. Miller, M. Hutchinson,

N. Wynne, William Durant and H. A. Wolstencroft. If the boys on top don't drop those

balls, the lower line-up will remain L. Harrington, R. Guyer, J. Reese, N. Carlton and

A. Bolger.

Second Shift Softball

The Nitehawks have done well since the

last issue, although they did lose their first

league game to the Consolidated "Nite

Bombers" by the score of 7-5. The league

opened Thursday, June 1 5th, and there

will be one league game each week. This

promises to be a fast lecgue, and we be-

lieve the Nitehawks, with the brand of ball

they have been playing, will be in or near

the lead at the finish. The league is made
up of eight teams, six from Consolidated,

one from Rohr and the Nitehawks.

So far this season the Nitehawks have

won sixteen games and lost only four. The
best game to date was when the Nite-

hawks defeated the Consolidated "Metal

Bench" team, 2-0. In this game, Frank

Lightfoot, who has been hurling grand ball,

allowed only three hits and didn't give a

free pass. The Nitehawks put together three

hits and a walk in the third inning for all

of their runs.

The Nitehawks have lost the services of

"Chuck" Carlson, stellar catcher, for at

least the present time, but Frank Key is

doing a swell job of catching in his place.

In the hitting department "Morrie" Rob-
erts leads in averages with a fine 421 and
"Chuck" Romero still leads in home runs

and runs-batted-in with 3 and 31, re-

spectively.

CHUCK CARLSON.
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Women's Bowling
High individual game honors were won

by Enid Larsen of Ryan during the Women's
National Telegraphic Bowling Tournament at

the Tower Bowl Sunday, June 1 1 . She rolled

a 223 game.

The Ryan women, with an aggregate of

2189 pins, tied the Consolidated-Vultee

entry of San Diego for fifth place in com-
petition with 1 3 teams.

The Ryan team's average was 146, com-
pared with the winners' 1 52. Bowling for

Ryan were Capt. Millie Merritt, Sallie

Levickas, Esther Watkins, Catherine Kuyawa
and Enid Larsen.

Results:

Keglettes of Consolidated-Vultee, Downey,

Calif., 2278 for first place and $60 award;

Consolidated-Vultee of Ft. Worth, Texas,

2245 for second place and $40 award;

Bowlerettes of Consolidated-Vultee, Downey,

Calif., 2238 for third place and $30 award;

Commandos of Consolidated-Vultee, Tucson,
Ariz., 2219; Ryan women, 2189; CVAC's
of Consolidated-Vultee, San Diego, 2189;
Gremlins of Consolidated-Vultee, San Diego,

2123; Swingsters of Consolidated-Vultee,

San Diego, 21 06; Liberators of Consolidated-

Vultee, Tucson, Ariz., 2105; Liberators of

Consolidated-Vultee, San Diego, 2103; Rohr
Strikes of Rohr Aircraft, 2094; Solar women,
2039; and Rohr Spares of Rohr Aircraft,

1968.



Tennis
Flashing a dazzling brand of tennis, Car-

mack Berryman and Howard Smith won
the men's doubles championhsip of the

Fourth Annual Ryan Tennis Tournament
Sunday, June 1 1 , on the North Park courts.

They disposed of Conrad Adams and Bill

Baldwin in the finals, 6-3, 10-8.

Berryman also won the men's singles

crown with a 6-0, 6-3 victory over Smith

on Sunday, June 4.

In semi-finals of men's doubles, Berry-

man and Smith defeated Jones and Garinger

6-0, 6-2, and Adams and Baldwin elimi-

nated Allred and Sly 6-0, 3-6, 6-3. In

quarter-finals, Allred and Sly won from

Moyer and McBlair, 6-2, 6-3; Adams and
Baldwin defeated Garinger and Graham, 6-2,

6-3; Berryman and Smith defeated Tazelaar

and Moyer, and Jones and Garinger elimi-

nated Dixon and Alderson, 6-0, 6-2.

Berryman disposed of Tazelaar, 6-2, 6-3,

and Smith eliminated Baldwin, 6-2, 8-6, in

semi-finals of men's singles. In quarter-

finals, Tazelaar defeated Garinger, 6-3, 3-6,

6-4.

Ryan netters are now looking forward to

entering the annual Industrial tournament
Sunday, July 16. A new feature this year

will be a bracket for novices. Women also

are invited to compete.

*

Recreation Conference
Recreation workers from various Southern

California war plants attended a conference

at the San Diego Hotel Saturday, June 17,

with F. M. Sandusky, president of the San
Diego Industrial Recreation Council, presid-

ing.

Lt. C. W. Gardner, U.S.N.R., and
Harry C. Wright, U.S.M.C., reviewed
military recreation programs. Lt. Com.
Calland, chief recreation officer for the

naval district, spoke on the evening program.

"Nazism vs. Democracy—Can Hitler Lose
a Military War but Gain an Economic Vic-
tory?" was the subject of an address by
Elmer S. Nelson, information specialist of

the OPA, on the evening program.

Paul Wright, in charge of outside activities

for Ryan employees, spoke on "Recreation
Problems of Smaller Industries" during the
afternoon conference.

Lt.

the

Leo
I 1th
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Softball

Ryan softball teams are busy competing
in their respective leagues. Lloyd Huff-
stutter's Receiving club and Don Walker's
Tooling team qualified for the BB league
and Newell Carlton's Ryan All-Stars were
placed in the A league for play under
auspices of the city recreation department.

The Ryan Nite Hawks, managed by Joe
Wagner, entered the Swing Shift industrial
league with such teams as Rohr and six from
Consolidated-Vultee, Dept. 215, Nite Bomb-
ers, B-24 Liberators, Primary Nose, Metal
Bench, Dept. 274.

Four games remain on the first-round
schedule for the Nite Hawks. They follow:

Wednesday, July 5—Nite Hawks vs. B-24
Liberators.

Thursday, July 1 3—Nite Hawks vs. Rohr.
Thursday, July 20—Nite Hawks vs. Dept

274.
Wednesday, July 26—Nite Hawks vs.

Primary Nose.

In the Davis family four members are going all-out for war production at Ryan. Mrs.

Clare Davis of Final Assembly, left, is sitting with her daughter Mrs. Mildred Evans of

Manifold Welding. In the back, Hud Davis of Airplane Finishing, second shift, stands

with his Dad, Charlie Davis, who works in Manifold Small Parts.

Sketches From Experimental by Art Dewar

This is to introduce M. G. "MICKEY"
McGUIRE, one of our pilots, to readers of

the Flying Reporter.

Mickey began his flying career with

Uncle Sam's Navy Air Corps upon his

graduation from Eureka College in his

home town of Eureka, Illinois. He gradu-
ated with a Bachelor of Science degree in

1937 and immediately went to Pensacola
for flight training. Upon his graduation in

1938 he received a commission in the Navy.
After graduation he was assigned to

Bombing Squadron Four on the aircraft car-

rier "Ranger," which was stationed at San
Diego. When the whole squadron was trans-

ferred to the Saratoga it became known as
Bombing Squadron Three and gained the
reputation of being the best dive-bombing
squadron in the Navy.
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While with this squadron Mickey flew

more than 1350 hours in SB2U dive-bombers
and achieved a spectacular dive-bombing
average. In 1940 he had the third highest

average in his squadron and was high man
from January to June of 1941. In June he

resigned his commission in the Navy to

serve under Gen. Chennault with the famous
Flying Tigers in Burma and China.

As a Flying Tiger Mickey flew the Cur-

tis P-40. After completion of his service

he came back to the States and, in the

early part of 1942, became a Ryan in-

structor at the Hemet field, turning out

many of the pilots who are now carrying

the war to the enemy in the skies.

At the present time he has over 2900
hours in the air, and will soon join the

select 3000-hour group.



Ship

"Tide"
by Leigh

MacDonald

Jimmy went on vacation, and Jimmy went
fishing, but when JIMMY TUCKER came
home from the lake he couldn't tell any
fish story! Unheard of, I know—especially

if you know Jimmy; but there was a very

good reason. Presented to Jimmy was a

piece of paper with the following statements

printed on it:

We, the undersigned, having been
duly sworn, do hereby affirm and
agree not to accept in whole or in

part any tale, fishing story or any
ether lie fabricated, concocted, or

otherwise conceived by J. C. TUCKER,
duly recognized as a member in ques-

tionable standing of Ye Olde Angling
Prevaricators Assn.

Drawn and sworn to before me this

day of our Lord, May 29, 1944.
(Signed by about 40 members of

Shipping.

)

T. J. GETZ, Chief Doubter.

And then the paper was signed by ap-
proximately 40 of the day, night and
swing shift members of the Shipping de-
pa rtment. It was presented to James with

all due respect to a great fisherman, and
proper solemnity surrounded the occasion.

And so, when Jimmy came back, every time

he began to measure the fish or tell about
the "one which got away," he was reminded
of the signed "pledge" that he had been
given. Poor, poor Jimmy!—at least I felt

that way, until I asked him to tell me just

one fish story to give our readers, and he
refused, 'cause I had signed the pledge!
The only thing I could get him to say was,
"The difference between a wise man and
a wise guy is wisdom." I wonder what he
means.

And then we lost one of the oldest mem-
bers of the Shipping Department with the
resignation of DELMA GILLARD on Sat-
urday, June 17th. We presented her with
a pink satin, quilted, knee-length robe

and many, many other gifts—some for her

and some for the new . (Sh! I almost
told the secret.) But we'll all be wait : ng
patiently to hear the good news, and to

see for ourselves whether it is—or whether
it ain't! And, really, the most amusing
thing I've read in a long time was the
"going away" card FRASER concocted and
presented to Delma Gillard, all written in

legal form.

I like DORACE WEST'S ingen :ous method
of putting "DANGER" signs on all wet
cement-filled holes in the Shipping office.

It seems she writes in red pencil, then un-
bends a large paper clip, connects the clip

into the paper at one end, and bending the
other end into the clip into a three-cornered
stand—and they looked so cute all over the
floor.

Did I ever say I liked FRASER's laugh?
Well, who is it that also has one that's

—

but good? Goes like this: Hee, hee, hee,
hee! (One guess.)

JUNE HUNTER is leaving the Bowling
Team, and Said Reporter is replacing. Oh,
that score! In speaking of bowling, we do
want to commend ERNESTINE LAWSON
again. She has had high score in nearly

every game so for—and right along with

her are JUNE LEEPER and JEANNE AN-
DERSON. (P. S. — Lost League games
Thursday nite—but had lots of fun.)

MILDRED WULFF left June 7th for her

vacation, which she spent in Los Angeles,

and came back Monday, the 19th, to tell

us that she saw Joan Crawford at Farmer's

Market, and Joan buys a lot of fish. And
she saw Greta Garbo there also-—and she

comes out of hiding for the fresh vege-
tables! Well, Mildred, you saw almost as

many movie stars as I did right on Holly-

wood boulevard— (Yah, Sunset and Vine,

too!) My Hollywood stay was shorter than
expected, as I moved from boarding house

to Hollywood Roosevelt, to Hollywood-Plaza
to the beautiful beach at—Santa Monica.
If you are ever up there for a restful week-
end at the beach, spend it at Surf Auto
Hotel, right on Ocean Blvd—unique, and
complete with deck, just like on a real ocean
liner. But the work dwindled off—or else I

did (ha! ha!)—and so here I am back
in San Diego again!

HELEN HALLACK may go on third shift.

Hope she thinks of us lily-white with office

pallor when she's enjoying the sunshiny

days!

JIMMIE TUCKER said he took a bubble-

double—er a bubble bubble—er a double

bubble bath—and couldn't get out of the

tub—almost. He sez: "Say, that stuff's

sticky, isn't it?" Tsk!
CHARLIE BERNARD was oppointed As-

sistant Supervisor over a group taking care

of the actual shipping. Good luck, Charlie,

because we know you earned it; we're glad!

As before, J. WILFLEY continues over the

packing and crating.

Our new boy (FRASER's "son"), GENE
TALBOTT, felt honored by being given a

ride to work by Mrs. RYAN.
After bowling Thursday's League games,

some of the "Shippers" and "Shipperettes"

stayed at the Bowling Alley for refreshments.

I don't know who got teased the most the

next day—could it have been PAUL? Well,

by final decision and precise deduction,

P. M. figured out how no one could have

called to find out his address at 2:30 in

the morning. And deciding that all the

previous evening was fun, he wants to go
"bowling" again real soon! (P. S.—Of
course we won't mention that it only took

P. M. from Friday morning until Monday
afternoon to deduce all that.) We'll give it

to you in mathematical terms. He sub-

tracted himself from the bowling alley at

sometime before midnite, and he knew
that was the approximate time because re-

freshments were still being served. Then
he added a fried-shrimp dinner at a drive-

in; added time to eat it, and walked around
the block twice. Then he subtracted him-

self from the shrimp dinner and added him-

self to the car—which belonged to com-
panions, who didn't know P. M.'s address.

He divided himself from them by lapsing

into complete silence and an occasional

snort (breathing). He multiplied his wits

rapidly as the companions questioned again

and aqain as to his destinat : on—and after

multiple guesses, he was brought to a halt

on a semi-dark street. He subtracted him-
self from the car, with the careful assist-

ance of the male companion, and went down
the street—only to find it was the wrong
direction. Referring back to his old geom-
etry, and deciding the shortest distance be-

tween two points was a straight line, he

executed his knowledge of the theory and
arrived in high style, and added himself to

sound, sound slumber and d-e-e-p snores!

And that is why he decided he must have
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Margaret Hernan-
dez, First Aid nurse

in the main factory

building, is backing
up her husband
Sergeant Louis Her-
nandez of the U. S.

Marines.

Corp. James Dolan,

husband of Nurse
Freda Dolan in the

main factory build-

i n g is stationed

overseas in the
Italian theater.

been home in bed by and before 2:30! So
you'll just have to believe it—unless, of

course, you want to ask Mr. HOWSE, who
laughs at arithmetical deductions. If you
believe me, just ask him to tell you the

story about Math. Go on— I dare ya

!

And so, children, the big, bad story teller

will say good nite again, and you may draw
your own conclusions as to the end of this

story!
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lead-

men
f\

D. B. Lilley has been appointed lead

man in the Experimental Fuselage group

on first shift.

Earl W. Rice, left, and Alvis D. Crabb,

right, have been appointed leodmen in

the Wing Assembly department.

L. W. Reid, left, is new leadman in the

Airplane Tool Planning Group.

Ernest W. Thayer, right, has been ap-
pointed leadman in Manifold Small
Parts on second shift.

If yot are absent or for

some other reason do not get

your copy of Flying Reporter,

call at the Employee Service

desk in the 1 ndustrial Relations

Depa rtment. A supply of them

are kept there for your

convenience.

Airplane Dispatching
Due to one of our department correspond-

ents being out on the sick list, this column
is written by a couple of cubs, and we really

mean we are in our infancy.

Congratulations are in order to the fol-

lowing newcomers who we all wish lots of

luck on their new jobs:

GERTRUDE NEWBY, who has just come
out of a three-year retirement . . . JOHN
HELMS, from the Gill Electric Company
where he was employed as a bookkeeper
but never saw a book until his last day
. . . ERNESTINE HESS, a newcomer to

San Diego, coming all the way from Olean,
New York where she managed a dress shop

. . . TIM PORTER and RUTH WUESTE,
two former employees of Consolidated . . .

CAROL KULLBERG, the vitamin kid you've
seen lately darting here, there and every-
where, comes from San Diego High School
. . . FRED STEINER, formerly employed by
the Chula Vista Union School District

. . . MARTHA LESTER, a transfer from
Mechanical Maintenance to Anodizing ond
Spray.

CECELIA FORKENBROCK has terminated
and her job at Hydro Press has been taken
over by LAURA YAVOROSKI.

Congratulations to PAUL MILLS who has
been going around lately grinning like an old
Cheshire cat on the expectations of becom-
ing a father. Take a tip, Paul, get that
"2 o'clock" feeding matter settled now.

HOWARD SMITH just added two new
items to his collection of trophies. He was
a winner in the Ryan Doubles Tennis Tour-
nament and was runner-up in the Singles.

Nice going, Howard.

Whirlaway has nothing on JOHNNY
PAWLOSKI. The other night Johnny hit a

home-run and practically flew around the
diamond in nothing flat.

Well, it looks like the man with the long
whiskers will be welcoming ACE KNOWLES
before long. Squads right. Column left. Boy,
do my feet hurt.

JOHN TENNYSON and the Mrs. spent
a very enjoyable, as well as a most profit-

able week in San Francisco. John sold a
piece of property and made a pretty penny.
Could you spare a dime, Buddy?

We would like to introduce a new column
which should prove to be of interest to all.

"Stargazer Saw"
Patent Pending

ROBERT BRADLEY sporting a new suit

—

no doubt to visit a sick horse. . . . BEN
MORROW singing how dry I am last Friday
evening (pay day now on Saturday). . . .

JACK LOVE stargazing at the Sky Room.
. . . DICK LUNSFORD also sporting a new
suit, plus—oh, me, a shirt and tie. . . .

ART PHILLIPS top heavy from his chest
protruding while showing some snap shots

of his young son.

That's 30 for now.

Casualty lists will grow with invasion.

The decisive battles will cost this country

dearly in lives of our fighting men. Their

greatest chance to survive their war wounds
is through the blood you donate for army
and navy plasma. Call Franklin 7704 now.
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High above the factory floor in the

Final Assembly building sits Ruth Page.
A fall would be bad business from that
height but Ruth has no fear of height.

She loves her job, helping move large

pieces of equipment from one section

to another. She's been with Ryan a

little over a month now.

Accounting Notes
by Mary Frances

It is Sunday and what a fate

For tomorrow is my deadline date!

My notes are scattered and very few
To try to write a column for you!

General Accounting welcomes H. J.

SHAW, formerly with the Bank of America,
and FLORENCE COLMAN, from Texas. . . .

MILDRED NIX came into Timekeeping just

after the last deadline. Mildred formerly

from Iowa, has been in San Diego about two
years. We understand she has a darling four-

teen-month-old son. . . . EVELYN SNOW
played hostess to the girls in Accounts Re-
ceivable with a spaghetti dinner last week.
Guests included JEAN WRIGHT, PHYLLIS
CREEL, GENNY HUTTON, and EILENE
ELROD. We understand the ouija board was
the main interest of the evening. They asked

dates, ages, places . . . wonder what the

board answered.

HULDA FREE, of Accounting Inventory,

had a nice surprise on her birthday . . . one
dozen roses from a former Ryanite, now a

soldier at Camp Lee. . . . ELLEN SCHRODER,
Inventory, is on leave visiting her folks in

Minnesota. . . . Accounts Payable got a big

laugh out of WILLIAM HECTRICK when
he bumped into an empty chair and begged
its pardon. . . . DOROTHY BARRANCO
and EDNA CHEEK are the latest additions

to the department. Dorothy is from Chicago
and Edna is from San Francisco where she

was bookkeeper for Fox West Coost Theaters.

. . . Come on you gambling people . . . place

your bets with Uncle Sam! Three dollars will

get you four! Get that extra bond today.



MORE ABOUT

FRANK WALSH
(Continued from Page 9)

company him out to the plant on a more-or-

less sightseeing excursion. When they ar-

rived at the plant, a company employee was
writing a list of available jobs on a huge
blackboard in front of the plant. Frank stood

and watched him. The man watched Frank.

"Looking for a job, young man?" he queried.

"Well, yes I am," Frank decided in a

hurry.

Ever done any inspecting?"

Frank did some three-in-one thinking.

"Only electrical," he confided as his con-

science did a quick backward somersault.

Frank's electrical inspection had been con-
fined entirely to broken light plugs.

"Electrical? Good, you're hired!"

So Frank Walsh became Inspector Walsh
at the Ford Motor Plant. If he didn't have
the previous training, Frank certainly must
have acquired the know-how in a hurry for

he spent over six years with Ford and was
Assistant Chief Inspector when he left. Fol-

lowing a coal shortage which seriously ham-
pered automobile manufacturing in the East,

Frank filled up his gas tank and headed west.

Settling in San Diego he was in and out of

a number of occupations, finally ending up
selling Indian novelties up along the Coast.

On returning to his San Diego home one
evening about five years ago, he was met
by his son who was bubbling over with en-
thusiasm over a job he'd just landed with

Consolidated. Perhaps the last trip out had
been a bad one—Frank doesn't quite remem-
ber—but suddenly the idea of having a job

in San Diego and living a normal home life

seemed to click. Unbeknownst to his family,

Frank came down to Ryan and talked to

Al Gee and then to Mervin Marco, then

Personnel Manager. "What do you know
about airplanes?" Marco asked.

"Well," Frank reflected. "I know one
when I see it."

Frank says perhaps it was his frankness

that got him the job. Anyway, he got it.

Ryan Trading Post
FOR SALE For Sale (continued)

Or trade for San Diego home. 1 '/2 acres at Carls-
bad, Calif.—280 full bearing Avocado trees.

Modern 5 room house and garage. Art Silveira,

Rivet Heat Treat Crib.

One dozen pre-war tennis balls in cans. A. C.
Berryman, Inspection Crib No. 3, Ext. 343, or
T-7784.

1937 Chrysler coupe with reconditioned motor.
Price $550.00 cash or terms. See Y. B. Leo,
Stress Dept.

1935 Crosley Radio, 6-tube table model. In good
shape. Kilbourn, Manifold Assembly, or 1720
1st Ave., Apt. No. 5 after 4 p. m.

1933 Buick Eight Sedan. Runs good. Body fair. Good
rubber all around. $175.00 cash. See D. S. Whet-
stine, No. 1726, Machine Shop. Ext. 385.

One acre of avocados in Mt. Helix Calavo Gardens
for $2000. Ed Lottes, Mech. Maintenance. Phone
Homeland 6-3668.

Six-months-old pediareed cocker spaniel male pup.
$45.00. See Hel Peif, 4262, Dept. 3, 4058 35th St.

Instoscope extinction type photographic exposure
meter with leather case. Like new. $3.00. See
Jack Dewar, Accounting.

Or trade, Keds pre-war basketball shoes. A. C.

Berryman, Insp. Crib. No. 3, Ext. 343.

Auto radio $20.00, Atwater-Kent table set $15.00,
radios repaired or traded. Jack Graham, Cutting,
Ext. 381, 4488 Central.

Remington standard portable typewriter $35.00.
Can be seen at 4545 43rd Street. Will Hayes,
Structures.

1935 Indian Chief "74" motorcycle. Condition
mechanically perfect, new tires, new battery,
new paint, magneto, rebuilt. See Aaron West,
Planning, or call H-68075.

Metal bedstead and coil springs. Double size. Lois
Barnett, 7298, Final Assembly.

MORE ABOUT

CONTRACT
ADMINISTRATION

(Continued from page 7)

About last February a special Aluminum
Alloy Extrusion was needed. This Extrusion

was made from an experimental alumi-
num alloy, and was being produced by only

one of the large aluminum manufacturers.
Ben Salmon, our Chief Engineer, had been
assured by the Bureau of Aeronautics that

we would be able to procure this Extrusion.

When the Purchase Order for the pro-

curement of this Extrusion was placed, the

aluminum company refused to proceed with

the order as no authorization had been ex-
tended to them. Something had to be done.
Locke immediately called Jack Wiseman in

Washington and explained this critical

situation. Jack first went to the Bureau of

Aeronautics and presented our problem. In

the meantime, our Bureau of Aeronautics
Resident Representative had contacted the

Bureau at Washington, emphasizing the
critical need of this Extrusion.

rye & Smith, Ltd., San Diego

After going from office to office and con-
ferring with the Bureau of Aeronautics'

personnel familiar with the situation, Wise-
man finally succeeded in getting the Bureau
of Aeronautics' authorization for the alumi-

num company to fabricate the Extrusion.

The aluminum company then notified us

it needed an allotment before their labora-

tory could proceed with our order. Applica-
tion for allotment was wired the Aircraft

Scheduling Unit of Dayton. Hugh Waldman
was right on the job and camped on the

doorstep of the Scheduling Unit until the

allotment was granted and the aluminum
company notified. Waldman then went to

the aluminum company and the first ship-

ment was made by air express as had been
authorized by the Bureau of Aeronautics.
This is an illustration of the work Jack
Wiseman and Hugh Waldman are doing for

the company.

Both Waldman and Wiseman directly

represent the company in their contacts with

officials and government groups. They're

in on contracts from the early stages of

negotiation, and all along the way are high-

speed expeditors where government agencies

are involved.
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Or trade. 1941 Royal DeLuxe car heater. Used but
three months. Hot water electrically controlled
with fan. Cost 42.50—will sell for $25.00 or
trade for 32 or 38 caliber automatic. See G. R.
Bills, Plant Protection, Ext. 351 or J-9663 eve-
nings.

Violin with case. Good tone. J. Higgins, Ext. 235,
3834 45th Street, East San Diego.

1931 Chevrolet Coupe in good condition. 5 tires in

excellent condition. $1 50.00 cash. Carlie Gross,
Ext. 351 or Woodcrest 3505.

1941 three-room 22-foot trailer house. $1350.00.
Can be seen at 4340 50th Street or see Mike
Gabor, No. 10051, Tool Room, 2nd shift.

1937 Dodge Four-Door Sedan. L. A. Martin, Ext.
396

1942 Areo Coupe Torpedo Chevrolet. Best of con-
dition. J. Higgins, Ext. 235, 3835 45th Street,
East San Diego.

1 927 sixteen -foot Indianhead trailer house. Price
$450.00. Can be seen at 4340 50th Street or
see Mike Gabor, No. 10051, Tool Room, 2nd shift.

Luggage — large "FortNighter." Good leather.
$45.00. L. A. Martin, Ext. 396.

MISCELLANEOUS
Will trade Winchester model 54 30.06 Sportster

and some shells for light twin outboard motor.
B. Jennings, Ext. 272.

If you want to buy a horse, sell a horse, or trade
a horse, see Bob Bradley, Airplane Dispatching.

Will exchange, with landlord's permission, my 3-
room furnished apartment in East San Diego for

two bedroom furnished house with yard, prefer-
ably in same district. Mildred Haas, Manifold
Small Parts Inspection. Home phone Talmadge
0671.

WANT TO BUY
Electric phonograph or combination radio and

phonograph. A. C. Berryman, Inspection Crib

No. 3, Ext. 343.

Baby bed, Y. B. Brown, 7574, Manifold Small Parts.

Unimproved mountain land. Southern California

only, up to 1000 acres. Aaron West, 4144 Marion
St., La Mesa, Calif.

Would like to buy a late model washing machine.
Carl Milner, Tool Planning, ext. 396 or F-0959.

Vacuum cleaner, late type. Also radios any type
working or not. Many people are without a radio,

do you have an extra one; Highest prices paid.

Jack Graham, 4488 Central.

Wardrobe trunk and matching suit case. T-9560
after six. Janet Anderson, Mailing Room, Ryan
School.

Good bedroom suite including box springs and
mattress. Prefer waterfall type. No junk. E. Mell-
inger, Ext. 396.

Will pay cash for a good washing machine. Badly
in need of one. Contact G. R. Bills, Plant Protec-
tion, Ext. 351 or J-9663 evenings.



THE PROBLEM

Aircraft plants formerly

grouped in separate
areas, often hundreds of

yards apart, ALL similar

machines— punch and
drill presses, welding
equipment, lathes, heat

treat furnaces, process
tanks, etc. Ryan's pro-

duction engineers found
that one particular part

alone, an exhaust mani-
fold outlet section, jour-

neyed back and forth
between these groups of

machines nearly a mile
before its completion.

THE SOLUTION

This waste of time and
taxpayers' money in

"backtracking" was elim-

inated by the simple ex-

pedient of bringing the

machine to the part. At
Ryan, machines were
ruthlessly uprooted and
shifted overnight when-
ever a man-hour or a few
feet of wasted motion
could be saved. For ex-

ample, a manifold outlet

section, that formerly
traveled 3,919 feet be-

fore completion, now
travels only 2,527 feet.

THE ADVANTAGE

Applying the obvious
advantage of this typical

saving to all production

processes results in the

elimination of millions

of feet of unnecessary
handling in a year ... a

direct saving of taxpay-

ers' money. The benefits

of FLOW PRODUC-
TION at Ryan go into

products for the military

services and other com-
panies and are passed on
to all aircraft manufac-
turers through industry

coordinating agencies.

RELY ON RYAN TO BUILD WELL

Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego-Member, Aircraft War Production Council, Inc.

Designers and Builders of Combatant Type Airplanes and Exhaust Manifold Systems

BUT THIS

SPEEDED

mi n«r,

#jflfljnit

Ryan has brought the method of volume manufacture known as

FLOW PRODUCTION to a high state of perfection. It is, at

Ryan, the guiding policy of ALL production.

To speed war production of vitally needed planes and assemblies,

Ryan has developed many outstanding time and money-saving

techniques. Having demonstrated in wartime its farsighted pro-

duction methods and specialized engineering ability, Ryan looks

forward to the peacetime challenge to its ingenuity and skill.

m
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Usually in the lounge car of a train you hear a lot of

arguments. So it was surprising to hear unanimous agree-

ment when one man asked the others, "Where's a good
place to work in San Diego? I'm on my way out from

Chicago and I want a job."

Everybody had the same answer for him: "Ryan.

. . . Ask anybody in San Diego. It's the best company
in town. ... A swell outfit. Treats you like a white

man." Everyone in the group didn't work for Ryan, but

they all praised it.

Yes, this actually happened last week, on a train from
Los Angeles to San Diego. One of our company execu-

tives was in the car and heard the whole conversation,

which he retold to me with great satisfaction. It isn't the

first time such conversations have been reported. I've

been told several times of similar discussions in barber
shops, in restaurants, in crowded buses. Wherever a group
of chance acquaintances start talking about the merits

of various places of employment, there seems to be gen-

eral agreement that Ryan really is "A Better Place to

Work."

Naturally we're all proud that our company has that

kind of reputation. It has won its reputation because of

its splendid group of foremen, leadmen, and department
heads who take an interest in every worker under them;

because of its Industrial Relations department which
stands ready night or day to "go to bat" for any employee
who needs help; because of the friendly spirit throughout

the whole plant, which makes every new worker feel at

once that he's part of the gang.

Just because Ryan has such a good name in the com-
munity doesn't mean that we can't be better. So let's all

keep working to make Ryan an even better place to work.

or^u<«



Ryan families found exciting

entertainment at Horse Show

Packed with excitement and
comedy, and marked by spirited

competition, the Second Annual
Ryan Horse Show drew a large and
enthusiastic crowd to the Polo

Grounds in Mission Valley Sunday,

July 9.

Chairman Al Gee and his com-
mittee hailed the show as "an out-

standing success," one that sur-

passed the 1943 affair in entertain-
ment for the entire family.

President T. Claude Ryan, who
rode his horse, "Bingo," in the show,
presented a beautiful trophy to

Queen Bonnie Metcalf, who was
attended by Eleanor Black, Marjorie
Best, Elsie Oliphant and Jane Sny-
der as maids-of-honor. The latter

four were awarded blue rosettes.

Judged the best performer in

seven events, Larry Anderson of In-

spection, representing the police

department, was crowned "Best
All -Around Ryan Cowboy," and
received a huge trophy for his ef-

forts.

The grand entry was a colorful

parade, starting at the south side of

the ring and passing twice by the

grandstand. The participants

formed a "V" in the ring, and re-

mained intact for the playing of

"The Star-Spangled Banner." Sam
Pinney and Chris Mueller, of the
San Diego County Peace Officers
Association, carried the flags at the
head of the grand entry, and Dick
Snell and Eric Faulwetter served as
color guards.

Trophies were presented to

George Wilson, for the best men's
plain western attire, equipment and
mount; Sue Helm, for the best wo-
men's plain western attire, equip-
ment and mount; Ralph Walker,
for the best men's English attire,

equipment and mount; Pat Gray,
for the best women's English attire,

equipment and mount; and to Mrs.
James Harrington, for the best
single costume (Mexico) depicting
the Old West. Special awards went
to Mrs. Opal Hill, Bert Marshall, H.

(Continued on page 30)

Starting at the top: T. Claude Ryan,

right, with Queen Bonnie Metcalf and
her trophy; Dave Bracken and Andy
McReynolds, clowning; Larry Ander-
son, Department Cowboy, and Jack
Dennis during the Musical Chairs heat.
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The second of a series of articles on the

Contract Administration Department

Contract Administration
Last issue we discussed the negotiation

of contracts. After a contract has been

negotiated and goes into production in the

plant, there is always the possibility that

combat conditions will make it advisable

for the Army or the Navy to alter that con-

tract or to make a cutback on it. Ryan
was one of the first plants to realize that

these contract changes and cutbacks could

be handled much more easily and with

much less confusion if they were delegated

to a separate department. For this pur-

pose, the Contract Readjustment Depart-

ment came into being the first of this year

and at its head went R. T. Kelley, formerly

head of the Contract Administration group.

After a contract has been cancelled, work
in the factory on that contract must stop

immediately and a just claim must be pre-

pared and submitted to the prime contractor

or to the Army or Navy, as the case may be.

That sounds fairly simple but suppose Ryan
has subcontracted a considerable amount
of that contract. And suppose Ryan's sub-
contractor has further subcontracted a por-

tion of the work. All adjustments must be-
gin with the subcontractor farthest down
the line. After his claim has been sub-
mitted to the firm from whom he subcon-
tracted, that firm can prepare its claim
against Ryan and then Ryan can proceed
with the preparation of a claim against the

prime contractor. In such a claim, a mul-
titude of things must be considered: the

amount of surplus material on hand as a

result of the cancellation, the amount of

work in process now obsolete as a result

of the cancellation, the amount of engi-

neering hours expended on the project and
not already amortized over the contract,

the amount of tooling and tooling material

and tooling work in process not yet amor-
tized over the contract. After Contract
Readjustment has figured this time and
material, the figures are turned over to the

Accounting Department, which figures the

cost in dollars and cents. This becomes the

final basis for establishing a claim with

the customer.

The same procedure as for cancellations

is also applied in cutbacks and partial ter-

minations or when engineering changes ob-
solete some of the tooling or material in use.

Since Contract Readjustment must handle

a large quantity of material and scrap be-

cause of cancellations, they have also been
given the responsibility of handling the sal-

vage for contracts in force and surplus

stocks which have accumulated over a pe-

riod of time. A Surplus Panel meeting
early this year went over the inventory lists

screening them for material which could be
used on current contracts. The balance

has been listed in a Surplus Stock Catalog,

which has gone out to war equipment manu-
facturers all over the country who might
have a need for this stock.

Another improvement brought about by
this new department is the complete seg-

regation of surplus material and material

which was to have been used on cancelled

contracts. In this way the material can-
not possibly get mixed with current stocks

and an accurate inventory is easily main-
tained until disposition is made.

Left, R. T. Kelley of Contract Readjustment. Above, Ray

Clever of Airplane Service. Cartoons by George Duncan.

— 2—



The salvaging of critical war materials

is another duty of this group. Items which
in peacetime would be thrown away are

being reclaimed and again put to use. One
of the most critical of these shortages at

the present time is paper. Special cans

have been placed in the office buildings

for lunch refuse in an effort to keep the

waste paper from contamination and suit-

able for reclaiming at the paper mills. Like-

wise special containers for various types of

metals have been provided. It takes only

one careless person to contaminate a con-

siderable amount of scrap which could have
found its way back into production. Every

effort is being made by this Contract Re-
adjustment group to impress Ryanites with

the urgency of salvage.

No small part of the Contract Adminis-

tration department's work is the task of

seeing that Ryan planes live up to the

high standards of the Ryan reputation.

That's the job of Ray Clever, head of Air-

plane Service. Ray received his initial

airplane experience as a student at the

Ryan School of Aeronautics a good many
years ago and followed that up with some
experience not only in maintenance and
overhaul but also in the development of an
experimental plane in a company of his own.

The primary duty of Airplane Service is

to analyze and solve maintenance and op-
erational problems regarding airplanes man-
ufactured by the company, to inform the

company of these difficulties and make
recommendations regarding desired im-
provements. This is done through the con-
tacts of the field service representatives who
act as liaison between the customer and
the company on service matters. These rep-

resentatives work directly with the engi-

neering officers and maintenance personnel

at bases using Ryan planes, assisting, in-

structing and advising them in the proper

methods of maintenance. The field serv-

iceman must have not only the know-how,
but must possess the understandingness of a

Mr. Anthony, the diplomacy of a Secretary

of State and the ingenuity of a Henry
Kaiser.

Clever recalls one occasion when he was
at one of the Army fields using Ryan PT-22
trainers for primary flight training. A pe-
culiar noise had developed in a few of

the airplanes, this noise becoming audible
only when the plane was performing rather

violent acrobatic maneuvers. "It seems
to come from within the fuselage or in

the wings near the fuselage," one of the

pilots told him, "and it sounds like a little

man with a big hammer."

Ray crawled down inside the fuselage
in the rear cockpit and for almost an hour
an Army pilot put the PT-22 through the
most strenuous acrobatics he could think of.

"I felt like a fat man with two bundles
under my arm, reaching for a nickel in a
telephone booth during a violent earth-
quake," Clever recalls. "But after that
hour I still wasn't sure so I crawled onto
the floor of the front cockpit and we went
up for another half hour despite the most
frantic protests from my stomach." Finally

Ray was satisfied. Once on the ground
again, he looked over the records of the
planes. Each of the affected airplanes had
been slightly damaged by a series of very

hard landings. One section of the fuselage

skin had developed an "oil can" which,

when conditions were just so, would flex

and the noise would telegraph the length

of the fuselage. Clever recommended the

installation of small stiffener angles, which
took care of the noise. These were then

added to airplanes in production and a

service bulletin describing the installation

of the angles was sent to all customers

then using the PT-22s.

When a field service representative thinks

he has a practical suggestion for an im-

provement on the airplane he submits it

to Clever, who takes it up with Engineer-

ing. If worthy, the Engineering Department
endorses the idea, works out the detailed

engineering data and the change is cleared

through the Change Board and put into

effect in production. This same procedure

is followed if a report indicating unsatis-

factory conditions is received from the

Army or Navy. The Airplane Service De-
partment must analyze these reports and
through their contacts with the customer
determine whether or not a modification is

advisable. Whenever a retroactive change
is made, a service bulletin is issued describ-

ing the improvement and just how the

change is to be accomplished on planes al-

ready in use.

All this requires that field service rep-

resentatives be thoroughly familiar with the

planes they are servicing. That is why all

Ryan's field service representatives at the

present time are stationed at the plant re-

ceiving extensive training before going out

on new assignments.

The Airplane Service division is also the

logical location for the ordering of spare

parts to be delivered to the customer con-
currently with the airplanes. On models
which have been in production for a couple

of years this becomes a matter of course

and can be fairly easily determined by ta-

bles developed over a period of operation.

On new models, without previous experi-

(Continued on page 26)

Their work, begun when the contract is still a pipe dream,

continues long after the planes have gone into service
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Left, Harold Sehriver. Above, Ferd Johnson, both

staff assistants.
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The first gold star in our Honor Roll is for David

Lee "Buss" Harrington. "Buss" was with Ryan from

July, 1940, to November, 1942, in the Manifold de-

partment and left to join the Air Forces. Just before

he was to have gone overseas he was killed in a plane

crash at Garden City, Kansas, June 15th, 1944.

"Buss" Harrington has made the supreme sacrifice

that we as a nation might still retain our democratic

way of life.

Keep the mail rolling . . .

See that there's a letter in the mail bag for these former
Ryanites now in the Armed Forces. These are new addresses.

If you have a new address of a serviceman who used to work at

Ryan, send it to the Flying Reporter office.

Pvt. RALPH C. MARTINEZ (Pneumatic Tool Crib)

ASN 39727253, Section U, Flight 420-F
Amarillo Army Air Field, Texas

S 2/c K. A. RUSH (Airplane Dispatching)
Phcto School, 11-44, Pensacola, Florida

Pvt. C. G. RUSH, (Drop Hammer)
Company B, 90th Infantry, Training Battalion

Camp Roberts, Calif.

Pvt. W. L. FANNIN (Sheet Metal)
ASN 39587091, Co. C, 83rd Inf. Tng. Bn.
Camp Roberts, Calif.

Pvt. ORVAL DEAN ARMSTRONG 1 Final Assembly)
PR-178- Bks. C-19, S.C.U. 1959
Fort MacArthur, Calif.

Lieut. H. B. JOHNSON
0690101, 8th TC Sqd., 42nd Group
c/o postmaster. New York, N. Y.

Pfc. CLYDE L. YEAGLE
39715507, 3rd AFRD, 4th Detachment
Plant Park, Tampa, Florida
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The aircraft industry is something more
than aluminum wings and rivet guns, jigs

and drill presses, blueprints and production
schedules. It is the combined efforts of all

the individuals who translate the plans into

action.

All of the technical advances and produc-
tion short cuts that have led to more effi-

cient plant operation would have meant lit-

tle without the loyalty, skill and ingenuity

of the men and women who have stayed on
the job and built the planes.

The building of airplanes attracted young
men of physical vigor, mechanical ability

and with a zest for their jobs. With war-
time expansion thousands were employed.
Selective Service withdrawals and enlist-

ments fell heaviest among this group.

By June of 1942 it became necessary for

the industry to tap reserve pools of labor,

such as women, youths under military age,

physically handicapped persons, and indi-

viduals once considered unemployable. This

brought development of new techniques in

personnel management and industrial rela-

tions, as well as technical and operating

changes to bring production jobs within

the physical range of these groups.

Conclusion of a series

on the work of the

Aircraft War Production

Council

In mid-October, 1943, at a time of criti-

cal manpower shortage a Manpower Audit
Group was formed by the Production

Expediting Committee of the Aircraft War
Production Council for the purpose of

examining each company's forecast of

labor needs. The study revealed a need for

an appreciable net increase in the number
of direct workers required physically to fab-

ricate warplanes. There was less need for

more indirect workers (warehousemen,
clerks, accountants, etc.) As a result, meas-
ures were taken in most of the member
plants to reduce the ratio of indirect to di-

rect employees.

Training of Workers

Skyrocketing production demands created

not only problems of aircraft plant expan-
sion, but also complex problems in recruit-

ment and training of thousands of work-
ers. New recruits had to be trained for spe-

cific jobs in record time.

Three general categories of employee
training are carried on in the aviation in-

dustry. Pre-factory designed to establish

efficient work habits and a basic skill;

up-grading, or in-plant training conducted
on company time to increase efficiency;

and supplemental training. Through Febru-
ary, 1944, training courses taken by per-

sonnel in West Coast aircraft plants num-
bered 675,831. Since January 1, 1944,
there were 2,178,41 1 manhours of training.

Turnover Is Vast

In spite of many measures designed to

promote the health, safety and welfare of

aircraft employees, thousands of workers
leave their jobs each month. Council com-
pany records indicate that 70 percent of all

terminations are voluntary, with 30 percent
covering military inductions, deaths, quits

(Concluded on page 21 )
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The most exciting moments of Bob Kerlinger's life

cannot be told. For years he has done test-flight

work on various special assignments for the U. S.

Army and the Ryan Aeronautical Company, and some
of his experiences during those assignments were far

from dull, Bob hints. But they all come under the

heading of what the government calls "restricted

information"—and Bob can keep a secret as well as

the next clam.

Even non-restricted information comes hard from
Bob, if it's information about Kerlinger. He is one

of these big, quiet gents who find it hard to talk

about themselves. However, by dint of diligent pry-

ing, the Flying Reporter staff did ascertain that Bob
is an Arizona boy who has risen in twelve years from

a job sweeping hangar floors at the Ryan School

of Aeronautics to Wing Commander at the school's

big primary training base at Tucson and Chief Test

Pilot for the Ryan Company.

Now, with twelve years at Ryan under his belt,

Kerlinger still has no time to settle back and relax.

A few months ago he conducted flying experiments

under military supervision. Then came a period of

commuting between San Diego and Tucson in which

he was coordinating activity between the school and
company. In the last few weeks, however, he's been

spending more time in San Diego. Apparently when
Kerlinger stops tackling new jobs it will be a sure

sign that he's ripe for the Old Men's Home.

Kerlinger was born, to his later dismay, on De-

cember 26, 1912. This ill-timed event took place in

Ray, Arizona, where Bob's father was a railroad man.
Work for the Southern Pacific involved occasional

changes of residence, and the Kerlinger family lived

in Phoenix and several other Arizona towns during

Bob's formative years.

By the time Bob was 1 8 and had learned to adopt

a philosophical view of his lowered take at both

Christmas and birthday, he was thinking about be-

coming a flier. At this age he had already put in



considerable hard work for the rail-

road as well as assorted service
stations and grocery stores. His
labors had convinced him that he'd
never be happy at a routine job.

He wanted to work where things
were happening fast; where there
was excitement in the atmosphere,
and a bright future for anyone who
was willing to work hard. In short,
he wanted to get into aviation.

After long study of advertise-
ments of all the leading flight

schools in America, and after mak-
ing some independent investiga-
tions of their reputation, he decided
that he wanted to enroll at the
Ryan School of Aeronautics—which
in those days was a commercial
rather than a military school.

To spend a year or two in San
Diego as a student would cost more
money, Bob knew, than he could
then afford. So he buckled down to
work in Arizona, saving every nickel
and dime he could scrape up. Two
years later he had saved enough
to enter the Ryan School.

He hadn't been a student at
Ryan very long (where he was tak-
ing both flight and mechanic's
courses, because he wanted a broad
background) before he decided that
Ryan was the kind of organization
for which he'd like to go to work.
He walked into the office of Vice-
President Earl Prudden and made
his desires known. "I'll take any
kind of job there is," he announced,
"just so it gives me a chance to
stick around here."

Prudden took him at his word,
and put him to work sweeping the
hangar floors. By displaying note-
worthy zeal as a floor-sweeper, Bob

won a promotion to the combined
position of flunky, errand boy and
miscellaneous underling in the
maintenance department. Here,
too, he tore into his duties with
such enthusiasm that he rose to
maintenance apprentice and later
to full-fledged maintenance worker.

Meanwhile, he was continuing
with advanced courses at the school,
taking part of his pay in extra fly-

ing time. By now he knew that he
wanted to become a flight instruc-
tor, so he was working toward an
instructor's rating, and gradually
gaining a reputation around Ryan
as an unusually good pilot. The or-
ganization began using him on
extra flying jobs—flight tests on
planes which had undergone re-

pairs; sightseeing hops with pas-
sengers at Lindbergh Field on Sun-
days.

But he was still keeping his hand
in at maintenance work every day;
and when John Fornasero, the main-
tenance chief, left to take an Air

Corps commission Bob was moved
up to replace him. Shortly there-
after our hero married Lois Burnett,
sister of Dan Burnett, whom old-
timers will remember as a former
chief of the experimental depart-
ment. It was just one more Ryan
romance to add to the dozens which
have bloomed in this organization.

Between marriage, maintenance,
and flying work, Bob was a busy
boy. By now the factory was in pro-
duction on its famous S-T line of
sport trainers, and Bob was also
assigned to make shakedown flights
of the planes as they came out of
the factory. Then at last he got
the chance he'd been waiting for:

an opportunity to become a flight

instructor on the staff of the Ryan
School.

(Continued on page 23)

The three pictures of Bob Kerlinger
show him leaving the flight shack,
checking with the control tower and
counseling with Cy Terry.
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When Dr. John L. Davis, former pastor of

a large New York church, spoke to first

and second shift Ryanites at special "Sol-

diers of Production" rallies on July Fourth,

he brought a message both of humor and

of seriousness. His theme, lightened by

his breezy western style of speaking and

his endless store of wit, was the necessity

for preserving the principles of free enter-

prise in the postwar period.

"The ability of an individual to be at

the bottom of the ladder today and tomor-

row to receive the highest honor this na-

tion has to bestow is one of the big free-

doms our men are fighting for," Davis de-

clared. He pointed out that this ability to

improve our individual lot has made us the

progressive industrial nat : on we are and

has been responsible for our rapid conver-

sion to wartime production.

"It will be that same free enterprise that

will be the means of establishing our eco-

nomic security in the postwar world when the

industries of the country go back to peace-

time manufacturing," Davis said. "But its

preservation here in America will depend on

the teamwork between management and

employees so splendidly shown by our

mounting production for war.'

Dr. Davis pointed out that the spirit of

free enterprise is one of the big differences

between the economies of the United States

and foreign countries. Like the different

stratas on the earth's surface, people under

European economies are born into a given

— 8—



A good laugh and food for

thought was this Fourth of July

celebration held at Ryan

layer and there they remain. The United
States he likened to the ocean where a drop
of water on the very bed of the ocean today
may be riding on the crest of a wave and
sparkling in the sunshine tomorrow.

The speaker emphasized that it takes

two kinds of soldiers to win this war—pro-

duction soldiers and fighting soldiers. He
urged that war workers not underestimate
their share in winning the Victory. At the
same time he cautioned that the war is not

yet won, that the toughest going probably
still lies ahead and that the fighting and
production must go on until the job is fin-

ished.

At one point in his address Dr. Davis
quoted a poem which he had written and
sent to his son, who just recently received
his wings. So many requests have come in

for a copy that we're reprinting it here.

The Rainbow 'Round My Shadow

There's a rainbow 'round by shadow;
I saw it in the skies.

As sure as I saw those meadows
That underneath me lie.

So I took it for a token

—

A promise from on high.

One that never will be broken
As long as I shall fly.

No matter where duty calls me,
In sorrow or in pain,

I know that there will always be
A rainbow 'round my plane.

No evil can ever harm me,
In battles high or low.

For the rainbow will my charm be
Where'er I'm called to go.

In pointing out the value of the liberty

which the Allied nations are fighting to

preserve, Davis closed with another of his

poems dedicated to the fight for liberty.

Liberty

Just to do and just to be
All that's possible for me
That's what we call "Liberty."

Above: The Ryanites

—

first shift—who listened

and laughed at the spe-

cial Fourth of July rally

in the cafeteria plaza.

Left: Speaker Dr. John L.

Davis. Right: T. Claude

Ryan, president, intro-

d u c in g Dr. Davis to

Lieut. Commander R. O.

Deitzer, BARR at Ryan.

That's why we're in the war,.
That's what we're fighting for.

And we ask for nothing more.

On land and sea, in the air,

Men are fighting everywhere,
Willing now to do and dare.

We could take no other path.
Liberty's our vital breath,

"Give us Liberty or Death."

Soon the victory we will win

—

Make the whole world free again,
Bring peace and good will to men.
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If it were possible to develop some strange

ailment from eating chicken and fish, I

am sure that I would be in the throes of

the ailment right now. Word of my going

on another trip around the country having

leaked out in San Diego, old friends felt

called upon to ask me to farewell dinners.

I can pretty well imagine the conversation

that led up to these invitations.

"Hey, did you know that old Slim Coats

is going away on another trip? Maybe we'd

better have him around for dinner before he
leaves."

"Oh, all right, but believe me I am not

going to use up any meat points on him.

We'll have either chicken or fish."

This conversation must have taken place

in every household to which I was invited,

because it was chicken and fish, fish and
chicken. I'll swear that if I were going to

be around here another week I would be
cackling and breathing through my gills.

But that's beside the point. What I really

want to discuss today is the inability of

any hostess to put a dish in front of you,

whether it be of her own making or a dish

whose making she supervised, and not make
some sort of apology for it. At every one of

the fish and chicken dinners I was asked
to, the hostess, knowing me, was kind
enough to prepare one dish that she knew
I especially liked.

But, so help me, the hostess accom-
panied the serving of the dish with remarks
like these: "I could just cry, Slim. I know
how much you like lemon pie, so I made you
a lemon pie today, and I don't know what
in the world went wrong with it. I usually

have such good luck with my pastry, but this

one is a complete flop."

"Well, Slim, I was going to have a real

surprise for you tonight. I know how much
you like lemon pie, so I told Johnny this

morning that I was going to make you a
lemon pie with my own hands. Well, this is

the first time this has happened to me in

years, but the filling is terrible, and the

meringue fell."

At another home the hot biscuits went
wrong. They looked perfect, and they tasted

perfect, as did the two lemon pies I have
mentioned, but the hostess was not going
to admit she had reached top form.

"My biscuits are usually as light as

feathers, but what happened to this batch
is beyond me."

It reminded me of a story that Cornelia
Otis Skinner told about people showing you
their gardens. No one ever said, "You came
at just the right time to see the garden at

its best." Either you should have been there

last week or you should come back next
week. You just happened to get there when
nothing was in bloom.

And so it has gone with the food all

week. I have dined on what to me were
perfect cakes, pies, biscuits and rolls, but
there wasn't a hostess who didn't think
her food had been a failure.

I wonder how it would be in the Army.
Do you suppose the mess sergeant would
stand at the door and say, "Men, I am
simply crushed. My mashed potatoes are

usually so flaky and light, but today some-
thing went wrong and they are positively

soggy. I just don't want you to judge me
as a mess sergeant by these mashed pota-
toes."?

On the other hand, I understand that the

Army gets the choice cuts of meat from all

over the country. Hmmmm—not such a bad
idea at that. Goodbye, fish and chickens.
Hello, meat.

I went to one of those psychoanalysts
the other day and said, "Doc, how is it I

never win a fight in my sleep?" He said,

"My boy, even Joe Louis never did."

That's the strangest thing I ever heard
of in my somnambulistic career. I've been
fighting in my sleep for more than half an
alert century and the other guy always
knocks me six ways from a conservative
estimate.

I have spoken to thousands of people on
the subject and not one of them ever wins

a fight in his sleep. What I want to know
is this: If all those fights are lost, who
wins them? When I fight in my sleep I'm

always scared and start scramming in the

most convenient direction. But the other

fellow always catches me, which is bad be-

cause very often he is a ghost.

Then we start punching away and my
arms are always a foot too short. My
soporific opponent kicks me around like

hay at a barn dance. Whammo! he hangs
one on my chin and then another to the

stomach. Bango! he goes bingo to the snoz-
zola and corroborates it with an unoffi-

cial kick to the teeth. I've yet to meet a
man who has won a fight in his sleep. I've

lost Queensberry nightmares in upper
berths, in steamer cabins, in hammocks and
on army cots. I've boxed with some of the

most vicious shadows you have ever seen.

And in all of these contests I've never
won a draw. I wish my arms were as short

when the dinner check arrives as they are

when I fight in my sleep.

A man would have to be blithering idiot

with a capital B and a capital I not to

realize the tremendous part Russia has
played and is playing in the defeat of Ger-
many. Even those celebrated mental vacu-
ums who haven't enough sense to come in

out of the rain would admit, even as the
rain soaked them to the skin, that the
democracies owe the men and women of

Russia a great debt.

But—and this comes from a man who
likes Russia and the Russians so much that

he once went so far as to try a slug of

vodka and a turn at that Russian dance
where you throw your feet out from under
you and land most uncomfortably— the

Russians are going a little too far when
they claim that they were chiefly respon-

sible for the finish of Italy as an Axis part-

ner.

It's all right for the Russians to ask to

share in the credit for the knocking out of

Italy, but they needn't jump overboard with

all their clothes on and intimate that all

the Americans and British contributed to

Mussolini's downfall was a few generals to

sign the capitulation papers.

What I want to know is: Where was Rus-

sia when our army fought the battle of

Montgomery Ward? And, for that matter,

where were our other allies—Britain, China
and France?

I'll admit that none of this stuff makes
any sense. You can start this story any-
where, like a moth in a clothes closet.

Isabelle Hockley Helen Bliss R. W. Anderson C. R. Weldon

Production Control thinks they have

some pretty fine attendance records,

and we'll have to agree with them.

Holding up the banners for attend-

ance in that department are Isabelle

Hockley, Helen Bliss, R. W. "Andy"

Anderson and C. R. Weldon above.
Isabelle Hockley, chief clerk in Mani-
fold Production Control on second
shift, has a one-year perfect record.

Helen Bliss, in Roy Cunningham's of-

fice, first shift, boasts 20 months with-
out being absent or tardy. "Andy" An-

— ro—

derson, manifold assistant chief dis-

patcher, has had one miss. After 3 V2

years of perfect attendance he sold his

car and missed the bus the next morn-
ing. Weldon, assistant supervisor in

Manifold Dispatching, second shift, has
had a perfect record for 14 months.



maulers On Top
So close was the race between depart-

ments on the exciting Fifth War Loan Drive
contest that announcement of winners had
to be held up a week while the Accounting
Department carefully audited the returns.

When the smoke had cleared away, the
Manila Maulers, under the captainship of
Jim Noakes, stood in the lead with 107.8
percent of quota and the Canton Crushers,
with Ace Edmiston at their head, gave them
a close second with 106.5 percent.

The race for third spot was just as close,

with the Singapore Stingers, under G. E.

Barton, leading Ben Salmon's Tokyo Raiders
by the narrow margin of 82 to 81 . On down
the line the competition was still keen

—

5th, 6th and 7th place teams were just

one percent apart.

Five Ryanites shared the honors—and the
proceeds—of having guessed the leading
three teams in their correct order. They
were Anita S. Dungan, Manifold Assembly;
D. T. Millsberg, Wage and Salary; Sarine
VanDermark, Fuselage; S. J. Vaughan, Of-
fice Service, and J. P. Westler, Manifold
Assembly. The winners divided the $500
offered by the company for the correct
guess. To each went bonds totaling $125 in

face value, plus an extra $6.25 in war
stamps.

Bonds presented to Ryanites for Shop
Suggestion ideas they had made were
awarded in time to be credited to the re-

spective teams. Those who received bonds
or war stamps for their ideas were Richard
A. Keith, A. J. McCartney, W. F. Helmer,
E. L. Williams, Earl Vaughan, Carl Byers,
Hrand Sarkiss, J. M. Bussard and Howard
F. Johnson.

Starting at top left: Annelle
Hendrix accepts the silver dol-
lars Homer Cheney brought
down in a sock to buy bonds
with. Marine base quartet.
Sarine VanDermark, center,
receives her bond as a win-
ning guesser from Bill Wag-
ner, left, and Frank Persons,
right. Bottom left: Eddie Mol-
loy, vice president, with three
of the winners, Anita Dun-
gan, D. T. Millsberg and J.

P. Westler. Bottom right: S. J.

Vaughan points to the winner
that helped him collect in

bonds and stamps.

Butch Ortiz presents bonds to Richard
Keith and Howard Johnson for their

suggestions.

Hrand Sarkiss receives war stamps from
Ace Edmiston for one of his ideas that

have helped production.

Joe Williams talks to Earl Vaughan
after presenting him with a $25 bond
which one of his suggestions earned.
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Ah, Hollywood;—or. The Plot Sickens.

If the movies present a true picture of

contemporary life— and who says they

don't?*—then we are on the wrong track

on this Ryan Employees' Show deal. I have

been sending spies to the rehearsals, and
have hired agents to investigate the private

lives of the participants. The reports are

downright revolutionary.

Let me tell you how it all comes to pass.

The other evening I was lured into attend-

ing the movies by a comely wench who gave
me The eye, and as ill-luck would have it,

the picture turned out to be one of those

musicals about defense workers. Afterwards,

mulling it over in my Movie Muller (Pat.

Pending), I realized that something was
radically wrong.

Now if we think we are just going to

put on a show and let it go at that, we are
woefully mistaken. Something will have
to happen to make things true to the movies.
Consultation with my crystal ball forces me
to disapprove of the whole business unless
it happens like this:

A call is sent out for talent; immediately
there respond hundreds of excessively tal-

ented and beautiful employees, including
Dawn, a lovely vacuum-cleaner operator
in Experimental, and Wes, a marvelously-
handsome draftsman, whose grandmother
happens to be employed as a drophammer
operator on the graveyard shift. They (Dawn
and Wes, that is) make a perfect singing
and dancing combination, and immediately
take leading roles in the show. Rehearsals
go along beautifully, and finally the day of
the opening performance arrives.

But at the same time two enemy agents
kidnap Dawn, thinking to wring the secret
of the vacuum cleaner from her, and Wes
and his grandmother see her entering the
agents' car. Wes is immediately disillu-

sioned, and forthwith resigns from the show.
But grandma, who used to be an old vaude-
ville trouper, tells him that the show must
go on, and convinces him that Dawn went
with the strangers unwillingly. Whereupon
Wes leaps into his Ford, and away he goes
after them. There is a wild chase through
East San Diego, with hairpin turns and
breath-taking skids; finally the pursued
car is wrecked near a stable in the hills

back of Rolando Village. The agents take
to horses, as does Wes, and there is some
wonderful riding across the ranges.

Thinking to outwit our hero, our villains
abandon their horses and begin climbing
the radio towers. Wes is right after them,
though, and there is a hand-to-hand strug-
gle in which the villains are hurled several
hundred feet to the ground.

He then returns to the wrecked car, where
he revives Dawn, who has come through
the wreck with only a smudge on the tip of
her adorable nose. They commandeer a po-
lice car, and are rushed back to town and
the theater just as the curtain is about to go
up.

It seems that the company has very

generously put up a theater that covers the

entire airport, and has stocked it with miles
of gorgeous scenery consisting entirely of

mirrors, rhinestones and ostrich plumes. The
music is very ably handled by two orchestras,

for it just happens that two of the employees
are none other than Harry James and Leo-
pold Stokowski; and all of the members of
their orchestras are employees also.

The show is just plain wonderful, espe-
cially the two high-spots: one, where thou-
sands and thousands of the girls who com-
prise the chorus mill around through acres
of scenery to the tune of the hit song of
the show—"You're My Blueprint of Heaven,
and Some Day We'll Have an E.O. or Two";
the second, a vast cowboy ballet, in which
endless lines of cowboys and cowgirls ride
in intricate patterns to the music of "Empty
Cowboys in the Old Corral."

In the grand finale, a ballet depicting
the construction of a wing center panel
front spar, with the symphony orchestra
representing the shop, the jive band rep-
resenting engineering, and our hero and
heroine representing liaison, the finishing
touch is supplied by a flight of B-29's across
the audience, which discharge by para-
chute hundreds of scantily-clad ladies of the
chorus.

The audience goes mad with enthusiasm,
shouting and cheering and riding the mem-
bers of the cast around on their shoulders.
Unquestionably the show is a hit. In fact,
it is so much of a hit that it is sent on a
tour of our fighting fronts all over the
world, thus giving the cast a chance to show
off their South Sea, North African, and
Burma numbers. At one of these global
stops, an Army colonel, who is, during peace-
time, a famous Broadway producer, signs
up every member of the cast to appear in

one of his productions right after the war,
at enormous rates of pay.

Meanwhile, our hero has joined the Navy
air force, and the last we see of him is his
return from a dogfight in which he has just
shot down his 49th Zero. Arriving at the
USO nearest his base, he is reunited with
Dawn, and they go into the fadeout clinch.

That's what it's supposed to be like. Any
Hollywood producer interested in these
brand-new slants is welcome to them for a
mere two hundred and fifty thousand bucks.
Just drop me a line care of the Controls
Group.

*l say they don't. Now get on with your
reading.

*

Purchasing Ponderings
by p. k. and j. m.

Hi, ya all! This is the Purchasing Depart-
ment on deck ready to stand by for oil

forms of action.

This has been a gay old week here, what
with visiting husbands, boy friends, just
plain old salts, new employees and old
friends leaving us.

Good luck to MARIE HAMILL! She's
leaving us to knit baby duds and twiddle
her thumbs for awhile. CHRIS JONES has
just returned from a vacation spent with
her husband who was on furlough from the
Army.

You know, we have quite a view of the
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bay from our window, and practically every
day a ship comes in for some lucky gal. You
can always tell when this happens by the
sudden squeal, a loud yell, and then a quiet
faint. BOB GROVE is getting tired of this
disturbance. He'd like a quiet office, com-
plete with music, and a tall glass of beer.
Some life, what?

Political opinions here are really all for

one side or the other. However, we have,
come to the conclusion that Ryan is defi-
nitely "a better place to work."

We can't win a war by griping about ra-
tioning, the money we'd like to have, why
we can't take a vacation, transportation, and
other such things. We're proud to say that
with the folks at Ryan there is a minimum
of this sort of thing. If we all ignore the
propagandists we can almost completely
wipe out this sense of martyrdom. Com-
paratively, we're not sacrificing at all.

Congratulations to LES and MANCELLA
L'HOLLIER. They're our latest newly-weds,
and happy, too.

'Bye to W. L. WILKINSON and a hearty
hail for R. M. RAMSEY, who has just been
made our new steel buyer in Wilkinson's
place.

Before we end this messterpiece, a word
must be added here about our new Kardex
files. We're really proud of these. They're
a good deal and a real time-saver. Thanks
to Mr. RIGLEY for getting them for us.

So long. We'll be around and you'll be
hearing from us more often after this. (We
hope!)

*

Airplane Dispatching
Wait until you see those beautiful cho-

rines from our department as they amble
across the footlights in the Ryan Show. My,
what slacks do conceal!

There is no doubt as to the salesmanship
in our department. It went over 100% in

the second day of the War Bond drive.

BOB BRADLEY, who runs the Balboa Sta-
bles, is to have some competition from JANE
SNYDER and her brother-in-law, OWEN
POWELL, who was formerly in Crib 5, In-
spection. They have just purchased the Sky
Line Point Loma Riding Academy.

Cutting Department just lost their attract-
ive JEAN SCHMID, whose husband works
at Consair. She will take a well-deserved
vacation. Little blue-eyed JANET SCHMET-
ZER, a native of San Diego, is taking her
place.

Our softball team is no more, but the
memories linger on. HOWARD SMITH and
JOHNNY PAWLOSKI are with Receiving,
while JACK GRAHAM is with Tooling.

Genial BROTHERTON welcomed his big
son into the Ryan organization last week.

Notice that faraway look in MARGE
FEY's eyes? That's for her hubby, who is

out to sea on one of our fightin'est ships.

SID SMITH gave up after three lessons

and decided to sell his clarinet. He said the
neighbors' cats and dogs all howled too
loud and kept the neighbors awake. (Notice
Ryan Swap column.)

Moving around and the enlarging of the
Template Crib certainly keeps the gang
busy. They still insist that the stairs should
go up to the balcony from the right instead
of the left.

Did you ever see PETTERSON with his hat
off? Boy, what a pompadour!



Has anyone noticed the tomato plants
flourishing between the cafeteria and
the main gate? C. M. Jakonovich, Plant
Service, has taken it under his wing.
Below: Milford Tibbit of Manifold
Welding, third shift, is putting parts
of the ball and socket joint in a clean-
ing bath.

/Z

Above: Mildred Chapman, Final Assembly,
cuts the cake for Barbara Bonner, Mary
Botterman, Eileen Rosenberg, Bessie Par-
sons and Dorothy Wilkinson.

Scoutm xoctttd

Above: Kenneth Lowe and John Gub-
bins, of Shipping, box it up. Right:
Maxine Munson, Inspection, third shift,

and Ernest Espinosa, of Manifold Weld-
ing, second shift, are in the spotlight.
Below: A Sheet Metal patty, first shift.

Directly below: Virginia Tipton, Inspec-
tion, pays Maude Root, Cafeteria, for
an early-morning breakfact.
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Manifold Small Parts

by Mariane Lightfoot

Deciding that if other departments could

do it, why couldn't they—LES BOWEN'S
A-20 short stack group gave a chicken din-

ner last Friday, June 23. The assistant fore-

man and lead men were all invited to gorge

themselves on a complete dinner from ap-

petizers through chocolate eclairs.

Across the aisle, D. W. COOK'S Station

10 also had a big chicken supper given for

GRACE TURNER, "POP" DUNKLE and ED
MAZZUCHI. Grace, who had been with

us. for nearly two years and was liked by

everyone, left for New Orleans to be with

her son. Her presence will be missed by

many. "Pop" Dunkle had a birthday but

he won't tell his age. One of our well-

liked lead men, Ed Mazzuchi, left Small

Parts for the Experimental Department.

This is a little belated, but the hearty

wishes are sincerely meant by the whole

of Department 14. We'd like to welcome
our new Foreman, BOB HARRIS, and As-
sistant Foremen, D. W. COOK and LES
BOWEN, into Manifold Small Parts. That
BOB HARRIS is really a salesman. He took

the rejected cards on the recent bond drive,

or the ones on which employees had said

they didn't wish to buy an extra bond, and
do you know what happened? He sold

$750.00 worth of bonds to those folks.

Welcome back, RUBY FLICK—a recent

re-hire, whose brother and husband are both
with us.

Our sympathy to MRS. LYDIA JONES in

the recent loss of her son.

It was our loss and the Army's gain when
FRANK WILSON terminated June 24. MA-
BLE SHOTWELL'S son, ELDBRIDGE, and
PEARL IRWIN'S son, EUGENE, both en-
tered the service recently.

Small Parts has the distinction of having
the youngest railroad conductor in Texas
on its roll. R. T. POOLE is 26 years old
and was a conductor on the Southern Pa-
cific for three years before joining the Coast
Guard and working at Ryan in his spare
time.

OLIVE KNAFE left June 10 to go to Mon-
tana for the summer. A dozen friends gave
a farewell luncheon at Bernardini's the day
she left. We will be glad to see her this

fall.

Remember "BOOTS," the little Arc-
tacker? We were sorry to hear that she has
been ill in the hospital. Hope this finds
you well again, Boots!

GLENDA, our little gas rewelder, is full

of mixed feelings. Sorrow over her Navy
husband, who is to leave soon, and joy in

the thought of heir-expectancy.

Where does "BUTCH" ORTIZ get all of
that gum?
ADDIE PORTER has her entire depart-

ment in suspense over that immense dia-
mond on her left hand.

"DEE" DeGIFFORD is back from Colo-
rado after a month's leave.

The A-20 short stack group is enthusi-
astic over its new production line track.
The "Tijuana Express" and "Ryan's Merry-
-Go-Round" are two of its many names,
but it is a fine work and time saver.

It shifted its weight from one foot to

another. Its legs intertwined and then un-
intertwined. Minutes passed. Passersby
looked and went on their way, only to stop
and look back as if to say, "I don't believe
it!" Minutes passed. We continued to view

Backing Up The Boys

n

'a

Pleasant surprise for Juanita Pflaum,
of Sheet Metal, was the return of her
husband recently from 24 months of
overseas duty in the North, Central and
South Pacific. John Pflaum, Chief
Photographer, is now stationed at
North Island.

<feLJ?£»5
Arthur Merritt, Manifold, and his daughter Millie, Factory Transportation, enjoy lunch
together on the job, where they are working to back up their son and brother, respect-

ively, Sgt. Ralph T. Merritt. Sgt. Merritt is top turret gunner in a B-24 and is sta-

tioned at Westover Field, Mass.

in amazement. The contortions continued.
At long last a head emerged and a figure

straightened. Imagine our relief! It was
WM. VAN DEN AKKER finished with an
eleven-minute conversation over the Mani-
fold Assembly telephone.

Fourth of July portrait of an American
Girl: CAROLINE MILLER, with golden hair

blowing, giving forth with a golden voice

under our waving American flag.

Best of luck to "PAT" PATTERSON, who
is taking his mother "back home" for an
operation. Re-adapting the "killing two
birds with one stone" idea, "Pat" plans to

have a tonsilectomy at the same time.

GRACE RICHARDSON can't seem to get
rid of those nasty pneumonia bugs and is

taking an extended month's leave.

THREASA SPRECHER and R. L. WIL-
KERSON are both back after bouts with
demon Flu.

Some leadmen changes and exchanges:
"RUSTY" SCHAEFER going on first shift

and HARRY GLASGOW coming on second,
while M.G.WEIR, former leadman on punch
presses, transfers to Experimental.

GERTRUDE HANNA, welder, leaves us
July 17 for Springfield, Missouri, where she
will visit her son and daughter.
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A return to first love seems evident in

both cases of E. A. FLANAGAN and of

"MICKY" KRAUSE, who return to welding

next week.

Between the bees and the sunburn, J. L.

WEDGE is kept busy, but he will be back
soon.

VERN MADISON carries a picture of his

nine-months-old daughter in his wallet.

Across the picture he has the word "Lead-
man." Guess we know who is boss in his

family!

LOUIS RUGG, welder, who was very badly

injured last month, will not be able to re-

turn to work for perhaps another six weeks.
When his putt-putt and a car met up, Louis

got the worst of it. We will be glad when
you return, Rugg.

Looking over our "neighbor's fence":

GOLDILOCKS LORENE has left Manifold
Inspection, as her husband recently received

a medical discharge from the Army Engi-

neers. Their luck to be together again, but

certainly our loss. On the other side of the

fence it looks good to see IRENE LOUTHER-
BACK in Manifold Small Parts Dispatching.

Irene is a former member of Dept. 14,

being one of the first girls to be hired in

Small Parts.



Sheet Metal

Shorts
by Marge and Ernie

Hi, again, everyone. This time we wel-
come back to the fold a number of people
returned from leave. Down in Dept. 3

—

ALBINA SEGAL, MARGIE GROVE, MIL-
DRED RYAN, SARAH NEELY, THERESA
DELAYO, IRIS MOYER (who went to Ten-
nessee and says it was plenty hot there,

thank you), MISSOURI GRIMES and DOR-
OTHY and DEAN GERDES are all back on
the job. SHIRLEY DENNIS and LORA
CRABTREE (who spent her leave visiting

her son in the service) have returned to

Dept. 2.

ROY STEINAUER, foreman in Depart-
ment 1 , says he spent his two-week vaca-
tion working. Whatever you did, Roy, it's

good to see you back.

Congratulations to SYDNEY ANDERSON,
our new leadman in Department 1.

S. E. JENKINS, who was married June
25, wishes to extend his thanks to all the
people in Department 3 for the very lovely

wedding gift they gave him. And all of us
wish the Jenkins the best in luck and hap-
piness.

GENE BROWN and BETTY HEBERLEIN,
both of Department 2, have transferred to

the day shift. Sorry to see you go, girls,

but at least we can see you to say "hello"
once in awhile.

It really looks like vacation time is here,
and, as I said before, I'm looking forward
to the day I can have one, too. Anyway,
WILLIAM KELLY, that man with the deep,
deep voice in Department 2; BILL RUN-
NELS, MAC MAGDICK and ART KILMER
have taken their well-earned vacations.
Speaking of Art, what did you think of his
version of "Besame Mucho" the other
night? That's alright, Art, you really sang
beautifully even if the words were slightly

original.

When HATLEY IRWIN left for the Army
the other night, the gang on the punch
presses in Department 2 said "goodbye and
good luck" with cake and coffee during rest
period. Helping out with the cake were
AVIS LAKER, INEZ JOHNSON, BILL RUN-
NELS, JERRY BRACKEN, JIMMY RUDD,
VERN HUMPHREY and WALT STRINGER.
Hatley was recalled to active duty, and the
best of luck to him.

LESTER WILLIAMS was sent home the
other night by the nurse, and, somehow
or other, the rumor began to circulate that
Willie had the measles. But I guess not,
for there he was back at work a couple
of nights later, and he certainly did not
look like he had the measles.

During lunch period on June 29, the
members of Department 2 helped their as-
sistant foreman celebrate his birthday by
giving him a War Bond along with an ex-
cellent lunch. Everyone enjoyed the sand-
wiches, salad, pickles, olives and coffee,
while waiting for Vern to cut his birthday
cake. Vern did very nicely on the first

piece and then talked DARLENE CONN into

cutting the rest of the cake for him. The
man with the camera was there, and we
were all quite intrigued with Vern's face,

which kept getting redder and redder. Help-

ing enjoy the fun were CHLOIE REESE, Mr.
KELLEY and SAM PINNEY.

There was quite an epidemic of mice here
in the factory recently, and I was begin-
ning to think that maybe we should borrow
one of Ma Cat's offspring. However, the
mice apparently all died, possibly from too
much handling, and things settled down
once more to the normal amount of noise.

We are all glad to hear that ETHYLE
SZARAFINSKI, who was injured sometime
ago, is coming along nicely and will be
back to work before long now.

Wasn't that a purty coat BYRON GEER
had on the other night?

Be seeing you around. ERNIE.

We were really proud of our people in

the Fifth War Bond drive. We would espe-
cially like to mention the HASTINGS fam-
ily and why they buy extra war bonds

—

and we mean extra. Mr. DEAN HASTINGS
is a disabled World War I veteran and Mrs.
HASTINGS is an ex-Navy nurse. They came
through with $2175 worth of bonds in the
Fifth drive ... in honor of their sons

—

pfc Dean Hastings, Jr., serving on the Ital-

ian war front and who was in the battle
of Cassino, and their youngest son, Robert,
of Hoover high school, who is awaiting his
call into the Marines. They also have a
son-in-law, Carl Greer, who was wounded
when the USS Yorktown was sunk. These
are the kind of people who know what War
Bonds are for, and our hats are off to them.
Let's all pitch in and give just a little more
for bonds, too, and show the Hastings fam-
ily that we can all do our part.

HAROLD WALL is on extended leave in

Colorado. It seems he sent the Company
an SOS saying that he was stranded over
there and couldn't get transportation back
home, due to the movement of troops or

something or other. Anyway, that's a good
story, Harold, and you stick to it. We don't
want to see you straggling in with your
brand on one of those pinto fillies running
loose over "thar."

Department 2 lost a fine worker and a
fine old gentleman when ALFRED OLSON
left us last week. Better known as "Oly,"
he was more than liked by all of his fellow

workers. We wish him a lot of luck at his

new home in the East. His department gave
him a farewell party—serving ice cream and
cake and presenting him with a handsome
billfold. Oly will long remember and long

be remembered by the following friends:

FLORENCE BARKER, JESSIE HALL, ISA-
BELLE DUTOUR, HELEN DURANT, THEL-
MA and OSCAR WARDEN, NELL VAL-
LERINO, MILDRED ZIMMERMAN, AMY
BECKSTRAND, JUANITA PFLAUM, ED
AUBUCHON, SR., PERRY OWEN, BOB
LITTLE, JACK WILLIAMS, VIC ODEN-
WALDER, TERRY KELL, GENE BROWN,
BOB FIGENSHAW, ERNIE STOFER, HAR-
OLD WOLFF, JOE SWINGLE, PEGGY
PALMER, JACK KILLIAN, EUGENE HAMM,
MARGE BEST, ART KILMER, JAKE LUNS-
FORD, HEINZ LESSLE, MARY ANN JANA-
TOWSKI, FREIDA SPALDING, HOWARD
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ENGLER, BOB O'KEEFE, GEORGE KRIE-
GER, SAM HALLEY, PETE PEDERSON
PEARL WISE and "HAP" BAKER.

From the sounds of great hilarity coming
from MILTON PAPINI's department the
other day, your reporter cleverly deduced
'twas quite a party the girls gave CHARLES
LAMBERT on his 50th birthday.

The feminine hearts in Department 3 are
still all aflutter again as WADE STEIN-
RUCK is with us once more. Good to see you
back, Wade.

Department 3 was really caught napping
when RUTH SILKWOOD and her red tresses
came back to work only to be nabbed by
Experimental.

LORIS PAXTON is counting the days until

a certain "Don" gets home again. You're
not the only one counting the hours and
minutes— I think we all have that same
thought.

The Horse Show was a success and every-
body had a good time and a good sunburn.
If you don't believe the sunburn, just take
a gander at "RED" THOMPSON—this is one
time when his name fits him perfectly. His
face looks like two ripe tomatoes.
MARIE HUMPHREY has taken a 30-day

leave to go to Los Angeles to take care of
her mother.

A handkerchief shower was given MAR-
VEL SHAW last Saturday by the girls in

Sheet Metal Assembly. Marvel left us to go
to St. Paul, Minn.
ALFREDA WILKERSON has transferred

to the swing shift. We will miss that pleas-
ant face, but hope you like second shift.

Our foremen need a word of praise here
somewhere. They finally received their

helpers out on the floor. Introducing DORIS
CROW, your new clerk in Department 1,

and CHARLIE and WALLY seem to keep
her plenty busy. Also MARTHA WILSON,
your clerk in Department 3. HARPY is wel-
coming her every morning with a bouquet
of flowers—from his own garden, he says.
HOWARD and BOB, in Department 2, are
having a little difficulty securing themselves
a clerk—but Bob assures us that when they
do get one, she will be "hawg-tied" in

that chair so she can't get away. I am sure
all of the girls will enjoy working with you
foremen, and they will really be an extra
right hand to you.

Let's have everyone turn in their news
for this next issue. In the meantime, work
hard and let's all try a little harder to cut
down on absenteeism. MARGE.

GAS AND LIGHT BILLS
PAYABLE HERE

Effective immediately, you
may pay your gas and elec-

tric bills in the Employee Serv-
ice Department. This holds
true for Ryanites living any-
where in San Diego County.

The Employee Service De-
partment is now an author-
ized agent of the Gas & Elec-
tric Company and will give
you the same kind of a receipt

you would obtain from their

downtown office.

This is another service being
offered to Ryanites to help
stay on the job to finish the
job. Let's make use of it.



Whispers From

Final Swingsters
by U and Me

We are pleased with the fine way the

boys in blue are helping us out here at the

plant. We would mention GEORGE A. ROB-
INSON. Come on, George, how about bring-

ing some friends along, too?

Heard PAUL, the leadman, went to a bull

fight down south sometime ago. He didn't

like it because the bull lost out. We hoped

the bull would win when we attended one

years ago, but no such luck.

RUBY CLIFFORD left for Louisiana and
betty bliss, pat butters, mary
Mcdonald, ruby robin, Gertrude
facka, theda hale, juanita hale,
june seder, jane sherin, buster,
PAUL and SHACK joined in to give her a

coffee klotch and a gift. It was truly a

surprise to Ruby, as big tears welled up in

her eyes, she was so happy, she said. Good
luck to both you and your hubby, Ruby.
When you come West again remember Ryan.

Did you ever hear NETTA O'DELL sing?

She has— in glee clubs and over the air.

She is a new member of Ryan. With that

hair, some call her "Veronica Lake the sec-

ond."

We would like to mention ANN PADILLA,
to whom the girls gave a shower, as she is

expecting a visit from the stork shortly.

Glad to have had you with us, Ann. Best
wishes for you and your hubby in your ex-
pectation.

We have all made two wishes, and one
came true. The nice clocks on the west
side of the building. That was no movie star

holding those model planes in those snaps
JERRY JACKSON was showing around. Jerry

said, rather humbly, it was—yes, you
guessed—Jerry in person. Someone said his

wife was pretty as a picture, so if her pic-

ture had been on the snaps we could have
boasted another star with the models.

KATIE MORRISON, we hear, is getting

air-minded. Now is doing "ground work."
Ah, that day when she solos (no—not sing)

alone in the blue on a bird!

Say, don't look so sad, SHACK; you can't
always be the "winnah."

Welcome to some new members of our
Final family—SUSAN STEWART, BILL
BECK, LOYCE MONEY, CHERRY TENNA-
PEL, JOY ROE, EDITH OAKS, AMY NO-
VOTNEY, GLADYS HODGES, G. MAGILL,
G. GONZALEZ, M. ROYSTON, V. PRIN-
CIPE, F. MARNELL, A. SMART and H. N.
ATHEY. We hope you will all like it here
at Ryan and will be with us a long time.

Isn't it nice to get up about ten and
have that sun bath or horseback ride, or

even go for a swim before work in the after-

noon? Good old swing shift hours and sum-
mertime. Count your blessings; someone said

if one had a bed to sleep in now that was
something. After all we are very lucky, each
one of us. Overheard the other day someone
say they liked to be shifted to other de-
partments, as it was an opportunity to meet
other nice people and also learn more about
his job. Yet they appreciated a "home
place" or "station" they would return to.

That is the spirit. All for one purpose

—

to get this job over. Each one at his job,

getting it finished. As we look back some-
time from now, all our hours on the job

will seem so short, when we can again be

with those who have been through so much
for us. We do get tired—that is natural

—

yet those fellows out there must go on, too.

He will feel proud you have been true

to him and have lived each hour working

and planning on the future that will be a

reality when he is there with you. Your

life will not be useless if he stays over there

—you can go on. Live today and plan on

tomorrow.

Inspection

Notes

by Dorothy Trudersheim

Assistant Reporters:

Crib 1 Edna Farnsworth

Crib 4 Bill Rossi

Crib 5 . . Marjorie Steverding

Crib 7 . . . . Marjorie Bolas

This is such a busy time that some of our

reporters have not had time to write up
the news. Many new persons have come into

our department since the last issue of the

Flying Reporter and several are with us no
longer. There is to be a wedding very soon

for one of our favorite daughters and a cer-

tain someone in the Dispatching Depart-
ment. She was one of the horse show queen
candidates. Guess who? By the time the

next issue of the Flying Reporter comes out

you will probably already know the couple

of whom we speak.

Crib 4

DID YOU KNOW?—That EVELYN GA-
BER, E. H. HARGROVE, GEORGIA BONE,
ANNETTE BEEMER and A. W. SHANE-
FELT are all newcomers? . . . That RALPH
McCLESTER, WHITEY ROSEN, HOMER
PUGH, BILL LaPORTE and K. H. SHEHI,
along with many other inspectors, have
joined the Manifold Development Depart-
ment? . . . That MOLLY TWITCHELL is

transferring to the office? . . . That D.

J. DONNELLY is really going to have an
office? . . . That LUCILLE STONE is just

about recovered from her arm injury? . . .

That IDA THURNELL does not expect her

name in this article, but here it is? . . .

That E. L. WILLIAMS is hatching up some
new and drastic inventions? . . . That
LENNIE CHESNUT is to get a diamond ring?

(Is this right, Lennie?) . . . That SUSAN
ROWAN will be back soon from her eastern

trip?

Crib 5

On the Beam and off the Record with
Margie.—We are all happy to have CLAIRE
SKlNNER back again after her strenuous
ordeal of battling her baby's mumps. It

was a tough fight, but Claire won. . . .

RODNEY RALSBACK, our leadman, is a

busy beaver these days. Keeping the Al-
clad parts rolling in and out of the crib

is just the job for Rodney. He's really on
the beam. ... A new addition to our
midst is IRENE JUENGER, formerly of the

Fabric Department. . . . ANN ENYEART
is also back from her vacation looking very

fit, and still hasn't made up her mind about
those wedding bells—or has she? . . .

FRANCES CARR will have her fourth wed-
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ding anniversary by the time this issue is

out, and we all hope she has found out
whether it is paper, wooden or metal. . . .

LARRY ANDERSON, our supervisor, looks

more like a model out of Esquire in his

new tan suit than the cowboy he really is.

He was brought up on a ranch that took
in portions of three states—North and South
Dakota and Montana. That guy is a sure-

fire judge of horses, and has plenty of tro-

phies to his credit for riding. . . . Al-

though we all will miss GERTRUDE GALL
when she goes on her vacation, it is a

much-deserved one. ... I believe I have
covered about everything for this time and
if I have overlooked any news event, it's

because I didn't receive it in time. I want
to express for the gang how we all feel

about TOM HICKEY. He is leaving us for

his new duties as Supervisor of Experimental
on third shift. Here goes:

We miss you in the morning
Just walking down the aisle;

We miss you in the afternoon,

And, most of all, your smile;

We miss that friendly little wink
As you go smiling through,

And lots of things the whole day long

—

In fact, we all miss you.

THE GANG IN CRIB 5.

Crib 7

Mrs. PIERCE will be able to keep an eye
on her daughter, DELORES, (and vice

versa) now, as she is a newcomer to Ryan,
working in the Fuselage department.

We have a newcomer in our midst

—

WALLACE McCLELLAN. (We hope you
will like us.)

One evening when Mr. HALLAND was
watering his lawn he discovered a gopher
hole. Thinking he would get rid of the pest

right then and there he put the hose down
the hole as far as it would go and turned

the water on full blast. Only the gopher
knows what happened next, for mud and
water shot back with terrific force and
covered our poor gardener. He said the go-
pher came to the surface and just looked

at him. I wouldn't be surprised if the go-
pher was just having a good laugh, would
you?

Have you noticed the deep scratch on
FAYE BURROWS' forehead? A branch of a

palm tree caught her when she was sweep-
ing the sidewalk (it says here I

.

It's nice to see LES KING bock with us

again after his long illness. We hope by now
you are feeling as good as new.

JACK BOULDIN certainly has been en-
joying restful sleep lately. He had been stay-

ing at Coronado and every night he opens

the windows wide before retiring, "for that

good old salt air." (He should have been a

sailor.)

C. McAFEE certainly looks tired out these

days. He was an inspector on the night shift

and he just doesn't seem to be able to get

used to working days.

H. M. POWELL says he is so busy he

doesn't have the time to go fishing. When
asked why he didn't go Sundays, he replied,

"Oh, that's the day I go to the baseball

game." (I hope he feels all right.)

IRENE HARRIS is certainly a happy girl

these days—her boy friend has just returned

from England and will be stationed here in

San Diego.

This from P. F. DUKELOW: Little John-

ny's mother had the Ladies' Aid Society

to her home and little Johnny asked if he

might tell a joke. When he proceeded to

tell the joke his mother interrupted to ask

if it was a parlor joke. "Yes, Mother," he

replied, "I heard it in a pool parlor."



0* Notes From

CT1 Dawn

Workers
by Ralph Geist
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Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. JOE
ZARAGOSA upon the birth of a baby boy

on July 5th. Joe works on the pickling

tanks on third shift. More Congrats! To
Mr. and Mrs. ARVIN HILLMAN, a baby
daughter, born July 8th, being the happy
occasion. Hillman works in Drop Hammer,
goes to college during the day.

Manifold Inspection doesn't seem the

same with MERT FULLER, supervisor, and
DEL BALLINGER gone. Mert Fuller has

been transferred to swing shift. Ballinger

has terminated to enter the service; drew a

4-F, so is playing ball for the San Diego
Padres. We miss his blow-by-blow descrip-

tion of the games.

Mrs. LOTTIE RUSSELL, the first woman
to come on third shift Inspection, is taking

a month's vacation visiting her old home in

South Carolina.

GEORGE BROOKS, foreman of Drop Ham-
mer, and JOHNNIE BROOKS, Inspection,

are taking a two weeks' leave of absence.

Mrs. ALMA GREGORY, metal fitter, was
very pleasantly surprised on her birthday

when her two sons, both in the service, came
home on furloughs. It had been 2/2 years
since they had last visited their mother.
They are Cpl. Milton Hall, Army Air Corps,
stationed at Great Belt, Kansas, and Ellis

Hall, U.S.C.G., stationed at Charleston, Ore-
gon. Both are strapping fine boys.

Add to third shifters five-year-man
HARRY FARIS, combination welder, who,
besides putting in five years for Ryan, did

a lot of instruction work at the San Diego
Vocational School teaching gas welding
nights while he worked days.

GLADYS McBRIDE has transferred from
Manifold Inspection to Small Parts. DOR-
OTHY VAN DEUSEN, welder, has trans-
ferred from Small Parts to Manifold Assem-
bly.

GLENN HOLLENBECK, combination weld-
er, and MARGARET HOLLENBECK, Small
Parts welder, have transferred from third

shift to second, Glenn taking a leadman's
job on the swing. Congrats, Glenn.
MARILYN HOLSTEAD, arc welder, wishes

to thank third shifters for the gift for her
baby. She is taking a ninety-day leave.

Leaves of absence and vacations seem the

style this month. Those taking time off

are JEWELL ASHTON, arc welder; ROSS
"HAPPY" MILLER, welder, and CHRIS
MILLER, inspector; CLIFF BAKER, metal
fitter; M. N. NICKOLAS, metal fitter, and
JOHN CHESS, leadman in Manifold, the lat-

ter going to Yosemite.
Drop Hammer workers of third shift en-

joyed a fried rabbit birthday

dinner, honoring BOB BEN-
HAM, of Planishing, Monday,
July 3rd. VIRGINIA GREENE
cooked the fried rabbit. Salad,

jello and pepsicola were on
the menu. Those helping eat

'the rabbits included JOHN
DORY, VIRGINIA GREENE,
PAULINE LOVE, LORRAINE
BELL, EDNA DAVIS, HILDA

HOWELL, BOB TATO, MILFORD TIBBIT,

JACK TREAHEY, FRANK GIAMANCO, ROY
COLE, JOE ZARAGOSA, RUBY KIRKS,
GEORGE KIRKS, ORVILLE PARKS, GEORGE
BROOKS, JOHN ROBERTS, OSCAR D.

SMITH, CARL HENDERSON, M. WESSON,
A. WILLIS, E. E. McCOY, E. S. DITIMUS
and O. B. SMITH.

Lastly, but not the least in importance,

is the fine cooperation we are having with

our cafeteria committee. Wonder when they

are scheduling fried chicken on the 4:30
a.m. menu. Let's ask them. Eh, DEWEY?

Plant

Engineering

by Bob Christy

I should have paid more attention to SUE
GUNTHORP's request that the column be

written by Saturday. I held off because we
were having a beach party Saturday night.

Now I'm in no shape to try and write a

column. If you don't know what I mean,
try working eight hours in an office and

then go out and play football on the beach

for two hours and you'll find out. Not that

the eight hours in the office will affect

you, but the two hours of football, preceded

by Softball and swimming, and followed by

more of the same, sure as - - - - will.

However, a swell time was had by 30 of

us from Plant Engineering. A few of us more
hardy (foolhardy) souls are still trying to

figure out whether it was worth it. But

when someone says "come on; all you can
eat and drink," we'll be in there again.

If there is any more news someone else

will have to get it and write it— I'm still

too stiff and sore.

Pings and Purrs

From Power Plant
by Idle Cutoff

It's beginning to look as if BOB KER-
LINGER is out to take BILL BUNSEN's title

of the "One Shot King." Perhaps the rumor
has gotten around that there is a cartridge

shortage.

Power Plant has enjoyed recent visits

from three of its former members who are

now in the armed forces—IRV WISCH-
MEYER, now seaman 2/c USN; BOB OG-
DEN, U. S. Army Air Forces ground crew,

and LORRY DAY, also seaman 2/c, USN.
All three of the boys have acquired an
amazing amount of tan in the short time

they have been in the service. They seem
to be a little short on hair, though.

Flash! Local Ryan engineer makes good.
Congratulations, BOB.

Once in a lifetime—the other day YUEN
LEO pulled out a whole package of cigar-

ettes and offered them around. Leo later

confessed that he had mooched the whole

pack, but the astonishment lingers on. In-

cidentally, VIRGINIA, between Yuen me,

the Stress Group might be interested to dis-

cover the effect of a piece of horsehair in-

serted in a cigarette, the cigarette later

to be smoked by the moocher. We've been
told that the result is extremely amazing.

Speaking of amazing things, the way that

the Monday deadline for the Flying Reporter

creeps up always tops the list. We have
taken a solemn oath to quit being caught
between first and second bases with our

flaps down. We're seriously considering

circulating a petition eliminating Mondays
from the week. Do 1 hear a second? Two
Saturdays or possibly two Sundays would
be much more acceptable for my money.

Are Vou Interested In Buying Surplus Aircraft materials?

How many times have you wished that

you could buy some of the material that

you are using to fabricate airplanes in the

plant so that you could make use of it at

home? Even a little bit of it would probably

solve some repair problem you had at home.
How many times have you wished you could

acquire a piece of an old bandsaw or prob-

ably a wornout tool which, although it had
lost is usability for the building of aircraft

would still be good enough to use in your

home workshop? And how many of the wo-
men have not at some time when they were

passing through the sewing room wished

that they could get some of the excellent

cloth that is used in covering airplane sur-

faces?

It is now possible for these wishes to

be granted. The company has long wished

that it could supply your demands for ma-
terials of this kind, but the procedures for

making sales were predicated on the selling

of aircraft, components and materials by

the ton and, therefore, was too elaborate

and costly to consider the small purchaser.

Then, too, the sale or transfer of materials

is very closely controlled by WPB and CMP
regulations, even after they become scrap

and cannot be used for airplane manufac-
turing purposes.

Realizing this, there has been evolved a

simple plan through which surplus materials

may be sold to employees. A standard form
of manifold sales slip is used. The sales
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slip is made in sufficient copies so that it

acts as a receipt to the customer, a requi-

sition to withdraw from stock and a clear-

ance slip to pass the material through the

gate. All sales are subject to current WPB
regulations.

The Surplus and Scrap Division of the

Contract Readjustment Department is

charged with the responsibility of handling
sales of this kind, and F. W. Reed, of that

department, is authorized to sell any ma-
terial that is on the availability list. (Room
202, Administration Bldg.)

This plan went into effect on June 14
and in the first two days approximately two
thousand yards of airplane cloth were sold

without any advertising whatsoever. This
has been made up into dresses, slacks, win-
dow curtains, wind-proof jackets, and a

quantity of other items. There is still ap-
proximately four thousand yards of this ma-
terial on hand in widths varying from 22"

to 14" wide and lengths varying from 21'

to 6'. There has also been sold quite a few
obsolete propellers for ornamental purposes

and there is still a quantity on hand.

From time to time there will be special

items offered for sale through the medium of

the Flying Reporter. However, we're not

familiar with the needs of Ryanit.es, and con-
sequently if you will state your needs to the

Contract Readjustment Department, they

will determine whether or not the material

can be sold.



Tool Rumors
by Brae and Kay

It was a big disappointment for the Tool

Room to find that we didn't win the Bond

Drive. We were so certain that the Canton

Crushers would be the winners .. .and we

tried so hard, too. Thanks a million to the

campaigning of CHIEF WALKER, BILL TRU-
CHAN, AL HARRINGTON, VERA WEST,

BILLIE PEARSON, JOE LISEC and the oth-

ers who helped to sell these Bonds. Special

thanks go to the employees who through

their generosity bought until it hurt. We
thought it wos great fun to see everyone en-

ter into the spirit of the drive with such

enthusiasm.

How about those new badges "RED"
WEBSTER and "CHUCK" SALTZER are

wearing? Congratulations to both of you.

"House-hunting" was a 10-day affair

for the newlyweds, MR. AND MRS. PETE

JAEGER. They finally found a house on

Thirty-fifth street, so the next four days

were spent in L. A. relaxing on sunny

beaches.

"BILL" TRUCHAN'S frown isn't due to

a bad disposition. For the past two weeks

he has been playing "chess" with the De-

partmental Layout Board. Our big move
has involved a lot of heartache and head-

ache for him. We expect a bandaged thumb
from pressing the pins in the board.

Ramblings: JOHNNY ADAMIEC and
PAUL SOMMERFELD are attending Spanish

classes twice a week now. Maybe they plan

a trip to Mexico after the war. . .MR. AND
MRS. C. BENSON, the only husband and
wife team we have in the department, are

raising "Victory" tomatoes. We hear they

are coming along fine . . . OLLIE EVANS
flew to Texas this week to visit her folks.

It is her home state.

We welcome the following new employees:
HOWARD LAMBERT JR., IONA WALTERS,
CLEO GARDNER, MILDRED JUSTICE, BAR-
BARA COUGHLIN, FRANCES UKURA,
SULLIVAN, WILLIAMS, GAUDUR, COR-
BEILLE, SEWELL, SMITH, ELLIS, JINES,
POEHLMAN, STILLEY, SEAMAN, HOFFER-
BER, HAACK and KAY SAGE of Tooling
Inspection.

Why Women Work: Salute to the women
in Tool Room (20), who are wives, sweet-
hearts and mothers of men in the armed
forces. . .

Sergeant John H. Moran, U. S. Army, is

serving in a Replacement Center somewhere
in England. He has been across for four

months. His wife, MARION MORAN, is

a clerk in the machine section of our de-

partment.

Warrant Officer David M. Monroe, U. S.

M. C, husband of GRACIE MONROE, is sta-

tioned at Camp Elliott. He recently re-

turned from the South Pacific, where he

spent two and a half years.

GERTRUDE BRUNNER'S husband, George
Brunner, CTMV, U.S.N., has been in the

New Hebrides for six months... she has

been very excited since his last letter men-
tioned a probable promotion.

EMILY RITTER has a double reason for

hurrying home at night... her 16-year-old

son and her husband, Jack Ritter, SClc,

U.S.N., who is stationed at the Repair Base
here.

Rex Pearson, AMM2c, U.S.N., has been
in the service almost two years. For the
past year he has been stationed at North
Island. BILLIE PEARSON, his wife, is the
tooling clerk in the new building.

ANITA RECORD'S husband, Lon Record,
Pfc, U.S.M.C, just graduated from Radio
school July 8. He has been in San Diego
at the Marine Base for his training.

KAY FLORIDI'S boy friend, Bob Santell,

Pfc, U. S. Army, has been in New Guinea.
His last letter disclosed that he has been
in several battles. Kay is eagerly awaiting
the time when he can come home again.

BETTY KARNETH'S husband, Charles
Karneth, S2c, is stationed in the Naval hos-
pital here in San Diego.

MARION McGEE'S new husband, Charles
McGee, MM2c, U.S.N., has gone overseas
again. Marion hasn't heard from him in

four weeks but is expecting to receive a let-

ter soon.

BARBARA COUGHLIN plans to marry Bob
Young, who is attending U.S.C. He is a
cadet officer in the N.R.O.T.C. and will be
commissioned in February.

Other wives of men in the service include

MILDRED JUSTICE, whose husband is in

Saipan; OLLIE EVANS, wife of Sergeant
Wayne Evans, U.S.M.C, and myself, BRAC
MATHIS, whose husband, Jimmie, is still

stationed in Denver at Lowery Field.

VERA WEST, Second Shift clerk, left these

Second Shift notes:

DONALD BEARY should take a vacation

twice a year—he would get to the top of

the "ladder of success" just twice as fast.

Last year he found himself leadman when
he returned from his annual fishing trip.

This year when he returns he will take over
the assistant foremanship of the Machine
Shop on First Shift. Congratulations, Don,
and the best of luck!

Our new inspector's name is ARTHUR
JOHNSON, who hails from New York City.

Art worked for the British government for

1 3 months on secret air bases in Africa.

He was there at the time of the attack on
Pearl Harbor. It is seldom we find a man
so young who can say he has traveled the

world over.

We are sorry to hear that AL NELSON
is leaving. Says he is going back to New
York. Goodbye, Al, and good luck!

JOE AND MRS. MEDLEY are visiting rel-

atives in New Mexico, awaiting his induc-
tion papers. Mrs. Medley will stay on at

Ryan, welding manifolds, while he is in

training. RAY MOYER and his wife, IRIS,

are back from a trip to Tennessee, where
they brushed up on their southern accent.
(As though they needed to.) Ray says that
for the first time he noticed how different

the folks back home talk, and he has been
away only two years. JACK HERBERT is

back for another summer's vocation of work
at Ryan, this time on Second Shift.

We say "Hello" again to our friend GOR-
DON GRAHAM, who left us last year to

teach Physics and Wood Shop at Hoover
High. The lucky department is Tool De-
sign. Gordon says he intends to manage
both jobs and not run off when the school

bell rings again next fall.

Ill Group
by Jean "Hu

"III group? Ill group? Never heard of it."

Well, your good luck can't last forever,

y'know. Does "Psycho Ward" or "Illustra-

tion" ring a bell?

Now watch for it. . . . Don't draw a

hasty conclusion. Notice it's "III Group"
—not "III. Group." That little dot makes
all the difference between an abbreviation

and a modification. Some kind soul real-

ized that "Psycho Ward" was a bit offensive

to our little group. Soooo "III Group" came
into common usage.

Ever wonder what goes on behind the

door labeled "Illustration"? Well, let's say

you walked up to it to find out for yourself

and found that nasty word RESTRICTED
lettered across the panel. "What to do?"
you say. Well, you could go around the

corner and ask the Lost Battalion (those

members of our group who have been cast

forth into outer darkness because there's no

room for them in the Inner Sanctum) how
to enter this holy of holies. They'd tell you
to give the door a lusty kick and a resound-

ing thwack (no, I'm not lisping; that's a

perfectly good word) , and then to rattle the

knob like crazy. If you're a stout-hearted

mortal you'd take a try at this procedure,

and in due time the door would creak open,

letting you into the busy (they've got a
knife in my ribs) atmosphere of the Inner

Sanctum.
Everyone would be drawing, drawing,

"That's enough," you say? Okay. That's all.
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rry" Holmes
drawing. That's all they do is draw. . . .

JOE THEIN draws attention to lopsided

ellipses. GLEN MUNKELT draws to a stop

at a grey light and waits for the bottom
grey light (he has Daltonism (color blind-

ness to you)). FRANK EICHOLTZ draws

a sixty-pound bow. MARIAN LESTER draws

group leaders into detailed explanations.

MAUDE WELLER draws people into long dis-

cussions. JODIE HERMANNS will have to

draw her pen out of the cobwebs when she

gets back to work. CAROLINE MILLER draws

"info" about apartments from everyone she

meets. MARTHA CORDES drew Jack into

matrimony. HARRY TURNER draws water

from the cooler for his fish bowl. MARY
LEA DAVIS draws comments with her weird

salad combinations. FRANKY MARROW
draws glances with her hair-do. WALTER
SWEDBERG draws a sigh every time he sees

his "Dream Boat." BETTY JUERGENS draws

admiration—blonde, y'know. BOB BROWN
draws himself back up to his full height on

the other side of the door. PEGGY HAGAR
draws herself up to see over the desk. SUE
OLMSTED draws her check to buy shoes

for the kids. JO HUMPHREY draws com-

petition, having drawn before. "HURRY"
HOLMES draws flies.

What's your hurry? Don't go. Don't let a

thing like this bother you. Those men in

white coming toward you just want to give

you a uniform (style 1 -4-U straightjacket) .



Greetings and a hearty welcome to Fab-
ric, which moved over to our neck of the
woods from the Final Assembly building.
Tops are V. C. ROSS, leadman, who always
has a cheery "hello" for everybody, and
HILDA BREESE, leadwoman. Hope you like

your new quarters, folks.

Congratulations are in order for a number
of employees in Finishing who have been
with Ryan for one year and received their
one-year pins this week. They are: L. W.
THORNTON, L. D. JUAREY, M. W
PEARCE, L. L. RUSHING, of the day shift,

and A. B. JAMES, J. B. McKEE, R. E.

SMITH, H. P. PRUITT, M. F. BLANCO and
NAN WHEELIHAN, of second shift. E. B.

WARE, of day shift, received his three-
year pin.

Dope Shop was sorry to lose one of its

nicest members when "CONNIE" SMITH
left us and transferred to Airplane Dis-
patching. Well, lots of luck, Connie, in

your new job. We miss you a lot. HAZEL
ADAMS is another member of the Dope
Shop to be transferred. Hazel is working
for WALLY now, and we hope she likes

her new work.

It's vacation time for EVELYN SACHS,
of Finishing, and LARRY LARSON, lead-
man of the Dope Shop. Larry expects to

go to Cuyamaca lake, which seems to be
where everybody goes these days. Methinks
Larry expects to do some fishing, but so far
all these lads who have gone fishing have
just told us about them. We are still wait-
ing for Exhibit A. How about it, Larry?
Wonder what your story will be.

We are tickled to have ROSY back with
us again on nights. Really missed you,
Rosy. We haven't been doing so good with
the cakes and pies of late.

CLYDE WILCOX, Inspector in the Dope
Shop, received a package from his son, who
is seeing service with Uncle Sam "some-
where in the South Pacific." Among the
souvenirs were a Jap helmet, some Jap
hand grenades and some Jap shells.

EULALIE ARBUCKLE, Finishing, is ab-
sent and very ill from food poisoning, we
hear. MAC, our Spray Painter in Finish-
ing, is sure an old meanie. Of late he has
had bananas in his lunch box, and, try
as we might, we couldn't even talk him
out of a bite. Shame on you, Mac, and
bananas are so scarce!

LAVONNE FOX, of Finishing, is leaving
us for the day shift. She brought us two
luscious cakes to celebrate the occasion.
Good luck, Lavonne. Hope you will like

it on days.

We have a new painter, HARRY HALE,
with us on the night shift now. Harry came
to us from the day shift and we are very
happy to have him.

L. J. DRAKE, leadman in Finishing, is

going around with a gloomy expression on
his face these days. Seems the Mrs. was
called back to Texas by the serious illness

of her dad, and Drake wanders around like

a lost soul. We hope the Mrs. will be back
soon and that her dad will soon be well.

KATHLEEN TAYLOR, dispatcher for In-
side Paint Shop, is terminating to go back
home to Colorado. Hate to see you go,
Kathleen, and wish you the very best of
everything.

Well, guess that's all for now.

Time Study

Observations

By Dortha Dunston

Howdy, folks, did you think I'd forget,

Just 'cause I'm not in the same place?
Well, guess again— I'm not through yet

—

I still have Reporter space.
No longer Time Study—something new

—

I'm working down town instead
So people down there I'll now review

And news of happenings spread.
My job is Wage Incentive now

With the Bonus plan its form;
Ask my eight to take a bow

To bonus they all conform.
HELEN SPERA has taken my place

In the Time Study office force;
What with her knowledge she'll fill the space

With utmost perfection of course.
Just how can a person help himself

From dreaming vacation time?
When he'll lay his thoughts upon a shelf

In laziness sublime.

ARLINE's vacation's an open date;
The Navy decides for her.

The ship comes in filled with G.I. bait,

And one of these is super!
YVONNE and TOMMY have taken their

rest

And MAJ. is going soon, too.

We miss them of course—they're of the
best

And wait for the story review!
MYRTIS and HELEN for the fifth time

Contributed blood down town.
Their donations are worthy of rhyme

For they drink their juices down.
Believe me, those days they gurgle inside

A slap on the back—a squirt!

They recommend liquids they decide;
They know—they're getting expert.

We met bond quota and much more too
MYRTIS five hundred did spare;

A challenge from AMICK spurred on a few;
The spirit was really quite rare.

We welcome Mr. WILLIAMS new,
Industrial Engineer;

We'll work with him on procedures too
And work our methods clear!

You've heard of Mother Machree I suppose

—

Well, we have Father McCRAY.
A Supervisor—Time Study knows

From A to Z and back to A.
GERTRUDE, our clerk, must be on her toes

To keep track of personnel.
It's added work as the small group grows

Trying to do the job well.

BETHKE can do things magical way
With silk hankies, thimbles and rope,

And a mouth harp he's anxious to play
But Nylons!—He won't give us hope!

TIMMS made a bet he'd not make these
lines,

And he's careful in word and deed;
But his face reflects his thought sometimes

So be careful, Timms, 'cause I read!
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Emil Heuler, Mechanical Maintenance,
has two Army sons of whom he's

mighty proud. Second Lieutenant Loyal
Heuler, left, was injured in the invasion

of Sicily. Another son, Harry R. Heuler,

right, is in the South Pacific, where he
has been for the past two years.

Stacy Ellison, of Sheet Metal, is work-
ing hard to insure that her boys will

have the material they need. Carl, on
the left, is a Seabee somewhere in the
Pacific. Ira, right, is also in action in

the South Pacific.



Ship

Tide"
//

by Leigh

MacDonald

I was reading a little book the other

day, and came across a poem titled "Poems
in Praise of Practically Nothing," by Sam-
uel Hoffenstein—and if it makes you all

giggle as much as it did me, here it is:

You're a pure spirit, you're air and water;

You're nobody's son, and nobody's daughter;

In short, you're still in the state prenatal

—

A strange condition, but seldom fatal

—

Well, anyhow, you're a harmless atom,
Content to stay in your own stratum;

You do not drink or play the horses,

Or interfere with natural forces,

Indulge in moods or whims erratic,

Which cause the flu, and sometime static.

A perfect type of the Homo non est,

You're unobtrusive, kind and honest,

As upright as an ear of corn

—

And what do you get for it all?

You're born!

Well—to get away from the atoms and
theories, and back to everyday occurrences—we did have something very interesting,

and to break the monotony the day the Navy
Field Jazz Band played for the bond rally.

And, to make it more interesting, did any-
one see the nice jitterbug executed by
JEANNE ANDERSON and JUNE HUNTER
on the cement lunch square? Of course, I

could add that a lot of people have been
doing a lot of strange things lately—for
instance:

What Executive of the Shipping Depart-
ment dreamed about a "toothbrush warm-
er"? And even dreamed what it looked like—"a long tube with a gas heater on the
end!"

And what goes on with DORIS cleaning
ditto from her face—and absently holding
her powder puff at arms length to see her
reflection. (I always thought mirrors were
good for that, "D.")

And last, but not least, what great in-
centive made EDNA TAYLOR bring a
wrapped bottle of cod-liver oil, leaving her
lunch at home?

Could it be- -* Or could it be *

Well, to get into normal things—or
maybe this is abnormal, too—JOHN GEE
and FRANK PIERCE tell me that they met
at Ryan after not having seen each other
for 47 years—since they were younger and
went to school together.

JACK LATTMAN bowled high series in

games June 22nd for the League. His scores
were 1 50, 1 98 and 208, making a grand
total of 556. And, Jack, we think it was
swell! The same night the Shipperettes
won one game, and because we ore all be-
ginners, it was a thrill. GENE TALBOT has
been bringing the scores up really well, and
his scores, combined with those of the
others, won the Shipperettes more glory.

July 6th Shipping won all four games

—

what with GETZ leading, LATTMAN and
BERNARD, WILFLEY and BESS KULANDER
all in there pitching with their best—and
very good scores they were, too. Three

cheers! Also the Shipperettes, although not
winning the game that night, all brought
their averages up very well. ERNESTINE
LAWSON even bowled well with a very bad
headache. Tributes to you, "ERNIE," for

playing on, just for the League.

CHARLIE BERNARD and T. J. GETZ are

doubly patriotic this month, and donated a
pint of blood at the Red Cross Center.

EMMA STURDIVANT, our little Missis-
sippi gal, left the employ of Ryan, and is

planning to return to her home in the near
future. She received a gift of friendship

from the workers—a beautiful gown, a dress

of softest lawn, and a record book for the
new baby. And we all wish her luck, and
the best, for she was one of the sweetest
girls we've known.

DORIS WEST displays the "Crowning
Glory" with her beautiful new permanent

—

and I mean it really looks lovely. Course
we're envious! Who wouldn't be?

We have three new employees in the
department: JOYCE FRATZKE in the office,

who is from Vallejo, California, and she says
she is waiting for the nice weather. Tsk!
Joyce, don't make us belligerent! Then
we have DONALD O. NELSON in Outside
Shipping, who is from Escondido—so I

didn't ask him about the weather, especially

since he's been 1 7 years in Southern Cali-
fornia; nor did I ask him about the job,

as he is from our Warehouse, where he has
been employed for one year. And last on
the list is ARTHUR GILLESPIE, who just

completed an attendance at Brown's Mili-
tary Academy, and seems to be a native
of San Diego!

EMILIE FISTOLERA gave a spaghetti
dinner at her home, aided by her Navy hus-
band in the entertaining. Present from Ship-
ping Department were J. WILFLEY and
PAUL FRASER. Emilie has been a busy girl

lately, for several days later her mother
and brothers arrived from Chicago, and that
home-made stew that her mother made cer-
tainly sounded good!

We all want to see BETTY CHRISTEN-
SON sing in the trio at the All-Ryan Show
in August. Betty is that little girl in Ship-
ping with the very twinkling eyes, pink
cheeks, cute little nose, and long, brown
hair. And she tells us that we must see
MAYDALENE RHUNOW dance her African
drum dance—and, well, I guess we must!

Mr. GUBBINS, and Mr. LOWE are two
of the oldest employees in the Shipping De-
partment—and two very interesting people.

I finally learned a little about them (they

are also rather shy about giving informa-
tion) . Gubbins said that they've been here
18 months, and when they first came they
had to chase the Indians away with toma-
hawks! He also told me how muddy it was,
and when I told him I'd seen mud too, he
said that was "little mud," but that which
he saw here when he first began was a really

different mud. Well, Gubbins, I guess I

can't argue— I wasn't here. He was in the

last World War in the Navy, as a chief

bos'n's mate, and was in the service for 20
years. He was born in Rome, New York,
but has been in California off and on since

1920. He remembers the days of France,
and all that went with it, and yet, when
asked if he'd like to be back in the service

if he had a chance, he said, "Back in the
service? Of course! Who wouldn't? When
you're trained for a job and have a chance
to get back into it, that's where you want
to be." When asked if he thought a man
was just as safe overseas as here (accord-
ing to the fatalistic theory of die when your
time comes) he said, "We don't even think
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about that. We don't worry about getting
killed. It's just a job." And there I think
you have a good summary of Gubbins and
a pretty good idea of what a good military
man is like. (Especially since he wants,
after the war, to go hunting fish in a jeep!
So he says!)

Mr. KENNY LOWE was in the Army for

a period of two years in the last war also,

and when I asked him if he'd like to be
back in there, he said, "Ha, I don't know;
I didn't stay in 20 years like Gubbins did."
But Kenny was sent out here by his draft
board to Camp Callan. He came from Des
Moines, Iowa, where he was born. He re-

ceived his discharge out here, and, since
it was winter, decided to stay and get some
of that California sun— and, as Gubbins
said, "the sun got 'im." Hurray for at least

one person who does like California, and
has seen the sun. He has been in California
for two years now, and intends to stay here.
Before the war he was a magician, and has
had his own shows since 1916, traveling
to theaters, stage, school assemblies, and
many other places. You'll have to show
us some of your tricks sometime, Kenny.

*

Manifold Dispatching
by Ben Smith

BILL HOTCHKISS, who travels in high
gear all the time, found that he was push-
ing the old pump (heart) a little too hard
and was forced (doctor's orders) to slow
down a little. Be careful, Bill. We have a
job to do and don't want to lose your help.

MACK McCAFFERTY, at this writing, is

absent with the flu. Now I ask you who
know him what chance has a little flu bug
in a bout with Mack? But just the same we'll

be glad to see him back. So hurry and get
that bug licked, big boy.

RED KEITH, recently transferred from
Production to our department, is proving a
very valuable addition to our ranks. During
his long record at Ryan he has learned a
lot about the job and is always ready to

help. A hearty welcome, Red.

Among the newcomers are DICK WHA-
LEY, capable putt-putt operator, moving
trucks from here to there; ED LYLE, help-
ing BOB HOPPER shuffle weld sections in

pre-jig for CLARENCE PAYNE, and JIMMY
SALVERSON, who is learning the score from
LAWRENCE OAKLAND in jig area. Wel-
come, fellows. Ryan is a good place to

work:

Mrs. WRIGHT was very sorry to be absent
two days recently, but being with her son,
here on leave from service in the Coast
Guard, was surely a legitimate reason.

Sages of other days have written of
"Times that try men's souls." These are
times that try women's souls. Consider the
brave girls who are carrying on, helping to

produce equipment needed by their own hus-
bands in our fighting forces. They deserve
highest commendation. Among those in our
department are JUNE EDWARDS, ELEA-
NOR FORSBERG, LOIS ARLICH, VIRGINIA
SYERS, ETHEL DAHLBERG, and that most
recent addition to their number, PAT BROD-
ERSON, nee Doyle. Keep your chins up,

girls. Those boys are proud of you.

A belated apology to ETHEL DAHLBERG
for having, in a previous column, incor-

rectly written Eva for her first name.
Have you written to our former dispatch-

ers who are now in the service? If not, do it

now. You'll like yourself better when you do.



Following through that previously ex-

pressed idea of knowing personally the

Dispatching force on all shifts has been fun.

A most heartening thing finding that almost
without exception they are earnestly striv-

ing to do a good job. The spirit of coopera-

tion is manifest at every station. Under-
standing and appreciation of the other fel-

low's efforts are predominant. Here are a

few quotes:

First Shift

BILL POWELL: "From railroading to

Ryan's has been an interesting experience.

Coopsration between shifts? We find plenty

of it."

BILL STRAW: "My one aim is to do the

very best job I can and I appreciate the

efforts of the other shifts to do the same
thing."

CARROLL CRITTENDEN: "My one de-
termination on this job is to keep the line

moving smoothly through this area. ORVAL
MATTSON is a mighty good man on the

second shift."

Second Shift

RUTH DAUGHERTY: "Things are going
swell. No complaints about the Job."

CARL HUTCHINGS: "All that interests

me here is getting the job done right. I try

to do my part."

JOHNNY McMAHAN: "Couldn't ask for

better cooperation. It is a pleasure to work
here."

Third Shift

GEORGE KREBBS: "We do our best to

leave things in order for the next shift just

as they do for us."

BEN MOORE: "The other shifts leave

this area in good order and we try to do
the same for them."

L. E. BELL: "I hate to seem to hurry away
each morning but have riders waiting. I like

this job."

Shucks, it would take pages to quote all

the enthusiastic statements I have heard
during the past three weeks. Not only do
they come from our own department, but
foremen, assistant foremen and leadmen in

Production tell me that Dispatching is

making their jobs easier and the production
flow smoother. Let's hand it right back to

them. They are a swell bunch, and their

cooperation helps us. Talk things over with
them. Let them know we appreciate.

The vacation bug is getting in a few
bites these summer days. JIM WHIT-
FIELD and ED BARKOVIC have had recent
vacations and are back on the job, plenty
busy running down those elusive parts that
sometimes try to slow down production of
their pet models.

LEONARD HANSON came in the other
morning with a dreamy look in his eye, and,
asking the reason, we learned that he had
rather luridly celebrated his birthday. Many
happy returns, Leonard.

TOMMY THOMPSON, who specializes in

trailing down lost items and returning them
to their proper places, likes to dream and
talk about the beauties and interests of the
Tennessee hills. "Them thar hills" are
worth fighting for, Tommy. Mighty good
reason for pushing this job through.

MORE ABOUT

INDUSTRIAL TEAMWORK
(Continued from page 5)

for health and dismissals for cause. If 70
percent of the 227,044 workers who left

West Coast aircraft jobs in 1943 had re-

mained at work, the resultant saving would
have totaled more than $31,786,000, fig-

uring cost of hiring and training each
worker at $200.

Women Play Important Role

One of the most satisfactory answers to

the industry's manpower problem has been
womanpower. Forty-three of every 100 Pa-

cific Coast aircraft workers are women,
and well over half of these are on the pro-

duction front in assembly line jobs physically

building warplanes. In Great Britain, where
war demands brought women into the in-

dustry earlier than in the United States, wo-
men make up only 40 percent of aircraft

personnel.

Industry Output Soars

The results of Industrial Teamwork, of the

efforts of workers, show up nowhere more
significantly than in the production record.

Production by airframe weight of the

AWPC member companies in the one month
of March, 1944, was more than four

times the total annual poundage produced

by the West Coast companies for the entire

year of 1940.

Examine the record:

The period of explosive growth started

in 1940 when President Roosevelt called for

production of 50,000 planes a year. This
goal, later to be increased, seemed to be
fantastic, but the aircraft companies mar-
shaled their resources, drew on their care-

fully-acquired technical experience and
tackled the job.

That year the Pacific Coast companies,
in all their plants, built 3,050 planes, 12,-

006,100 pounds of airframes. In 1941, they
contributed 10,918 units weighing 47,006,-

000 pounds, an increase of 258 percent in

numbers and 291 percent in weight over
1940.

The United States was at war in 1942,
and the armed services called for planes

to beat back threats of invasion, to hurl

against the enemy in many parts of the

world, and to train thousands of fledgling

fliers. AWPC companies that year delivered

180,300,000 pounds of airframes, 283 per-

cent more than the 1941 output; 24,826
planes, an increase of 127 percent.

A full wartime production was attained
in 1943; output of 384,900,000 pounds
represented a gain of 113 percent over
1942, and the 39,725 planes were 60 per-

cent in excess of the previous year's total.

Production curves began to level off in 1944
as member companies reached their maxi-
mum scheduled production January air-

frame weight was 48,097,000 pounds, Feb-
ruary 51,068,000 and March 55,776,000.

Fewer Workers, Lower Costs

As production soared, efficient utiliza-

tion of manpower made it possible to do
the work with fewer employees and at less

cost to the government. In January, 1941,
the average airframe production per worker
was 18.89 pounds. This had increased to

118.12 pounds by January, 1944.

Manhours required to build warplanes in

West Coast plants were cut 50 percent in

the year 1 943 alone, sharply reducing costs

to taxpayers. The number of manhours
needed to build a typical heavy bomber
was reduced from 37,200 in January, 1943,
to 16,400 a year later; manhours for a
typical medium bomber dropped from 18,-

000 to 10,200; for a typical fighter plane
from 1 1,100 to 8,750.

More planes . . . with fewer workers
... at less cost . . .

These were the objectives and today are

the objectives. Mounting production effi-

ciency . . . more airpower per hour . . .

stand as the continuing aims of the seven
companies teamed in the Aircraft War Pro-

duction Council.

Salute From Sales

by Lillian and Ida

Mr. W. KENT WHEELER, Engineer, who
has been carrying on for Ryan at Wright

Field for quite some time, is now back at

the home office with Manifold Engineering,

where we will have the advantage of his

better than eleven years' experience in ex-

haust manifolds. From remarks which reach

our ears from that very important and

famous Army headquarters, he made a very

splendid reputation for himself while at "The
Field."

It was delightful to see that the Ryan
Horse Show, held on Sunday, July 9th, was
such a success. Everything went off well,

and there were many beautiful trophies

awarded to the various winners, some of

which were presented by BONNIE METCALF,
the very lovely queen of the show, with the

assistance of Mr. T. CLAUDE RYAN, Presi-

dent.

We welcome two newcomers to our de-
partment this month—Mr. J. A. SMALL and
Mr. S. J. LONG.

Mr. Small hails from Chicago, Illinois, and
has resided in San Diego for the past two
years, having arrived here in 1942. He was
formerly with the Ford Motor Company and
was in charge of the Ford Exhibit at the

World's Fair. Before coming to Ryan he was
employed by Consolidated Aircraft.

Mr. Long is from Rochester, New York,

and has been in San Diego for eight years.

He has spent the last four years with Ryan,
having come to Sales from Final Assembly,
where he was Acting Supervisor. His chief

interests are flying and mining. He has spent

three years in Alaska, where he has done
considerable flying. While there, he also

spent time searching for the one thing that

brought on the migration to California in

1849.
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When Mr. HUNT left the Machine Shop

for his own business venture, speculation

ran wild and rumors were rife as to who
would be what and when. DON MILES, as

expected, advanced from Assistant Fore-

man to Foreman, and DON BEARY, formerly

of the Tool Room, was made Assistant

Foreman. Mr. Beary is already quite well

known to most of our oldtimers, and he is

rapidly gaining friends among the newer

members of the shop who did not already

know him.

He and GLENN STRICKLAND just re-

turned from their camping and fishing trip

up in the Sugar Loaf Meadows. "THREE-
FISH" BEARY broke all precedents and
caught quite a number of trout. While
standing on some rocks in midstream he
lost his footing, and he and his rod both
took an unexpected bath. The water was
so extremely cold that he lay there inert

for several seconds marveling over things
in general and figuring up his 1944 income
tax.

The boys did have a wonderful time, and
are anticipating their next fishing trip. It

will not be just the two of them next time,

because accompanying them will be little

Miss (or Mr.) Strickland.

CONRAD ADAMS has assumed full con-
trol of the day shift layout table. It keeps

him pretty busy—so well tied up that he
sometimes forgets to attend to routine

things. See him for full details.

Into Conrad's place as second shift lead-

man on mills has stepped OSCAR NELSON,
who combines ability, friendliness and capa-
bilities.

"PETE" COOKSIE has been appointed
leadman over drill presses on the first shift.

"Pete" is already familiar with this work,
and should get along fine.

To all of you fellows go our heartiest

congratulations. You've got jobs which are
not easy ahead of you, but we've all known
you for a long time and are sure you can
handle them easily.

The school has sent us three new girls

—

ADELE MASCHMANN, MARGE EHRN-
FELT and MARILYN CHRISTJAENER. The
three of them are attractive, hord-working,
and quite definitely assets to the shop.
MAUDIE HODGES recently transferred into

second shift Machine Shop from Department
42. Hope you like us, Maudie!

BERNARD BILLS has changed from being
one of our mill operators into one of our
day-shift floor inspectors. He is replacing
CHARLEY BROWN, who has shifted into

Tooling Inspection.

KATIE SWITZER, our other day floor

inspector, is to be married on July 1 5. The
lucky fellow is Frank Janos. The best in

life to you both.

Have you ever wondered what the well-

dressed gentleman wears on a hot (?) day
in California? Ask WALLIE HINMAN for

his personal views on the subject. He and
BOB "DEACON" STOCKWELL have just

completed their vacations.

Several of us have been fortunate

enough to see ART FUCHS recently. He has
nearly recovered his health and will be back

Two Navy Men Receive Promotions

: m
Flying Reporter is going to have to become a weekly if it keeps up with the promo-
tions in the Navy office. Before our last issue got through announcing the promotion of

John Robonic to Chief Machinist, Robonic was a Lieutenant (j.g.) Another Navy man
was upped when S. H. Zeigler, left, was advanced to the rank of full lieutenant.
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on his mill very soon. Good old faithful

Fuchs—he's certainly been missed!

CLIFFORD MORRIS is soon going to have
an operation as subject for small talk. The
nurse reports his progress as satisfactory
and rapid.

The Ryan Horse Show was very much en-
joyed by everyone who attended. Personally,

I liked best the showing of the stallions be-
cause they were so beautiful, and the judg-
ing of the colts because they were so cute.

A humorous part of the show (to everyone
but the girl involved) happened during the
dark event of the day. The contestants had
to ride their horses bareback to the other
side of the ring, dismount, pick up an egg,
mount, ride back to the starting point, and
lay the egg on the ground without breaking
it. This particular girl—as did most of the
others—put her egg in her mouth in order

to carry it safely. That pony's back was very

smooth, the ground was hard, her jaws
were stronger than the egg shell. She was
heard to remark that the only thing good
about the whole incident was that the egg
was fresh

!

&

Wing Tips
by Jesse Miramontez

When I volunteered to do the writing for

this column I thought it would be a good
opportunity to make friends with my fellow

workers. I surely didn't get any compli-
ments from BILL CORNER or FRANCES
MARCHMAN, and I haven't seen DALE
CRABB yet. He happens to be on his vaca-
tion in Kansas or Oklahoma.

I was carrying on a conversation with
GENE "CASANOVA" WALL and told him
that I was going to write this column. Being
a well-mannered and educated "RIVETER"
he congratulated me, and last, but not
least, asked me to give him a good build-up.

I don't want any of you readers to think

that I get paid for writing this column,
but it is my duty to try to please my friends.

It might be interesting for some of you
girls to know that I'm now introducing none
other than GENE "CASANOVA" WALL,
a handsome, hard-working young man. A
man who is bound to get somewhere (Mis-

souri) . A man who saves his money ($3.00
a week of it) . A young man who does not
indulge in intoxicating beverages. A man
who owns an old automobile—but has no
license or gas coupons. I hope I have given
my friend a good build-up. If any of the

rest of you readers want a little build-up,

just see me.

I don't think that this world would be

complete if we didn't have music, as it is

something that everybody enjoys, but please

. . . don't mention Frank Sinatra to FRANK
DAVES, as he considers him Enemy Num-
ber One. It's O. K. to tell me, Frank, but

don't tell LINA DUNCAN or ALTA GRA-
HAM, as you might turn out to be their

enemy number one.

ED HALL was telling me that EDDIE
BOOTH and his wife, Ruth, visited him a

few days ago. Eddie has gained quite a

few pounds while in the Navy. Incidentally,

he's now the proud father of a 6-months-
old baby girl.

MARIE, I'll not say it in my prayers 'cause

then you couldn't hear it, but I'll write it

so you can read it: Don't forget California,

especially San Diego. Remember, we have
everything in sunny California.
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FROM MATERIAL CONTROL
by EARL VAUGHAN

o

"Off the Record and the Reservation"

Believe it or not, in Material Control we
have a new chief adopting an old Indian
custom. CHIEF "RAIN IN THE FACE" UL-
BERG was recently proudly displaying some
snapshots taken of him carrying his cute
little papoose strapped to his back. Those
enjoying his preview had to look twice to

discover it was Supervisor Ulberg with his

hair down. He was disguised by on Indian
blanket, head-feathers and a few other
Navajo trimmings. However, there is still

doubt about Indians riding bicycles and
carrying papooses in the vicinity of San
Diego city limits—or is it that bad fire-

water? (How about it, Howard?)
The Lost Chord Is Found

Our newly-organized Ryan Trio, com-
posed of BETTY CHRISTENSEN, HAZEL
KLASSEN and our MARGE WEST, found
that Lost Chord and really gave out with
that close harmony during the lunch periods
of June 28. These girls have really got
plenty on the ball, and all the boys agree
that they will go places. Those famed An-
drew Sisters will now have some stiff com-
petition when this trio goes into action in

dive-bombing those blues away. (Congrat-
ulations and good luck, girls.)

Ryan Trio - Bowling Standings as of 7-4-44
PLAYBOYS—Won 12, lost 3. Individual

averages: EDGIL, 140; KELLEY, 158;
BENTLEY, 156; total, 454.
CITY SLICKERS—Won 11, lost 4. Indi-

vidual averages: YOUNG, 151; ATWELL,
145; VAUGHAN, 151; total, 447.
WOLVES—Won 7, lost 8. Individual av-

erages: SMITH, 146; MEEHLING, 135;
HALLEY, 166; total, 447.
LOTHARIOS—Won 0, lost 15. Individual

averages: FARKAS, 132; WRIGHT, 117;
HARDY, 134; total, 383.

The Ryan Trio League is a scratch league
and all team averages were equal at the
beginning. However, due to some of the
boys showing more improvement than others
at times, the averages are now different for

each team. The first three teams are still

evenly matched, and any one of them has
a chance to win the pennant.
Vacationing
RUTH LEEDY, of Manifold Material Con-

trol, has been enjoying the beauties of na-
ture in the Yosemite National Park for

the past three weeks.
MARY CHRISTOPHER, during her two

weeks' leave of absence, has been greatly

missed by her many friends of this depart-
ment. Mary has returned from the state of

Washington after visiting her brother, who
is stationed there with Uncle Sam's Army
Medical Corps. Mary's family is strictly

Army, and are well represented as follows:

The dad of this family is a major in the
Army Medical Corps. The brother in Wash-
ington is with the Army Medical Corps;
a brother overseas in the same branch; a

brother-in-law is an Army staff sergeant
stationed in Utah. Mary's husband
(CHRIS) is working for Ryan in the In-

spection Department. (Glad to see you back,
Mary, and we know that a lot of the
wounded service men will have the Stauch

family to thank for their services rendered
to Uncle Sam's fighting forces. It's even
possible that your family has administered
some of the blood plasma donated by Ryan
employees.

)

Farewells and Goodbyes
BILL GUERIN, who needs no introduction

or any mention made of his many activities

here at Ryan, due to his popularity, is no
longer with us. It was hard for Bill to say
"So long" to all of his friends as he opened
the package containing a hand-made, cus-
tom-built pipe and a dozen packages of his

favorite brand of tobacco given him by this

department. But it was easy for us to say
"It has been a pleasure knowing you, Bill,"

and do come back and see us some time.
Bill has joined in partnership to become an
essential commercial fisherman and realize

his dreams of "forty feet of sail boat and,
ah,

r

wilderness" had come true. So long,

Bill, and good luck, and happy fishing
grounds with lots of tuna and albacore com-
ing your way.
MAXINE CARMAN is another employee

we were all sorry to see leave Ryan. Maxine
was very popular during her year of service
in Material Control, and she will be greatly
missed. A lovely gift of that feminine na-
ture, of which I am no connoisseur and
therefore cannot do it justice by trying to
describe, was presented to Maxine on her
last day at Ryan. The reason for her de-
parture was government orders given to her
husband, requesting his services over yon-
der, and Maxine felt that she should go back
to her home in North Dakota. (Goodbye
and good luck to both Maxine and her hus-
band.)

IRENE WACHTEL, of the night shift, has
also joined our alumni and will be missed,
especially by the writer, as this lady has been
covering the News and Flashes from the
night shift, and has done a swell job. All

of those charts with lines having their ups
and downs on the walls of the Government
Reports Group were prepared by Irene.

By the way, night shifters, how about a
volunteer from your ranks to cover the news
concerning the night owls? This issue of our
column really looks incomplete without your
activities being listed, due to no representa-

tion from the night shift. How about ELIZA-
BETH MITCHELL and BOB CHILDS team-
ing up and giving out with those hot news
flashes?

New Recruits in Our Ranks

The following new employees are greatly

welcomed to our group, and we hope they
will enjoy their stay with us:

E. McCLENNAN, of Inventory Control.

CLAIRE BONARDI, of Second Shift Re-
ports and Statistics.

HARRY BERMAN, of First Shift Follow-

Up.
HELEN BASKA, of Second Shift Steel

Group
C. SWENSON, of Second Shift Special

Assignments.
CARLOS TAYLOR, of Second Shift AN

Parts Group.
DORA KARNEY, of First Shift Govern-

ment Reports and Statistics.
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BOB KERLINGER
(Continued from page 7)

He bade goodby to maintenance
work—having learned more about
it than most pilots ever dream of

—

although the maintenance depart-
ment continued to call him in for

occasional advisory help. As a flight

instructor he began putting in his

days teaching commercial students
to fly. This called for enough hours
in the air daily to satisfy most lovers

of flight, but it wasn't enough for

Bob. He kept on with test-flying

and ferry jobs on the side.

He delivered the first prototypes
of various Ryan planes to Langley
Field and Wright Field, and studied
the NACA flight testing given to

them. He did all the original test

flying of Ryan's first Army trainer,

as well as its earlier S-C metal
cabin job and the YO-51 short-

range observation plane.

In 1939 Kerlinger was made
chief flight instructor for the com-
mercial division of the school, but
even then he continued special test

work. He went to Ottawa to dem-
onstrate Ryan trainers for the
Canadian government. He went to

Randolph Field to take special train-

ing qualifying him to instruct Army
cadets in the Army Air Forces pri-

mary training program which was
then developing. In short, this Ari-

zona boy who had wanted an active

and varied life was getting just

that.

When war was declared in 1941
the Ryan School's commercial train-

ing activities were all suspended
and the school began devoting all

its facilities to Army primary train-

ing. And Bob Kerlinger was in

charge of the whole staff of flight

instructors at San Diego.

The hardest job of his life came
in 1942, when Ryan opened its

second Army base, at Tucson. The
San Diego activities had to be
transferred to the new, half-finished

Arizona school in the space of one
week-end (to comply with govern-

ment emergency regulations exclud-
ing all flight training from the

coastal "combat zone"). Kerlinger

had to get the flight program rolling

against odds of phenomenal heat,

windstorms, dust and other com-
plications such as lack of hangars
for the planes and lack of water for

the cadets and instructors. Every-

one at Ryan's school in Arizona
will testify to the successful job

Kerlinger did on the back-breaking
task he undertook at Tucson.



Smoke From

A Test Tube
by Sally and Sue

Take advantage of all your opportuni-

ties, we've always been told, so now all the

Laboratory stenographers are thinking se-

riously of taking lessons in shorthand from

our ace Jack-of-AII-Trades, KEITH WHIT-
COMB. His talent was exposed recently

when he asked for a label, submitting the

following information, which was to be

typed on it:

"S P S

DNS
A IN T"

Transcribed, that means:

"Silver Plating Solution

Do Not Shake
Anode in Top!"

Who's the young gentleman who has the

Laboratory stenographers in stitches every

time he makes an appearance? Who shouts

with feeling in his voice that "Either that

door has to go or I do!" every time he

makes an entrance? It's MORRIS ACKER-
MAN of Engineering, of course, and we
think he's tops. In just a few days he'll

be leaving us to join the service, and so

there's just time left to have him sign a

pledge with blood from his finger (the lit-

tle one) that he will faithfully write us

and keep us informed. We'll miss him lots.

We had a visit from a very handsome
soldier a week or so ago. DAVE ADAMS,
formerly metallurgist working with "HUB"
HUBBELL, came to see us all the way from

Camp Livingston in Louisiana. Naturally,

it was just a coincidence that his family

and friends are in San Diego, too. Dave
really looks fine, and the girls noticed that

his eyelashes are still long and curly and
told him so, too (sigh, sigh.) We had
cake to celebrate, so we think Dave will

come again on his next furlough!

Congratulations to all those people who
came out with a nice, fat War Bond in the

recent Fifth War Loan contest. Sorry we
don't know them all personally to tell them
how nice we think it is, but we do know one
of our smiling mailmen "boys" who won
a bond, J. S. "VAUGHN. We really could

not wait to rejoice with him, and we know
how very proud his boy in the service will

be when he hears the good news about

his Dad!

Someone else we are going to miss a lot

is MARY ANN TOUFF, who left for her

home in Cincinnati. We enjoyed so much
a most delicious box of "coffee toffee,"

which she sent the Gang from "Cincee"

—

it really disappeared in double quick time.

Thanks a lot. The Chem Department really

isn't the same without MARY ANN cook-
ing something to waft over the partition and
under our nostrils, things so potent we
never could explain the why or wherefore

of them. Good cooking wherever you land,

Mary Ann!

Before MARTIN "MARTY" CHUDNOFF
left to join the Army, we all gathered

'round and extended our right hand to him.

'Twill never be the same without our wise-

cracking Marty; we knew it before he left

and we know it now that he is gone. SUE
stayed up until the wee sma' hours the

night before and turned out a most won-
derful batch of "Susie's Sinkers" (dough-
nuts to you), which we devoured before we
said our final goodbyes. Wish we could

think of a good excuse to have Sue do it

again.

That hole in the front door to the Lab-
oratory, located about 6'2" from the floor,

isn't a peek-hole, but was put there espe-

cially for SLIM COATS' nose. Every time

he pays us one of those enlightening visits,

he comes in writhing in agony 'cause there

isn't enough room for our door and his

nose, too. So, if you also hit that 6'2"
mark, you may take advantage of it as

well as Slim. We hope he appreciates all

the trouble it took to get the carpenter

shop to comply with our request, not to men-
tion the legitimate reason we had to dig

up for such a thing.

Material: ???

Vendor: Dewey Corporation

Test requested: Determine material.

Results of tests: Careful examination of

the material shows that it is probably an
epithelial residue from a rare breed of

monkey ( Deweydickensis) , which had been
excessively exposed to ultra-violet light.

Hardness indicated that it is in the heat

treated condition. A tensile test will re-

quire a sample at least 10" square.

Tested by: K. R. WHITCOMB.

That oughta teach Dewey not to get sun-

burned on Sunday and then try to stymie

the Lab with a hunk of his hide on Mon-
day. We showed 'em!
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Flashes From Fuselage
by Bettie Murren

The Flashes from Fuselage are almost a

fire this time as our Department has under-

gone some radical changes. I'm almost to

the point that when I meet anyone in the

Department I say "Hello and Goodbye."
Then I'm sure of giving out with the cor-

rect salutation.

First, GLENN JOHNSON is back with JOE
JOHNSON as his assistant in Experimental.

We had PAUL WEELAND for a few days

and our former Leadman, MOOSE SI RA-
TON, replaced S. V. OLESON as Night Fore-

man. Olie went to Experimental, too, as

Night Foreman and took practically all of

his night crew from Fuselage. Now Moose
is Acting Foreman on First Shift, and we
welcome him and offer our congratulations.

WALLY PEDEGO took Moose's place as

Leadman. By the way, their pictures are

in this issue.

Now for our losses: LEONARD MONSON
and MILAN BRAUCH from the First Shift.

Yes, they went to Experimental, too. We
exchanged on one of them, however. TOM-
MY GARRETT came back to take Leonard's
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place, but looks like his time is short as

he has received a letter with Greetings as

the salutation.

We want to extend a welcome to our

transfers, new employees and three re-hires,

namely, M. KLEVE, L. LEDLOW, G. Mc-
HENRY, D. BRAMBLE and R. WISE. Re-
hires: R. MAKINSON, R. LEMON and D.

WILLIAMS. New employees: BILL DAW-
SON, MABEL PIERCE, HELEN McALONEY,
ELY HANCOCK, BILL McDONALD, DON-
NA STOKER, the two ROPER sisters, JUDY
and PAT, and SARINE VanDERMARK. I

think Sarine will remember her first days

as she was one of the five winners in the

Bond Drive.

Speaking of the Bond Drive, our depart-

ment only reached 71 % of our quota, but

about 92% of our people bought EXTRA
bonds, and that made us feel a little bet-

ter.

We are bidding farewell to two of our

girls, MARGUERITE SULLIVAN and LOIS
HESS. Marguerite's husband has left for

overseas and she feels she wants to return

to her home in Tennessee. We hate to see

her go as she has been here over a year

and was well liked by all of her fellow work-
ers. She was presented a beautiful com-
pact by her friends, along with the wish of

success and happiness. Lois is going to

New York to join her husband, who is in

the Navy and was transferred there. She

has been a Ryanite for a year and a quar-

ter, and we hate to see her go. The de-

partment wishes her all the luck in the

world. She was presented a black patent

bag and satin slip as a going-away gift.

We also lost one of our boys, ROLAND
JONES. He has joined the Army Air Forces.

Jonesy, as he is known to us, is just another

one of those typical American Boys march-
ing off to war with a grin and a wisecrack,

but underneath they have a wide streak

of sentimentality and patriotism (which be-

ing typical boys they try to hide), but

through it all they have a core of steel.

I guess that's what makes our boys the

best boys in the world and also the best

fighting men. We wish him all of the

best and Godspeed on his return home.
And to his Mother— I feel that I should

make mention of the fact that Jonesy is

her only son and head of the house since

his Father has been returned from overseas

to the Naval Hospital at Long Beach with

one leg amputated— well, my admiration

for her is pretty big.

We hear that ETHEL WOODARD is re-

cuperating from her operation in nice shape

and we hope she will soon be back and
feeling much better.

"Peewee" RICHARDSON is back again

after her siege with pneumonia.

VIOLA DRISCOLL and IRENE ROUDE-
BUSH spent the week-end in Los Angeles.

They shopped, had breakfast at Sardi's and
shopped some more, lunched, and shopped
some more. In other words, to make a long

story short, they came home with two very

depleted purses. But trust the ingenuity

of a woman, they knew their lack of sales

resistance, so they left before they got

their checks and on their return they had
a refill.

JIMMY BRYAN of this department has

a record of 18 months without being either

absent or tardy.

MADELINE AKIN just returned from

Albuquerque, N. M., where she was visit-

ing her sister. She had a grand time in

spite of the heat.
BETTIE MURREN.
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Digs From Jigs

by Art and Pete

Looks like news is going to be scarce

this time. All the important events have
passed, but we will do our best to make it

interesting.

Wasn't that a swell race we had in the

Bond drive? Too bad we couldn't have won
it, but we certainly gave the Manila Maul-
ers a good race. We lost by a small per-

centage—about 1 Vz percent. We are very

happy we were well over 100%.
JEWEL WHITELEY is back from a nice

vacation trip. He tells us he was deep in the

heart of Texas.

Mr. and Mrs. GLENN GRIMES announce
an addition to their family. On June 25th a

fine boy was born to them. He has nice red

hair and a lusty voice. His name is Dennis

Clifton. Mr. and Mrs. Grimes also have

three fine girls. Dennis should have some
good care. We congratulate you.

We are happy to greet our newcomer; to

the department: O. F. BALLARD, J. E.

DOWD, BEN STILLEY and FRED HOFFER-
BER. Mr. Ballard came to us from Rohr,

Mr. Dowd was formerly a real estate agent,

and Mr. Stilley and Mr. Hofferber came
from Portland, Oregon. Hofferber, incident-

ally is a brother-in-law to PETE HAY-
WORTH.

Bowling News: At the present time Jigs

and Fixtures has won 24 and lost 8. This

puts us in second place in the standings.
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HEW LEnoniEn
Sydney T. Anderson has been appointed

badman in Sheet Metal Cutting and
Routing on second shift.

John O. Burke, newly-appointed lead-

man in Wing Assembly on first shift.

Rupert D. Castleberry is new leadman
in Manifold Pre Jig on the first shift.

W. Childress has been appointed lead-

man in Wing Assembly on second shift.

V. M. Ladroot, newly-appointed lead-

man in Manifold Assembly.

E. McPherson is the new leadman in

Wing Assembly assigned to Experi-

mental on first shift.

W. E. Montgomery has been appointed

leadman in Manifold Assembly on the

second shift.

Wallace R. Pedego, newly-appointed

leadman in Fuselage on the first shift.

George W. Sayre is the new leadman
in Manifold Small Parts on third shift.

R. C. Steddom, newly-appointed lead-

man in Manifold Pre Jig on first shift.

G. W. van den Akker has been ap-
pointed leadman in Final Assembly.

R. L. Walker is the new leadman in

Wing Assembly on second shift, as-

signed to Experimental.

Ruth G. Wilkinson has been appointed

leadman in Manifold Small Parts.

Wilbur D. Wimmer, newly-appointed
leadman in Manifold Pre Jig on the

second shift.

Tool Room is still battling, with 19 wins and
1 3 losses, placing them in eighth place.

"WHITEY" FRASIER sure did feel badly

on the Fourth of July. All he could think and
talk about was those good old-fashioned

celebrations we used to have. He wanted to

get out and really celebrate. Well, Whitey,
let's hold out a little longer, and when this

is over, we will do those things that all true

RICHARD HAACK is spending his sum-
mer vacation with us again this year. Glad

Seen at the Horse Show: W. W. DANY-
LUK and family, A. H. EGGERT and wife,

ART BEHM and family.

FRED HOFFERBER was injured July 6th

by a dowel pin. At the present time he is

in the hospital. We hope he will be back
with us soon. The flu had JEWEL KOLB in

bed last week. We're happy to see him back
again.



MORE ABOUT

CONTRACT
ADMINISTRATION

(Continued from page 3)

ence to go on, it becomes a much more

difficult task. During the course of a con-

tract the selected list of spares is carefully

gone over and revamped by the Army or

Navy Provisioning Team, which comes to

the plant direct from Washington, D. C.

The maintenance and line operation of

airplanes assigned here by the Navy are

also a function of the Airplane Service De-

partment. These operations are carried on

across the field in the Flight and Service

hangar, where the Airplane Service head-

quarters are also located. In the course

of this work personnel of the Service depart-

ment encounter many of the problems which

are peculiar to the airplanes on which they

are working. "Good experience," says Ray.

In the last issue the work which our

Washington and Dayton representatives,

Jack Wiseman and Hugh Waldman, accom-
plish in cutting red tape on contract nego-

tiations was discussed. In order that some-
one here in the home plant will be familiar

with everything these two men are working

on, Ferd Johnson, staff assistant to Con-
tract Administrator Walter Locke, is a walk-

ing encyclopedia concerning the correspond-

ence between these two men and the home
plant. Other departments, with few excep-

tions, which have matters requiring assist-

ance from either Wiseman or Waldman must
route this information through Johnson so

that he is familiar with the projects these

two men are working on and can intelli-

gently answer questions which may arise.

Johnson also acts as a coordinator

on purchases of Defense Plant Corpora-

tion equipment. This equipment is used

by the Company but is wholly owned
by the Federal government. Suppose for

instance loft reproduction asks for a new
light table. Johnson must check to find

out from them why the equipment they

have is not satisfactory and to what
use the new equipment is going to be

put so that this information can be

used as the basis for an application.

This same procedure must be followed for

new equipment throughout the company.
Once the need has been verified, an appli-

cation for the equipment is sent to the

Bureau of Aeronautics for approval. Getting

requests approved and equipment ordered

and delivered is a long procedure and for

that reason machinery and equipment needs

are anticipated and often ordered many
months before they are actually needed.

These requests for equipment must have

the approval of the Navy here at Ryan,
must be approved by the Bureau of Aero-
nautics in Washington and then must be

passed along to Defense Plant Corporation,

which authorizes the purchase. If in the

interim, needs have changed and a devia-

tion from the original request must be made
on some particular machine or other piece

of equipment, the whole process may have
to be repeated. Once the application has

been approved, the way is clear to make
requisition for the individual items as need
arises. Johnson helps gather the facts and
data together for the clearance of these

requisitions through the local Navy and
D.P.C. representatives for purchase. In ad-

dition, he keeps close tab to be sure that

purchases are kept within the limits of the

D.P.C. appropriation. When new construc-

tion is needed and is to be put up under

the Emergency Plant Facilities Contract, the

buildings being financed by the company
but eventually owned by the government,

Johnson collaborates with Plant Engineering

in preparing applications for approval.

These must be approved by both the Bu-

reau of Aeronautics and the Bureau of

Yards and Docks.

Many times Johnson is able to expedite

requisitions by making personal trips to the

office of the Bureau of Aeronautics General

Representative and other government offices

in Los Angeles. If questions arise he is

right there to answer them without resort-

ing to delaying correspondence. "Besides,"

Johnson says, "if I can personally explain

why we need an item in a hurry, it's much
more convincing than when stated on a

sheet of white paper."

Harold Schriver, also staff assistant and
an old-timer in the department, is a co-

ordinator between the different branches

of the Contract Administration department.
Asked for a definition of the term "coordi-

nator," Harold explained that a "coordi-

nator is a man who brings organized chaos

out of regimented confusion." Having been
one of the original nucleus of the depart-

ment, Schriver has had an opportunity to

become familiar with the duties of all the

departments as they grew. Copies of all

departmental outgoing correspondence other

than that to Wiseman and Waldman clear

over his desk, where he checks to insure

that no company policies are being jeopar-

dized. This also is a means of keeping him
informed of the activities of the various

branches. About 50 percent of all corre-

spondence from the Navy comes to his desk

for distribution to the proper parties.

"The volume of paper work required be-

tween the Contractor and the Bureau of

Aeronautics on current contracts is amaz-
ing, and may be likened to the lifeblood

of the organization—directives, instructions,

technical data, engineering design informa-
tion, contract negotiations, must all flow

into the various departments in a continu-

ous and orderly manner," Schriver states,

"and it is both desirable and necessary that

all incoming and outgoing correspondence
between the Navy and Ryan be tunneled

through the Contract Administration De-
partment so that proper coordination of ef-

fort between the customer and Ryan may
be assured." If the flow of paper work
were to suddenly cease, many departments
would not be able to function at all and
others would be in a state of utter confu-

sion. Contrary to popular opinion, the pa-

per work involved in airplane contracts is

a very important part of our activities and,

like lifeblood, must be kept flowing with-

out interruption.

Along with his other duties of helping to

coordinate activities within the department,
Schriver is a small personnel department all

wrapped into one. His efforts in this field

supplement the work of the Industrial Re-
lations Department as far as workers in the

Contract Administration group are con-
cerned. He goes over qualifications of

prospective employees and then turns over

the application to the applicant's immediate
superior. When the new employee is hired,

Harold takes care of seeing that proper in-

troductions are made and that the em-
ployee gets off to a good start. He ar-

ranges for all vacations and leaves of ab-
sence. When 1 6-week review periods roll

around, he consults with each employee's
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supervisor to obtain progress and develop-

ment reports. If the employee is ill, Schriver

checks to see that his interests are taken
care of and arranges for a substitute on the

job.

"Much of my daily effort is expended in

helping keep the wheels of progress turn-

ing smoothly," Harold explains, "sometimes
putting on a little pressure here, using a

little diplomacy there and in some cases

just mentioning that such and such a job

is to be finished." Harold many times

serves as the ambassador for the Contract

Administrator in gathering departmental in-

formation and keeps himself currently in-

formed of many of the details with which
Contract Administration is involved. It's a

very interesting existence and "there's never

a dull moment," says Harold.

&

Downtown Frame-Up
by Mildred Murphy

First of all, I want to mention that the

other day I received a letter from GARY
ADAMS, who formerly was Personnel Man-
ager for our organization. I know there

are a lot of you who will be interested to

know he's Industrial Relations Director for

the Des Moines Division of Solar Aircraft.

From his letter it's easy to gather that he

likes his job very much. However, the

change in position, climate, etc., hasn't

changed Mr. Adams—remember those puns

we used to put up with constantly? Here
are a couple that slipped into his letter:

"In these days of flag waving, etc., even

animals and worms get patriotic— I know of

a worm that went into the apple core! I

also understand that WPB has released suf-

ficient material to manufacture 2,000,000
flatirons, which I presume is for a pressing

need."

Sounds like he's up to par. And even
with items like the above, it was very nice

to hear from him.

EARL KNOTT has been on vacation for

two weeks—stopped in to see us and—well,

all I can say is that Mrs. Knott had better

keep her eye en him. He was handsome
before, but now with a beautiful bronze and
a carefree, play-boy attitude—oh, my!

THELMA ALWIN has been on vacation

the past three weeks—spent it at her home
in Fayetteville, Ark. Wonder if in three

weeks she's gotten out of the habit of

wearing shoes?

MILDRED BRUNETTE is in a turmoil

these days. She's waiting for Uncle Sam
to set the date for her wedding—can any-
one imagine a sweeter bride?—and does

anyone know where she can buy an electric

iron? (This IS for a pressing need.)

MR. SAYE has been dieting — for his

health—and, incidentally, has lost part of

his figure. Now he's beginning to have
clothes trouble. However, I guess it doesn't

make any difference what shape he's in as

long as he feels better.

We celebrated GLADYS McLEES' birth-

day by all of our group having lunch to-

gether at noon. She received a lot of nice

gifts and we all had a good time.

We've had a whole month's good enter-

tainment at the Plaza during this Fifth

Bond Drive and we understand there have

been several good programs at the Plant

—

hope they served the purpose for which

they were intended—did YOU buy on extra

bond?



The Show Goes On

Balmy summer days are at last here and
everyone is planning something wonderful
. . .take for example the dinner the Tabu-
lating girls had a few weeks ago. . . FAYE
PERRYMAN has a cute place out in Crown
Point. . .the girls pooled their points and
cooked steaks on the outdoor grill. . .They
also had corn on the cob, baked potatoes,

mixed green salad, olives and all the trim-
mings. Guests included were: ELIZABETH
GIMBER. . .BETTY SELLAR . . .DALE REY-
NOLDS. . .DOROTHY MULREE . . . ROSE
SKINNER . . . JANET McGUIRE ... and
DOROTHY POGGEMEYER. . .

DALE REYNOLDS arrived back from Ar-
kansas just in time for the dinner. It seems
a certain sailor at the Training Station was
the attraction. . .Another dinner party was
held at PHYLLIS CREEL'S home ... From
the Accounts Receivable girls' description,

it must be a dream. Phil had a delicious

meat loaf with potato salad, deviled eggs,
luscious hot bran muffins. Oh! we're get-

ting hungry! Guests included ETHEL RUT-
TER, EILEEN ELROD, GENNY HUTTON,
EVELYN SNOW, JEAN WRIGHT and Phil's

sister KATHERINE. After dinner the girls

played the ouija board. . .must make good
gossip!

General Accounting is a rapidly growing
department. Last issue we introduced two.

new members, and now we find GENEVIEVE
GENTRY in our midst. "Vieve" has a dar-
ling nine-month daughter; she and soldier

daddy are quite proud of her. . .We hope
BILL HOFFMAN gets good use out of the

cute little apron that EILEEN ELROD made
for him. . .THAT MAN SHERMAN is in the
headlines again. He smoked us out of the
office the other day with hi-s fancy Turkish
cigarettes. He even had to open the win-
dow! Smelled like a rubber company! Se-
riously, though, Sherm really needs some-
one to watch over him. He just can't seem
to remember where he last hung his coat. . .

GERTRUDE MASON transferred from Ma-
terial Control to Timekeeping on Swing. . .

JOEL CULLIVER also came into Timekeep-
ing from Outside Production . . . MARIE
METZ is a newcomer to Ryan. Marie is

formerly from Massachusetts.
FRED DUNN never suspected that SAM

BREDER was calling him on a wild goose
chase last week. . .really it was to get the

whole Accounting Department assembled so

they could sing Happy Birthday and present
Fred with a huge cake when he finally re-

turned. Was he surprised? Congratula-
tions to you, Fred, and many more birthdays.

Farewells were said to CLAIR GOODRICH
and DOROTHY HAAG, both of Inventory.

Dorothy went inland for her health. . . AL-
DEAN SCHULZ'S mother and sister are vis-

iting her from Michigan. . .Congratulations
to our fellow workers who have won their

year pins, NANCY O'NEAL, LOUISE DA-
VIS and VIRGINIA WILLIAA/\S ... HELEN
BOND returned after a month leave to re-

sume her duties as MR. MILLER'S secretary
in Accounts Payable .. .WILLIAM HETRIC
spent a happy birthday on the 3rd. Found
out that I am one day older than he. . .Wel-
come to TRUDY McCARTHY, who has re-
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The chcrus, Bob Follette and his

accordion, Ruth Nelson at the micro-

phone, and Grace Burns and beni

Marquez in their comedy skit.

music, Comedy, and Dancing an the Program
Music, comedy and specialty acts will

be featured in the Ryan all-star talent show
to be presented in the Russ Auditorium Sat-

urday evening, August 26, and Sunday even-
ing, August 27.

Progress is being made in the rehearsals

at 1 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday for the

second shift, and at 7 p.m. Tuesday and
Friday for the first and third shifts, at the

Ratliff Dancing Academy, 1106 Broadway,

under the expert direction of Eula Hoff.

One of the highlights of the show will

be the appearance of an all-girls' orches-

tra, directed by Al Polhamus. The Ryan
Choral Group, organized by Russ Nordlund
and directed by El Berry, also is to have a

prominent part in the revue.

The revue is open not only to Ryan em-
ployees, but to all members of their fami-
lies as well.

cently joined us. Trudy's hubby is a D. I.

at the Marine Base. . Hope he doesn't meet
up with my hubby, who finally went in and
is stationed here at the Base!. . .VIRGINIA
PATTON is new on Swing; hubby is in the

Navy. They have a 14-month-old son.

Mom works at the Red Cross Blood Bank.
Last week she came home and told us about
the some 300 Marines who came in from
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Miramar to donate blood. Are our boys do-
ing everything?—both fighting and donat-
ing blood. What is the matter with the

rest of us, the civilians who are not sacri-

ficing their lives?. . . It is a lot easier for us

to give our blood than those boys who need
theirs for strength for our defense . . . PLEASE
heed the urgent need. DONATE YOUR
BLOOD TODAY!



Here are a couple of shots taken at a recent night

Softball game in which the Ryan All-Stars defeated

the Stockton Toltecs 4 to 1 . Seated on the bench are,

left to light, Johnny Reese, Ralph Giffin, Newell Carl-

ton, Leonard Olson and Speedy Cole. Kneeling in front

is Bill Reese. Inset shows Johnny Reese, catcher.

The Score Board
The second half of the Son Diego County

Sunday Baseball League got under way at

Golden Hill on May 25th with Ryan All-

Stars defeating CVAC Home Plant by a

score of 20 to 4. This was a fair ball game
for five innings. CVAC was leading 1 -0

when Jack Marlett, Art Billings and John

Carre: all singled and Jack Houshman
cleared the ba.es with a home run over the

right field wall. This boy hit two over the

fence in this contest and looks at present to

be the best young ball player developed in

San Diego County since Ted Williams.

Art Billings, Jr., had a field day in his

last game prior to reporting to the Army at

University of Montana for training in the

A- 1 2 program by getting a triple, a double

and a single.

On Sunday, June 2, the Club defeated the

14th Fighter Command by a score of 3-0 at

University Heights Playground. Jack Billings

pitched this one for Ryan, giving up two

hits and John Carres and Henry Savine

doing the hitting.

The club has won 1 2 and lost 2 out of the

last 14 games, and the credit for this must

be given to the Marlett brothers, Erv and

Jack, of the Manifold Department. Both

of these boys provide plenty of strength at

short and second, and Jack holds the all-

time record of never having missed a game
in 3 Vi years of continuous Sunday base-

ball.

Both boys are high-class athletes and

capable of playing in any Class AA league.

I guess that is about all the baseball for

this time, but try and be with us when we
play Charlie Wenslof's Consolidated Club,

and be assured this will be a real contest.

Ryan Hll-Stars

Girls Softball

Seventeen girls on the day shift have

signed up for the Ryan girls' Softball club,

which held its first workout recently on the

Horace Mann school diamond. Dean Hoff-

man is the manager.

Many departments are represented on
the roster, which includes Louise Taylor of

Manifold, Ruth Verret of Manifold Small

Parts, Connie Davis of Finishing, Virginia

Heffner of Inspection, Zueletta Lawrence
of Hydro Press, O. C. Kernes of Fuselage,

Goldie Hartsell of the Ryan School (Mani-
fold Group) , Catherine Sage of Tooling, lone

Walters of Tooling, Lucille Martin of Tool

Crib, Betty Sharitz of Manifold Small Parts,

Christine Statler of Final Assembly, Elberta

Eisenberger of Manifold Small Parts, Helen
Schwenecker of Experimental, Virgie Gomes
of Final Assembly, Margaret Kleve of Fuse-

lage and Eva Eggleston of the Ryan School

(Manifold Group) .

Other girls interested should leave their

names with Employee Service.

Rallying in the ninth inning for three

runs, Newell Carlton's Ryan All-Stars de-

feated the Stockton Toltecs, 4 to 1, in the

feature game of the A Softball league

Wednesday evening, July 5, on the Stock-

ton diamond.

Pitcher "Speedy" Cole of Ryan was in his

best form of the season, and yielded only

two hits. The game developed into a mound
duel, the Toltecs' hurler giving up only

three bingles. Terry Kell, L. D. Curtis and
Bill Reese crossed the plate for the All-

Stars in their ninth-inning splurge.

Other teams the Ryan club has defeated

are the Fire Department and the Convair

250, and a protest is pending with the Con-
vair A's. At press time for the Flying Re-

porter, the All-Stars still had the Eagles and

Langley Corporation on their schedule.

The Ryan lineup includes "Speedy" Cole,

pitcher; John Reese, catcher; Lew Dunfee,

first base; Eddie Herrin, second base; Terry

Kell, shortstop; L. D. Curtis, third base; Bill

Reese, left field; Sam Gilbert, center field,

and Jack Howard, right field. Bill Reese

is leading the team in hitting with a .314

average.

m?m

Archery

Recreational Director, W. Paul Wright

Capturing three firsts and two seconds,

Frank Eicholtz of Ryan, president of the

San Diego Field Archers Association, won
the lion's share of honors in a special shoot

sponsored by the Los Angeles Bowman
Hunters Sunday, June 25, in Los Angeles.

Eicholtz, in winning broadhead flight, set

a world's record of 273 yards, 2 feet. He
also won the broadhead target round and

the full turn shoot, and placed second in

the bounce shoot and aggregate score.

He competed against well-known archers,

including Ken Moore, National field cham-
pion in '42 and '43.

Second Shift Softball

Since the lost issue, the Nitehawks have

played four games, winning two and losing

two. The worst part of it all was that the

two losses were league games. In both

games, the Nitehawks held the lead until

the final inning, only to lose out.

In the first league game, they were lead-

ing 4-2 when the Consolidated "Nite

Bombers" rallied for 5 runs and 4 hits, an

error and a walk in the first half of the

seventh. The Nitehawks came back with a

run in their half on two walks and and a

hit, thereby losing 7-5.

In the other league game they were again

in the lead 5-4 going into the final inning,

only to have the Convair "Metal Bench"

team come through with a 7-run uprising.

In the non-league games, the Nitehawks

defeated the Consolidated "Masons" 8-1

and the Convair "Metal Bench" team 7-4.

CHUCK CARLSON.
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Bowling
Saturday night, July 29, 1944, will be

Ryan night at the Tower Bowl. Ryan bowlers
will take over twenty-eight lanes in the

San Diego Journal War Bond Head Pin

Tournament.

Over $4,000 in war bonds will be offered
in prizes. First prize will be a $1,000 war
bond donated by the Tower Bowl. "Bracket"
prizes and "grand" prizes will be allotted

so that a low-average bowler will have the

same chance as a high-average bowler.

On Ryan night, five $25 war bonds will

be given as special prizes over and above
the "bracket" prizes and "grand" prizes.

$25 war bonds will be awarded the three
high men bowlers and the two high women
bowlers.

Here's what you'll do: You will bowl for

an individual total. Team scores will not be
considered. You will alternate alleys the

same as you do in regular tournament play.

You will bowl three games of twelve frames
each. You are allowed only one ball each
frame and you must knock down the head
pin with the ball or your score for that frame
will be 0. The best score you can make in

one game is 1 20.

Entrance fee and cost of bowling is $1 .75,

which must be paid in advance. Please se-

cure entrance blanks from Paul Wright in

the Personnel department. All entries must
be in by 4 p.m. Wednesday, July 26, 1944.
Alley assignments will be posted on the
Tower Bowl bulletin board July 29, 1944.
Play will begin at 8:00 p.m. sharp.

Get your entry in early, as the number
of bowlers is limited to 140. Swing shift

bowlers will bowl at 10:00 a.m. on the same
date. M. M. CLANCY.

Three games out in front, the Contract
Engineers are setting a steady pace in the

Ryan Summer Bowling League, with 27
wins against only 5 losses.

In the eighth week of competition at the
Tower Bowl, Jigs & Fixtures scored the high
team game of 816 and Woodshop the high
team series of 2321 pins. Cass rolled a 210
for high individual game and Wolsten-
croft's 539 was high individual series.

In the preceding week, the Laboratory
keglers rolled the high team game of 874
and also the high team series of 2475
pins. Ed Sly had a sizzling 233 for the
high individual game and K. Solheim's 572
was high individual series of the evening.

The standings:

Won Lost

Contract Engineering 27 5
Jigs & Fixtures 24 8

Woodshop 22 10
Tail Winds 22 10
Shipping 21 11

Pin Topplers 20 12
Experimental 20 12
Tool Room 19 13

Putt Putts 18 14
Plant Engineers 18 14
Pin Savers 18 14
Laboratory 18 14
Maintenance 14 18
Production Control 13 19
Macs 11 21

Low I. Q 10 22
Flight Test 9 23
Live Five 6 26
Shipperettes 6 26
Manifold Engineers 3 29

It's just a friendly argument, say these Production Control bowlers. Left to right they
are J. Edgil, Earl Vaughan, B. Young and R. S. Smith. In the extreme left beck is

J. Atwell.

Among the bowling teams who send the bolls rolling down the alleys ot Tower Bowl
every Thursday night are these three teams. The top picture shows the Macs and the
Jigs and Fixtures teams, while the bottom picture shows the Shipperettes. At top, left

to right, first row, Peters, Jury and Stilley. Standing, Hall, Danyluk, Grahm, Hayworth,
Rice and Behm. The Shipperettes are Gene Talbot, Leigh MacDonald, Jean Anderson,
Ernestine Lawson, and June Leeper.
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THE HORSE SHOW
(Continued from page 1 )

R. Getchell, Floyd Hill and Gloria

Demers.

Dave Bracken, of Quality Con-
trol, and Andy McReynolds, of En-

gineering, enlivened the show as

comedians, Bracken clad as a pho-
tographer and McReynolds as a

sheriff. They were trailed around
the ring by a goat in going through
their many antics.

One of the feature attractions

of the afternoon program was the
"musical chairs." Barrels were
placed in a circle, and the con-
testants rode around them while

the music played. When the music
stopped, they unmounted and sat

on the barrels. One barrel was re-

moved each time until only one re-

mained for two riders. Sonny Han-
son won the event. Mac McHugh
was second and Jack Dennis third.

In the opening event, for novice
jumpers, Ralph Walker placed first

and second with two horses, and
Anne Phenister was third. Carl
Helm won the stake race in 15
seconds, followed by Charles Pro-

vence and Dave Oliphant. In the

open class for jumps, W. J. Hanro-
han was first, Bob Rice second and
Cornelius Butler third.

In the handy horse event, con-
testants were forced to ride over
three obstacles, lead their horse
into a trailer, back it out, and then
raise the left front and rear hoofs
of the horse. Jim Harrington com-
pleted the task in 25 seconds.
Frank Hammerer was second and H.
Christiansen third.

For the costume race, old clothes
were placed in piles at the south
end of the ring. Contestants rode
the length of the ring, donned the
clothes and then rode back. Floyd
Hill won. Larry Anderson was sec-
ond and Carl Helm third.

In the western pleasure, with a
walk, trot and canter, Chet Lewis
was first, Wilber Denney second and
Art Lathrop third. In the bending
race, which consisted of riding in

and out of barrels, Joe Ruski won,
followed by Jim Harrington and
Fred Pope.

Bill Graham's entry was judged
the best stallion in hand. James
Harrington received a second and
Ellis Cline a third. For colts, under
one year of age, Mrs. A. Fakker's
entry led the field, followed by the
Torgerson-Walker entry, and Bob-

bie Dorman, Ellis Cline and Walter
Church.

The dark horse event, a bareback
egg race, was won by Bert Marshall,
who received a saddle blanket.

Larry Anderson, second, received a
horse blanket. Chet Lewis and
Dianne Kier, third and fourth, were
awarded stable kits.

Kids' events opened the show in

the morning, with Eva Marie Cooper
and Ken Roberts two of the fea-
tured performers. Miss Cooper won
the western pleasure class, followed
by Lynn Evenson and John Evenson.

Natalie Griffen placed first in

the three-gaited saddle horses di-

vision. Bobbie Dorman was second
and Miss Cooper third. In the bend-
ing race, Guy Kyler, Jr., won, fol-

lowed by Anne Phenister and Don
Kyler. Young Roberts brought his

horse all the way from Escondido to

win the musical chairs event. Miss
Cooper was second and Pat Fewel
third.

Jack Schrade was presented a
trophy for announcing the show.
The public address system was fur-

nished through the courtesy of

Walter Church. Judges were Bob
Bradley, English; Jim Bunnell,
Western; and Bill Odom, cowboys.
Other show officials were Al Gee,
chairman; Bill Wilken, ringmaster;
Frank Gray, assistant ringmaster;
G. R. Bills, entries; Slim Coats and
M. M. Clancy, chief timers; Paul
Wright, trophies and ribbons;

Eilene Gee, Betty Patton and Marie
Bostick, post entries.

Bonnie Metcalf, Queen of the Horse
Show, and T. Claude Ryan as they rode
together during the Grand Entry.
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Ryan-Solar Dance
To the rhythm of Bill Hilton's ten-piece

orchestra, employees of Ryan and Solar are
to dance tonight (Friday, July 21) from
8:30 until 12 o'clock at the clubhouse, Front
and Ash Streets.

It is the second of a series of three dances
planned by the two aircraft companies. A
"hard times" theme will prevail tonight,

when a larger crowd is expected than the
one that turned out for the June 23 affair.

The third dance is to be held Friday even-
ing, August 1 8.

A floor show is being arranged by "Tub-
by" Dawson for the dance tonight. Tickets
may be obtained from Employee Service or

at the door tonight.

Tennis
Finals in the annual Industrial Tennis

Tournament for Ryan, Consolidated, Rohr
and Solar netters are to be conducted Sun-
day, July 23, on the North Park courts.

When the tournament opened July 16,
Ryan had the following entries:

Men's singles—Carmack Berryman, win-
ner of the annual Ryan tournament; How-
ard Smith, Don Wasser and Bill Baldwin.
Women's Singles—Mary Angius, Martha

Jones, Marie Louden and Hulda Free.

Men's doubles—Berryman of Ryan and
Bill Bond of Consolidated; Smith (Ryan)
and R. C. Zinser (Consolidated); Wasser
(Ryan) and Baldwin (Ryan).

Dubbs and Putts
There are only five weeks left to com-

plete this big 72-hole golf tournament. To
refresh your memory, two rounds are to be
played at La Jolla, one round at Emerald
Hills and one round at La Mesa. War Bonds
and War Stamps will be given as prizes for

the lucky winners.

Don't forget—all scores must be turned
in to Paul Wright by September 4th.

&

Drop Hammer News
by Nozzle-Rack

First, we would like to greet three new-
comers. LARRY MORROW, a drop hammer
operator, is already doing fine work, and
brother, do I ever envy those muscles!

ESSIE BULLARD and LEONARD ASH have
started in planishing and drop hammer, re-

spectively, and have adapted themselves

to their new work very quickly.

The planishing gang celebrated the

Fourth by being on the job and holding

a party at the lunch period. There were 1 3

present, but by the looks of the happy ex-

pressions and luscious food, I don't believe

bad luck could have crashed that party with

a crowbar. We are very proud of our at-

tendance on the Fourth. Congratulations

and thanks, gang.
We were very sorry to have heard of the

death of BILL HOLGATE's mother. To show
their sympathy, the department sent a beau-
tiful spray of flowers.

Visited EDDIE LILLIS at Mercy the other

day, and although he is coming along fine

now, he did have a very trying time of it at

first. He said several of the old bunch had
been to visit him and that he certainly ap-

preciates their thoughtfulness.

Because of the manpower shortage, Ryan
is having a wolf operate a drop hammer

—

No. 4,—and as the experiment is proving

successful, we understand they have sent

an order to North country for 500 more.
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1. Can only fresh food, in tiptop condition.

Gather your garden stuff or go to market
just before canning time. "Two hours from
garden to can" is a good rule. Don't bring

into your kitchen more than you can handle
quickly. If you are buying — particularly

vegetables—get locally-grown produce. Get
fresh, good-looking food and rush it into

your kitchen. Fruits should be firm and ripe;

vegetables young and tender.

— (yrj>
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2. Have food jars, everything used in can-

ning, thoroughly clean.

Line up your containers for inspection.

If they are defective all your good work
may go for naught. Discard chipped,

cracked, warped jars; dented, bent lids. Use
clean, new rubber rings of the right size

for your jars. Don't test by stretching. Wash
jars and lids (all but metal lids with seal-

ing compound) in hot soapy water, and rinse

well. Be sure you have the right lid to fit

every jar. Know your jars and how to seal

them.

Glass containers in which food has been

commercially processed and into which the

manufacturer's name has been blown can be

used for home canning.

3. Heat food hot enough and long enough
to make bacteria and ether organisms
harmless so they won't "work" in the

food and make it spoil.

4. Follow up-to-date directions and time-
tables, backed up by scientific research.

There are two approved canning pro-

cesses—the boiling water bath method and
the steam pressure canner method—and it

is extremely important to know which meth-
od should be used for each food.

For fruits, tomatoes, and pickled

vegetables — use the boiling

water bath.

For all vegetables (except toma-
toes) and meat—use the steam
pressure canner. In using the
pressure canner, let the steam
pour out a steady stream for

10 minutes before closing the
petcock.

Oven canning is no longer rec-

ommended.
Open kettle is approved only for

preserves, pickles and other
foods with enough sugar or

vinegar to help keep them from
spoiling.

5. Make sure jars are sealed aiiiight, to

keep spoilage organisms outside.

6. Label all jars with date and method of

canning.
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7. Store canned food in a cool, dark, dry

place.

8. Skip these:

Best not try canning any of these, say the

experts:

Cabbage (except as sauerkraut), cauli-

flower, celery, cucumbers, eggplant, onions,

parsnips, turnips. Flavor and texture of some
are apt to be poor; others are better stored.

Baked beans, and foods of that kind.

Processing at home is too difficult.

Vegetable mixtures. It takes special di-

rections for each combination of food.

Under home conditions it is more satisfac-

tory, and safer, to can foods separately and
combine later.

9. Before you start canning make sure the

gage of your steam pressure canner
is registering accurately.

Check dial type pressure gage with a
test gage. Ask your dealer to do this test-

ing for you, or Instruments Inc., 6th and E

(Crystal Palace Building) will test your
gage. A weighted type gage needs only to

be cleaned.

10. Warning! Boil all home-canned meat
and vegetables for fifteen minutes be-
fore tasting or serving.

'ptee ^.it&ustfcciz

To help in your own particular canning
problems, the following free circulars are
available from the Farm Advisor's office
of the Agricultural Extension Service,
Room 404, U. S. Customs Building. Send a
postcard asking for the ones you desire or
see Mrs. Long for a request card.

Home Canning, by Hilda Faust.

Freezing Storage, by Vera Greaves and M.
A. Joslyn.

Drying of Vegetables and Fruits in the
Home, by W. V. Cruess, Hilda Faust and
Vera D. Greaves.

Home Bottling and Canning of Fruit Juice
(includes tomato juice), by Hilda Faust
and M. A. Joslyn.

Preservation of Eogs in Water Glass.

Home Cheese Making, by Katherine Ben-
nett.

From the U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington 25, D. C, these publi-
cations may be obtained:

Home Canning of Fruits and Vegetables
U.S.D.A.—AWI-93.

Take Care of Pressure Canners—AWI-65.
Oven Drying—One Wav to Save Victory

Garden Surplus—AWI-59.
How to Prepare Vegetables and Fruits for

Freezing—AWI-100.
Home-made Jellies, Jams, and Preserves— 1800F.

Preservation of Vegetables by Salting and
Brining.— 1932F.

Home Storage of Vegetables and Fruits—
1939F.
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Stress

Report
by

Virginia Pixley

The other day VIRGINIA PIXLEY came
around and asked me if I would like to be
the guest reporter for this month so she
could go on her vacation, and before I

realized what it was all about I accepted,
so here goes:

This department was really surprised last

week when the news came that our chief,

J. W. BORDEN, was promoted to Assistant
Chief Project Engineer. We all hated to see
him leave our group. You just can't help but
admire a man like him—the way he gets
all the work done, the interest he takes
in it, and the long hours he puts in each
week. From all the Structures Group, lots

of luck and happiness, Wally.

The group presented Wally Borden with
a leather desk set, the best we could find,

and made him promise that he wouldn't
cover it all up with miscellaneous papers.
He seems to like it fine, and we hope that
it will not only make his desk look well
dressed, but that it will help him find
things 'n stuff. Here's the poem PIXLEY
wrote for the occasion:

As you know, we poets (?) have to write
while in the mood,

And as I haven't much time these days, this

will probably be quite crude.

If I could write the kind of verse that you
deserve, I fear

We'd have to tap the coffin of that old bard,
Shakespeare.

I'll bet he's turned around—yea, twirled

—

in his grave many times

While I've struggled between Stress Reports
and dabbling with these rhymes.

Right now he'll have to turn again—we must
disturb his dream

Because you must have a poem as a token
of our esteem.

We know that you're not leaving us, that
you'll be right down the hall,

But without you here—right at our side

—

it's not the same at all.

It's nice to get promotions; in fact, it's

mighty swell,

But when we read that memo—oh, how our
faces fell.

We were very glad for you—oh well, you
know the rest

—

We're glad to make the sacrifice as you de-
serve the best.

We'll admit on many mornings we didn't
want to come to work,

And, chances are, we'd have stayed in bed
if our boss had been a "jerk."

We couldn't see how we could stand the
pace another day,

But you always came in smiling and made
everything O. K.

We're an independent bunch—a "hard to

handle" group;
You wouldn't have had a chance with us if

you had been a "droop."
We tried to do just what you said, and even

liked it, too;

And that is why we all pitched in and
bought a gift for you.

You've been perfect, Wally, but for one
thing—we confess

We don't know how you found things

—

your desk was such a mess.

We hope our gift will help you keep every-
thing in line,

And without having to dig for things, maybe
you'll find time

To come around to Structures and pat PETE
on the back,

And wink your eye at HELEN and then go
to see JACK;

Take a minute off for BERNES, discuss your
little girls;

Don't forget to say hello to IRV and ruffle

up his curls;

Contact LEM and LLOYD, our Romeos, and
ask them about their dates.

GUS will be glad to quote you the pre-war
railroad rates;

SKY will have a problem on which he'd like

advice;

Watch out before you answer— think it

over twice;

Check up on BUD to see and judge if he's

dependable,

And please be kind to PIXLEY—for she's

expendable!

We are all very content since we moved
into our new room, especially PETER VAN-
DERSLOOT. He used to sit next to the aisle

and every time we passed behind his desk
we would have to bounce something off his

head to get him to move. Now his desk
is in a corner, so if he wonts to growl he
can growl at the wall. LLOYD LOOMER had
trouble finding the right room the first

morning. He claimed he had some business
in San Diego and was late getting to work.
We tried to put the file beside JOHN
MUCHEMORE so he could keep his mind
on his work a little easier, but, as usual,
Johnny talked his way into a desk along
the aisle.

We have two new men in our group since
the last issue. WAYNE SMITH, a Wing
Stress analyst from Los Angeles, is going
to take over Pvt. DREW ALLEN's job. We
think he is a swell fellow, but HELEN
YOUNG has him at the bottom of her list

already. Maybe I should explain a little

about Helen's system. If you say something
she doesn't like, you are at the bottom, but
if you pay her a nice compliment you are

at the top of the list. I have been at the
top for about a week now, so that makes
me feel pretty good. Mr. STOVAL is the
other new member. We are very fortunate in

having him with us. LEO's eyes almost
popped out when he saw "Cactus Pete"
Stoval line up all his reference books upon
his desk. We are still expecting Leo to

go to work and bring another armload
down in order to maintain his distinctive

honor.

JACK O'BRIEN figured out how many
possibilities there were in the recent war
bond contest. He claims there were 365 and
if you think he is wrong Jock is ready and
welcomes a hot argument.

RALPH DARLING, an ex-Stress man,
dropped in to see us this week. He really

looks rugged and we were all glad to see

him. Now I know what I will look like in

a month.

Just to prove to everyone how inter-

esting our work is here: BERNARD BERNES,
BOB VAN SICKLIN, BILL RAGER and BILL
HAYS came to work on Sunday a couple of

weeks ago and all got sunburned tonsils

before the day was over.

LEM KOHLI.
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Putt Putts

On Parade
by Millie Merritt

After being out of the picture for one
issue, the Putt Putts come out of the fog
to have their little say.

So many activities are in progress around
the plant that it is hard to settle on one.
Here are a few of the items you might find

of interest.

June 1 1, five Ryan girls were entered in

the Teletype Bowling Tournament. The
team, going under the name of Ryan Wo-
men, tied for first place in San Diego and
placed fifth for the entire tournament. The
bowlers were: SALLIE LEVICKAS, ENID
LARSEN, DOOTS KUYAWA, ESTHER WAT-
KINS and myself.

Fun and glamour galore can be had at
Ratliff's every Tuesday and Friday night.

What goes? Well, it's like this: The Ryan
Talent Show is going to be held August 26
and 27, and rehearsals are now in prog-
ress. From where I sit it looks as though
it is going to be a wow of a show. Show
girls, chorus girls, specialty acts, dramatics,
and lots of fun in between—all thrown in

the pot to brew up a show with a zing to it.

Summer Bowling League is in full swing
down at the Tower every Thursday night,
and we have some promising teams battling
for first place. Some of the girls who have
bowled 175 or over are ESTHER WATKINS
SALLIE LEVICKAS, DONNA JOHNSON and
many more not mentioned. Sail ie, a Putt
Putter at heart, is captain of the Production
Control team and is struggling awfully hard
to keep up with us. As it stands now we are
running neck and neck, and Sal lie is going
to have to step up and do some fancy bowl-
ing to do so.

DOTTIE HALL, our smallest Buda Bounc-
ing Mama, and her husband HANK en-
joyed a very pleasant vacation in Los An-
geles. Dottie is still a little shaky from en-
countering so many earthquakes during her
stay there—maybe she will appreciate the
bouncing Buda a little more.

JOY LONGACRE has been the busiest

girl in the department, with the comings
and goings of her sister and other friends

from Texas. Joy also has a side line of

selling chickens, and we heard that one van-
ished the other day—hmmmm!

Transportation suffered the loss of one of

its best workers, R. C. BERG, for nearly a
month, due to the illness of his father. We
are glad to hear that the elder Mr. Berg
is now well on the way to recovery.

The other day I heard a conversation
which ran something like this:

First Putt Putter: "It sure gets monot-
onous, we never go any place any more."

Second Putt Putter: "What do you mean?
Doesn't your husband ever take you out?"

First Putt Putter: "Well, yes, but that is

always at night. I mean we never get to

go anywhere during the day."

Second Putt Putter: "Well, that's a fine

thing to say. You get to go from Heat Treat
to Alki Clean to Inspection to No. 6 and
all over the place. What are you kicking

about?"

Such is life in the Putt Putt Parade.



Ryan Trading Post
FOR SALE For Sale (continued)

1937 Chrysler coupe with reconditioned motor.
Price $550.00 cash or terms. See Y. B. Leo,
Stress Dept.

1933 Buick Eight Sedan. Runs good. Body fair. Good
rubber all around. $175.00 cash. See D. S. Whet-
stine. No. 1726, Machine Shop. Ext. 385.

Instoscope extinction type photographic exposure
meter with leather case. Like new. $3.00. See
Jack Dewar, Accounting.

Or trade. 1941 Royal DeLuxe car heater. Used but
three months. Hot water electrically controlled
with fan. Cost 42.50—will sell for $25.00 or
trade for 32 or 38 caliber automatic. See G. R.
Bills, Plant Protection, Ext. 351 or J-9663 eve-
nings.

Violin with case. Good tone. J. Higgins, Ext. 235,
3834 45th Street, East San Diego.

1942 Areo Coupe Torpedo Chevrolet. Best of con-
dition. J. Higgins, Ext. 235, 3835 45th Street,
East San Diego.

Luggage -— large "FortNighter." Good leather.
$45.00. L. A. Martin, Ext. 396.

1931 Model "A" four-door sedan. Good tires and
mechanical condition. See W. W. Danyluk, 2119,
Jigs and Fixtures, new bldg. Ext. 356.

Furniture for four rooms for sale. Good condition.
Not yet a year old. Will sell by piece or as
a whole. For terms see J. L. Johns, Factory In-
spection Office.

One team of good, gentle work horses. Weight,
approximately 1400 pounds. One horse broke
to ride. Including harness and some farm im-
plements. Contact T. A. Smith, 8130 Tooling
Inspection.

Sleeper tilt-back chair with springs—ottoman.
Beige tapestry, used only one month. $60.00.
Ruth Quails, Tooling, Ext. 396.

'39 Plymouth coupe. E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.

Two pairs beige brocade drapes. $15.00. Ruth
Quails, Tooling, Ext. 396.

Pair of boy's shoe skates and one guitar. Also
a set of weights. E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.

Coat, princess lines. Tweed and stripe. Ruth Quails,
Tooling, Ext. 396.

8-in. electric fan in new condition. See C. L.

Baker, Manifold Small Parts.

1936 2-door Ford. A verv good buy at $400.
J. F. Maher, 3445, Wing.

Shotgun, Ithica hammer less, with 5 boxes of
shells. Only $35.00. E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.

Antiques fresh from Vermont. Oval walnut frames,
Victorian lamps, glass, buttons, etc. Ralph Brig-
ham, Template Crib, or 3154 B Street.

Zimmerman Autoharp musical instrument. 12
chord bars. With accessories and instruction
book. Has never been used. $18.00, or will

trade for guitar. See Harry Turner, Eng. Illus-

tration, Ext. 283.

Motorcycle, '36 Harley 80, completely overhauled.
E. Mellinger, Ext. . 396.

Army model 3 8- long Colt double -act ion revolver.
Excellent condition. Holds six 1 50-gr. bullets.

Gun, leather holster, 95 rounds of ammunition,
$49.00. See N. V. Descoteau, Salvage Crib No.
4. Or call W-0845 after 5:30 p.m.

One pair engineer's (ankle strap) boots. Size 10.

New leather heels. Thoroughly sterilized. $6.00.
F. S. Dare, 2429, Manifold Welding.

Twin Ford horns, $5.00. Jack Graham, Ext. 381
or Talbot 0217.

Fishing deep-sea reel and pole—split bamboo.
Both brand new. $30.00. H. Sarkiss, Tooling.

One lady's yellow-gold Gruen wristwatch, $35.
Man's monel-case Gruen wristwatch, $ 1 4.00.

Contact A. J. Rush, 5255, Manifold Welding,
or phone T-8014.

'31 Hupp sedan; good tires, good motor. $120.00.
H. Sarkiss, 2527, Tooling.

1 0-tube Zenith console. New condition. C. L.

Baker, Manifold Small Parts.

Man's 1
7 -jewel Swiss wristwatch, with rock crys-

tal, $30.00. Was purchased June 6, 1944. Con-
tact Mort Graverman, Engineering Power Plant,
Ext. 235, or call Main 6041.

Winchester .22-cal. automatic rifle and ammu-
nition. $25.00. Has the famous ten-shot
straight - feed magazine. "AA" condition.
Would consider good fresh-water fishing tackle
in trade. Sgt. D. W. Carney, Plant Police.

Beautiful clarinet in first-class condition. $35.00
Sid Smith, Cutting, Ext. 381.

Emerson 6-tube table radio, onyx cabinet, $35.00.
'36-'37 custom Ford radio, $35.00 Delco auto
radio, $25. 8-tube console, $30. Jack Gra-
ham, Ext. 381, Cutting. Or Talbot-0217.

Kennedy tool box, with one tray. Price, $2.00.
Mildred Wulff, 4750, Shipping.

One pair woman's black Enna Jettick oxfords.
Black, size 6V2B. Square toe. Almost new. L.

S. Leonard, 3059, Sheet Metal 2.

Navy-blue shoes, size 6B. New. Price, $4.00.
Mildred Wulff, 4750, Shipping.

Heating pad, three adjustments, $5.00. Jack
Graham, Ext. 381 or Talbot 0217.

.38 Smith & Wesson special revolver, $40.00. Sid
Smith, Ext. 381, Cutting.

Car radio, $15.00 cash. James Maher, Wing.

Bed-davenport and chair, prewar, sprinas. $30.00.
Contact A. J. Rush, 5255, Manifold Welding,
or phone T-8014.

Electric toaster, almost new. Will take $6.50.
G. M. Banister, Sheet Metal 1, second shift.

MISCELLANEOUS
Will trade Winchester model 54 30.06 Sportster

and some shells for light twin outboard motor.
B. Jennings, Ext. 272.

If you want to buy a horse, sell a horse, or trade
a horse, see Bob Bradley, Airplane Dispatching.

Releasing prize gelding, King Peter VIII, for a
few selected matches. Fee, $25.00. Call or con-
tact Bob Bradley, Airplane Dispatching, before
August 1

.

For Rent—House with large garden. F. T. Feurer,

Tool Crib No. 3. 919 N. Magnolia Ave., El

Cajon.

Furnished apartment for three girls, or rooms
with kitchen use. Good references. Call Mar-
jorie Tedman, Ext. 297 or T-3245.

WANT TO BUY
Good bedroom suite including box springs and

mattress. Prefer waterfall type. No junk. E. Mell-
inger, Ext. 396.

Will pay cash for a good washing machine. Badly
in need of one. Contact G. R. Bills, Plant Protec-
tion, Ext. 351 or J-9663 evenings.

Baby bed, playpen and Taylor Tot. See Bob
Childs, Material Control, second shift. Ext. 297.

Fresh-water rod and reel, tackle, flies, etc. Also
Hawaiian wigglers. J. B. Clingensmith, 7534,
Manifold Welding, second shift.

Will pay cash for washing machine in good con-
dition. Please contact Carl Milner, Tool Plan-
ning, Ext. 396 or F-0959.

Want to Buy (continued)

Washing machine. W. McBlair. Call B-5176 or Ext.
348.

Medium- or large-size tricycle. Brae Mathis, Tool
Room, Ext. 346.

Coupe or Club Coupe, '39 or '40. Will not refuse
any reasonable price. E. Mellinger, Ext. 396.

8 -mm. projector. H. Crouch, Engineering. Home
phone W-4749.

Washing machine. Prefer late model, but will ac-
cept anything that washes. L. A. Wolslager,
Engineering, or call W-2496 any time.

Large-size tricycle. See E. C. Stofer, 1642, Sheet
Metal 2.

Lawn swing. George Quidort, Plant Protection, or
call R-7488 after 5 o'clock.

Radio sets, any kind, working or not. Also test
equipment and parts. Jack Graham, Ext. 381 or
Talbot 0217.

Steamer trunk or solid cedar chest. Must be good.
See George Quidort, Plant Protection, or call

R-7488 after 5 o'clock.

8-mm. movie camera. Call Jim Scurlock, Lab-
oratory, Ext. 227.

8-mm. movie camera. Call Bob Childs, Ext. 397,
second shift Material Control, or Henley 3-4323
during the day.

Good 6- or 7-cubic-foot refrigerator. E. Mellin-
ger, Ext. 396.

Model A roadster. C. H. Judd, Methods Engineer-
ing. Ext. 241.

Manifold Exhaust
by Eva Eggleston

Vocational School

Men, only three—are on this job

—

Welder "Webb," Instructors "Chuck" and
"Bob."

Accuracy and precision we try not to shirk.

Endeavoring to give quality to our work.

No "Horse Play" is Ryan's safety rule

To avoid serious accidents at school.

Inlets and outlets with stampings to trim.

The jitterbug fairly hums with vigor and
vim.

First grinding and tacking, then fluxing the

seams.
Bumped on the dollies is the straighten-

ing means.
Out to the plant the sections must go
Acid is used to shine them just so.

Learning to use bandsaws and drills;

Normalizing torches gives us some thrills.

Down to the school the sections come back,

Assemblies we build—we each take a
whack.

Surely we have mastered technique enough.
Alignment on jigs—that's truly tough

—

Details are added, then inspection test

We've used all gadgets and hope for the

best.

Back on May 29th three students listened

to Instructor BOB GUYER propound the

theory of a collector type manifold. Next
he introduced the newcomers to the jitter-

bug, grinders, jig tables and an array of

mystifying tools. To us they all looked alike

then, even if they did have different names
and uses. The manifold group has grown

—

CHARLES WILLIS, a new instructor; Mr.
WEBB, the welder, and eighteen students.

Cabinets, jig tables and dollies are spread-

ing over more territory.

This first "Manifold Class" is exclusively

female, and we're hoping to set a record

of capability and production of which Ryan
will be proud.
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Milking Stool Principle

solves JIG STABILI

For years engineers endeavored to develop aircraft production

jigs simple in construction, capable of being easily moved with-

out the necessity of being realigned, and having inherent sta-

bility so as to assure complete accuracy throughout the entire

period of use.

Knowing that any production fixture is no better than its base,

Ryan licked the jig problem by using the engineering principle

of the ordinary three-legged farm milking stool which remains

rigid even though sitting on an uneven surface.

In similar manner, Ryan engineering and production methods

are constantly solving the problems that daily harass or delay

fast, economical production ofwarplanes and aircraft assemblies.

The ingenuity and "know-how" that has made this great organ-

ization a production instrument to be reckoned with in war is

your guarantee of skillful, economical postwar operation.

RELY ON RYAN TO BUILD WELL

Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego

THE PROBLEM

Production jigs with multiple supports, that

use the floor as a base, invariably get out

of alignment. Such fixtures are difficult to

work around, often have to be taken apart

in order to remove the completed assembly

and require constant realignment. A perma-

nent, stable fixture which would maintain

accuracy seemed impossible.

THE SOLUTION

Ryan tooling experts employed the simple

engineering principle of the milking stool

— the three legs of which always gave a

rigid seat irrespective of whether they had

a level base or not. They reasoned, why
not make three-legged jigs which would be

independent of the floor?

THE ADVANTAGE
An inherently stable jig which is aligned at

ALL times. No delays in production caused

by working with complexly constructed fix-

tures. No waste of taxpayers' money con-

structing special foundations. No waste of

time "backtracking" production . . .the result

of expanding around certain fixtures rather

than move them. Tool designers of other

warplane factories have been given access to

full information on Ryan's unique three-

point jigs.
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